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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Status of Distance Learning in the University of Hawaii Community College System
UHCC distance learning is firmly grounded in Board of Regents’ policies and in system strategic
planning.
Distance efforts fall into five stages:
1. Individual UHCC campuses offered technology-delivered and outreach courses before
there were UHCC system efforts to deliver services and solve problems.
2. UH distance efforts to establish policy, technological, and functional bases for distance
learning were underway long before focused UHCC system efforts in distance learning
began.
3. UHCC system distance efforts undertook supporting student and faculty needs.
4. While the implementation phase of UHCC distance efforts moved to the campus level,
there has also been continuing effort at the broader UH level as the UH system acted to
function more effectively as a system.
5. Many of the problems arise repeatedly. Seldom solved, they may morph, be put on hold
for certain technology changes to take place, or be forgotten, only to rise again.
There have been a series of UHCC committees dealing with distance learning since 1995. Each
laid the groundwork for the next committee.
There have been three types of drift away from UHCC system agreements made when the last
UHCC distance committee was functioning:
a. Drift away from the Rolling Two-Year Plan of UHCC Distance Offerings.
b. Change of responsibilities resulting from shifts in structure. The establishment of the UH
Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council, the stopping of UHCC distance
oversight, and the lack of clear communication resulted in having only an operational
group, the Campus Distance Coordinators, functioning. That group needed to solve
problems for students but it felt isolated and unclear about how to make connections to
groups/individuals with authority to make decisions.
c. Drift away from UHCC system discussion and sharing about distance needs.
At the UHCC campus level:
1. Currently, there are 2 + 2 agreements to assist University Centers in providing needed
lower division courses, but there is no planned, shared offering of lower division distance
courses.
2. Campuses are working out whether they need to do a substantive change based on their
participation in a system-based offering of courses that can be used toward an Associate
in Arts degree. LeeCC is three courses short of an Associate in Arts degree by distance.
3. At least partly in response to accreditation concerns, campuses have a committee, ad hoc
committee, review board, or informal way of addressing distance learning.
4. Comparison of campus distance intentions in 2000 with distance planning and delivery
since 2000 indicates that more distance courses are being offered and that campuses have
more specific intent about what they offer.
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Certain qualities of climate affect the ability of the UHCC’s to do UHCC system distance
learning business. They are described as avoiding conflict, my needs first, put it on the shelf,
move slowly, kill the workers, squeaking as a vehicle for addressing problems, and fill the slots.
The body of the report includes thirty-two topics that came up in reviewing UHCC distance
history and in talking with people. “Status” and “Attention Needed” are given for each topic.
The first fourteen are listed as UH System Distance Topics because they demand response at the
broadest level.
Topic 1:
Topic 2:
Topic 3:
Topic 4:
Topic 5:
Topic 6:
Topic 7:
Topic 8:
Topic 9:
Topic 10:
Topic 11:
Topic 12:
Topic 13:
Topic 14:

ADA Compliance
Campus Proctoring of Distance Learning Exams for Students Taking Distance Courses from Any
UH Campus
Copyright
E-College
Financial Aid
Hawaii Course Redesign
Intellectual Property Rights
Instructional Method Coding
Need for Students to Apply at Each Campus from Which They Will Be Taking Courses
Online Student Evaluation of Instruction for Both Classroom-Based and Distributed
Learning/Distance Learning Courses
Pre-Major Information in Banner
Shift from WebCT to Another Course Management Software
University Centers for all UHCC Campuses
Unmet Workforce and Community Needs

The remaining topics are ones which the UHCC’s might appropriately consider resolving:
Topic 15:
Topic 16:
Topic 17:
Topic 18:
Topic 19:
Topic 20:
Topic 21:
Topic 22:
Topic 23:
Topic 24:
Topic 25:
Topic 26:
Topic 27:
Topic 28:
Topic 29:
Topic 30:
Topic 31:
Topic 32:

Assisting Faculty in the Delivery of Distance Courses
Availability of All UHCC Distance Courses to All Students in the State
Campus Responsibility for Curriculum Process for Distance Courses
Common Course Prerequisites among UHCC Campuses’ Courses
Common Course Numbers, Alphas, and Titles among UHCC Campuses’ Courses
Effective Communication Processes and Clear Coordination of System Decisions
Distance Data to Be Collected Systematically by the UH and UHCC Systems
Effective Use of Faculty and Staff
Funding Support of Distance Learning
Inclusion of Remedial and Developmental Courses in UHCC System Distance Learning
Informing Students about the Availability of Distance Classes
Need for Individual UHCC Campuses to Request an ACCJC Substantive Change Because of
Campus Courses Contributed to the UHCC Courses Which Students Can Use Toward an
Associate of Arts Degree
Program Review of Distance Learning
Provide Two-, Three-, and Four-Year Plans Alerting Students Which Distance Classes Can Be
Taken During Which Semesters
Re-Establish a UHCC Distance Learning Committee
Review Section B.4 of the UH Revised Executive Policy, E5.204, UH Distance Learning Plans,
Policies, and Procedures in Terms of Mission Differentiation and Lead Responsibilities and
Coordination
Staffing UHCC Distance Learning
UHCC Common or Uniform Deans’ List

A data review notes that a number of data-gathering efforts have been labor-intensive and that
refinement of Banner should enable data to be reported more quickly and easily. The data needs
of the Deans of Instruction/Chief Academic Officers and Assistant Deans of Instruction and of
2
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the Deans of Student Services and those rising from historic meeting notes, current meeting
notes, and conversations with individuals and groups are noted. Sources of UHCC distance data
and their usefulness are reviewed. Particular note is made of the value of extending the
usefulness of the Distance Learning Student Report. Useful data for planning is suggested.
Future directions include the continued growth of online learning and the challenge to the UHCC
system to be competitive with lower division distance courses offered by other higher education
institutions. System behavior around website structure, quality courses, and quality support can
build on work already done. Practical, local research growing out of planned UHCC system
distance efforts and application of Best Practices are suggested as important in becoming
competitive. Professional development in pedagogy and technology
Anticipated technology changes include increasing emphasis on delivery via mobile devices such
as iTunesU and podcasting, virtual reality, formation of genuine peer-to-peer learning
communities, and digital textbooks.
The confusion of terminology—“distributed learning” or “distance learning”—is not an “eitheror” situation but a case of “both-X-and-Y.” Caught in the middle of the shift of technology use
for distance to the use of technology for both distance-delivered and onsite instruction, some
staff find it difficult to carry out responsibilities.
Points made repeatedly throughout the document include:
1. The needs of students must be a constant and central concern.
2. The need to serve students must be the measuring point for deciding where campuses
should “be the same” and where they can be different without creating confusion or
difficulty for students.
3. UH, UHCC, and campus systems must treat any student in the UH system as “our
student.”
4. Clear, directed communication is needed if the multiple intra-system and inter-system
connections are to function effectively. Suggestions for communication include:
• Understanding that the UHCC Vice President and the Chancellors’ directives are to
be acted upon quickly.
• Commitment by everyone in the communication chain to communicate in both
directions—to the one communicating and those communicated to.
• Board-type operation of groups in which questions and recommendations of a group
are sent to the group above which has overarching responsibility.
5. If no importance is given to things people are working on, there will be drift. The drift
provides important information about whether the effort is meeting needs.
The appendices record much of the information gathered for the report.
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Comments

Nearly every meeting with an individual or group for the past few months has stimulated a
collection of information. Much of that is reported in the appendices. Many people with too
much to do took time to talk and complete surveys. A hearty “MAHALO” to them. Please see
Appendix 23, “People Who Helped with the Development of this Report.”
___
One group that was not contacted was the students. Several groups felt it would be too difficult
to pull students in for campus focus groups when the courses they were taking were distance
courses. There was not enough time to carry out an online survey; in addition, some information
is already available from students in the Student Pre- and Post-Assessment of UHCC Distance
Learning Academic Support Services). Some items in Appendix 38, “UHCC Survey of FIGS
(Faculty Interest Group Survey = Faculty Teaching Distance-Delivered Courses) also provide
information about student needs.
___
In recent years, so much has been made of looking at the positive side of problems that there is a
euphemistic overdose of “issues” or “concerns” or “opportunities” in any document dealing with
system topics. These words, although currently politically correct, distance the reader from the
reality of what has not been solved, softening the references about difficulties, stumbling blocks,
things that have not been taken care of. In this report, the word “problem” will be used when
there is reference to unresolved situations or difficulties.
___
It was not always possible to get confirmation that information was correctly conveyed; many
apologies for any errors.
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Purpose of this Report
The charge from the UHCC Chancellors in requesting a review of distance learning in the UHCC’s
included:
1. Review UHCC work done in the past to deliver distance learning classes, examine present
practices, and anticipate effect of new forces and technology on the horizon.
2. Using interviews and available data, determine present practices in the UHCC’s delivery
of distance learning, noting commitments, agreements, and areas of “drift.”
3. Identify what pieces of UHCC distance learning are working effectively and where there
are current and anticipated future areas of concern.
In meeting with those involved in distance delivery and in overseeing campus operations, it became
apparent that this document could also be useful to those other than the UHCC Chancellors:
• Those who must assure that UHCC system and campus concerns integrate distance
learning into the total picture of academic offerings, academic and student support,
policies, planning while also assuring that those needs associated with distance learning
are adequately supported.
•

Any UHCC distance learning oversight group needing to gain background information.

•

New faculty and staff who are unacquainted with UHCC history with distance learning.

•

Those who have moved to new positions where they must now know something about
distance learning.

•

Faculty and staff who were not involved with distance learning previously but who may
have developed an interest.

Factors affecting UHCC distance learning:
1. Each UHCC campus is a separate organization with particular ways of doing things that
have grown out of the need to deliver services to its community. It is not a branch
campus of some statewide community college. Yet there is the need for seamless
services to students. This dichotomy raises the constant question, “Where should the
UHCC’s be the same and where should they be different?”
2. Distance learning serves at least two needs:
• The needs of students who find that distance fits their life style; it is no longer
primarily for the student who can’t get to the site.
•

The facilities needs of campuses which may lack sufficient space for all the onsite
sections they need to provide.

3. It is always late to understand and prepare for what students will need in the future;
action must be taken now. The distance organization must morph to fit the future, even
5
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when it is not ready. Even while changing, the organization must take care of staff and
students involved in earlier concepts and efforts.
4. If there is no commitment and oversight to an effort, there will be both erosion and drift.
5. UH, the UHCC’s, and the UHCC campuses are all very complex organizations. Distance
must work at all three levels and among all the levels.
6. Distance may not be a huge market for the UHCC’s, but it is a part of the differentiated
market that the UHCC’s must address. Access will continue to be a major factor in
UHCC distance learning.
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Planning and Policy Related to Distance Learning
Distance learning is firmly grounded in the UH System Strategic Plan, 2002-2010, and the
UHCC Strategic Plan, 2002-2010.
Major planning and policy documents related to UH and UHCC distance learning grant its use
and development. Documents most directly related to UHCC distance learning include:
•

Distance learning policy began with Board of Regents Policy, Section 5.10 which was
approved in 1982 and revised in 2002. The Distance Learning Advisory Council is
currently drafting a revised policy.

•

UH Executive Policy E5.204, UH Distance Learning Plans, Policies, and Procedures,
was established in 1992 and revised in 1998. There is growing concern that this policy
be revised.

•

The UH Distance /Distributed Learning Strategic Plan was approved in 2003. It is
currently being reviewed by the UH Distance Learning Advisory Committee.

•

The UHCC Distance Learning Strategic Action Plan, 2000, and the UHCC Distance
Learning Implementation Plan, 2000, both need to be updated.

These and other documents are summarized relative to distance learning in Appendix 24,
Planning and Policy Documents Related to UHCC Distance Learning.
.
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Historical Review of Distance Learning
Recovery of the history of distance learning in the UHCC’s is incomplete. The history
reconstructed over the past few months is based on meeting notes and emails and enriched from
the memories of faculty and staff who have been involved in UHCC distance learning. Materials
have been placed chronologically (as much as possible) in notebooks. There are many pieces
which are missing, but enough were gathered to give a reasonably accurate picture of decisions
and actions. These notebooks are housed in the UHCC Dole Street Office. Those who want to
amend the history with additional documents are invited to do so.
The “UHCC Distance Learning Historical Summary” is attached as Appendix 35. This
document summarizes in some detail the meeting notes and emails related to distance learning
from the early 1970’s through Spring 2006. Included are UH system, UHCC system, and some
UHCC campus activities affecting distance learning in the UHCC’s.
In addition to providing a review of specific efforts and actions, this summary illustrates some
key diacritical observations about distance learning: A few examples are provided for each
observation:
1. Individual UHCC campuses offered technology-delivered and outreach courses before
there were UHCC system efforts to deliver services and solve problems.
Early 1970’s LeeCC provides a place for off-campus delivery of courses at the
Waianae-Nanakuli Education Center.
1982
MauiCC pioneers the offering of delivery by technology when it provides
the first cable television courses in the state. By 1984, it operated a
television channel that include tape-delayed broadcasts to Moloka’i,
Lana’i, and Lahaina-West Maui. In 1986, Maui constructs a three-isle
interactive video network—Skybridge—delivering classes to the outreach
sites of Maui County and to Lana’i and Moloka’i.
1984
KauaiCC begins to provide support for courses and programs from other
campuses. Beginning in 1984 with its first cable course to Kauai
residents, KauaiCC offers a few distance courses.
1990
HawaiiCC broadcasts and receives courses through interactive television.
1991
HonCC offers the first credit cable course as a result of the 1988 franchise
agreement among HonCC, KapCC, and LeeCC to provide educational
access for the University. In 1990, Olelo is established as a corporation
for public access television on O’ahu and provides funding for the course.
1992
KapCC begins offering distance-delivered courses.
1995
WinCC begins offering one or two courses per semester via cable with
production support from LeeCC’s Media Center.
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2. UH distance efforts to establish policy, technological, and functional bases for distance
learning were underway long before focused UHCC system efforts in distance learning
began.
1986
1993
1994
1993
1994
1994
1995

1996
1997
1998

Facilities for the Hawaii Interactive Television System (HITS) are offered by
public television.
Olelo is established.
A UH advisory committee is formed. Its purpose is to shape an assessment to
determine graduate degree programs in demand and look at offering selected
undergraduate courses in “prime time.”
The Office of the Vice President for Planning and Policy reviews a centralized
model and a mainstreamed model for UH outreach, concluding that mainstreamed
outreach will yield better services to students.
UH Distance Education Advisory Committee (DEAC) meets and sets up four task
forces on administrative and executive issues, resource support issues, technology
and facilities support, and faculty and student issues.
The Olelo Task Force collaboratively attempts to coordinate cable TV and Olelo
funds on Oahu.
DEAC presentation to BOR notes modes of delivery included on-site, ITV, Cable
TV, independent Study, and Email. All counties received delivery. Issues
include faculty workload, intellectual property rights, technology, academic
support services, student support services, and funding.
Proposal to develop an Associate in Arts via Cable TV is presented to Olelo.
UH Master Scheduling Group (MSG) is established to review and approve the
scheduling of programs using the Hawaii Interactive Television System (HITS)
and later, Cable TV.
E5.204 revision is promulgated.

3. UHCC system distance efforts undertook supporting student and faculty needs.
1994 Distance Education Registration Committee, made of up Deans of Students and
Registrars, is established to look at distance registration, developing the first
procedure for distance registration.
1995 The first master distance learning schedule is developed for information and
internal use.
1995 Emphasis is placed on developing courses for the Associate in Arts degree to be
aired over Oceanic.
1996 Cable courses are broadcast statewide instead of by island only.
1996 Summer Session UHCC Distance Education Committee addresses the need for
statewide delivery of summer distance courses.
1997 Consolidated printed schedule of distance courses is to be provided to all
campuses.
1997 UHCC Committee on Distance Education Chair takes another position. The
committee is moved under the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs to facilitate
integration of distance into campuses.
1999 UHCC Distance Education Committee is reorganized with a new Chair with the
previous Chair’s retirement.
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4. While the implementation phase of UHCC distance efforts moved to the campus level,
there has also been continuing effort at the broader UH level as the UH system acted to
function more effectively as a system.
• Banner is an example of solutions that must take place at the broader UH level if
they are to help students.
5. Many of the problems rise again and again. They are seldom solved. They may morph,
be put on hold for certain technology changes to take place, or be forgotten and then rise
up again.
1995 The Distance Education Advisory Committee notes that faculty workload and
intellectual property rights are among the problems that need to be worked
through. While proposed solutions were reviewed, the problems have not yet
been solved. Ongoing instructional method coding problems have recently been
acted upon.
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Distance Directions in the UHCC’s
UHCC System
UHCC System Distance Committees
“UHCC Distance Learning Historical Summary,” Appendix 35, provided the information for the
“Historic Progression of UHCC Distance Learning Committees,” Appendix 15.
• The first UHCC group was an informal, problem-solving group operating from May 1995
to solve registration problems for distance students.
•

A UHCC system Distance Education Committee was formed in late 1995.

•

Although a 1996 ad hoc group focused only on Summer Session, its work was significant
because it involved all campuses and planned a schedule based on the understanding that
those who take distance classes need access to distance courses in the summer.

•

The next iteration of a UHCC system Distance Education Committee moved lead
responsibility for distance education to the office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs with the intention of mainstreaming distance efforts into the academic affairs of
UHCC campuses and system.

•

The distance impetus had developed sufficiently for the third UHCC system Distance
Education Committee (formed in 1999 with a more inclusive membership) to be charged
with developing a UHCC Distance Learning Strategic Action Plan and an Associate in
Arts Degree available by distance technologies.

•

In 2002, that group was put on hiatus and a UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group
represented the various areas on the committee.

•

In 2003, the UH Distance Learning Advisory Council was formed to respond to distance
learning policy questions.

•

As that group became more active, the UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group
ceased to function.

There has always been talk about moving UHCC committee distance work to the campus level.
In 1997, there was language about mainstreaming distance learning into academic affairs of the
UHCC campuses and system. In 2000, the UHCC System Implementation Plan voiced the need
to move distance efforts to campuses and the staff who perform frontline functions. In 2002,
something new happened—UHCC distance responsibility was connected to the UH system.
When the UHCC Distance Learning Executive Committee stopped functioning because of the
formation of the UH Distance Learning Advisory Committee, there was an implicit handoff (not
clearly communicated to group members) of UHCC system commitment to distance learning to a
UH system-level group. Now, in working with UHCC system distance learning and individual
UHCC campus distance learning, it is necessary to look at three levels—campus, UHCC system,
and UH system.
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“Drift from Planned UHCC System Agreed Upon Directions
Because the 1999 UHCC Distance Learning Committee, building on the work of earlier groups,
developed a committed two-year schedule of offerings from all campuses enabling students to
earn a distance-delivered Associate in Arts, a UHCC Strategic Plan of Action, and a UHCC
Implementation Plan for Integrating Distance Learning into Campus Operations, 2000, there has
been concern as to whether the UHCC system understandings have been continued or whether
there has been “drift” from those agreements. In considering drive, it must be remembered that
drift also provides important information about whether the effort is meeting needs.
There are three types of “drift:”
1. The “drift” of greatest concern is the Rolling Two-Year Plan of UHCC Distance Offerings.
This plan was continued for several semesters after the UHCC Distance Education
Committee stopped functioning. Then, campuses drifted away from making this
commitment because they could not guarantee that the classes would fill. The last Two-Year
preview covered Fall 2004-Summer 2006. Available in May 2004, it was located on uhcc.elearn. When the Distance Learning Orientation merged with uhcc.e-learn, the two-year
preview was moved to the front page of uhcc.e-learn. A Campus Distance Coordinators’ and
Master Scheduling Group recommendation that a three-year plan would be more manageable
was conveyed to the Deans of Instruction/Assistant Deans of Instruction.
Eventually, the Deans of Instruction and the Campus Distance Coordinators agreed that the
Two-Year Plan of UHCC Distance Course Offerings was not used by students in planning
the courses they would take and that it was costing the campuses money to assure that
planned courses would be offered. It was also a budget and accreditation issue. Could
campuses afford to offer low-enrolled courses and if they committed to offering particular
courses, how would that commitment affect their accreditation.
While the original focus was on student planning, the current emphasis needs to be on
efficient planning at UHCC system and campus levels.
2. A second “drift” concern is the change of responsibilities and connections. Change in UHCC
structure resulted in moving broad oversight of distance to the UH level. This change left the
Campus Distance Coordinators with no understanding about where to send the problems they
felt needed to be solved. Review of the board type of operation in which sub-committees
research options and recommend the solution resulted in Campus Distance Coordinators
connecting with the UH Distance Learning Advisory Council. That connection has begun to
bear fruit, but it appears that there is still a need for a UHCC-level group which works on
both operations and policy and procedure to link to the Advisory Council. Communication,
in particular, has been inadequate without a UHCC oversight group.
3. A third type of “drift” is the movement away from UHCC system discussion and sharing as
to what courses to offer, what each campus is planning, and which campus can help out
which other campuses—system behavior. With no system group, the discussions become
campus discussions. The Deans of Instruction have too many other things on their plates to
put an emphasis on this problem.
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UHCC Campuses
Campus Distance Intentions
“Campus Arrangements for Delivery of Distance Courses and Programs, Spring 2007,”
Appendix 4, demonstrates the planned agreements between/among campuses to meet the specific
needs of a program of study. There are almost no agreements between UHCC’s to provide
courses for each other. There is no Two-Year Rolling Plan for the UHCC Associate of Arts
degree. There are a number of arrangements between UHCC’s and four-year campuses,
particularly UHH, to meet the needs of UHH programs. Increasingly, there are agreements of
UHCC campuses with non-UH four-year campuses in-state and out-of-state. An important
factor is that the University Centers were approved as part of the UH structure; they are proving
to be valuable connections between more standard units.
Without a UHCC system approach to scheduling of UHCC distance courses, the Educational
Academic and Support Specialist in the Dole Street office works with the Campus Distance
Coordinators to define problems and see what can be done to solve them and to list courses on
uhcc.e-learn. According to “How Does Your Campus Decide which Distance Classes to Offer
the Next Semester?” Appendix 16, campus distance courses are defined by faculty. On several
campuses, faculty tell their division chairs what distance courses they want to teach. At one
campus, faculty are on a set schedule of distance courses to be taught; another campus needs to
sequence courses for certain programs but finds that liberal arts courses do not need to be
sequenced. A third campus reports that faculty preference is matched with a distance group’s
sense of what distance classes are needed. Counselors may participate in discussion of distance
needs. There is no direct process for other staff or students to indicate what courses students
need; one campus reports that students can request courses but it may not be possible to
accommodate those requests. As one campus reports, distance scheduling is “primarily faculty
driven. Hence there is no overarching strategy other than a ‘shot gun’ approach. . . .”
Campuses were asked if they intended to deliver a distance Associate of Arts degree (Appendix
31, UHCC Campuses’ Intention to deliver an Associate of Arts Degree via Distance).
Discussion of this issue among the Deans of Instruction and the UHCC Director of Learning and
Support Services has seemed to clarify that offering courses which are part of the distance
courses provided by all the UHCC campuses and applicable toward an Associate in Arts degree
does not mean that the offering campus is providing a distance-delivered Associate in Arts
degree. Nevertheless, clarification with WASC will probably take place.
• HawCC and KauCC do not intend to offer a complete Associate in Arts degree.
•

WinCC expects to assume a more active distance delivery role with its Office of
University Partners and plans to use more of the lower division distance classes offered
by other campuses.

•

HonCC is concerned about whether it needs to submit a Substantive Change notice in
relation to the distance courses which it provides.

•

KapCC has a task force which is re-examining the college’s distance learning program.
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•

LeeCC intends to deliver an Associate of Arts degree by distance; currently it can offer
all but three of the courses needed.

•

MauCC offers a distance-delivered Associate of Arts degree using a combination of
delivery methods.

One of the goals of the UHCC Distance Education Committee was to offer one or more UHCC
system Associate in Science degrees. Such distance/partial distance/outreach offerings are being
provided by some individual campuses. Appendix 18, “INCOMPLETE UHCC Degrees and
Certificates Delivered Completely or Partially by Distance Technology or Outreach,” is a project
that was begun but not finished.
Campus Distance Committees
At the same time that UHCC system distance efforts were largely deconstructed, accreditation
raised the need for campuses to provide active oversight of their distance courses, particularly in
assuring the appropriateness of technology and the achievement of student learning outcomes.
One result has been the development of committees at the campus level. As “Status of Campus
Distance Learning Committees on Individual UHCC Campuses,” Appendix 27, indicates,
campuses are addressing distance learning needs at the committee, ad hoc committee, review
board, or informal level. While it is appropriate that these groups work with campus bodies to
assure quality and support, there may also be useful connections with any re-established UHCC
Distance Learning Committee.
Individual Campus Distance Planning and Delivery
A comparison of two documents—“Individual UHCC Campus Distance Learning Intentions
Described in Appendix D of the UHCC Distance Learning Strategic Action Plan, June 2000,”
Appendix 19, and “Individual UHCC Campus Distance Planning and Delivery since June 2000,”
Appendix 20, indicates that the years since 2000 have resulted in more distance courses being
offered and campuses having more specific intent about what they offer.
In their June 2000 plans, campuses noted a variety of intentions: assess community needs, create
a distance committee, create a distance plan, provide more programs and services, formalize
review of distance programs, encourage faculty participation, provide non-credit offerings, and
support needs of baccalaureate programs.
In the update since 2006, KapCC and MauCC note distance delivery of Certificates and
Associates in Science degrees. All the campuses but WinCC state that distance learning is very
important to achieving the mission of their campus. WinCC expects that the Office of University
Partners will greatly increase the importance of distance learning. Campuses report a number of
obstacles in distance delivery: faculty development; academic support; student services; system
problems such as lines of accountability and technical problems; limited resources to support
faculty and provide services; strategic planning; faculty distrust about distance; challenges to the
entire instructional process and the traditional role of faculty in course design, content, deliver,
assessment, remediation, intellectual property rights, and workload.
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System Realities
There are certain qualities of climate that affect the ability of the UHCC’s to do UHCC system
distance learning business. These environmental factors are noted in order to separate them from
the distance topics.
Avoiding Conflict
Behavior within UHCC groups often indicates the belief that it is bad to have conflict. Everyone
must agree before a decision to act can be made. The result is that things get talked about but not
much changes. The idea that people must agree may then allow personality rather than the goal
of meeting student needs to rule. Things get done by cajoling people to cooperate, giving up, or
waiting until they retire, leave, or change jobs. This cultural set is part of how the administrative
groups, for example, often do business. It leads to frequent, circular discussions about how and
why there is a problem, but it fails to address the conflict and to accept that things must move
forward whether people agree or not.
My Needs First
Over the last few years, the question has often risen—Where do the UHCC’s need to do things in
common and where should they function differently? The idea that people must agree allows the
refusal to create uniformity where it can best serve the students. Some staff refuse to shift from
what they see as “service to their community,” “too much work to redo,” and “no resources
available” to a focus on the needs of students. The mission of the community colleges has
actually shifted, particularly on Oahu campuses from meeting the needs of the community to
meeting the needs of the students. With the emphasis on workforce needs and the ability to
customize learning delivery for students, the community emphasis disappears and meeting the
needs of the student IS meeting the needs of the community. Just as “a student is a student is a
student” no matter what campus, with distance resources “the community is the workforce is the
individual student.”
Put It on the Shelf
Certainly, the UHCC’s do a good deal of planning. UH system entities are already beginning the
next strategic plan update. While this update, like previous documents, will nest things at the
various levels of the multiple UH systems so there is a place for everything within the larger
system’s documents, the strategic plans will still be, for most employees of the UHCC system,
shelf documents rather than real documents that affect their functioning in their positions.
Distance documents suffer the same process.
Move Slowly
There is often an unacceptable amount of time between a request or command for action and the
completion of that action. Yet overloaded people jumping among too many areas of
responsibility often lose track of actions that were begun. Many solutions involve working at
multiple layers within one or more levels of the UH system and multiple people. Problems get
lost only to surface again and again.
Kill the Workers
It has been said in the UH system that it is important to look to the future and deliver what will
be needed rather than to do what we are used to doing plus adding on new duties. That sounds
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good, but in a state of permanent response to change, it is not easy to find the time to decide what
duties to drop, what duties to keep, and what duties to add. Too many UHCC employees have
too much to do. The result is that firehouse management rules and that people do not have time
to connect their specific duties with the broad directions in which the UHCC’s are moving.
Squeaking as a Vehicle for Addressing Problems
When problems do get addressed, it is often because someone or something functions as a
squeaky wheel. Usually the problems have been raised and not addressed because people do not
have the political power to force them to be addressed, because they have too much to do, or
because they do not understand the broader implications of what is not working. The “Campus
Distance Coordinator Discussion Topics and Actions 2000-2006,” Appendix 5, provides
demonstration of the problems that come up repeatedly over the years and are not addressed.
Fill the Slots
The human brain is wonderful at pigeonholing so when there are tasks to be done, it is easy to
make sure all the slots are filled even if there is little likelihood of people carrying out what
needs to be done.
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UH System Distance Topics
The following thirty-two topics are ones that have come up in reviewing UHCC distance history
and in talking with people. The first fourteen are listed as UH System Distance Topics because
they demand response at the broadest level. The remaining topics are ones which the UHCC’s
might appropriately consider resolving.
Distance Topic 1:

ADA COMPLIANCE

Status:
Disability Service Providers have provided information for Appendix 1, ADA Compliance for
UHCC Distance-Delivered Courses.
While the K-12 mandate for students with disabilities is to insure success, for higher education,
the mandate is to provide access—a level playing field. There are no official UH policies that
address the specifics of ADA compliance, only discussions of practices amongst the campuses at
Olelo meetings and Campus Distance Coordinators’ meetings. When accommodation is deemed
unreasonable due to logistics or inordinate cost, a college may decline accommodations. At the
same time, according to Jane Jarrow, higher education has a definite responsibility to make its
distance education offerings accessible to students with disabilities. For public institutions,
denying requested accommodations on the basis of financial burden is not tenable. Across the
nation, distance learning that is not accessible to persons with disabilities is one of the leading
bases for grievances and law suits. Campuses generally address other areas that directly demand
human and fiscal resources than, for example, close captioning all cable TV courses when most
of the time closed captioning is not used. Requests for accommodations in UHCC distance
learning courses are rare, and there is wide variation in the accommodations needed so the
practice at the UHCC campuses has been to handle the need on a case-by-case basis. There is
little consistency among the UHCC campuses. Some distance courses are in better shape than
others. Some campus websites are better than others.
In many ways, distance learning courses are more accessible than traditional courses. For
example, digital handouts are easier for students with vision impairment to use than are paper
handouts. Accessibility issues might better be approached throughout curriculum design. The
concept of universal design which strives to makes all courses as accessible as possible is also
simply good pedagogy—providing students with many different pathways to success. The
University of Washington Center on Disabilities, Opportunities, Internetworking, and
Technology has a useful website: http://www.washington.edu/doit/.
Disability Service Providers are aware that if there are complaints/concerns, a particular campus
is accountable while the entire system is liable and can be put under scrutiny. The greater the
standardization, consistency, and adherence to best practices, the better served the distance and
onsite students with disabilities will be. See also Topic 15 for faculty concerned about receiving
ADA training.
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An FCC publication, "Exemptions from Closed Captioning Rule," has raised discussion about
whether closed captioning is required. The Olelo group agreed that the exemption from closed
captioning applies to HonCC, KapCC, and LeeCC/WinCC Olelo-produced courses. The
exemption applies only to closed captioning, not to ADA compliance. The issue with closed
captioning is cost; only KapCC has purchased equipment to provide closed captioning. HonCC
and LeeCC/WinCC will have to find other ways to meet the ADA compliance. Other campuses
with no access to Olelo money and/or which are providing HITS or video conferencing courses
are expected to provide closed captioning or meet the requirement in another way.
Attention Needed:
1. It is recommended that the Disability Service Providers use the “board-type” style of
addressing the needs identified below (Work as a group to identify needs to be addressed;
research possible solutions; determine recommended actions; and draft an action memo
to the individual or group with the responsibility/authority to make a decision—probably
the Dean of Students at each UHCC campus or the Council of Senior Student Affairs
Officers).
•

Opportunity for Disability Service Providers at all UH campuses to meet about
collective problems and to examine ways to support smooth transitioning for students
from UHCC’s to the four-year campuses in both distance and onsite courses.

•

Inclusion of a standard statement on every course syllabus to inform students with
disabilities what services are available and how they can access these services.

•

Opportunity during the annual non-instruction day for all campuses to come to
agreement regarding distance learning and students with disabilities.

•

Formal training for instructors who offer DE classes.

•

Promotion of good pedagogy through universal design striving to makes all courses
as accessible as possible and thus providing students with many different pathways to
success.

•

An allocated pocket of money at the UH or UHCC system level to assist with
expenses that are expected.

•

Development of a system policy to handle situations in which a student with a
documented disability will be provided accommodation in a distance learning course
and review by UH legal counsel and consultants like Jane Jarrow.
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Distance Topic 2:

CAMPUS PROCTORING OF DISTANCE LEARNING EXAMS FOR STUDENTS
TAKING DISTANCE COURSES FROM ANY UH CAMPUS

Status:
In November 2005, the Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council sent a memo to the
Council of Chief Academic Officers offering recommendations regarding the proctoring of
exams for students in UH distance-delivered courses. The Council noted that E5.204 speaks of
proctoring as the responsibility of a receiving site to support students even if the
degree/certificate the student is pursuing is to be conferred by another campus. In addition, a
December 2001 memo from the Office of Planning and Policy regarding a Standardized Fee for
Services to Proctor Non-UH students included this statement: “Students who are taking UH
courses via distance learning receive free proctoring services at the UH campus/site that is most
convenient to them.”
The Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council recommended that the Chief Academic
Officers recommit all UH campuses and education centers to mutual inter-campus support of test
proctoring for UH students enrolled in distance-delivered courses offered by any campus in the
UH system. It also recommended that this re-commitment involve a review of the current
agreement with proctoring center staff of all campus and education centers and that it stress that
all UH students are “our” students. The Council suggested regular communication among and
with those directly involved in providing services and offered to facilitate this discussion. The
Interim Vice President for Academic Planning and Policy sent an April 2006 memo to the
Council of Chancellors essentially restating the Council’s information.
The Council noted in Fall 2006 that no problems had been reported, and it was thus assumed that
there were no problems. The Campus Distance Coordinators, together with the UHCC Director
of Learning and Support Services, have spent considerable time and effort to make sure that
proctoring is accurately noted on the uhcc.e-learn site and the UH site. Currently on the uhcc.elearn site, the UH West Hawaii Center has no days and times. UHH and the University Center
Maui indicate that service is not applicable. Hickam AFB says day/time is not applicable.
Attention Needed:
1. Semesterly review of the participation of every campus is needed to ensure that
proctoring service will be available to any UH student needing it.
2. Additional UHM proctoring hours.
3. Correction/Clarification of unclear or inappropriate listing of testing day/time
information for some sites on the uhcc.e-learn site.
4. Continued active role of the Campus Distance Coordinators which represent all 10
campuses. (Note that the UHM representative can speak only for UHM Outreach and that
the UHH representative seldom participates in meetings.) Members of the group
maintain the e-learn website. ITS maintains the UH System Distance Learning website
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5. Oversite of Campus Distance Coordinators’ efforts by the UHCC Director of Teaching
and Learning and assistance with administrative contacts with other UH entities.

Distance Topic 3:

COPYRIGHT

Status:
In December 2005, a sub-committee of the Distance Learning Advisory Council reported on its
review of copyright issues and requested action. It noted that ignorance or improper
interpretation of the 2002 Technology, Education, and Copyright Harmonization Act (TEACH
Act) and the Copyright Fair Use laws creates confusion and likelihood of non-compliance.
Compounding the problem is that the last official UH document regarding copyright dates from
1992. Faculty need an easily accessible and understandable resource that will provide them with
guidance in legal use of media they face during the teaching process. The systemwide UH
Library Council notes that campus library sites host copyright use resources, but the Library
Directors do not think they can provide legal advice; they believe that task is the responsibility of
the UH legal team. While the Librarians will support copyright, they will not be responsible for
establishing guidelines or for revising or developing interactive tools for copyright. The subcommittee drafted an action memo requesting establishment of a task force to revise the UH
guidelines for the use of copyrighted materials, to develop web-based interactive tools to provide
relevant legal opinion, and to recommend an individual or office to be named to handle nonstandard copyright legal opinions. This memo was not sent.
Attention Needed:
If the UH system supports academic honesty and fair use of materials, this problem needs to be
addressed. Distance faculty have asked for support regarding copyright.
1. It would be appropriate for the Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council to reexamine this issue and direct a request for action to the Council of Chief Academic
Officers.

Distance Topic 4:

E-COLLEGE

Status:
The topic of a UHCC E-College has been raised since 1999 in UHCC system distance
discussions; it is listed in the UH section because the topic has appeared in UH Distance
Learning Advisory Council emails together with whether UHM should be offering distance
courses at the lower division level. There is far more likelihood of an E-College being
developed if there is large system involvement.
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Movement toward an E-College is likely to gain momentum as the inertia of the large UHM
body begins to be overcome. The examination of future directions by UHM, together with the
BOR’s approval of UHWO’s offering of lower division courses may bring a significant revision
of E5.204’s statement on lead responsibility (p. 7). It is logical that the four-year campuses
would look to address the changed environment by extending their range of operation into
offering lower division courses by distance. To date, only UHH has made inquiries; it has
honored the policy with its in-state programs; the University Centers know that UHH is willing
to offer any lower division courses which the UHCC’s are not able or willing to provide for the
programs which UHH provides for a statewide audience.
Attention Needed:
1. Discussion between UHCC and four-year campus Chancellors is needed.

Distance Topic 5:

FINANCIAL AID

Status:
According to the UHH Financial Aid Officer.
1. The July 28. 2005 draft UH Consortium Agreement for Multiple Majors, Distance
Learning, and Concurrent registrants was never approved and signed.
2. Recent federal changes have not had any impact on the existing, approved UH
Consortium Agreement.
3. Monetizing the tuition waiver system does not have any effect on distance learning
students.
4. Students taking courses at multiple campuses need to be made aware that their financial
aid is paid only at their Home Campus. Courses which they take at other campuses must
be approved by their Home Campus in order to count for financial aid purposes. Students
should follow the procedures set up at their primary campus.
The Financial Aid Officer has provided the following clarification for the Campus Distance
Coordinators:
• Attendance Verifications: Policies differ amongst campus. This difference is more of a
problem for the two-year campuses than four-year campuses. There is no system policy
currently.
•

Last date of attendance, for financial aid purposes, is that last date a student has shown up
in class. For a distance course, logging in would be the equivalent to attending an onsite
class.
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•

Student Notification of Important Deadlines
o
Students are purged from Banner when they do not take care of their financial obligations
for the classes in which they registered by a certain date. They often want to get back
into the system after they are purged. The students are being bounced back and forth to
various departments at home campus and receiving campus. They are often unaware that
they need to take care of their financial aid status at the beginning of the semester. There
is no clear communication; students get different messages from different departments.
Non-home campus students may be affected. Two of the10 campuses have a system to
contact the offering campus regarding student’s financial status.
o
Purging of students at the beginning of the semester because of their financial aid status
varies from campus to campus. There is no consensus among the campuses on purging.
Purging is carried out by the Records Office on each campus. Involvement of the
Financial Aid Office varies from campus to campus. Purge dates vary from campus to
campus. If a student is taking distance courses at one campus but getting financial aid
from another campus, then the campus from which the student is taking classes would not
see that the student is receiving financial aid. Financial Aid assumes that the student
notifies the Financial Aid Officer at the campus from which he/she is taking distance
courses.
o
There is no easy way for Financial Aid to identify which students are taking distance
classes. The Distance Student Report only identifies students at the home campus, but
not whether they are on financial aid.

•

Students can only get aid at one institution, but they can be enrolled at any or all
institutions at the same time: This situation affects all students—both distance and
onsite—who take courses at multiple campuses.

•

Coverage of lower division courses by financial aid: Example: A Kauai student is enrolled
in the distance-delivered Bachelor of Science in Psychology offered by UHH. The student is
receiving financial aid from UHH for the UHH program courses. The student is also taking
lower division courses in order to finish the Associate in Arts degree. The lower-division
courses are covered through financial aid overseen by UHH if the lower division are
transferable to UHH. Students must fill out a UHH transfer form BEFORE taking the course
to ensure that the course is indeed transferable to UHH. This form should be completed with
the student’s advisor or counselor.

As a member of the Financial Aid System Committee, the UHH Financial Aid Officer will raise
the need to develop a system policy regarding attendance verification. He will also check with
the person who wrote the “purge” report and see whether it could add identifying distance
students and whether distance students have financial aid at not only the home campus, but also
any campus.
Attention Needed:
1. Use by the Campus Distance Coordinator of “board-type operation” in which the group
needing action researches possible solutions, determines recommended action, and drafts
an action memo to the individual or group with the responsibility/authority to make a
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decision or moves it forward to an individual or group which does have the
responsibility/authority to make the decision.
2. Campus Distance Coordinators send action memo to the Deans of Students regarding
current status of the July 28. 2005 draft UH Consortium Agreement for Multiple Majors,
Distance Learning, and Concurrent Registrants.
3. Campus Distance Coordinators send action memo to the Deans of Students if the
Financial Aid System Committee has been unable to develop a system policy regarding
attendance verification.
4. Campus Distance Coordinators explore whether there has been progress in having the
person who wrote the “purge” report add identifying distance students and whether
distance students have financial aid at not only the home campus, but also any campus.

Distance Topic 6:

HAWAII COURSE REDESIGN

Status:
This project has offered an outstanding, relevant opportunity to revamp curriculum. Although
not a distance learning project; it is intended to enhance student learning in large enrollment
courses while increasing efficiency and reducing cost; technology is an important resource so it
may be considered a project related to distributed learning. Working with Carol Twigg of the
National Center for Academic Transformations, the University has funded three projects to date.
HWST 107 at UHM is currently working with the Manager of ITS, Distance Learning and User
Services as another project seeking funding.
Lesson learned from the first round—the overall program may require a different approach for
the UH system since the four-year campuses and the UHCC’s have somewhat different needs
and priorities.
Attention Needed:
1. Seriously consider the recommendation from the National Center for Academic
Transformation was that the UHCC’s focus on remedial/developmental areas due to the
large need that exists and the availability of software packages. This recommendation
may fit with the UHCC white paper project on the remedial/developmental area.
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Distance Topic 7:

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

Current Status:
Intellectual Property Rights forms drafted earlier were set aside in favor of a change in the
Patents and Copyright policy. The Office of Technology Transfer and Economic Development
(OTTED) staff indicated they would rewrite the Patents and Copyright policy, address creation
of intellectual property by UH faculty and staff, e.g., course content. To date they have not done
so.
Attention Needed:
1. Responsibility for working on resolution of how intellectual property rights will be
handled is appropriately placed with the Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory
Council.

Distance Topic 8:

INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD CODING

Status:
A sub-committee of the UHM Distance Learning Committee identified problems about aspects
of certain Banner codes. A generic request to the entire UHM faculty for volunteers to serve on
the subcommittee was received by the President who forwarded it to the UH Chief Information
Officer. The Chief Information Officer and the Manager of Distance Learning User Services
decided to fast track solving the problem. They formed a small working group with Banner
Central and IRO to draft a solution. Early drafts were reviewed by multiple groups, including
the UHM Distance Learning Committee, the Distance Learning Advisory Council, and the
Campus Distance Coordinators. The consultation process provided useful feedback. The IM
codes were condensed to five codes. A Banner Support Specialist sent out instructions to the
schedulers at each campus regarding the new IM codes. The final product has now been
implemented.
Campus Distance Coordinators are currently working on standardizing the type of distance
information in the comment field. Since the comment field is also used for non-distance
information such as pre-requisites, graduation/focus requirements, it is important that the
distance information be concise.
Attention Needed:
1. The UHCC Director for Teaching and Learning will need to work with Banner support
staff to assure that campus schedulers are all consistently handling instructional method
coding as it is now defined.
2. The Distance Student Report users (primarily the Campus Distance Coordinators) will
have to watch how their numbers show up now that online courses enrolling only students
from the offering campus will not be listed as distance courses.
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Distance Topic 9:

NEED FOR STUDENTS TO APPLY AT EACH CAMPUS FROM WHICH THEY
WILL BE TAKING COURSES

Status:
Hey, I just deleted what was going to be in this section. I think you need to hear what some of us students
think.
I want you to ask yourself why any student would attend college at one of the UH campuses. Sure, they’re
cheaper than a lot of other schools. Yeah, the campuses are closer to home. Right, they have some excellent
programs, faculty, and staff. BUT, they spend all their time talking to their own collective navel. They don’t
look at how the real world operates. They talk about their rules and ways of doing things without bothering to
see if us guys, the potential students understand or even care about how this campus is different than that one.
You know, when you look at a website, you can’t get complete information about how something is done. You
usually have to go to each campus’ webpage (See Appendix 14, Finding uhcc.e-learn on UHCC Websites). All
the pages look different so you have to spend time figuring out where each campus may be hiding things. Some
of us don’t use words like “academic” so we don’t know that you have to click on that word in order to get
information about TV classes. Why can’t all the campuses set up their webpages with the same layout so we
can find things more easily?
Then there is application. Look at this patchwork quilt I came up with about applying to UH campuses.
FOR LOWER DIVISION STUDENTS IN THE UH SYSTEM:
CURRENT UHCC STUDENT:
• For a current UHCC student wanting to take a course at another UHCC campus, no application is
required.
• If a current UHCC student wants to take a lower division course offered by UHM Outreach, then no
application is required.
• If a current UHCC student wants to take an upper division course offered through UHM Outreach,
then the student needs permission but does not need to complete an application.
• If a current UHCC student or someone who is not a current UHCC student wants to take any course
at UHH, UHM, or UHWO, then an application is required.
NOT A CURRENT UHCC STUDENT
• If the student is new or has not taken a course for one or more semesters, then an application is
required both at the home campus and for any other UHCC campus at which the student wants to
take a course.
• If a former UHCC student (not currently enrolled—has stopped out for one or more semesters), then
the student must submit a new application to the home campus.
• Whichever campus a student selects as the home campus is the campus to which the application for
admission must be submitted. Another campus, even if it is closer to the student, cannot accept the
application because it cannot input the information.
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FOR STUDENTS SEEKING TO TAKE UPPER DIVISION COURSES
• Students admitted to UHH, UHM, or UHWO can take UHCC courses without admission to any
UHCC campus.
• If a current UHH or UHWO student wants to take a UHM Outreach course, he/she can call
Outreach for permission without submitting an application.
• If an upper division student from one of the four-year campuses wants to take a course from one of the
other four-year campuses, the student must submit an application and the application fee.
• UHH does not charge an application fee for unclassified students.
• UHWO does not charge an application fee for courses offered in the Summer; for courses offered
during the academic year, students must pay a $50 application fee.
Moving on—here’s a piece of my life—I want to supplement my UHCC home campus load with a course from
XXX. I have to submit an application and a $50 non-refundable application fee. I don’t have any priority for
registration so there is no guarantee that if I do the paperwork and paying the fee that I will be able to take
the course. You help me decide what I should do.
1. Do I bother doing the paperwork? It really gets my goat. I have already filled out other application
forms. Do you guys think I am trying to cheat or something? Or that I’m a terrorist? Why can’t you
university people get your act together and share your information. Haven’t you heard of computers
and email?
2. Do I pay the non-refundable fee? If I pay the $50, then I can’t pay the babysitter. I’m not supposed
to take my kid to class but I may have to. That’s a drag because I can’t get anything done while she’s
there. She’s too young to have to be in that situation. If I get into the summer class, I’m still out the
$50, but at least I can see a purpose in spending the money.
3. What if I don’t get into the class? If I don’t get in, then I have to wait until it is offered again.
How long will that be? I need to graduate asap so I can earn money and get going on my life.
Don’t tell me I don’t understand. I’m telling you the way I understand things. I don’t want to hear all
the details about where I am wrong. I just want the classes I need to be able to graduate.
Attention Needed (from a student perspective):
1. Remember that without the students you wouldn’t exist.
2. Decide what will serve the students and do it.
3. Quit trying to all show up the other campuses by doing something better or in a different way. Look
at what students need and provide it.
4. Look at the picture beyond your individual campuses. We take courses from multiple campuses. That
needs to be made simpler. We need information from multiple campuses. That needs to be made
simpler, more complete.
5. Don’t drive us away with the walls you build between offices and departments and campuses.
6. Remember that you serve students.
Well, thanks for listening. Now back to your usual programming. . . .
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Distance Topic 10:

ONLINE STUDENT EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION FOR BOTH
CLASSROOM-BASED AND DISTRIBUTED LEARNING/DISTANCE LEARNING
COURSES

Status:
The Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council has agreed that it is not responsible for
looking at evaluation of instruction. ITS, under the leadership of the Manager of Distance
Learning User Services, is working with UHM to put its Course and Faculty Evaluation (CAFÉ)
online. Upon implementation of a pilot at UHM, it is the intent of ITS to make this system
available to all campuses.
The Advisory Council has been reviewing UH practices relating to online evaluation of
instruction and of support services for students in distributed / distance learning courses. The
suite of online tools and techniques appropriate for evaluating distributed / distance learning
courses could meet the need for a robust peer review system for all forms of instruction. The
Council recommends that UH should embrace online student evaluation of instruction for both
classroom-based and distributed learning / distance learning courses. Clear policies would be
needed to govern the use and retention of results; these might vary by campus and program.
The Manager of Distance Learning User Services is also working with the Council of Chief
Student Affairs Officers on an online evaluation of support services for distant learners. It is not
planned that this evaluation will need to be available to students taking classroom-based courses
whether those classes employ technology or not.
Attention Needed:
1. This effort should be supported. Adequate discussion sessions, approval of bodies such as
Faculty Senate, the Council of Chief Academic Officers, and UHPA. Training for faculty
will be needed.

Distance Topic 11:

PRE-MAJOR INFORMATION IN BANNER

Status:
The Educational Goals and Pre-Majors information will be available for Fall 2007 for all ten
campuses.
Attention Needed:
1. The Chancellors will need to find out what is happening with the use of other questions
and whether the capability of listing them is on the portal.

Distance Topic 12:

SHIFT FROM WEBCT TO ANOTHER COURSE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
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Status:
The Chief Information Officer’s article in Infobits reports that since the 1997 UH adoption of
WebCT, many course management systems/learning management systems have been developed,
bought, sold, and abandoned. WebCT was one of the survivors. It was commercialized and
upgraded a number of times before the recent acquisition by Blackboard. It is expected that users
of Blackboard-owned products will eventually have to migrate to Blackboard. UH’s increased
licensing costs are now over 2000%. On the other hand, costs for WebCT are still reasonable
relative to other software; the merger of WebCT and Blackboard will result in funds for R & D,
improving services for users; and considerable time and effort are required to move to a new
package, to re-implement integration with Banner and other UH systems, and to assist students
and faculty in making the transition to a new package.
Even without the rising costs, it is time to re-assess WebCT after a decade of use. Options being
considered are open source learning management systems. They are not free even if the
application software itself may have no licensing fee. Two systems receiving serious
consideration are Moodle and Sakai. Moodle is classic open source in which individual
contributors add features and contribute them to central distribution where they can be used by
others. Most Moodle implementations are smaller and less complex than what UH requires to
provide integrated services in our multi-campus environment. The other management system,
Sakai, is community source; it relies on committed institutional resources that are assigned to
development under a coherent project plan. It was designed from the beginning as an enterprise
level collaboration and learning environment for education. Most implementations are in
environments more like UH.
Selecting a learning management system is a long-term choice. The current WebCT contract
runs until Fall 2008. There is time to consult and set a future direction. The big concerns for
faculty will be adequate opportunity for input and support and training in migrating to the new
system.
Attention Needed:
1. Chancellors may need to help with staffing although on a smaller scale than was involved
with Banner.

Distance Topic 13:

UNIVERSITY CENTERS FOR ALL UHCC CAMPUSES

Status:
In 1995 , the University Centers were established to provide opportunity for neighbor island
residents unable to attend the campus of their choice to pursue Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees
and to work toward specialized certificates offer through the UH system. University Centers
were opened on Kauai and Maui and in West Hawaii.
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There have been occasions when Oahu campuses have indicated the desirability of having a
University Center to assist students in making the next connection in their education. Although
two HonCC students and six LeeCC students were accepted into the UHH Bachelor of Science
in Computer Science first and second cohorts, lack of University Center support has generally
affected Oahu students seeking to enter programs from UHH. Generally UHH Admissions staff
have nipped Oahu inquiries at the start because they knew the UHH distance programs were
intended for students at the three University Centers. No Oahu students were accepted into the
more recently offered UHH Bachelor of English with an Emphasis on Writing.
In its 2002 Strategic Plan, WinCC spoke of a strategic action that had been under discussion
since 2000. In 2007, the Office of University Partners (a modified University Center) has
become a reality and a Coordinator has been hired. The Office of University Partners will
initiate programs of study not already available to WinCC students on Oahu, allow students to
complete bachelors’ degrees and receive additional education on the windward side of Oahu, and
establish articulation agreements for transfer and sustainability with other colleges and
universities. The campus is in discussion with UHH, UHWO, Chaminade, and mainland schools
about programs to be offered. These programs will be driven by workforce demands and
availability. No funding support is expected from any 4-year campus. The Coordinator will be
learning about the University Centers and seeking to join their meetings.
UHH staff note that University Centers have been important to the success of UHH distance
programs; the graduation rate from distance cohorts would be much less without the ongoing,
active assistance of Center staff. Such a response from a four-year campus helps to demonstrate
that University Centers have become an integral part of the University’s ability to provide a
connected path for students. Yet for the UHCC’s there is a more important message—the
University Centers are an important vehicle for effectively handling the “pass-through” nature of
community college programs as they take students in at one end, helping them if they need
preparation to enter UHCC programs, making sure they have the necessary skills and preparation
to enter the next component of their education/training, and supporting them in the entry process.
Attention Needed:
1. Because the role of the University Centers speaks to the enlarged mission that each
UHCC has in relation to the student’s entire educational career, the Chancellors need to
examine the value of University Centers for Oahu campuses. It has been argued that
Oahu students need an ombudsman to help them select which UH system program best
fits their needs, and they need the support necessary to work successfully at a distance.
Some suggest a University Center for each campus; others suggest one University Center
for all the Oahu campuses. In any case, they need staff support in their efforts to connect
with programs at other campuses.
2. Chancellor review of whether HawCC now needs a University center would be welltimed with the discussion of #1. When the University Centers were originally proposed,
HawCC was asked if it wanted a University Center; it elected not to have a Center given
the understanding that there would be a University Center in Kealakekua serving West
Hawaii. With the way University Centers have developed, HawCC may now find that a
University Center on the HawCC campus would be of value to students.
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3. Regular review by the appropriate UH and/or UHCC system administrator is needed to
ensure that support necessary to make the University Center connection effective for
students ensure that the services needed for students are provided by whatever campus is
physically closest to the student.
4. Regular review by the appropriate UH and/or UHH administrator or committee to ensure
that “gap courses”—those UHCC courses which students need by distance because they
are not available at a UHCC Educational Center or University Center where the students
are taking courses—are provided in a timely manner so that students are not delayed in
completing their educational programs.

Distance Topic 14:

UNMET WORKFORCE AND COMMUNITY NEEDS

Status:
In “University Centers’ Views: Programs Currently Needed for Statewide Outreach,” Appendix
39, Centers note the following needs:
• Regular offering of lower division general education/AA/pre-major lower division
courses.
•

The Master’s in Education in Counseling and Guidance in School Counseling has long
been needed by all the University Centers who are attempting to respond to workforce
needs expressed by the Department of Education. In seeking ways to help state residents
get this degree, Centers have asked if UHM could provide summer courses for which
enrollment must cover the cost of the faculty, but the point has been made that if a
program spans multiple semesters, the sending department loses incentive during the
regular academic year because it doesn’t get any tuition back during that time. The new
academic calendar for the Department of Education may be another difficulty.

•

Bachelor of Arts in Hawaiian Studies/Lifestyle for Maui and West Hawaii.

•

Master’s in Education in Teaching accommodating those with bachelor’s degrees so they
can earn certification in secondary or special education (a particularly strong need for
Maui).

•

Bachelor’s degree in Substance Abuse and Addiction Studies for West Hawaii. Although
a certificate is available, there is some feeling that a Bachelor’s degree would better serve
student and employer needs.

•

Bachelor’s degree from the Academy of Creative Media for West Hawaii, making the
Center more attractive to young students.

•

Bachelor’s or Master’s in Urban-Regional Planning for West Hawaii.
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•

Master’s in Public Administration, a hybrid Master’s in Business Administration directed
at educators, county politicians, and non profit administrators for West Hawaii, following
current trends to expand the MBA market to those administrators in public and private
education and other nonprofit groups who need financial skills.

•

Ph.D. in Higher Education Administration for West Hawaii.

•

Bachelor of Arts in Hawaiian Studies/Lifestyle for Maui and West Hawaii.

An informal survey of West Hawaii staff, asked two questions: “What could get more students in
the door? What do people here need?” The reasoning for these programs speaks to concern for
students:
• Bachelor’s degree in Substance Abuse and Addiction Studies. West Hawaii has access to
a Certificate (CSAAS) through West Oahu in this area but counselors suggest that there
are people who would prefer to pursue a bachelor degree in this subject area rather than
the recommended BA in Social Science with a concentration in Psychology.
•

Bachelor’s degree from the Academy of Creative Media is a big “wish” item aimed at
making the Center more attractive to students, especially those recently in or out of high
school; since West Hawaii has nearly full employment workforce development could
productively provide pathways to jobs that provide higher income.

•

Bachelor’s or Master’s in Urban-Regional Planning for West Hawaii. A question from a
legislator about training West Hawaii residents to take up leadership roles in planning,
the current growth on the Big Island, and continued planning problems statewide,
suggested the value of such a program.

•

Master’s in Public Administration, a hybrid Master’s in Business Administration directed
at educators, county politicians, and non profit administrators for West Hawaii, would
follow current trends to expand the MBA market to those administrators in public and
private education and other nonprofit groups who need financial skills.

•

Ph.D. in Higher Education Administration for West Hawaii could be marketed to
Community College administrators, counselors, and staff in a state-wide cohort.

Providing an open entry program such as the Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
(UHWO), the Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences (UHWO), the Certificate in Substance Abuse
and Addiction Studies (UHWO), the Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from UHH, and the
Registered Nurse to Bachelor of Science in Nursing from UHH may assist in meeting such
statewide needs.
A more serious concern is the practice of providing funding for programs at the four-year
campuses in order to get them to serve outreach sites in other areas of the state. This practice has
been found to be the only way to get campuses/departments/faculty/staff to move beyond what
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they see as regular faculty/staff responsibilities. Two practices are viewed by University Center
Directors as producing change:
1. Hiring faculty who are prepared and committed to teach distance and providing them
with tools, time, and funding to create courses are actions that can help address the need
for delivering campuses to function from the larger perspective of student needs
statewide.
2. Mainstreaming distance efforts so they are viewed together with face-to-face program
offerings. Face-to-face programs do not pay for themselves. Expecting distance learning
programs to be self-supporting does not make any more sense than expecting face-to-face
programs to pay for themselves.
University Centers find it difficult to request programs when they cannot guarantee the numbers.
They invite people associated with programs that are needed to meet and discuss the possibility
of providing a statewide program. This soft approach introduces the possibility; Centers then
make louder requests if they seem to have the numbers. Having the numbers does not guarantee
that the Centers will continue to be able to populate programs beyond the pent-up demand.
In Appendix 38, Survey of FIGS (Faculty Interest Group), faculty responses to Item 24, “My
campus can broaden its distance offerings by doing the following:” noted 46 of 105 respondents
believed the campus could address the needs of all UHCC campuses and University Centers and
55 felt that the campus could address state workforce needs.
Attention Needed:
1. Agreement among the ten Chancellors that programs delivered onsite at home campuses
are not the sole vehicle for achieving that campus’ mission. All UH
campuses/colleges/schools/departments must be prepared to serve state workforce needs
at multiple locations. This suggestion is not meant to imply that centralization is the
solution; neighbor island needs are often different, and must continue to be understood as
such.
2.

Distance programs should not be held to different funding standards than face-to-face
programs.

3. The use of incentive funding needs to be judiciously handled. Campuses, including the
four-year campuses, need to provide statewide programs to meet state workforce
requirements through realignment, repurposing, and reallocation, without an assurance of
incentive funding.
4. University Center Directors should direct an action memo to the Council of Chancellors
identifying prioritized program needs to be addressed; researching possible solutions,
such as UHWO programs rather than UHM programs; and stating recommended actions.
5. University Center Directors, having documented interest in programs, should provide
update memos informing the Chancellors of recent actions so the Council of Chancellors
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is aware of the status of program delivery and why needs for certain programs remain
unmet.

UHCC System Topics
Distance Topic 15:

ASSISTING FACULTY IN THE DELIVERY OF DISTANCE COURSES

Status:
Faculty reported their support needs for delivering distance courses in a number of items in
Appendix 38, Survey of Figs (Faculty Interest Group). In Item 8, they note inadequate or
nonexistent reassigned time (marked by 45 of 105 responding faculty), technical staff to assist in
development and delivery (27), professional development (23).
In Item 11, 60 report a need for up-to-date equipment, 51 need more faculty training, 41 want
more academic support for teachers, 36 feel a need for more academic support for students, 32
want more systemwide support, 27 want more opportunity to network, and 11 see a need for
more staff training.
Support in developing and teaching distance courses included:
• Faculty report that for the development of a distance course, their campus provides of
technical support (58), training (36), assigned time (21), state-of-the-art technology (17),
time, money and equipment if there is appropriate grant funding available (15).
Seventeen reported that the campus provided nothing.
•

Support for the first time a distance course is offered is reported to include technical
support (57), training (41), assigned time (11). Twenty-three said that nothing was
provided.

•

After the first offering of a distance course, campus support is reported to include
technical support (55), training (29), assigned time (5). Twenty-eight reported that
nothing was provided.

Faculty reported in Items 8, 16, 17, 19 on the student problems they encounter in teaching their
distance courses; time management and lack of preparation for dealing with the technology were
the most frequently reported. For students who are not prepared to handle the technical aspects
of the course, 76 faculty reported that they try to help the students and 39 said they sent them to a
learning center or other area intended to assist them.
Distance faculty feel a need for help in making their courses ADA compliant. Fifty-four faculty
indicated the need for help in determining of their distance courses were compliant. Forty
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wanted training regarding how to develop a compliant distance course. Forty wanted campus or
system assistance in making their courses compliant.
Academic Support Services (Item 8c) which are problematic for students include book ordering,
being purged for non-payment because of varying payment deadlines among the campuses,
receiving technical assistance, test proctoring, advising, library resources.
A Best Practices document was developed by the UHCC Distance Education Committee. As a
check on how much the Best Practices principles were being applied, a survey, Assisting
Campus Faculty with Applying Best Practices, Appendix 3, was completed.
Attention Needed:
1. A UHCC Distance Education Committee can both help faculty understand that resources
and support at each campus differs and lobby for UH or UHCC funding to support
development and delivery of high-need system distance courses.
2. Both Disabilities Services Providers (Topic 1) and distance faculty indicate a need for
faculty training regarding making courses ADA compliant. Put representatives of the
two groups together to determine basic training.
3. Decisions about how to assure quality of and easy access to UHCC distance courses
could merge with a plan for training and application and training in best practices.

Distance Topic 16:

AVAILABILITY OF ALL UHCC DISTANCE COURSES TO ALL STUDENTS IN
THE STATE

Status:
Appendix 2, “Are UHCC Students from Another Campus Excluded from Taking Distance
Courses Offered by a UHCC Campus?” indicates that students are not usually excluded from
taking distance classes. MauCC does exclude students from other UHCC campuses from
registering in its distance classes if the class has a lab component or is in high demand by its
outreach classes.
Attention Needed:
1. According to available information, this topic is not currently a problem. Information
may need to be gathered and shared with all campuses. The Educational and Academic
Support Specialist working with distance learning could collect this information and the
Director of Learning and Teaching Support could disseminate it to the campuses.
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Distance Topic 17:

CAMPUS RESPONSIBILITY FOR CURRICULUM PROCESS FOR DISTANCE
COURSES

Status:
In 2004, campuses faced a new requirement from ACCJC—that a distance course be reviewed
when the delivery method was changed from on-site, face-to-face to distance delivery. When
individual campuses began offering distance courses and, in 2000, when the UHCC system
embarked on distance delivery, the UHCC Distance Education Committee operated under the
assumption that delivery method could be separated from the course itself. A sub-committee
developed Principles of Good Practice to guide curriculum development and the process of
modifying a course for delivery via distance methods. However, there was no mandate that
every distance course had to be sent through the campus curriculum committee.
Later clarification noted (1) that campuses must report the achievement of clearly identified
student learning outcomes, regardless of mode of instruction and (2) that review and approval
processes should ensure the appropriateness of electronic delivery in meeting course and
program objectives.
Information gathered from all UHCC’s indicates that there is either a committee focused on
distance learning or an on-going effort to define distance learning for the campus or to work with
the impact of distance on the campus: HonCC, KauCC, and LeeCC all have functioning distance
learning committees; HawCC has an ad hoc committee focused on distance policy development;
KapCC has established a task force to explore distance learning and attendant responsibilities;
MauCC and WinCC do not have formal committees but they do have faculty and staff involved
in decisions about distance offerings and parameters. The committees at HonCC and KauCC
review and approve existing and new distance courses. (See Appendix 27, Status of Campus
Distance Learning Committees on Individual UHCC Campuses.)
Attention Needed:
1. Campus are responsible for their curriculum so campuses will determine if appropriate
review of distance offerings is being provided. Oversight from the UHCC system
perspective will be useful in assuring that distance courses used by students from multiple
campuses provide equivalent instruction and support.
2. The previously developed “Best Practices” should be revisited and plans made for helping
faculty use them.

Distance Topic 18:

COMMON COURSE PREREQUISITES AMONG UHCC CAMPUSES’ COURSES

Status:
Faculty indicate in their responses to Item 21 in Appendix 38, Survey of FIGS (Faculty Interest
Group = Faculty Teaching Distance-Delivered Courses) that 59 of 105 faculty respondents who
currently or previously taught distance courses believe that common prerequisites are needed to
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provide consistency in the UHCC system in order to help students who are taking distance
courses.
Staff input also speaks to the need for prerequisites, Appendix 30, UHCC Campus Staff Input on
Need for Common Course Prerequisites.
Student confidence in taking distance courses and ease of student transfer would be facilitated by
agreement among the UHCC campuses about prerequisites for their courses. The
implementation of Curriculum Central will not deal with this problem. From a Deans of
Instruction/Chief Academic Officers and Assistant Deans of Instruction perspective and from a
Deans of Students view, the system review of similarities and differences and the action to bring
consistency is an overwhelming task; dealing with the multiple consultations and agreements that
would be necessary requires a greater authority than they have to make change happen.
A specific course prerequisite that has been raised as an example for several years is that for
ENG 100. For HawCC courses with only a reading prerequisite, a writing prerequisite is also
entered in Banner. This action was approved by the HawCC English Department. For example,
if a course prerequisite is stated as ENG 21 or placement in ENG 102, the college also enters into
Banner (prerequisite form in Banner) ENG 22 or placement into ENG 100. This action allows
students to register for a course using reading OR writing prerequisites. However, any course
with reading and writing prerequisites requires that a student meet both the reading and writing
prerequisites in order to register for that course. Prior to this agreement, distance students from
other campuses registering for courses meeting only the reading prerequisite had to request a
course override from the instructor to register for any distance course.
Another component of HawCC’s ENG 100 is a required library unit. If a student takes ENG 100
from another UHCC campus which does not require a library unit for its ENG 100, the student
does not have to make up the library unit. In other words, any subsequent course for which ENG
100 is a prerequisite does not require a make up of the library unit. HawCC and UHH have an
agreement to waive the library unit for each other’s students if the student has taken ENG 100
from either campus and successfully completed the library unit within the past 2 semesters. This
situation has occasionally risen when a student has completed the library unit and has had to
withdraw from the course and then later retake it.
The intent in raising this difference is to point out that such differences create problems and more
work for staff and students. The varying prerequisites, like many of the differences among
campuses, rise out of a geographic frame in which campuses were geographically isolated and
students had to go to them. The agreements between UHH and HawCC have undoubtedly been
much discussed and well crafted. However, once multiple campuses offer the same course and it
is accessible to students all over the state, then there will likely be the need for such special
arrangements as HawCC already has in effect. The complexity of keeping up with such
individual arrangements is one indication that it is time to move beyond the differences between
campuses and to come to agreement about prerequisites.

Attention Needed:
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1. If the UHCC campuses cannot agree on common prerequisites for courses, then web
information clearly comparing requirements for registering for courses across the UHCC
system could inform students up front when they are trying to register.

Distance Topic 19:

COMMON COURSE NUMBERS, ALPHAS, AND TITLES AMONG UHCC
CAMPUSES’ COURSES

Status:
The implementation of Curriculum Central will not deal with this problem. The greater ease of
student understanding is an obvious advantage of common course numbers, alphas, and titles
among the courses offered by the UHCC’s. In Item 21 of Appendix 38, Survey of FIGS (Faculty
Interest Group = Faculty Teaching Distance-Delivered Courses) 67 of 105 respondents said that
common course alpha, number and title for courses which are the same and different course
alpha, number, and name for courses which are not the same are needed to help students who are
taking distance courses. The need to look at the numbers is a positive force. For example,
HawCC is finding that fewer of its students are going on to UHH than did in the past. This
information makes campuses more willing to provide sameness where it fits student needs.
While it seems very unfair to students, the chances of this need being addressed are
overwhelmingly unlikely because it would take so much work and because some staff can
become very convinced of the necessity to maintain what they have built.
Attention Needed:
1. At a minimum, clear information needs to be available to students when they register and
when they are advised.

Distance Topic 20:

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION PROCESSES AND CLEAR COORDINATION
OF SYSTEM DECISIONS

Status:
With staff having too many responsibilities to maintain their focus, too little funding to do many
things that are needed, and a cumbersome, rules-laden structure and approval process,
incompletely applied communication processes and failure to coordinate system decisions
seriously hamper effective, timely action in the UH and UHCC systems. Three examples of
communication / coordination problems affecting distance learning are instructive:
Instructional Method Coding has been an issue raised by the Campus Distance Coordinators
long before the Banner system began in 2002. The changing technologies and the varied ways in
which campuses have assigned the entering of course offerings into Banner have resulted in
inconsistencies that make it difficult for staff to ensure accuracy of schedules and for students to
understand what is available. The UHCC Distance Learning Committee was not able to get the
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coding settled, at least partly because people were waiting for technologies to settle in. The
Campus Distance Coordinators have been unclear about how to connect with any group working
on distance because the body to which they had reported had been stopped. They have recently
begun direct communication with the UH Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council
regarding the Instructional Method Coding and other concerns. (See Appendix 6, Campus
Distance Coordinators Using Action Memo to Communicate Topics of Concern to the
Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council, Appendix 7, Discussion and Action Topics
of the Campus Distance Coordinators [2000-2006] and the UH Distributed and Distance
Learning Advisory Council [2003-2006], and Appendix 29, Topics Addressed by the Distributed
and Distance Learning Advisory Council [2004-2006]). When Instructional Method Coding was
raised as a problem by the much larger UHM faculty, it was broadcast to a much larger group
and created political awareness of the need for solution. The people with knowledge and
authority to solve the problem took action.
Note the communication/coordination components: a long-unresolved problem; the
uncertainty of correct communication avenues; the beginning of clear communication
process between two groups—an operationally-focused group and a policy group—that
were not understood by some to be connected; the more public raising of the issue by a
large, powerful group; and action by knowledgeable staff with authority.
Proctoring of Exams for Students Taking UHCC Distance Courses began to become a
greater issue as the number of online courses increased. The UHCC Distance Learning
Committee gathered information through the Campus Distance Coordinators about the UHCC
proctoring sites, staff, days, and times. The Special Assistant to the Vice President for Planning
and Policy took this information and worked with the four-year campuses to get their
commitments for proctoring and to arrive at a common fee that would be charged by all testing
centers for proctoring provided to non-UH students; the memo, grounded in E5.204, regarding
the non-UH student proctoring stated: “Students who are taking UH courses via distance learning
receive free proctoring services at the UH campus/site that is most convenient to them.”
In Fall 2005, several students had problems getting proctoring at several campuses. Articulation
of the problem led to investigation and administrative discussion. Once the specific problem
waw understood, it was assumed that the problem was solved. As a result of a memo to the
Chancellors, they agreed to discuss the problem with the appropriate staff on each of their
campuses. There was no written communication from the Chancellors to either the Vice
President or the Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council.
The Council was asked if it was going to carry out its offer to facilitate the review of policies,
agreements, available forms, and current provision of services. The Council had not heard of
any problems so, until the question was raised, it assumed there were no complaints, that
everyone had done what the Vice President requested, and therefore there was no need for
training. The UHCC Director of Learning and Support checked with the UHM Chief Academic
Officer a number of times about correcting UHM’s proctoring statement on the Web which said
that UHM only proctored UHM students changed. Getting the statement changed to fit the UH
proctoring agreement took several months. Progress, or its lack, came up at monthly Campus
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Distance Coordinators’ meetings. Dole Street staff and the UHM Outreach representative to the
Campus Distance Coordinators took the initiative to get the required documentation to specific
UHM staff so that changes were okayed and could be made on the websites. The last check of
the website showed that there are still unresolved questions about proctoring at some of the
education centers.
Note the assumptions: That the message is communicated, that the message will result in
clear, coordinated response, that the multiple staff understand what they must do to align
what they do with what is asked for, that dealing with the problem at a slow pace is okay,
and that accomplishing the change is a small, simple thing. There may be many
explanations of why things happened. The key concern—What was the impact on
students?
Programs needed by students through University Centers are troubled by problems of
funding and communication/ coordination of system decisions. Knowing workforce needs and
meeting with students in their regions who want particular degrees/certificates, the University
Centers try to communicate the needs of non-Oahu campuses and work toward system decisions.
There is often a communication breakdown. The Directors use a soft approach, inviting faculty
and administrators to attend their meetings, rather than demanding that programs be provided.
They ask whoever attends if there is any interest in providing particular programs which the
Centers have found to be needed. The response depends on who attends the meeting.
For the University Centers, the concern is getting quality programs needed in the workforce
without students being held hostage to paying differential tuition or some other funding
requirements for a statewide program. Since the number of faculty in some programs is as large
as 400, it is uncertain if the message is being communicated to the "right" people. In any case,
there is a problem with delivering campuses getting the message that neighbor islands have
important unmet needs and that service to these areas is a priority as important as home campus
on-site delivery. Practically speaking, UHM is the major in-system provider of almost all of the
baccalaureate and graduate degrees. While other campuses may be willing, the problems of
politics, campus size, resources, and quality if a campus attempts to deliver too many programs
may not make delivery feasible.
There are also general organization communication and coordination concerns:
• With the permanent hiring of a Vice President of the UHCC’s who coordinates UHCC
system efforts, working with the UHCC Chancellors, it is hoped by many that there will
be clearer communication of the directions that UHCC leadership has determined are to
take place. The ability to see and communicate the big, long-range picture is one of the
main things expected of Council of Chancellors. In relation to distance, the big picture is
that the nature of the student has changed and there is a great deal of shifting to be done
within the structure of the organization and the way in which its services are delivered to
students.
•

Under Chancellor Tsunoda, the support staff at the Dole Street office was often
negatively perceived as dictating and policing, rather than assisting. Yet the oversight
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provided by that staff is now often recognized as useful and necessary in order to provide
consistency that will be helpful to students and staff.
•

The human tendency to pigeonhole responsibilities is often used to assign problems to
some person or some group; that assignment may then allow those with oversight to
forget about what was assigned. There may be no realistic look at workload,
assignments, necessary support, willingness to carry out the task, and progress toward
task completion.

Attention Needed:
In the multitude communication and coordination tasks, how do we assure timely action on
things that impact students? Three behaviors might bring improved communication and bring
clearer coordination of system decisions:
1. Clear understanding that the UHCC Vice President and the Chancellors’ directives are to
be acted upon quickly.
2. Commitment by everyone in the communication chain to communicate in both
directions—to the one communicating and those communicated to.
3. Board-type operation of groups in which questions and recommendations of a group are
sent to the group above which has overarching responsibility.

Distance Topic 21:

DISTANCE DATA TO BE COLLECTED SYSTEMATICALLY BY THE UH and
UHCC SYSTEMS

Status:
Recent accreditation processes reaffirmed the fact that too often people can’t get the reports they
need as quickly as they need them. There has been much volunteering of campus IT staff and
much additional duty given to accomplish system data tasks. Overloaded employees do not have
the time to understand what is needed, to work through all the discussion about what purpose the
information will serve, to determine exactly which pieces can meet the need, and then to develop
and provide the report. With the system investment in Banner, there needs to be the ability to get
reports centrally. For example, each UHCC campus still has to go into its database and retrieve,
for the UHCC system, the counts for the Running Start program every year. Those counts
should be done centrally for consistency and because the investment in a system database should
result in the ability to pull information centrally.
Attention Needed:
1. The UH and UHCC systems should make a serious investment in providing a markedly
more robust and rapid reporting capability.
2. A UHCC system distance group should define system data needs to be collected
centrally.
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Distance Topic 22:

EFFECTIVE USE OF FACULTY AND STAFF

Status:
The large number of students needing instruction and services at the remedial and developmental
levels and the large number of expected retirees over the next decade provide opportunity to
realign, repurpose, and reallocate for UHCC system and campus effectiveness. To meet the
needs of the anticipated students, it is likely to be necessary to expand student support services
and academic support services, particularly that of the learning center. The unbundling of
faculty skills that technology and distance learning offer means that campuses can carefully
select which disciplines can be handled by distance courses from other campuses and which
require faculty to teach on-site courses. Neither the refocusing of teaching faculty to the
remedial/developmental areas or the expanded staffing of counseling, library, and learning center
is likely to save money for the UHCC system as a whole, but by working as a system, the
UHCC’s can provide the range of instruction, student support, and academic support services
needed by community college students throughout the state.
Attention Needed:
1. Provide effective and efficient services for students. Many younger students are
increasingly comfortable with instruction and support which does not depend on bricks
and mortar. Older and less-focused students will continue to need support in bridging the
gap of learning modalities.
2. Encourage a staff attitude which embraces change. Embracing change is difficult for
people with too much to do, the increasingly heavy burden of accountability measures,
and the cumbersome process for policies and processes for those accountability measures
put into place. Nevertheless, a look at what the big universities are doing in their
connections with Apple, I-Tunes, and Google suggests that survival of the fittest requires
a dynamic approach to change.

Distance Topic 23:

FUNDING SUPPORT OF DISTANCE LEARNING

Status:
There are more needs than funds. Distance is one of the needs. The juggling of UH system,
UHCC system, and UHCC campus priorities is becoming clearer as Banner and other UH
systemwide efforts establish a greater common base among the campuses. As with library
services some years back, the UH systemwide electronic systems are useful to all students.
In Appendix 38, Survey of FIGS (Faculty Interest Group = Faculty Teaching Distance-Delivered
Courses), faculty note levels of support for developing a distance course (Item 13), for first time
offering of a distance course (Item 14), and after the first offering of a distance course (Item 15).
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“Technical support” ranks the highest in all three categories, and “training” ranks second in all
three categories. “Assigned time” ranks fairly high in the first category. Also noted in the first
category are “State-of-the-art technology, equipment and resources” and “Time, money, and
equipment if there is appropriate grant funding available.”
One of the concerns of faculty and staff is that “sweat equity” is not an acceptable way to fund
distance learning.
Attention Needed:
• A useful area of exploration is the agreements that a number of universities are making
with large technology companies such as Google.
•

A funding model needs to factor in the ratio of distance registrations and the number of
on-site registrations.

Distance Topic 24:

INCLUSION OF REMEDIAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL COURSES IN UHCC
SYSTEM DISTANCE LEARNING

Status:
A historic table, Distance-Delivered Remedial and Developmental Courses Offered by the
UHCC’s, Fall 2002-Spring 2007Remedial and Developmental Courses, Appendix 9, shows that
Cable TV, ITV, and online delivery have all been used both statewide and for a particular island
only. Remedial/Developmental courses were offered only during one summer; yet summer may
be a good time to provide such courses if there were appropriate marketing/information. ENG
21 was one of those summer offerings. It has not been offered since. ENG 22 has been offered
25 times. It has moved from one campus offering it to three campuses offering it. MATH 24
and MATH 25 have been offered seven and eight times respectively. Given the greater need
both in state and nationally for remedial mathematics, this significantly smaller number of
courses bears review. Matching the growing diversification of remedial/developmental math
course numbers/alphas, there is an increasing variety in the other math courses offered.
Modalities selected for course offering may be critical for the success of remedial/developmental
courses. Appendix 10, Distance-Delivery Modalities: University Center Directors’ Views,
notes, “In order for any modality to work well, a positive match is necessary between faculty and
student skill levels and the appropriate use of a modality given the course content.”
There is currently an ad hoc Remedial/Developmental Committee working under the guidance of
the UHCC Director of Learning and Teaching Services. This group will have explored the
extensive amount of information available about post-secondary remedial and developmental
education.
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Attention Needed:
• The historic table may be useful in developing a current UHCC system plan for offering
remedial and development courses via distance.
•

As noted in Topic 6, the Remedial/Developmental White Paper Committee may find it
useful to consider the recommendation from the National Center for Academic
Transformation (Hawaii Course Redesign) that the UHCC’s focus on
remedial/developmental areas due to the large need that exists and the availability of
software packages.

Distance Topic 25:

INFORMING STUDENTS ABOUT THE AVAILABILITY OF DISTANCE
CLASSES

Status:
There is considerable variety in how campuses inform students about the availability of distance
classes. Six campuses provide print schedules. Two campuses note that other UHCC’s mention
that there are other campuses providing distance courses; one campus lists the courses offered by
the other campuses. One campus provides a scanned copy of the print Schedule of Classes on its
website. Another campus’ Web Committee decided not to post the Schedule of Classes on the
campus website because by the time it is posted, it is not accurate. The main message in
Appendix 32, UHCC Campuses’ Schedules of Classes, is that each campus handles information
in the way it feels will be most useful to students. Students who are using multiple campuses
must adjust to the differences among the campuses. While many of the students are
technologically proficient in using websites, the differences do take time and may encourage
students NOT to register.
According to Appendix 2, “Are UHCC Students from Another Campus Excluded from Taking
Distance Courses Offered by a UHCC Campus?” UHCC students are generally able to take any
distance course from any of the UHCC campuses with the exception of lab courses and highneed courses offered by MauCC.
Attention Needed:
3. Common behavior with web information will be increasingly expected. While each
campus will have its own design, an agreement about which page information will be
posted on will make access easier for students. Particularly if the UHCC system is going
to provide distance-delivered remedial and developmental courses, some thought needs
to be given to the low frustration rate many of these students have with dealing with
academic processes.
4. UHCC.e-learn listing of classes could be a common point of access if its accuracy was
better. Accuracy depends on who lists classes and whether they are listed. In looking
toward future dependence on the Web, it may be appropriate to make sure the UH
Distance Learning page listing classes is the same as the uhcc.e-learn information.
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Distance Topic 26:

NEED FOR INDIVIDUAL UHCC CAMPUSES TO REQUEST AN ACCJC
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE BECAUSE OF CAMPUS COURSES CONTRIBUTED
TO THE UHCC COURSES WHICH STUDENTS CAN USE TOWARD AN
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE

Status:
Are UHCC campuses considered to be delivering 50% of their AA degree via distance if they
allow students to get an AA from their campus using distance courses from their own and other
UHCC campuses? It was been acknowledged from the outset that the distance-delivered
Associate of Arts degree is “built from courses that individual University of Hawaii Community
Colleges have been offering for some time.” (UHCC.e-learn Brochure, Spring 2001)
According to the August 2006 ACCJC Accreditation Manual, a substantive change includes a
“significant departure from the current . . . mode of delivery of a program so that the courses
constituting 50% or more of a program are offered at a distance or through electronic
delivery. . . .”
Recently, Deans of Instruction/Chief Academic Officers and Assistant Deans of Instruction
agreed on four things regarding what ACCJC was asking for regarding substantive change:
• Although only one student has been identified as earning the entire AA by distance, the
complete range of courses is of value to students as they seek ways to get courses which
are not available for them on site or which are not offered at times they can attend.
•

Each campus should determine if it offers 50% of the courses needed to earn an AA
degree by distance. Those that find they do should probably do a substantive change
request.

•

Contacting ACCJC might result in its laying out expectations that would require more
work from each campus.

•

The definition of what ACCJC means by 50% of a program by distance could mean that
the wider array of courses offered on campus should be the basis for counting the 50%
OR it could mean that a more limited “cohort” model offering a limited number of
courses which will meet AA requirements would be used to determine the 50%.

Campuses have provided information about their intention to deliver an Associate of Arts degree,
Appendix 31, “UHCC Campuses’ Intention to Deliver an AA by Distance:”
• MauCC offers an Associate of Arts degree by distance through a combination of
methodologies.
•

LeeCC intends to deliver an Associate of Arts by distance and currently is able to provide
all but 3 courses for that degree.
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•

KapCC currently does not plan an Associate of Arts by distance but a task force is reexamining the campus’ distance education program.

•

HonCC will contact ACCJC regarding the need for the campus to complete a substantive
change.

•

HawCC and KauCC do not have plans to offer an Associate of Arts degree.

•

WinCC has not planned to offer an Associate of Arts degree, but it expects to use
distance courses offered by other campuses to serve students in its new University
Opportunities Program.

Attention Needed:
1. Individual campuses will determine if they need to develop a substantive change request.

Distance Topic 27:

PROGRAM REVIEW OF DISTANCE LEARNING

Status:
The Deans of Instruction/Assistant Deans of Instruction have worked on data questions for the
instructional and academic support areas. These data will be collected by each campus.
Campuses may add other elements, but these minimal elements must be collected. They will be
gathered together into a UHCC system data document. The information can be used by
individual campuses and by the UHCC and UH systems as needed. That model would be useful
in making sure that distance learning needs are kept in appropriate balance with onsite delivery
needs.
Useful information gathered at the UHCC system level would include:
•

Student enrollment from the reporting (home) campus in distance courses offered by that
reporting campus.

•

Student enrollment from other campuses in the distance course offered by the reporting
campus.

•

Spread of enrollment in a particular distance course across the UHCC campuses.

•

Number of courses taken by each student.

•

Student success rate (to help determine if academic and student support services helped
the student).
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This information is available from the Distance Learning Student Report (See Appendix 25,
Sources of UHCC Distance Data.); however, the information must be accessed campus by
campus and the numbers manually counted. It would be helpful for data collection and for the
campus review of services if a program could be written which would pull all this information
together.
Attention Needed:
1. Provide resources for pulling all the information items listed above from the Distance
Learning Student Report.
2. Determine any other necessary system data support for improved data reporting.

Distance Topic 28:

PROVIDE TWO-, THREE-, AND FOUR-YEAR PLANS ALERTING STUDENTS
WHICH DISTANCE CLASSES CAN BE TAKEN DURING WHICH SEMESTERS

Status:
One student from Lanai has completed an entire UHCC Associate in Arts degree via distancedelivered and outreach courses from MauCC and a biology lab course from another UHCC
campus. Carolina Mitchell, a Student Assistant at the Lanai Education Center boated in to
Kaului for the commencement ceremony. No one has heard of any other UHCC student who has
completed an entire degree via distance. It is possible that others have but because a student’s
transcript does not reflect that a course was delivered by distance, we cannot be certain. The
question of whether a committed plan of UHCC distance courses should be developed and
posted on the uhcc.e-learn website is at the crossroads of what campuses need to do to meet
student needs, how campuses strapped for money can be efficient while serving students, and
what students with limited access to higher education courses need in order to complete their
education programs.
When uhcc.e-learn was first established, the UHCC Distance Education Committee wanted to
enable students to plan their course of action. The original agreement about the UHCC TwoYear Rolling Plan (or Preview) of Distance Course Offerings was that the courses would be
offered, no matter what the enrollment. After carrying out the UHCC Two-Year Rolling Plan of
Course Offerings for a few semesters, campuses drifted away from making this commitment
because they could not guarantee that the classes would fill. Eventually, the Deans of Instruction
and the Campus Distance Coordinators agreed that the Two-Year Plan of UHCC Distance
Course Offerings was not used by students in planning the courses they would take and that it
was costing the campuses money to assure that planned courses would be offered. It was also a
budget and accreditation issue. Could campuses afford to offer low-enrolled courses and if they
committed to offering particular courses, how would that commitment affect their accreditation?
The last Two-Year Rolling Plan covered Fall 2004-Summer 2006; it was made public in May
2004 on UHCC.e-learn. In September 2004, the UHCC Distance Orientation was made
available and was merged with UHCC.e-learn and moved to its front page. At the Campus
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Distance Coordinators’ June 2005 meeting it was noted that both the Campus Distance
Coordinators and the Master Scheduling Group were looking at a possible three-year preview
instead of two years.
The Master Scheduling Group and the University Center Directors have requested Two-Year,
Three-Year, and even Four-Year Plans of lower division general education distance offerings
since students enrolled in distance are seldom able to take more than six credits per academic
semester and three credits in the summer. Note that this request draws attention to the summer
schedule as an available time when some students who must rely on distance delivery in order to
complete their degrees can take courses.
Since the UHCC Distance Learning Committee’s original development of a Rolling Two-Year
Plan of UHCC Distance Course Offerings, the focus has changed. UHCC campuses have been
primarily concerned with providing what students need while they are studying at the campus.
Now the focus on student need is bigger than that—where are the students going and what do
they need to get there? While many of the students taking lower division courses do not appear
to need a rolling plan for UHCC distance courses, students working through University Centers
need to plan ahead for the lower division courses they must have successfully completed before
they enter a baccalaureate program or they must be able to take needed lower division courses
concurrently with that program. And in a student-focused environment, where the students come
from and where they are going are of great concern to the institution in the middle. Concern
with movement beyond the lower division level is demonstrated by the UHCC/UHM agreement
regarding UHM College of Engineering students studying at the UHCC’s but who are accepted
into UHM’s program, Windward CC’s recent agreement with Chaminade to enable windward
students on Oahu to earn an associate degree and then complete their Bachelor’s degree from
Chaminade in Criminal Justice (See Appendix 13, E-Mail Interview with Connie Turner, WinCC
Coordinator for the Office of University Partners.), and HawCC and LeeCC have developed an
agreement with Oregon State University which will allow students completing the appropriate
courses to attend Oregon State as juniors in a baccalaureate program.
There are three perspectives on the importance of a UHCC Rolling Plan of Distance Courses:
1. We must meet student needs. It is true that the UHCC’s do not see many students
wanting to earn an entire Associate in Arts Degree by distance technology. However,
that is not the only audience which would benefit from having better planning
information for scheduling. We do see increasing numbers of students who are looking
for distance-delivered courses to add to their schedules so they can try to graduate on
time or in a shorter amount of time. The online courses particularly, but most of the
distance courses generally, give our students an added dimension of flexibility in
scheduling, which is what they need. In juggling work, family and education, our
students need as much help as they can get to make classes fit their lives. Unlike the
outdated ivory tower model which expected students to make their lives fit the
institutional schedule, the UHCC’s must help the student find ways to fit classes into
their lives.
On-site Career/Technical Education students are already used to knowing a year or even
two years in advance what courses they will have to take during which semester in order
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to complete their program; our advising sheets tell them, and our schedules reflect the
advising sheets. But the general view has been that onsite Associate of Arts degree
students don’t have to worry about what courses to take in which semester because there
are so many different ways to meet the requirements and so many each semester they'll
find something that will meet their requirements. The accuracy of this view needs to be
reviewed.
There are increasing numbers of students seeking the lower division general education
courses who have constrained schedules, who can only take courses on certain days, at
certain times—these are the students who are looking to the on-demand, anytime,
anywhere distance courses to fill out their schedules. Those students with constrained
schedules can't afford to miss the one semester when Speech 151 is going to be offered,
or the lab science course, or that a second social science course will be available online.
Unless the UHCC’s are going to commit to having the same "offering something of
everything, every semester" by distance that they do for face-to-face onsite courses, there
is always going to be a need for the students to know ahead of time what is going to be
available.
A likely scenario--In fall semester a student can take only two courses face-to-face but
can also take two by distance. In the spring semester, the student knows her schedule
will be even more constrained and she can only take two online courses. She has a
choice of four different courses she could take face-to-face. Which should she take? If
she knows which courses are going to be available by distance in the spring semester, she
will know which of the four she would have another chance at and which ones she'd
better take now.
It's the students' plans/needs that matter here. More and more of our students are using
distance to complete their degrees in a timely manner. For them, it's the difference in
being able to carry a full load and finish on time, or reduce their load and take longer.
What impact does that longer time to finish have on overall persistence and success? We
have a system commitment (and there is national pressure) to try to increase the numbers
of students who can finish in 150% of time which the degree takes. Distance learning is
part of our response to that commitment.
2. The campus focus is still the primary concern. Generally this focus says that since the
UHCC campuses share most of the same general education requirements, whatever a
campus offers via distance will serve the needs of all the various campuses. Students can
pick and choose distance courses by going to each campus’ website to see what is offered
or they can go to UHCC.e-learn. It is their responsibility to find the courses that will
enable them to complete their degree.
Oahu campuses have significant cable funding to subsidize production and development
costs for televised courses. In using these funds, the campuses have contractual
obligations for broadcasting these classes for a certain number of semesters. Even with
this infrastructure and imperative, campuses have trouble filling their commitments in a
reliable and timely fashion. Basically, there are few alternatives if an instructor cannot
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offer a distance course during a given semester. The alternative available for onsite
classes—hiring a lecturer—doesn’t work for distance learning. The only feasible way of
offering a reliable distance schedule, without changing collective bargaining, is
generically developed online courses for which UH owns the intellectual property.
One case in which distance offering should be planned and committed to is if a campus
has a commitment to a degree pathway that includes the need for online offerings.
3. Planning at campus and UHCC system levels provides for greater efficiency. As the
answers to the questions under each view below would indicate, there is value in campus
and system planning of the timing and sequence of UHCC distance-delivered courses.
•

Student View: What if all the distance courses which campuses are already offering
were listed? Would there be everything a student would need to meet Associate in
Art degree requirements? Would the courses be offered at the time when the student
needed them? How would students know when the various requirements would be
offered? How could he plan the juxtaposition of face-to-face and distance-delivered
courses that would move him forward the fastest? How could the student or
counselors know unless there was a schema laid out which showed what courses
would be offered when? Would the technologies matter? If the student lives in
certain parts of the Big Island which has access only to cable TV, has to drive 2 hours
each way to get to a HITS site, or has no Internet access, then delivery modality
would be crucial.

•

System View: With LeeCC delivering all but three courses for an online Associate in
Arts, could the UHCC system simply add in the courses available from other
campuses in order to assure a rich array of offerings? Wouldn’t there need to be a
plan so that campuses would know what they needed to provide and in what cases
they might need to anticipate other arrangements?

•

Campus View: Wouldn’t individual campuses find planning distance offerings
useful as it looks to assure student learning outcomes, equality of presentation, and
fiscal possibilities? For some campuses, the use of distributed learning and distance
sessions is becoming a critical vehicle that makes more onsite classroom space
available.
Thinking from the campus perspective, one of the greatest problems for a committed
plan of distance offerings has been the reality that if a faculty member goes on leave
and cannot teach a scheduled course or decides to teach something different, the plan
is up for grabs. From a UHCC system perspective, there are student-oriented actions
which could resolve this problem: If no campus faculty is going to teach the course,
then faculty from another campus could be requested and paid for by the requesting
campus. That has occurred between UHH and KauaiCC with a Kauai instructor
teaching a particular course for the UHH Bachelor’s in English with an emphasis on
writing. Another solution would be for another campus, as has happened in the past,
to take over the course. A cohort approach to the delivery of the AA degree could
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involve a more limited number of courses that would assure students the opportunity
to complete the degree. A review of fill rate of distance courses could reveal whether
UHCC system efficiency would be increased with a shared plan to offer general
education courses.
A valuable element for the 1999-2002 UHCC Distance Learning Committee was that there was a
defined expectation from the Chancellor’s level to produce certain products. Agreement among
the Chancellors about the importance of distance behaviors would go a long way toward giving
them importance to campus faculty and staff.
Given the larger system needs of students who rely on distance learning as a way to complete
their education, a rolling plan of UHCC system distance offerings is important. Distance is a
significant way in which campus faculty and staff can be moved beyond the campus-centric
focus.
Students, especially if they are not skilled at using the Web, find it difficult to maneuver within
one website, let along going to each campus’ site to determine what courses are available.
Particularly if remedial/developmental instruction is going to be provided by distance delivery,
easily accessible, clear website information is necessary.
Attention Needed:
1. Develop a Rolling Plan which informs students how they can get the courses they need
and when they can get them. It will be useful to work with the University Centers and
use, perhaps, the limited course choice cohort model used by four-year campuses when
they develop distance programs.
2. Explore ways to commit to and to offer courses so that a definite schedule is available to
students. The schedule needs to factor in the needs of University Center programs.
hiring faculty from other campuses, hiring lecturers, or hiring non-UH employees who
work at a distance may be useful avenues for providing what students need.
5. A survey of students’ summer program needs would be instructive. The increased cost of
summer course delivery is an artifact of the fall/spring semester academic year and the
UH/UHPA agreement. It does not serve many who are our students or who might
become our students. In addition, a number of faculty would like to spread their teaching
load out in more creative ways, including teaching part of their load during the summer.

Distance Topic 29:

RE-ESTABLISH A UHCC DISTANCE LEARNING COMMITTEE

Status:
Information on the coordinated UHCC efforts with distance delivery which grew out of
individual campus and UH system efforts can be reviewed in Appendix 35, “UHCC Distance
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Learning Historical Summary” and the “Historic Progression of UHCC Distance Committees”
(Appendix 15):
• Individual UHCC campuses offered technology-delivered courses and outreach courses
from the early 1970’s.
•

In 1992, Oahu UHCC’s began discussion as a group about how to best use Olelo
funding.

•

In 1993, a UH system Distance Advisory Council (DEAC) was formed. In 1995, an
informal UHCC group that was eventually called the Distance Education Registration
Committee formed to solve practical registration problems.

•

In late 1995, Sharon Narimatsu chaired a UHCC Distance Education Committee.

•

In 1997, with Narimatsu’s move to LeeCC as Provost, lead responsibility for UHCC
distance learning was moved to the UHCC Academic Affairs office in order to
mainstream distance efforts into the academic affairs of the UHCC campuses and system,
and Liz D’Argy, Dean of Instruction at MauCC, chaired the UHCC Distance Education
Committee.

•

In 1999, the UHCC Distance Education Committee broadened membership, and Helen
Sina, Assistant Dean of Instruction at KauaiCC, chaired the group.

•

In 2003, the group was stopped and an executive group representing all the types of staff
serving on the committee was charged with overseeing the integration of UHCC system
distance into campus operation.

Since 2003, there have been many suggestions that the UHCC Distance Learning Committee
should be re-established. If a new group is to be appointed, three key observations about the
history of UHCC committees working on distance learning may be instructive:
1. Within each UHCC distance learning group’s assignment and the organizational and
political factors operating at the time, there was progress. Whether the group disappeared
or lost system commitment or support, a new group was then needed to pick up work on
building a distance system meeting student needs.
2. Organized progress grew out of an articulated system goal (developing the distancedelivered Associate in Arts degree as a coordinated UHCC effort) and the commitment to
solve the problems encountered in reaching that goal.
3. The accomplishments of each group generally related to three things:
a) Each member’s “will” to solve problems.
b) The strength and commitment of the action charge given to the group.
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c) The perceptions of the group that UHCC upper administration would be supportive of
its actions and requests.
Another way of looking at the value of UHCC system coordination of distance learning may
be seen in looking at fiscal and future organization needs:
• Efficiency. It does not make sense for the system to expend resources that work
against each other. From an organizational point of view, to have each campus
doing its own thing is ineffective. There is competition between campuses because
courses are not coordinated. With staff primarily focused on the campus, there may
not be great awareness of the collisions at the UHCC system level. There is also
more pressure for each campus to provide the student support and academic support
processes and the certainty that specific things like registration will be affected.
On each campus there are site-based courses. They are geographically unique,
delivered to students physically at the location. As soon as distance becomes part
of the picture, geographic uniqueness disappears. With distance learning, it is as if
one campus scheduled 15 sections of ENG 100 when there are only enough students
taking the course to fill seven sections.
•

Serving Students. Looking at student demographics, it is clear that our students
are not traditional students. The population of the state and the needs of the state
indicate that the UHCC’s must reach out and provide realistic, possible access to
those who are not taking advantage of what the UHCC’s offer. Two large
audiences include the academically under-prepared (remedial) and adults who need
education for a career change. What is needed when working adults change
careers? Data indicates that roughly 90% of our students combine work and
education. It is particularly the asynchronous delivery that provides a delivery tool
for time-constrained students, enabling them to carry out job and family
responsibilities while getting an education. A number of them are increasingly
taking multiple courses. This need is not a passing phenomenon.

•

Shaping an effective educational organization that fits future needs. To survive,
system units will need to be economically effective, filling their classes and finding
the classes to offer in forms that students can use. With large numbers of faculty
retiring in the next decade, campuses must look at the shape of the higher education
organization that can meet student needs. It is likely to require increased staffing of
libraries, learning centers, and student services and to rely more on planned
offerings which build on faculty strengths at the various campuses.
The analysis and the various presentations of the Second Decade project, combined
with what existing traditional structures and processes show a lack of fit between
the current students and those who would be here if the system stopped expecting
students to fit what is provided and shaped what is provided to fit the students. For
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example, in improving the numbers of graduates, the system needs to recognize
that access also means how education fits the lives of busy people.
Attention Needed:
1. When the commitment to act as a UHCC system was dropped, agreements and
understandings slipped, didn’t get done, drifted away from the original intent. The
solution to the slipping and drifting is the strong commitment of the UHCC Chancellors to
use their authority to work around obstacles and to communicate that commitment to all
their campus staff.
2. Oversight of UHCC distance by a system group must primarily involve practitioners of
distance learning.
3. A UHCC committee working on distance learning needs to work closely with the
Distance Learning Advisory Council; thus, it needs to be an operational group with
knowledge of policy and procedure regarding distance and the concerns that are integrated
into academic affairs and institutional.
4. UH and UHCC representatives serving on the committee need to be actively involved in
solving problems and producing change.
5. A new UHCC distance committee will need to focus on where the campuses should be the
same and where they could be different without damage to students.
6. Use of board-type operation in which the committee or sub-committee researches possible
solutions, determines recommended action(s), and drafts an action memo to the individual
or group with responsibility/authority to make decisions or moves it to an individual or
group that can make the needed decision. Such a communication structure requires twoway communication if it is to be successful.
7. With a commitment to act as a system, there needs to be staffing to assure that things are
in order and problems acted upon.

Distance Topic 30:

REVIEW SECTION B. 4 OF THE UH REVISED EXECUTIVE POLICY, E5.204,
UH DISTANCE LEARNING PLANS, POLICIES, AND PROCEDURES IN TERMS
OF MISSION DIFFERENTIATION AND LEAD RESPONSIBILITIES AND
COORDINATION (See also E-College, p. 3.)

Status:
Executive Policy, E5.204 notes on p. 7: “. . . lead responsibilities fall naturally to Units in
accordance with their mission and resources. UH Manoa has lead responsibility for most
graduate and professional programs and a wide range of baccalaureate programs that are unique
to the Manoa campus. UH Hilo and UH-West Oahu address general baccalaureate programs. In
addition, UHWO works with the Community Colleges on issues of articulation and transfer and
will further consider mechanisms needed to accept articulated and transfer credits from external
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providers. The UH Community College system has lead responsibility for general education
preparation for four-year degrees, including the associate in arts degree, and
technical/occupational degrees and certificates.”
The interpretation of this statement has been that the UHCC’s are responsible for delivering
lower division distance courses. The reality of that assumption for the future is in question: A
large number of courses on the UHM campus are distributed learning courses delivered in whole
or part by technology. While UHH has acknowledged the lead responsibility of the UHCC’s for
lower division general education courses, it has made the University Centers aware that it is
ready and willing to offer any in-state lower division courses which the UHCC’s are not able to
provide. UHM has begun to raise questions about whether it should have an E-College which
would involve the delivery of lower division general education courses. Such an action would
have a big impact on the UHCC’s.
Attention Needed:
1. As noted in the “E-College” topic (p. 3) in the UH section of these distance topics,
discussion among the ten Chancellors may be appropriate.

Distance Topic 31:

STAFFING UHCC DISTANCE LEARNING

Status:
Campus Distance Coordinator Position at Each Campus: In February 2002, the Campus Distance
Coordinators drafted a request that the position of Distance Education Coordinator (or a
comparable title) be established at each campus. Existing personnel had been performing these
duties either as part of their normal job description or over and above their normal job
description. Campuses often have their own way of handling processes. This approach means
that it is hard to get accurate information because people with different concerns and approaches
are handling such things as entry of information into Banner. The impact on the Campus
Distance Coordinators is that they must often spend considerable time checking on the
correctness of things.
The Coordinators believe that the additional duties of coordinating distance education need to be
formally recognized and that proper support and attention to distance initiatives, procedures, and
concerns will be made possible by the establishment of a full-time position on each campus.
Currently, HonCC has a full-time Distance Education Coordinator and LeeCC has hired a halftime Distance Education Coordinator / half-time Educational Technology Developer. On other
campuses, the person serving as Campus Distance Coordinator has major position duties which
often take precedence over Campus Distance Coordinator efforts. As a result, distance concerns
may not receive adequate attention or the staff member is overtaxed.
Whether distance learning is mainstreamed or kept at the individual campus level and whether
the focus shifts to distributed learning rather than distance learning, there will still be tracking
and support functions that require operational attention. The Campus Distance Coordinators
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have been the one group that has continued on when the UHCC Distance Committee and the
UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group were stopped. (See Appendix 5, Campus Distance
Coordinator Discussion Topics and Actions 2000-2006 for a summary of work done by the
Campus Distance Coordinators.) Involved in operational concerns, the Coordinators have been
an essential element in the success of distance learning. In the absence of a UHCC Distance
Learning Committee, they have raised questions about their lack of representation on the
Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council. Although they have been told that they are
welcome to send someone to the Council meetings, their need, as a UHCC campus and UHCC
system operational group targets a gap between the UH Distance Learning Advisory Council
which was established to handle policy matters, and the UHCC oversight of distance learning.
System Support for UHCC Distance Learning:
Staff Support: In June 2000, the UHCC Distance Education Committee requested and was
granted Dole Street staff support for UHCC system distance efforts. That support has been
upgraded and continued. The Educational and Academic Support Specialist has developed
considerable knowledge about distance operations and effectively works with all of the Campus
Distance Coordinators to synthesize data collection and maintain records.
Administrative Support: Currently, a Director of Teaching and Learning Support Services
provides UHCC system oversight for distance learning.
Support from UH and UHCC Staff Connected with other related areas: The UHCC staff who have
worked on distance learning have been a group strongly committed to producing the changes that
will make things work for students and for the staff which serve them. Thus they have been
action-oriented. When the action orientation is lost, there is a serious impact on a group’s ability
to solve problems that involve multiple levels—UH, UHCC system, and UHCC campus.
Current representatives on the Campus Distance Coordinators, the Master Scheduling Group,
and the Distance Learning Advisory Council have been told that they function in an advisory
capacity. There is concern that the new style of representation does not move things forward; it
is advisory rather than involved.
Faculty to Teach Distance Courses
Although UHCC consistency in placing a statement in faculty ads about the willingness/ability to
teach distance courses faculty ads was discussed in the past, there is no consistent language. As
Appendix 26, Statement in Faculty Position Ads Regarding Teaching by Distance, notes, six of
the UHCC campuses now “may” include a statement about the possibility of a faculty position
including the teaching of distance courses. One campus finds that it has sufficient faculty willing
and able to teach distance courses given the support provided by its Educational Media Center’s
two academic support faculty positions: a Distance Education Instructor and a Multi-Media
Instructor.
Finding faculty who will teach distance courses is now generally supported in faculty ads.
Faculty reasons for their willingness to teach distance suggests possible interview discussion
topics. Appendix 38, Survey of FIGS, Faculty Interest Group = Faculty Teaching DistanceDelivered Courses, indicates distance faculty have some strong professional and personal beliefs
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about why they teach distance. They also have opinions about what they like about teaching
distance and things that they dislike.
Faculty who are currently teaching or have previously taught distance courses indicate in the
survey that they teach distance courses for a variety of reasons. Able to mark as many items as
applied, the 105 respondents reported that they teach distance classes for the following reasons:
• They believe distance delivery meets student needs (88 responses).
• They enjoy working with the technical aspects of a distance-delivered course (49
responses).
• They want a new challenge (45 responses).
• They want more freedom of time and place when they work with students (42 responses)
The survey also reports what faculty teaching distance like and dislike about teaching distance
courses.
Attention Needed:
Campus Distance Coordinators:
1. Campus Distance Coordinator concerns for staffing should be addressed to the Council of
Chancellors, and they should receive a response.
2. The relationships between the Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council and
various groups connected with UHCC system and campus distance need to be reviewed
and clearly understood.
System Support for UHCC Distance Learning:
3. Working with the Director of Teaching and Learning Support Services, the Educational
and Academic Support Specialist could assume increased responsibility to function as the
direct link to those working on particular committee or individual assignments, checking
on progress and determining needed assistance.
UH and UHCC Staff Connected with other related areas:
4. Administrators need to enable staff to function in an active, involved capacity.
Faculty Teaching Distance Courses
5. Appendix 38 may provide specific information useful in developing interview questions
regarding desire and ability to teach distance courses and the types of support a candidate
would need.

Distance Topic 32:

UHCC COMMON or UNIFORM DEANS’ LIST

Status:
The Dean’s List is viewed on some campuses as the purview of the Dean of Instruction; on other
campuses it is Dean of Students’ territory. In April 2003, the Deans of Instruction/Assistant
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Deans of Instruction and the Deans of Students began discussing the wish of distance students to
be able to count their distance courses as part of their GPA at their home campus, particularly for
Phi Theta Kappa. Questions that rose: Should a student who successfully completes courses via
distance at an originating campus be named to the Dean’s List of the originating campus? If so,
how would it be noted on the single transcript within Banner? Can students enrolled in distancedelivered courses from multiple campuses request to have their grades calculated into their
GPA? Should courses that are transferred from outside the UH system be listed on the official
transcript over and beyond what is currently noted?
As a first step, the Deans of Instruction/Assistant Deans of Instruction recommended a revised
Dean’s List Policy which would establish systemwide criteria of 3.5 GPA, a minimum of 6
credits, letter grades, and no “N,” “F,” “I,” or “NC” grades. These criteria were forwarded to
Chancellor Sakamoto to present to the UHCC Chancellors. There was concern that the revised
criteria would "lessen the value" of the Dean's list as so many students would qualify. There
were also Banner issues; however, those issues may have been resolved with the updated
versions of Banner. There has been no further work on this problem.
Recent discussion with the Deans of Student Services (Appendix 34, UHCC Deans of Student
Services Survey Regarding Distance Learning) indicates that there are many other linked
problems. Any UHCC system agreement about transferring grades would have to include all
grades. If “A’s” and “B’s” transferred, then so would “D’s” and “F’s.” Thus probation and
suspension policies would have to be the same for all campuses. Campuses handle grading
differently. Would campuses be willing to accept each others’grades? Current handling of
grades is unfair to students within the system.
Phi Theta Kappa (PTK) students being able to have their distance course grades factored into the
calculation of their GPA obviously becomes a very small problem in light of broader concerns
such as grade calculation and common probation and suspension policies. Nevertheless it is a
problem for these students, and the UHCC’s serve students.
Attention Needed:
1. The UH/UHCC systems need to handle the broad concerns about grading on the basis of
how important it may be to students to have grading consistency among the UHCC
campuses.
2. The Deans of Instruction/Chief Academic Officers and Assistant Deans need to join with
the Deans of Students to see if a means of linking distance grades to GPA can be found.
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SUMMARY OF ATTENTION NEEDED ITEMS
This table lists the “attention needed” information from each of the distance topics.
Distance
Topic
Number

Topic

Attention Needed Items

UH SYSTEM TOPICS
1

ADA COMPLIANCE

2

CAMPUS PROCTORING OF DISTANCE
LEARNING EXAMS FOR STUDENTS
TAKING DISTANCE COURSES FROM
ANY UH CAMPUS

1. It is recommended that the Disability Service Providers use the
“board-type” style of addressing the needs identified below—
Work as a group to identify needs to be addressed; research
possible solutions; determine recommended actions; and draft
an action memo to the individual or group with the
responsibility/authority to make a decision—probably the Dean
of Students at each UHCC campus or the Council of Senior
Student Affairs Officers.
• Opportunity for Disability Service Providers at all UH
campuses to meet about collective problems and to examine
ways to support smooth transitioning for students from
UHCC’s to the four-year campuses in both distance and
onsite courses.
• Inclusion of a standard statement on every course syllabus to
inform students with disabilities what services are available
and how they can access these services.
• Opportunity during the annual non-instruction day for all
campuses to come to agreement regarding distance learning
and students with disabilities.
• Formal training for instructors who offer DE classes.
• Promotion of good pedagogy through universal design
striving to makes all courses as accessible as possible and
thus providing students with many different pathways to
success.
• An allocated pocket of money at the UH or UHCC system
level to assist with expenses that are expected.
• Development of a system policy to handle situations in which
a student with a documented disability will be provided
accommodation in a distance learning course and review by
UH legal counsel and consultants like Jane Jarrow.
1. Semesterly review of the participation of every campus is needed
to ensure that proctoring service will be available to any UH
student needing it.
2. Additional UHM proctoring hours.
3. Correction/Clarification of unclear or inappropriate listing of
testing day/time information for some sites on the uhcc.e-learn
site.
4. Continued active role of the Campus Distance Coordinators which
represent all 10 campuses. (Note that the UHM representative can
speak only for UHM Outreach and that the UHH representative
seldom participates in meetings.) Members of the group maintain
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Distance
Topic
Number

Topic

3

COPYRIGHT

4

E-COLLEGE

5

FINANCIAL AID

6

HAWAII COURSE REDESIGN

7

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

8

INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD CODING

Attention Needed Items
the e-learn website. ITS maintains the UH System Distance
Learning website
5. Oversite of Campus Distance Coordinators’ efforts by the UHCC
Director of Teaching and Learning and assistance with
administrative contacts with other UH entities.
If the UH system supports academic honesty and fair use of
materials, this problem needs to be addressed. Distance faculty have
asked for support regarding copyright.
1. It would be appropriate for the Distributed and Distance Learning
Advisory Council to re-examine this issue and direct a request for
action to the Council of Chief Academic Officers.
1. Discussion between UHCC and four-year campus Chancellors is
needed.
1. Use by the Campus Distance Coordinator, given the expertise and
useful communication provided by Jeff Scofield, of “board-type
operation” in which group needing action researches possible
solutions, determines recommended action, and drafts an action
memo to the individual or group with the responsibility/authority
to make a decision or moves it forward to an individual or group
which does have the responsibility/authority to make the
decision.
2. Campus Distance Coordinators send action memo to the Deans of
Students, after review with Jeff Scofield regarding current status
of the July 28. 2005 draft UH Consortium Agreement for
Multiple Majors, Distance Learning, and Concurrent Registrants.
3. Campus Distance Coordinators send action memo to the Deans
of Students if the Jeff Scofield indicates that the Financial Aid
System Committee has been unable to develop a system policy
regarding attendance verification.
4. Campus Distance Coordinators and Jeff Scofield discuss whether
there has been progress on having the person who wrote the
“purge” report add identifying distance students and whether
distance students have financial aid at not only the home campus,
but also any campus.
1. Seriously consider the recommendation from the National Center
for Academic Transformation was that the UHCC’s focus on
remedial/developmental areas due to the large need that exists
and the availability of software packages. This recommendation
may fit with the UHCC white paper project on the
remedial/developmental area.
1. Responsibility for working on resolution of how intellectual
property rights will be handled is appropriately placed with the
Distance Learning Advisory Council.
1. The UHCC Director for Teaching and Learning will need to
work with Banner support staff to assure that campus schedulers
are all consistently handling instructional method coding as it is
now defined.
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Distance
Topic
Number

Topic

Attention Needed Items
2. The Distance Student Report users (primarily the Campus
Distance Coordinators) will have to watch how their numbers
show up now that online courses enrolling only students from the
offering campus will not be listed as distance courses.

9

NEED FOR STUDENTS TO APPLY AT
EACH CAMPUS FROM WHICH THEY
WILL BE TAKING COURSES

1. Remember that without the students you wouldn’t exist.
2. Decide what will serve the students and do it.
3. Quit trying to all show up the other campuses by doing
something better or in a different way. Look at what
students need and provide it.
4. Look at the picture beyond your individual campuses. We
take courses from multiple campuses. That needs to be
made simpler. We need information from multiple
campuses. That needs to be made simpler, more complete.
5. Don’t drive us away with the walls you build between
offices and departments and campuses.
6. Remember that you serve students.

10

ONLINE STUDENT EVALUATION OF
INSTRUCTION FOR BOTH
CLASSROOM-BASED AND
DISTRIBUTED LEARNING/ DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES
PRE-MAJOR INFORMATION IN
BANNER

1. This effort should be supported. Adequate discussion sessions,
approval of bodies such as Faculty Senate, the Council of Chief
Academic Officers, and UHPA. Training for faculty will be
needed.

11
12
13

SHIFT FROM WEBCT TO ANOTHER
COURSE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
UNIVERSITY CENTERS FOR ALL
UHCC CAMPUSES

1. The Chancellors will need to find out what is happening with the
use of other questions and whether the capability of listing them
is on the portal.
1. Chancellors may need to help with staffing although on a smaller
scale than was involved with Banner.
1. Because the role of the University Centers speaks to the enlarged
mission that each UHCC has in relation to the student’s entire
educational career, the Chancellors need to examine the value of
University Centers for Oahu campuses. It has been argued that
Oahu students need an ombudsman to help them select which UH
system program best fits their needs, and they need the support
necessary to work successfully at a distance. Some suggest a
University Center for each campus; others suggest one University
Center for all the Oahu campuses. In any case, they need staff
support in their efforts to connect with programs at other
campuses.
2. Chancellor review of whether HawaiiCC now needs a University
center would be well-timed with the discussion of #1. When the
University Centers were originally proposed, HawaiiCC was
asked if it wanted a University Center; it elected not to have a
Center given the understanding that there would be a University
Center in Kealakekua serving West Hawaii. With the way
University Centers have developed, HawaiiCC may now find that
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Distance
Topic
Number

14

Topic

UNMET WORKFORCE AND
COMMUNITY NEEDS

Attention Needed Items
a University Center on the HawaiiCC campus would be of value
to students.
3. Regular review by the appropriate UH and/or UHCC system
administrator is needed to ensure that support necessary to make
the University Center connection effective for students ensure that
the services needed for students are provided by whatever campus
is physically closest to the student.
4. Regular review by the appropriate UH and/or UHH administrator
or committee to ensure that “gap courses”—those UHCC courses
which students need by distance because they are not available at
a UHCC Educational Center or University Center where the
students are taking courses—are provided in a timely manner so
that students are not delayed in completing their educational
programs.
1. Agreement among the ten Chancellors that programs delivered
onsite at home campuses are not the sole vehicle for achieving
that campus’ mission. All UH
campuses/colleges/schools/departments must be prepared to serve
state workforce needs at multiple locations. This suggestion is
not meant to imply that centralization is the solution; neighbor
island needs are often different, and must continue to be
understood as such.
2. Distance programs should not be held to different funding
standards than face-to-face programs.
3. The use of incentive funding needs to be judiciously handled.
Campuses, including the four-year campuses, need to provide
statewide programs to meet state workforce requirements through
realignment, repurposing, and reallocation, without an assurance
of incentive funding.
4. University Center Directors should direct an action memo to the
Council of Chancellors identifying prioritized program needs to
be addressed; researching possible solutions, such as UHWO
programs rather than UHM programs; and stating recommended
actions.
5. University Center Directors, having documented interest in
programs, should provide update memos informing the
Chancellors of recent actions so the Council of Chancellors is
aware of the status of program delivery and why needs for
certain programs remain unmet.

UHCC SYSTEM TOPICS
15

ASSISTING FACULTY IN THE
DELIVERY OF DISTANCE COURSES

1. A UHCC Distance Education Committee can both help faculty
understand that resources and support at each campus differs and
lobby for UH or UHCC funding to support development and
delivery of high-need system distance courses.
2. Both Disabilities Services Providers (Topic 1) and distance
faculty indicate a need for faculty training regarding making
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Distance
Topic
Number

Topic

16

AVAILABILITY OF ALL UHCC
DISTANCE COURSES TO ALL
STUDENTS IN THE STATE

17

CAMPUS RESPONSIBILITY FOR
CURRICULUM PROCESS FOR
DISTANCE COURSES

18

COMMON COURSE PREREQUISITES
AMONG UHCC CAMPUSES’ COURSES

19

COMMON COURSE NUMBERS,
ALPHAS, AND TITLES AMONG UHCC
CAMPUSES’ COURSES
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
PROCESSES AND CLEAR
COORDINATION OF SYSTEM
DECISIONS

20

21

DISTANCE DATA TO BE COLLECTED
SYSTEMATICALLY BY THE UH and
UHCC SYSTEMS

22

EFFECTIVE USE OF FACULTY AND
STAFF

Attention Needed Items
courses ADA compliant. Put representatives of the two groups
together to determine basic training.
3. Decisions about how to assure quality of and easy access to
UHCC distance courses could merge with a plan for training and
application and training in best practices.
1. According to available information, this topic is not currently a
problem. Information may need to be gathered and shared with
all campuses. The Educational and Academic Support Specialist
working with distance learning could collect this information and
the Director of Learning and Teaching Support could disseminate
it to the campuses.
1. Campus are responsible for their curriculum so campuses will
determine if appropriate review of distance offerings is being
provided. Oversight from the UHCC system perspective will be
useful in assuring that distance courses used by students from
multiple campuses provide equivalent instruction and support.
2. The previously developed “Best Practices” could be revisited and
plans made for helping faculty use them.
1. If the UHCC campuses cannot agree on common prerequisites
for courses, then web information clearly comparing
requirements for registering for courses across the UHCC system
could inform students up front when they are trying to register.
1. At a minimum, clear information needs to be available to
students when they register and when they are advised.
1. Clear understanding that the UHCC Vice President and the
Chancellors’ directives are to be acted upon quickly.
2. Commitment by everyone in the communication chain to
communicate in both directions—to the one communicating and
those communicated to.
3. Board type operation of groups in which questions and
recommendations of a group are sent to the group above which
has overarching responsibility.
1. The UH and UHCC systems should make a serious investment in
providing markedly more robust and rapid reporting capability.
2. A UHCC system distance group should define system data needs
to be collected centrally.
1. Provide effective and efficient services for students. Many
younger students are increasingly comfortable with instruction
and support which does not depend on bricks and mortar. Older
and less-focused students will continue to need support in
bridging the gap of learning modalities.
2. Encourage a staff attitude which embraces change. Embracing
change is difficult for people with too much to do, the
increasingly heavy burden of accountability measures, and the
cumbersome process for policies and processes for those
accountability measures put into place. Nevertheless, a look at
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Distance
Topic
Number

Topic

23

FUNDING SUPPORT OF DISTANCE
LEARNING

24

INCLUSION OF REMEDIAL AND
DEVELOPMENTAL COURSES IN UHCC
SYSTEM DISTANCE LEARNING

25

INFORMING STUDENTS ABOUT THE
AVAILABILITY OF DISTANCE CLASSES

26

NEED FOR INDIVIDUAL UHCC
CAMPUSES TO REQUEST AN ACCJC
SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE BECAUSE OF
CAMPUS COURSES CONTRIBUTED
TO THE UHCC COURSES WHICH
STUDENTS CAN USE TOWARD AN
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE
PROGRAM REVIEW OF DISTANCE
LEARNING

27

28

PROVIDE TWO-, THREE-, AND FOURYEAR PLANS ALERTING STUDENTS
WHICH DISTANCE CLASSES CAN BE
TAKEN DURING WHICH SEMESTERS

Attention Needed Items
what the big universities are doing in their connections with
Apple, I-Tunes, and Google suggests that survival of the fittest
requires a dynamic approach to change.
1. A useful area of exploration is the agreements that a number of
universities are making with large technology companies such as
Google.
2. A funding model needs to factor in the ratio of distance
registrations and the number of on-site registrations.
1. The historic table may be useful in developing a current UHCC
system plan for offering remedial and development courses via
distance.
2. As noted in Item 6, the Remedial/Developmental White Paper
Committee may find it useful to consider the recommendation
from the National Center for Academic Transformation (Hawaii
Course Redesign) that the UHCC’s focus on
remedial/developmental areas due to the large need that exists
and the availability of software packages.
1. Students should not have to struggle through the differences of
different web pages. Particularly if the UHCC system is going to
provide distance-delivered remedial and developmental courses,
some thought needs to be given to the low frustration rate many
of these students have with dealing with academic processes.
Common behavior with web information would be useful to
students. While each campus will have its own design, an
agreement about which page information will be posted on will
make access easier for students.
2. UHCC.e-learn listing of classes could be a common point of
access if its accuracy was better. Accuracy depends on who lists
classes and whether they are listed. In looking toward future
dependence on the Web, it may be appropriate to make sure the
UH Distance Learning page listing classes is the same as the
UHCC.e-learn information.
1. Individual campuses will determine if they need to develop a
substantive change request.

1. Provide resources for pulling all the information items listed
above from the Distance Learning Student Report.
2. Determine any other necessary UHCC system data for use in a
UHCC Distance Learning Program Review.
1. Develop a Rolling Plan which informs students how they can get
the courses they need and when they can get them. It will be
useful to work with the University Centers and use, perhaps, the
limited course choice cohort model used by four-year campuses
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Distance
Topic
Number

Topic

29

RE-ESTABLISH A UHCC DISTANCE
LEARNING COMMITTEE

30

REVIEW SECTION B. 4 OF THE UH
REVISED EXECUTIVE POLICY, E5.204,
UH DISTANCE LEARNING PLANS,
POLICIES, AND PROCEDURES IN
TERMS OF MISSION

Attention Needed Items
when they develop distance programs.
2. Explore ways to commit to and to offer courses so that a definite
schedule is available to students. The schedule needs to factor in
the needs of University Center programs. hiring faculty from
other campuses, hiring lecturers, or hiring non-UH employees
who work at a distance may be useful avenues for providing what
students need.
3. A survey of students’ summer program needs would be
instructive. The increased cost of summer course delivery is an
artifact of the fall/spring semester academic year and the
UH/UHPA agreement. It does not serve many who are our
students or who might become our students. In addition, a
number of faculty would like to spread their teaching load out in
more creative ways, including teaching part of their load during
the summer.
1. When the commitment to act as a UHCC system was dropped,
agreements and understandings slipped, didn’t get done, drifted
away from the original intent. The solution to the slipping and
drifting is the strong commitment of the UHCC Chancellors to
use their authority to work around obstacles and to communicate
that commitment to all their campus staff.
2. Oversight of UHCC distance by a system group must primarily
involve practitioners of distance learning.
3. A UHCC committee working on distance learning needs to work
closely with the Distance Learning Advisory Council; thus, it
needs to be an operational group with knowledge of policy and
procedure regarding distance and the concerns that are integrated
into academic affairs and institutional.
4. UH and UHCC representatives serving on the committee need to
be actively involved in solving problems and producing change.
5. A new UHCC distance committee will need to focus on where
the campuses should be the same and where they could be
different without damage to students.
6. Use of board-type operation in which the committee or subcommittee researches possible solutions, determines
recommended action(s), and drafts an action memo to the
individual or group with responsibility/authority to make
decisions or moves it to an individual or group that can make the
needed decision. Such a communication structure requires twoway communication if it is to be successful.
7. With a commitment to act as a system, there needs to be staffing
to assure that things are in order and problems acted upon.
1. As noted in the “E-College” topic (p. 3) in the UH section of
these distance topics, discussion among the ten Chancellors may
be appropriate.
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Distance
Topic
Number

31

32

Topic
DIFFERENTIATION AND LEAD
RESPONSIBILITIES AND
COORDINATION
STAFFING UHCC DISTANCE
LEARNING

UHCC COMMON or UNIFORM DEANS’
LIST

Attention Needed Items

1. Campus Distance Coordinator concerns for staffing should be
addressed to the Council of Chancellors, and they should receive
a response.
2. The relationships between the Distance Learning Advisory
Council and various groups connected with UHCC system and
campus distance need to be reviewed.
3. Working with the Director of Teaching and Learning Support
Services, the Educational and Academic Support Specialist could
assume increased responsibility to function as the direct link to
those working on particular committee or individual assignments,
checking on progress and determining needed assistance.
4. Administrators need to enable staff to function in an active,
involved capacity.
5. Appendix 38 may provide specific information useful in
developing interview questions regarding desire and ability to
teach distance courses and the types of support a candidate would
need.
1. The UH/UHCC systems need to handle the broad concerns about
grading on the basis of how important it may be to students to
have grading consistency among the UHCC campuses.
2. The Deans of Instruction/Chief Academic Officers and Assistant
Deans need to join with the Deans of Students to see if a means of
linking distance grades to GPA can be found.
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DATA REVIEW
Discussions about data indicate there are three important data values:
1. Any data gathered should be used to understand needs and make decisions.
2. Data should be entered consistently and accurately.
3. Software able to drill down to greater detail will facilitate data reporting that serves all
three system levels—campus, UHCC system, and UH system.
If there is to be a renewed UHCC system effort regarding distance learning, those involved in
that effort should take a future-oriented lead in determining what distance data items will be used
in planning, decisionmaking, support of instruction and services, and funding at campus, UHCC
system, and UH system levels.
Pre-Banner efforts often met particular reporting needs. For example, Appendix 28, Summary
UH Fall Distance Learning Enrollment Report, gathered from yearly reports in Appendix 37,
UH Fall Distance Learning Offerings and Enrollment Report, served the Master Scheduling
Group and the University Centers. However, they were not useful in providing UHCC
enrollment numbers because they reflected enrollment in lower division, baccalaureate, and
Master’s courses.
There are too many cases of inaccurate data being gathered to meet specific needs. For example,
the data in Appendix 11 should make it unnecessary to gather the information in Appendix 22.
• For Appendix 11, Distance Education Classes, UHCC’s, Fall 2006-Spring 2007, distance
education classes were extracted from ODS using codes current at the time. It is likely
that the data in the ODS database are incomplete.
For example, KapCC increased its number of distance classes from 26 in Fall
2006 to 85 in Spring 2007. It is not known if the increase is the result of
improved identification and coding practices or to actual increases.
•

Appendix 22, Number of UHCC Distance Classes Offered by Modality, Fall 2002-Spring
2007, uses the schedule of classes which is prepared for the Student Pre- and PostAssessment of UHCC Distance Learning Academic Support Services as its source. This
list may or may not include all classes in a modality from campuses, cancelled classes,
multiple sections, statewide availability.
This report is not totally accurate because staff may enter courses in varying ways
or they may not enter them at all. It should not be necessary to do this report.

Views about what UHCC distance data items are needed:
A consistent set of UHCC data suitable for program review of distance learning is needed
whether or not there is a UHCC system program review of distance learning. What has happened
with the academic program reviews is instructive—what data items should be centrally collected
for system use and what other items might campuses choose to add? A UHCC system group
consisting of UH and UHCC data people and those involved in delivering distance (faculty,
Campus Distance Coordinators, Deans of Instruction/Chief Academic Officers and Assistant
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Deans of Instruction, Deans of Students, Academic Support, and University Centers should be
able to arrive at a set of data used in planning, decisionmaking, support of instruction and
services, and funding
In the last few months, a number of distance data items have been suggested. Appendix 33
UHCC Deans of Instruction/Chief Academic Officers and Assistant Deans of Instruction Survey
Regarding Distance Learning, item 14, notes the five items the Deans of Instruction/Chief
Academic Officers and Assistant Deans of Instruction Survey Regarding Distance Learning
would find useful:
• Number of online students homebased at the campus and the number not homebased at
the campus.
• Online courses which campus students are taking elsewhere.
• Retention/persistence rate of distance students
• Dropout rates for the first distance course taken.
• Success rate of distance students in later classes.
In Appendix 34, item 5, the Deans of Student Services Survey Regarding Distance Learning
indicated the following data needs:
• Distance enrollment.
• Distance courses students are taking (helps administration decide what courses to offer by
distance).
• Retention rates.
• Number of disabled students being served.
Review of old meeting notes, more current meeting notes, and conversations with people
resulted in forty-two data items listed in Appendix 25, Sources of UHCC Distance Data.
A. INFORMATION ABOUT COURSES
1. Enrollment in each distance course for each UHCC campus each semester.
2. Number of UHCC distance courses with enrollment above the usual max.
3. Number of UHCC distance courses/sections which are added by each campus each semester in response to
distance or onsite courses filling before the need is met.
4. Number of UHCC courses/sections cancelled each semester by each campus due to lack of enrollment.
5. Number of distance courses offered by UHCC campuses each semester.
6. Number of courses offered by each UHCC campus in each modality.
7. Number of new UHCC distance courses reviewed for use of best practices.
B.

INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS
1. Number of students who have taken 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, or 16-20 UHCC distance courses.
2. Number of distance classes each student is taking each semester.
3. Number of distance and number of onsite courses taken by individual students each semester.
4. Number of students taking distance courses from multiple campuses each semester.
5. Number of students registered in individual distance courses (each section of a course counted separately.
6. Number of students enrolled in distance courses at different campuses.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Number of students whose home campus is not the campus closest to their home address.
Individual student enrollment in both lower and upper division courses.
Numbers of students from UH 4-year campuses taking lower division courses from the UHCC’s.
Distance students’ grades in both distance and onsite courses.
Number of students from each campus enrolled in each distance course (Are students principally taking
distance courses offered by their home campuses?)
12. Portion of chosen program which individual students have completed by distance.
13. Number of distance students who are on the Deans’ List (in spite of the fact that they cannot count grades in
distance courses.
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C.

INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENT PERCEPTIONS AND FEELINGS
1. Student perceptions about the delivery of their distance courses.
2. Student perceptions about the technology used in delivery of their distance courses.
3. Student perceptions about instruction in onsite and distance courses.
4. Student perceptions about their skills in taking a distance course.
5. Student feelings about their experience in taking a distance course.
6. Student assessment of importance of distance education to him/her.
7. Number of students who complete the Student Pre- and Post-Assessment of UHCC Distance Learning
Academic Support Services.

D.

INFORMATION ABOUT FACULTY TEACH DISTANCE COURSES
1. Number of distance faculty who used the Student Pre- and Post-Assessment of UHCC Distance Learning
Academic Support Services.
2. Number of distance faculty who did NOT use the Student Pre- and Post-Assessment of UHCC Distance
Learning Academic Support Services.
3. Number of faculty who teach distance courses at each campus each semester.
4. Number of distance courses taught by faculty at each campus each semester.
5. Number of faculty who are provided with assigned time, tr4aining opportunity, or equipment to assist them in
developing distance courses.
6. Number of faculty who feel they have moved from dependence on staff for support to ability to teach
distance without significant assistance from campus or system staff.
7. Number of faculty who commit to revising a distance course to maintain content currency or improve its
quality.
8. Number of faculty who commit to revising a distance course to improve upon the use of technological tools.
9. Number of faculty who shift a distance course from one technology to another.
10. Number of faculty who have tried teaching one or more distance courses and do not choose to teach any more
distance.
11. Number of faculty who will not teach a distance-delivered course.

E.

INFORMATION USEFUL FOR PLANNING
1. Information on students who did not enroll.
2. Relationship of UHCC distance programs to state workforce needs.
3. Database of reasons students do not complete their courses.
4. How many potential students give up and never apply or register because of the repeated effort required or
the confusion.

Sources of data for UHCC distance:
In Appendix 25, Sources of UHCC Distance Data, eight sources of information about distance
are examined as to whether they can provide the information asked for in the forty-two questions
that were being asked:
• Banner.
•

The Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE).

•

The Distance Learning Student Report.

•

QMark Research & Polling.

•

The Student Pre- and Post-Assessment of UHCC Distance Learning Academic Support
Services.

•

The DRAFT Distance Learning Support Survey of Distance Learning.

•

The Yearly UH Fall Distance Learning Offerings and Enrollment Report.
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•

The Historical File of UHCC Faculty Teaching Distance.

Potentially, Banner is capable of answering the most questions. However, too often people
cannot get the reports they need in timely way. Staff are stretched too thin to focus effectively
on the system’s reporting needs. There has been much volunteering of campus IT staff and
additional assignments given to accomplish system data tasks. Overloaded employees spend
their time jumping from one task to another and do not have time to understand what is needed,
to work through all the discussion about what purpose the information will serve, to determine
exactly which pieces can meet the need, and then to develop and provide the report. The system
investment in Banner provides the potential ability to quickly supply reports that are consistent
because they are developed centrally. The need for more effective software is in the process of
being directly addressed; new software will improve the ability to drill down into the multiple
variables in Banner and manipulate, group, and calculate to provide richer understanding about
the students we serve. Software and staffing the support of data reporting are “must have”
problems that will not be solved with “make do” solutions.
Also very useful is the Distance Learning Student Report developed by staff at KauCC. This
software allows designated staff at each campus to access enrollment data at each of the UHCC
campuses in order to see where the students from their campus are located. It identifies home
campus students enrolled in distance courses at the other UHCC’s as well as the home campus.
Useful information gathered at the UHCC system level would include:
• Student enrollment from the reporting (home) campus in distance courses offered by that
reporting campus.
•

Student enrollment from other campuses in the distance course offered by the reporting
campus.

•

Spread of enrollment in a particular distance course across the UHCC campuses.

•

Number of courses taken by each student.

•

Student success rate (to help determine if academic and student support services helped
the student).

This information is available from the Distance Learning Student Report; however, the
information must be accessed campus by campus and the numbers manually counted. It would
be helpful for data collection and for the campus review of services if resources were provided so
that a program could be written which would pull all this information together.
The DRAFT Distance Learning Support Survey of Distance Learning (Appendix 12) will likely
become the student support data resource used throughout the UH system. However, discussion
among the Campus Distance Coordinators indicates that some campuses are already, in response
to accreditation concerns, actively developing their own assessment tools. Obviously faculty and
staff who invest energy in developing a campus assessment will not be eager to shift to a UH
systemwide assessment. Communication processes need review.
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Gathering specialized data from Banner:
Some data needs are pieces that are not currently available without manual effort. Now that
Banner is in place, it should be possible to gather these pieces of information.
• Appendix 8, Distance Course Enrollment by Campus, Fall 2000 & Spring 2001, was
manually developed to allow the UHCC Distance Education Committee to see if students
enrolled in UHCC distance courses were primarily homebased at the offering campus. In
line with national data, they were.
•

Appendix 36, UHCC Faculty Teaching Distance: Historical File through Spring 2007,
was also originally done manually. The short file lists less information than the long file.

•

Appendix 21, Languages offered by Distance, Fall 1992-Spring 2007, could be useful in
reviewing what is happening with language courses by distance and the previous
agreement that the campuses which had special requirements for their Associate in Arts
degrees would provide those special requirements by distance.

•

Information on Distance-Delivered Remedial and Developmental Courses Offered by the
UHCC’s, Fall 2002-Spring 2007, is provided in Appendix 9 and may be useful to the
committee currently working on a white paper regarding UHCC remedial and
developmental courses, at least some of which will be by distance.

•

An intended survey, Appendix 18, INCOMPLETE English 100 Distance Enrollment ,
Fall 2005-Spring 2007, is included in this document for two reasons: (1) It may suggest
useful follow-up approaches for a UHCC system distance group, and (2) It is an example
of information which takes a great deal of time and work to gather. The intent of this
survey was to pick a common requirement with numerous distance sections offered by
distance and determine any pattern of low enrollment which might be useful in UHCC
system planning of distance offerings. This was to be followed up by a study of courses
with fewer sections and courses with less frequent offerings, again to assist in
determining how courses could be provided by various campuses in a cost-effective way.

Some data has provided limited usefulness to UHCC distance learning. Appendix 40, Email
from Cheryl Chappell-Long, CCSSE Information on Distance Education, has only a few
questions which apply to distance. In addition, those completing the survey are enrolled in
onsite courses. CCSSE is currently working on an online component.
Data useful for planning:
Review of data materials suggests the following data would be useful for planning at the UHCC
level:
• What does the “by campus-by semester” enrollment show is needed for a student-focused
UHCC system plan of distance offerings?
•

What courses need to have a number of sections offered each semester?

•

What courses need to be scheduled on a planned basis rather than offered every semester?
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•

What is the effect of modality and campus day/time of onsite courses on use of distance
enrollment? Do we need to get day/time and do an analysis? Is that a campus
responsibility?

•

What does the history of aggregated numbers of distance classes taken, enrollment in
both distance and onsite courses, enrollment in both lower and upper division distance
courses, and enrollment in distance (and onsite) courses at multiple campuses tell us
about how we need to approach planning?

•

What does choice of a home campus that is not the campus nearest to a student’s present
address tell us about student feelings about instructor, campus requirements for an AA,
pursuit of some program other than the AA?
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The Future
Nationally, online learning has grown astronomically in the last decade. According to Making
the Grade: Online Education in the United States, 2006, nearly 3.2 million students were taking
at least one online course during the fall 2005 term, a substantial increase over the 2.3 million
reported the previous year. In 2003, over 81% of all institutions of higher education offered at
least one fully online or blended(hybrid) course.
Researchers are looking beyond the language of casualties among students enrolling in online
courses to responsibilities of learners, faculty, and administration. Studies encourage those
responsible for making decisions regarding, designing, facilitating, and learning in cyberenvironments to stretch themselves to think beyond the limitations of the traditional classroom.
Barriers to Implementing Distance Education: A Case Study in the Community Colleges notes
that the most signification barriers to implementing distance education in community colleges
are administrative structure, evaluation and effectiveness, organizational change, and student
support services. Distance Education Success in Vocational Coursework found that the majority
of students enrolled in vocational or certification classes all or most of the time were influenced
by findings such as quality feedback of instructors, student having previous computer
knowledge, motivation high completing courses because students were career minded, students
mostly male. The same factors create a positive learning environment for online coursework;
personal feedback from students used to influence future coursework decisions is an important
factor in student success.
Funding
Considering national trends and looking locally, it is unlikely that the UH system, infused with
“landgrant” values, will move away from access as a major goal. Efforts to provide residents
with affordable higher education will continue to be a problem. Distance learning can be a major
player in the efforts to provide affordable access and effective use of resources. More classes
will be available on-line, but there will be more competition because it will be increasingly easy
for students to take similar courses from a mainland school.
The UHCC’s need to be competitive with lower division distance courses offered by other higher
education institutions. System behavior around website structure, quality courses, and quality
support can build on work already done: Training in/use of the Best Practices for instruction
which the UHCC Distance Learning Committee developed (Appendix 3, Assisting Campus
Faculty with Applying Best Practices). The UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group
established a goal to develop best practices in all the support areas. Not completed, that goal
supports the quality issue.
To provide both access and flexibility for the future, a budget model more like that used in
business with the budget constantly being reviewed and re-negotiated may become the standard
approach, rather than the “funded” budgeting model in which an academic unit receives a certain
number of dollars a year and must decide how to spend that allotment. When UHCC
administrators look at what can and can’t be done with distance learning, given the resources
needed and the expected revenues, there should be clear understanding of the value of campuses
working together to use resources in the most cost effective way to meet student needs
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Outsourcing has usually been set aside and available faculty and staff have been assigned to
provide services. At some point, outsourcing may become necessary because it is much more
cost effective. A support for students that may be a candidate for outsourcing is online tutoring.
The Faculty Interest Group (FIGS) wants resolution of intellectual property issues that limit
distribution. If UHCC campuses plan to develop and offer commercial-level distance products,
then funding is a big need. Distance faculty want an intellectual property rights agreement, at
least partly because distance learning impacts workload. However, if there is no plan for
commercial-level products, then the need to clarify intellectual property rights will continue to
fly below the radar.
Practical local research
It may be productive to take an up-front approach and involve UHCC or UH faculty in carrying
out particular, practical, local research to be used in planning and decisionmaking. Useful areas
include the quality, type, and frequency of interaction with the instructor and the effect on
student satisfaction and success; how the quality, type, and frequency of interaction with the
instructional management system affects student satisfaction and success; relationships with
fellow students; the role of tutors; testing of techniques to increase motivation; and the
development of online learning communities.
Management of distance learning
The Faculty Interest Group (FIGS) comments in Appendix 38, UHCC Survey of FIGS (Faculty
Interest Group = Faculty Teaching Distance-Delivered Courses) indicate concerns over
management of distance learning. There are requests for a new course management software
with more functionality and ease of use in terms of a file system, more flexibility in using
different web formats (flash, video, interactive web based programs) and having the tools to
create and design web pages.
If the UHCC intend to be competitive with lower division courses offered by in-state and out-ofstate campuses, there needs to be a review of the Best Practices for instruction which the UHCC
Distance Learning Committee developed. Appendix 3, Assisting Campus Faculty with Applying
Best Practices indicates that Best Practices is not taken very seriously. One of the goals of
UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group was to develop best practices in all the support areas.
Professional Development
Success for any distance initiative relies on a critical core resource—participating faculty who
provide quality instruction. The Faculty Interest Group sees the need for more hands-on training
and/or guidelines. A plan for UHCC distance directions needs to coordinate with a plan for
training in strategies to help faculty manage the workload resulting from new and often more
time-intensive pedagogical and administrative tasks in the online environment. Faculty
comments included requests for affordable video conferencing via computer via tools like iChat
and greater national and international collaboration of instructors and even students,
Pedagogy
A number of articles look at the need to make sure faculty are trained in pedagogy and the use of
technology.
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Technology
In the literature, a good deal of attention is paid to future technology than to other requirements
for distance-delivered education.
• Research points out the need to make careful decisions because technology systems will
control increasingly large aspects of campuses. That control does enforce commonality
among the components.
• Increased emphasis on instructional use of mobile devices in the UH system is already
underway with iTunesU and podcasting.
• Virtual reality technology that allows development of instructional materials should be
one of the new areas.
• Ability to form genuine peer-to-peer learning communities (Faculty must learn to stay
out.) is possible with RSS feeds, blogs, and wikis. RSS feeds all students to point a
reader to the web pages and see what added since the last time they checked it. The wiki
works like wikipedia. When class talks about a certain subject, students can go to the
wiki and contribute in whatever way they want.
• Digital textbooks may make the print textbook obsolete. This tool provides savings for
students because they may not have to purchase textbooks. When computers moved into
ed, text pubs started to add digital tools—video clips, interactive lessons, databases—to
disks packaged with the books. That drove up prices and students and faculty turned to
the Internet to find bargains.
The Faculty Interest Group speaks of the need for meeting student and faculty expectations.
Among others, they note the need for more dynamic courses which are less text-based and more
visual, more ways of incorporating interactivity, live course video conferencing feeds directly
into students’ homes, and increased use of mobile devices. The likelihood of the development of
a “UH virtual campus” that specializes in online classes is also mentioned.
The Faculty Interest group voices the need for improvement of existing technology: Improved
acuity of equipment enabling use of powerpoints, etc., so students can read them, improved
clarity of Polycom, more streaming video and audio, use of webcams for course delivery, virtual
reality/animation, and widespread adoption by students of essential, cheap Internet-access
computers (like the $150 Linux-based laptop developed for poor countries).
Distributed Learning or Distance Learning or Distance Education
The confusion of terminology targets the fact that systems have trouble keeping up with change.
People can handle the shift from “distance education” to “distance learning,” but the use of
“distributed learning” makes it unclear whether people should even focus on distance learning
and yet the assignments of a number of UHCC staff and faculty are connected with distance
education. The UH Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council included the word
“distributed” in its strategic action plan because national literature indicated that technology was
becoming so infused into education that it was difficult to sort out where one delivery approach
began and another ended. The use of the various instructional tools in distributed / hybrid /
blended education causes confusion with communication and understanding of responsibilities.
Blending In: The Extent and Promise of Blended Education in The United States indicates that
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schools report offering an overage of 10.6% of their course sections online in 2005, up from
6.5% in 2003, while the respective percentages for blended offerings showed a decline.
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APPENDIX 1
ADA COMPLIANCE FOR UHCC DISTANCE-DELIVERED COURSES
[SurveyADACompliance]

NOTE: University Centers are administratively under the UHCC campus with which they are connected. Kauai and Maui University Centers are
located on their respective UHCC campuses. The HawCC University Center is located on the west side of Hawaii Island at (Kealakekua) while the
HawCC campus is located on the east side in Hilo. While both HawCC and the West Hawaii University Center are administratively under HawCC,
the funding and positions for the West Hawaii University Center campus are very different. For example, the Hilo campus’ Students with
Disabilities Coordinator is a full-time G-funded position, while the Hawaii University Center (West Hawaii) position is a federally-funded, part-time
temporary position. The Hilo campus has a complete assistive technology lab, while the University Center, West Hawaii campus has no space
available for a CCTV, etc. Thus, the issues for each campus are different.
Questions

HawCC &
UCWH

HonCC

KapCC

KauCC

Does your campus have an ADA
compliance policy published in
the campus Catalog?

Yes, The HawCC
catalogue applies
to all sites that
provide
instruction.
Yes. HawCC has
a G funded
position.
Both campus
sites use funds as
allocated by
administration on
a semester by
semester basis.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (HCC has
both G and
Perkins budgets)

I am guessing
yes, but it is not a
line item, rather,
probably
imbedded in the
various admin
budgets.

Yes (not for DE,
but for other
disability related
issues)

Yes, we liberally
consult with each
other, however
this is an
informal linkage
of support.

Does your campus have an
operational budget for assuring
ADA compliance?

Does your campus receive UH or
UHCC system support in
addressing ADA concerns?

Yes, both are
active with the
system-wide
service providers
team, via email
and meetings.
However, not for
issues of DE.

LeeCC

MauCC

WinCC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Being G funded
now, I assume,
yes, the campus
funds this.

Yes. We have a
disabilities center
funded through G
funds.

NO

This is vague, if I
look at “system
support”, I would
say yes, they
support us when
in need of legal
counsel, but for
accommodations,
etc., no.

No

Counselor
position is
funded;
operations
budget not
specified but
expenditures
approved as
need to serve
students.
Yes, informal
networking and
access to
specific
consultation as
needed.

I second the
answer from
Kauai
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Questions

HawCC &
UCWH
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HonCC

KapCC
Yes, but not
labeled as ADA.
For instance, the
intent of the
ADA is in the
following:
“design, deliver
and make visible
effective
programs and
services to
support the
access of students
with disabilities”
…”disability
access to
technology”.
Yes

Is addressing ADA compliance
in your campus’ strategic plan?

Yes. Goal A—
outcome.

Yes

Are disability needs handled on a
case-by-case on your campus?

Yes, Faculty
awareness and
support is also
provided.

Yes

Does your campus have a
disabilities counselor?

Yes. At HawCC,
funding is for 1
FTEF position

In your campus’ review of
distance courses expected by
WASC in the 2006 accreditation
visit, was there any review of
ADA compliance for your
distance courses?
Are courses reviewed for ability

Yes. The WH
campus has a .5
FTE, dependent
upon Perkins
year-to-year
funding
No.

No

KauCC
Yes, addressed
as “diverse
students,
diversity or
special
populations.”

YES

LeeCC
Yes, but then
everything is

Yes(An office
handles access –
Student
ACCESS)

Yes

YES

Yes, but there are
presentations,
workshops to
promote
awareness of
services and
issues.
Yes--two

Not to my
knowledge

I do not have this
information.

No.

No

Not to my

I am not sure I

No.

No. Access

MauCC

WinCC

Nope

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, fulltime
tenure track
through general
funds.

Not to my
knowledge

I wasn’t here at
the time and the
document
doesn’t clearly
state whether
this issue
covered.
I don’t think

NOPE
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• visual impairment
• specific learning disabilities
• psychiatric disabilities
• medical disabilities
• invisible disabilities
• mobility impairment
• hearing impairment
• speech impairment?
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HawCC &
UCWH

HonCC

KapCC

We are
responsive to the
issue of each
student, we
cannot look at
every course, or
every disabilitytype. Access is an
individual basis.

knowledge

understand the
context in which
this would take
place? in the
curriculum
review process?

The ideal would
be to incorporate
the Universal
Design for
teaching –
for in-class
courses,
and DE courses.

Are web pages reviewed for the
following:
• testing with a
variety of monitors,
browsers, and platforms to
see of all parts of the site can
be accessed using a
keyboard alone
• videostreaming and
audiostreaming
appropriately described for
the blind and deaf
• proctoring
• student inability to
participate in synchronous
interaction for the blind and
deaf?

No. HawCC does
not have a
webmaster at this
time.

Not to my
knowledge

I believe that the
issue of access is
done on a case by
case basis.
Distance ed
instructors have
been assisted on
an individual
basis regarding
the needs of a
particular
student. General
access
information has
been shared with
de support staff
and instructors.
The campus does
have a disability
access to
technology
policy and plan
whereby sites
housed on
official servers
are monitored for
compliance to
W3 priority level
II and III. Soon
the campus DE
coordinator will
have the support
of an IT
specialist that
will help to

KauCC

LeeCC

MauCC

issues are
handled on a case
by case basis

Yes, to some
extent but I don’t
know if it’s been
done regularly.

No

WinCC
distinction is
made between
classroom and
online access; if
requested,
professors would
comply if they
were given
guidance.

NOPE!

I think that
campus IT staff
are becoming
aware and
proactive.
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Questions

What assistive technology is
available for students taking
distance courses: large computer
keys, screen enhancement,
reading software the blind,
voice-activated software for
people with no ability to use
fingers, other?

HawCC &
UCWH

HawCC:
Technology Lab:
Dragon speech
recognition,
Kurzweil screen
reader, tape
recorders, large
screen monitor,
CCTV, talking
calculator,
ergonomic key
board, and other
small AT
devices.
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HonCC

Screen readers,
close circuit TVs,
screen
enhancements,
one handed
keyboards, voice
activated
software is
available

Assistive
Technology is
available by loan
basis throughout
the UHCC
system, due to a
system-wide
inventory list that
is kept.

Students may come to your
campus for support although
they are taking distance courses
from other campuses. Since the
campus offering the course is
responsible for ensuring support
for students in its classes, how do

Re: SWD taking
a class on our
island, who is a
student from a
campus on
another island.
The disability

Yes

KapCC
support DE
faculty with
disability
accessibility
concerns.
If the course is
accessed from the
student’s home
(other than on
campus), it is not
the campus’s
responsibility to
provide assistive
hardware or
software. If the
course is offered
physically on
campus, we do
have accessible
software and
hardware that can
be installed in
individual
computer labs.
We also have an
accessible cart
equipped with
software and
hardware that we
can move into
individual labs
and classrooms.
Currently this
cart is housed in
our Library.
We work
primarily through
the other
campus’s
Disability
Support Services
Counselor. I do

KauCC

LeeCC

MauCC

WinCC

Ditto KapCC. If
the student needs
to access a
computer on
campus we have
a special
workstation with
Kurzwell and
Jaws on it. No
voice activated
software as yet.

These resources
are housed in the
key office. We
do not have
assistive
technology for
students to use at
home.

We have ONE
computer on
campus (Kahului
only, not
outreach centers)
that has a variety
of assistive tech
and large
keyboards, head
controlled
mouse, etc.

These assistive
technology
resources such
as Kurzweil,
zoomtext, and
Dragon are
houses with the
Trio program
and their
tutoring services.

Probably the
CDC would hear
of it first and
bring it to the
attention of the
appropriate CDC
from the sending

It would be our
disabilities office
working their
disabilities office
on a case by case
basis.

I contact the
DSS person at
the host campus
and we work
together with the
student.
E.G. - While

We would work
collaboratively
on a case by case
basis.
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HawCC &
UCWH

you work with the other campus
regarding this support?

service provider
of the home
campus to the
SWD – would
house the
documentation
on file..
The disability
service provider
of the campus
which the course
was offered
would pay for
any expenses.
No.
Ideally Universal
Design would be
promoted.

Do distance faculty receive any
training in making their courses
ADA accessible?

Does the college work with the
UHM Center on Disability
Studies?

Yes, both are
involved in
training
opportunities
offered by CDS.
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HonCC

Not to my
knowledge

Not to my
knowledge

KapCC

KauCC

not think we have
had any
problems, it has
been a good
working
relationship
among the
campuses.

campus or we
would approach
the instructor.
We would try to
figure out a
mutual solution
and I believe that
there is some
system $$ to help
in these
situations.

Over the years
we have made
plans to do so,
but so far support
has taken the
form of
distributing
information to
the instructors eg.
Georgia Tech’s
web tutorial
program and tips
and guidelines
housed on Quill.
Again, soon there
will be a
“dedicated” IT
person on board
to help faculty
regarding
disability access.
NO

I think that the
Instructional
Technologist
helps them make
the course
compliant but
there is no
training.

Our WebFun
mentions the
issue and directs
to our Disabilities
Specialist

I have been
offering some
training in ADA
& universal
design, but
faculty turn-out
isn't always
good. This
training is not
mandatory. But
overall our
faculty are very
supportive of our
SWDs

I’m not aware
that such
training has been
provided.

Not to my
knowledge.

Has not worked
with them on this
issue.

Not really. They
offered to come
do faculty
workshops, but
most of what
they were
offering I was

Not regarding
this issue.

LeeCC

MauCC

WinCC

they are
responsible to
pay for alt text, I
may be the one
making physical
arrangements for
special seating
and such at my
campus
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Questions

HawCC &
UCWH
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HonCC

KapCC

KauCC

LeeCC

MauCC
already doing on
my campus.

WinCC
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Are UHCC Students from Another Campus Excluded from Taking Distance Courses Offered by a UHCC Campus?

APPENDIX 2
ARE UHCC STUDENTS FROM ANOTHER CAMPUS EXCLUDED
FROM TAKING DISTANCE COURSES OFFERED BY A UHCC CAMPUS?
[AreStudExcluded]

CAMPUS

STATEMENT

HawCC
HonCC

Honolulu CC does not exclude students from other UHCC
campuses from taking any of Hon CC's distance courses.

KapCC

For distance learning classes where the students pay their own
tuition, KapCC does not exclude students from other UHCC
campuses from enrolling.

KauCC
LeeCC
MauCC

Students from other UHCC campuses are excluded from taking
MauCC distance classes if a class has a lab component or is in
high demand by our outreach sites. Only Maui students take our
science labs. Only Molokai, Lanai, and Hana students take the
high-need classes.

WinCC

WCC does not exclude students from other campuses from
taking our DE courses. Nor do we exclude students from other
campuses taking our non-DE courses, either, if they don’t mind
the drive over here!
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APPENDIX 3
ASSISTING CAMPUS FACULTY WITH APPLYING BEST PRACTICES
Information Gathered by Campus Distance Coordinators
[SurveyApplyingBestPractices]

QUESTION
Is there any peer
process for
helping faculty
who want to
develop a
course?

HAWCC
No, not for
distance.

Is there a peer
review process
for distance
courses?

No. Math &
natural
sciences:
faculty who
would like to
offer a course
(online) first
consult w/the

HONCC
No. However, all
online courses
have been
developed almost
entirely through
peer support.
Faculty consult
with their Division
Chairs, the
Program Dean,
and the DCD
regarding
program need
and enrollment
potential. They
often rely on
peers using
WebCT or other
platforms.
No.

KAPCC
Faculty help each
other voluntarily. A
support program is
provided by the
instructional design
folks in our Center for
Excellence in
Learning, Teaching &
Technology (CELTT).

KAUCC
We have an
instructional
technologist, a
faculty member,
who works with
faculty.

LEECC
There is a
process, but not a
peer process.
We would like to
develop a
process, but
there is a
problem with
compensation
such as released
time.

No. Faculty who
teach DE courses are
evaluated using the
same process as f-2f
teachers. Courses
that are offered via
DE have been
approved as f-2-f

Yes. The
Distance
Learning
Committee looks
at DL courses
every 5 years.

Yes, a voluntary
process. Again,
we would like to
develop a peer
process that
involves more
online faculty, but
there is a

MAUCC

WINCC
There is no peer
process for
helping faculty
who want to
develop a
distance course.
There is,
however, the DC,
other faculty who
are offering
courses in that
modality, and
administrative
support if it’s
obvious there is a
need for the
intended course.
No.
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QUESTION

HAWCC
HONCC
dept. The dept.
determines the
appropriateness
in offering the
dept. determines
the
appropriateness
in offering the
course on-line.
Is there any
No.
Yes. All courses
process before a
must be
course is
submitted as a
developed which
proposal to the
determines
DE Review Board
whether the
which approves
course will be
the DE modality
allowed to be
of an existing
developed and
course or a new
offered?
course. If that
course is a new
course, the DE
Review Board
approval is part
of the flow chart
of the programs
and Curriculum
Committee which
approves all new
courses,
regardless of
modality.
No. The only
Is there any
Yes. In the pilot
evaluation of
process after
stage, all DE
the distance
development,
courses are
during delivery, or learning course evaluated as part
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KAPCC
courses first & do not
undergo further
review.
Discipline/department
discussions are
encouraged but not
monitored.

KAUCC

LEECC
problem with
compensation.

MAUCC

WINCC

No

Yes. The
Distance
Learning
Committee has
certain criteria
against which
new courses are
measured before
approving them
to be developed.
We have never
denied anyone
but it is used in
the case where
there were
several proposals
and limited
funding.

No. We want to
develop as many
courses as we
can. At this point,
determining
whether the
course will be
allowed is a
luxury we do not
have. We need
more online
courses, not
fewer.

The original
process is the
same for all
courses. The
proposal
originates in and
is supported by a
specific
department. It
then is
developed, goes
forward to the
curriculum
committee, and
then it is
approved by
administration.

The usual process of
peer/student
evaluation

No.

This is a great
idea, but there
are many
inherent systemic

No. There are, of
course, faculty
teaching
evaluations and
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QUESTION
after delivery
which identifies if
a course needs
improvement
before there is
further offering of
it?

HAWCC
is done at the
end of the
semester by
students.
Results are
reviewed by the
instructor, the
DC and the
VCAA.

Is there any
requirement that
recommended
changes be
addressed before
the course is
offered again?

No.

Other comments:

HONCC
KAPCC
of student
satisfaction
survey of
distance learning
program, some
DE courses will
be evaluated
comparatively
(campus course
vs. DE modality)
based on
achievement of
student learning
outcomes, and all
courses, DE or
otherwise, are
moving toward
evaluation of
student learning
outcomes.
Yes, at the DE
No, none beyond
Review Board
professional integrity
level, changes
may be required
before the course
is offered.
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KAUCC

Yes. All courses
are on a 5 year
course review
schedule. At that
time the Distance
learning
committee may
suggest changes.

LEECC
problems we
need to
overcome.

This is a great
idea, but there
are many
inherent systemic
problems we
need to
overcome.
These are great
questions that
require systemic
solutions. We
need strong
administrative
support.

MAUCC

WINCC
peer reviews
which may
identify problems
with the
construction of a
particular course.

No.
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APPENDIX 4
CAMPUS ARRANGEMENTS FOR DELIVERY OF DISTANCE COURSES AND PROGRAMS
Spring 2007
[CampArrDelivDLCoursesPrograms]

Since the 2-Year Rolling Plan is no longer developed, a review of how courses are planned for and shared
shows that there are planned agreements between/among campuses to meet the specific needs of a
program of study.
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
Arrangements between/among UHCC’s:
• HawCC and KauCC—lower division joint Agroforestry program delivered to KauCC via polycom.
• One UHCC provides a distance course for another campus which lacks the particular expertise or
which does not have access to the expertise at the time the technology is available.
• Several years ago, MauCC provided a number of seats in PHRM 203 via HITS for HawCC’s
Nursing Program. The HawCC PHRM instructor works full time and can only teach after work.
The course is not offered in Kona via UHCWH because HawCC does not have access to VTC
or HITS in late afternoons when the 4-year campuses use those technologies.
Arrangements between/among Multiple UH Campuses:
• Usually an arrangement of the 3 University Centers with one of the 4-year campuses.
• The first step is to ask a UHCC campus connected with one of the University Centers if it would be
interested in developing needed courses.
• PSY 213 was developed by MauCC for the UHH BA in Psychology. UHH also offers the
course but usually not at the same time it is offered by a UHCC.
• PSY 214 was developed by HawCC for the UHH BA in Psychology. UHH also offers the
course but usually not at the same time it is offered by a UHCC.
• If the UHCC campuses connected with the University Centers are not interested, then the rest of
the UHCC’s are queried.
• KapCC provided HWST 107 for the UHM College of Education Bachelor’s in Education in
Elementary Education; as of Fall 2007, 9 sections are available online and open to anyone.
•

In line with E5.204, UHH works with the UHCC’s in providing the lower division courses in its
baccalaureate programs. Thus, it is willing to teach the lower division courses if a UHCC campus
is not able to offer them.

•

LeeCC at one time offered ICS 111 for UHH’s BS in Computer Science. However, for the BS in
Computer Science scheduled to begin in Fall 2007, UHH will do its own course, ICS 150
Introduction to Computer Science I, because the course content is different from that offered by the
UHCC’s.
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•

KauCC at one time offered ENG 251 and ENG 252 by distance for use in UHH’s Bachelor’s in
English with an Emphasis on Writing. UHH paid for those courses to be taught.

•

MauCC at one time offered ICS 211 for UHH’s BS in Computer Science. However, for the BS in
Computer Science scheduled to begin in Fall 2007, UHH will do its own course, ICS 151
Introduction to Computer Science II, because the course content is different from that offered by
the UHCC’s.

Partnership Arrangements (2 + 2) between One or More UHCC Campuses and a Four-Year UH
Campus
• UHM and the UHCC’s have an agreement which allows students in the UHCC’s to be already
accepted in UHM’s College of Engineering.
•

WinCC new Office of University Partners is working with different UH campuses to broker classes
beginning Fall 2007.

Partnership Arrangements (2 + 2) between a UHCC Campus and a College/University Outside the
UH System
• HawCC and LeeCC have an agreement with Oregon State University that students who complete the
Associate of Arts degree in Hawaii will be guaranteed junior standing at OSU, with their lower division
baccalaureate core requirements completed. Also, while enrolled at the Hawaii community colleges,
students will be able to co-enroll in OSU online courses through OSU Extended Campus. This will allow
students to complete a bachelor’s degree in less time and at a lower cost.

•

WinCC’s Office of University Partners and Chaminade University, Criminal Justice Program

•

WinCC hopes to partner with other institutions to offer new four-year degrees in fields such as
veterinary technician, geology, oceanography, nursing, and art illustration.

FUNDING
• The informal process is to approach the delivering campus and ask if there is money to support
development of the needed lower division course by a UHCC campus.
• Often the campus requesting the course must pay for courses to be taught by the faculty from the
other campus.
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APPENDIX 5
CAMPUS DISTANCE COORDINATORS’ DISCUSSION TOPICS AND ACTIONS
2000-2006
[CDCDiscTopics00to06]

These five documents track the discussions and actions of the UHCC’s most active distance group since
the UHCC Distance Executive Group stopped meeting.
While the information may seem overly repetitive, it is included because it may be useful for any future
UHCC distance group seeking to identify and resolve problems.
The documents include:
• Campus Distance Coordinators’ Discussion of Its Top 5 Concerns
•

Top Concerns of Campus Distance Coordinators

•

Specific Grouping of Distance Learning Topics from Campus Distance Coordinators’ Meetings,
2000-2006

•

General Summary of Campus Distance Coordinators’ Meeting Topics, 2000-2006

•

Campus Distance Coordinator Discussion Topics, by Meeting 2000—2006
Note that this group of notes is not included in this appendix. It is filed in the notebooks of
UHCC distance materials housed in the Dole Street Office. It could be useful, particularly
for reviewing how long certain problems have continued to come up
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Campus Distance Coordinators’ Discussion of Its Top 5 Concerns
[CDCDiscTop5Concerns]

This project grew out of a review of the CDC meeting notes from 2000-2006, a summarized list
of the topics of discussion and concern, and comparison with the concerns discussed and
addressed by the Distance Learning Advisory Committee. Each CDC selected the concerns that
were most problematic for his/her campus. Those selections were gathered together.
On April 17, 2007, the CDC’s looked at specific reasons that explain why the “Top Concerns of
Campus Distance Coordinators, Spring 2007” were selected:
o Assessment and Evaluation
 Due to the accreditation process that most campuses have gone through, assessment
continues to be a top issue. Some of the campuses have moved forward in addressing
this issue to assess distance education.
• Honolulu CC is developing a campus-wide review process, to determine the role of
the campus researcher, hiring of an IR and assessment officer to work with the ALO
and David Cleveland, develop instruments for evaluation, and put out a timeline
review for DL.
• HawCC is modifying its faculty survey to include DL.
• Maui CC’s assessment committee has funding to create a DL. survey.
• Greg is working on a DL. student support evaluation (what needs to be improved) for
LCC.
 On a system-level, ITS and DLAC are working on a DL Student Support Survey that has
gone through review by Student Services folks systemwide. Survey items came from
Judi Kirkpatrick’s student support pre- and post-surveys and other assessment
instruments in use around the UH system. The project is led by Hae Okimoto, since ITS
will support the online infrastructure of the survey.
• Questions: Will this survey benefit campuses that are already doing their own DL
assessment? Do campuses know about this survey? Other than student support folks,
will faculty also be able to review this survey?
• Action Item: Catherine to send committee a copy of the current draft of questions on
this survey
• Action Item: Catherine to ask Hae if she could attend our next meeting to share with
us this system project she is working on.
o Banner/Banner Codes
 Banner and Banner Codes were listed as two separate issues on the CDC’s Top
Concerns. These two items, however, express the same concern. The issue this
committee discussed in many meetings was the Banner Instructional Codes.
However, now that the Banner IM codes have been modified, this is no longer a top
issue. Hopefully the new IM codes will also remedy another issue (data/reporting)
that was on the list.
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Jan asked if there was a way to pull out HCC’s DE course offerings from Banner so
that they could have a separate DL course listing for the schedule of courses. Ellen
referred Jan to Sherrie Straslic who does this for Hawaii CC.

o Supports Services
 This concern includes proctoring, financial aid, library support, etc.
 Uniformity Issues - there are still roadblocks for distance learning students in obtaining
proper student services support due to different campus procedures or requirements.
• Example #1: A student needs to get an in-person instructor signature for Financial
Aid verification. This would be difficult if the student is on Kauai and need an ‘inperson” signature from the instructor who may be on Maui.
• Example #2: At HawCC, a student still needs a student photo I.D. for library service
on their campus.
• Example #3: each campus has different add/drop dates
• Question: Where should the dl student support be the same for each campus and
where should it be different since each campus operates differently?
o Policies and Procedures
 The UH Distance Learning policy was a top issue for the CDC committee because it was
outdated and the committee felt the document needed revisions. The CDC Committee
sent a recommendation to DLAC to review the policy and suggested sections that needed
update. Catherine sent the memo to David Lassner last year. Currently, DLAC is
looking at the policy, but focusing more on the BOR policy for now. While this is
important, it is no longer one of CDC’s top issues since it has been referred to the DLAC.
 Action Item: Catherine to send Helen and Joanne a copy of the memo sent to David
Lassner.
o Other Issues
 Finding & Registering for DL Classes and Information and Marketing
• Some campus coordinators still receive calls from students asking about dl course
offerings. Besides the elearn website, access to dl course offerings is still not visible
enough to students. On some campus websites, distance learning is a link on the
home page, whereas on other campus websites, it is embedded in different sections of
the website.
• Publicizing systemwide dl course offering is a still a marketing issue.
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TOP CONCERNS OF CAMPUS DISTANCE COORDINATORS
Spring 2007
[CDCTopConcerns]

What will you do with this information which you winnowed out from the CDC Meeting Notes Summary?
CDC ISSUE
Organizational Concerns
Policies & Procedures
Funding of DL
Support Services
Assessment & Evaluation
Exam Proctoring by UHM
Proctoring
Banner Codes
Banner
Financial Aid
ADA
Finding & Registering for DL
Classes
Registration
Instruction
Organization
Scheduling
Data
Information & Marketing

TOTALS
1
3
2
4
6
1
1
2
4
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

HAW

HON

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

KAP

X
X

KAU

X

LEE
X
X
X
X
X

MAU

WIN

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
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CDC’S TOP ISSUES
HawCC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Banner
Funding of DL
Support Services
Assessment & Evaluation
Policies & Procedures

HonCC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Exam Proctoring by UHM
Banner Codes
Financial Aid
Assessment & Evaluation
Policies & Procedures
ADA

KapCC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Banner
Support Services
Assessment & Evaluation
Information & Marketing
ADA

KauCC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Banner codes.
Financial aid
Instruction
Organization
Assessment & Evaluation

LeeCC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Organizational Concerns
Policies & Procedures
Funding of DL
Support Services
Assessment & Evaluation

MauCC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Banner
Finding & Registering for DL Classes
Registration
Support Services
Assessment & Evaluations

WinCC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Finding & Registering for DL courses
Banner
Scheduling
Proctoring
Data
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SPECIFIC GROUPING OF DISTANCE LEARNING TOPICS
FROM CAMPUS DISTANCE COORDINATORS’ MEETINGS, 2000-2006
[CDCDiscTopicsSpecificGrouping20002006]

Dear Distance Learning Campus Distance Coordinators,
I have reviewed all the CDC meeting notes from 2000-2006 and made a summary of topics.
Could you review the summary for each section below and comment directly onto this document
and return to me (or Gayle) by Friday, Nov 24? For sections/topics not requiring a yes/no
answer, your comments/solutions welcomed. Here are some guidelines for your thoughts:
• Do the summaries adequately express what you as a CDC, for your campus and globally,
see is needed so UHCC can meet the needs of DL students?
• What problems have been solved in each area?
• Are there things missing?
• Are there problems not stated correctly or not even stated?
• What are the most urgent things needing attention?
Thank you for your time. I plan to attend your next CDC meeting and hope we can discuss your
input on Nov. 28. Thanks!
Helen Sina
______________________________________________________________________________
1. FINDING AND REGISTERING FOR DL CLASSES
We need to understand what problems students are facing in finding and registering for DL
classes and make decisions about how they will be handled:
1. DL information at e-learn and at your campuses website:
• Can the student easily get the information needed?
• Are webpages up to date, appropriately and accurately linked? Are the links
working correctly?
• Does the student know where to go without just bumping into the information?
2. If a student can’t get into a class at one campus because it is cancelled or filled, what
problems are there in meeting registration and other requirements at another campus?
3. Out-of-state students:
• Should they be able to take UHCC DL classes?
• Earn an AA from one of the UHCC’s using UHCC DL classes?
• Do we need to address out-of-state students through accreditation substantive
change?
4. What other issues/problems are students wanting to take distance classes faced with?
2. FUNDING OF DL
UHCC DL has largely worked without funding targeted for distance. Funding goes to the
campuses so the focus is on campus offerings and how they fit what the system can provide.
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Alternate Delivery Funds provided by the UH system for some years helped fund staffing and
technology needs. Most recently it aided the UHCC’s in developing some courses needed to
expand UHCC DL offerings. That funding is no longer available.
In 2005, an effort to gain infrastructure and distance funding through a technology fee was
not approved by the BOR
The Costing Methodology (TCM) was explored in an effort to examine the cost of distance
courses at the various types of UH system campuses. It proved unworkable because of the
different variables on the different campuses. Its only result was raising awareness on all
campuses of what is involved in looking at the cost of delivering instruction both on site and
by distance.
The Hawaii Course Redesign Project used EIF funding to encourage the development in
courses with high enrollment of more cost-effective delivery methods which might include
the use of technology. The interest in this project does not match the quality of Carol
Twigg’s work.
3. BANNER
Issues pressing for resolution include:
1. Clarification of terminology. Distance Education, Distance Learning, and Distributed
Learning are used somewhat interchangeably. Particularly the use of Distributed
Learning causes confusion. The DLAC attempted to take a future-focused approach
in its Strategic Action Plan, but the confusion remains. Is this a problem? What’s a
good name?
2. Coding of DL sections.
• How does the distinction between distance learning and distributed learning get
clarified?
• What problems exist with Instructional Method field?
3. DL Request Form?
4. DL Scheduling Form?
5. Are classes scheduled the same way at all the campuses? If not, do these differences
show up in the Class Availability list? Is this an area where consistency is needed?
6. Is the application process student –friendly?
7. Does Banner, UHCC. e-Learn and the DLUS website work together?
8. Potential addition of non-credit courses onto Banner.
4. SCHEDULING
Scheduling issues include:
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Are the methods for inputting the schedule consistent for all different campuses
including the 4 years?
Is the use of CRN’s is consistent for all the campuses?
Is e.learn information current?

5. SEAT ALLOCATION
Is this issue still a problem?
6. REGISTRATION
Registration issues include:
1. How do students choose their DL classes?
• Do they search all the campuses?
• Do they search other universities?
2. Does registration by UHM students fill UHCC classes?
• Are they any problems with having UHM students register for UHCC classes?
3. Is TB/MMR holds a precondition for DL registration?
4. How is summer registration handled for DL students since schedules for each campus
is different?
7. PAYMENT OF FEES
The current status of payment for DL:
1. Student applies to and pays admission fee for every campus from which he/she is
interested in taking classes.
2. Student can pay online with Mastercard or Visa.
3. There is no drop/add fee for online registration. WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
8. TRANSFER OF CREDITS
Community college transfer-level courses are counted as transfer courses for students in 4year colleges. They do not count toward giving students full-time status in the 4-year
college.
Course grades do not transfer from one college to another so grades earned in DL courses
from other campuses cannot be calculated into the GPA of students. This is still an issue for
students in or applying for Phi Theta Chi.
9. INFORMATION & MARKETING
Information and marketing concerns currently include:
1. Do the UHCCs provide all the requirements for an AA by distance?
• Do students understand this?
2. While students don’t seem to use the 2-Year Rolling Plan, is it important for planning
purposes for campuses and the UHCC system?
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3. Should the UH system 5-Year Plan (programs) and the UHCC 2-Year Rolling Plan
(courses) be more coordinated?
4. Are UH system and UHCC.e.learn and campus websites clearly linked?
5. For internal DL purposes, are the meeting notes of the CDCs, MSG, and DLAC and
information on the roles and responsibilities of these groups available on the Web?
6. Can UHMs Outreach College DL classes be added to the UH system DL website?
10. SUPPORT SERVICES
The UHCC DL Executive Group requested an audit of Academic Support and Student
Support Services and a WASC-compliant “Best Practices” for support services providing a
DL AA to residents is an accreditation issue. Academic Support areas to be covered include:
library, proctoring, computer (help desk, computer), and media. Student Support areas
include counseling, records, admissions, financial aid, health, student life/activities, and
ADA. The area that is farthest along is the library.
More specific concerns for Academic Support Services:
• Book Ordering & Bookstore
o The UHM Bookstore site is hard to find and to navigate.
o Campus, UHCC system, and UH system bookstore and book ordering
information need to be coordinated.
o Some students have no credit card and no address
o Deadlines are important. Some faculty still get their book orders in late. The
new DL Textbook Requisition Form is available as a PDF document.
• Library
o A copyright paper has gone from the Library Council Subcommittee on
copyright issues to the DLAC. It is important that campus personnel and
media departments understand that they are liable for copyright violations.
Universities usually require certification of awareness by faculty. Now the
UH System Librarians Committee needs to get back to the DLAC.
o What is the library unit and how is it used on the different campuses? Is it
required? Is it an accreditation expectation? UHH, HawCC, LCC, and WCC
all require the Library unit. WCC includes LILO as part of its Computer and
Information Literacy Requirement. Is it understood that this Computer and
Information Literacy Requirement should be part of the library unit?
o Access concern—how can DL students access library services from a campus
which is not their home campus?
 If they apply for a no photo UH ID card is that sufficient?
 Is LCC’s procedure in place and a good model?
o Are the ITV Guidelines consistently applied on all campuses? VT is provided
only if there are transmission problems; offering campuses decide if they need
backup for any other purpose. What if a receiving campus wants to provide
VT for some students?
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o Some students expect to have access to videotapes and campus access to
Internet. Should there be requirements that students taking a cable course
must be cable subscribers and have their own Web connection. Some areas of
the state do not have cable available.
• Learning Center
o To support students enrolled in DL courses and taking DL exams, common
software is needed on all UHCC campuses.
o Student responsibility and Learning Center responsibility need to be defined.
o Available Learning Center hours may not work for some students who do not
have computers or for students who have other responsibilities and cannot get
in during Learning Center hours to take exams.
o Are Learning Center hours clearly listed on appropriate web pages?
• ADA
o Is higher-ed exempt from providing closed-captioning for cable? If it is, how
can transcription and closed captioning of courses for cable be funded?
o Do instructors understand it is their responsibility to be ADA-compliant when
they add video streaming and powerpoint to an existing DL class?
o Are instructors developing classes referring to ADA resources and checklists?
o Is the 3-step ADA Compliance Plan (with required completion dates)
developed by Jon Nakasone going to be implemented past the first step
(BOBBI)?
• Technology
o What new technology do we need to prepare for? These will affect
Instructional Method coding in Banner, marketing, funding, etc.
o How necessary are Cable and HITS as technologies since most of the DL
classes are offered online?
o How useful is UHCC.e.learn to students and CDCs? Is all the information upto-date? Are there things that need to be added?
o A WebCT site has been set up for DLAC notes, reports, and discussions.
o There needs to be a place where DLAC, MSG, and CDC Roles and
Responsibilities statements could be posted.
o Can it be required that students have a mandatory hawaii.edu address?
o Have video conferencing problems been solved?
o Are there still problems with students unable to participate in required chat
times because campus computer labs are closed?
More specific concerns for Student Support services include:
• Proctoring
o Have proctoring concerns been resolved?
o Is the information on the website accurate and appropriately linked?
o Have the Chancellors made sure that all their proctoring staff understand that a
UH student is a UH student is a UH student?
o What is being done about the following proctoring concerns: Students come
to take the test after the scheduled test date. Students are not on the test list.
Proctor center hours vary by semester. There may be cutbacks in center hours
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due to budget constraints. Some instructors will not allow students to be used
as proctors.
 Should minimum hours be established among the campuses?
 Do proctoring staff from all campuses need to meet to update their
awareness of the system commitment to proctoring?
 Do all sites have the software necessary for an exam?
 Does a generic proctor email address result in exams not being
scheduled?
 Are proctor sites prepared to accommodate unique testing such as
requiring microscopes and slides?
 Can procedures be standardized for all the centers since faculty may
have a prerogative on the type of test given and the conditions of
testing?
 Do home campus and course instructor carry out their responsibility to
inform students and make arrangements for unique proctoring
requirements?
 Can any campus refuse to offer proctoring to a student taking a DL
course from another campus?
•

Financial Aid
Students can only get financial aid at one campus but can be enrolled at any or all UH
institutions at the same time.
• What are the problems in tracking this?
o Attendance verification, tracking last date of attendance, notification of
important deadlines, students purged at the beginning of the semester but
needing to get back into the system which lacks clear communication on
one campus and between campuses, no easy way to identify students
taking DL, workload affects level of service provided, student need to
understand and follow all the requirements.

•

DL Student Orientation
DL Orientation developed by Kelli now available on the UHCC.e.learn website. An
administrative feature lets faculty check student progress if the instructor knows what
the student’s home campus is. HonCCs CDC maintains the UHCC Distance Learning
Orientation site.
o Is campus information on the Orientation up-to-date?
o Is the Orientation easy to navigate?

•

Instruction
o Training for Faculty and Staff Working with DL
 Are FIGS meeting?
 TALENT and LCC’s Web Fun (WebCT training) will be available in
Summer 2006.
 ADA issues need to be addressed.
 Need update on what each campus is doing to provide professional
development for DL faculty.
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o Faculty
 FIGS need to meet.
 Issues include assessment and evaluation, library literacy, and faculty
training and awareness.
o Course Development and Offering
 Review practices by different campuses regarding deadlines for all
materials required by instructors, such as minimum computer
requirements in order to enroll.
 Minimum computer requirements for a course should be included in
the Schedule of Classes.
 Are SP 151, science lab, and languages all consistently available for
students?
 Does student have to meet prereqs of a DL course at the campus
offering the course? For example, does a student need to complete
ENG 100 at the campus from which he/she wants to take ENG 256?
11. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
12. PLANNING
While students may not use the 2-Year Rolling Plan to plan out their courses, the
campuses and the UHCC system should find it an important tool.
• What evaluation, planning, and improvement will be expected of DL?
• Can UHCC campuses coordinate on offering some classes on a rotating basis?
13. PROGRAMS
Are there other questions about DL programs?
• How does DL fit in to the work on program review?
• Do neighbor islands need 3-year programs?
• What is each UHCC campus’ plan for the amount of DL it will offer? DL
degrees and certificates it will offer?
• Can each campus meet the requirements of its AA through UHCC-provided
courses? Each semester? Each year? Over a two-year period?
• Will there be an effort by any campus to offer a DL degree beyond Hawaii?
14. ASSESSMENT & EVALUATION
Are there other recommendations?
1. The CDCs recommend moving to a single assessment of DL.
• What keeps that from happening? Assessment of DL courses varies by
campus and department. The DLAC is working on the E-CAFÉ for UHM
and will then broaden to Judi K’s Pre and Post Evaluation of DL Courses
and other evaluations being used throughout the system.
KapCC is revising the online Student Evaluation of Instruction.
2. Are students assessed to see if DL suits their learning style and whether they
can handle the technical aspects?
3. There needs to be a DL faculty survey.
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15. DATA
1. Do you know of any other major pieces of data about DL than those listed
below?
o CCSSE
o Online PRE-POST Surveys (Judi Kirkpatrick)
o UH Term Distance Education Student Class Listing (Alison
Shigematsu/Eric Chu)
o QMark Research & Polling study for the Hawaii Association of
Independent Schools and the University of Hawaii
2. Do you have other data questions that you would like to have answered?
o Number of disabled students taking DL classes.
o Who is taking more than one DL class—help campus understand what
is needed in support services. How many take one? Two? Etc.?
o Number of students not using the campus nearest them as their home
campus.
o Number of students earning an AA entirely by DL.
16. POLICIES & PROCEDURE
Are there other policies and procedures that you feel are needed for DL?
• Definition of DL—distance education, distance learning, distributed learning.
Is it program-driven or technology-driven?
• DL Guidelines so campuses carry out system tasks in the same way or leading
to the same result without raising confusion and concern.
• Review of BOR DL policy and E5.204.
• Review of policies for priority and use of HITS—both sending and receiving.
• Clarification and decision on instructional method coding.
• ITV Videotaping Guidelines.
• System procedure for DL students with complaints about instructors; currently
they vary from campus to campus.
• DL policies/procedures about student responsibility for technical difficulties.
• Common articulation database.
• Policy on technology fee.
• UH system recognition of working groups.
• Standardization of adds/drops, financial aid deadlines, payment deadlines,
purging of students for non-payment.
• Standardizedcalendar.
• Consistentency of required information among all campuses.
• Verification of attendance in online class for Financial Aid.
17. ORGANIZATIONAL CONCERNS
• Clarify role and responsibilities of CDCs, MSG, and DLAC. Put that
information in a central website location.
• Define Campus Distance Coordinator role for each campus.
• Revisit the UHCC DE Committee and Sub-Committee structure and define
what would be needed for future UHCC system DL work. Does there need to
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be a statewide committee? Ad hoc groups working to solve specific
problems?
Define how a person becomes a member of the CDCs or any other UHCC
group working on DL.
What DL groups / positions function on each campus?
Is there adequate connection between CDCs, MSG, and DLAC without one
working member functioning on all three groups?
Review the opportunities for failed communication at all levels and figure out
how to minimize those problems.

18 CONNECTIONS
• What degree of partnering on DL is there among the UHCC campuses?
Between UHCC campuses and UH 4-year campuses?
• What are the connections with other entities such as WGU, American Open
University, the military, Running Start, etc.?
• What will be the impact on UHCC DL of UHWO offering lower division
classes?
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GENERAL SUMMARY OF CAMPUS DISTANCE COORDINATOR’S
MEETING TOPICS, 2000-2006
[CDCDiscTopicsGenSumm20002006]

I have gone through the CDC meeting notes from 2000-2006, listing items. I then listed those
items by categories (All caps, bold). The process was quick and without the thorough working
knowledge of the CDC’s. The intent is to use the information from the CDC’s who are the
UHCC group most involved with what has been going on at the campuses, the UHCC system,
and the UH system.
The items are generally in historic order so you will need to help me understand which things
have been taken care of, which have changed, which are still problems, and which have problems
which have morphed:
STUDENT NEED FOR ACCESS TO DL CLASSES
• How do students research how a class is conducted?
• Use instructor’s web page.
• Do students want to know 2 semesters ahead what AA classes will be offered?
• Problem—campus cancels a class. Student enrolls at another campus. Must try to meet
new campus registration and other requirements.
• Need to prepare for non-resident students being able to access DL courses and services.
• Out-of-state students can take a DL course but they can’t complete an AA from any
campus. This would be at odds with 8-30, according to the UHCC E-Learn website
which says that out-of-state students may not take a DL course. ??
FUNDING OF DL
• How does tuition revenue get distributed to DL?
• Upgrade of HITS doesn’t mean increased programs if the receive sites don’t get more
staffing and facilities.
• $40,000 ADF going to LCC’s DL Opticianary Certificate program.
• The Costing Methodology workshop—second meeting will go over all tabulated
homework results.
• The goal is to see if TCM works for the UH system.
• The problem—so many variables by campus.
• Costing includes a face-to-face class.
• May give insight for academic and student support services baseline support for
campuses.
• TCM—cost elements and situations differ greatly from campus to campus. Many
difficulties with definitions. End results may vary so much that data would be seen as
invalid.
• The UHCC DL Executive Group is writing up UHCC justifications and contributions to
DL. The UHCC model works without funds. Use the infrastructure and fund it. There
will be a new draft after the SIT meeting.
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TCM formula is on the right track. Kauai, Maui, Honolulu, and Leeward will be a core
group to set up the framework. Must answer what do we want to measure and why?
What are the costs other campuses assume?
ADF funds were used for software, computer headsets, and conference fees.
TCM—agreement on staff/figures/formula and parameters to be used. Need to break
down cost borne by others.
TCM Phase 1 to be finished by the end of April.
The TCM exercise revealed there is no one formula. Each campus has different variables.
It did result in making all the campuses aware of what is involved for all the campuses.
DLAC is looking at a funding model to provide access to funding. A technology fee
seems the best approach at this time.
Paula doing a memo to the CCAOS to report DLAC views of TCM.
Paula to draft a DLAC memo to COC and CCAOS about the TCM project. DLAC is not
interested in continuing or expanding the project. It recommends that if there is interest,
the element of cost be shortened to those that distinguish technology-assisted teaching
from classroom teaching.
The Course Redesign Project, based on a PEW-grant program with Carol Twigg will use
EIF funds.
DLAC is pushing for implementing a technology fee before there is a tuition increase.
Policy needed. Need to show immediate results for students.
DLAC is requesting $10 per credit for the technology fee.
Do budget and accreditation issues affect the ability for campuses to commit to a preview
type of schedule?

BANNER
• Coding of DE sections—need standard, approved list
• Clarify if E.5.204 definition applies so that classes taught in person on a site other
than the campus are considered distance courses.
• Are these what DLAC’s Strategic Action Plan considers to be distributed learning
classes?
• Coding of DL sections
• Definitions about off-site and face to face.
• Off site enrollments make up a large part of DL.
• Coding of courses is a bigger project and will probably be delayed.
• Instructional Method field.
• The Instructional Method field is ______________________
• Problems:
• People not using it in the same way.
• People not filling in the needed info.
• The many variants of basic modalities.
• Delivery Method
• Need system for flagging DL courses
• Problem with the same course having different course titles at different campuses.
• Key data flags
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• ID of DL class.
• Originating site.
• Receive site.
• Mode of delivery.
• Enrollment by campus.
DL Scheduling Form on hold till Banner is up.
Review DL delivery terms for consistent use among campuses and for reporting
purposes.
• How label technology intensive and hybrid courses?
• What is tech-intensive for face-to-face?
What are minimum requirements for computer in order to support needs?
CDCs recommendations on DL modes for Banner will be presented to MSG and the
UHM DL Committee.
Review DL data attributes for DL reports via Banner.
• Want to be able to pull specific info.
• List of reports already down now.
• Those reports want generated ona regular basis.
• Profile of DL student since many take combination of face-to-face and DL.
Want enrollment numbers under course information.
Want ITS indicators for course enrollment by technology.
With Banner, will there be a duplication of the DLUS Course Request Form?
Need to redesign DLUS Course Request Form and its link to the e.learn site.
DLUS Course Request Form added Technology requirements for students and linked
directly to the course URL.
DVD will be added to the DE modalities.
DL Request Form in relation to Banner—it is important to use the correct CRN at
registration since that determines other fees.
DL Scheduling Form is at a standstill because the programming is too complex to make
frequent changes. Wait until Banner is fully implemented.
What level of Banner access do CDCs need?
Can Banner separate and consolidate DL classes from all campuses? Presently students
must pull up DL classes campus by campus.
How will courses listed on Banner affect the present CRF?
How are mixed modalities being presented?
Is there internal access to the Banner database for statistics and reports?
Discussion of modalities for Banner.
Application:
• Student applies to as many campuses as needs to.
• If applying to multiple campuses, previously entered information can be repeated.
• The generic application is interactive and online.
• Once you are a system student, there is no need to apply to other campuses.
• For enrollment, a student belongs to the campus offering the course (not the student’s
home campus).
• Course appears on respective campus’ transcript. MEANING?
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Student can be admitted to 2 campuses in 2 degree programs.
The DL Course Request Form is no longer required when registering online.
Banner automatically generates a Hawaii.edu account for the student.
• The student portal is authenticated with that login.
• The log in is also used for student employment, etc.
• Email addresses on the application must be input so instructors can pull up lists
that include email accounts.
• When the student registers, student orientation should come up automatically.
A student sorts by campus and type of class.
Online registration for DL will be available Fall 2003.
Summer registration on Banner will possibly involve the UHCCs and UHWO.
Banner does not do time stamping for system cumulative credits.
Banner does not look at courses in progress.
Can we separate students by home campuses for proctoring service information, data, and
notification?
• Students are not allowed to register into courses if prereqs are not met at the campus
the student is registered at. Ex. KauCC ENG 256 cannot be taken by students who
did not take ENG 100 from KauaiCC. IS THIS ACCURATE?
• Error message appears if student doesn’t meet pre-reqs. How does a student know
what to do?
Will transcripts from multiple campuses be linked together; right now they are separate
transcripts.
On transcripts, can view all courses completed, including non-UH system transfer credits,
in one record.
Banner can read Compass test scores from any campus.
Campus Compass validity dates vary by 3-4 months. They need to be consistent.
Modalities for Banner are still being worked on.
Campuses must agree on DL modalities and campus codes before Spring 2004.
Codes may fit individual campus needs.
Data dictionary explaining definitions of codes would be helpful.
Banner and e.learn operate independently.
Don’t delete e.learn until at least Spring 2004.
Banner DE modalities and campus codes:
• Campus codes are linked with the fee structure.
• Campus codes can be removed and replaced as required.
• Sched type is to be adjusted.
Update by Harriet Miyasato on Banner.
Banner automatically sets up a WebCT account.
Banner will eventually have a “book shelf” that will address protocol, training, and
procedures.
Status of standardized codes is on hold again. These standardized codes are so central for
DL data collection.
Where do DL information and schedule codes appear on Banner?
Who inputs DL information and schedule codes?
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• Aldrich allowed 1 CRN followed by alpha designations for each site. For Banner, several
different numbers have to be used for campus designations.
• Some campuses are not filling in the instructional method table. There is a column which
allows students to search by modality.
• Person who inputs schedule info into Banner varies by campus.
• UHCC CDCs want Campus, Sched Type, and Inst Meth to be consistent across the 7
campuses.
• E.learn and My UH don’t match. Sherrie will add a link to the consolidated Banner Class
Availability List on e.learn near the UHCC e.learn Schedule of Classes.
• The Banner Instructional Method column is not consistently and correctly used.
• Banner cannot handle the transition from midnight to am classes. Classes must be input
twice.
• Fix found for the Banner transition from midnight to am hours.
• Banner Instructional Method column problem occurs because input schedules differently
on different campuses.
• Comparison of e.learn and Banner:
• Many classes are missing from e.learn.
• It seems that all UHCC campuses use e.learn for class availability by technology and
for detailed class information.
• Banner Instructional Method memo from Stella. Is this memo up to date with Banner 7?
• Coding problem for non-WebCT courses at HonCC. These courses must be done
manually.
• ITS DL Course Request Form:
• Current form is obsolete.
• Project to update began 2 years ago but it was pushed to the side.
• Decision was made not to continually modify it but to start from scratch. With new
modifications, new bugs.
• Project will begin again
• Banner 7 will use “POD” for Pod Casting.
• LCC offers ICS via pod casting.
• Write a memo to the COCs requesting that DL schedule info be input in a standard way
so it is consistent for all campuses. The goal is to implement training for Spring 2005.
• E.learn website course offering listing:
• Louise Pagotto willing to create a program to draw information on Banner for online
classes and feed the information to e.learn.
• It won’t feed ITV and cable because of scheduling issues. Schedule inputters still
need to input those courses.
• Two new Instructional Methods introduced:
• POD—Podcasting
• POS—Podcasting + Onsite
• The Course Request Form will match Instructional Methoc terminology by Summer
2007. No cloning. Must create a new form.
• What is happening with putting non-credit courses on Banner?
• Can Banner work on a few short programs?
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Counting enrollments by islands, all modes (cable, online, ITV, off-campus)
Something that allows the course schedulers on campus to pull up only DL classes
(and off-campus classes) as separate schedules.
If an instructor has students limited to one campus and delivers by technology is it a
distance learning course or a distributed learning course. This raises issues with
Banner’s Instructional Method.

SCHEDULING
• Need template for course info.
• Can campuses and students know 2 semesters ahead what courses are available for the
AA?
• DOIS make the decisions about which courses will be offered by distance.
• DLIT site needs a delete function.
• Need meeting on restructuring the forms for on-line requests.
• Need to look at other campuses’ courses on schedules.
• DL Request Form.
• Revised Course Request Form for Registration is on hold until the Common
Application is completed. The old version will be used for a while. End goal is to
have the complete Common Application Form online for registration systemwide, not
just for DL.
• Form changed to Distributed Learning Scheduling Form.
• There is no better non-repetitive method to input the info since it goes into a DB and
the process provides for consistency, completeness, accuracy, and accountability.
• Why does DLUS require such an early deadline.
• Can campuses coordinate on offering some classes on a rotating basis? Could a schedule
be developed for the provosts to review?
• There will be a delay in the Distributed Learning Scheduling Form until Banner is in
place.
• Difficulty with summer because of different start dates.
• What are due dates for schedules?
• Are DL classes with low enrollment cancelled? How do students know that?
• Effect of trimester at MCC on 2-year course projection for the DL AA.
• UHCC Common Calendar approved. Will be posted on e.learn.
• Summary of AA by DL shows which campuses need which DL courses to complete their
AA degree:
• KapCC—SP 151 Web
• MauCC—SP 151 Web; SCI Lab Web
• DLUS will be removed once Banner begins.
• How will UHCC DL courses be listed on e.learn?
• What scheduling conflicts are there with outreach courses and campus support?
• DLUS does not filter DL-delivered technology courses.
• Accessing each campus’ DL schedule:
• Will list be standardized?
• Not all campuses show which campus holds which seats.
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There is a need to know where students are coming from in order to effectively
handle advising, proctoring, advising students about broadcast/tech problems,
ordering books, and data collection.
Cable rebroadcast times—all but MauCC have rebroadcast times. MauCC runs out of
time to rebroadcast some classes sent to Maui because of its own island-produced cable
classes.
SP 151 available online from MCC for Fall 2003.
Why do online classes need to meet the early deadline if there is no ITV component?
ITV DL Course Request deadline is for ITV and Cable technology scheduling purposes;
it is not for online classes.
Banner/MyUH questions:
• To register online at home, you need high speed Internet access, not dial up.
• Campus students have had more problems registering for Spring 2004 than they had
in Fall 2003. More students are coming in to see Counselors.
Student counts did not reflect Add/Drops during first week of instruction.
An ad hoc CDC group is needed to
• Write an action memo to set the schedule codes.
• Write a memo to the COCs requesting that DL schedule info be input in a standard
way so it is consistent for all campuses. The goal is to implement training for Spring
2005.
CDCs discussed summary of new schedule codes showing how codes are used by each
campus.
Differences in CRN use:
• Show all sections of a course on e.learn front page.
• Show sections of a course on 2nd page.
• Use CRNs to distinguish geographic locations.
• These differences affect the template for Fall 2004 request for enrollment data.
• DL codes and instructions for schedulers coming from Stella. How will classes
which require an on-site session be listed?
Review e.learn to be sure access information for classes is current.
Can print deadlines for Schedules of Courses be coordinated?

SEAT ALLOCATION
• Control over allocation of seats depends on campus.
• DL quotas common window for allocations. May be better to set a max number of seats
instead of breaking out allocations.
• Release dates for seat quotas.
• There is a new process for release of seats.
• On Some campuses people other than Registrars control the release of seats.
REGISTRATION
• May be affected by
• Space allocations
• Campus requirements
• How can a campus find out when a student is dropped and a space made available?
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How is a campus alerted when a student goes directly to another campus to register?
Space allocations to other campuses is done for
• Ease of data collection
• Giving equal opportunity for students from different campuses to register due to
differing registration dates.
DL DOIS need to look at DL quotas.
Deans to discuss registration procedure during first week of classes.
What is current registration practice for summer on each campus?
• When can other campuses get into your database to register for summer courses?
• When does summer session begin on your campus?
CDCs feel it is better if TB/MMR holds are not a precondition for registration.
Concern that UHM students will register before UHCC students.
• It is unlikely UHM students will fill the classes.
• A student is a student is a student.
There is no drop/add fee for online registration.
Students are shopping around. They do not necessarily declare the campus nearest them
as their home campus. HOW MANY STUDENTS DO THIS?

PAYMENT OF FEES
• DL REG PAYMENTS VS REGULAR REG PAYMENTS AS RELATED TO
WITHDRAWALS AND REFUNDS. Need first and last date to reg for new and
returning DL studs.
• There is no drop/add fee for online registration..
• Students can pay online with Mastercard and Visa.
• Student applies and pays admission fee at every campus he/she applies to.
TRANSFER OF CREDITS
• Community college transfer-level courses are counted as transfer courses for 4-year
students.
• They do not count toward giving students full-time status.
• Course grades do not transfer.
INFORMATION & MARKETING
• DL brochure and insert listing classes
• How do campuses advertise/promote DL in their schedules? On their websites?
• Students need reminders to check for other course requirements such as campus visits,
chat rooms.
• Instructor’s course requirements may not be personalized. Only way for student to find
out what course requirements are is to contact the instructor.
• Where are courses listed:
• DLIT
• E-learn
• This should be first site/main stop, linking to individual campuses.
• DL site
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E-Learn site must be kept current because students will be directed to it first.
$10,000 ADF to update E-Learn site.
Use ADF $10,000 to take a show on the road to encourage campus participation and find
out what questions there are.
Where should the Fall 2001 DL brochure be distributed?
The DL brochure is needed sooner.
Is the DL brochure considered advertising or marketing?
Alison and Bonnie visited all campuses and are drafting a DL Manual/Handbook.
Concerns included:
• Refund deadlines impacting students registered at other campuses.
• Proctoring fees.
• Removal of course allocations.
Spring 2002 e.learn brochure’s printed schedule is called a Course List.
Need to check links in a website to see if webpages work.
DL Manual/Handbook in final stages of being updated. To be presented at each campus.
Posted to DLUS site as an Instructional Handbook under Administration.
A sub-committee will propose a distribution process for DL brochure and send it to the
Marketing Sub-Committee.
There will be no DL print schedule.
The DL Handbook needs to be updated.
Preparing to do DL Distance Manual traveling show.
How use $5,000 from Marketing? It is a part of system marketing money and may not be
available for other DL projects.
About 10 people participated in Faculty Information Sessions on each campus covering
the DL Manual. Attendees appreciated the information and wanted a second visit.
Now that there is no printed DL schedule, how will e.learn and the DL AA
degree/courses be marketed.
2-year DL preview to be posted under the AA.
2-year DL preview is up on e.learn. Any changes to be posted 2 weeks prior to
registration.
Should there be a DL representative on the Costello Communicators Council?
The 2-year DL preview for F 2004 to Summer 2006 is completed and being presented to
the DOIS.
E.learn site will be replaced with Orientation but will still keep the course listings.
E.learn currently lists UHCC classes. Very few UHM DL courses appear on the UHM
DL site because UHM faculty rarely complete the Course Request Forms.
UHCC courses are flagged to appear on e.learn.
DLAC would like a systemwide site which DL groups can post meeting notes to.
CDCs recommend a 3-year projection of DL classes. The request should go to the DOIS.
There needs to be a student responsibility statement on e.learn.
Is the 2-year Preview of DL Classes serving its original purpose? CDCs recommend
discontinuing it.
The 5-year schedule is tied to MSG program scheduling.
3-year Rolling Plan:
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• Is the original need for a 2-year preview in line with current camus needs?
• How does this preview tie to the MSGs Rolling Plan?
It would be good if the DLAC, MSG, and CDC Roles and Responsibilities statements
could be posted on the DLIT site.
Can CDC meeting notes be posted on the UHCC website under DL?
The e.learn site will be updated by Jan Petersen.
The Two-Year Distance Learning Preview will be removed from the front page of elearn.
Resources made camuses reluctant to guarantee classes 2 years forward. The 2-year
preview was tied into getting an AA by distance. It seems students are only concerned to
take those classes needed to transfer out—they do not necessarily earn the AA.
Could Outreach distance classes be added to the UH System DL website?
Add a link to the UH System DL website on e.learn.
Don’t know if students use 2-year Rolling plan. They seem to just look for classes that
will fill the category and are not concerned to do it on a planned basis. HOW KNOW
THIS?
Faculty may want to try something. If funds are already committed for several years out,
there may not be funding for trying something new.
ARE THE UHCCS MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AA BY
DISTANCE? NEED TO ANALYZE IF OFFERINGS MEET THE INDIVIDUAL
CAMPUS REQUIREMENTS.

SUPPORT SERVICES
• CDCs will not pursue Commun UHCC Support Services Contact List
• Are services required for DL students really what they need and want?
• Audit Academic Support Services and Student Services to determine baseline level of
services available to students via DL.
• How find the baseline?
• Do we still need to audit academic support and student support and baseline services for
campuses?
• UHCC Executive group wants an audit of Academic Support and Student Support
services.
• UHCC Executive Group has assigned the CDCs to develop a WASC compliant “Best
Practices” for support services because an AA to residents is an accreditation issue. CDC
members will check their campus websites for any best practice postings.
• Regarding the UHCC Executive Group assignment, the CDCs need to check if an AA by
DL meets accreditation requirements.
• Best practices for support services—areas to be covered include library, orientation,
student services, computer lab support, ADA, Help Desk, faculty training.
• Should Best Practices for Academic Support include what it is, what it should be, what’s
required, or what can be done? Should it note the basic/minimum services each campus
can provide?
• Library—draft of Best Practicec for DL Libraries—open database to all.
• Student Services—counseling, records, admissions, financial aid, health, student life
activities, proctoring.
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• Computer support—computer/lab support services, help desk, faculty training.
• ADA.
• Academic support.
Is there a way to show which students are taking more than 1 DL class? This information
would help a campus understand what is needed in the support services.
ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES
• Academic Support Subcommittee asked to collaborate on creation of tutorials.
• The Academic Support Form is to be posted on the DLUS site instead of e.learn
because the form is for instructor use, not student use.
• CDCs anticipate two large groupings of Support Services Best Practices:
• Academic Support Services
• Library
• Proctoring
• Computer (help desk, computer)
• Media
• Student Support Services
• Counseling
• Records
• Admissions
• Financial Aid
• Health
• Student Life/Activities
• ADA
1. BOOK ORDERING & BOOKSTORE
• Need to coordinate campus and system info.
• Check website
• Problem with students having no credit card and no address.
• Develop a master book list.
• Faculty unaware of problems they create by not completing book orders on
time.
• DL books are coordinated and ordered at UHM except when a CC campus
originates a course. Then WHAT HAPPENS?
• UHM Bookstore hard to find/navigate. IS THIS STILL TRUE?
• Need to coordinate Book Store info.
• UH Book Store reminders:
• Deadlines are important.
• Books are available near the beginning fo the semester.
• Trying to order from publishers late may result in no books because
publishers don’t print extra books due to costs, competition, and storage
costs. Air freight is too costly.
• New DL Textbook Requisition Form is also available as a PDF document.
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2. LIBRARY
• Will implement systemwide library rules
• Update from DL Library Group regarding cable videotape procedures.
Historically ITV made backup tapes for transmission problems, not for student
use. Libraries have challenging access issues: Geographic areas where cable
is not available, dorms without cable. Are we over-providing services? Is
distance equal to on-site—do instructors provide backup lecture tapes for
students who miss class. Need consistency.
• ITV Guidelines update from ITV Coordinators Group:
• ITS provides VT only if there are transmission problems. Offering
campuses decide if they need backup for any other purpose.
• Need access limits set for students:
• Must be cable subscriber if taking a cable course.
• Must have own Web connection.
• Some students are expecting to have access to videotapes and Internet
on campus.
• TEACH Act regards copyright. LCC has researched it.
• It covers limitations on use of copyrighted materials by DL classes.
• FIGS need to be directed to the site at the beginning of each semester.
• Copyright issues general statement developed from LCC’s website. It goes to
the Librarians for review and then to DLAC.
• Copyright issues—Librarians working with TEACH presentation.
• The Library Council Sub-Committee as requesed of DLAC that members
other than librarians work on copyright use. Campuses can link to LCC
website. UHH does.
• Library Best Practices is being reviewed by Librarians.
• How can DL students access Library services other than from home campus.
• Apply for a no photo UH ID card.
• LCC’s procedure is in place.
• How is the Learning Information Literacy Online and the Computer and
Information Literacy requirement being met for students seeking an AA by
distance?
• Some universities require instructors to take a class and be certified on
copyright issues before they can teach. Does that happen on any campus here?
• Library Unit:
• UHH, HawCC, LCC, WCC all require the Library unit.
• Does ACCJC say it needs to be in the writing requirement?
• LILO is a system tutorial.
• WCC includes LILO as part of its Computer and Information Literacy
Requirement.
• Is there an information literacy component?
• There is a Learning Information Literacy online. Its use is growing.
Students like it. Some faculty are using it.
• Personnel and media departments are liable for copyright violations.
• Universities usually require certification of awareness by faculty.
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The copyright paper did reach the DLAC. Now the UH System Librarians
Committee needs to get back to the DLAC.

3. LEARNING CENTER SUPPORT
• Need common software.
• Student responsibility versus Learning Center responsibility.
• Learning Center hours are now listed on e.learn.
• Hours may not work for some students with no computers at home.
4. ADA
• Compliance of websites
• WebCT is ADA compliant.
• KapCC has an internal ADA website. It is working on 7-step ADA checklist
for new courses.
• Jon Nakasone implemented a 3-step ADA Compliance Plan with require
completion dates. Only the first step—BOBBI—was completed.
5. Dragon Speak is being considered to allow cable classes to be ADA
compliance with subtitles. Can it be modified for classes already produced
and if student help assist with transcription?
• ADA compliance for cable is difficult. It is easier for online classes. WebCT
classes have ADA issues.
• Classes being developed need to refer to ADA resources and checklist.
• Students need to identify themselves as in need.
• ED 285 needs subtitling.
• The CDCs need to send the issue to the DLAC.
• KapCC may buy a closed captioning program for the Educational Assistant
classes.
• CDCs recommend DLAC be asked if there is funding to cover the
transcription and closed captioning of courses for cable. Such funding would
allow all campuses to benefit and to be jADA-compliant.
• Case of a student unable to hear the instructor on a WebCT powerpoint online
presentation.
• It is the instructor’s responsibility to be ADA-compliant when video
streaming and powerpoint are added to an existing class. ?IS THIS POLICY
SOMEWHERE?
• SubCommittee formed to draft recommendation report to DLAC regarding
ADA compliance for DL.
• A KapCC person volunteered to be the DL adviser for disability/access issues.
• DL Access SubCommittee—Joy will check if the KapCC person doing DL
advising for disability and access issues could be a resource to HawCCs ad
hoc DE Committee.
• Would the CCSSE Student Evaluation provide any numbers identifying
disabled students taking DL classes?
• Jan Petersen says that higher ed is exempt from providing close-captioning
for cable. WHY?
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5. TECHNOLOGY
• It intends to transfer DLIT site to the UHCCs because resources are lacking to
maintain it and make changes.
• Make DL websites and their interconnections less confusing.
• Upgrade of HITS doesn’t mean increased programs if the receive sites don’t
get more staffing and facilities.
• Internet video conferencing problems
• Picture freeze
• MCC new video conferencing facilities are now up but there are staffing
problems.
• Molokai needs a 2-way camera
• Molokai and Lanai need technology and staffing.
• Skybridge and HITS don’t interact.
• Student dropped because time could not be worked out so the student could
participate in chat time and still meet job commitments.
• Student with no computer had chat times scheduled when the computer labs
were closed.
• On E-Learn
• Computer info has been added.
• Bookstore info needs to be added.
• Revised Proctor List needs to be reviewed before posting.
• Is there a direct link from each campus website to UHCC e.learn?
• Look at channel capacity.
• Review e.learn for usefulness to students and CDCs.
• Can students be required to have a mandatory Hawaii.edu address?
• Students report difficulty accessing Hawaii.edu account from home.
• What are minimum computer requirements in order for supporting student
needs?
• Recommend minimum computer requirements be stated in Schedule of
Classes.
• Need to review Technology Intensive term and courses.
• Judi’s RealTime feature is a motivator for faculty to use the URL.
• Summary of Technical Requirements which students must meet for cable and
oneline courses.
• The future of e.learn is unknown.
• Trying to update e.learn.
• A WebCT site has been set up for DLAC notes, reports, and discussions.
• It would be good if the DLAC, MSG, and CDC Roles and Responsibilities
statements could be posted on the DLIT site.
• There is a possibility of video on demand for cable classes.
• What kinds of trends/new technology do we need to be aware of.
• STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
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Student Services Sub-Committee needs to know if Student Survey has been
implemented.
Need both a New Student Survey and a Continuing Student Survey.
Need to develop a DL student handbook.
DLAC to draft memo to let ACCJC and CCAOS know status of discussions about
online evaluation of support services and evaluation of instruction. A
recommendation to include peer reviews is recommended since evaluation is
recommended for all students, not just those involved in DL.
The UHCC DL Exec Group wants the CDC to develop a WASC-compliant “Best
Practices” for support services to facilitate standards across the UHCC system for
test proctoring, orientation, computer support services, etc.
Student advising has not been solved.
PROCTORING
• How is a proctored exam for a non-system student handled?
• Should providing proctoring information on e.learn site be an Academic
Support task?
• Need systemwide meeting for proctoring issues.
• Proctoring form should be put on the DL website.
• Charge for proctoring tests for non-UH students is $25 per hour.
• UHWO will provide services only to UHWO students. Their students enrolled
in DL courses elsewhere must be proctored at the other campus or at LCC.
• Proctor Request Form and Proctor Contact List are on hawaii.edu/dl/faculty.
• UHM proctoring concerns:
• Students come after the scheduled test date.
• Students are not on the test list.
• Proctor center hours vary by semester.
• There may be cutbacks in center hour due to budget constraints.
• Using students as proctors.
• Should common proctoring standards, including minimum hours, be
established among the campuses?
• Proctoring issues need to be presented to all proctor staffs.
• CDCs reviewed the revised procedure and will send it to faculty through Judi
K.
• Proctoring use has greatly increased without an increase in proctor support
staffing.
• Proctoring questions:
• Do all sites have the software necessary for an exam?
• Does a generic proctor email address result in exams not being scheduled?
• Are proctor sites prepared to accommodate unique testing such as the need
for microscopes and slides?
• Are instructors required to proctor their own ITV class exams or can they
send students to a proctor site.
• Proctor site is www.hawaii.edu/dl/faculty/prep/proctoringprocedures.html
• Are proctored exams necessary if a course is DL?
• Format proctoring into a best practices.
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Where will proctoring be located in Best Practices in Academic Support?
Some proctoring frustrations for students:
• Procedures not standardized at proctoring centers.
• We can’t standardize what is seen as faculty prerogative on type of test
given and conditions of testing.
• CDCs will send out campus reminder to complete Proctoring form (1-04
version). Best done when campuses are several weeks into a semester and
prior to the first exam.
• Home campus and course instructor are responsible to inform students and
to make arrangements for unique proctoring requirements such as special
equipment for language course testing. They are to inform students of an
available proctoring center that can support the unique needs.
Recommend removing UHM as a proctor location on the form and on e.learn.
UHM has been removed as a proctoring site for UHCC students.
• UHM students taking UHCC DL courses are considered UHCC students
and must go to a UHCC for proctoring services.
• What prevents UHM from allowing proctoring of UHCC classes?
Resources? Staffing? Student proctoring exams?
Proctoring issue presented at CCAOs but not discussed.
Are Scantron sheets to be provided by instructor or student? Do Bookstores
have Scantron sheets?
Conflict between UHM saying it will not proctor any tests but UHM tests and
what the website says.
CDCs advise faculty that Procedures for Administration of Distance Learning
tests is located on the UH DL website:
www.hawaii.edu/dl/faculty/prep/proctoringprocedures.html.

2. FINANCIAL AID
• Lack of a system policy which ___________
• Decision as to how to verify attendance in online classes.
• Financial Aid Consortium document is being revised by Joanne Yamada. If
courses are accepted from other campuses, an agreement must be in place.
• The Financial Aid Consortium Agreement for all 10 campuses has been
deferred.
• For Financial Aid Consortium Agreement for the 10 campuses, the CCAOS
report that there needs to be an alerting mechanism when students drop below
6 credits.
• Possibility of using the National Student Clearninghouse for information.
• HonCC, MCC, and UHM all require enrollment in 6 credits to be eligible
for financial aid. ?DOES THIS MEAN 6 CREDITS FROM THE
HOME CAMPUS OR 6 CREDITS TOTAL?
• Financial aid concerns:
• How can purging of financial aid students at the beginning of the semester
be prevented?
• Some campuses accept email verifications; others don’t.
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Sending financial aid information to students varies by campus.
DL issues with Financial Aid—discussion with Jeff Schofield, UHH, UH
System Financial Aid Committee.
• Attendance verification:
• Policies differ among campuses—more a UHCC problem than a 4year campus problem.
• No system policy
• Last date of attendance:
• What is considered last date of attendance? For Financial Aid,
attendance means you show up in class. Logging in would be
equivalent to attending a DL class.
• Student notification of important deadlines:
• It is a problem that students are purged at the beginning of the
semester because of their financial aid status.
• Varies by campus
• Once purged, they want to get back into the system. They are
bounced back and forth to various departments at their home
campus and at the receiving campus. There is no clear
communication.
• Different messages from different departments.
• Students unaware they need to take care of their financial
aid status at the beginning of the semester.
• Hon-home campus students are affected.
• Two campuses have a system to contact the offering
campus regarding the student’s financial aid status.
• No consensus on purging
• Purging is done by the Records Office. How Financial
Aid comes into play in this varies from campus to
campus.
• Campuses have different purge dates.
• If a student is taking courses at a campus other than the
one from which he/she receives financial aid, then that
other campus would not see that the student is getting
financial aid.
• Financial Aid assumes the student notifies the Financial
Aid Officer that he/she is taking DL courses.
• Level of service provided by Financial Aid is a
workload issue.
• No easy way for Financial Aid to identify which students
are taking DL.
• Alison’s reporting script only identifies students at
home campus but not whether they are on financial aid.
• Jeff will check if
• Person who wrote purge report could add identity of
all DL students.
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• Could find out if students have financial aid at their
home campus + any other campus.
Student can only get financial aid at one campus but can be enrolled at
any or all institutions at the same time. This is a struggle for Financial
Aid Offices.
Student in a Bachelor’s program is getting financial aid from a 4-year
campus and is also taking UHCC lower division courses. If the lower
division courses are transferable to the 4-year campus, then the 4-year
campus will accept the courses as applicable. Student must fill out
Transfer Form for the 4-year campus before taking the UHCC course
to ensure that the course is transferable.

3. DL STUDENT ORIENTATION
• CDCs to coordinate scheduling of face-to-face DL orientation among
campuses by Fall 2002.
• Recommendations:
• Student Services and Marketing to work on general DL course orientation.
• Academic Support to collaboratively develop an online tutorial at
Learning Centers for basic online knowledge.
• FIGS to ask that faculty deliver a mandatory auto-response to students
who contact instructors.
• All students should have an email account generated at time of
registration.
• Goal of CDCs—a common UHCC DL Orientation for all campuses.
• KapCC is producing, testing, and implementing a DL orientation.
• E.learn and DL orientation are similar and could be a blended project.
• Where should the project be stored?
• Someone is working on a tutorial for students who have registered for
a WebCT course.
• Kelli’s DL orientation available for viewing in January. Goal—student
oriented. Concern about duplicating what is on e.learn. Setup will be like a
portal located on the e.learn site since each campus’ orientation differs.
• Can students search for the modality in which courses are offered, such as all
online?
• Summary of Technical Requirements Chart.
• Need items from each campus for DL online orientation. LCC and HonCC
will be test demo sites. Need a neighbor island campus also.
• E.learn website and DL Online Orientation
• Project started with UHCC system.
• 4 campuses to test run in Fall 2003.
• Admin feature on the DL Orientation lets faculty check student progress if the
instructor knows what the student’s home campus is.
• The UHCC DL Student Orientation testing provided feedback:
• The Q & A was a turnoff.
• Can it be moved to a UHM server?
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Who maintains e.learn?
Sherrie Rupert will maintain the UHCC Distance Learning Orientation site.
CDCs to check if campus info on DL Student Orientation is up-to-date and
whether it is easy to navigate.

• INSTRUCTION
1. TRAINING FOR FACULTY & STAFF WORKING WITH DL
• Need frontline training for
• Admissions
• Book stores
• Learning centers
• Clerical
• Phone operators
• Business Office staff
• Frontline training delayed until Common Application and Course Request
Form are online.
• Chancellor Tseng convened a DL Task Force. 3 sub-committees are looking
at:
• SIS.
• A distance retreat.
• Model programs and future programs.
• Excellence in Ed 2002 will have 2 DL topics:
• Distance Science Labs.
• SP 151 by distance.
• Update needed on what each campus is doing to provide professional
development for DL faculty.
• ITS conference on DL (see DLAC Action Plan).
• LCC is offering Web Fun (WebCT training) in summer 2006. It is like
TALENT. It is offered in tracks.
• Are FIGS meeting regularly?
• Issues such as ADA need to be addressed.
• Write a memo to the COCs requesting that DL schedule info be input in a
standard way so it is consistent for all campuses. The goal is to implement
training for Spring 2005.
2. FACULTY
• Recommend all DL faculty respond to checklist for all support needed.
• Info could be channeled to learning centers, libraries.
• FIGS need formal note regarding WebCT standardization of best practices.
• FIGS need to follow up on automatic reply to students from faculty.
• Differences in how campuses handle overload for DL as opposed to onsite
course workload.
• Faculty concerns:
• FIGS need to meet.
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Assessment and evaluation.
Library Literacy.
Faculty training and awareness.

3. COURSE DEVELOPMENT & OFFERING
• Standards are being developed for telecourses:
• Instructional Design
• Production Design
• Instructor Delivery
• Development of language courses open to all.
• Needs to be a deadline for all materials required by an instructor.
• Who is responsible for the collecting?
• Need to review current practices of different campuses.
• There need to be common computer requirements.
• Need for consistent technology terms, basic technology information, and
minimum computer requirements that students can meet when enrolling in a
DL course.
• Ask Executive Group to recommend to FIGS that minimum computer
requirements be included in Schedule of Classes.
• Prerequisites.
• Students are not allowed to register into courses if prereqs are not met at
the campus the student is registered at. Ex. KauCC ENG 256 cannot be
taken by students who did not take ENG 100 from KauaiCC. IS THIS
ACCURATE?
• Error message appears if student doesn’t meet pre-reqs. How does a
student know what to do?
• E.learn site is essential for advisors to check prereqs.
• How are campuses meeting the Library Skills Unit for ENG 100.
• LCC students in prison have trouble meeting this requirement.
• There are 5 Hawaii Course Redesign proposals.
• Course Redesign PSY 100, MATH 24, ICS 101, BOT 105. ENG 22 has been
dropped.
• SP 151 is supposed to be provided.
• Languages are available—JPNS 101, HAW, SPAN 201/202, ASL
• SCI lab—WCC does offer one.
•

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

PLANNING
• What evaluation, planning, and improvement will be expected of DL?
PROGRAMS
• Amount of ASL instruction needed.
• Can campuses coordinate on offering some classes on a rotating basis? Could a schedule
be developed for the provosts to review?
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• How close is the UHCC system to provide an AA by DL using various technologies?
• Draft memo to Executive Group suggesting offering DL beyond Hawaii. Could be a task
force project. Need a business plan.
• A common AA among the UHCC’s would be useful.
• Some campuses are close to offering their own AA degree by distance.
• Additional courses are needed to complete the UHCC online AA.
• The AA information is not yet updated.
• DLAC would like a systemwide site and updated policy.
• MSG was originally responsible for projecting and scheduling ITV slots. It currently
oversees much more.
• Educational Assistant programs available statewide:
• LCC has an online Educational Assistant program.
• KapCC has a cable Educational Assistant program.
• Both need to go to the MSG for approval.
• Can each campus meeting the requirements of its degree by DL?
• Draft of DL AA by campus distributed.
• Have any students received an AA by DL? We need a way to track. Check with Jeannie
Pezzoli at MCC and Donna Paoa at Molokai.
• How many students in the AA program transferred to UHM with their AA degree?
• KapCC is trying to get 1/3 to ½ of its classes offered by DL.
• Neighbor islands need 3-year programs. WHAT PROGRAMS?
ASSESSMENT & EVALUATION
STUDENT EVALUATION
ASSESSMENT & EVALUATION
• The Assessment and Evaluation Committee is to develop a survey using the NEA Quality
Online document. Survey to be available for DL faculty. Surveys collected by CDC’s.
Results to A & E, CDCs, and Exec Group.
• Judi Kirkpatrick’s Pre- and Post-Evaluation of Distance Education Courses applies to all
delivery systems. Concerns are followed by Judi’s response in parentheses.
• Security issues. (Safe. Question—how long should data be stored?)
• Writing oriented. (There is no WI bias. Questions were already campus-approved
and not writing-oriented.)
• Feel forced to use it. (It is faculty choice whether to use it. There is nothing forcing
the use.)
• How does scoring compare among campuses. (Global results were preferred.)
• Module classes are not included. (Mod classes can be done if dates of the module are
provided.)
• Need section of survey for instructors to add questions specific to their courses.
• How are people informed about this evaluation?
• When does it go out?
• When are results ready?
• Who gets the results?
• Are results archived?
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• Student Evaluation of Instructions questions for DL students. Steve Singer revising
them.
• Reluctance of instructors to use due to tenure issues.
• Concern about approval of questions by campuses and Faculty Senate.
• Assessment of DL courses varies by campus and department. Online versions are
sometimes less effective than paper/pencil. CDCs recommend moving to a single
version. This would require faculty endorsement.
• DLAC is looking at Judi’s pre and Post Assessments and Assessment of the Instructor. Is
there a duplication of services between UHM and the UH system?
• Judi K asked DLAC for support of the Pre-Post- Test. It will go on UHMs ITS server.
• Because there are a variety of assessments available, including UHMs CAFÉ, DLAC did
not feel it could decide on any particular assessment to faculty. ?NEED COMMAND?
• DLAC is creating an online student evaluation.
• Students will be able to evaluate technology, course, and instructor. It is set to start in
Spring 2007. Catherine will send a sample to the group.
• HawCC has proposed to move Face-to-face evaluations online.
• Judi Kirkpatrick’s pre- and post-assessment may not fit the needs of all campuses.
• Evaluation of faculty is needed for promotion and tenure. How are faculty peer
evaluations conducted for online classes? HawCC Academic Senate is addressing this
issue.
• The University of Maryland Quality Matters has information on evaluations and
standards.
• Peer course review rubric: www.esac.org/fdi/rubric/finalsurvey/demorubric.asp.
• Rubric scoring summary: www.quality matters.org/documents.htm.
• Program
• Course
• Is “Best Practices” used as an assessment tool?
•

Delivery of Course

•

Student
• Are DL students assessed to see if DL suits their learning style and whether they can
handle the technical aspects?
• Hae Okimoto is putting together Student Services Evaluations.

•

Faculty
• Need a DL Faculty Survey.

DATA
• Problem of fields.
• What data will CCSSE student evaluations provide
• Campus statistics:
• Can now be obtained from ______ Ali/Eric but this process is still labor intensive,
requiring people to _________.
• Data on number of disabled students taking distance classes.
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Tracking of in-person/off-site courses should be moved to Database Sub-Committee.
Summer enrollments are not collected by Paula.
Need to track enrollment for courses developed with 2000-2001 ADF money.
Colleges must decide if there will be a common articulation database. Policy issue.
Judy Shiseido is helping develop a DL student report.
Judy and IRO are looking at ways to get DL data.
Is a data dictionary needed?
IR Cadre to accomplish the following:
• Identify priorities for data.
• Set up a formal structured process for deciding what data are needed.
• Recommend data definitions.
• Work with computer specialists and Banner to develop reporting mechanisms
• Develop a system ACCJC policy and data portfolio
• Complete a table of required evidence for ACCJC.
The data portfolio will be the basis on which each campus will develop its own campus
data portfolio for the accreditation visit.
The IR Cadre goal is to gather data in the same way from all campuses in order to
produce a systemwide data portfolio. DL categories include:
• Campus and Course information
• Student information
• Delivery mode
Online student evaluationss are to be addressed by the DLAC.
Have any students received an AA by DL? We need a way to track. Check with Jeannie
Judi S. will begin working on a DL student report.
Enrollment data by receive sites would help provide numbers for support services.
HITS evaluations at UHM combine UH Technology and Student Services. ?Are nonUHM DL courses included in the HITS evaluations?
Outreach College does its own survey.
Is there a way to provide enrollment information about students enrolled at multiple
campuses?
KauCC has created a Student Data Report. The program pulls the following data from
Banner for KauCC students enrolled in UHCC DL classes.
• Term
• ID number
• Name
• Home campus
• KauCC DL class
• DL course alpha and number
• Email address
• Mailing address
• To be added:
• Registration status
• Registration status date
• Course grade
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•

Report helps college see how successful its DL students are and whether support
services are adequate.
• Will check if it can pull financial aid status.
• DL Student Report
• Can Financial Aid students not be purged at the end of the semester?
• Is there a way to show which students are taking more than 1 DL class? This
information would help a campus understand what is needed in the support services.
• For the DL Student Report, knowing the number of DL students and the kinds of student
services needed would help in accreditation.
• KauCC Distance Ed Report script for the UHREPT – ODS Discoverer Instructions and
demo:
• Data pulled from Banner uses Home Institution and Campus Code. Report is
applicable to campuses using DE as Banner campus code for their DL courses.
• Report pulls the following from Banner: Term ID No., Name, Home Campus, Home
Campus Credits, Campus Code, DL Course Alpha and Nol, Email Address, Mailing
Address.
• Students do not see IM codes. They see SCHED TYPE codes when they view class
availability.
• CDCs need to check with campus schedulers that they are filling out the DE
INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD field for their DL courses only.
• DL Access SubCommittee
• The group is to identify all current DL accessibility issues in the system and check
with ADA consultant on her recommendations for accessibility guidelines for online,
cable and interactive video courses.
• CDC to review, share information, promote faculty awareness and recommend a DL
accessibility policy for the system to the DLAC.
• Catherine says the DLAC system evaluation covers satisfaction with deliver and with DL.
It does not cover instruction.
• How are Web courses evaluated?
• How many students are shopping around for the AA? One thing to look at is if they
declare a campus that is not nearest to their home address.
POLICIES & PROCEDURES
• Financial Aid (verify attendance for online classes)
• Are there campus requirements that affect being a distance student?
• Need DL Guidelines.
• Review policies for priority and use of HITS technology with the MSG.
• Individual campus needs to receive/send HITS.
• All campuses need to be able to receive in all modalities, esp. ITV courses.
• Campus policy should determine seat release.
• What is the definition of DL—is it distance learning or distributed learning? Is it
program-driven or technology-driven?
• ITV Videotaping Guidelines need updating.
• DL working paper update.
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• Procedure for DL students with complaints about instructors varies from campus to
campus.
• Payment and registration dates still differ. Since the home institution sets up the
registration rules, this is a policy question, not a Banner issue.
• Colleges must decide if there will be a common articulation database. Policy issue.
• The DL Action Plan is working to clarify distributed learning and distance learning.
• Final draft of DL Action Plan is being reviewed..
• Definitions under discussion.
• If off campus is eliminated as a DL category, enrollment statistics and student
services would be affected.
• WASC includes face-to-face off campus in its definition of DL
• Plan needs to clearly define Distance Education, Distance Learning, and Distributed
Learning.
• Group to be put together to implement the DL Action Plan.
• DLAC (Distributed Learning Advisory Council) has been set up.
• Not an operational group.
• It is unknown what the group will do.
• It may take over MSG duties and scheduling.
• Why isn’t there a member from the CDCs?
• DLAC is pushing for implementing a technology fee before there is a tuition increase.
Policy needed. Need to show immediate results for students.
• Need for systemwide terminology:
• Distance Education.
• Distance Learning.
• Distributed Learning.
• What do you call the technologies? Multi-media? Hybrid?
• What terms are used by each college?
• Is there a statement, policy, or document about transfer/articulation of gen ed courses?
• Need statement in DL policies/procedures about student responsibility for technical
difficulties.
• CDCs want to review the DL policy and send recommendations to the DLAC requesting
update, including definitions and recognizing working groups.
• Need to also look at BOR policies and then E5.204.
• There is no system financial aid policy covering attendance verification.
• CDC to review, share information, promote faculty awareness and recommend a DL
accessibility policy for the system to the DLAC.
• Is there a way adds/drops, financial aid deadlines, payment deadlines, purging of students
for non-payment of tuition fees can be standardized?
• Definition of distance:
• Is distance data affected by whether non-technology, in-person, off-site classes are
counted?
• Does availability of classes—statewide, island only, degree seeking only—affect
distance data?
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•

•

ACCJC defines distance as a class that is conducted 50% by technology. If support
services are provided at the receive site, the class is not considered distance. TRUE?
If an instructor has students limited to one campus and delivers by technology is it a
distance learning course or a distributed learning course. This raises issues with Banner’s
Instructional Method.

LACK OF STANDARD WAY OF DOING THINGS ACROSS THE CAMPUSES
• Varying deadlines at different campuses—add/drop, FA, payment, purging of students
for non-payment of tuition fees.
• Last day to register for DL classes
• Need consistency of required information among all campuses.
ORGANIZATIONAL POSITION/ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
• CDC
• role and responsibilities
• Defined differently at different campuses.
• For most, it is an addition to regular duties.
• For LCC, it is a separate position.
• authority
• role as ombudsman
• going to meetings of DCs, Librarianss, Registrars
• holding systemwide meetings
• Workload varies greatly from campus to campus.
• Important in operation of UC’s.
• Campus DE Coordinator
• Role and responsibilities
• Authority
• Recommend
• Promote policy
• Effect of changes from UHCC DL Committee and its Sub-committees to UHCC DL ___
to UHCC DL Exec Group + the CDC’s.
• Paula now reports to Deane Neubauer.
• Recommendations of CDCs to go to the Executive Group so they can go to the
Chancellor for funding.
• Should the UHCC DL Committee framework be restructured to use the subcommittees to
implement a task force approach to take on certain DL issues with scheduled deadlines?
• CDCs would be a regular standing group, mae recommendations to Executive Group.
• Executive Group would assign a task force that might be a current subcommittee.
• There would be a Chair heading appropriate task force projects.
• Recommendations:
• Restructure CDC’s so people can attend on an as-needed basis, including Bonnie,
Hae, and Cheryl.
• Create task forces to take care of distance issues.
• How does person become member of CDC’s or any other subcommittee?
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• Procedure?
• Protocol?
• Can a campus afford to send more than one person?
• Is a person’s expertise or area of representation a factor in member selection?
Systemwide DL Librarian group includes all 10 campuses. Meets regularly. There is a
CDC in that group.
What effect will there be if the UHCC Chancellor’s Office is restructured? The
Executive Group says CDCs should keep working unless otherwise notified.
According to the UHCC Exec Group, since many of the Action Strategies from the
Strategic Action plan have been completed, the CDC may need to look at a different
organizational structure.
Where does the CDC group stand in the UH restructuring.
There is a need for an all-campus discussion group.
The only active distance groups are
• FIGS
• CDCs
• UHCC DL Exec Group
If a campus has no DL committee, it is recommended that one be established to facilitate
DL.
UHM has re-established and reconfigured its DL Committee. The Committee is to
develop a UHM DL Strategic Plan, work on a substantive change review, propose e-core
courses, develop administrative policies and procedures, recommend tuition and fees,
propose a Technology Resource Center.
At the 5-10-04 meeting it was announced that the UHCC DL Exec Group name has been
changed to a DL Steering Group.
DLAC would like an updated DL policy.
MSG was originally responsible for projecting and scheduling ITV slots. It currently
oversees much more.
The MSG will review the CDCs draft of CDC Roles and Responsibilities.
LCC needs to transfer administrative functions for WCCs DL classes to WCC.
Regarding its Roles and Responsibilities, the CDCs will try to use the approach used by
the MSG. ?WHAT IS THAT?
The UHCC Steering Group (formerly the UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group) is
not meeting, but it is in touch with DL issues. UHCC concerns will go to the DLAC via
UHCC Steering Group members.
Shifting CDC membership
• Sherrie Rupert moving back to HonCC Student Services.
• Jan Petersen will take her place.
• Paula Mochida is moving to the UHM Library.
• Ellen Okuma will represent HawCC.
Change of CDC leadership—Joy Shirokane and Catherine Kawada will Co-Chair the
group. Joanne will replace Paula Mochida.
Are there org charts for the DLAC, MSG, and CDC?
What is the CDC job description?
• Sherrie to send out a generic job description.
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• HonCC job description is not official yet.
• LCC has a job description
The CDC Roles and Responsibilities have not been approved by any committee or
person.
No formal organizational structure for DLAC, MSG, and CDC
• At an MSG meeting, agreed each group differs in function:
• DLAC—advisory, policy
• MSG—program planning
• CDC—operations
• Agreed one person to bring together all 3 groups. Paula sits on all 3 groups.
• Agreed want a website where all 3 committees’ meeting notes could be posted
and accessible to members from each committee.
• CDCs need to see the group formally recognized as a system DL committee. This
need will be sent to the UHCC DL Steering Committee.
• Correction on system representation—Joanne Itano is not taking Paula Mochida’s
role. She sits in on CDC, MSG, and DLAC meetings.
• CDC membership and campus responsibilities:
• Catherine Kawada—DL Coordinator for ITS; responsible for semester planning
of ITS and cable scheduling. Oversees ITV staff supporting the UHM ITV site.
• Alison Shigematsu—University Center Educational Specialist at KauCC with
additional responsibility as the campus’ Campus Distance Coordinator.
• Lillian Mangum—DL librarian at MCC with University Center and Campus
Distance Coordinator responsibilities.
• Jan Petersen—DL Campus Coordinator for HonCC. Currently reports to the
HonCC Vice Chancellor.
• Sherrie Rupert—no longer part of the CDCs.
• Joanne Itano—in a UHCC position but does UH system-level work in articulation
and transfer.
• Ellen Okuma—involved in grant writing for UhCCs. Former HawCC DL
Librarian. Sits on the CDC for Noreen Yamane who holds the Campus Distance
Coordinator responsibility.
• Joy Shirokane—Acting DL Coordinator at KapCC; currently has the
responsibility but not the position.
• Stacy Thomas—Educational Technology Developer 50%; DL Coordinator 30%,
Copy Center 20%.
• Campus Distance Groups
• HawCC has developed an ad hoc DL Academic Senate Committee.
• HonCC has a DE Ad Hoc Committee to develop a comprehensive DE plan for
HonCC.
• Can the CDCs be formally recognized as an operational group?
• Do they need an org chart?
• Does the DL Action Plan need to be updated?
• There will be a meeting coordinated by Joanne Itano of David Lasner, Hae
Okimoto, Catherine Kawada, and Joy Shirokane from the 3 groups.
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On 4-17-06, Joanne (system), David L. (DLAC), Hae (MSG), and Catherine & Joy
(CDC met:
• Agreed CDCs could bring verbal or written issues to DLAC via Joy or Catherine
with reasons why it is a problem and a recommendation for action.
• Should there be official recognition of the CDCs since there is representation from
all campuses, UHM Outreach, and a University Center? The CDCs should write
up a formal request to be recognized.
• Does the DL policy need updating?
• Accomplishments of the DLAC include copyright issue going to the Library
Council and the proctoring issue going to the Chancellors.
CDC changes.
• Elizabeth Ashley, WCC ADOIS. She also attends the DLAC meetings.
• New UHWO representative to the CDCs—Susan Nishida. Robyn will attend a
few more meetings.
CDC staffing—Irwin Yamamoto is taking Stacy Thomas’ place on the CDC until the
LCC DL Coordinator position has been filled.
Who are the CDCs and what is their authority? They seem to be a working
committee doing formal activities.
Will someone fill the linking role provided by Paula Mochida?
CDC fit in the organization:
• What is this committee?
• What authority does it have?
• Review Executive and BOR policy.
• CDCs are missing on websites.
• Working committee—not a formal committee.
• Can make recommendations to the DLAC.
• Is there true representation for the UHCC’s?
• Note that if this is a campus DL coordinating group, there is no UHH
representative.

CONNECTIONS
• Among UHCC Campuses
• Is there any partnering between UHCC campuses?
•

Between UHCC Campuses and UH 4-Year Campuses

•

With other academic entities?
• Are UHCC courses listed with WGU, American Open University, and the Army?
• What about institutional membership to SOC?
• LeeCC submitting proposal to offer certificates and AS degrees through EARMYU.
Program open to other campuses. Who will be lead campus.
• A template of basic support from the EARMYU initiative is available. Will check
with Executive Group.
• There is a lack of interest in WGU. Tuition is an obstacle.
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Forms are available for an agreement with WGU to conduct proctoring services for
WGU Hawaii-based students.
WGU is offering lower division courses form KapCC, MCC, HonCC, and UH. The
full tuition rate is $117 per credit.
Information provided on a Running Start pilot program which will allow highs chool
students to take DL courses from the UHCCs beginning in Spring 2005.

ACCREDITATION
• LCC working on checklist to align faculty training program, DL course checklist, and
ACCJC requests. List to be used for peer review.
• KapCC reviewing kind of support services available for DL students.
• WCC added a box on the curriculum form to accommodate DL.
• HonCC has established a DL Review Board to review its first group of DL courses.
• Judi is responding to WASC DL concerns for KapCC.
• If WASC views DL as a separate program, can only the services be mainstreamed for all
campuses?
• Do budget and accreditation issues affect the ability for campuses to commit to a preview
type of schedule?
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APPENDIX 6
Campus Distance Coordinators Using Action Memo
to Communicate Topics of Concern
to the Distributed and Distance Learning Advisory Council
[CDCsActionMemotoDLAC]

November 09, 2006
Hi David,
Two concerns have been brought up in more than one CDC committee meeting: 1) the UH
definition of distance learning and 2) updating the information of coordinating dl groups.
Since DLAC is responsible for policy issues, the committee felt this should be brought to DLAC’s
attention and recommended that the policy be reviewed and information updated. We asked
Elizabeth Ashley, who sits on the DLAC, if she could bring this up to the DLAC committee.
Definition of Distance Learning
The definition of distance learning in the policy includes telecommunication-assisted instruction
and off-site instruction. There is confusion on whether off-site courses should be counted as dl
courses when technology-assisted courses tend to be more recognized as dl courses. It was
also noted that the definition of Distance Learning on the UH System DL website specifically
states technology-assisted instruction and not off-site instructions and whether the definition
should closely resemble the WASC definition of distance learning. The committee recommends
that the definition be reviewed to help clarify as to what is considered a dl course for support
issues and reporting purposes.
Coordinating DL Groups
Some of the CDC members - whether working on a dl report for accreditation or asked by their
campus dl ad hoc group for a DL organizational chart - felt that the information provided in the
policy did not reflect the current status of the dl committees or groups that are active today. Our
group also questioned as to where our committee stood in the overall dl organizational chart.
This area of concern applies to the E5.204 Section IV “Distance Learning Management Activities
and Action Items”. There have been recent changes in leadership and groups with major
responsibilities for dl and the committee recommends to DLAC if this portion of the policy can be
reviewed and updated with current active units and groups and an update of their responsibilities
(if there are changes since the last revision of E5.204). [see Part B of Section IV, Lead
Responsibilities and Coordination].
I hope this helps.
Sincerely,
Catherine
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APPENDIX 7
DISCUSSION AND ACTION TOPICS OF CAMPUS DISTANCE COORDINATORS, 2000-2006
AND UH DISTANCE LEARNING ADVISORY COUNCIL, 2003-2006
[DiscActTopicsCDCsDLAC]

Topics are summarized from available meeting notes.
CAMPUS DISTANCE COORDINATORS
Finding and registering for distance classes
Funding of distance learning
Banner
Scheduling
Seat Allocation
Registration
Payment of fees
Transfer of Credits
Information and marketing
Support Services
Academic Support areas
Book ordering and bookstore
Library
Proctoring
Learning Center
ADA
Computer
Media
Technology
Student Support areas
Records
Admissions
Financial Aid
Health
Student life/activities
ADA
Distance student orientation
Proctoring
Instruction
Intellectual Property Rights
Planning
Programs
Assessment and Evaluations
Data
Policies and Procedures
Organizational Concerns
Connections

UH DISTANCE LEARNING ADVISORY COUNCIL
Copyright Guidelines
Technology Costing Method (TCM)
Hawaii Course Redesign
ACCJC’s policy regarding distance learning courses
ADA Accessibility
Proctoring of distance exams by UH Testing Centers
Distance online orientation
Distance online evaluation
UH student information technology fee
Financing the UH collaborative approach to statewide support
for distributed learning
University Center problems and related matters
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APPENDIX 9
DISTANCE-DELIVERED
REMEDIAL & DEVELOPMENTAL COURSES
OFFERED BY THE UHCC’S,
FALL 2002 – SPRING 2007
[RemedDevDLCoursesF02thruS07]

This table was developed from the schedules of classes which Gayle Ishii has on file.
Anything historical can be checked at the DLIT site.
Note that if classes were not entered, the historical record will not be accurate.
Also note that these schedules of classes were used for setting up Judi Kirkpatrick’s Preand Post-Assessments; thus there are summer session listings for 2003 and 2004 only.
After Summer 2004, Judi only tracked spring and fall classes.
Course
FALL 2002
Eng 22
Math 24
Math 25

Campus Instructor

Modality

Availability

Lee
Kap
Kap

Porter, Jan
Kodama, Linda
Chock, Karen

Online
Online
Online

Statewide
Oahu
Oahu

SPRING 2003
Eng 22
Eng 22
Eng 22
Math 24
Math 25
Math 27

Hon
Mau
Lee
Kap
Kap
Haw

McKinney, Chris
Lees, Laura
Porter, Jan
Kodama, Linda
Chock, Karen
Yamane, Noreen

Online
ITV
Online
Online
Online
ITV

Statewide
Maui
Statewide
Oahu
Oahu
Hawaii Cty

SUMMER 2003
Math 22

Haw

Verma, Yash

ITV

Hawaii Cty

FALL 2003
Eng 22
Eng 22
Eng 22
Math 24
Math 25
Math 27
Math 50C

Hon
Lee
Mau
Kap
Kap
Haw
Lee

McKinney, Chris
Porter, Jan
Lees, Laura
Chung, Sang
Chock, Karen
Schumaker, James
Uribe, Emily

Online
Online
ITV
Online
Online
ITV
Cable

Statewide
Statewide
Maui
Oahu
Oahu
Hawaii Cty
Oahu

SPRING 2004
Eng 22

Lee

Porter, Jan

Online

Statewide
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Eng 55
Math 50C

Mau
Lee

Shaffer, Eric
Uribe, Emily

ITV
Cable

Hawaii Cty
Oahu

SUMMER 2004
Eng 21
Eng 22

Haw
Lee

Hopson, Michael
Porter, Kay

Online
Online

Statewide
Statewide

FALL 2004
Eng 22
Eng 22
Eng 22
Math 24
Math 25
Math 27
Math 50C

Mau
Hon
Lee
Kap
Kap
Haw
Lee

Lees, Laura
McKinney, Chris
Porter, Jan
Chung, Sang
Chock, Karen
Schumaker, James
Uribe, Emily

ITV
Online
Online
Online
Online
ITV
Cable

Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Hawaii Cty
Oahu

SPRING 2005
Eng 22
Eng 22
Math 24
Math 25
Math 25
Math 50C

Lee
Mau
Kap
Kap
Haw
Lee

Porter, Jan
Lees, Laura
Chung, Sang
Chock, Karen
Blanchard, Hardwin
Uribe, Emily

Online
IYV
Online
Online
ITV
Cable

Statewide
Maui
Statewide
Statewide
Hawaii Cty
Oahu

FALL 2005
Eng 22
Eng 22
Eng 22
Math 24
Math 25
Math 50C

Hon
Mau
Lee
Kap
Kap
Lee

McKinney, Chris
Lees, Laura
Porter, Jan
Chung, Sang
Chung, Sang
Uribe, Emily

Online
ITV
Online
Online
Online
Cable

Statewide
Maui
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Oahu

SPRING 2006
Eng 22
Math 50C

Hon
Lee

McKinney, Chris
Uribe, Emily

Online
Cable

Statewide
Oahu

FALL 2006
Eng 22
Eng 22
Eng 22
Math 22
Math 23
Math 24
Math 25
Math 25

Hon
Kau
Lee
Mau
Mau
Kap
Kap
Mau

McKinney, Chris
McGrath, Patricia
Porter, Jan
Bender, Marty Jean
Bender, Marty Jean
Chung, Sang
Perusse, Dennis
Bender, Marty Jean

Online
Online
Online
Online
Online
Cable
Cable
Online

Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Maui
Maui
Statewide
Statewide
Maui
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SPRING 2007
Eng 22
Eng 22
Eng 22
Eng 60
Math 22
Math 23
Math 25
Math 27

Kau
Mau
Lee
Hon
Mau
Mau
Mau
Haw

McGrath, Patricia
Lees, Laura
Porter, Jan
Hinds, Leilani
Morris, Karol
Morris, Karol
Morris, Karol
Schumaker, James

Online
ITV
Online
Cable+Online
Online
Online
Online
ITV
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Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Statewide
Hawaii Cty
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APPENDIX 10
DISTANCE-DELIVERED MODALITIES:
UNIVERSITY CENTER DIRECTORS’ VIEWS
Spring 2007
[DistanceDeliveryModalities.UCDirectors]

CAMPUS

RESPONSE

1. How well are the different modalities serving distance students?
KauUC

They seem to be serving everyone well enough. I notice a dip in ITV use and more polycom
use because folks don’t have to conform to the schedule of ITV and are able to send directly
from their program location, like NIMBA and other SCBA programs, as opposed to walking
across the Manoa campus and using ITV eqpt. It has been my experience that students want
programs badly enough to sign up for polycom but then the quality of polycom was so poor that
they wanted to switch to ITV i.e. Voc Rehab program and NIMBA. NIMBA opted to improve
their polycom system but it’s still not as good as ITV. The UC directors are a little hesitant
about starting new programs in polycom format now. Cable and online is just going along.
You’d really have to survey faculty and students to get to preferences.

MauUC

Enrollment data probably indicate the largest numbers of students and the largest growth
occurring in the on-line modality. Each modality provides distant students access to programs,
so they are all important. However, there is not enough publicly available assessment
information as to the efficacy of each modality or the quality of our academic programs, distant
or not.
To this end, assessment efforts need coordination across UH units in order to better understand
how well and efficiently distant students are served. The current processes are fragmented and
most everyone involved has a limited understanding of how well inter-campus activities really
work. In order for any modality to work well, a positive match is necessary between faculty
and student skill levels and the appropriate use of a modality given the course content. This
matching is important because the quality of interaction and long-term success of students
depends not only on the modality (e.g., HITS vs. Polycom) but the effective adoption of the
modality by all users.
Also, my sense is that we are short-changing students on social interaction outside of the
classroom, but I don’t know whether we assess this or not. The idea here is distance programs
should be evaluated in their entirety, rather than modalities alone.

WestHawUC

The ITV-Hits delivery has higher quality than polycom but HITS delivery is point-to-point, so
students in remote areas such as Waimea, Kohala, and Waikaloa must drive to the Center to
receive it; this could be the reason, along with poor road conditions and traffic, that HITS
enrollment is down and Internet enrollment is up. The HITS equipment is also expensive to
operate. According to our DL specialist here, polycom is of lower quality but more flexible than
HITS, and because of the widely dispersed communities on the Big Island, polycom, vidcom,
and Internet are the preferred options.
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2. Do students need all the modalities?
KauUC

I think students need all the forms because they appeal to different learning styles.

MauUC

Yes, because that is how students are gaining access to programs. We need to better assess the
different ways in which they are accessing programs to determine whether quality is
comparable to residential programs.

WestHawUC

To reach as many students as possible, we need all the modalities. At the moment, market
forces, convenience, and technology favor Online delivery, but continuing to meet the needs of
the students as conditions change requires a range of choices.

3. Do faculty need all the modalities?
KauUC

I think faculty need all the forms because they have an option to start with modalities closest to
what they already do and then graduate to a another level of delivery that might incorporate
more technology/interactivity. For example someone who was a bit intimidated could start with
ITV, do a hybrid, then end up doing something entirely online.
How are facilities tied to the use and availability of modalities? I know West Hawaii has
problems because it uses the same rooms for both HITS and polycom.
At this point we are pretty well equipped to handle itv and polycom classes. We haven’t had a
conflict with classroom spaces. We recently created 2 polcom rooms out of one itv room to
accommodate meetings and classes in that modality. We still have an itv classroom for 20,
another multimedia classroom that could accommodate 20 more and a smaller classroom.

MauUC

For the short-term, yes. For the longer-term, we need some serious thought, dialog, analysis,
and commitment to go into chosen modalities because technology is a moving target and it take
time and money to train faculty.

WestHawUC

Our faculty uses Online and ITV (HITS, polycom). In some cases, the subject matter being
taught demands a specific modality rather than one of the two others, so the need persists for all
three. As polycom/vidcom improves, we may find that HITS, because of its expense, is no
longer needed.

COMMENTS:
KauaiUC: I would like to comment that MSW has done a great job in laying the foundation for their program
by visiting all the sites and speaking to the tech people as well as the UCTR people. Knowing what the
technical, clerical, learning and student support capabilities are on each island, they designed their program
accordingly. Although they have not officially started yet, they are off to a good start.
MauUC: Ditto on above KauaiUC comments. Would also like to give credit to UHM College of Education for
institutionalizing distance learning through their statewide PBCSE and BEd Elementary Education programs.
UHWO is also doing a great job with BABA and BASS.
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APPENDIX 11
DISTANCE EDUCATION CLASSES, UHCC'S
Fall 2006 and Spring 2007
[DistEdClassesUHCCF06S07]
Notations:
1. Distance ed classes were extracted from ODS using the codes that were current at the time (They've since been re-vamped.).
2. It is likely that the data in the ODS database are incomplete, especially when it is compared against the technology-assisted classes data in MOP.
3. Kapi‘olani Cc increased its number of DE classes considerably, from Fall 2006 (26) tp Spring 2007 (85). It is not known if this increase is due to improved identification and coding practices or to actual increases.

Distance Education Classes
University of Hawai‘i Community Colleges
Fall 2006 and Spring 2007

UHCC TOTAL
DELIVERY MODE

No.
Classes Regs

Sem
Hrs

Fall 2006 Total

239

4,962 719

Distance on-site, face-to-face
Interactive TV & on-site
Interactive TV (including HITS)
Cable TV (educational channel)
Cable TV and online
Cable TV and on-site
Online via the Internet
Online and on-site

64
5
39
9
13
11
96
2

1,077 181
122 20
766 119
268 28
275 37
252 45
2,191 285
11
4

Spring 2007 Total

298

6,192 880

Distance on-site, face-to-face
Interactive TV & on-site
Interactive TV (including HITS)
Pod casting
Cable TV (educational channel)
Cable TV and online
Cable TV and on-site
Online via the Internet
Online and on-site

45
6
43
4
13
13
13
157
4

574 139
138 18
720 125
54 12
414 39
311 40
268 57
3,635 438
78 12

HAWAI‘I CC
No.
Classes Regs

55

5
21

29

54

6
22

26

HONOLULU CC

Sem
Hrs

1,186 171

No.
Classes Regs

40

Sem
Hrs

811 117

KAPI‘OLANI CC
No.
Classes Regs

KAUA‘I CC

Sem
Hrs

26

451

71

13

219

39

4

77

13

No.
Classes Regs

1

19

LEEWARD CC
Sem
Hrs

4

8

92

21

65
90
20
544

6
15
3
72

1

26

3

87

2
5
1
24

8

129

16

1

19

4

1,093 159

44

937 127

85

1,597 247

9

123

20

14

225

27

303

95

4

46

6

7

68

19

122
364

700

138
342

613

20
64

38

18
64

77

6
2

155
62

18
7

22

495

64

2
48
1

49

6

1,158 124
19
3

5

77

14

No.
Classes Regs

MAUI CC

Sem
Hrs

69

1,280 204

43

766 121

No.
Classes Regs

42

WINDWARD CC
Sem
Hrs

1,065 136

No.
Classes Regs

Sem
Hrs

6

150

16

1
4

23
99

3
10

14
6

325
180

42
19

9
8
62
4

8
13
1

196
363
1

34
41

1

28

3

57

1,280 168

44

1,080 146

5

82

13

4
1
9
2
38
3

54 12
28
3
200 27
40
8
899 109
59
9

3
2
20
1

Note: Fall 2006 excludes DOS (distance on-site, face-to-face) classes at Maui Community College. Those classes were incorrectly coded as distance education.

60
36
408
10

14

310

42

5

219

15

1

12

3

11
14

228
323

49
40

4

70

10
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APPENDIX 12
DRAFT DISTANCE LEARNING SUPPORT SURVEY
(To be available after Fall 2007 testing)
[IDraftDLSuppSurvey]

This survey is in the process of being finalized. It developed from a number of surveys used in the UH
system, including the Student Pre- and Post-Assessment of UHCC Distance Learning Academic Support
Services.

Course Information
1) What is your current class standing?
2) Course name or number (eng100 or English 100)
3) Name of instructor?
4) Your home campus?
5) What campus is offering the course?
6) Distance Learning is my preferred method of taking a course.
True
False
7) Why are you taking this course?
8) How is the course being taught? (check all that apply)

Course Satisfaction

9) How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the interaction of your faculty?
Very Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Don't Know
No Online Interaction Possible
10) How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the amount of interaction you had with your classmates?
Very Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Don't Know
No Online Interaction Possible
11) How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the format of the course?
Very Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Don't Know
12) Do you plan to participate in another Distance Learning course in the future?
Yes
No
Don't Know
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13) I would recommend this course to other students.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Undecided
Agree
Strongly Agree
14) Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with this course?
Very Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Don't Know
15) Describe what you liked most about this course.
16) Describe what you liked least about this course.

Registration/Resource Information

17) How easy was the registration process for this course?
Very Easy
Somewhat Easy
Undecided
Somewhat Difficult
Very Difficult
18) How easy was the process of acquiring textbook(s) for this course?
Very Easy
Somewhat Easy
Undecided
Somewhat Difficult
Very Difficult
19) How did you find out about taking this course?
Counselor/Advisor
Course Schedule
Word of mouth
DL Website
Department Website
Printed Advertisement
Television Advertisement
Other:
20) I get information about the requirements for my major/program from:
Counselor/Adviser
Faculty member
Another student
College catalog/schedule
College website
Other:
21) How easy was it to access Financial Aid Information on your campus?
Very Easy
Somewhat Easy
Undecided
Somewhat Difficult
Very Difficult
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Not Applicable
22) How easy was it to access Counseling resources on your campus?
Very Easy
Somewhat Easy
Undecided
Somewhat Difficult
Very Difficult
Not Applicable
23) A distance learning orientation was provided by:
Tutorial
Instructor
Department
Nearby Campus
None
Other:
24) How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the distance learning orientation?
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Undecided
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable
25) How often do you request assistance from the campus librarian?
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
Don't Know
26) I use the computer for coursework from:
Home
Work
UH Lab
Campus Library
Not Applicable
Other:
27) How often do you use the campus library resources?
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
Don't Know
28) Overall, how easy do you feel it is to access the library's resources?
Very Easy
Somewhat Easy
Undecided
Somewhat Difficult
Very Difficult
29) Overall, how satisfied are you with the services provided by the campus library?
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Undecided
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Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable
30) I used the tutoring services provided at my campus Learning Center:
Most of the time
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
31) How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the services provided by the Learning Center?
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Undecided
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatified
Not Applicable
32) I used the computer labs offered at my campus:
Most of the time
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
33) How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the services offered at the computer lab?
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Undecided
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
34) I used the test proctoring services:
Most of the time
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
35) How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the services with test proctoring?
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Undecided
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
36) What type of technical support services were used during the course? (check all that apply)
WebCT
Help Desk
Instructor
Teaching Assistant
Fellow Student
Site Coordinator
None
Other:
37) How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the technical support for the course?
Very Dissatisfied
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Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Not Applicable

Online course questions -

38) How many previous online courses have you completed?
39) How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the ability to navigate through the course?
Very Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Don't Know
40) How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the download time for the course pages?
Very Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Neither Satisfied or Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Don't Know
41) The requirements for completion of the course were clearly outlined.
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Undecided
Agree
Strongly Agree
42) How satisfied are you with the availability of video technology in the course?
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Undecided
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
43) How satisfied are you with the availability of audio technology in the course?
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Undecided
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied

ITV Questions

44) How many Interactive Video (ITV) courses have you taken?
45) Do you plan on participating in another Interactive Video (ITV) course in the future?
Yes
No
Don't know
46) How often did your class experience audio problems? For example: You could not hear the instructor or
they could not hear you; include buzzing or clicking sounds during class.
Never
1-4 times
5-9 times
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10+
Almost Every class period
47) How often did your class experience video problems? For example: You could not see the instructor or
they could not see you; include fuzzy or frozen video during class.
Never
1-4 times
5-9 times
10+
Almost every class period
48) How often did your class experience in-room technical problems? For example: Computers, document
camera or microphones not working.
Never
1-4 times
5-9 times
10+
Almost Every class period
49) How often did your class experience in-room distraction problems? For example: people talking, using
cell phones or working on computers during instructor's lecture.
Never
1-4 times
5-9 times
10+
Almost Every class period
50) Timely distribution of handouts at receive sites was:
Very poor
Poor
Good
Excellent
Not applicable
51) Problem resolution/assistance by site technician/media staff was:
Very poor
Poor
Good
Excellent
Not applicable

Cable Course Questions
52) How many cable courses have you completed?
53) Do you plan on participating in another cable course in the future?
Yes
No
Don't know
54) The quality of audio was:
Very poor
Poor
Good
Excellent
Not applicable
55) The quality of video was:
Very poor
Poor
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Good
Excellent
Not applicable
56) The quality of instructor's graphics and other presentation materials were:
Very poor
Poor
Good
Excellent
Not applicable
57) How often did you experience problems recording your cable course? For example: there was incorrect
timer settings, channel, program aired on higher education channel, and/or loss of transmission due to
technical problems with cable provider.
Never
1-4 times
5-9 times
10+
Almost Every class period
58) How did you obtain missed cable broadcasts due to technical problems? (check all that apply)
I borrowed videotapes/DVD at the nearest UH campus library or educational center.
My course had video-on-demand (VOD)
I received a copy of class notes from a classmate or instructor.
Other:
59) I watched cable course: (check all that apply)
at the time it was broadcasted.
taped it on my VCR/DVD recorder to view later.
attended the live class in the studio classroom.
Other:
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APPENDIX 13
EMAIL INTERVIEW WITH CONNIE TURNER,
WinCC Coordinator, Office of University Partners
March 2007
[EmailIntervConnieTurnerWinCCOUP]

Are you calling it the OUP?
No. I am on alphabet overload here. I am calling it the Office of University Partners.
When did WinCC begin looking at this possibility?
Apparently this type of department has been in discussion since 2000 and was put in the 2002
WCC strategic plan. Now, 2007, seven years later the Office of University Partners is a reality.
What was the rationale for doing so?
When I was hired, my goals were to:
• Initiate programs of study not already available to Windward students on Oahu
• Allow students to complete BA degree and receive additional education on this side of
the island
• Establish articulation agreements for transfer and sustainability with other colleges and
universities
This looks like a good example of a campus "repurposing" what it does and "reallocating"
resources to do so. Can you tell me about how this happened?
Please ask Linka, Elizabeth or Angela. I don’t know the full history.
What 4-year campuses are you talking with about providing programs you need?
Chaminade University will begin Criminal Justice and Forensic Science classes in Fall 2007.
I have visited with U H Hilo and UH West Oahu and those talks will continue.
We are trying to develop a vet tech program via distance learning and are communicating with
several mainland schools.
Distancing education is something that can really be developed here, especially if the new
learning center is built. The students have the computer knowledge; they are usually much more
tech savvy than administration or professors. It is the intangibles that we can still improve upon—
student initiative, how to create online learning groups, etc.
Are you requesting any specific courses?
Chaminade will offer CJ 151 and FS 180 for the Fall.
Any courses from other UHCC's?
Anything is possible. The other CC’s have outstanding course offerings, including distance ed.
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What is your long-range plan about the kinds of programs you want to bring to the Windward
side?
Programs should be driven by work force demands as well as availability. We have begun
conversations with the new education program at West Oahu. There is a great need for teachers
in the state.
Are you expecting funding support from any of the 4-year campuses?
No
Will you be working with the University Centers and do some of the programs in common with
them?
I plan to talk with those already in operation and learn about their cohorts, successes, failures,
etc.
Will you be meeting with the University Centers in their regular meetings?
I just learned that they have regular meetings and will ask to become a part of those gatherings.
What is your background in dealing with this sort of thing?
I am a career educator with a belief in the importance of community colleges. I have many years
working with post-secondary partnerships, primarily in the Tech Prep arena. And because of my
exposure to innovative educational technology, I was able to pioneer a successful distance
learning program on the mainland. Finally, good or bad, I am not afraid to try something new, ask
questions, or challenge myself and others to go outside of the box.
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APPENDIX 14
FINDING UHCC.E-LEARN ON UHCC WEBSITES
10/26/06
[FindELEARNCampusWebsites]

Note: This search was done in Fall 2006. Undoubtedly some things have changed.
For the website search, how “elearn” was spelled out made a difference in search results:
elearn, e learn or e-learn. Viewed only the first page of results.
CC Office website:
http://www.hawaii.edu/offices/cc/index.html
• Click on CC Academic Affairs (left side directory).
• Under Academic Resources/Distance Learning there is a “UHCC e-learn” link and a
“Distance Learning at UH” link.
Website search:
• Keywords elearn, e learn and e-learn: all provide a link to uhcc e-learn in the first search
result.
Hawaii CC:
http://hawaii.hawaii.edu/
• Click on Programs & Courses.
• Click on Online Courses tab or scroll down to Online Courses.
• Click on Online Courses. Opens UHCC e-learn
No Site directory or website search feature available.
UH West Hawaii
From the HawCC front page, click on UH West Hawaii (opens another window):
http://www.hawcc.hawaii.edu/ucwh/
• Click on Course Description & Schedules (left side directory).
• Click on Distance Learning Courses (Online & Cable)
• Opens link to “DL @ the University of Hawaii”. Click on What’s Offered? (left side
directory).
• Under Associate Degree Programs, click on Associate of Arts Degree.
• The 2nd item from bottom is the e-learn URL.
No Site directory or website search feature.
Honolulu CC:
http://honolulu.hawaii.edu/
• Under Future Students (center of page), click on Programs & Courses.
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Click on Special Courses (left side directory).
Under Special Courses, click on Distance Education.
Under Additional Information (left side directory), there is a UHCC e-learn Web Site link or,
under Distance Education (center narrative), there is a URL for UHCC e-learn and a URL for
Distance Learning at UH.

Site Directory:
• Distance Education link listed.
Website search:
• Keyword elearn: 0 results on intranet search.
• Keywords e learn and e-learn: link to e-learn embedded under Distance in the first search
result.
Kapiolani CC:
http://kapiolani.hawaii.edu/page/Home
• Click on Academics (left side directory)
• Click on Distance Learning (left side directory)
• Click on “UHCC e-learn” link (under center directory, last item)
Website search:
• Keyword elearn: link to elearn as the 2nd item in the search results.
• Keywords e learn and e-learn: 0 results.
Kauai CC:
http://kauai.hawaii.edu/dlearn.htm
• Click on Distance Learning (located in the top header)
• Click on “UH Community Colleges Distance Learning Schedule of Courses” (first bulleted
item). Takes you to UHCC e-learn.
• Under Student Orientation, there is a link labeled “UHCC e-learn”. There’s also a link
labeled “UH Distance Learning website” that goes to the “DL @ the University of Hawaii”.
Website site search:
• Keyword elearn: 0 results.
• Keyword e learn: 2nd search result embedded on the Distance Learning Information page.
• Keyword e-learn: 3rd search result embedded on the Distance Learning Information page.
Leeward CC:
http://www.leeward.hawaii.edu/
• Click on Distance Education (left side directory).
• Under Admissions, click on Admissions Procedures.
• Under item 3 “Attend a free orientation session”, click on “Distance Education Course
Orientation”. This takes you directly to the Orientation section on e-learn, not the e-learn
front page.
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A-Z Directory:
• Click on DE Home. This is a link to an external site.
• Click on UHCC System Fall 2006 DE Course Offerings & Description (located on the left
side). This links to the Schedule of Classes on e-learn.
Website search:
• Keyword elearn: 0 results.
• Keyword e learn: 0 results.
• Keyword e-learn: first result item, e-learn link embedded on the DE page.
Maui CC:
http://maui.hawaii.edu/
• Click on Academics (left side directory).
• Click on Distance & Online Learning (on the right in the darkest shaded block)
• Click on UHCC.e-learn (located in the top header)
• Clicking on “UH Distance Learning” (located in the top header) takes you to the system DL
@ UH.
• Or, clicking on Class Schedule (left side directory) takes you to UHCC.e-learn front page
Website search:
• Keyword elearn: 0 results.
• Keyword e learn: 6th result item, e-learn link on the MCC page.
• Keyword e-learn: 0 results.
Windward CC:
http://windward.hawaii.edu/
• Could not find any UHCC.e-learn link.
No website search feature available.
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APPENDIX 15
HISTORIC PROGRESSION OF UHCC COMMITTEES
WORKING ON DISTANCE LEARNING
[HistProgressUHCCDLComms]

Note that the first two groups and the last group are not distinctly UHCC groups.

Date Begun

Name of Group

Responsibility

1992

Olelo Task Force

Begins coordinating Oahu Cable TV
course offerings through partial funding
from Olelo.

October 1993

UH Distance Advisory Council (DEAC) is
formed.

The group was to develop a
comprehensive plan for a UH Distance
Education initiative.

May 1995

Ralph Uohara and Kathy Damon chair a
committee to look at distance education
registration.

This group was never given a name so
it was called the DE Registration
Committee. There is mention of a
UHCC DE Committee but no paperwork
regarding its establishment.

October 1995

UH Distance Education Committee first
meets.

Committee meets. No information on
members or charges.

November 1995

UHCC Distance Education Committee

Sharon Narimatsu functions as Chair.

November 1996

Summer Session DE Committee

Ad hoc group planning for summer
session 1997 courses to be offered
statewide.

August 1997

UHCC Distance Education Committee
continues under the leadership of Liz
D’Argy.

With Sharon Narimatsu’s move to
Provost, LeeCC, lead responsibility for
distance learning is assigned to Mike
Rota with the intention to mainstream
distance efforts into the academic
affairs of UHCC campuses and system.

January 1999

UHCC Distance Education Committee

This group operated under the revised
E5.204 with a more inclusive
membership. Helen Sina functions as
Chair.
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Responsibility

May 2001

UHCC Distance Learning Committee –
name change of the UHCC Distance
Education Committee

Group wanted to use more current
terminology.

January 2002

UHCC Distance Learning Executive
Group

With President Dobelle’s wish to
eliminate efforts at levels below the UH
system, the UHCC Distance Learning
Committee was put on hiatus without
explanation and a smaller group
representing the various areas on the
UHCC Distance Learning Committee
was formed. Helen Sina’s move to
Interim DOI became part of the
explanation for the change.

April 2002

UHCC Distance Education Executive
Group meets with Chancellor Tsunoda to
turn over UHCC distance learning
concerns to this group.

The group is variously called the UHCC
Distance Education Executive Group,
the UHCC Distance Learning Executive
Group, and the UHCC Distance
Learning Committee Executive Group.
Evidently sometimes a tie to the UHCC
Distance Learning Committee was
seen.

September 2003

UH Distance Learning Advisory Council
(DLAC)

This group was established to handle
procedural and policy issues. The
UHCC Distance Learning Steering
Committee gradually ceased to function
with the formation of this group. Only
the Campus Distance Coordinators
(CDC’s) continued. The CDC’s invited
representatives from the 4-year
campuses to join them. In Spring 2007,
the group meets regularly although the
UHH representative seldom
participates.

February 2004

The UHCC Distance Education
Executive Group is re-titled the UHCC
Distance Learning Steering Committee.

This group stops operating as the
Distance Learning Advisory Council
becomes active.
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APPENDIX 16
HOW DOES YOUR CAMPUS DECIDE
WHICH DISTANCE CLASSES TO OFFER THE NEXT SEMESTER?
If an item fits your situation, please check off in the response section. You are also encouraged to make
comments.
[HowDecideWhichDLOfferNextSemester]

CAMPUS

RESPONSE

1. Faculty tell the DOI/ADOI what they want to teach by distance the following semester.
HawCC

Courses offered via distance is coordinated through the respective
Division/Department Chair. LBRT DCs coordinate the DL offerings for
both the Hilo and West side of the island by working with faculty and
lecturers to minimize duplication of course offerings. Requests to teach DL
courses are submitted to the DC for approval

HonCC
KapCC

Deans don’t schedule classes at KapCC; Faculty tell their Dept Chair.

KauCC

They remind the Ed Spec who reports this to the DLUS folks or she may
call them to verify their courses for the following semester. In general they
are on a schedule, see #6 below.

LeeCC

Deans don’t schedule classes at LCC; Faculty tell their Dept Chair.

MauCC

Faculty are asked if they are interested in teaching via a distance ed
modality and they can even specify what class they would like to teach.
This information is then matched with information from the distance ed
meeting (see group information below). Then faculty are approached to
teach specific classes.

WinCC

Yes

2. Counselors tell the DOI/ADOI what distance-delivered courses the students need.
HawCC

No.

HonCC
KapCC

Counselors, if they have input, will talk to faculty or DC

KauCC

No.

LeeCC

Counselors, if they have input, will talk to faculty or DC
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RESPONSE

MauCC

Counselors participate in the discussion of distance ed needs.

WinCC

No

3. Other staff tell the DOI/ADOI what distance-delivered courses the students need.
HawCC

No.

HonCC
KapCC

Not that I’m aware of.

KauCC

No.

LeeCC

Not that I’m aware of.

MauCC

---

WinCC

No

4. Students tell the DOI/ADOI what distance-delivered courses they need.
HawCC

No.

HonCC
KapCC

Nope.

KauCC

No.

LeeCC

No.

MauCC

---

WinCC

Students can request courses; however, we cannot always accommodate
(e.g. request for an additional on-line English 209 if we don’t have an
instructor to do it.)

5. A group is charged with determining which distance courses should be provided
HawCC

Departments/Divisions determine the courses that will be offered via
distance in consultation with the Asst. Dean of Liberal Arts and the VCAA.

HonCC
KapCC

Faculty decide for themselves. DE Coordinator in charge of ‘Olelo seeks
out faculty to develop classes for cable.

KauCC

No.
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RESPONSE

LeeCC

Faculty decide for themselves. DE Coordinator in charge of ‘Olelo seeks
out faculty to develop classes for cable

MauCC

The dept. chairs, outreach directors, counselors, and instructional
administrators meet to identify programmatic needs at the outreach sites as
well as other distance ed needs. A list of desired classes is created. Then
faculty are approached to teach the classes. The faculty have a choice of
modality—internet, cable, or HITS. The faculty coordinator then arranges
for specific days and times for the classes.

WinCC

No.

6. The campus follows a plan for offering particular courses in a particular sequence or during a
particular semester.
HawCC
HonCC
KapCC

Only ASL classes, classes for Ed Parapro degree, classes for Ed Interpreting
degree. Most other classes are Liberal Arts & don’t need to be sequenced.

KauCC

Yes. Faculty who teach DL are already on a set schedule which is in
accordance with their multi year plan of offerings.

LeeCC

---

MauCC

The campus follows a plan as far as trying to address graduation or
programmatic requirements for students in the various programs.

WinCC

We offer very few distance classes. If a sequence of courses is required, for
example, Biology 171-172, we offer them in sequential semesters.
However, most of our distance classes stand alone and are offered each
semester.

7. Other
HawCC
HonCC
KapCC

---

KauCC

---

LeeCC

DE scheduling is primarily faculty driven. Hence there is no overarching
strategy other than a “shot gun” approach to offering programs—if we offer
enough classes, there’s bound to be a program there somewhere.

MauCC

---
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APPENDIX 17
INCOMPLETE UHCC English 100 Distance Enrollment
Fall 2005-Spring 2007
[INCOMPUHCCENG100DLEnrollF05S07]

Notations:
Most data from Spring 2007 Enrollment Report by C. Kawada unless stated otherwise.
HAWAII CC (data received from campus)

Hawaii CC

Fall 2005
Eng 100
Eng 100
15059
15052
Sims, K
Sims, K
Online
Online
9
12

Spring 2006
Eng 100
Eng 100
16053
16058
Sims, K
Sims, K
Online
Online
8
10

Fall 2006
Eng 100
Eng 100
17306
17303
Sims, K
Sims, K
Online
Online
9
14

Spring 2007
Eng 100
Eng 100
18263
18260
Sims, K
Sims, K
Online
Online
11
7

Kau
Kamuela
Waimea
UHWH
Honolulu CC
Kapiolani CC
Kauai CC
Leeward CC
Maui CC
MEC
LEC
HEC
LahEC
Windward CC
DE

4

6

9

4

9

6

5

9

5

1

2

2

1

cnclld

4

1

Total

18

19

19

16

19

19

20

17
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HONOLULU CC (data for Spring 2007 from C. Kawada Enrollment Report)
Fall 2005
Eng 100

Spring 2006
Eng 100

Fall 2006
Eng 100 Eng 100

Spring 2007
Eng 100
Eng 100
Online

Online

Hawaii CC
Kau
Kamuela
Waimea
UHWH
Honolulu CC
Kapiolani CC
Kauai CC
Leeward CC
Maui CC
MEC
LEC
HEC
LahEC
Windward CC
DE
Total

18

16
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KAPIOLANI CC (data for Spring 2007 from C. Kawada Enrollment Report )
Eng 100
32213
Shimabukuro, J
Online
Hawaii CC
Kau
Kamuela
Waimea
UHWH
Honolulu CC
Kapiolani CC
Kauai CC
Leeward CC
Maui CC
MEC
LEC
HEC
LahEC
Windward CC
DE
Total

Eng 100
31156
Robinson, J
Online

Fall 2005
Eng 100
32734
Robinson, J
Online

Eng 100
32068
Nordstrom, G
Online

Eng 100
32562
Nordstrom, G
Online
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(KapCC) Spring 2006
Hawaii CC
Kau
Kamuela
Waimea
UHWH
Honolulu CC
Kapiolani CC
Kauai CC
Leeward CC
Maui CC
MEC
LEC
HEC
LahEC
Windward CC
DE
Total
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Eng 100
32213
Shimabukuro, J
Online
Hawaii CC
Kau
Kamuela
Waimea
UHWH
Honolulu CC
Kapiolani CC
Kauai CC
Leeward CC
Maui CC
MEC
LEC
HEC
LahEC
Windward CC
DE
Total

(KapCC) Fall 2006
Eng 100
Eng 100
Eng 100
31156
32734
32068
Robinson, J Robinson, J Nordstrom, G
Online
Online
Online
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Eng 100
32562
Nordstrom, G
Online
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Online+Onsite

Online
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(Kap CC) Spring 2007
Eng 100
Eng 100
Online

Online

Eng 100
Online

Hawaii CC
Kau
Kamuela
Waimea
UHWH
Honolulu CC
Kapiolani CC
Kauai CC
Leeward CC
Maui CC
MEC
LEC
HEC
LahEC
Windward CC
DE
Total

18

19

20

18

21
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LEEWARD CC (data from campus)
Eng 100
50253
Cassity, K
Online

Fall 2005
Eng 100
50254
Matsumoto, D
Online

17

12

Eng 100
50255
Wood, S
Online

Eng 100
52522
Matsumoto, D
Online

Spring 2006
Eng 100
52523
Wood, S
Online

Eng 100
52525
Porter, J
Online

Hawaii CC
Kau
Kamuela
Waimea
UHWH
Honolulu CC
Kapiolani CC
Kauai CC
Leeward CC
Maui CC
MEC
LEC
HEC
LahEC
Windward CC
DE
Total

16

17

18

14
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Eng 100
54466
Porter, J
Online

(LeeCC) Fall 2006
Eng 100
Eng 100
54462
54463
Matsumoto, D Matsumoto, D
Online
Online
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Eng 100
54464
Matsumoto, D
Online

Eng 100
54465
Wood, S
Online

18

17

(Lee CC) Spring 2007
Eng 100
Eng 100
51410
51412
Matsumoto, D Wood, S
Online
Online

Hawaii CC
Kau
Kamuela
Waimea
UHWH
Honolulu CC
Kapiolani CC
Kauai CC
Leeward CC
Maui CC
MEC
LEC
HEC
LahEC
Windward CC
DE
Total

17

17

15

14

20
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MAUI CC (data from C. Kawada Enrollment Report, Spring 2007)
Fall 2005
Eng 100
Eng 100
45602
45392
Linares, V Crowe, D
Online
Cable

Spring 2006
Eng 100
Eng 100
46608
46442
Linares, V
Engh, E
Online
ITV

Fall 2006
Eng 100 Eng 100
48223
Engh, E Engh, E
Online
ITV

Spring 2007
Eng 100
Eng 100
49412
49311
Hill, R
Engh, E
ITV
Online

Hawaii CC
Kau
Kamuela
Waimea
UHWH
Honolulu CC
Kapiolani CC
Kauai CC
Leeward CC
Maui CC
MEC
LEC
HEC
LahEC
Windward CC
DE
Total

17
3
3

15
1
4

1

1

24

21
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APPENDIX 18
INCOMPLETE
UHCC DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES DELIVERED COMPLETELY OR PARTIALLY BY DISTANCE TECHNOLOGY OR OUTREACH
[INCOMPLETUHCCDegreesCertsDelivPartCompbyDLTechorOutreach]

This document was begun but no one had time to make sure all information was correct. The document is included because those working with
UHCC Distance Learning and the University Centers may find it a useful starting point.
The five New Instructional Methods Codes for Distance Learning are used on this table:
1. OS Off Site
2. COR Correspondence
3. DCO Completely Online
4. DIV Distance – Interactive Video
5. DTV Distance – Cable TV (DTV)
COUNTY
HawCC

LOCATION
OF CENTER
State-wide

DEGREE/CERTIFICAT
E PROGRAM
Accounting, Cert. of
Achievement
State-wide
Accounting, AAS
State-wide
Administration of Justice,
AS
HawCC Manono Business Technology,
(Hilo) & West
AAS
HI Ed Center
HawCC Manono Early Childhood
(Hilo) & West
Education, Cert. of
HI Ed Center
Completion
HawCC Manono Early Childhood
(Hilo) & West
Education, Cert. of
HI Ed Center
Achievement
HawCC Manono Early Childhood
(Hilo) & West
Education, AS
HI Ed Center
HawCC Manono Environmental Studies,

DELIVERY
METHOD
DCO

DELIVERED
BY
HawCC

DCO
DCO

HawCC
HawCC

DIV

HawCC

DIV

HawCC

DIV

HawCC

DIV

HawCC

DIV & DCO

HawCC

COMMENTS
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COUNTY

LOCATION
OF CENTER
(Hilo) &
Waimea— DIV;
DCO—Statewide
HawCC Manono
(Hilo), West HI
Ed Center,
Waimea,
Honoka‘a,
Ka‘u— DIV;
DCO—Statewide
HawCC Manono
(Hilo), West HI
Ed Center,
Waimea,
Honoka‘a,
Ka‘u— DIV;
DCO—Statewide
HawCC Manono
(Hilo), West HI
Ed Center,
Waimea,
Honoka‘a,
Ka‘u— DIV;
DCO—Statewide
HawCC Manono
(Hilo), West HI
Ed Center,
Waimea,
Honoka‘a,
Ka‘u— DIV;
DCO—State-

DEGREE/CERTIFICAT
E PROGRAM
Academic Subject
Certificate (ASC-ENV)
Hawaiian Life Styles,
Academic Subject
Certificate (ASC-HLS)

DELIVERY
METHOD

DELIVERED
BY

DIV & DCO

HawCC

Hawaiian Life Styles, AAS DIV & DCO
(AAS-HLS)

HawCC

Hawaiian Life Styles, Hula
Track, AAS (AAS-HLSH)

DIV & DCO

HawCC

Hawaiian Life Styles,
Lawai‘a Track, AAS
(AAS-HLSL)

DIV & DCO

HawCC
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COUNTY

LOCATION
OF CENTER
wide
HawCC Manono
(Hilo), West HI
Ed Center,
Waimea,
Honoka‘a,
Ka‘u— DIV;
DCO—Statewide
HawCC Manono
(Hilo), West HI
Ed Center,
Honoka‘a—
DIV; DCO—
State-wide
HawCC Manono
(Hilo), West HI
Ed Center,
Honoka‘a—
DIV; DCO—
State-wide
HawCC Manono
(Hilo), West HI
Ed Center,
Honoka‘a—
DIV; DCO—
State-wide
HawCC Manono
(Hilo), West HI
Ed Center,
Waimea,
Honoka‘a,
Ka‘u— DIV;
DCO—Statewide

DEGREE/CERTIFICAT
E PROGRAM

DELIVERY
METHOD

DELIVERED
BY

Hawaiian Life Styles,
Mahi‘ai Track, AAS
(AAS-HLSM)

DIV & DCO

HawCC

Hospitality & Tourism,
Cert. of Completion

DIV & DCO

HawCC

Hospitality & Tourism,
Cert. of Achievement

DIV & DCO

HawCC

Hospitality & Tourism,
AAS

DIV & DCO

HawCC

Liberal Arts, AA

DIV & DCO

HawCC
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COUNTY

LOCATION
OF CENTER
HawCC Manono
(Hilo) & West
HI Ed Center
HawCC Manono
(Hilo), West HI
Ed Center,
Waimea & Ka‘u
State-wide

DEGREE/CERTIFICAT
E PROGRAM
Nursing, AS

DELIVERY
METHOD
DIV

DELIVERED
BY
HawCC

Substance Abuse
Counseling, Cert. of
Completion

DIV

HawCC

Tropical Forest Ecosystem
and Agroforestry
Management (TEAM),
Cert. of Achievement

DCO

HawCC
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HonCC

None.

Honolulu CC does not offer any degree or
certificate completely by distance. Like the
other campuses, we offer
distance education classes, on the military
base too, but no program

KapCC

A.S. Educational
Paraprofessional

BOR approval 2-05. Over 50% of the
program courses are offered via distributed
learning to the following community college
sites statewide, based on student demand:
HawCC, KauCC, LeeCC, and MauCC.

Associate in Science
Educational
Paraprofessional

BOR approval Fall 2004. Targets ed
paraprofessionals working with special ed
students and deaf and hard-of hearing
students. Over 50% of the program courses
are offered via distributed learning to the
following community college sites statewide,
based on student demand: HawCC, KauCC,
and MauCC.

Emergency Medical
Services (EMS

Offered on O’ahu, Hawai’i, Maui, and
Kaua’i.
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COUNTY

KauCC
LeeCC
MauCC

LOCATION
OF CENTER

DEGREE/CERTIFICAT
E PROGRAM

DELIVERY
METHOD

DELIVERED
BY
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Certificate of
Achievement, Practical
Nursing

2002-2004 and 2003-2004, Partnership with
LeeCC and Wai‘anae Coast Comprehensive
Health Center (WCCHC) at the Waianae
Health Academy

Certificate of
Achievement, Medical
Assisting

Fall 2003-Spring 2005, Partnership with
LeeCC and Wai‘anae Coast Comprehensive
Health Center (WCCHC) at the Waianae
Health Academy

Occupational Therapy
Assistant program

Fall 2005, Partnership with LeeCC and
Wai‘anae Coast Comprehensive Health
Center (WCCHC). Lecture courses offered
at the Waianae Health Academy; lab courses
offered at the main KapCC campus.

Certificate of Completion,
Dental Assisting

Spring to Summer 2006, Partnership with
LeeCC and Wai‘anae Coast Comprehensive
Health Center (WCCHC) at the Waianae
Health Academy

PN to RN Transition
Program

Spring 2007, Partnership with LeeCC and
Wai‘anae Coast Comprehensive Health
Center (WCCHC) at the Waianae Health
Academy

None
Accounting, Certificate of
Achievement
Accounting, Associate in
Science
Business Careers,
Certificate of Achievement
Business Careers,

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC
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COUNTY

LOCATION
OF CENTER

Hana Education
Center

DEGREE/CERTIFICAT
E PROGRAM
Associate of ______ in
____________
Case Management
Certificate of Competence
Hawaiian Studies,
Academic Subject
Certificate
Human Services, Associate
of _______ in _________
Liberal Arts, Associate of
Arts ???
Nurse Aide, Certificate of
Competence
Substance Abuse
Counseling II, Certificate
of Competence
Substance Abuse
Counseling, Certificate of
Completion
Substance Abuse
Counseling II, Associate of
______ in ____________
Supervision I, Certificate
of _____________
Youth Development
Practitioner, Certificate of
___________
Accounting, Associate in
Applied Science Degree
Business Careers,
Associate in Applied
Science Degree
Human Services, Associate
in Science Degree

DELIVERY
METHOD

DELIVERED
BY

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC

OS

MauCC
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COUNTY

LOCATION
OF CENTER

Lanai Education
Center
Molokai
Education
Center

DEGREE/CERTIFICAT
E PROGRAM
Liberal Arts, Associate of
Arts Degree
Substance Abuse
Counseling II, Certificate
of Competence
Supervision II, Certificate
of Competence
Youth Development
Practitioner, Certificate of
Competence
Adult Residential Care
Home Operator, Certificate
of Competence
Business Careers,
Certificate of Achievement
Business Careers,
Associate in Applied
Science Degree
Entrepreneurship I,
Certificate of Competence
Human Services, Associate
in Science Degree
Human Services, Associate
in Science Degree
Liberal Arts, Associate of
Arts Degree
Nurse Aide Training,
Certificate of Competence
Supervision I, Certificate
of Competence
Supervision II, Certificate
of Competence

DELIVERY
METHOD

OS
OS
OS
OS
OS
OS
OS
OS
OS
OS

DELIVERED
BY
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COUNTY

LOCATION
OF CENTER

DEGREE/CERTIFICAT
E PROGRAM
Sustainable Tropical Crop
Production, Certificate of
Completion

DELIVERY
METHOD
OS

DELIVERED
BY
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APPENDIX 19
INDIVIDUAL UHCC CAMPUS DISTANCE LEARNING INTENTIONS
DESCRIBED IN APPENDIX D
OF THE UHCC DISTANCE LEARNING STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN, JUNE 2000
[IndivUHCCCampPlansJun2000]

HAW CC

•
•
•

HON CC

•
•

KAP CC

•
•
•
•

KAU CC

•
•
•
•
•

LEE CC

•
•
•

Deliver programs and services to the entire Island of Hawaii.
Develop and expand distance learning programs and services that are sensitive
to the community’s needs and assist in the economic development of Hawaii
County.
Actively lobby for design and construction money for the University Center,
West Hawaii.
Expand the number of technology-assisted courses, ie.e, cable telecourses,
teleweb courses, and Internet courses.
Formalize reviews of distance learning programs as part of an ongoing
institutional assessment plan.
Continue to encourage development of alternative deliveries of courses such as
online delivery of courses using multiple interactive technologies.
Support faculty who develop distance learning delivery of courses.
Encourage faculty to participate in collaborative efforts with faculty within the
community college system to produce coherent programs and opportunities for
students.
Move towards non-credit offerings for organizations and businesses in the
community which require flexible learning based on workforce training and
professional development needs.
Actively encourage faculty and staff to explore distance learning courses,
programs, and services and to collaborate with colleagues on campus as well
as on the other system campuses.
Develop multi-skill courses in pre- and post-degree areas.
Pursue both credit and non-credit distance learning programs that meet
assessed needs of Kauai residents.
Support the delivery of baccalaureate and graduate education.
Establish a regular community needs assessment process to enable better
understanding of needs and actual costs.
Support the distance-delivered Associate in Arts degree.
Assess the educational needs of the community to identify areas of
concentration.
Continue to encourage faculty and staff to develop television, Internet, and a
combination of cable/web courses for distance delivery and look to the future of
other instructional technologies as well.
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MAU CC

•
•
•
•
•
•

WIN CC

•
•
•

Continue to explore and develop multiple technologies for learning and teaching
opportunities in both the credit and non-credit areas.
Continue to develop a “high touch-high tech” approach to the teaching and
learning environment.
Encourage the faculty and staff to collaborate with others throughout the UH
system to develop additional teaching modalities utilizing multiple technologies.
Continue to work collaboratively with the University Center, Maui to deliver
baccalaureate and graduate programs utilizing multiple technologies.
Collaborate and participate in the delivery of an AA degree by multiple
technologies.
Collaborate to develop appropriate assessment mechanisms regarding teaching
and learning that use multiple technologies.
Utilize facilities and capabilities to receive and send HITS classes.
Continue to encourage faculty to develop Internet courses and expand distance
learning offerings via cable television.
Continue to rely on LeeCC’s Media Center to provide support to produce cable
television offerings.
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APPENDIX 20
INDIVIDUAL UHCC CAMPUS DISTANCE PLANNING AND DELIVERY
SINCE JUNE 2000
[IndivUHCCCampPlanDLSinceJun2000]

The UHCC Distance Strategic Plan was approved by Chancellor Tsunoda in June 2000. In that document,
Appendix D provided a brief summary of the history of distance learning and a list of future directions at
each UHCC campus. Note that there is no discussion in this 2000 Appendix of the value of a UHCC
system approach to distance learning.
The status of planning for distance learning and the delivery of distance courses since June 2000 is
summarized below by campus.
1.

Has your campus' overall plan for distance changed?

HAW CC

Yes. Planning is more systematic as evidenced in HawCC’s Institutional SelfStudy in Support of Reaffirmation of Accreditation, July 2006
(http://www.hawcc.hawaii.edu/self-study.pdf) which includes distance learning
planning agenda. Specifically:
•

Efforts have significantly increased since 2004/2005 to plan for two new
HawCC campuses in Hilo and West Hawai‘i. Because the Big Island is
4,000+ square miles and this is HawCC’s entire service area, outdated,
dilapidated and outgrown facilities in both locations are in desperate need of
replacement (p.256-259) if HawCC is to meet its mission and serve its
community, especially through distance education as noted in Appendix D of
the UHCC Distance Learning Strategic Action Plan for 2000.

•

In 2005/2006 an ad hoc Distance Education of the Academic Senate was
established for HawCC to address ACCJC accreditation standards that are
specific to distance learning. (p.252) Thus far, the following policies have
been approved by the Academic Senate, are in the process of being endorsed
by HawCC’s Administration Team, and will become part of the HawCC
distance plan:
a. Student evaluations: For the student evaluation component of
Hawaii Community College’s distance education courses, the
same anonymous evaluations that are used in face-to-face
courses (specific to department and/or division) will be used,
with these modifications:
1.) if necessary, some wording will be adjusted so that
evaluation questions are appropriate to the mode of distance delivery, and
2.) student evaluations will be available online.
b. Peer evaluations: When distance education courses have a faceto-face component, peer evaluations will be conducted in the same way as
a traditional face-to-face course. In courses delivered completely online,
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the same face-to-face peer assessment tools (specific to department and/or
division) will be used. However, wording may be modified and items
added to reflect the online mode of delivery.
c. .Student services: Students who claim HawCC as their home
campus for Distance Learning purposes, have access to services for admissions
and records, orientation, financial aid, registration, counseling and advisement.
Students with disabilities who claim HawCC as their home
campus for Distance Learning purposes must self disclose to the HawCC
Disability Service Provider and provide accommodation documentation to the DE
instructor.
The coordination of access to services and accommodations
will be provided by HawCC in consultation with the campus delivering the course
and receiving tuition, according to the system-wide guidelines.
This policy will be implemented through the office of the
Dean of Student Services.
•

HawCC prepared a program review in 2005 which in part supports the
development of a separate Department of Information Technology to “better
integrate planning and technology” with a Director who will report to the
Chancellor and be responsible “for academic and administrative computing,
as well as all forms of media services/distance education technologies.”
Support for this unit has been included in the 2007-2009 Biennium Budget.
(p.246 & 252)

• A request was made by HawCC in the 2007-2009 Biennium Budget to
establish a Distance Education Media Coordinator Faculty position. (p.252)
(note: in addition to what is identified in the Self-study, an APT Ed
Specialist position for DE was also requested in the 2007-2009 Biennium
Budget)
•

HawCC’s Title III, I Ola Haloa grant has helped expand distance education
offerings to “Hawai‘i Island’s rural districts of Kohala, Kona, Ka‘u,
Hamakua and Puna.” (p.11) As of Fall 2006, I Ola Haloa now has 8
videoconferencing sites around the Island, including locations at both of
HawCC’s Hilo campuses (Manono and Upper campus) and its West Hawai‘i
Education Center. (p.16)

•

In addition to specific information found in the Self-study, other items that
have impacted HawCC’s distance education planning include:
o an increase since 2000 in the number of courses using the Internet
and video conferencing technologies as evidenced in the HawCC
table, question 3.
o an emphasis on coordinating the scheduling of courses for distance
technologies and f2f to decrease enrollment competition. Although
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HITS is still a useful tool to connect the HawCC Hilo and West
Hawai‘i campuses, HawCC now offers an average of 25 Internet
courses per semester.
o
an emphasis on assessment of distance education courses
(e.g., ad hoc DE Committee’s student and peer evaluation policies)
o
inclusion in each semester’s HawCC Schedule of Classes, a
5-semester course calendar targeting West Hawai‘i students who
wish to complete an AA degree at HawCC.
HON CC

Honolulu Community College continues to maintain and expand its distance education
course offerings. While distance learning is not an official program on the College’s
organizational chart, it is a working unit that is supported by the Distance Learning
Coordinator, the Olelo-funded Media Specialist, numerous production and academic
support faculty and staff, and Olelo-funded student assistants. In Spring of 2005, the
College addressed the WASC requirement that courses go through a review and approval
process specifically for DE courses to ensure the appropriateness, feasibility, and impact of
the delivery method in meeting course and program objectives. The College created the
Distance Education Review Board, a subcommittee of the Committee of Programs and
Curricula (CPC). In Spring 2007, the Distance Education Ad Hoc subcommittee of the
Planning Council will make recommendations regarding distance education. One
recommendation will be to formalize the DE Ad Hoc Committee into a Distance Education
Advisory Board to address strategic planning and to prioritize needs for distance education.
Two distance education positions are currently listed in the Academic Development Plan of
the College: the institutionalization of the current Olelo-funded Media Specialist and the
creation of a new Education Media Specialist solely to provide web support and faculty
development training in distance education.

KAP CC

No, our plan has not changed. We do plan to make changes but do not have a timeline.
The College has made a commitment to deliver significantly more courses and services
online; this commitment is tied to our biennium budget request.

KAU CC

In January 2001 a Distance Learning Committee was created at Kauai Community College.
The purpose of the committee was to set policy, promote, and approve the development of
DL courses. In 2006, the committee took on the responsibility of reviewing DL courses
every 5 years as part of the curriculum review process.
The committee created a Distance Learning Plan (attached) in 2001 along with processes
for developing DL courses. The plan was to “promote the development of DL courses
according to the needs of the residents of Kauai and beyond.” A set of priority needs were
outlined and most of them had to do with completing the UHCC distance learning AA
offerings so a student would be able to get an AA entirely via distance learning from
anywhere in the state.
In 2001-2002 the committee was actively involved in promotion and technology workshops.
Since that time the committee has supported the development of DL courses by approving
them but they have not necessarily promoted the development of DL courses per se. The
idea for developing a course stems almost entirely from an instructor’s own interest and
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motivation. The former Dean of Instruction was also responsible for encouraging some
instructors to pursue distance delivery.
The KCC plan for distance is still actively used. The criteria for consideration are
employed, but the promotion of DL courses has been somewhat passive due to overriding
accreditation issues. In the past 5 years the committee considered about a dozen different
courses and approved 7 of them.
LEE CC

Yes, in the past there was no strategic development plan for the online distance program.
Distance courses were developed by instructors who wanted to teach at a distance. The
first goal of our plan is to offer the Associates of Arts degree online. We need to design and
deliver three distance courses to reach our goal. We also plan to target specific Programs
to offer online. We are currently working on the delivery of the Associates in Arts in
Teaching program online.
Second, we are planning to implement standards for online course design, collaboration
and interaction, assessment and learner support. The standards will be used to guide the
design and delivery of online courses, and their improvement through assessment surveys
of both faculty and students.
Third, we plan to establish an incentive based Faculty Development Program for online
learning to help faculty design, deliver, and assess online courses that meet our established
standards.
Fourth, we plan to establish an incentive based program that targets the design of popular
core courses, that are aligned with are first goal, and can be delivered by multiple faculty
members.

MAU CC

Yes, we change our distance offerings in response to the outreach sites demand for
different programs to meet their community needs. We change our distance offerings in
response to emerging programs or courses of study requested by our community and our
students. The Molokai Center has offered a series of certificates and the distance classes
support those offerings.
In Fall 2000 we offered 8 cable classes, 8 Skybridge classes, and one online class. In Fall
2006 we offered 8 cable classes, 14 HITS classes, and 13 online classes. The cable
offerings are limited due to time constraints. The HITS classes on campus fill every time
slot we have for this mode of offerings, and the online classes are expanding each
semester. Currently in Spring 2007 we are offering 18 online classes.
Moving more towards combined classroom and distance learning medium. Technology
such as video streaming allows students to view materials from home at their convenience
and review materials as often as they wish. Video streaming also allows for consistency of
information to students. Web-based classes increasing in popularity for their convenience
and accessibility.

WIN CC

At WCC, DL has definitely changed since 2000 and Appendix D of the Distance Learning
Strategic Action Plan. In 1995, we did deliver one or two courses per semester via cable.
We still only offer one to three via cable, and these are still produced at LeeCC. Students
still enroll in DL classes offered by other campuses although we no longer list DL offerings
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of other schools in our Schedule of Classes. Since Appendix D was written, we have
dropped all intentions of using HITS, even though we finally have a HITS classroom. We
finished that classroom just in time to discover that HITS really was a thing of the past.
Online now accounts for over 75% of all DL offerings. And we have added several of those
classes. We now run 2-3 cable and around 4 online courses every semester. Students find
the listings of all our offerings in our schedules and the listings for our DL classes and those
of other schools on the e-learn site.
Our overall plan was never clearly defined except to say we would offer courses. We do
that. We add new ones. We try to find vacant niches and/or areas where more sections
are needed and add there.

2.

Has your campus planned, added, tried, dropped programs by distance?

HAW CC

Not applicable

HON CC

Honolulu Community College continues to participate in the UHCC.e-learn AA degree, as well
as offering a number of vocational-technical courses. Honolulu Community College recognizes
that at some time during the development of its distance learning course offerings it may need
to submit a Substantive Change notice to WASC, to ensure the College remains compliant
with accreditation standards. Programs currently being monitored are the AA, Applied Trades,
and FIRE programs, all of which are of interest to the HCC SOCAD unit. Honolulu Community
College will contact WASC for a more definitive explanation of its framework for the
Substantive Change requirement.

KAP CC

Since 2000, we have added the A.S. for Educational Professionals and the A.S. for
Educational Interpreting; over 50% of each of these programs is available via distance
technologies. The program-specific courses are available to other campuses via HITS or
cable. The General Education courses are available on the students’ home campus. We
have also added the following off-site Health programs at the Wai’anae Health Academy:
•

2002-2003 and 2003-2004—Practical Nursing Certificate of Achievement.

•

Fall 2003-Spring 2005—Medical Assisting Certificate of Achievement.

•

Fall 2005—Occupational Therapy Assistant program (lecture courses offered at
the Wai’anae Healthy Academy; lab courses offered at the KapCC campus).

The College has submitted a substantive change request for all these programs and has
received ACCJC approval.
KAU CC

Not applicable.

LEE CC

Yes, e-Commerce has been tried and dropped due to low enrollment.

MAU CC

We have offered the two-year associates degree in Accounting, Office Administration,
Administration of Justice, Human Services over a cycle of 4 – 6 semesters. We do not
continue programs where there is not a need at outreach sites. For example, Molokai is
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currently offering a CA in Business Careers, a CA in HSERV and the CertCO in Substance
Abuse. They just completed the CC in AG which began in Fall 2005. Basically they offer a
strong Liberal Arts degree program, along with AG, BUSC, HSER, and CertCO’s in NURS.
The Hana, West Maui and Lanai Centers also access these courses and prepare students for
certificates and degrees. I can’t think of any programs that we have tried and dropped before
they were completed for the students. We usually have a good idea of what programs are
needed before we offer them.
Modified the delivery of classes so students do not have to be on campus for all parts of a
class, especially a lag class, where students can view the lecture at home and come to
campus only for the labs. Working on having outreach centers be originating site for some
classes.
WIN CC

3.

We have no program via DL.

Has your campus planned, added, tried, dropped courses?

HAW CC

Yes. As indicated by the following table, HawCC has dropped a few and added many
distance education courses since the 2001/02 academic year. In some content areas,
the modality for offering particular courses has shifted from HITS/ITV to Internet or
Videoconferencing. In several cases, alternative forms of distance delivery, such as
cable or off-campus face-to-face, were offered for a short period of time and
discontinued. The addition of distance delivery in disciplines such as Hawaiian
Studies and Substance Abuse has enabled HawCC to offer courses in new programs
to different parts of Hawai‘i Island using Videoconferencing technology. General
Education courses continue to be offered via distance in the disciplines of English,
History, Psychology, etc. (*current Videoconferencing sites are for Hawai‘i Island
only: HawCC Hilo/Manono Campus, West HI Education Center, Ka‘u, Waimea and
Honoka‘a).

ACC 201
ANTH 200
ASIAN 120
ASTRO 110
ECON 130
LING 102
MATH 100
MATH 104G
NURS 157

Fall 2001-Spring 2002
F2F, Off*Video
Campus
Conference
NURS 264
HAW 101
HAW 102
HAW 201
HAW 202
HWST 124
HWST 221
HIST 284
NURS 110
PHIL 110

ITV/HITS

Cable

ITV/HITS
(East & West HI only)

Cable

Fall 2002-Spring 2003
F2F, Off*Video

Internet
ACC 197
ECON 120
ECON 131
ENG 102
ENG 255
NURS 158
NURS 258
POLS 110
SOC 2I8 WI
SOC 251 WI
SSCI 150
Internet
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Campus
ED 115
ENG 22
HAW 101
HAW 102
HAW 201
HAW 202
HWST 125
HWST 131
HWST 231
HWST 235
HIST 284
HUM 100

(East & West HI only)

ACC 201
ACC 202
CHEM 100
MATH 104F
MATH 104G
NURS 151
NURS 153
NURS 251
NURS 254
NURS 255
NURS 257
NURS 258
NURS 260
NURS 264
PHIL 101
PHIL 102
PHIL 110
PHYS 100
SOC 290
ITV/HITS
(East & West HI only)

LING 102
MATH 25X
MATH 27
MATH 100
MATH 104F
MATH 104G
NURS 151
NURS 153
NURS 157
PHIL 100
PHIL 110
PHIL 120
PHYS 100
SOC 290

Cable
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Conference
ACC 201
ACC 130
HAW 101
ACC201
HAW 102
ACC 202
HAW201
ECON 120
HAW 202
ECON 130
HWST 205
ECON 131
HIST 151
NURS 158
HIST 284
POLS 110
HOPE 20
PSY 100 WI
HOPE 25
SOC 100
MATH 27
SOC 218 WI
MATH 115
SSCI 150
SSCI 150
SSCI 250
SSCI 250

Fall 2003-Spring 2004
F2F, Off*Video
Campus
Conference
ACC 201
ACC 202
ASTR 110
BUS 25
BUS 120
ECON 130
ED 140
HAW 101
HAW 102
HAW 201
HWST 124
HWST 221
HWST 232
HIST 281
HIST 284
HIST 288
HIST 297
MGT 20
MATH 103
SSCI 150
SSCI 250

Internet
ACC 130
ACC 201
ART 101
ENG 102
ENG 103 WI
HIST 151
NURS 158
POLS 110
PSY 100 WI
SOC 100
SOC 251 WI
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ITV/HITS

Cable

(East & West HI only)

LING 102
MATH 27
MATH 103
MATH 104F
MATH 104G
NURS 251
NURS 254
NURS 255
NURS 257
NURS 260
NURS 264
PHIL 102
PHIL 110
SOC 290
SpCo 130

ITV/HITS
(East & West HI only)

MATH 27
MATH 103
MATH 104F
MATH 104G
NURS 151
NURS 153
NURS 157
NURS 158
PHIL 102

Cable

Fall 2004-Spring 2005
F2F, Off*Video
Campus
Conference
ACC 201
ACC 202
ASTR 110
BUS 25
CHEM 151
ECON 131
HAW 101
HAW 102
HAW 201
HAW 202
HIST 151
HIST 152
HIST 153
HIST 154
HIST 284
HOPE 20
HOPE 25
HOPE 47
HOPE 260
HSER 140
HWST 124
HWST 221
HWST 231
MATH 25X
MGT 20
PHYS 100
PSY 170
SSCI 150
SSCI 250
Fall 2005-Spring 2006
F2F, Off*Video
Campus
Conference
ACC 201
ACC 202
AJ 101
AJ 210
ASAN 120
BUS 25
CHEM 100
ECON 130
ED 140
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Internet
ACC 201
AJ 208
ANTH 200
ART 101
ECON 130
ECON 131
ENG 100
ENG 102
FAMR 230
HAW 101
HAW 102
HIST 151
HIST 152
HIST 281
HWST 124
HWST 125
HWST 231
POLS 110
PSY 100 WI
SOC 100
SOC 208
WS 151

Internet
ACC 130
AJ 280
ANTH 200
ART 101
ECON 130
ECON 131
ENG 100
ENG 102
FAMR 230
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PHIL 110
PHIL 255

ITV/HITS
(East & West HI only)

MATH 103
MATH 104F
MATH 140
NURS 251
NURS 254
NURS 255
NURS 257
PHIL 100
PHIL 101
PHIL 110
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HAW 101
HAW 102
HAW 201
HAW 202
HIST 152
HIST 153
HIST 154
HIST 242
HOPE 20
HOPE 25
HOPE 42
HOPE 45
HOPE 47
HOPE 260
HWST 124
HWST 125
HWST 205
HWST 221
HWST 231
LING 102
MGT 20
OCN 201
PHYS 100
SUBS 268
SUBS 270

Cable

Fall 2006-Spring 2007
F2F, Off*Video
Campus
Conference
AG 175
AG 175L
AJ 101
BUS 120
ECON 131
ED 115
FSHN 185
HAW 101
HAW 102
HAW 201
HAW 202
HIST 151 WI
HIST 152
HIST 154
HOPE 20
HOPE 25

HAW 101
HAW 102
HAW 201
HAW 202
HIST 151
HIST 152
HIST 281
HIST 282
HIST 284
HSER 298D
HWST 124
HWST 125
HWST 221
HWST 231
POLS 110
PSY 100 WI
PSY 170
PSY 214
REL 150
REL 152
SOC 100
SOC 218
SOC 251
SSCI 250
SUB/HSER 268
UNIV/COLL 101
WS 151
Internet
ACC 201
ACC 202
AJ 101
AJ 208
AJ 210
ANTH 200
ART 101
BIOL 256
ENG 100
ENG 102
FAMR 230
GEOG 102
GEOG 122
HAW 101
HAW 102
HAW 201
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HOPE 42
HOPE 44
HOPE 45
HOPE 47
HOPE 260
HSER 248
HWST 107
HWST 124
HWST 125
HWST 205
HWST 221
HWST 231
MATH 27
MATH 103
MATH 120
MGT 20
OCN 201
PHYS 100
SUBS 248
SUBS 268
SUBS 270
SUBS 280
SUBS 298A

HON CC

HIST 151
HIST 152
HIST 241
HIST 281
HIST 284
HOPE 193V
HWST 124
HWST 125
HWST 205
HWST 231
IS 105C
IS 105
LSK 102
NURS 110
POLS 110
PSY 100 WI
PSY 214 WI
REL 151
REL 153
SOC 100
SOC 208
SOC 218
SOC 251
SPCO 130
SSCI 150
SSCI 250
UNIV 101
WS 151

In addition to course offerings in Liberal Arts, Honolulu Community College offers courses
from the FIRE, FSHN, and AEC vocational-technical programs. The dominant modalities
continue to be cable telecourses via HENC/Olelo funding, teleweb courses, and online
courses. The College is currently reviewing the capability of online courses with a dominant
videostreaming component using iPod or Quicktime Pro technology. The following courses
are currently offered or planned for development:
AEC 80
AEC 118
ANTH 135
ANTH 200
CHEM 151
ENG 60
ENG 100
ENG 209WI
ENG 257 X WI
FIRE 100
FIRE 101
FIRE 107

HIST 151
HIST 152
HIST 242
HIST 288
MATH 20B
MATH 20C
MATH 20D
MATH 25
MATH 100
MATH 103
MICR 130
PHIL 101E
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FIRE 111
FIRE 151
FIRE 154
FIRE 202
FSHN 185
GG 101
GG 101L
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PHIL 110
PHIL 120WI/E
POLS 120
POLS 130
SCI 122/PHYS 122
SCI 125

As part of distance education, Honolulu Community College also has developed
informational programming: Emeritus College, Take Charge of Your Money 3, and
Topic Hawaii series.
The primary reason for courses being changed or dropped has been the departure of the
instructor for that particular distance education course.
KAP CC

We have planned and added the following courses:
ANTH 200
BIOL 130 & BIOL 130L
ENG 209
ENG 250
ENG 255
FSHE 185

KAU CC

ICS 100
ICS 101
SP 151
ZOOL 141 & ZOOL 141L
ZOOL 142 & ZOOL 142

The DL committee has considered the following courses in the past 5 years:
MATH 100
JOUR 205*
ENG 22*
ENG 100*
ICS 101*
ICS 200
ACC 201

LING 102*
SPAN 201*
SPAN 202*
CHEM 151 & CHEM 151L
ECE inquiry by instructor
HOST inquiry by instructor
* Course approved

This list represents not only courses that came to the committee for approval but also inquiries
by instructors. For varying reasons, some of these initial steps for approval were abandoned.
For example the Chemistry instructor could not resolve online lab issues; ICS 200 was not
approved by the Curriculum Committee, etc. Seven of the courses were approved but only 6
were developed. JOUR 205 never gained adequate enrollment and was cancelled. SPAN
201 and SPAN 202 are in the second trial year but enrollment is very low and those offerings
may be cancelled in the future. The ICS, ENG, and LING courses are successful and will
continue.
LEE CC

Yes, 22.5 % of Leeward courses are currently online. The following courses have
been added and currently being offered.
2002-2004-Internet
ANTH 150
ANTH 200
ASTR 197

2002-2004 Cable
ART 101
BOT 130
HIST 152
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ECON 130
ECON 131
ENG 22
ENG 100
ENG 209
FSHN 285
PSY 100
PSY 202
POLS 110
SOC 100
Fall 2005-Internet
ACC 134
ACC 201
ACC 202
ANTH 150
ANTH 200
ART 101
ART 112
ART 175
BUS 101
BUS 120
BUS 202
BUS 282
CHEM 100B
ECOM 100B
ECOM 100C
ECOM 100D
ECOM 102
ECON 130
ECON 131
ED 285
ED 287
ENG 22
ENG 100
ENG 209
ENG 215
ENG 225
FIN 245
HIST 152
ICS 100
ICS 111
HIST 152
PHIL 100
POLS 110
PSY 100
PSY 202

HIST 241
HIST 281
MATH 100
MATH 115
MUS 105

Fall 205-Cable
ACC 201
ACC 202
ASTRO 110
BOT 130
HIST 151
HIST 152
HIST 281
MATH 50C
MATH 100
MATH 115
MUS 106
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REL 150
Fall 2006 –Internet
ACC 134
ACC 155
ACC 201
ACC 202
ANTH 200
ANTH 215
ANTH 215L
ART 101
ART 112
ART 175
BUSN 101
BUSN 120
BUSN 201
BUSN 250
BUSN 284
CHEM 100B
ECON 130
ECON 131
ENG 22
ENG 100
ENG 209
ENG 215
ENG 225
FIN 245
GEOG 101
ICS 100
HIST 151
PHIL 100
PSY 100
PSY 240
ZOO 241
REL 150
MAU CC
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Fall 2006-Cable
ACC 202
BOT 130
HIST 151
HIST 152
HIST 241
HIST 281
MATH 100
MATH 115
MUS 106
SCI 122
Fall 2006-Podcasting
ICS 101

No.
We are able to offer a science with lab course only when we can secure a lab facility and
instructor at distance sites. We have offered Music courses over distance but the
performance classes do not work due to time delay issues and other problems. Courses with
copyrighted materials, i.e., DVDs, cannot be used on cable. Audio quality at the outreach
sites is very poor. We have tried writing courses that do not work well on cable due to lack of
live interactivity. However, they have been successful using the HITS and online methods.

WIN CC

We’ve added, changed, etc., our DL courses.
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How important is distance delivery to your campus in carrying out its mission?

HAW CC

Distance delivery is integral in fulfilling HawCC’s mission, especially because we
serve the entire Island of Hawai‘i, an area of over 4,000 square miles. To get to either
of HawCC’s campuses, many students must commute long distances, pay
increasingly higher gasoline prices, encounter traffic in overdeveloped areas and
drive on substandard roads in rural areas. On the West side, HawCC’s Education
Center assists students who wish to attain an AA degree from HawCC, or a
bachelor’s or master’s degree from UH Manoa, UH West Oahu or UH Hilo.
HawCC’s distance delivery offers students opportunities for higher education that
may otherwise be unavailable. In 2006, HawCC rewrote its mission in recognition of
its educational and social responsibility to Hawai‘i Island. HawCC’s mission is:
Hawai`i Community College promotes student learning by embracing our unique
Hawai`i Island culture and inspiring growth in the spirit of E `Imi Pono. Aligned
with the UH Community Colleges system's mission, we are committed to serving all
segments of our Hawai`i island community.

HON CC

Distance Education has been an important factor in the ability of Honolulu Community College
to fulfill its mission and goals. Two of the goals are as follows:
•

Provide two-year transfer educational programs that offer students the general
educational component of the Baccalaureate Degree.

•

Maintain flexible educational delivery systems to enhance student access by providing
affordable education when and where it is needed.

Besides providing access and flexibility to course offerings, distance education has
strengthened the enrollments particularly in the Liberal Arts program at the College.
KAP CC

Distance delivery is very important to the campus. KapCC values access to education for all
regardless of constraints placed on us by virtue of being in an island state. Distance
education is one option for learning that the College has successfully employed to overcome
the boundaries of place and time and achieve its institutional goals. Furthermore, distance
learning is critical for an island state that seeks to prepare people to work in globally
competitive environments.
KapCC’s faculty and staff have used distance learning technologies for years, employing a
variety of media such as cable television, interactive television and internet classroom
management systems like WebCT. The campus has a tradition of providing many learning
opportunities for students across the state and beyond.
Distance learning is related directly to KapCC’s Strategic Plan:
•

Goal 2 – To Promote Learning and Teaching for Student Success
•

Objective 2 – Provide, maintain and make visible fully accessible student
support services to promote improved student success rates and
satisfaction.
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Action Strategies
1. Design, deliver and make visible effective programs and services
to support the access of students with disabilities.
2. Continue to develop and implement plans to promote improved
student access to up-to-date library resources, journals and
databases.
3. Maintain and develop computer infrastructure to promote
improved student access to computers, including disability
access to information and technology.

•

Goal 6 – To invest in the Learning Environment
• Objective 2 – Develop a flexible physical infrastructure that adapts and
responds to a complex and changing environment, and addresses the
needs of a diverse and dynamic student population with an increasing
number of international and non-resident students, as well as students
with disabilities.
•

Action Strategies
1. Enhance the quality of learning, expand learning opportunities,
and address changing campus and community needs.
2. Maintain and continually upgrade facilities to world class status.
3. Expand access for all students.

•

Objective 3 – Expand existing and develop new information and
technology infrastructures to enhance student learning, increase
employment opportunities, respond to and promote economic
development, and facilitate learner access.
•

Action Strategies
1. Increase access to student learning and teaching resources on
demand through fault-tolerant systems anytime, anyplace.
2. Increase the means for creating learning communities without
boundaries.

•

Objective 4 – Develop student-centered learning and teaching resources
and approaches to ensure superior academic achievement and career
training, anticipate and address changing economic and social
conditions, and provide access to all who seek these College resources.
• Action Strategies
1. Effectively use physical and human resources to promote and
support quality learning experiences for the traditional and
nontraditional student on or off campus or through distance and
online delivery.
2. Provide and support campus-specific and UH-wide library and
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other learning resources and electronic information services to
enhance student learning in all academic programs and
locations.
3. Establish partnerships and other relationships to develop and
share learning and teaching resources and experiences beyond
state and national boundaries.
KAU CC

Distance delivery is very important to KauCC; the Distance Learning Plan was created from
the KCC mission statement. Because of its small size, the campus finds that access to the
distance courses of other UHCC campuses is an important addition to what the College can
offer. The administration supports the development of DL courses by offering re-assigned time
for development and implementation. The campus has gone so far as to support development
and implementation of classes by lecturers. In addition, the college has a faculty member, the
Instructional Technologist, whose sole purpose is to support the infusion of technology into the
classroom. Finally, the University Center which is supported by KauCC, was created to
increase access to higher education programs for Kauai residents and KauCC students. The
essential function of the Center is to facilitate and support baccalaureate and graduate
degrees and certificates sent via distance learning from other colleges and universities.

LEE CC

Distance delivery is important to Leeward Community Colleges mission in that it can broaden
access to education at the local and global levels, increase the quality of instruction, and
reduce costs by making more effective use of physical and human resources. However, the
achievement of these benefits poses significant challenges to the entire instructional process
and the traditional role of a faculty member in such areas as course design, content, delivery,
assessment, remediation, intellectual property rights, and workload. LCC has yet to resolve
these issues. Distance delivery is currently seen as one solution to the problem of limited
classroom space during peak instructional periods (Leeward CC Strategic Plan Update 20022010, 2002).

MAU CC

Very important. Our mission is to provide affordable, high quality credit and noncredit
educational opportunities to a diverse community of lifelong learners. Without the use of
distance education we cannot offer the opportunities to students throughout Maui County on
three different islands. Also, with many students in the workforce, distance classes, especially
online classes, afford them access to education in spite of their time and family constraints.
We use distance classes to meet the needs of our West Oahu, UH Hilo and UH Manoa
bachelor’s degrees students in collaboration with the University Center. Our students utilize
distance classes from all of the UHCC campuses.
Very important. It is also used to recruit students. It also allows outreach centers to have
access to classes which could not be offered at the outreach sites because of small
enrollments.

WIN CC

DL is not that important to our campus in carrying out its mission now. However, we are
adding a modified type of University Center (We call it ADOP-Advanced Degree Opportunities
Program.) which will change our relationship with DL. We will be brokering four-year college
upper-division classes either on site or via DL so students here can dovetail into selected
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“programs” and get an advanced degree never having to leave the Windward side. We
foresee these students making more use of DL classes offered by other schools.

5.

What have been your greatest obstacles to distance delivery?

HAW CC

•

Faculty development: lack of adequate initial training in distance technologies; lack of
adequate, ongoing support in technical training and course design; lack of opportunities to
learn about and be trained in cutting edge distance technologies (ie, podcasting, etc.);
lack of system-wide resources for faculty development in distance education; lack of ondemand assistance for CMS, which is currently WebCT.

•

Academic support: inadequate system-wide assistance for test proctoring support at
receive sites (e.g., West HI—of DE tests proctored Fall 2006, 47% were for HawCC; 53%
were from other campuses)

•

Student services: lack of adequate system-wide assistance for students needing
technology help, esp. when student’s home campus is not where he/she is nearest to;
lack of system-wide student support for receive sites (ie, home campus is not always
proactive about coordinating support services at receive sites)

•

System-wide Besides issues listed above that have system-wide implications, other
obstacles are:
o lack of clearly identifiable system-wide lines of accountability (in paper
policies and on the Web) for distance delivery (e.g., ITS coordinates HITS and
Internet distance education but what about video conferencing? Cable
courses? Live, off-campus, f2f programs?)
o lack of a system-wide “service area” plan for distance delivery
o technical problems connecting via “bridge” through UH Manoa to out-ofstate sites
o lack of system-wide allocation of resources to individual campuses for
distance delivery; would technology fee help generate funds?
o lack of system-wide initiatives to develop agreements to share facilities
with other public agencies (e.g., public libraries, schools, hospitals,
government offices, etc.) to deliver distance courses and offer support in remote or
rural areas or to places not already serviced by an existing UH campus.

HON CC

Obstacle 1: Funding. Honolulu Community College has no G-funded budget for the
operation and maintenance of distance education. The sole funding source for distance
education is the UH System HENC/Olelo grant managed by ITS at UH-Manoa. Because the
grant supports cable telecourse development, initiatives in distance education, such as online
and videostreaming development and faculty development and trainging, are limited.
Equipment infrastructure is also limited. Should the Olelo grant end, distance education would
have no operational budget.
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Obtacle 2: Personnel. The responsibility for administrative oversight of distance learning at
Honolulu CC and supervison of the HENC/Olelo grant and Olelo-funded APT position are
assigned to the Dean of University College. The Distance Learning Coordinator reports
directly to the Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs because distance learning offerings cover
both Liberal Arts and vocational-technical programs. Two much-needed G-funded positions
for 1) distance telecourse production and 2) web support and faculty development are
included in the Academic Development Plan, with no immediate prospect for higher priority in
the College’s overall Strategic Plan.
Obstacle 3: Strategic Planning. The campus needs to develop a DE Strategic Plan to
implement DE goals in an organized fashion and to address requirements of accreditation
standards for distance education.
KAP CC

Obstacles include limited resources to provide support to faculty (instructional design, one-onone coaching, etc.) and support services are not keeping pace with increased course
offerings.

KAU CC

Obstacle 1: Philosophy. Many of the faculty do not believe that their discipline can be
taught via distance learning. They do not believe that this is a pedagogically sound way of
teaching.
Obstacle 2: Distrust. Some faculty have a basic distrust of distance learning, believing that
students can “cheat” on online assignments and tests.
Obstacle 3: Technology. Adapting to any kind of online technology and teaching via that
technology requires learning how to manipulate new equipment and software. This can be a
huge obstacle to those who have difficulty with computers, applications, or accompanying
presentation technology (i.e. cameras, digital presenters, ppt, etc). Though we make
workshops available, there is still a hue and cry about the lack of training opportunities.

LEE CC

See number #4.
• Designing online courses with a team approach for delivery by several different
instructors.
• Design online courses by following an instructional design process that links learning
objectives to specific learning activities and measurable outcomes.
• Providing distance students with comparable online support services such as orientation,
counseling, tutoring, financial aid and technical support.
• Number of trained faculty members who want to teach online.
• Collective bargaining makes it difficult to create and enforce Distance Education policies.
• A new course management system.
• Buy-in of distance education strategies, plans and goals.

MAU CC

Expensive setup equipment. Outreach sites do not get the benefit of
tuition fees but are asked to provide support, e.g., testing, equipment,
personnel to support the classes.
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Expensive setup equipment. Outreach sites do not get the benefit of tuition fees but are
asked to provide support, e.g., testing, equipment, personnel to support the classes.
WIN CC

Our major obstacle has been our small size. We just don’t have enough offerings and faculty
to support a large DL offering. Consequently, our students make use of DL offerings by other
schools. We are on the cutting edge of making a leap into much more active DL participation
with our ADOP.
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APPENDIX 21
LANGUAGES OFFERED BY DISTANCE, FALL 1992 – SPRING 2007
[LangsOfferDLF92thruS07]

NOTE: Information beginning with 1992 Fall through 1998 Summer obtained from historical records.
Information from 1998 Fall to the current session obtained from the DLUS website.
Classes listed below may have been cancelled by the offering campuses.
HAW
KAP
KAU
LEE

MAU

UHH

UHM

1992 FALL
1993 SPRING
1993 FALL
1994 SPRING
1994 FALL
1995 SPRING
1995 FALL

??CHNSE 101 [HITS]

SPAN 201 [CABLE]

1996 SPRING

ASL 202 [HITS]

SPAN 202 [CABLE]

1996 SUMMER
1996 FALL

ASL 101 [CABLE]
CHNSE 101 [CABLE]
CHNSE 101 [HITS]
CHNSE 201 [HITS]

1997 SPRING

ASL 102 [HITS+INT]
CHNSE 102 [CABLE+INT]
CHNSE 102 [HITS+INT]
CHNSE 202 [HITS+INT]

1997 FALL

ASL 201 [HITS]
CHNSE 101 [HITS]
CHNSE 201 [HITS]
FRENCH 201 [HITS]
JPNSE 201 [CABLE]

1998 SPRING

ASL 202 [HITS]
FRENCH 202 [HITS]
CHNSE 202 [HITS]
JPNSE 202 [CABLE]

HAW 302 [HITS+INT]

TAG 102 [HITS]
HAW 302 [HITS]
HAW 402 [HITS]
CHNSE 101 [HITS]
CHNSE 202 [HITS]
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1998 FALL
[Begin DLUS
CR List]

ASL 101 [ITV]
CHNSE 101 [HITS]
CHNSE 201 [HITS]
CHNSE 101 [CABLE-ISL]
HAW 101 [CABLE-ISL]

CHNSE 101
[ITV]
CHNSE 201
[ITV]
HAW 301
[ITV]
HAW 401
[ITV]

1999 SPRING

ASL 102 [ITV]
CHNSE 102 [CABLE-ISL]
CHNSE 102 [HITS]
CHNSE 202 [HITS]
HAW 101 [CABLE-ISL]
HAW 102 [CABLE]

CHNSE 102 [ITV
CHNSE 202 [ITV]
HAW 302 [ITV]
HAW 402 [ITV]
HAW 470 [ITV]

1999 FALL

ASL 201 [ITV]
FRENCH 201 [ITV]
JPNSE 101 [INTERNET]
JPNSE 201 [CABLE-ISL]

CHNSE 101 [ITV]
CHNSE 201 [ITV]

2000 SPRING

ASL 202 [ITV]
CHNSE 102 [HITS]
CHNSE 202 [HITS]
FRENCH 201 [HITS]
JPNSE 102 [INTERNET]
JPNSE 202 [CABLE-ISL]

HAW 600 [ITV]

CHNSE 102 [ITV]
CHNSE 202 [ITV]
HAW 302 [ITV]

2000 SUMMER
2000 FALL

2001 SPRING

2001 SUMMER

HAW 102 [VIDCNF]

ASL 101 [ITV]
CHNSE 101 [CABLE-ISL]
CHNSE 201 [HITS]
HAW 201 [CABLE-ISL]
JPNSE 101 [INTERNET]

HAW 301 [ITV]
HAW 401 [ITV]

ASL 102 [ITV]
CHNSE 102 [CABLE-ISL]
HAW 202 [CABLE-ISL]
JPNSE 102 [INTERNET]

HAW 402 [ITV] HAW 600 [ITV]

HAW 402 [HITS]
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2001 FALL

HAW 101 [VIDCNF]
HAW 201 [VIDCNF]

ASL 201 [ITV]
HAW 101 [CABLE-ISL]
JPNSE 101 [INTERNET]
JPNSE 101 [CABLE-ISL]

2002 SPRING

HAW 102 [VIDCNF]

ASL 202 [ITV]
HAW 102 [CABLE-ISL]
JPNSE 102 [INTERNET]
JPNSE 102 [CABLE-ISL]

2002 FALL

HAW 101 [VIDCNF]
HAW 201 [VIDCNF]

ASL 101 [ITV]
JPNSE 101 [INTERNET]

2003 SPRING

HAW 102 [VIDCNF]
HAW 202 [VIDCNF]

ASL 102 [ITV]
JPNSE 102 [INTERNET]

2003 FALL

HAW 101 [VIDCNF]
HAW 201 [VIDCNF]

ASL 198 [ITV]
ASL 201 [ITV]
JPNSE 101 [INTERNET]

2004 SPRING

HAW 102 [VIDCNF]

ASL 102 [ITV]
ASL 202 [ITV]
JPNS 102 [INTERNET]

2004 FALL

ASL 101 [ITV]
HAW 101 [VIDCNF]
HAW 101 [INTERNET] ASL 201 [ITV]
HAW 201 [VIDCNF]

2005 SPRING

HAW 101 [INTERNET] ASL 102 [ITV]
HAW 102 [INTERNET] ASL 202 [VIDCNF]
HAW 102 [VIDCNF]
HAW 202 [VIDCNF]

2005 FALL

HAW 101 [ONLINE]
HAW 201 [ONLINE]
HAW 202 [ITV]

ASL 201 [ITV]
JPNS 131 [CABLE]

SPAN 201 [ONLINE]

CAM 105 [ONLINE]
CAM 205 [ONLINE]
CHN 331 [ONLINE]
JPN 332 [ONLINE]

2006 SPRING

HAW 102 [ONLINE]
HAW 202 [ONLINE]
HAW 202 [ITV]

ASL 202 [ITV]
ASL 202 [ITV]

SPAN 202 [ONLINE]

CAM 105 [ONLINE]
CHN 332 [ONLINE]
JPN 332 [ONLINE]

2002 SUMMER

SPAN 201 [INTERNET] HAW 301 [ITV]

HAW 600 [ITV]

HAW 302 [ITV]

HAW 600 [ITV]

CHNSE 399
[INTERNET]
HAW 401 [ITV]
JPNSE 399 [INTERNET]
KOR 399 [INTERNET]
HAW 401 [ITV]

JPNSE 101 [INTERNET]

HAW 600 [ITV]

CHNSE 331
[INTERNET]
CHNSE 332
[INTERNET]
JPNSE 332 [INTERNET]
KOR 332 [INTERNET]
CHN 332 [INTERNET]
JPN 332 [INTERNET]
CHN 101 [INTERNET]
CHN 102 [INTERNET]
CHN 331 [INTERNET]

HAW 404 [ITV]
HAW 600 [ITV]
HAW 654 [ITV]
HAW 663 [ITV]

CHN 332 [INTERNET]
JPN 332 [INTERNET]
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2006 FALL

HAW 101 [ITV]
HAW 101 [ONLINE]
HAW 201 [ITV]
HAW 201 [ONLINE]

ASL 101 [ITV]

SPAN 201 [ONLINE]

2007 SPRING

HAW 102 [OL+ITV]
HAW 102 [ONLINE]
HAW 202 [OL+ITV]

ASL 102 [ITV]

SPAN 202 [ONLINE]

CAM 105 [ONLINE]
CAM 205 [ONLINE]
CAM 301 [ONLINE]
CHN 331 [ONLINE
JPN 332 [ONLINE]
HAW 490 [ITV+OS]
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APPENDIX 22
Number of UHCC Distance Classes Offered by Modality
Fall 2002-Spring 2007
[NumbUHCCDLClassesOfferbyModalityF02thruS07]

Notations:
• Number of classes is taken from the schedule of classes prepared for the Student Pre- and Post-Assessment of UHCC Distance
Learning Academic Support Services.
• This list may or may not include all classes in a modality from campuses, cancelled classes, multiple sections, statewide availability.

Cable
Cable+Online
CD Rom
ITV
ITV+Online
ITV+Onsite
Off Campus
Online
Online+Cable
Online+F2F
Online+ITV
Online+Onsite
Other
Podcast
Polycom
Tape
Vidconf
Vidconf+Online
TOTALS

Fall
2002
21

Spring
2003
15
14

Summer
2003
6
5

Fall
2003
32
4

Spring
2004
34

Summer
2004
7

Fall
2004
23
7

Spring
2005
29
6

Fall
2005
34

Spring
2006
26
5

26

28
4

3

43

24

1

29

23
2

29

27
2

Fall
2006
39
1
1
51

Spring
2007
35
9
34
2

99

116
1

41

118
1
1

2

125

46

182

131

149

129

5
163

172

1
1
1

6
2

8
3
1
1
14
154

180

55

200

199

54

11
5

21
5

22

7
13

257

217

234

209

262

263

TOTALS
301
51
1
318
8
2
5
1,471
2
2
9
3
8
3
1
1
75
23
2,284
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PEOPLE WHO HELPED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS REPORT
[PeopleWhoHelpedWithReport]

The following people have provided input in person, at meetings, and/or by email or phone. In large or
small amounts, with many communications or few, their input has been very helpful. There was not always
time to affirm that information was accurate and worded as people would like. Apologies to those who
helped but are not listed.
DEANS OF INSTRUCTION AND ASSISTANT DEANS OF INSTRUCTION
Patricia Adams
Elizabeth Ashley
Jerry Cerny
Linka Corbin Mullikin

Douglas Dykstra
James Goodman
Ralph Kam
Dennis Kawaharada

Ramona Kincaid
Louise Pagotto
Mike Pecsok
Charles Ramsey

Suzette Robinson
Mark Silliman
Noreen Yamane

Earl Nishiguchi
Nicole Striegel

Alvin Tagomori

DEANS OF STUDENT SERVICES
Barbara Arthurs
Lui Hokoana

Mona Lee
Sandy Matsui

DISTRIBUTED AND DISTANCE LEARNING ASDVISORY COUNCIL
Patricia Adams
Elizabeth Ashley
Kim Bridges
Bill Chen
Dave Coleman
Kathy Damon

Mark Hanson
Joanne Itano
Stephen Itoga
Judi Kirkpatrick
David Lassner
Floyd McCoy

Paul McKimmy
Karen Muraoka
Jaishree Odin
Hae Okimoto
Carolyn Okinaga
Ernie Oshiro

Bill Puette
Alvin Tagomori
Myrtle Yamada
Louis Zitnik

Hae Okimoto
Carolyn Okinaga

Melinda Wood
Louis Zitnik

Jan Petersen
Alison Shigematsu
Joy Shirokane

Joanne Taira
Lei Wakayama
Gregg Walker

MASTER SCHEDULING GROUP
Bill Chen
Joanne Itano

Ramona Kincaid
Karen Muraoka

CAMPUS DISTANCE COORDINATORS
Elizabeth Ashley
Joanne Itano
Catherine Kawada

Lillian Mangum
Ellen Okuma
Robyn Oshiro

University Center Directors
Ramona Kincaid

Karen Muraoka

Louis Zitnik
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FACULTY INTEREST GROUP
Patricia Alvarez
Elisabeth Armstrong
Willow Aureala
Rosiana Azman
Marty Jean Bender
Tom Beran
Bruce Berg
Hardwin Blanchard
Rafael Boritzer
Candy Branson
Rick Brill
Marcy Brown
Andrew Byrne
Anson Chong
David Chong
Leanne Chun
Anita Ciarleglio
Vanessa Cole
Herve Collins
Ryan Daniels
Shanti Devi
Rob Edmondson
Caroline Egli Belsom
Eric Engh
Mary Fatora Tumbaga
Larry Ferguson

E. Kalani Flores
Jan Fried
Lynn Hamada
Donna Harbin
Kathy Hill
Richard Hill
Leilani Hinds
Gerald Hirata
Henry Holthaus
Michael Hopson
Warren Imada
Malia Johnson
Nancy Johnson
Donnalyn Kalei Johns
Tracy Kuulei Kanahele
Christine Kefford
Pat Kennedy
Gholam Khaleghi
Abdul Khan
Della Kunimune
Donna Lee
Laura Lees
Linda Letta
Barbara Liechty
James Lightner
Richard Lightner

Vinnie Linares
Donna Matsumoto
Floyd McCoy
Patricia McGrath
Diane Meyer
Mike Meyer
Priscilla Millen
Grace Miller
Sanai Moikeha
Chris Ann Moore
Kihei Nahale-a
Patricia Neils
Georganne Nordstrom
Dennis Nullet
Veronica Ogata
Elizabeth Ojala
Frances Oliver
Jan Ostman Lind
Jennifer Owen
Gwynne Pacheco
Patrick Patterson
Dennis Perusse
Ron Pine
Janet Kay Porter
Dorothy Pyle
Karen Robbins

Kris Hernandez
Libby Jakubowski
Karen Kane

Ann Lemke
Sandy Magnussen
Wayne Sunahara

Gayle Ishii
Ken Johnson
Linda Johnsrud
Jerry Levinson
Jan Lubin
Anne McKenna
Harriet Miyasaki
Janyce Miyashiro

Paula Mochida
Sharyn Nakamoto
Jeannie Pezzoli
Susan Pope
Sherrie Rupert
Jeff Schofield
Claire Shigeoka
Elaine Shimabukuro

Barbara Saromines Ganne
Clarice Sawai Mauricio
Mark Schindler
Eric Shaffer
Pamela Scheffler
Steve Singer
Cynthia Smith
Robert Snider
Fred Stone
Tom Pohaku Stone
Jackie Stradman Carlvaho Regan
Ruth Sturges
Kyle Takaki
Ron Takata
Calvin Tan
Amy Tsuji Jones
Emily Uribe
Jill Wakabayashi
Mai Wong
Susan Wood
Marti Wukelic
Elaine Yamashita
Ida Yoshinaga

Disability Service Providers
Willow Aureala
Lisa Deneen
Mary Joan Haverly
Others:
JoRae Baptiste
Debbi Brown
Peggy Cha
Cheryl Chappell Long
Bill Chen
Karen Cho
Creighton Fujii
Sandra Furuto

Mike Song
Winnie Tatsuta
Connie Turner
Sandra Uyeno
flo wiger
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APPENDIX 24
Planning and Policy Documents Related to UHCC Distance Learning
[PlanPolDocsRelUHCCDL]

The documents noted below are listed by date. Commentary is bulleted.

University of Hawaii Board of Regents’ Policy
Policy Paper on Networking for Education: The Special Role of Neighbor Island Campuses and
University of Hawaii Centers—BOR Policy, Section 5-2
In March 1995, the UH Board of Regents approved University Centers, “establishing a
permanent UH presence in communities that otherwise lack reasonable access to various
credential programs offered elsewhere in the UH system.” The campuses assigned
administrative responsibility for UH Centers carry out basic needs assessment of their
communities and incorporate basic infrastructure support into their campus planning and
budgeting processes. Campuses originating educational programs that are delivered at the
Centers are responsible for academic policies, procedures and quality assurance associated with
the credentials which they confer, the recruitment and hiring of faculty teaching courses for their
programs, and the provision of specialized student and academic support services.
•

This policy may need to be updated to include WinCC’s Office of University Programs.

Revised University of Hawaiii Executive Policy E5.204, University of Hawaii, Distance
Learning Plans, Policies, and Procedures, officially promulgated in May 1998, replaced the
1992 revision of the original policy entitled Outreach. It defines principles governing
coordination, roles and responsibilities of coordinating entities, general information on workload
and intellectual property, collaboration with providers external to the University when internal
University resources are not available to respond to demonstrated in-state needs.
•

This document is now fifteen years old; review and update of such areas as roles and
responsibilities of specific coordinating entities, annual plans and funding, workload and
intellectual property, and special assistance to students and enrollment reporting (required
data elements) could energize distance efforts.

•

Given the common student registration system, there need to be plans for action on
improved data collection.

University of Hawaii, Benchmarks/Performance Indicators Report: 2000 Update
The extent to which University of Hawaii students use electronic media in their coursework and
to communicate with instructors (WebCt, ITV, public access cable, email and other electronic
media) is reviewed on page 27.
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University of Hawaii Strategic Plan for Information Technology (SPIT), 2000
In the section on Teaching, Learning and Students, this plan defines a number of actions, many
of which touch on the duality of distributed learning / distance learning is later voiced in the UH
Distance Learning Advisory Council’s Strategic Action Plan: Enhance Instructional Technology
Support, Upgrade Classroom Technology, Assess/Enhance Campus Information Technology
Labs, Address Student Access Issues, Expand Technical Infrastructure for Distance Learning,
and Develop Policies that Support Teaching with Technology.
•

The statewide network upgrade now in place, the University is working to cope with the
need to provide facilities and staffing for interactive television and cable which are useful
media even with the huge growth in online instruction.

University of Hawaii Community Colleges, Distance Learning Strategic Action Plan, 2000
Nested within the University of Hawaii Strategic Plan Goal 1 and UH Community Colleges
Objectives 3a and 3b, (1997-2007 UHCC Strategic Plan) this UHCC Distance Learning Strategic
Action Plan was developed by the 1999-2001 UHCC Distance Learning Committee which was
defined in E5.204 as a standing committee. The plan defines action strategies for assessment and
evaluation; curriculum development and academic support services; student services and
information and marketing; resources, technology, and facilities. It noted that staffing and
projected program activity levels and resource requirements would be addressed later.
•

It is appropriate that a new plan be developed.

University of Hawaii Community Colleges, Implementation Plan for Integrating Distance Learning
into Campus Operations, 2000
The Implementation Plan grew out of decisions to provide access through distance learning and
to collaboratively deliver an Associate in Arts Degree via distance technologies. Given those
decisions, it became practical to move much of the decisionmaking about systemwide distance
delivery to the operational levels, recognizing that those who work with students have the
greatest knowledge about student problems and needs. While this policy defined functions and
responsibilities, it did not factor in the larger UH role that came about with UH restructuring, the
implementation of a UH system student management system, the demise of the UHCC Distance
Learning Committee, and the ensuing “drift” from decisions about a collaborative approach to
UHCC distance efforts.
•

An updated implementation plan will need to review connections and responsibilities at
the UH level, the UHCC level, and the campus level.

University of Hawaii Board of Regents’ Policy, Section 5.10, (October 18, 2002),
This policy replaces the Board’s March 5, 1981 amendment on Outreach Instruction. It notes
that distance learning “refers to educational programs and activities designed to serve clientele
other than on-campus students and/or deliver such courses and programs in ways and/or at times
and locations suited to the needs and convenience of those to be served. Distance learning
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includes telecommunications-assisted and/or off-site instruction.” Distance learning’s primary
purpose is to “extend the University’s rich array of quality instructional resources to students
anywhere in the state who are committed to higher education but are constrained by diverse
factors which prevent their participation as regular on-campus students at the UH campus
offering their program of choice.”
•

Currently the Distance Learning Advisory Council (DLAC) has drafted its first revision
of this policy (March 11, 2007). The proposed revision strengthens the emphasis on
distance learning, stressing its collaborative university-wide nature, the need for
coordinated academic planning, the shared responsibility of all campuses and support
units to serve all University of Hawaii students no matter which campus they may be
formally attending at a particular point in time, and the use of technological and nontechnological means to help citizens overcome barriers of time and place. University
Centers and Education Centers are included.

University of Hawaii Institutional Effectiveness Report, 2002 Update
Information on the status of off-campus access to UH credit programs notes that in Fall 2001, the
number of distance classes being delivered to students in-state and out-of-state increased by 55
percent since Fall 1999. Eight hundred fourteen classes accounted for over 7,300 registrations in
a variety of disciplines. Off-site instruction, such as classes on military installations or faculty
traveling to another island, is a major delivery method although technology is used to deliver
55% of the University’s distance learning classes. Distance Learning Credential Programs at the
graduate, bachelor’s, associate, and certificate levels are listed.
University of Hawaii System Strategic Plan: Entering the University’s Second Century, 2002-2010
Distance learning is noted under Goal 2: A Learning, Research, and Service Network, Objective
3: To provide access for students, faculty, and staff to a first-class information technology
infrastructure, support, and services that sustain and enhance University instruction, research,
and administrative services within the University, throughout Hawaii, and beyond. As the
UHCC’s prepare to meet remedial/developmental needs, the use of distance learning is very
likely; Objective 2 which deals with workforce development will also becomes important.
University of Hawaii Community Colleges Strategic Plan, 2002-2010
Distance Learning is noted under Goal A: Promote Learning and Teaching for Student Success.
The successful effort to launch a distance-delivered Associate in Arts degree through
collaborative delivery of UHCC distance courses is to be followed three things: (a) Maintaining
course offering decisions by the Distance Education Committee. (2) Standardization of faculty
compensation for distance education courses. (3) Improving coordination and the UHCC
organization.
•

The Action Strategies (p. 10) will be more easily addressed if there is a UHCC Distance
Learning Committee to address maintaining of course decisions (and the rolling plan),
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standardizing faculty compensation for developing and teaching distance courses, and
improving coordination within the UHCC system and with the UH and campus systems.
University of Hawaii Distance and Distributed Learning Action Plan, May 2003
The document was developed by the University of Hawaii Distance Learning Advisory Council
(DLAC), the group intended to have UH system oversight of policy relating to distance learning.
The DLAC is currently reviewing the document.
•

It is to be hoped that groups reviewing the revision produced by the DLAC take the
responsibility seriously. There are multiple views from which to look at how the system
and its parts will deal with the needs of distance learners, distance faculty, and distance
support. The fact that people are so busy will make it likely that not much attention will
be paid to the document, yet it is only from input of groups with particular concerns that
there is hope to create more than a shelf document.

The second paragraph of the Context section notes the difficult of distinguishing between
“distance learning” and “distributed learning:” “The technology approaches used to reach distant
learners are now routinely applied by our faculty in their campus-based courses. Today’s
campus-based students frequently register in completely online courses when available, and they
both expect and use flexibly delivered student services that were originally initiated to support
distant learners. The result of this ‘blending,’ which is occurring across the nation, is that for
most educational services there is no longer a compelling distinction in how we serve our distant
and campus-based learners.”
For those UHCC groups which are focused on the distance delivery of classes, there is often a
need to focus solely on the distance delivery aspect. A number of the distance groups began out
of a need to assure technology and services to students. Now that those “tools” are more
generally used, it would seem that the more inclusive term (distributed learning) could be used,
but for those working with distance, there is often the need to assure that services and technology
are available for the students in particular classes. The document demonstrates how much the
implementation of distance depends on the pieces of the University which are not only working
with distance.
•

Particularly in need of review are the areas assigned to be handled by particular staff. A
number of the action responsibilities are directed to the Council of Chief Academic
Officers (CCAOS). Now that the CCAOS have experienced some of the issues and the
need for follow through, they may be more able to ascertain whether they can/will handle
the distance responsibilities designated to them.

University of Hawaii Organizational Chart, 2006
The organizational chart still shows some of the concerns that have risen with accreditation.
•

Questions voiced most often include the unofficial relationship of the CCAOS as a
Council to anything else in the University. The relationship of the DOIS to the CCAOS
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is not clarified. The CDC’s are not connected with any group dealing with distance
learning.
University of Hawaii Measuring Our Progress, 2006
On p. 9, this report notes that “off-campus, face-to-face” and “online” delivery methods
comprised 83% of distance/distributed learning classes offered in Fall 2006. Fewer than half of
the distance/distributed learning classes are now taught through traditional face-to-face
interaction. In Fall 2006, 438 technology-assisted classes were delivered off-campus to students
in-state and out-of-state, accounting for 9,209 registrations. Four of the courses (57 students)
were podcasting courses. More than 40 credentials and degrees are offered in whole or in part
using distance delivery.
University of Hawaii Second Decade, April 2006
This project is a valuable element in getting ready to initiate work on the next strategic planning
process. It seeks to “identify the state’s higher education needs during the decade after 2010,
determine which of those needs should be met by which campuses, and develop a set of
priorities” to enable planning. It aims to address remediation needs and increase college going
rates, retention, transfer from 2-year to 4-year campuses, and number of certificates, associate,
and bachelor’s degrees earned. Although the role of distance learning is not addressed, the data
regarding the relative need for postsecondary education and training, the aging population, K-12
student achievement and UHCC entering student placement, migration of college graduates,
annual vacancies in shortage areas statewide, and number of baccalaureate and associate degrees
awarded speak to the importance of using distance appropriately to address learners who whose
geographic location, work, physical or social conditions, personal circumstances, or family and
community responsibilities may impede their access to post-secondary education.
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APPENDIX 25
SOURCES OF UHCC DISTANCE DATA
[SourcesDLDataUHCCs]

Data items were taken from a list of questions that were asked in meeting and print sources.
ABOUT THE DATA SOURCES:
Banner:
• Students may see all campus schedules and class availability
on-line.
• Potentially the Banner system can provide all the information
needed to monitor and assess campus and system functioning re: distance
learning. However, until very recently key decisions on coding for distance courses,
which would produce consistent data across the 10 campuses, were not
made.
• Not all of the key information has been transferred to the
Operational Data Store (ODS), the off-line data storage "warehouse" that is
used for reporting.
• Because of the potential for disruption of the system
as well as the need for consistency in the "freeze date" of certain data,
e.g., IPEDS data, reports are supposed to be run against ODS and not
directly on the production database.
• A variety of reporting projects are underway at different campuses to make
better use of the potential of Banner.
• STAR allows students to do their own on-line graduation status check. A dynamic
reporting capability allows administrators to track enrollment numbers day to day by
program and various student demographics.
• A SAS project at KauCC is seeking to combine data from any database, both
system and campus specific and including BANNER, to turn the large amounts
of data available into usable information for decision making.
Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE)
• This survey is administered only in physical classrooms. Classes must be above the remedial/basic skills level.
Classes are randomly selected by CCSSE in order to assure that national comparisons are valid. CCSSE is working
on integrating surveys in distance education classes.
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• Approximately 2,700 students across the UHCC system participated in CCSSE in 2005-2006.
• The survey is administered to students in classrooms; it is not sent to distance students.
• There are 3 questions regarding distance education.
Distance Learning Student Report:
• The purpose of this report is to help staff working with distance students see where the students from their campus are located.
• This resource identifies home campus students enrolled in distance courses at the other CCs as well as the home campus.
• It lists the following: Term, student's name, ID, email address, mailing address, home campus, home campus credits, student's
distance course (subject and number), CRN, instructional method, campus the course is originating from, and final grade.
• Because it's in an Excel format, the report can be sorted by student, course, distance campus, etc.
• It only lists courses if they are coded as “DE” in the Campus field of Banner.
DRAFT Distance Learning Support Survey of Distance Learning
• This survey is currently being finalized.
• It will be a system distance survey that all campuses can use to evaluate distance learning student support.
• ITS is providing the online support for it.
QMark Research & Polling:
• The Hawaii Assoc. of Independent. Schools and UH requested this study.
• It was intended to understand viewer perceptions of current educational access program offerings on cable TV, estimate size
of potential demand, and explore factors impacting enrollment.
• Overall 3% of those polled are taking a class via Internet; 1% use educational access cable TV; less than 1% use interactive video
at a UH campus or education center.
• Questions about the probability of taking courses showed the highest likelihood of people enrolling at a UHCC.
• Marital status, education, years in Hawaii, household size, age, ethnicity, household income, and gender for the respondents are provided.
Student Pre- and Post-Assessment of UHCC Distance Learning Academic Support Services:
• The Pre-Assessment is conducted at the beginning of the semester. It is concerned with student demographics, orientation,
purposes for taking a distance course, barriers, and participation.
• The Post-Assessment is conducted near the end of the semester. It assesses student satisfaction with the technology used.
Yearly UH Fall Distance Learning Offerings and Enrollment Report
• Number of classes and registrations include lower division, Bachelor’s, and Master’s level courses.
• Annual Report was no longer done after 2002 because there is no way to accurately gather the data through Banner.
• Table 2 provides campus totals for classes and registrations by originating campus for all delivery methods. The way delivery
methods were noted changed for the 2002 report.
• Table 3 provides UH system, campus, Oahu, military, and out-of-state totals for classes and registrations by receiving campuses for all
delivery methods. The way delivery methods were noted changed for the 2002 report.
Other
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• UHCC Faculty Teaching Distance
• Historical File through Spring 2007
• Information includes course, faculty name, campus, faculty email address, and delivery modality.

Data Item

Banner

Community
College Survey
of Student
Engagement
(CCSSE)

Distance Learning
Student Report

QMark Research &
Polling

Student Pre- and
Post-Assessment of
UHCC Distance
Learning Academic
Support Services

DRAFT Distance
Learning Support
Survey of Distance
Learning.
(To be available
after Fall 07 testing)

INFORMATION ABOUT COURSES
Enrollment in each distance
course for each UHCC
campus each semester
Number of UHCC distance
courses with enrollment
above the usual max
Number of UHCC distance
courses / sections which are
added by each campus each
semester in response to
distance or onsite courses
filling before the need is met
Number of UHCC courses /
sections cancelled each
semester by each campus
due to lack of enrollment

Yes.

No.

If accurately coded
as DE.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

No.

No.

Each campus must be
accessed separately.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Needs to incorporate
campus max info.

No.
Cannot determine
reasons why sections
may be added.

Can find out if
sections are
cancelled but
cancellation might be
for reasons other
than lack of
enrollment.
Course enrollment
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Data Item

Banner

Community
College Survey
of Student
Engagement
(CCSSE)

Distance Learning
Student Report

QMark Research &
Polling

Student Pre- and
Post-Assessment of
UHCC Distance
Learning Academic
Support Services

DRAFT Distance
Learning Support
Survey of Distance
Learning.
(To be available
after Fall 07 testing)

numbers are kept so
it would be possible
to go back and check
enrollment counts at
time of cancellation.

Number of distance courses
offered by UHCC campuses
each semester
Number of courses offered
by each UHCC campus in
each modality

Number of new UHCC
distance courses reviewed
for use of best practices

Yes.

No.

If accurately coded
as DE.

Yes.

No.

If accurately coded
as DE.

No.

Yes.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Each campus must be
accessed separately.

Yes.
Each campus must be
accessed separately.
The file would have to
be sorted by campus.
The count would need
to be done manually.

No.

No.

INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS
Number of students who
have taken 1-5, 6-10, 11-15,
or 16-20 UHCC distance
courses

Yes.
Need DE code.
Would measure by
student history,
count the number of
completions
Definition of
“satisfactory
completion” needed.

No.

No.
It would be possible to
run a campus report
each semester and
maintain an ongoing
manual tally.

No.
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Data Item

Number of distance classes
each student is taking each
semester

Number of distance and
number of onsite courses
taken by individual students
each semester
Number of students taking
distance courses from
multiple campuses each
semester
Number of students
registered in individual
distance courses (each
section of a course counted
separately)

Banner

Yes.
If accurately coded
as DE.

Yes.

Community
College Survey
of Student
Engagement
(CCSSE)

Partial.

Yes.

Gives total number
of distance classes
taken at the college
where the survey is
being given.

Shows number of
distance classes and
number of onsite
credits for the
semester.

The survey is
given only to
students in onsite
classes.

Must be counted
manually by campus.

QMark Research &
Polling

Student Pre- and
Post-Assessment of
UHCC Distance
Learning Academic
Support Services

DRAFT Distance
Learning Support
Survey of Distance
Learning.
(To be available
after Fall 07 testing)

No.

No.

No.

No.

Shows only number of
onsite credits taken
from the home
campus plus the
distance courses.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Yes, only for
distance courses.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

If accurately coded
as DE.

Yes.

Distance Learning
Student Report

Each campus’ report
must be accessed for a
manual count.

Yes.
Each offering has a
separate CRN.

No.

Yes.
A manual count of all
courses by CRN will
assure that each
section of a course is
counted separately.
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Data Item

Banner

Number of students enrolled
Yes.
in distance courses at
different campuses
Number of students whose
Yes.
Use home campus,
home campus is not the
campus closest to their home permanent address
and present address.
address

Community
College Survey
of Student
Engagement
(CCSSE)

No.

Yes.

QMark Research &
Polling

Student Pre- and
Post-Assessment of
UHCC Distance
Learning Academic
Support Services

DRAFT Distance
Learning Support
Survey of Distance
Learning.
(To be available
after Fall 07 testing)

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Manual count of each
campus.

No.

No,
not directly.
Reasonably accurate
decisions can be made
by checking the
mailing address.

Some students forget
to change their home
campus information.

Individual student
Yes.
enrollment in both lower and
upper division courses
Number of students from
Yes.
Look
at
home
UH 4-year campuses taking
campus.
lower division courses from
the UHCC’s
Distance students’ grades in
Yes.
both distance and onsite
courses

Distance Learning
Student Report

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Only distance grades
are available.
Manual count must be
done.

Number of students from
each campus enrolled in
each distance course (Are
students principally taking

Yes.
Home campus
information is best.
Mailing address

No.

Yes.
Manual count going
into each campus’
report.
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Data Item

distance courses offered by
their home campuses?)
Portion of chosen program
which individual students
have completed by distance

Banner

Community
College Survey
of Student
Engagement
(CCSSE)

Distance Learning
Student Report

QMark Research &
Polling

Student Pre- and
Post-Assessment of
UHCC Distance
Learning Academic
Support Services

DRAFT Distance
Learning Support
Survey of Distance
Learning.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

(To be available
after Fall 07 testing)

could be problematic
for Oahu campuses.

Yes.
Look at all the
courses the student
has completed.
Bring in STAR data.

Number of distance students
who are on the Deans’ List
(in spite of the fact that they
cannot count grades earned
in distance courses)

Yes.
Must know
definition of Deans’
List.

INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENT PERCEPTIONS AND FEELINGS
Student perceptions about
the delivery of their distance
courses
Student perceptions about
the technology used in
delivery of their distance
courses
Student perceptions about
instruction in onsite and
distance courses
Student perceptions about
their skills in taking a

No.

No.

No.

No.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Yes.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Yes.

No./
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Data Item

distance course
Student feelings about their
experience in taking a
distance course

Banner

No.

Community
College Survey
of Student
Engagement
(CCSSE)

Distance Learning
Student Report

QMark Research &
Polling

Student Pre- and
Post-Assessment of
UHCC Distance
Learning Academic
Support Services

DRAFT Distance
Learning Support
Survey of Distance
Learning.

Partial.

No.

No.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

No.

Yes.

No.

No.

No.

Yes.

No.

(To be available
after Fall 07 testing)

Gives total number
of distance classes
taken at the college
where the survey is
being given.
The survey is
given only to
students in onsite
classes.

Student assessment of
importance of distance
education courses to him/her

No.

Partial.
Gives total number
of distance classes
taken at the college
where the survey is
being given.
The survey is
given only to
students in onsite
classes.

Numbers of students who
complete the Student Preand Post-Assessment of
UHCC Distance Learning
Academic Support Services

No.

No.
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Data Item

Banner

Community
College Survey
of Student
Engagement
(CCSSE)

Distance Learning
Student Report

QMark Research &
Polling

Student Pre- and
Post-Assessment of
UHCC Distance
Learning Academic
Support Services

DRAFT Distance
Learning Support
Survey of Distance
Learning.
(To be available
after Fall 07 testing)

INFORMATION ABOUT FACULTY TEACHING DISTANCE COURSES
Number of instructors who
use the Student Pre- and
Post-Assessment of UHCC
Distance Learning
Academic Support Services
Number of distance faculty
who did NOT use the
Student Pre- and PostAssessment of UHCC
Distance Learning
Academic Support Services

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Number of faculty who
teach distance courses at
each campus each semester
Number of distance courses
taught by faculty at each
campus each semester
Number of faculty who are
provided with assigned time,
training opportunity, or
equipment to assist them in
developing distance courses
Number of faculty who feel

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.
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Data Item

they have moved from
dependence on staff for
support to ability to teach
distance without significant
assistance from campus or
system staff
Number of faculty who
commit to revising a
distance course to maintain
content currency or improve
its quality
Number of faculty who
commit to revising a
distance course to improve
upon the use of
technological tools
Number of faculty who shift
a distance course from one
technology to another
Number of faculty who have
tried teaching one or more
distance courses and do not
choose to teach any more
distance courses
Number of faculty who will
not teach a distance-

Banner

Community
College Survey
of Student
Engagement
(CCSSE)

Distance Learning
Student Report

QMark Research &
Polling

Student Pre- and
Post-Assessment of
UHCC Distance
Learning Academic
Support Services

DRAFT Distance
Learning Support
Survey of Distance
Learning.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

(To be available
after Fall 07 testing)
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Data Item

Banner

Community
College Survey
of Student
Engagement
(CCSSE)

Distance Learning
Student Report

QMark Research &
Polling

Student Pre- and
Post-Assessment of
UHCC Distance
Learning Academic
Support Services

DRAFT Distance
Learning Support
Survey of Distance
Learning.
(To be available
after Fall 07 testing)

delivered course
INFORMATION USEFUL FOR PLANNING
Information on students who
did not enroll

No.

No.

No.

No.

Some information on
those polled who had
not enrolled, particularly
in a cable TV course.

No.

Relationship of UHCC
distance programs to state
workforce needs
Database of reasons students
do not complete their
courses
How many potential
students give up and never
apply or register because of
the repeated effort required
or the confusion of
information from multiple
campuses?

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.
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APPENDIX 26
STATEMENT ON FACULTY POSITION ADS
REGARDING TEACHING BY DISTANCE
[StatFacAdsReTchDL}

CAMPUS

STATEMENT

HawCC

“. . . includes instructional assignments
involving distance education.

HonCC

"Duties and responsibilities may include
instructional assignments involving
distance education."

KapCC

“Regular

workload may include evening
and weekend classes, continuingeducation classes, distance-education
classes, and teaching at off-campus sites.”

KauCC

Included in our most recent vacancy
announcements for faculty as a desirable
qualification: "Willingness to instruct via
the various technological media available
to the college, including distance
learning."

LeeCC

COMMENTS
Sometimes a unit will make the
statement “May include
instructional assignments
involving distance education.”

Leeward Community College
does not include a specific
statement on faculty recruiting
narratives that selected faculty
members must be willing or have
experience in teaching distance
education courses. DE courses
are taught by campus faculty
members who are willing to
engage in this educational venue
over the more traditional
classroom approach. To assist
those faculty members, academic
disciplines, and College
instructional divisions, the
College has established within its
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COMMENTS
Educational Media Center two
academic support faculty
positions: a Distance Education
Instructor and a Multi-Media
Instructor. These two individuals
promote DE instruction and
development of DE curriculum
and resources.

MauCC

May include assignments involving
distance education. Evening, weekend,
and outreach (e.g. Molokai, Lanai, Hana),
classes may be assigned as part of regular
work.

WinCC

Windward CC recruits with the following
statement listed under the "duties"
section: Duties and responsibilities may
include instructional assignments
involving distance education.
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APPENDIX 27
STATUS OF CAMPUS DISTANCE LEARNING COMMITTEES ON INDIVIDUAL UHCC CAMPUSES
[CampusDLComm.Survey]

What mechanisms are available at the UHCC campus level for overseeing distance learning?
1. Does your campus have a distance learning committee?
HAW

HawCC’s Academic Senate has an ad hoc Distance Education Committee that was
formed in Spring 2006 in consultation with the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.

HON

Yes. HCC has a Distance Education Review Board.

KAP

The College has developed a concept paper to support a major push in Distance
Learning, especially online learning. The charge for the group is to develop an allencompassing plan for online instruction, student services & academic support. Prior
to the establishment of this task force, the College had no formal distance learning
committee.

KAU

Yes.

LEE

Yes Leeward has a distance learning committee.

MAU

We do not have a formal distance learning committee. However we have a group that
meets each semester as we do the distance learning scheduling. It has been the same
group for several years – department chairs, outreach coordinators, UH Center
Director, Counselor, Director of Media, VCAA, and others.

WIN

We do not have a formal distance learning committee. We do have one that is trying
to draw up paperwork to accommodate notifying CCAAC if the new course proposal
is for distance. We also want to figure out some kind of training after the new course
is identified as distance.

2. What is the purpose of the group? To support the development of distance curriculum? To
approve curriculum actions for distance learning classes? To draft material such as
policies/procedures? To propose actions? Other?
HAW

The purpose of HawCC’s ad hoc DE Academic Senate Committee is to recommend
policy to the Academic Senate that, once approved, will be forwarded to
Administration Team to be used as the basis for developing a campus DE plan. The
committee’s charge is:
“Using the ACCJC guidelines, the following is a prioritized list of what the committee
should be able to produce, with a deadline and the constituent group or individual who
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should assume responsibility:
1. draft student evaluation/assessment policy for DE courses for October, 2006
Academic Senate meeting; responsible party—Instruction
2. draft peer review policy for DE courses for November 2006 Academic Senate
meeting; responsible party—Instruction
3. draft Student Services Support plan--including advising, financial aid,
technical training for students, and students with disabilities--for DE by
January 2007 Academic Senate meeting; responsible party—Student Services
4. draft Academic Support plan--including library services, test proctoring,
tutoring, technical support, and DE web site development--for DE by February
2007 Academic Senate meeting; responsible party—Academic Support
5. draft DE program planning document by March 2007 Academic Senate
meeting—including DE faculty development issues, position description for
new faculty Campus Distance Education Coordinator, campus priorities for
DE scheduling and degree/certificate completion timeline, DE budgetary
implications, program assessment and integration of Substantive Change
process; responsible party—Administration and ad hoc Committee Chair to
take the lead with all committee members providing input
6. final report to be submitted to the Academic Senate Chair for the April 2007
meeting; responsible party, ad hoc Committee Chair with input from C
committee members”
Because the DE Committee is ad hoc, it has a specific set of goals to achieve by the
end of 2006/07. The ad hoc DE Committee has not developed curriculum to support
DE nor has it made any curricular decisions or recommendations regarding DE
courses. It has developed 3 policies, which have been approved by the Academic
Senate and which are under review by the Administration Team. The 3 policies are
included in response 1 under Item 2.
HON

The purpose of the Distance Education Review Board is to serve as a review body to
review and approve all existing and new DE courses.

KAP

The recently appointed task force will develop a plan & make recommendations on
DE mission, policies, assessment, student training & support, faculty development &
support, and infrastructure. Currently, we have do not have a separate process for
approving the offering of courses via distance.

KAU

In January 2001 a Distance Learning Committee was created at Kauai Community College.
The purpose of the committee was to set policy, promote, and approve the development of DL
courses. In 2006, the committee took on the responsibility of reviewing DL courses every 5
years as part of the curriculum review process. A DL Committee process was created for this
review.

LEE

The committee operates as a group that recommends policies and procedures and
proposes actions.
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MAU

At this point the group serves as advisory on distance learning class schedules.

WIN

Purpose is in #1 above. We are not drafting any material other than the addition on
the CCAAC new course proposal form of a box that will identify if it is to be distance.
We do not have a distance curriculum.

3. What authority does the group have? Is that authority written down and approved?
HAW

The ad hoc DE Committee reports to the Academic Senate. Its authority was approved
by the Academic Senate in the form of a resolution during the Spring 2006 semester.
The written charge for the committee was developed in consultation between the
Academic Senate’s Executive Committee and the Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs.

HON

The Distance Education Review Board is a CPC subcommittee of the CPC
(Committee of Programs and Curricula), was formed and began work in Spring of
2005. A description of the DE Review Board and the DE curriculum proposal form
is posted at the HCC Intranet website.

KAP

The Task Force was created by the Chancellor. Once its task is accomplished, it is
likely that some other formal body will implement the recommendations established
by the task force.

KAU

The Committee was created by the Chancellor and given the authority to review and
approve requests to develop distance learning classes. This was not written down.
The committee also has the responsibility of reviewing DL courses every 5 years
along with the curriculum committee. These responsibilities are not written down
except in curriculum committee minutes. In all cases, processes for approvals were
created and written down.

LEE

None, It is only a recommending body.

MAU

The group has no authority but recommends distance learning courses that need to be
offered.

WIN

The group has no authority. We are just to make sure the CCAAC is properly
notified and that the teacher is trained (we have not figured out how to do that yet).

4. When there is an issue, to whom does this group report? If the group does not have the
authority to resolve the issue, is it moved to someone with authority to act? Is the group
connected with the campus Curriculum Committee, the Faculty Senate, or some other campus
body? Could you give some examples of issues that have come to the group?
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HAW

The ad hoc Committee reports to the Academic Senate (see #3 above). Student
evaluations and peer evaluations of DE classes and student services support are the 3
areas for which the ad hoc Committee drafted policies. Currently, a policy for
Academic Support of DE is being developed

HON

No issues have thus far come up to the DE Review Board.

KAP

Issues related to Distance Ed are reported to the person responsible for the area. So,
complaints about faculty go to the DC. Complaints about delivery go to the Distance
Ed Coordinator. Complaints about testing go to the testing coordinator.

KAU

The Distance Learning Committee reports to the Dean of Instruction, an appropriate
division chair or the curriculum committee chair. One “issue” came before the
committee having to do with approving the development of DL classes by lecturers.
This issue came early on and helped clarify the process so that instructors
simultaneously sought approvals not only from the DL committee but also from their
Program and the Dean of Instruction. This way the committee could focus on need
and appropriateness of technology and not on content and funding.

LEE

N/A.

MAU

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. Works with department chairs regarding
individual faculty members.

WIN

If there is an issue, we treat it as we would an issue for a face-to-face class. So it
goes through those channels.

5. Do you have other groups and/or individuals who oversee or work with distance
learning? Are there permanent or ad hoc groups dealing with distance concerns? Are
there special distance emphases at your campus which need oversight by some
individual or group
HAW

Besides the ad hoc DE Committee, there is a faculty member who represents HawCC
at the Campus Distance Coordinators’ Group meetings. Other individuals with some
DE responsibilities:
•

HawCC’s West Hawai‘i Education Center Director and many of the faculty and
staff

•

Department chairs and full-time faculty and lecturers in the divisions of: General
Education; Nursing; Business, Education & Technology

•

Academic Support faculty and staff in The Learning Centers, libraries,
computing, and class scheduling

•

Student Services faculty and staff including, disabilities counselor
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HON

In Spring 2006, a Distance Education Ad Hoc subcommittee of the Planning Council
was formed in Spring 2005 to report on the status of distance education. In Spring
2007, the Distance Education Ad Hoc subcommittee of the Planning Council will
make recommendations regarding distance education. One recommendation will be
to formalize the DE Ad Hoc Committee into a Distance Education Advisory Board to
address strategic planning and to prioritize needs for distance education. In addition,
the Report from the Visiting Team after the Fall 2006 Accreditation Self Study Visit
has recommended that the College develop a formal assessment process in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of its Distance Education program in meeting the
institutional mission.

KAP

The folks at our Center for Excellence in Learning, Teaching and Technology have
the most responsibility for Distance Ed. from training faculty for online or TV
delivery to coordinating TV scheduling to coordinating TV productions to managing
the delivery.

KAU

Kauai Community College has a University Center with a Director who is also the
Assistant Dean of Instruction at KCC. The Assistant Dean oversees Academic
Support units that provide services to KCC students as well as distance learning
students. These units are the Library, Media Services, Learning Center, Instructional
Technology, and Computer Services.
The University Center focuses on bringing upper degree programs to Kauai but it also
supports the AA level courses that the college receives. It does this by providing
various services like new student orientation, proctoring, pre-advising, liaising with
sending sites, clerical support, and marketing, through participation on the Campus
Distance Education Coordinators committee and through advocacy by the University
Center Director.
The library has a Distance Learning Librarian who advocates for and provides library
services to the “remote” UH student. The Media Services department supports DL by
providing facilities, equipment, technology resources, and technical support. The
Computer Services department provides computer and network support. The
Learning Center does proctoring and tutoring for distance students and the
Instructional Technologist provides technical computer support for them.
The campus also houses a UHM College of Education coordinator for the Elementary
Education and for the Post Baccalaureate degrees for teaching licensure. He recruits,
advises, and teaches for these programs. The College of Education also has a faculty
member on Kauai who teaches in the Elementary Education program. Both of these
instructors share an office on campus and are provided with other resources like
classrooms, network support, av equipment, access to copiers, phones, etc.

LEE

The group reports to the Distance Education Coordinator.

MAU

The University Center operates with distance courses bringing in 4-year and
advanced degrees to our campus. We have a Distance Learning Librarian who
provides library services to the outreach centers, and the Kahului campus distance
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students. The Media Center provides facilities, technicians, equipment to support our
DL courses. The computing center provides equipment, technicians and facilities to
support the DL courses as well. The Learning Center handles proctoring and tutoring
for distance students. We have hired an instructional designer who works with
individual faculty to enhance their courses with technology for both on campus and
distance courses.
WIN

There are no other people with distance oversight. With the hiring of our ADOP
coordinator (our mini university), we will probably become more involved with
distance. But we have yet to see how that will impact us.
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APPENDIX 28
SUMMARY UH FALL DISTANCE LEARNING OFFERINGS
AND ENROLLMENT REPORT
Fall 1997 – Fall 2002
[SummUHFallDLOffEnrollReptF97thruF02]

Notations:
• The source of this information is Appendix 37, UH Fall Distance Learning Offerings and
Enrollment Report, Fall 1997-Fall 2002.
• The numbers indicate a combination of lower division, baccalaureate, and graduate
course delivered by technology.
• Registrations are duplicated numbers.
Semester/Year

Originating
Campus

Fall 1997

HawCC

# Technology- #
Delivered
Registrations
Courses
2
29

Fall 1998

HonCC*
KapCC*
KauCC
LeeCC*
MauCC
Hana
Lanai
Molokai
WinCC
*Oahu
HawCC

7
5
--7
25
----------46

225
99
--205
519
----------773

Fall 1999

HonCC*
KapCC*
KauCC
LeeCC*
MauCC
Lanai
Molokai
WinCC
*Oahu
HawCC

137
----7
17
-----------

1,633
----102
463
-----------

Receive
Site
# Classes
Hilo, 0
N Haw, 0
W. Haw, 19
----29
--43
15
25
29
--36
Hilo, 2
N Haw, 0
W Haw, 22
----25
--45
8
13
--93
Hilo, 13
N Haw, 0
W Haw, 8

Receive Site
No
Registrations
0
0
91
----71
--607
19
42
100
--652
4
0
110
----104
--525
16
72
--855
40
0
28
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Semester/Year

Originating
Campus

# TechnologyDelivered
Courses
66
28

#
Registrations

40
54
-------

368
113
-------

13

95

Fall 2000

HonCC*
KapCC*
KauCC
LeeCC*
MauCC
Lanai
Molokai
WinCC
*Oahu
HawCC

230
299

Fall 2001

HonCC*
KapCC*
KauCC
LeeCC*
MauCC
Lanai
Molokai
WinCC
*Oahu
HawCC

57
36
2
81
51
--------25

372
274
25
629
450
--------191

Fall 2002

HonCC*
KapCC*
KauCC
LeeCC*
MauCC
Lanai
Molokai
WinCC
HawCC

18
70
7
114
32
----4
15

390
519
57
697
509
----42
155

HonCC*
KapCC*
KauCC
LeeCC*
MauCC
Lanai
Molokai

19
38
3
48
35
-----

392
667
28
936
490
-----
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Receive
Site
# Classes
----55
--45
18
23
--92
Hilo, 41
N Haw, 0
W Haw, 31
----70
--88
9
17
--90
Hilo, 38
N Haw, 2
W Haw, 44
----63
--91
27
36
--Hilo, 21
N Haw, 1
W Haw, 47
----54
--96
13
38

Receive Site
No
Registrations
----176
--277
18
92
--616
82
0
138
----230
--617
16
97
--1,104
107
3
206
----212
--726
32
116
--130
1
200
----202
--732
22
160
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Semester/Year

After 2002

Page 3 of 3

Originating
Campus

# Technology- #
Receive
Receive Site
Delivered
Registrations
Site
No
Courses
# Classes
Registrations
WinCC
3
59
----*Oahu
----154
2,079
The annual Report of UH Distance Learning Offerings and Enrollment was no
longer done after Banner was implemented because there was no way to
accurately gather the data through Banner.

SOURCE: Table 2 Fall (year) Classes and Registration by Originating Campus and Delivery Method and Table 3,
Fall (year) Classes and Registrations by Receiving Site and Delivery Method.
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APPENDIX 29
TOPICS ADDRESSED BY THE DISTRIBUTED AND DISTANCE LEARNING ADVISORY COUNCIL
(DLAC)
2004 - 2006
[TopicsDLACWorking04thru06]

These are the major issues with which the DLAC has been involved from its beginning in Spring 2003
through Fall 2006.
1. Copyright Guidelines
• Faculty need easily accessible and understandable resource guiding them in legal use of
media.
• LCCs online faculty resource was edited to serve as a System resource. Website
available for general use contains copyright primer including Fair Use, Library Exemption,
TEACH Act guidelines, and useful checklists and forms.
• DLAC requests that the UH Library Council assume oversight of the website.
• DLAC sub-committee on copyright requested action memo to Linda Johnsrud requesting
establishing a representative Task Force to revise the 1992 UH guidelines for the use of
copyrighted materials into a web-based interactive tool to provide relevant legal opinion
based on situational criteria.
• No action was taken.
2. Technology Costing Methodology (TCM)
• Four UHCCs surveyed 12 courses with no obvious correlation between cost and modality,
cost and enrollments, or cost and subject/discipline.
• The study served to alert people that a variety of factors fed into each campus’ method of
calculating cost.
• It was determined that for the UH system, this methodology is too detailed for effective
planning at this time.
• The CCAOs concurred with the DLAC recommendation. While it might be useful in
entrepreneurial programs, it will be on hold unless there is a need for it.
3. Hawaii Course Redesign
• Carol Twigg’s PEW project, intended to help redesigned courses to improve learning and
reduce costs by redesigning large-enrollment courses was funded through UH Educational
Improvement Funds (EIF).
• Three courses received funding in 2004-2005.
• Due perhaps to the large-scale changes which UH was undergoing at the time, this effort
did not receive the kind of attention that could have led to system change rather than
response which was more campus-focused.
4. ACCJC’s Policy regarding Distance Learning Courses
• ACCJC requires that a course must go through curriculum approval when the delivery
method is changed from onsite to DL. This is different than the UH assumption that the
delivery method could be separated from the course itself. Using Principles of Good
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Practice to guide curriculum development did not mandate that every course be sent
through Curriculum Committee.
Systemwide concerns arise:
• If there is to be a course approval process, does approval by one campus mean that
all campuses are covered?
• The emphasis in the ACCJC Standards is on the achievement of clearly identified
student learning outcomes, regardless of mode of instruction. Is there really reference
to any re-approval process required based on changes in the mode of instruction?
• Reference to “the appropriateness of electronic delivery to meeting course and
program objectives” may imply a different process than the course approval process.
The CCAOs felt that this project has an approach that is more focused on marginal costs
which may lend insight about the value of the TCM analysis.

5. ADA Accessibility
• What 504/ADA compliance means is still being defined.
• Jon Nakasone developed a 3-step process for ADA compliance. Only part 1, BOBBI, has
been completed.
• In 2004, UHs Ann Ito said that DL courses at UH do meet the legal requirement of being
compliant.
• There is concern that not all faculty have the knowledge/training to develop a DL course
meeting compliance requirements.
• The CDC understanding is that locally-produced educational programming is exempt from
providing close-captioning for cable courses. (FCC, Exemptions from Closed Captioning
Rules)
6. Proctoring of DL Exams by UH System Testing Centers
• An memo from the DLAC to the CCAOs asked that they recommit all UH campuses and
education centers to mutual, inter-campus support of test proctoring for UH students
enrolled in DL courses offered by an campus in the UH system. It also suggested regular
communication among and with those directly involved in providing services.
• The Interim VP for Academic Planning & Policy sent a memo to the COCs summarizing
the CCAOs request and noting that the DLAC offered to facilitate the process of regular
communication among those directly involved in providing proctoring services, reviewing
policies, agreements, available forms, and the current provision of services.
• There are differing practices on individual campuses as to how proctoring is addressed
within lines of communication and supervision.
• There has been no word about proctoring staff response to Chancellors discussion with
them. There is also no indication as to whether facilitation of communication among
proctoring staff on the different campuses is desired.
7. Distance Learning Online Orientation
• The UHCC DL Orientation is available on the UHCC.e-learn website.
• Technical difficulties resolved by migrating the revised UHCC.e-learn website, including
the UHCC DL Orientation, to the ITS Web Hosted server.
• Content structure concerns:
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DL students shop for a campus based on such things as program and graduation
requirements. The DL Online Orientation presupposes students have knowledge
about campuses which they may not have when they are selecting a home campus.
• The orientation is more a campus orientation, pointing them to various services, than it
is a general DL orientation.
• As a pre-Banner product , the orientation needs to be updated.
• The HONCC Campus Distance Coordinator now keeps the UHCC DL Orientation site
updated.
There are other online orientations provided by faculty and/or campuses for their DL
students.

8. Online Evaluation
• Review of the UHCC.e-learn pre-test and post-test of support services served as a vehicle
for discussion of the need for UH systemwide online evaluation of support services and
instruction.
• The well-received DLAC memo to the CCAOs and the ACCFSC supported a more
consistent approach for the evaluation of support services across all campuses. While
there are many challenges, online student evaluation should be available for both the
evaluation of instruction and the evaluation of support services.
• A large bank of pre-established and validated evaluation items would be available from
which campuses, departments, and individual faculty could select items. The evaluation
system would be informed by Banner so only registered students would receive the
evaluation. Anonymous evaluations would respect the privacy and confidentiality of
students. Streamlined reports would be delivered quickly and directly to faculty. Policies
would be needed to govern use and retention of evaluation results.
• The DLAC also recommended a robust peer review system for all forms of instruction.
9. UH Student Information Technology Fee
• The DLAC was asked to draft a proposal for a student information technology fee.
• The purpose of the fee was defined as expanding and enhancing the quality of the overall
educational technology environment available to UH students. It was not intended to
substitute for tuition or other funding or to replace other fees. Equipment and activities
funded through a student IT fee would be used directly for students across a campus. All
students, not just DL students should benefit.
• While the proposal was positively received, it was defeated by the concern over tuition
increases.
10. Financing the UH Collaborative Approach to Statewide Support for Distributed Learning
• Some sites lack staffing to allow commitment to available programs. While grant funding
has helped, it cannot be relied upon to meet all needs.
• Tight funding has resulted in campuses supporting programs which generate tuition for
their campus rather than generating tuition at other campuses. Independent campus
decisions on assignment of resources has systemwide implication for how well the UH
system and the individual campuses meet statewide needs in their areas of lead academic
responsibility.
• The DLAC recommends:
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A systemwide DL funding pool funded before campus allocations and reassigned to
campuses annually based on commitments to support agreed-upon programs.
Establishment of a technology fee.

11. University Center Problems & Related Matters
• A memo from the DLAC to the Chancellors and VPs urged that within the context of
campus mission definition and differentiation, the Second Decade planning initiative
provide the fundamental framework for how the parts of the UH system will work together
to meet statewide need. Issues go beyond DL support to curricular areas such as
articulation and program coordination.
• How does cost of supporting collaborative outreach fit into local campus-based
responsibilities?
• A funding model is needed for the 2 types of receive site support requirements:
• Generic core services.
• Program specific services.
• The 3 types of local support centers (UCs, geographically separate education centers,
the new program emerging at WINCC) are mostly indistinguishable in their primary
objective to serve local learners with programs not available through a local campus.
They differ in status, capabilities, and service offerings.
• Is UH organized and structured to handle the following?
• Are support centers in the right locations?
• Should the distinctions among the 3 types of local support centers be eliminated?
• Should local support centers report to a centralized office or to the nearest
campus?
• Should local support centers be funded out of local campus budgets, a central
budget, or a combination?
• In order to best serve local communities, should relationships between UH local
support centers and private/competitive educational institutions be encouraged or
restrained?
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APPENDIX 30
UHCC CAMPUS STAFF INPUT
ON NEED FOR COMMON COURSE PREREQUISITES
[UHCCCampStaffInputNeedCourPreqs]

CAMPUS
HawCC
HonCC
KapCC
KauCC

COMMENTS

When a student comes across a prerequisite registration block, I
usually will have a counselor assist the student. According to
Creighton (and I concur) that the different prerequisites are confusing
and frustrating for students when they try to register. This drives
students to shop for courses they qualify for.
Regarding ENG 100, Creighton said that it is confusing for
counselors and students when some campuses use both reading and
writing as prerequisites while the system advocates writing only.
Students also get confused with the different course titles, e.g., ACC
202, Elementary Accounting II (HawCC) and ACC 202, Introduction
to Managerial Accounting (KapCC) (UC Ed Spec.)

LeeCC
MauCC
WinCC

This is such a large issue. Definitely worthy to be mentioned in a
distance ed report, but any regulation of this is beyond the scope of
distance ed issues. Certainly distance ed students are affected, but
actually their number is dwarfed by its affect on transfers within the
UHCCs. At WCC, our counselors advise all students, distance or
otherwise. So right now that miasma is handled by them. (ADOI
working with distance).
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APPENDIX 31
UHCC CAMPUSES’ INTENTION
TO DELIVER AN ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE VIA DISTANCE
[CampusIntentDelivAAviaDL]

HAW CC

HawCC does not plan to offer an AA degree via distance. It does offer distance courses in support of its mission
and to supplement its traditional AA degree. HawCC participates with other UHCC’s through e-learn by offering
selected distance courses to help students state-wide achieve an AA degree.

HON CC

Honolulu Community College continues to participate in the UHCC.e-learn AA degree, as well as offering a
number of vocational-technical courses. Honolulu Community College recognizes that at some time during the
development of its distance learning course offerings it may need to submit a Substantive Change notice to
WASC, to ensure the College remains compliant with accreditation standards. Programs currently being
monitored are the AA, Applied Trades, and FIRE programs, all of which are of interest to the HCC SOCAD unit.
Honolulu Community College will contact WASC for a more definitive explanation of its framework for the
Substantive Change requirement.

KAP CC

We have no current plans to make KapCC’s AA available completely by distance. However, a task force is set
to re-examine the College’s DE program and the group will address the issue.

KAU CC

No interest in providing the total degree. Kauai lacks the resources and the size to develop a complete
program.

LEE CC

LeeCC intends to deliver an AA by distance. It currently offers by distance all but 3 courses needed to deliver
an AA degree.

MAU CC

MauiCC continues to offer the AA degree by distance through a combination of methodologies.

WIN CC

DL is not that important to our campus in carrying out its mission now. However, we are adding a modified type
of University Center (We call it ADOP)-Advanced Degree Opportunities Program.) which will change our
relationship with DL. We will be brokering four-year college upper-division classes either on site or via DL so
students here can dovetail into selected “programs” and get an advanced degree never having to leave the
Windward side. We foresee these students making more use of DL classes offered by other schools.
Our major obstacle has been our small size. We just don’t have enough offerings and faculty to support a large
DL offering. Consequently, our students make use of DL offerings by other schools. We are on the cutting edge
of making a leap into much more active DL participation with our ADOP.

NOTE: Another goal of the UHCC Distance Learning Committee was to work on distance delivery of
Associate in Science degrees. Especially with the concern to merge workforce needs with
programs provide to state residents, this area needs to be explored. The appendix, INCOMPLETE
UHCC Degrees and Certificates Delivered Completely or Partially by Distance Technology or
Outreach was a partial effort to determine what is available.
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APPENDIX 32
UHCC CAMPUSES’ SCHEDULES OF CLASSES
Information on Distance-Delivered Classes
Spring 2007
[SchedofClassesUHCCCampuses]

SOC = Schedule of Classes
Campus

HawCC

Online SOC

No. Only class
availability lists
are provided.

Mentions
that
Other
UHCC’s
Offer
Distance
Courses
---

Refers to
UHCC.elearn or UH
DLIT
website

Lists Courses
from Other
Campuses

Print Schedule

---

---

Yes
• Separate section
for West Hawaii
Ed Ctr offerings
thru HawCC.
• Separate page
shows projected
4-semester list
of HawCC
classes
available for
West Haw Ed
Ctr students so
can earn AA.
• Separate pages
showing
courses for
ECE and

Mentions
Refers to
that Other
UHCC.eUHCC’s
learn or UH
Offer
DLIT website
Distance
Courses
No.

UHCC.e-learn
listed.

Lists Courses
from Other
Campuses

No, assumes
e-learn link
provides that
information
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Campus

HonCC

KapCC

KauCC

Online SOC

• Screen 1, Special
Schedules,
Distance
Education
• Screen 2,
Reference to
other campuses
and e-learn,
Definitions of
modalities
• Screen 3, HonCC
offerings
• Screen 1, no
mention of DL
• Screen 2, no
mention of DL
No. The campus
Web Committee
decided not to post
the SOC on the
web because by the
time it's printed/
posted, it's not
accurate. "Class
Availability"
provides a more
current and
accurate listing.

Mentions
that
Other
UHCC’s
Offer
Distance
Courses
Yes.

Refers to
UHCC.elearn or UH
DLIT
website

UHCC. elearn listed.

Lists Courses
from Other
Campuses

No, assumes
e-learn link
provides that
information
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Print Schedule

Mentions
Refers to
that Other
UHCC.eUHCC’s
learn or UH
Offer
DLIT website
Distance
Courses

NURS.
Yes

UHCC. elearn listed.

Lists Courses
from Other
Campuses

No, assumes
e-learn link
provides that
information

None.

None.

None.

?

?

?

?

---

---

---

Yes.

Lists other
CC
courses

Yes

Yes
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Campus

LeeCC

MauCC

WinCC

Online SOC

• Screen 1 lists
distance
education.
• Screen 2 lists
UHCC.e-learn
site.
• Screen 1 lists
UHCC.e-learn
site.
• Print SOC is also
online.

Mentions
that
Other
UHCC’s
Offer
Distance
Courses
No.
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Refers to
UHCC.elearn or UH
DLIT
website

Lists Courses
from Other
Campuses

Print Schedule

Yes.

No.

Yes.

?

?

?

No.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

No.

Yes.

Yes.

No, not in UHCC. eonline
learn listed.
schedule.
Print
SOC
online
notes that
courses
offered
by 4-year
and 2year
campuses
are listed
on
UHCC.elearn.
No.
UHCC. E• The Online SOC
learn listed.
is a scanned copy
of the print SOC.
• Schedule of
Classes, p. 21
mentions DL.

Mentions
Refers to
that Other
UHCC.eUHCC’s
learn or UH
Offer
DLIT website
Distance
Courses

Lists Courses
from Other
Campuses

UHCC.e-learn No, assumes
listed on p. 21. e-learn link
provides that
information
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Campus

Online SOC

• Definitions of
modalities and
WinCC offerings.

Mentions
that
Other
UHCC’s
Offer
Distance
Courses

Refers to
UHCC.elearn or UH
DLIT
website

Lists Courses
from Other
Campuses
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Print Schedule

Mentions
Refers to
that Other
UHCC.eUHCC’s
learn or UH
Offer
DLIT website
Distance
Courses

Lists Courses
from Other
Campuses
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APPENDIX 33
UHCC DEANS OF INSTRUCTION / CHIEF ACADEMIC OFFICERS
& ASSISTANT DEANS OF INSTRUCTION SURVEY
REGARDING DISTANCE LEARNING
[UHCCDOISCAOSADOISSURVEYDL]

Systems
1. What do you as a DOI or ADOI think is working well with campus distance
delivery? With UHCC system distance delivery? With UH system distance
delivery?
HAW CC

Through the use of HITS and polycom systems, HawCC is able to offer courses
at various remote locations throughout Hawaii Island, literally bringing
educational opportunities to their front door. Internet courses provides students
with flexibility and allows us to offer a few “speciality” classes that may not
otherwise have the minimum enrollment numbers to run. The UHCC e-learn site
provides students with course offering information in one place.

HON CC

The number of distance-delivered courses has increased steadily. Since the
campus is part of a system, the system distance delivery must be working well
also.

KAP CC

“Well” is a relative term. Compared to years past, I think the scheduling of TV
courses is better. Given the fact that I can’t think of any serious problems on my
campus, it must mean that the folks who represent the campuses and are working
at the system level are doing a great job.

KAU CC

Now that many of the system issues have been standardized (Banner, ebooks,
library resources, Financial aid, registration, etc.) the campus system runs with
fewer problems. The CDC committee still exists to sort out operational problems
at the UHCC level. The computer network is robust and is supported by the
system IT office. At the system level, the MSG is still in existence and effective.

LEE CC

By the rise in on-line courses, seems that the IT support and maintenance is
working very well at the system level. At our campus, tech support and faculty
mentoring have allowed instructors new to DE to develop their own on-line or
televised courses.

MAU CC

We depend on distance classes to serve our outreach sites, as well as offering
choices for our Kahului students who work. The fact that students can choose
courses from all the campuses is a plus for them in completing requirements.

WIN CC

We offer very few distance classes, but they are drawing students from the
system. The students are finding courses they want/need on our CC distance web
sites. Those are wonderfully kept up to date.
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2. How has the changed UHCC structure with each campus having a Chancellor who
has been encouraged to think more entrepreneurially affected the way your campus
regards UHCC system distance offerings?
HAW CC

I don’t believe that “the changed UHCC structure with each campus having a
Chancellor” affected the way our campus regards UHCC system distance
offerings. The Chancellor has made a commitment to service the entire island
with either face-to-face instruction or through distance delivered courses.

HON CC

HonCC really began to look at all DE services in response to the recent
Accreditation Self Study. From top on down, our support of all UHCC system
distance offerings is strong and growing.

KAP CC

The chancellors, in general, have taken seriously leadership of their campus. At
KapCC, the chancellor has made a public commitment to increasing our online
offerings and the scope of online services. He requested a concept paper and
launched a task force.

KAU CC

I don’t think we can be considered to be very entrepreneurial since we have only
5 DL courses.

LEE CC

Not much, presently. We have always offered quite a few DE courses and
frankly it seems the total cost of DE doesn’t quite make it a revenue generating
venture. Unless one is counting headcount as entrepreneurial. However, it does
provide greater flexibility and access for our students.

MAU CC

Our Chancellor is supportive of our distance education offerings and encourages
the use of distance education to provide access to more students.

WIN CC

So far there has been little to no impact at WCC.

Working as a UHCC System
3. From the perspective of students trying to move as quickly as possible toward their
educational goals is UHCC system planning and alignment of distance courses
important? Why? Why not?
HAW CC

Yes, system planning and alignment of distance courses is critical if we are
committed to serving the needs of our students in helping them achieve their
educational goals. With UHCC system planning and course alignment we would
be viewed as a seamless system and not as individual campuses placing “barriers”
on students.
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HON CC

While alignment of distance courses is a laudable goal, the distance course
offerings by each of the CCs are fairly stable. The CCs offer an already sufficient
number and variety of courses to allow a student to plan and complete an AA in
two years.

KAP CC

I would say that someone being charged with monitoring offerings and
supporting development would be beneficial as would providing students with a
two-year calendar of offerings (which the UHCC system has tried to do). If the
goal is to have degrees available via distance, so that students can graduate, then
some centralized monitoring of whether or not that’s happening is a good thing.
Providing funding to develop gap courses, based on this review of offerings,
would be incentive. Mandating anything would not be appreciated by anyone, I
don’t think.

KAU CC

Yes it is important because students need to plan their lives, get financial aid,
transfer, etc. From Kauai’s perspective, students who plan to transfer to
baccalaureate DL programs may have only a few chances of taking particular
program requirements that are only offered via DL. We sometimes have to make
special requests for these (Psych 213/214, Math 115, HWST 107, etc. are a few
examples). It would be great to have a set schedule.

LEE CC

For students, planning and alignment of distance courses wouldn’t seem to
facilitate their progress. Only once in two years have I received a complaint from
a student regarding a course that was not available in DE format.

MAU CC

Yes, it is important, especially for the general education courses. Some program
specific courses that are needed in outreach are taught with our specific students
in mind, and are not always offered statewide.

WIN CC

Very important. Obviously those wanting to get a degree via distance need
access to all courses that the degree requires. Right now a student can get an AA
via distance, and actually can get it just using online courses.

4. From the DOI/ADOI perspective, is UHCC system planning and alignment of
distance courses important? Why? Why not?
HAW CC

Yes, UHCC system planning and alignment of distance courses is very important
for efficient and effective use of campus resources. Multiple sections of course
offerings in the same modality create a “competition” among the faculty/lecturers
offering the course sometimes resulting in low enrolled classes. UHCC course
offerings should include a large variety of courses that support many programs
system wide.

HON CC

Honolulu CC distance courses are scheduled in coordination with its other course
offerings, which may or may not complement the offerings on other campuses.
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KAP CC

It’s important in the sense that it helps in the departmental-level planning.

KAU CC

Yes this is important because when you offer many sections of the same course,
enrollments will be spread thinner and courses cancelled. At KauaiCC we
contact those students to help them get into other classes, so canceling causes
some extra effort for us and an inconvenience to students. Another point is that
we are under pressure to be accountable and using our resources (in this case
faculty) efficiently is one measure of that. At the small campus level online
courses broaden program curriculum which is an important consideration for
scheduling day/night courses, granting leave, hiring lecturers, etc.

LEE CC

Yes, now that is another matter. Like too many WI courses on one campus,
unplanned and uncoordinated DE course offerings among the campuses is a waste
of resources (AT, IT support, etc.). As students across the state have equal access
to DE courses, there are too many course duplications, with varying cap sizes,
and some with lower than desirable enrollments; multiply 6 under enrolled
courses of the same type and that could have been 4 filled courses.

MAU CC

It is important to have some planning and alignment and we would like to see a
two-year schedule be developed. We are trying to accomplish this on our campus
at least.

WIN CC

Extremely important. However, this is problematic. It could be done on a nearfuture basis (a semester in the future). Teacher’s lives and responsibilities do not
allow much more in the way of guaranteeing what can be taught. Perhaps the
resurrection of FIGS would allow for constancy in alignment of the courses.
DLAC and CDC definitely cannot be responsible for that.

5. What do you see as the difference between a UHCC campus offering distance
courses and the UHCC system offering distance courses through its 7 campuses?
HAW CC

Each of the campuses offers distance courses. A consolidation of all course
offerings appears on the UHCC e-learn site and possibly could be considered a
UHCC system offering distance courses through its 7 campuses. The UHCC
system does not offer distance courses; courses belong to the campus not to the
system.

HON CC

The DE courses are offered by the seven CCs, not by the system, except as the
sum of the parts.

KAP CC

The UHCC system does not and cannot offer courses. It has no authority to offer
courses even “through its 7 campuses.” The UHCC system can invite, solicit,
seduce campuses to offer courses but cannot offer any courses …. (and now I’m
realizing that maybe I’m reading this question all wrong).

KAU CC

As a campus you are focusing on supplementing your own degree(s), as a system
the focus is creating a degree where there once was none. In the former, you are
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concerned with your own students who also tend to take DL courses, in the latter
you are extending the reach to the entire state. I would venture that a campus
would be more concerned for its own student (DL or F2F) rather than a student
enrolled in the “system.” For example, a campus wouldn’t necessarily offer
many sections of the same course because they know they wouldn’t fill and that
would be an inconvenience to students whereas, this concern doesn’t necessarily
extend out to DL students.
LEE CC

That type of centralization would be best as a coordinator and arbiter rather than
as a producer or supplier of courses. To paraphrase ACCJC, colleges grant
degrees not systems; likewise the offering of courses.

MAU CC

I am not sure how this would work. Who would get the tuition? Who would be
responsible for student support services, etc.? I don’t understand the intent here.

WIN CC

I need clarification here. Are you talking about some kind of system degree that
could be offered, and the system being the home campus? Don’t think that could
be. I think the way it’s set up now works well—the student gets his credits from
a particular campus, he’s home-based somewhere among the 7. It really doesn’t
and shouldn’t matter which campus he takes the course from.

6. Students can now be admitted to UHM (and Oregon State University for HawCC
students) from the beginning of their college career. Thus they are students at the 4year university as well the UHCC campus which they select. When they transfer,
they will be able to transfer as continuing students. With the increasing
opportunities for students to dual enroll, what need do you see for distance courses
to be planned and aligned?
HAW CC

The need would arise whenever a campus entered into an MOA/MOU that would
require courses beyond what the campus is capable of offering.

HON CC

Students are already taking courses across the system.

KAP CC

There’s an MOU in the works, initiated by KapCC &UHM, but nothing has been
signed & nothing is official. Is there some other mechanism that is allowing for
dual enrollment now? When they transfer, they will be able to transfer as
continuing students. With formal MOUs signed & degree pathways identified,
there will be pressure to deliver the lower-division courses in that pathway.
Systemwide planning & alignment would be necessary if, for instance, a campus
developed an MOU for a degree pathway that it could not support from its own
offerings.

KAU CC

As we have found at the University Centers on the neighbor islands there are
some program requirements for courses (“gap courses”) that do not exist in DL
format and we have had to have those developed. As KapCC has mentioned
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there will be pressure, particularly from the neighbor islands to provide courses
that align with these new programs.
LEE CC

Under present conditions, Banner, or a published list of DE courses would be
helpful to students.

MAU CC

I agree with Kap CC’s comments on formal MOUs that have to be honored and if
the campus can’t support all the courses, planning and alignment would be
helpful.

WIN CC

I don’t see that dual enrollment changes the need for distance classes to be
planned and aligned.

7. For a student trying to complete an AA degree and transfer, what UHCC distance
pieces are working?
HAW CC

Students have the flexibility of selecting classes from different campuses. There
seems to be no problems with students taking DL courses from campuses other
than their home campus. Banner Student Information System allows campuses to
exchange/view student information as one system.

HON CC

Through Banner students have the ability to register for courses across the
system.

KAP CC

I think you’d have to ask the students this question.

KAU CC

There is a variety of courses that try to meet most of the core requirements as they
exist. There are many support services that have been standardized; registration
and payment, Banner, Financial Aid, book ordering, proctoring, library resources,
e-advising, and online orientation, to mention a few.

LEE CC

The availability of a majority of courses through DE as well as excellent IT
maintenance and support.

MAU CC

The fact that the courses are articulated between campuses so if a student took
GEOG 101 at one campus via distance, it would count as GEOG 101 wherever he
transferred.

WIN CC

I like the fact that the transcript does not indicate the mode of delivery of the
class. There is no discrimination by the receiving institution.

8. The UHM core has changed. How does that impact what your campus offers? How
do you think it will impact UHCC system distance offerings?
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HAW CC

The change in UHM core has not impact what our campus offers; however, I do
see it as a problem for students when a course from one campus has a Gen ED
designation (FS, FW etc) and the same course from another campus would not
have a Gen ED designation.

HON CC

Honolulu CC constantly monitors and adapts to changes in the UHM core.

KAP CC

We have developed an online HAP course. I think we should be thinking about
providing as much choices in online offerings for Foundations as students have in
f-2-f classes, especially the global/multicultural offerings.

KAU CC

This may provide opportunities for instructors to teach a unique class (via DL)
that does not fit in the campuses’ schedule or that might find more students in the
wider audience.

LEE CC

Having adopted the Gen Ed Core, we have most, if not all, the courses available
via DE that students would need.

MAU CC

I’m sure we will offer courses that fulfill the UHM core, as will the other
UHCC’s.

WIN CC

Honestly, I don’t see that the core has changed that much. You still need math,
English, WI, etc. Their arrangement has changed, and they are put into groupings
with new names. But they are still the same courses. What did affect us was
moving from the requirement of 3 courses in HUM, Social Science, and Natural
Sciences to just 2 courses in each. That freed up electives so that students could
get more courses in the school they were going to transfer into at UHM.

9. More and more campuses are buying into UHM’s Hallmarks and Diversification
structures—KapCC, HonCC, WinCC, UHWO. MauCC is going through the
participation process. KauCC is discussing the possibility of participation. What
will be the effect of this participation on distance-delivered courses?
HAW CC

Equivalent course(s) from one campus may not have a designation (FS, FW, etc)
at the same time as a course from another campus.

HON CC

Even without buying in to UHM’s hallmarks and diversification, courses from
other CCs may be articulated. The degree to which courses provide flexibility to a
student’s course schedule, will determine the use of DE courses.

KAP CC

I don’t think that adopting the hallmarks & diversification structures necessarily
has a great impact on distance-delivered classes. It would have an impact on the
curriculum as a whole, not specifically on DE.

KAU CC

See #8.
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KauCC has now agreed to participate in UHM’s Hallmarks and Diversification
structures.
LEE CC

See #8.

MAU CC

We would be sure we are offering the courses to give the students at our outreach
sites the same opportunities as we give the students on campus.

WIN CC

Should be minimal.

Effective Organization
10. Service to students is our number one responsibility. How do you handle staff who
resist changing the way they do things in order to provide system consistency to help
students move through the system? Does student need take precedence or does
personality of the staff member take precedence?
HAWCC

Supervisor continues to work closely with the staff person; or supervisor directs
the person to make the changes (do these people have that kind of authority to
decide whether or not a change should be made?) Student needs take precedence.

HON CC

Honolulu CC has a student-centered philosophy. If staff resist change we move
forward with those who are willing to participate to benefit student learning and
the mission of the College.

KAP CC

I can’t answer this question. I’m not aware of any staff person on this campus
with that kind of attitude.

KAU CC

It would be easy to say that student need always takes precedence but every
situation is different. Working with the staff is always a matter of diplomacy and
if the truth be told, sometimes personality wins.

LEE CC

By staff, if you mean faculty, we had a situation recently where due to the
complaints and grievances over the semesters, that DE course was pulled by that
faculty member’s division chair and assigned to someone else. The problem is
the new faculty person can only offer it on-campus for the present—The bigger
problem is, in situations like this, a course developed by a particular instructor
tends to end up being the property (unwritten rule though it may be) of that
instructor, not the institution’s.
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MAU CC

We usually have found a way around resistant faculty by using other willing
faculty or lecturers to do distance classes. Faculty who are not tenured are aware
of this opportunity to enhance their service to the campus and students and are
willing to teach by a variety of methods.

WIN CC

We had the experience of one faculty member qualifying for HAP in Hawaiian
Studies, and one not. The one who didn’t is now teaching only Hawaiian
Language, as there was no way we could keep straight, and let students know,
whether they had a HAP qualifying section or not.

11. When should all the UHCC’s do something in the same way and should unique
processes at a campus should be allowed?
HAW CC

Isn’t this that age old question? When are we alike and when can we be
different? Unique processes at a campus involving curricular issues and student
support services should be allowed including establishment of degree
requirements, program requirements, certificate requirements, pre-requisities, corequisites, placement/cut-off scores.

HON CC

The CCs already articulation agreements that assure common courses for student
transfer.

KAP CC

Anything that involves personnel actions or money should be done the same way.
Anything that involves student processes should be done the same way.

KAU CC

Uniqueness lies in the programs and courses we offer and how their taught. All
student processes that are duplicated on each campus should be standardized.

LEE CC

As it is we try to do most things the same way—but within the specific context of
DE, faculty and/or staff personalities often require unique solutions.

MAU CC

Whatever benefits the students. We don’t want to get bogged down in
bureaucracy and hinder students from reaching their goals.

WIN CC

Whatever allows us to operate as a system so the poor student doesn’t suffer our
ineptitudes is what should be made alike. Anything else can be unique.

Specific Concerns
12. Are all campuses handling distance academic processes in the same way? If not, in
what areas are there differences?
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HAW CC

I really don’t know.

HON CC

Someone would have to gather the academic processes from each campus and
make a determination.

KAP CC

You’ll have to be the judge. I’m not aware of how everyone else does things.

KAU CC

I agree with WCC, the CDCs smooth out many of the processes like grievances,
technology, scheduling, coding, book ordering, etc., etc.

LEE CC

As it is, with DE courses not noted any different on a student’s record, the
academic process seems firmly with the standard on-campus academic processes.

MAU CC

I am not aware of others.

WIN CC

I think we are similar. The CDC is forcing day-to-day operational similarity. I
applaud them for that. Where we are have problems is training and evaluation,
especially in cable offerings.

13. What things do you feel need to be done to improve faculty and academic support
staff ability to support distance students?
HAW CC

Support to develop and design online classes, training in the delivery of polycom
and HITS courses; increase funding for Learning Centers to keep up with test
proctoring and lab services; evaluation and assessment of distance courses;
increase in technical support; increase in design support for development and
delivery of a course.

HON CC

Increased resources will improve faculty and academic support.

KAP CC

Faculty need support in developing & designing online courses. They need
access to specially trained instructional designers. Assessment of online learning
is important: both assessment of course design/delivery & assessment of SLOs.

KAU CC

I’d like to see more advising via email or other electronic means.

LEE CC

Availability of on-line developmental tutorials such as Smart Thinking. Also, online access to an academic advisor.

MAU CC

Training, training, training. Online assessment methods. Instructional design
guidance.

WIN CC

I don’t know what interactions counselors can have with students registering
online so that they know what they need for distance education. We are
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exploring the idea of a required orientation (for all classes), only after which can
they register. After that is the training.

14. What distance data do you need? What general data that also involves distance do
you need?
HAW CC

Number of students at the off-site locations. Demographics on students taking DL
courses. Number of credits taken via distance used towards graduation
requirements. Cost per student in DL courses.

HON CC

Honolulu has the necessary data concerning its DE program.

KAP CC

I think I can get the data that I need from our IRO folks. The data I want about
DE are: (1) how many online students are (a) homebased at KCC, (b) not
homebased at KCC. (2) What online courses are KCC students taking elsewhere?

KAU CC

What is the retention/persistence rate of DL students? What is the drop out rate
for the first DL course taken? Do DL students succeed in later classes?

LEE CC

I believe we have all the stats we need on DE student and courses.

MAU CC

We are able to get most of our distance data from our IR on campus.

WIN CC

We use very little distance data now. However, as our ADOP (Advanced Degree
Opportunities Program) develops, I foresee that we will need a variety of data.

15. How would the ability to pull pre-major information help you? Would it help in
planning distance offerings? UHCC system distance offerings?
HAW CC

Pre-major information would help in planning course offerings, number of
sections, etc. Don’t know if this kind of information would help in planning
distance offerings and UHCC system distance offerings (if there is such a thing
called UHCC system distance offerings).

HON CC

The use of pre-major information will help Honolulu CC target courses to
students with the most interest in the courses.

KAP CC

Of course, knowing students intended major would help us plan all offerings, not
just distance learning.

KAU CC

Ditto KapCC and WCC.

LEE CC

Yes, very helpful.
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MAU CC

It would help us in planning our distance offerings in which courses to offer and
when to offer them, and how often.

WIN CC

In planning UHCC system distance offerings. But in any kind of evaluation, we
need to know students’ original goals.

16. From the perspective of students, what academic calendar things still need to be
aligned?
HAW CC

I can’t thing of calendar things that need to be aligned.

HON CC

Need to survey students for this.

KAP CC

No response.

KAU CC

Application deadlines should be aligned and pre-reqs need to be scheduled
appropriately.

LEE CC

Agree that application deadlines should be aligned.

MAU CC

I don’t know.

WIN CC

I really don’t know.

17. From the students’ perspective, distance courses should be counted toward the
Deans’ List. They understand that the credits transfer but the GPA does not;
however, with distance learning serving as an increasingly important vehicle for
students achieving their educational goals, they believe their courses should be
counted toward the Deans’ List, facilitating their access to academic honors and/or
scholarships that result. How can the UHCC’s make this happen?
HAW CC

KapCC stated a response to this question quite well. Agree with KapCC.

HON CC

DE courses should be treated the same as in-class courses. An equal course
attitude, including counting towards the Deans’ List, needs to come from the top.

KAP CC

I thought we’d gone around & around one this one already. If it’s a
campus/UHCC policy, then it can be changed. We’d just need to propose the
change. Another policy that I’d like to see change is the 12 credit graduate
residency (at least for those of us who have such a policy). Seems crazy to
promote distance ed and then have to make graduation residency exceptions when
students take advantage of it in their final semester.
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KAU CC

We should change the policy.

LEE CC

Yes, change the policy. Ironically with the high drop-out rate of DE courses, and
often more rigorous courses expectations-it is often more difficult to earn a higher
grade than an non-campus course of the same subject and number.

MAU CC

We do not distinguish between live and distance classes when we figure the GPA
for the Dean’s List at MCC.

WIN CC

I completely agree. However, I think this is going to take a directive from
Morton’s office.

18. What do you anticipate as future changes in the delivery of technology?
HAW CC

Increase use of the web to provide instruction and to provide other kinds of
academic/student services to students. Increase number of students taking classes
from abroad. Increase amount of technological support from technicians to
designers.

HON CC

The use of Web-based courses with imbedded streaming video will increase.

KAP CC

More use of podcasting, more need for academic/student services, more use in
continuing ed & international markets. Minimal requirements for students.
And another thing: I’d like to see the O’ahu CCs be able to have University
Centers, too. Our students are locked out of upper-division distance ed classes
because we don’t have the appropriate infrastructure (at least this is what I was
told once when a KapCC student wanted to enroll in UHH’s online BA in
English.

KAU CC

Real-time delivery to the desk top. A convergence of f2f and technology where
DL and f2f are indistinguishable.

LEE CC

More on-line courses and Televised courses will continue to lose audience, until
someone finally pulls the plug.

MAU CC

More online classes using iPODS and other kinds of technology yet to be
marketed.

WIN CC

I think we will continue to move toward online until there are no HITS and
possibly just a handful of cable classes. The online will probably be more mobile
(iPODS).
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APPENDIX 34
DEANS OF STUDENT SERVICES SURVEY
REGARDING DISTANCE LEARNING
[UHCCDOSSSurveyDL]

1. Service to students is our number one responsibility. How do you handle staff who
resist changing the way they do things in order to provide system consistency to help
students move through the system? Does student need take precedence or does
personality of the staff member take precedence?
Campus administration works with three components—individual employees, appropriate
incentives, training supervisors on how to motivate people to change, and the unions. At
times, it is necessary to work around staff in order to accomplish what is needed. There is
considerable variety among campuses. The Student Services from all campuses work
together. There are times when coordinated system decisionmaking would be helpful.
2. When should all the UHCC’s do something in the same way and should unique
processes at a campus should be allowed?
What is “desirable” and what is “pragmatic?” Staffing and workload are very different on the
campuses. What should be centralized and how would decisions about centralization be
made?
The UH model is that all the community college campuses are different schools; they are not
one community college with branch campuses. It has not been anyone’s desire to have all the
campuses exactly the same.
Differences include:
• Grading
• Exceptions to graduation
• Payment
• Deadlines
Things which are now the same include:
• Common calendar
• Registration dates
• Ffinancial aid dates
• Admission dates
Students Services is concerned that in-person and online services be the same.
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If the system intends to make things seamless for students, how can that be accomplished?
Counselors may tell students to talk with counselors at the campuses from which they plan to
take distance courses.
Generally, Student Services on the various campuses work to solve particular problems as
they come up for particular students.
3. Are all campuses handling distance student services processes in the same way? If not,
in what areas are there differences?
As more and more services and information are provide through MyUH portal, the more
campuses will function in the same way.
4. What things do you feel need to be done to improve counselors’ ability to support
distance students?
A number of things are already provided:
• Online advising through email.
• Online Orientation (video and email) from KapCC, HawCC, MauCC. KauCC is working
on an online orientation.
5. What distance data do you need? What general data that also involves distance do you
need?
•
•
•
•

Distance Enrollment
Distance Courses students are taking (This information can help administrators what to
offer by distance.)
Retention rates
Number of disabled students being served (ex. A deaf student may register for an online
course which requires being able to hear some components of the course.)

6. How would the ability to pull pre-major information help you? Would it help in
planning distance offerings? UHCC system distance offerings?
Some campuses can judge by student behavior which areas they are working toward; for
example, KapCC can easily determine which students are headed for degrees in the health
field. Other campuses focusing largely on liberal arts need pre-major information to help
determine where students are headed within the liberal arts options.
7. From the perspective of students, what academic calendar things still need to be
aligned?
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Withdraw, audit, and exam dates are pretty much the same.
8. From the students’ perspective, distance courses should be counted toward the Deans’
List. They understand that the credits transfer but the GPA does not; however, with
distance learning serving as an increasingly important vehicle for students achieving
their educational goals, they believe their courses should be counted toward the Deans’
List, facilitating their access to academic honors and/or scholarships that result. How
can the UHCC’s make this happen?
Campuses handle grading differently. Would campuses be willing to accept each others’
grades?
Any UHCC system agreement about transferring grades would have to include all grades. If
“A’s” and “B’s” transferred, then so would “D’s” and “F’s.” Thus probation and suspension
policies would have to be the same for all campuses.
9. On your campus, how is residency handled for students taking distance courses? Do
you require a student to earn a certain number of credits from your campus? The final
12 credits? Is there consistency among the campuses in how residency is handled? Is
there a need to agree on a common UHCC policy?
This is an academic issue; every campus has a procedure for making exceptions.
Courses in which students receive “D’s” from UHM or other universities are counted toward
a UHCC Associate in Arts degree, even though the grades do not transfer. This is unfair to
the students who earn “D’s” from their home UHCC campus where the “D” does not count
toward the Associate in Arts.
10. Regarding internal scholarships, are you comfortable with how financial aid is now
handled?
Students only get financial aid from one campus.
For the Centennial Scholarship, the money stays with the student; the student can use it at
any UH campus but it is paid by the student’s home campus to the other campuses from
which a student may take courses. This is a disadvantage to the home campus Financial Aid
Office because it adds to the workload. Any other disadvantages?____________
The Tuition Scholarship stays with the campus so a student’s tuition is paid only for courses
taken from the student’s home campus.
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11. For distance students, what happens with such unfunded mandates as the requirement
for immunization? Does your campus accept the certification from another UH campus
that the student has met the requirements?
This ongoing problem is being worked on by establishing a central records depository.
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APPENDIX 35
UHCC DISTANCE LEARNING HISTORICAL SUMMARY
Early 1970’s through Spring 2006
The following table lists and summarizes the available documents relating to the history of distance
learning/distance education in the UHCC’s. It is not a complete list of all the meetings and documents
that were developed, only those that could be found. Some documents could only be dated by year.
Thanks to those who helped provide documents.
These materials are filed chronologically in notebooks housed in the Dole Street Office of the UHCC’s.
At one point, extremely detailed records of the 1999-2004 period existed. As the UHCC Statewide
Distance Education Committee was inactivated, oversight bodies put into place, UHCC system process
moved to the UHCC campuses, and changes in the UH system required great attention, those materials
were deemed less relevant and many were destroyed. That removal from direct accessibility is a physical
commentary on the decreased importance given to UHCC systemwide distance learning.
The effort to reconstruct the history of distance learning in the UHCC’s and the early UH establishment of
basic principles and mechanisms for distance learning has been laborious. That labor, however, has
seemed worthwhile to the preparer of this report. It is included as an Appendix in case others may find it
useful.
For the preparer of this report, the summary history has served several purposes:
1. It placed the more recent UHCC system activities in which she was involved into a larger frame,
revealing the longer time frame, the broad underpinnings within which UHCC distance learning
operated, and the “systemness” of original UH system efforts.
2. It provided clarification of some of the broader UH system involvement and of system political
factors that affect UHCC distance learning.
3. In cataloging many of the changing policies, people, technology concerns, it provided a mirror of
the iterative nature of issues and verified the fact that most of the issues were not solved when they
arose. Those issues are still issues. While it verified the circularity of approach, it also
demonstrated that the UH system is addressing issues it deems most far-reaching, such as
implementing Banner systemwide.
4. It demonstrates both the integration of processes into the broader UH system and into the UHCC
campuses.
5. It demonstrates the effect of both broad and detailed oversight of UHCC system distance learning.
6. It demonstrates communication problems in moving from broad decisions to detailed action
among the various groups at UH, UHCC system, and campus levels.
There are undoubtedly many missing pieces as well as a failure to list available materials accurately. Any
errors are those of the preparer of the report. The file is electronically available and can be corrected or
added to.
Please note that this history charts material through Spring 2006.
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DISTANCE LEARNING HISTORICAL SUMMARY

Date

Comment

Early 1970’s
Early 1970’s

LeeCC provides a place for off-campus delivery of courses at the Waianae-Nanakuli
Education Center.

1982
1982

MauCC pioneers the offering of delivery by technology, offering cable television
courses.

1984
1984
1984
1984

MauCC operates a television channel that included tape-delayed broadcasts to Moloka’i,
Lana’i, and Lahaina-West Maui.
KauaiCC provides support for courses and programs from other campuses
KauCC offers its first cable course to Kauai residents.

1986
1986

Public TV offers use of facilities for HITS

1989
April, 1989

Olelo is established as a corporation for public access television on Oahu with the
purpose of promoting, facilitating, and funding equitable access to cable television
community programming channels.

1990
1990
June 12, 1990

HawaiiCC begins broadcasting and receiving courses through interactive television.
UHH begins receiving courses when HITS becomes operational.

1991
Fall 1991
Fall 1991
June 1991

Oct 1991

HonoluluCC offers its first distance course as a result of the 1998 franchise agreement
among HonCC, KapCC, and LeeCC to provide educational access for the University.
HonCC offers ANTH 200, the first credit cable course through Olelo, enrolls 17 students.
Summary of Support Required for Outreach (Adapted from Manoa Outreach Council
Subcommittee—Haak, Amundson, Lassner) includes the following areas: Library
support at outreach sites, library support at UHM to support outreach activities, Library
materials for outreach students, interactive TV support at outreach sites, interactive
TV/Technology support for UHM and system, Computer/Telecom support at outreach
sites, full-time on-site outreach coordinator at each site, and outreach coordinator for
originating academic programs. It is suggested that each campus should assess current
capabilities and infrastructure and prepare requests to assure that these needs are
addressed.
(DOE Legislative Report) Distance Learning Program Status Report & Accomplishments
of Program October 1991

1992
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Date
1992
1992
February 21, 1992
June 1992

November 19, 1992

November 19, 1992
December 23, 1992
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Comment
Olelo Task Force begins coordinating course offerings through partial funding from
Olelo (see Olelo mtg notes 10/26/95).
Kapiolani offers distance-delivered courses.
Strategic Plan for IT is adopted by UH BOR (Document).
President Simone promulgates the Revised E5.204, Outreach Policy. It supercedes
E5.204, August 1982, and E5.208, June 1981. The policy focuses on distanced education
as a major implementation priority under the new UH Masterplan. Outreach is intended
to extend UH resources to those unable to participate as on-campus students. The
underlying philosophy is that outreach is a shared responsibility among the UH campuses
determines how needs assessment, delivery, and support are to be provided:
• The local campus determines community need.
• If the local campus cannot deliver a program, it serves as the broker with another UH
campus with the capacity to provide the program.
• Facilitating delivery and student/academic support infrastructure is a joint
responsibility of both originating and receiving campuses.
• The originating campus assigns faculty and ensures program quality.
Meeting is held to examine critical issues. Proposed recommendations:
• Formation of user-driven Advisory Committee.
• Another committee representative of all users.
• Increase channel capacities.
• Conduct needs assessment to determine graduate degree programs in demand.
• Consider offering selected undergraduate courses at “prime time.”
A meeting was held to discuss critical issues raised by increased demand from the DOE
and other state agencies for interactive TV access and the planned increase in channel
capacity.
Memo resulting from the November 19 meeting recommends action on the following
distance concerns:
• Form a user-driven advisory committee.
• Form a second committee representative of all users.
• Increase channel capacities.
• Conduct needs assessments to determine graduate degree programs in demand.
• Consider offering selected undergraduate courses during “prime time.”

1993
1993
April 1993

June 1993
July 6,1993

Response from KapCC to HCR 328 Requesting a Study to Assess the Higher Education
Needs of Neighbor Island Students. There are no responses from other UHCC’s on file.
A UHM Distance Education Survey provided to WASC as part of UHM’s progress
report, notes delivery of the following needed programs via academic distance education
and outreach: College of Education Elementary and Secondary Education Certificates,
Bachelor’s and Master’s in Education, and in-services training courses; Master’s in
Social Work; Bachelor’s in Nursing; Master’s of Business Administration; Bachelor’s in
Liberal Arts; and Master’s of Library Science.
Summary of UH Outreach Policy (Executive Policy E5.204)
Discussion notes from the OVPPP’s office reviews a centralized model and a
mainstreamed model for UH outreach and concludes that mainstreamed outreach will
yield better services to students than a centralized model.
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Fall 1993

Draft Sept 1993
Sept 1993
Sept 1993
Sept 1993
October 21, 1993
October 29, 1993
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Comment
The Academics of Distance Education, a checklist recommended by the UHCC Deans
and Assistant Deans of Instruction, delineates steps and procedures needed to deliver
programs to students in the various communities. Areas included are community needs
assessment, course scheduling and program cycles, publicity and recruitment, suitable
academic support, and on-going student support services and learning assistance.
5,500 outreach and distance education registrations. Of this 41% took place on the
neighbor islands.
Neighbor Island Higher Education Needs: Outreach and Distance Education to Neighbor
Islands reports on access to higher education to populations on the neighbor islands
through outreach and distance education. UH works collaboratively among the
campuses to deliver both undergraduate and graduate level education programs and
student support services. On-site instruction is the prevalent mode to deliver educational
programs, but there is growing interest in expanding the University’s capacity to deliver
instruction via interactive television (e.g. HITS, Skybridge, and cable TV).
In Fall 1993, there were roughly 5,500 outreach and distance education registrations. Of
this total, 41% took place on the neighbor islands.
Issues Related to UH Community Colleges Telecourses notes policy, administrative,
instructional, technical, and evaluation considerations.
HITS/ITV Update notes dependence on outside agencies in funding development of an
inter-campus video network.
The Office of Information Technology lists functional areas that need attention in its
document, Moving Forward with Improving Access.
UH Intercampus Video Network Connectivity charts completed and incomplete HITS,
Skybridge, and fiberoptic connections within the state.
BOR Briefing report prepared by the Office of the President, “UH Distance Education.”
Memo regarding formation of the Distance Education Advisory Council (DEAC) notes
that Task Force members believe that “distance education must become a cornerstone of,
and given priority in, all future educational developments at UH. It is the means by
which we can most effectively and efficiently fulfill our mission of providing the people
of the State of Hawaii with diverse and high quality post-secondary educational
opportunities and experiences.” The memo recommends that the DEAC develop a
comprehensive plan for a UH Distance Education initiative by the beginning of the 19941995 academic year. It also recommends that the DEAC be charged with the following
responsibilities and authority:
• Establish and refine the UH vision and policy of Distance Education.
• Under the leadership of, and in concert with, the Senior Vice Presidents, promulgate
the Distance Education vision with the appropriate UH Provosts, Deans, Directors,
and unit managers. Here the objective is to inculcate the idea of widespread
ownership of and responsibility for distance education.
• Establish priorities for the development and implementation of UH’s distance
education initiatives.
• Begin the process of identifying existing and needed resources for the successful
implementation of the distance education vision.
• Authorize the DEAC to form broadly representative working groups or task forces,
and/or to seek the council of appropriately knowledgeable persons, to address some or
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all of the following issues: Administrative and executive issues, resource support
issues, technology and facilities development, faculty and student issues, and other
issues of importance to the effective development and implementation of a UH
system-wide distance education initiative .
• Consideration be given to bringing aboard sufficient staff to help with the overall
coordination, documentation, writing, and task force support.
UHCC members on the 4 DEAC Taskforces include:
• Taskforce 1—Administrative & Executive Issues—Shirley Metcalf, Peter Kessinger,
John Morton, Helen Sina, Judy Kappenberg, Clyde Sakamoto, and Hiroshi Kato.
• Taskforce 2—Resource Issues—Gordon Poon, Beryl Morimoto, James Jeffrye,
Bonnie Honma, Mark Peterson, Sheila Fages, Elizabeth Braffet, Ellen Okuma
• Taskforce 3—Ken Hensarling, Skip Templeton, Burt Kimura, Michael Pecsok, Chris
Gentsch, Michael Tom
• Taskforce 4—John Muth, Diane Ferreira, Valerie Evans, Ralph Ohara, Sandra
Hoshino, Jeannie Pezzoli, Karla Jones

1994
January 4, 1994
January 13, 1994

January 13, 1994
January 18, 1994
January 18, 1994

January 24, 1994
January 24, 1994

February 1, 1994
February 16, 1994

Distance Learning Through Interactive Video is the Office of Information Technology’s
response to a survey.
1st Distance Education Advisory Committee (DEAC) meeting.
Chancellor Tsunoda/co-chair, Chancellor Perrin/co-chair, Sharon Narimatsu/facilitator,
UHM/ Madeline Goodman, UHH/Jeff Crane, UHWO/Fred Mayer, UHCC/Sharon
Narimatsu, Planning & Policy/Colleen Sathre, IT/David Lassner.
Task Force 1: Administrative & Executive Issues (Madeline Goodman, UHM)
Task Force 2: Resource Support Issues (John Fernandes, UHH)
Task Force 3: Technology & Facilities Support (Sharon Narimatsu, UHCC)
Task Force 4: Faculty & Student Issues (Fred Mayer, UHWO)
Summary of the first DEAC meeting. Co-chairs are Chancellor Joyce Tsunoda and
Chancellor Kenneth Perrin. Each unit is asked to recommend people to represent it on
each of the 4 task forces.
Chancellor Tsunoda requests one time investment of $600,000 for DE infrastructure.
Proposal from the DEAC to President Mortimer for a one-time investment in the
Distance Education Infrastructure. It recommends the investment of $565,750 to fund
two-way video capability for 2 education centers, the offering of specific new courses at
Waianae and West Hawaii, the piloting of a major new intercampus curricular initiative,
and the demonstration of UH commitment to maintaining the academic quality of its
outreach programs by strengthening outreach library services.
DEAC Task Force 4 meeting addressing students, faculty and administrative issues.
Memo to the University Executive Council from Chancellor Tsunoda regarding the
DEAC and its four task forces. The task forces are expected to provide findings and
recommendations for the DEAC to consider for inclusion in a strategic plan on distance
education to be submitted to President Mortimer within a year.
Olelo Task Force—collaborative attempt to coordinate cable TV and Olelo funds among
the campuses (HonCC, KapCC, LeeCC, WinCC, ETC, OIT, Chan Off).
1st DEAC TF3 meeting.
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February 16, 1994

February 24, 1994

February 25, 1994
March 1994
March 1994

March 10, 1994
March 11, 1994
March 1994

March 28, 1994
March 29, 1994
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Comment
1st meeting of Task Force 3, Technology and Facilities Support. Chancellor Tsunoda
charged the Task Force with the following:
• Develop a strategy for deciding on the technology for delivery of instruction.
• Ascertain what networks are currently available and how we can access them.
• Strive for compatibility of systems.
• Determine future needs of the overall system.
• Develop short-term and long-range plans of action.
• Develop a budget to meet the needs.
1st meeting for Task Force 4, Faculty and Student Issues. Discussion topics included
experiences with HITS, cable TV and live instruction at distant locations, scheduling
courses and programs, unanticipated workload plac3ed on the TV teacher, need for
standardization of HITS equipment systemwide, need for student/faculty access to email, training faculty and students to function in a distance environment, distance
education’s impact on accreditation, limits on class size, need for marketing and
assessment, multiple exams to avoid cheating on exams, counseling for HITS students,
academic planning, setting program priorities, and addressing legal concerns.
Olelo Task Force meeting.
DEAC Task Force 4 contact sheet
Ward Research prepared for Olelo “A Overview of Findings from a Study of Viewership
and Interest in Local Cable Access.” It is intended as a guide toward stimulating interest
in Olelo and encouraging broader public participation in community productions.
Telephone surveys among 500 Oahu cable TV subscribers were conducted between
December 11 and December 17, 1993. Findings included:
• A large majority of Oahu cable viewers consistently support the notion of communityproduced cable access channels as valuable to the community.
• Local cable access channels enjoy moderate viewership among cable subscribers,
reaching about half of this audience at some time in the past 6 months.
• Boosting public awareness of local public access channels and of Olelo’s activities
may generate more viewership and participation.
• Cable TV viewers generally relay heavily on print media for TV scheduling. For
information about cable access program, cable viewers depend more on Oceanic
Cable’s TV listings.
• Viewership of local cable access is largely driven by interest in government- and
public affairs-related programs.
• Consistent with the emphasis on public affairs, cable viewers most desire topics
dealing with current issues.
Meeting of DEAC Task Force 4 identifies faculty, student, and administrative issues.
Revised membership on the 4 DEAC Task Forces.
The DEAC Task Force 4’s Subcommittees on Administrative Issues used strategic
objectives and priority action worksheets to determine necessary actions. Five
subcommittees were identified: Comprehensive Academic Plan, Identification of
Academic Support Services, Recruitment/Informational, Credit/Accreditation
Considerations, and Emergency Procedures.
DEAC meeting.
Olelo Task Force meeting.
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April 5, 1994

April 6, 1994
April 8, 1994
April 1994
April 25, 1994
April 26, 1994
April 1994

May 6, 1994
July 24-27, 1994
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DEAC Task Force 4 meeting.
At the 3rd meeting of DEAC’s Task Force 4, members chose which of three
subcommittees they want to serve on—faculty issues, student issues, and administrative
issues. Issues to be handled by the subcommittees include: scheduling, determining
which type of distance education is most appropriate for a given class, evaluation of
academic standards, determination of contact hours when students view a tape versus
when students view interactively, quality control of admissions screening process,
system-wide placement assessment, student access to faculty, limiting class size for
graduate students by taking classified students first, provision of prerequisites before
offering a course, need for coordination counselor for advanced planning, need for a
schedule of courses to be offered over the next few years, need for funding and released
time so departments/faculty will be willing to participate, released time needed for
development and planning, need for department awareness of instructional resources
needed and available, standardization of support such as teaching assistants, released
time, and adjustment of workload.
Task Force 3 meeting. Discussion questions for the DEAC included the following which
are still issues:
• To what extend will there be independent decisionmaking on the campus level?
• Will a distance system be financed through system resources or campus resources?
• Will users provide some of the resources?
• What support services will be required?
• How will system be maintained and upgraded? Will maintenance be a campus or UH
system responsibility?
• How will students be measured and evaluated?
DEAC Task Force 3 meeting.
Task Force 4 meeting. Issues and concerns from the members included administrative
support, academic support, coordination, and funding.
Task Force 4 meeting. Issues and concerns from the members.
Olelo Task Force meeting.
DEAC Task Force 4 subcommittee #1 on student issues meeting.
Virtual Online University founded. Incorporated June, 1994 as a non-profit educational
organization to provide an innovative approach to alternative educational paths by offering
fully online, accredited distance learning using the Internet, a.k.a. the "Information Highway".
VOU was formed to provide totally virtual, online school having no physical, real-world
university site. This allows us to focus entirely on teaching and learning.
4th Task Force 4 meeting
Panel presentation at the July 24-27, 1994 SCUP Conference. “The Transforming Role
of Distance Education: Meeting State Higher Education Needs.” Panelists: Colleen
Sathre, David Lassner, Hae Okimoto, Linda Johnsrud. Access, quality, commitment of
institution and student are key aspects of the vision. “UH is moving to achieve this
distance vision in the next 5-10 years by weaving all its campuses and education centers
throughout the state into a seamless network in which each location serves as a window
into the wealth of programs and resources available elsewhere in the system.” This
vision will provide access without mission creep and premature duplication of program
structures throughout the state. The institutional culture must commit to a culture of
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August 26, 1994
September 1994

September 1994
September 26, 1994

October 6, 1994
October 29, 1994
November 18, 1994

November 28, 1994
December 14, 1994
December 15, 1994
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shared responsibility that spans the boundaries of all the campuses, that mainstreams
distance education, that understands access as a statewide concern for which there are no
second-priority students, and that involves campuses in brokering (assessing the needs of
the state) and forming partnerships with sister campuses to address those needs.
DEAC meeting.
Memorandum of Understanding Regarding the Hawaii Educational Networking
Consortium (HENC) & Ke Ala ‘Ike. HENC is a partnership of UH, the DOE, and the
East-West Center. Its prupose is to develop and promote the use of telecommunications
technology in education and research in Hawaii. Ke Ala ‘Ike is a networking initiative
project of these three bodies involved in the HENC agreement.
Prioritized UH Equipment Request (for distance education)
Summary of the four DEAC Task Forces identification of key issues and concerns
affecting distance education within the UH system.
1.
Shift distance education from the periphery to the core of the UH mission.
2.
Improve the coordination of services to students at course origination and receive
sites.
3.
Solidify the human and physical infrastructure supporting distance education.
4.
Improve upon the programmatic base of offerings being delivered. (While
brokering enables receive sites to assess needs and seek out programs needed by the
community which do not fall within the missions of those sites, it may be useful to
identify a few core programs that might be offered on a regular basis to all receive
sites.)
Olelo Task Force meeting.
Distance Education Advisory Council (DEAC) established.
Memo from DEAC to President Mortimer noting distance education program priorities:
•
Master’s in Business Administration
•
Master’s in Social Work
•
Bachelor’s in Education (Elementary and Secondary)
•
Bachelor’s in Liberal Arts.
•
Other identified needs: Master’s in Biology, Nursing, Public Administration,
Travel Industry Management, and Public Health; Bachelor’s in Information and
Computer Science, Nursing, and Travel Industry Management; credentials in
entrepreneurship and fire science.
•
Not mentioned in any studies, delivery of the undergraduate core (AA degree).
DEAC update on December 15 BOR presentation and program priorities for distance
education.
DEAC meeting.
BOR Meeting--Committee on Academic Affairs and Community Colleges:
Distance Education Advisory Council (DEAC) appointed by Mortimer and co-chaired by
SVP/Chan and Tsunoda/Perrin. Outreach (faculty travels to different site campuses and
distance ed (separation of faculty and students who are then linked thru some form of
technical delivery) are becoming interchangeable lately. Vision for distance education is
to provide access in a quality manner to the rich array of instructionsl resources available
to anyone in the state who is committed to higher education but unable to attend the UH
campus offering their program of choice.
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Fall 1994: 280 courses offered, 5K students served. Priority programs TBD MBA, MS,
Ed and Liberal Studies. 1995-97 biennium budget included 3.6 million in 95-96 distance
ed, 2.7 million in 96-97 distance ed. Cost per student is relatively higher but dist ed is
prov opp to those stud on neighbor islands--this needs to be considered. Distance ed will
need to be managed and directed other than an advisory council in the future (to insure
that DE is delivered in a quality manner).
(DEAC presentation for BOR briefing.)
280 outreach/distance education credit classes offered, serving 5,000 students.
Modes of delivery:
• On-Site
• ITV
• Cable TV
• Independent Study
• Electronic Mail
Receive Sites:
• Honolulu County—KapCC, LeeCC, WinCC, LCC Waianae, Correctional Facilities,
Hospitals, Military bases, Public schools, Individual homes.
• Hawaii County—HawCC, UHH, Ed Ctr-West Hawaii, Correctional facilities,
Individual homes.
• Kauai County—KauCC, Public schools, Individual homes.
• Maui County—MauCC, Ed Ctr—Hana, Molokai, Lanai, Public schools, Individual
homes.
• US & Foreign—Pacific basin, Asia, US mainland, Europe.
Program Areas Delivered Fall 94:
• Graduate—Business Administration, Communications, Education, Library & Info
Science, Nursing, Public Health, Social Work.
• Bachelor’s—Education Liberal Studies, Nursing, Professional Studies.
• Associate—Admin of Justice, Agriculture, Apprenticeship, Business, Early
Childhood, Fashion Tech, Health Care, Liberal Arts, Military Science, Nurses Aid,
Office Administration.
Program Priorities:
• Top Priority Needs—Master’s: Bus Admin, Social Work, Bachelor’s: Education
(Elem & Secondary), Other Credentials: Allied Health.
• Other Identified Needs—Master’s: Biology, Nursing, Public Admin, Public Health,
TIM, Bachelor’s: Info & Computer Sci, Nursing, TIM, Other Credentials:
Entrepreneurship, Fire Science.
On-going Work & Issues:
• Faculty Workload
• Intellectual Property Rights
• Technology
• Academic Support Services
• Student Support Services
• Funding

1995
Spring 1995

WinCC begins offering one or two courses per semester via cable with support from
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February 10, 1995

February 10, 1995

February 24, 1995
March 4, 1995
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LeewardCC’s Media Center to produce these courses.
11 credit courses by cable offered with 828 registrants: ANTH 200, HIST 151, 152,
GEOL 101, PSY 100, HAWN 50, JPNS 50, MATH 115, *POLS 110, *CHEM 100B,
MUSIC 121F (* = offered at more than 1 campus).
Memo from DEAC to President Mortimer.
DEAC Status of Distance Education Efforts, update to President Mortimer.
Ralph Ohara and Kathy Damon chair a committee to look at distance education
registration. Membership included registrars and deans of student services. They
developed the first procedure for DE registration.
Memo to Sharon Narimatsu and UHCC DOSS from Ralph Ohara regarding a meeting
involving KapCC, HonCC, and LeeCC staff. The meeting critiqued distance education
problems with academic advising, computer communications setup, billing and tuition
payments, publicity, course scheduling and changes, and internal communications.
Early planning and preparation are requested.
Notice of February 23 meeting of Olelo Task Force agenda:
• Courses and budgets for 1995-1996 for 4 Oahu campuses and ETC.
• Planned courses should fit agreed-upon criteria:
• Cable TV courses should appeal to large audiences.
• Courses should fit triple core (AS, AA, UHM) if possible.
• Highly desired courses that are not cost effective for each campus should be
offered through Cable TV, such as second-year languages or first-year languages
in selected areas.
• Lead Campus concept to be used.
• Lead Campus coordinates with other campuses regarding course offerings.
• Other campuses can offer courses in areas for which they do not serve as Lead
Campus if they coordinate course offerings with the Lead Campus.
• HonCC—Triple Core Courses
• LeeCC—Math and Science, TV Production, Commercial Music
• KapCC—Foreign Language
• WinCC—Hawaiiana
• ETC.—Basic Skills
• DOIS expressed interest in expanding the Olelo Task Force to include representatives
from other UHCC’s which do not receive Olelo funds. The idea, then, was to create a
Distance Education Committee for the Community Colleges.
• Because of funding and other decisions, the Olelo Task Force may need to be a
subcommittee of a larger UHCC Distance Education Committee.
• The larger Distance Education Committee could work out policy issues, distance
education registration, sharing of courses through the technologies. Faculty,
student support staff, and academic units would need to be represented.
Draft Policy on University Centers—Networking for Education: The Special Role of
Neighbor Island Campuses and University of Hawaii Centers
Email from Sharon Narimatsu to Mariko Miho reviewing Home/Host for distance
registration. Ralph Ohara served as Spring 1995 Coordinator of Distance Education
Registration. The 7 campuses tried out a home/host registration so that students wanting
to take a distance course from another campus would not have to physically travel to the
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March 17, 1995
March 18, 1995
March 18, 1995
March 21, 1995
March 31, 1995
April 3, 1995
April 13, 1995

April 24, 1995
April 26, 1995
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Comment
other campus to register for the distance course. Mariko also to compile a list of all
UHCC distance courses which can be printed in all UHCC Schedules of Classes.
HonCC cancels HIST 151, 152 due to intellectual property rights (under negotiation with
UHPA).
Does advertising $ apply to non credit classes?
Kauai CC will offer non credit basic math class.
Cindy Ning and Steven Fleming receive NSEP grant to develop CHNS 101 for Fall 95
and CHNS 102 for Sp 96 via HITS. Issue is the tuition fee. UHM charges $62/credit, CC
charges $20/credit.
(Ralph Ohara) issue of whether to include mode of delivery on student transcript. If
quality acceptable, why differentiate from on campus delivery?
List of an actual contact person instead of an office phone number at each campus to
handle all inquires for DE classes.
Opportunity to publish DE classes in it's own section in the Fall 95 SOC. Submit course
information to UHM office of DE by March 15 for Fall 95 publication.
The "Master DE Schedule for Information and Internal Use" included prerequisites, corequisites, comments, quotas (seats) and fees.
The "External" version did not include the above.
Ku Lama article, “Statewide Simultaneous Advising Made Possible Via HITS.”
Email from Kyle Higa to Sharon Narimatsu expressing need to look at how distance
education and Aldrich can better work together to become an integrated system.
Email from Mariko Miho noting that DOIS and DOSS should have received the Fall
1995 list of UHCC Distance Education Course Offerings. She provides a brief update on
distance activities:
•
Ralph Ohara creating a systemwide distance staff network of those directly
involved in distance activities on campuses.
•
Expanding on work done by Harriet Miyasaki, a DE Handbook or Guide will be
created for the campuses.
•
The format of the distance course listing needs to be reviewed.
•
Marketing needs to be addressed.
Email from Beryl Morimoto alerts DEAC members of discussion items for April 28
meeting: Support services and marketing.
Note to Mike Rota, DOIS, DOSS, and Olelo Task Force Members regarding the
structuring of a UHCC committee on distance education.
Four groups currently exist:
1. DEAC—a UH system policy Committee. The work of its 4 task forces resulted in
DEAC recommendations to the President.
2. Olelo Task Force—deals with distance education classes offered through Oceanic
Cable on Oahu only. Olelo funding provides partial funding for developing and
offering courses through Cable TV.
3. Individual campus distance education committees exist on some campuses and deal
with campus issues, policies, and procedures.
4. Informal committee of administrators and staff chaired by Ralph Ohara and Kathy
Damon. This group is working out procedures to implement policies regarding
registration, textbook purchases, and quotas.
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1995
1995
April 28, 1995
May 1, 1995

May 1, 1995
May 3, 1995
May 6, 1995

May 6, 1995
May 8, 1995
May 11, 1995
May 23, 1995

May 23, 1995
June 13, 1995
June 13, 1995
June 20, 1995
June 22, 1995
June 22, 1995
June 26, 1995

List of UHCC staff at each campus dealing in some way with distance concerns.
DEAC meeting.
Historical: February 6, 1995, Ralph Ohara and Kathy Damon chaired a committee to
look at distance education registration. People involved were registrars and deans of
student services. At that time, they came up with the original procedures to do DE
registration.
With the formation of the UHCC DE Committee, Ralph and Kathy were asked to
reconvene their group so that they could look at what they recommended in the way of
de registration that was piloted and to see if changes are needed. They never gave their
committee a name so it was called DE Registration committee for lack of a better name.
Ralph and Kathy asked by UHCC DE Committee to reconvene their group to update the
pilot DE registration procedure.
UHCC Distance Education Staff Network. List of names for course information and
updates.
Email from Mariko Miho to UHCC Distance Education Staff Network describes 2 of her
responsibilities—working with campus distance education contacts and registrars to
coordinate inter-campus scheduling and registration and assistance Sharon Narimatsu in
her work on the DEAC.
First message using the DE Staff Network listserv
[disted@cccada.ccc.hawaii.edu]. Mariko Miho working with Sharon Narimatsu.
Beryl Morimoto: How will DE network (listserv) be used with so many
individuals/groups on it?
Jill S. Merl leaving WinCC upon expiration of contract 6/30/95. Mike Garcia (ADOI)
requests to be DE contact.
Meeting notes from Distance Education Registration Committee. Areas discussed:
• Creation of a separate distance education student data management system.
• Managing notification of changes to the distance schedule of courses.
• Managing registration of concurrent students.
• Differentiating between distance education registration packets and distance education
course packets—contents and timing.
• Managing billing of students.
DE registration meeting.
ASL 201 will be offered Fall 95 via HITS. Originating from KapCC with delivery to
KauCC, Mau CC and UHH.
Deadlines for DE Schedule: 1st Friday of September for Spring, 1st Friday of February for
Fall.
UHCC DistEd listserv established.
ASL 201 being offered for Fall 95. Course was developed from need. (Players: Liz
D'Argy, Bert Kimura, Kelli Goya, Jan Fried, Hae Okimoto, Bob Franco)
ASL 201 placement test via HITS (Linda Lambrecht).
Ralph Ohara retires. KapCC contacts=Mona Lee (new DOSS), Yul Pyun (Computer
Specialist).
Attempting to set up DE registration process. DOSS to prepare remote computer
accounts for intercampus access but need authorized personnel. (Player: Barbara Arthurs,
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July 13, 1995
August 28, 1995

September, 1995
September 13, 1995
September 13, 1995
September 19, 1995

September 20, 1995
September 26, 1995

October 4, 1995
October 5, 1995
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HawCC)
Trying to get list of names of authorized personnel from each campus who could be
responsible for accessing other campuses student files. Goal is to have the campuses
agree on a process in which they can monitor themselves. Haw/Dave Loeding,
Kau/Alison Shigematsu, Kap/Judy Buffington, Hon/Harriet Miyasaki, Lee/Warren Mau,
Mau/Steve Kameda, Win/Charles Heaukulani
Registrars met to improve DE registration process.
Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from the Proceedings Committee regarding the March 3
Excellence in Education systemwide HITS meeting generating ideas and comments to
begin a major planning campaign about the future of the UHCC’s. An attached
Overview Grid of Futures Ideas includes distance education as one of the topics
Fall 95: Kap CC offering SPAN 201. Carol Beresiwsky requesting funds to develop
SPAN 202 via cable for Sp 96. Shu Fen Fujitani requesting funds to develop CHNSE
101 for fall 96 and 102 for sp 97.
DE registration meeting.
Notes from a Systemwide Registrars’ Meeting on Distance Ed Registration includes
information on the current status of various support services.
Memo from Sharon Narimatsu to the members of the UHCC Distance Education
Committee. Members included:
• Peggy Cha, ETC
• Shirley Metcalf, HawCC
• Liz d’Argy, MauCC
• Helen Sina, KauCC
• Ramsey Pederson, Beryl Morimoto, Harriet Miyasaki, HonCC
• Angela Meixall, Terry Web, KapCC
• Judy Kappenberg, Mike Pecsok, LeeCC
• Sandy Matsui, Michael Garcia, Scott Masuno, WinCC
• Kyle Higa, Mariko Miho, Ralph Ohara, John Muth, Sharon Narimatsu, Chancellor’s
Office
• Hae Okimoto, OITS
Draft Distance Education Course Initiation and Planning Form.
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda updating President Mortimer and the Senior VP’s on
distance education:
• Although there have been budget cuts, there are some efforts to establish distance
education as a key mode of educational delivery and a means to implement the
systemwide academic network.
• Needs assessment update has not yet been done. DEAC has not been convened for
this semester. Tsunoda is working with David Lassner to identify high priority actions
for the year, including technology upgrade plans, intellectual property rights, and
tuition and funding model and workload.
• The University Center proposal (See February 24, 1995.) has been circulated but there
is no decision about whether to take it to the BOR.
Hae Okimoto presents AA via cable early summer to Olelo Task Force.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting notes identify the broad scope of issues
the committee will need to work with and help resolve:
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October 5, 1995
October 10, 1995

October 11, 1995
October 25, 1995
October 26, 1995
November 13, 1995
November 13, 1995
November 29, 1995
1995
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Comment
• Library—Lack of communication between faculty and library and between neighbor
island campuses and UHM .
• Curriculum /Instruction issues resulting in poor curriculum planning include lack of
course continuity, short student retention, lack of funding, and lack of adequate
support services and tools.
• Courses are offered without knowing whether they are useful to other campuses, are
planned on a piece-meal basis, and are planned without knowing what support services
are available.
• Current registration system does not support multi-campus students and multi-campus
registration systems and policies. Common issues: TB clearances must be re-issued
at every host campus, student info files not readily accessible to registrars, current
policies don’t allow for early distance registration, campuses carry different
prerequisites, and campuses carry different policies for financial aid and tuition fee
collections.
• Computer support—A central file resource and central GRADVIS database would
support multi-campus, multi-term registrations. Registrars cannot access all students
and classes without compromising the integrity and security of campus files and
computers.
• Media Center/Technology needs include the need for faculty training and an
infrastructure to support it; a critical infrastructure that allows the system to position
itself for the future; funding for new resources and upgrading and replacing outdated
and broken equipment; the ability to manage multiple technologies; and a systemwide
approach to the issue of intellectual property rights.
• A systematized approach to scheduling distance courses.
• Evaluation of our progress beyond student retention rates.
• Need for summer programs.
1st meeting of the UHCC Committee on Distance
DE Registration Working Committee met to prepare for multi-campus registrations for
Spring 96 distance ed courses. Committee members: HonCC: Harriet Miyasaki, Dave
Nelson. KapCC: Cynthia Kimura, LeeCC: Judy Kappenberg, Warren Mau, WinCC:
Charles Heaukulani, Charles Whitten, Chan Off: Kyle Higa, Ralph Ohara, Mariko Miho.
Email from Mariko Miho to the UHCC Distance Education Committee regarding
announcements in preparation of multi-campus registrations for Spring 1996.
Olelo Task Force meeting.
Emphasis will be placed on developing courses for the AA degree which will be aired
over Oceanic Cable as well as the new Oahu Wireless Cable (see Olelo mtg notes
10/26/95).
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting assigned departments and/or persons to
take the lead in identifying possible solutions to the issues identified in the September
meeting.
DE meeting via HITS.
Memo from Sharon Narimatsu to the UHCC Distance Education Committee alerting
members to be ready to address how their campuses are addressing faculty workload and
intellectual property rights.
Cable classes being broadcast statewide instead of by island only.
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Comment

1996
1996

January 9, 1996

January 22, 1996
February 1996
February 1, 1996
February 1, 1996
February 20, 1996
February 26, 1996

•

Peggy Cha begins working with distance in Colleen Sathre’s Office. Her focus was
policy review and revisions. The Financial Aid Agreement grew out of this work.
• UH Centers established.
Fall Campus Contacts: Kelli Goya/KapCC, Stacy Thomas, Neal Uehara/LeeCC, Beryl
Morimoto/HonCC.
Email from Jon Blumhardt regarding additional funding. He reports compression of
instruction into 41 hours in a 7 ½ week period, increasing class size to 60 by decreasing
contact time, and the use of Myer’s Briggs Temperament Indicator as a learning style
tool.
2nd meeting of UHCC Distance Education Committee. In discussing workload, the group
recommended that each campus include a statement about distance education in future
ads for all faculty.
HawCC—Distance Education Library Newsletter—notes email and internet workshops,
open lab hours, and a summary of library databases and their use for distance students.
Memo from Sharon Narimatsu to the UHCC Distance Education Committee providing
the lead assignment and suggested tasks for each of the issues for the March meeting.
Summer Session Task Force Meeting confirmed courses and locations for Summer 1996,
discussed marketing of Summer 1996 courses, and set a timeline for planning Summer
1997.
Principles of Good Practice for Electronically Offered Academic Degree and Certificate
Programs:
http://www.hawaii.edu/dl/general/resources/GoodPracticesinDeD.pdf
DOIS Sub-committee in Distance Education met February 23. They identified three
areas making up faculty workload in distance education—course development, course
delivery, and course management.
• Compensation for course development ranges from 0 to 6 credits for a 3-credit course.
The most common practice was giving faculty one credit realized time for each course
credit.
• There was discussion of whether preparing for a course on an interactive system
should be compensated differently than one taught by Cable TV. It was felt that there
should be more compensation for preparing to teach Cable TV because it is a less
forgiving, one-way medium.
• Reasons for not compensating faculty for developing distance courses included:
• Course development is part of the job expectation in teaching so when the
medium of instruction changes, the teacher must change delivery just as he/she
must maintain currency in content.
• It sets a bad precedent for the time when external money is not available.
• Faculty have been credited for preparation and delivery of a “live” course as they
would be for a course taught in a traditional classroom. However, when the course is
taped and replayed, the faculty member is not credited for preparation and delivery.
• Course management includes all duties of the faculty member in overseeing student
work aside from delivering the lecture—quizzes, exams, projects, etc. It was agreed
that for managing the student learning for a course, 3 credits equals double the
enrollment if the faculty does not have to deliver a course.
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March 19, 1996
March 22, 1996

March 29, 1996

May 6, 1996

May 9, 1996
May 16, 1996

Page 16 of 78

Comment
• Bert Kimura and Mike Pecsok will assemble evaluation instruments to evaluate both
the content and context of distance education. The intent is for all media centers to
have a common evaluation form.
DE meeting.
The March 18 meeting notes of the UHCC Distance Education Committee indicateded
the following changes:
• Changed deadlines and requirements for all ITS course requests each semester.
• ITS will be the one-stop shop for all scheduling activities.
• ITS will place the master schedule on a website and will update and maintain it.
• Program planning will establish and secure time blocks of technology-driven
instruction over a multi-year period.
Discussion points not covered in the distance action items include:
• Creating a systemwide HITS-based Hawaiiana course interactive and live with
different campuses sharing their expertise, integrating campus specialities, codeveloping live, interactive modules, funded through external sources, and shared
throughout the system. DOIS are asked to speak with faculty members and faculty
senate chairs about such a project and report back.
• Establishing prerequisites that are consistent across the system, especially for Math
and English. John Muth will be asked to develop a list of discrepancies between
course prerequisites across the system.
• While it was agreed that placement tests should be more accessible/convenient for
distance students, no agreement was reached about what should be done.
• Hae Okimoto, Ralph Ohara, and Mariko Miho presented a recommendation for
streamlining and improving the process of scheduling courses between UHCC
campuses and ITS:
• Develop program plans versus individual course plans.
• Establish block scheduling versus individual course scheduling.
• Complete information for ITS scheduling.
A UHM Arts and Sciences Executive Committee memo to Preseident Mortimer and
other UHM administrators notes that distance learning issues are of pressing concern to
the UH system. UHM’s Arts and Sciences Program and Curriculum Committee
February 16 memo, the UHPA Ad Hoc Committee on Distance Learning Report, and an
informal discussion at the All Campus Council of Senate Chairs on March 22 are all in
agreement. The Executive Committee states that in order to assure 21st century academic
and professional integrity of the University, a coherent systemwide policy concerning
curriculum development of distance courses should be formulated together with a multicampus program to offer instructional support, technological assistance, and
methodological models. Professional issues concerning intellectual property rights,
teaching loads, class size, promotion/tenure considerations, and compensation for
development of materials must be addressed. The committee intends to initiate 19961997 systemwide discussion of distance learning through a series of meetings and
workshops.
DE meeting.
The UHCC Distance Education Committee completed discussion of its 14 issues. The
chart notes actions taken since each meeting.
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June 3, 1996
June 3, 1996

July 29, 1996

August 7, 1996
August 26, 1996

August 30, 1996
September 3, 1996
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Comment
A printed consolidated schedule of distance courses for Fall 1996 will be delivered to
campuses. Distance Learning Instructional Technology group at ITS is developing a
website version of DE course schedules and descriptions for an early August release.
UHCC Registrars meeting with Hae Okimoto provided opportunity for direct feedback to
Hae Okimoto, Manager of Distance Education for the UH system, on website pages
being developed for distance education courses, schedules, and registration information.
There is a significant increase in technology-delivered courses in past 6 years.
• 1990—5 credit classes; Spring 1996—70 classes.
• 1990—less than 100 students served; Spring 1996—2,049 students served.
• Number of programming hours per week has increased to 247 hours.
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda to all Provosts discussing the June 1996 BOR approval
of the BOR Policy on University Centers. The UC Center at Maui will begin in Fall
1996. On Kauai it will begin by Fall 1997. Provost Clyde Sakamoto is developing the
implementation plan for the UC at MauCC.
A DEAC Update Meeting agenda indicates review of Where We Are, Focus AY 19961997—staffing options for central coordination, budget, technology and operational reengineering, and policy issues.
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda to her Executive Staff attaches specifics for the 19961997 Distance Education Operational Support.
• Regularize current distance staffing by converting soft-funding positions to general
fund support and funds assigned to the campus’ base budgets.
• Distance Education Program Development has used Olelo and Alternative Delivery
Funds which should be refocused to provide seed and development for specific
curricula identified as high priority programs for statewide delivery.
• Systemwide Distance Education Coordination needs one position and associated
startup costs to implement a coordinating structure for systemwide distance education.
Deliverables to include permanent structure and staffing plan, implementation of
systemwide communication and coordination network, up-to-date systemwide
program priorities for educational delivery, inventory of all current programs and a
system for ongoing updates, and a systematic approach set in motion for resolution of
ongoing policy issues.
• New funds for UC at MauCC.
• Enhance Distance Staffing for Current Workload so there is less reliance on student
help.
In preparation for the September 23 UHCC Distance Education Meeting, the chart of
Distance Issues & Lead Assignments/Suggested Tasks is sent to committee members.
Memo from Sharon Narimatsu to Joyce Tsunoda on the status of the AA degree via
Cable TV on Oahu.
• After a period in which an array of liberal arts, vocational and non-credit coruses were
developed with no clear path toward a degree, agreement was reached in 1995 to focus
on courses leading to an AA degree.
• Thirty-five Cable TV courses have been developed which are applicable to the AA
and AS degree general education requirements.
• A full curriculum of courses will be available for earning an AA by the year 2000.
• Five vocational courses numbered 100 or above are applicable to an AA degree.
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September 6, 1996
September 14, 1996

September 16, 1996
September 16, 1996
September 19, 1996

Page 18 of 78

Comment
Seven other vocational courses numbered below o100 were developed because of
public request. The AG 36 course for pesticide applicators who are required to renew
their licenses every 5 years can be used toward meeting that requirement. Credit
courses below 100 and meeting licensing requirements will be developed on a caseby-case basis to support the workforce.
• Twenty-five non-credit courses and community informational programs were created
to provide in-service training for workers and the general public. Some are required
for professional recertification; such courses will continue to support maintenance of a
skilled workforce. Remedial courses will also be continued. College transfer
workshops informing the general public of UH system policies and practices will also
be continued.
• There are increasing numbers of enrollments.
• There are 2 issues:
• Funding mechanism—Funding from Olelo is on a year-to-year funding cycle.
Discussions are underway at the DCCA to remove UH and the DOE from the
educational portion of P-E-G and channel the funds from Oceanic Calbe through
the DCCA to UH and the DOE, removing Olelo from the funding loop.
• Support staff—The UHCC’s do not have a general-funded production staff for a
distance education program. Many staff are hired year-to-year. Olelo‘s intent is
that its funds are spent for course development and not for staffing.
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda to President Mortimer conveying Sharon Narimatsu’s
status report on the AA degree.
Email from Sharon Narimatsu to DOI Ramsay Pedersen regarding the wisdom of
responding head on to Faculty Senate commitment to take on a project which examines
distance education and quality teaching.
• Are faculty being coerced into teaching distance courses? Unfounded.
• Why no faculty members on distance committees? Faculty are invited be teaching
schedules keep them from attending. Faculty encouraged to attend next meeting so
misconceptions can be reviewed.
• Are distance courses of substandard quality? A forum to discuss the issues can make
inroads in the attitudes of a number of Faculty Senate Chairs.
• Is there a need for consultation? The Olelo Task Force earlier agreed, as Lead
Campuses, to consult with the other 3 campuses whenever they developed new
courses. This was a collaborative alerting process, not a checkpoint for disapproval.
Proposed Technology and Distance Item—Regularize Current Distance Education
Staffing, $360,000.
LeeCC’s budget request: Expanding Distance Learning Infrastructure
Email from Sharon Narimatsu alerting the Distance Education Committee that Diana
Oshiro, Asst. Superintendent of the DOE’s Office of Information and
Telecommunications Services will give the group information about the DOE’s
Electronic School. There may be ways UHCC faculty could work with DOE faculty in
creating courses as part of school-to-work transition and AP courses. Electronic School
will begin September 1996 with 5 new courses following the successful piloting of 2
courses in Spring 1996. The Electronic school has created multiple partnerships. More
than 150 corporations and education programs have pledged support in building this
virtual school.
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September 23, 1996
October 6, 1996

October 15, 1996

October 23, 1996

November 5, 1996

Page 19 of 78

Comment
DE meeting.
Email from Hae Okimoto to Olelo Deans. Information is still needed to put together a
comprehensive distance schedule which provides complete information for staff and
potential students. When the schedule is complete, it will provide an alphabetical list of
all courses by program, by type of technology, and by location.
September 23, 1996 Distance Education Committee Meeting Notes shows 9-23 Action
Items:
• Hae Okimoto and Bert Kimura’s evaluation tools; need to develop a survey instrument
assessing effectiveness of teaching and learning environment, student demographics,
and learning preferences; Jon Blumhardt cited research on how different personality
types respond to distance environment.
• Hae Okimoto and Cammie Matsumoto working on faculty development training
modules/workshops.
• Faculty Senate Chairs request that future Distance Committee meetings be held in the
afternoons when Faculty Senate Chairs can attend and raise their concern about the
lack of quality standards in distance education.
• DOSS to review registration and payment procedures with Registrars. Host campus
students need reassurance that they will be enrolled in a class for which they register.
• 1996-1997 should be the year to work out policy issues.
• UH looking at various student information software, including Buzzeo and Peoplesoft.
• Lack of policy on how campuses should be compensated or reimbursed for serving
students from other campuses. DOIS to discuss.
• Librarians developing a systemwide electronic reserve “bank” of course-related
materials on a website.
• UH working to have public access funding come directly from Oceanic through the
DCCA rather than from Olelo.
• Email access and ITS system integrity increasingly difficult with zero-growth staff
serving an ever-growing system.
• DOIS to assess types of distance faculty training required.
Meeting Notes of Oahu Registrars’ Working Committee Meeting shows the following
agreements:
• Oahu Registrars will prepare packets for other campuses.
• When a Registrar runs out of seats available to his/her campuses under the quota
system, the Registrar can transfer seats from another campus rather than registering a
student under the campus code of another campus. This is important for Financial Aid
Officers tracking students.
• Host campus Registrars should enroll students that come to their campuses instead of
directing those students to register at the home campus. They should not collect
documents and forward them to the home campus without registering the student.
• Current best management of available seats is for the home campus Registrar to call
the host campus Registrar to find out the number of seats still available in the course
quota allocation.
• Computer access student registration files will be provided to Registrars.
Email from Sharon Narimatsu to Cammie Matsumoto regarding staff development and
how to leverage available funds. Working with Hae Okimoto, linking with the DOE for
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November 21, 1996
November 21, 1996
November 21, 1996
December 2, 1996

December 10, 1996

Page 20 of 78

Comment
a joint one-week summer conference on technology, provide a workshop for
administrators after the HERN project, begin to provide training for development of
online courses.
Summer Session DE Committee meeting (10-noon, Chan Conf Rm).
DE Committee meeting (1-3pm, Chan Conf Rm).
Olelo Committee meeting (3:30-4:30pm, Chan Conf Rm).
Notes on November 21 Olelo Committee meeting:
• Faculty to agree to teach Olelo-funded courses at least every other year; campus
failure to offer a course again within the stipulated period opens the possibility that
another campus can develop and produce that course.
• KapCC commits to developing and producing at least 2 200-level language courses a
year.
• Continued work on an interactive distance website will include password protection;
linkages to campuses; ability to sort by island, method of technology, or program;
downloadable schedule of distance courses; on-line course request form.
• DOIS will be asked to concur regarding need for a distance education service fee of
$10 to $30 per course which is separate from a student activities fee.
November 21 Meeting of the Distance Education Committee:
• Update on DOE progress in networking schools, improving the technology
environment, and developing its Electronic School.
• DOIS are asked to consider allocating some general funds to development and
teaching if distance classes.
• DOIS have made a decision NOT to give compensation to host campuses for distance
services provided to students of other campuses. Should a host campus incur
extraordinary expenses for such services, then there could be negotiation for
compensation with the home campus.
• Discussion of the need for continuous learning and reorganization functional areas to
support information technology in curriculum design and instruction.
• Discussion of private corporations entry into educational market.
• Discussion of computer-assisted instruction to meet certification of learning and
student demand for distance courses.
• Discussion of what faculty need to learn to be effective distance teachers—quality
assurance, tech support personnel, funding team planning among faculty, faculty
involvement in planning discussions, and professional development.

1997
1997
January 3, 1997
February 1997

MSG established. Included representation from Chancellor’s office. Responsible for
HITS scheduling.
Memo from President Mortimer to Colleen Sathre asks that she take lead responsibility
for developing a UH strategic plan for distance education, called for under the completed
overall UH strategic plan.
A Workplan in Progress notes major distance components (academic, academic support,
student support, intellectual property and workload, technology, organization, and
funding issues), Where We Are, Where We Want to Go, Communication and Feedback,
and Deliverables between Marcy 24, 1997 and August 1997, including summary and
general analysis of issues, general description of relation to DEAC, UHCC DE and other
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February 6, 1997

February 24, 1997
March 13, 1997
March 31, 1997

Page 21 of 78

Comment
documents, general description of planning process, establishing a faculty panel, Interim
Guidelines for University Centers, review of working paper, presentation to the BOR,
catalog of current practices, draft of Outreach Priorities, prioritized list of executive
policies to be revised and analysis of issues to be decided.
An early draft of how to approach policy/procedure review asks questions:
• What priorities will be used to decide how system uses resources?
• What is the relationship between University Center needs survey and state workforce
development needs?
• Should programs using HITS or Cable TV be offered statewide?
• What will be the mechanism for developing the multi-year plan?
• Is outreach quality a unit issue or a system issue?
• Should WICHE Principles which emphasize student learning outcomes and their
assessment be adopted.
• Is there need for system overview and assurance?
• How are registration concerns in tech specs for the new SIS?
Notes of Ad Hoc Distance Education Committee meeting included discussion of
systematic evaluation of distance courses; modularizing some Olelo-funded courses to
move mode of instruction away from “talking heads” and toward use of multi-media;
HERN conference on the use of Internet to design, develop and deliver courses materials
to augment, extend or replace face-to-face classroom instruction;
Sharon Narimatsu is DE Committee Convener. Leaves for LCC Provost position.
ITS Interim Policy for Responsible Computing and Network Access
Memo from Colleen Sathre to President Mortimer regarding Distance Education
Planning. This brief status report grows out of a specific request from the ACCFSC but,
given the interest in distance planning, it is of wider interest.
• Common areas of concerns among issues analyzed by the DEAC, the Ad Hoc UHCC
Distance Education Committee, and the UHM Arts & Sciences Executive Committee
include:
• Academic quality, including oversight, levels of interaction in classes,
appropriate teaching strategies for technology used.
• Collaborative nature of all distance requires high degree of coordination. Roles
and responsibilities of various partners must be defined and coordinated. Not clear
who should be accountable for overall process such as performing needs
assessment, setting priorities, developing a multi-year plan of offerings, setting
programmatic and technical standards or for ensuring appropriate coordination and
collaboration take place.
• Intellectual property and workload issues need to be reviewed from a wider
perspective than distance learning. While there is some commonality of approach
in terms of compensation when a significant increase in workload could be agreed
on, there is a need to ensure common expectations.
• Currently there is work being done on the logistical and coordination of
University Centers.
• Research is being done on the common policy and procedural issues to be
reviewed or developed.
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April 1, 1997

April 4, 1997
July 21, 1997
July 23, 1997

August 4, 1997

August 4, 1997
Fall 1997

Page 22 of 78

Comment
• A catalog of current practices in areas of concern—workload, curriculum
oversight, registration, advising and counseling, library access,
telecommunications access, etc.—is being compiled.
The results of the revised Inventory of Distance Learning Issues & Concerns completed
by DEAC, Ad Hoc UHCC Distance Education Committee, and the UHM Arts and
Sciences Program and Curriculum Committee is intended as a reporting mechanism to
guide inquiry into issues confronting distance education practices in the UH system.
Issues are categories as distance goals/standards, delivery, academic support,, student
support, interactive capacity/restrictions, policy issues and/or systemwide guidelines, and
potential contractual issues.
Memo from Peggy Cha to David Lassner, Hae Okimoto, and Sharon Narimatsu
regarding how the distance education plan should be structured.
Memo from Peggy Cha to Chancellor Tsunoda and Mike Rota detailing possible
worksheet templates for evaluating and prioritizing distance learning proposals for
technology delivery and for non-technology delivery.
Memo from UHH Interim Vice Chancellor Bill Chen to UHM Dean Alan Teramura
regarding precedent-setting offering of a BS in Computer Science at MauCC’s
University Center. Agreements include:
• UHH will take the lead to offer the degree for Maui for a complete 4-year cycle.
• The 2 computer science programs will articulate all their courses so faculty from both
campuses can be used to offer necessary courses.
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda to President Mortimer updating UHCC coordination of
Cable TV offerings via Olelo. It notes that through collaborative efforts of the Oahubased Olelo Task Force, the UHCCs are close to enabling students to earn an AA degree
via Cable TV.
It also informs him that the lead responsibility in coordinating UHCC distance education
will shift in Fall 1997 from Sharon Narimatsu to Mike Rota in order to “mainstream”
various aspects of distance education into the academic affairs of UHCC campuses and
system.
Coordination of DE for CCs shifts from Sharon N. to Mike Rota in order to mainstream
various aspects of DE into the academic affairs of the campuses & CC system.
Among the concerns outlined in the draft LeeCC Distance Education Philosophy &
Guidelines:
• Access, quality, equity, resource commitment.
• A Distance Education Student Handbook will provide a questionnaire to help the
student determine if he/she fits the profile of a student who is likely to succeed with
distance courses, specific information on distance classes, distance learning strategies,
general support services, testing procedures, administrative procedures, and Library
and Learning Resource Center services.
• Existing student support services will integrate distance options and procedures in
their services.
• Prospective distance students can sit in on comparable courses using the same media
as the desired course to get actual experience in dealing with the distance
environment.
• Effective teaching and learning principles will be use—assessment of learner needs,
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October 15, 1997

October 16, 1997

October 1997

October 22, 1997

November 26, 1997
November 26, 1997

Page 23 of 78

Comment
learning outcomes, interactivity, systematic evaluation, distance faculty evaluation.
• Careful selection of distance courses, delivery methods, and instructors and provision
of adequate support and training for faculty.
• Workload formula used by HonCC:
• After a televised distance course has been offered once, it becomes a 100%
videotaped package which can be rebroadcast without additional instructor
modification or preparation.
• Subsequent sections can be offered with double the usual enrollment.
• Variables to be considered in determining workload:
• Nature of the assignments such as exams.
• Degree of interaction built into the course.
• Type of material or media used.
Working drafts developed by LeeCC’s Distance Education Committee covers:
• Distance Education Philosophy and Guidelines
• Distance Education Operations Handbook
• Distance Education Student Handbook
Memo from Mike Rota alerts the Ad Hoc UHCC Distance Education Committee and the
Olelo Task Force Committee that he has been asked to assume the lead on UHCC
distance delivery. He sets a joint meeting of the 2 groups to identify priority issues for
1997-1998 and to determine the most appropriate way to organize and support activities
carried out by the 2 committees. Liz D’Argy was asked to chair the UHCC Distance
Education Committee.
Untitled powerpoint pages:
• Mission for Distance Education—To provide access in a high quality manner to the
rich array of instructional resources already available to on-campus students to
students anywhere in the state who are committed to higher education, but unable to
attend the UH campus offering their program of choice.
• Key aspects of that vision—access, quality, and commitment.
• Achieving the vision.
• Impacts of institutional development.
• Shifts in institutional culture—shared responsibility, mainstreaming distance
education, expanded concept of access, no “second priority” students, brokering and
partnership.
UHCC AD Hoc Distance Education Committee meeting examined system priority to
deliver the AA degree by distance, use of the Distance Education Committee and the
Olelo Task Force during this year of Olelo leadership transition, Distance Education
Committee organization and membership, campus steering committees and coordinator,
program plan and schedule factors, sources of funds, policy issues, distance system
needs, course request form, and ITS course postings.
Fax from Karen Muraoka, University Center, Maui to Liz D’Argy asking that the draft
UHH Bachelor of Science in Computer Science for MauCC be distributed at the UHCC
Distance Education Committee meeting.
UHCC Ad Hoc Distance Education Committee meeting:
• ITS-DLIT compiling a Teaching with Technology Catalog listing HITS and Cable TV
and those using the Internet.
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December 19, 1997

Page 24 of 78
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• ITS-DLIT has selected WebCT as the course management tool that it will support for
faculty seeking to use the WWW in their courses.
• ITS-DLIT providing 10 faculty workshops on Teaching with Technology, TALENT
Show ’98, and TALENT ‘98
Background material for the first Master Scheduling Group (MSG) meeting, including
Purpose, Draft MOA, Basic Assumptions, and Budget Assumptions from Peggy Cha,
OVPPP’s Office, to Kathy Yamashiro.
Followup materials to the December 9 MSG meeting. The aim is to produce a Distance
Learning Master Schedule.

1998
January 12, 1998
January 12, 1998

Janaury 29, 1998
January 30, 1998

February 1998
February 19, 1998
March 4, 1998
March 17, 1998
March 30, 1998

LeeCC’s finalized Distance Education Student Handbook.
Memo from Colleen Sathre to Calvin Say, Chair, House Finance providing information
in response to questions raised at the House Finance Committee hearing on January 9.
• Requested information on associate degree attainment by islands within Hawaii. U.S.
Census Bureau 1990, Associate Degree Attainment: U.S. 6.2%, State 8.3%, Hawaii
County 9.6%, Honolulu County 8.0%, Kauai County 9.5%, and Maui County 8.8%.
• Information on UH distance learning activities includes summary of UHCC AA
degree distance access: MauCC, HawCC, and HonCC offer the AA degree to specific
receive sites. An AA degree via Cable TV is available through a consortium of all
Oahu campuses and available to Oahu homes subscribing to Oceanic or Chronicle.
Some of the cable courses are picked up by neighbor island campuses and aired on
their cable channels. HawCC, HonCC, and MauCC offer AS and AAS degrees and
certificates in a variety of technical/occupational areas via outreach and technology.
Commentary that costs associate with Internet course development and delivery can be
substantial and that meaningful learning interactions can increase significantly. LeeCC
offers a variety of courses applicable to an AA degree and well as technical/vocational
courses. Together with KapCC they provide courses for the Waianae Health Academy.
KapCC Computer Use Survey Results, Spring 1997
UHCC Ad Hoc Distance Education Committee discussed work being done on the
Strategic Plan for Information Technology (SPIT), ADF Spring 1997 reports and Fall
1997 grants, LeeCC Student Distance Education Handbook and University Center,
MauCC’s Spring 1998 Schedule of Courses
Draft Procedures for Cross-Campus Registration.
BOR briefing on Distance Learning—plans, policies, and procedures:
• Tasks—revise planning and policy bases and procedural guidelines, promulgate
revised E5.204, update BOR policy if needed.
Memo from Colleen Sathree and David Lassner to Senior Vice Presidents regarding the
Master Schedule of Offerings for 1998-2001.
Maui University Center Educational Needs Survey Results
UHCC Ad Hoc Distance Education Committee meeting:
• DOIS and UC Directors need to provide feedback on telecourses to be provided for
each campus.
• Committee will use LeeCC’s Philosophy and Guidelines for Distance Education as the
working document for the UHCC Distance Ed Strategic Plan.
• KapCC’s Information Technology Emphasis Survey distributed and discussed.
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April 17, 1998

May 22, 1998

May 27, 1998
May 27, 1998

July 7, 1998

July 9, 1998

August 4, 1998
August 10, 1998

September 9, 1998

Page 25 of 78

Comment
• Dates set for sub-committee reports—Evaluation Issues, Quality and Access Issues,
Computer Support Issues, Faculty and Workload Issues, Distance Ed Standards,
Strategic and Operational Plans.
UHCC Ad Hoc Distance Education Committee meeting:
• Discussion of Western Governor’s University (WGU). UH is a Pilot Institution
Provider (PI), providing some cost and participation benefits.
• Draft of proposed replacement for E5.204 distributed.
• Review of KauiCC Fall Schedule demonstrates need for timely information in order to
make the schedule meaningful.
• MauCC University Center Fall Schedule reviewed for information about color
printing.
• Distance Ed Strategic Plan draft targeted for August. Distance philosophy, goals, and
strategic context being worked on.
• Access goals include delivering AA completely by distance, delivering
multimedia training programs to organizations at user locations, providing
multimedia ed opportunities, increasing depth and scope of course and program
offerings, and seek closer integration of credit and non-credit learning.
UHCC Ad Hoc Distance Education Committee meeting. Sub-committees reported
reported the status of their efforts on Evaluation Issues, Quality and Access Issues,
Computer Support Issues, Faculty and Workload Issues, Distance Ed Standards, Strategic
and Operational Plans.
Revised Executive Policy E5.204, UH Distamce Learning Plans, Policies, and
Procedures promulgated by President Mortimer.
President Mortimer promulgates revised Executive Policy E5.204 University of Hawaii
Distance Learning Plans, Policies, and Procedures. Originally this policy was entitled
Outreach and promulgated in 1982; it was revised in 1992. Provisions of this revised
Executive Policy E5.204 dated May 1998 are effective immediately and supercede
E5.204 dated June 1992. E5.204: http://www.hawaii.edu/offices/app/dl/ppp.pdf
UHCC Ad Hoc Distance Education Committee meeting:
• TALENT speaker Jon Dorbolo discussed teaching models which effectively use
distance technology and facilitate active student learning.
• Strategic plan draft discussed
• Noted that E5.204 establishes a formal UHCC distance learning committee.
Discussed what needs to be done to coordinate UHCC distance learning efforts.
Briefing items for the BOR from President Mortimer:
• Assessment of distance learning nationally and at UH.
• Update on status of WGU.
Signed UH Distance Learning Consortium Agreement for Financial Aid for Distance
Learners sent by Jo Ann Yamada to campus Financial Aid Officers.
UHCC Ad Hoc Distance Education Committee meeting:
•
Draft Strategic Plan discussed, priority issues for the group selected (scheduling
issues and processes and needs assessments), recommended list of additional
Committee members to be sent to Provosts, Student Services issues, Cable TV
offerings needed for completion of the AA degree.
Memo from Colleen Sathre to Senior Vice Presidents regarding Distance Learning:
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October 1998
November 9, 1998
December 14, 1998

December 17, 1998
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Scheduling of System Technology Resources and On-Site Support. Development by the
MST of a format for requesting use of system resources and/or on-site support, principles
for established distance learning policies in E5.204, and a recommended program
planning time line are to be shared with and used by units as appropriate.
TALENT ’98 Participant List
Memo from Acting Provost Peggy Cha to Bonnie Honma and Helen Sina confirming
their membership on the UHCC Distance Learning Committee as a standing, systemwide
body under E5.204..
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda to UHCC Distance Learning Standing Committee
members:
• Priorities for 1999 include completing a UHCC Distance Learning Strategic Plan and
creating an articulated, coordinated schedule of distance-delivered liberal arts
offerings enabling a full-time student to complete an AA degree in 2 years.
• Helen Sina agrees to chair the coming and continue efforts started by the previous ad
hoc committee for distance learning.
Memo to UHCC Distance Learning Standing Committee members from Helen Sina
defining activities of the Committee’s first 3 meetings.

1999
January 1999
January 20, 1999
January 26, 1999

Banner changeover. Distance issues were an important factor in motivating the switch to
Banner.
Memo from Helen Sina alerting the UHCC Distance Education Standing Committee of
the appointment of Paula Mochida, Special Assistant for Distance Learning for the UH
system, to the Committee.
UHCC Distance Education Standing Committee (hereafter referred to as the UHCC
Distance Education Committee), first official meeting under E5.204:
• History and intent of Committee—same name as the ad hoc group that has met for
some years.
• Three charges:
• Develop a Distance Learning Strategic Plan for the UHCCs.
• Enable an AA degree statewide by multiple technologies by Fall 1999.
• Enable an AA degree statewide by Cable TV by Fall 1999.
• Major difficulties:
• With no additional money for distance offerings, campuses and UHCC system
need to reallocate from current funding sources.
• Committee lacks authority to make change and must work toward buy-in by
Provosts and campuses.
• There were too many questions about system direction, delivery of an AA degree,
and buy-in to work on revising earlier draft of the Strategic Plan: purpose, quality,
data to show need for AA, purpose of AA if some courses aren’t applicable to
degree intended, take care of policies and procedures first, how best use resources,
how often update courses, accreditation concerns, how use technology to enhance
the quality
• 4 focus areas regarding draft Strategic Plan: resource needs/infrastructure,
instruction, policies and processes information needs, and data and assessment.
• Committee members include: Chair/Helen Sina, Jon Blumhardt, Kathy Damon,
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February 25, 1999

February/March 1999
March 15, 1999

March 22, 1999
March 24, 1999
April 5, 1999
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Mike Garcia, Bonnie Honma, Harry Kawamura, Bert Kimura, Vinnie Linares,
Harriet Miyasaki, Paula Mochida, Beryl Morimoto, Hae Okimoto, Sandy Okazaki,
Mike Pecsok, Jan Petersen, Diane Suzuki, Mark Silliman, Mike Tagawa, Alvin
Tagomori, flo wiger, Kathy Yamashiro, Beng Poh Yoshikawa.
• Group agrees that faculty should select the technology that would best suit their
teaching style and the course content.
• 4 subcommittees formed:
• Resource Needs (Bert, Hae, Jan, Mike P.)
• Instruction (flo, Mike G., Harry Kathy Y.)
• Policies, Processes, and Information (Alvin, Beryl, Bonnie, Diane and Harriet)
• Data & Assessment (Beng Poh, Paula)
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• Faculty Senate wants to meeting with faculty to look at how the system might be best
organized to facilitate effective distance delivery. College-within-a-college is one
approach. Committee sees faculty involvement positively. Would the group develop
AA curriculum; this has not been considered because campuses are responsible for the
courses they offer. Funding, time, and resource availability are problems.
• New courses are in limbo until a prior work agreement has been signed.
• Gap classes are those needed by University Center students so they can access higher
degrees.
• Infrastructure Sub-Committee recommended Oahu campuses share equipment that is
expensive but not used all the time and that standardized equipment be used in
developing a course at different sites.
• Policies, Procedures, and Information Sub-Committee reviewed home/host
registration, Financial Aid Consortium Agreement for Distance Learning, grievance,
honor societies, residency, underprepared students, and tracking student use of on-site
and distance courses.
UHCC campuses review draft UHCC Distance Education Strategic Plan and Plan for
UHCC Distance-Delivered AA Degree.
Memo from UHCC Distance Education Committee Chair Helen Sina to Mike Rota
expresses concern that a scheduled meeting of instructional faculty regarding a distancedelivered AA will duplicate work of the Committee or work at cross purposes with the
Committee’s work. It expresses the hope that the 2 groups can work in concert to benefit
students.
Email from MSG member Victor Kobayashi regarding a FIPSE Learn Anywhere,
Anytime, Anyplace UH system grant proposal.
Email from MSG member Jaishree Odin to MSG members with details about the
possible FIPSE proposal.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• A Faculty Interest Group met March 25 to look at the possibility of a virtual college.
They invite others to participate in discussion at the Excellence in Education
conference. They want to work collaboratively, use a consortium approach, overcome
the barriers to improving distance, pool resources, and improve what is currently being
done with distance learning.
• Concerns of the Distance Committee and the Faculty Interest Group were reviewed.
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April 12, 1999
May 6, 1999
May 7, 1999

May 26, 1999

May 28, 1999

June 7, 1999
June 7, 1999
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Memo from Colleen Sathre to President Mortimer. The UH system offers 14 Ecommerce courses—13 at UHM and 1 at UHH.
Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from Helen Sina on progress of the UHCC Distnace
Education Committee defining tasks and reactions.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• The group recommended that additional teaching faculty be included on this
committee. The original ad hoc committee did include faculty, but they were not
available to attend all meetings due to their teaching schedules.
• Review of a Resource Form and cost items to be included.
• 3 campuses shared lists of faculty interested in offering distance courses and courses
they are committed to offering if resources are available.
• Possible focuses for the AA degree included an environmental focus and a learning
community approach.
• The Committee agreed to work toward the following:
• Work toward delivery of a hybrid AA degree in Fall 2000.
• Faculty would develop courses in the modality they felt most appropriate for their
subject matter and teaching style.
• Labs might require attendance on campus or at some other physical site.
• Next steps included:
• Schedule of course offerings should be a 2-year commitment. AA degree and its
offerings each semester should be included in each campus’ Schedule of Credit
Classes.
• Mapping a schedule considering how many courses working adults might take
each semester—2 each semester and 1 in the summer. Roughly 20 UHCC faculty
have some experience in distance delivery. Have a backup plan so that if a
planned course cannot be offered by one campus, another will offer it.
• Smoothing out Student Services concerns.
• Web information available to inform students.
• Marketing should begin in Spring 2000.
• If Provosts and Deans buy into offering a system AA degree, the Committee can
do it by Fall 2000.
Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from Helen Sina:
• Suggesting a group be formed and funded to develop a professional development plan
for introducing, infusing, and sustaining the use of technology.
• Asking that available funds be used to assign a Media Specialist I to develop a
structure on the Web using available information so Financial Aid, Registrars, and
Counselors could present a simple, cohesive picture to students, and working closely
with DLIT.
Memo from Colleen Sathre to President Mortimer providing the Fall 1998 Distance
Learning Offerings and Enrollment Report. IT notes that the UHCC system offers the
AA from MauCC, HawCC, and HonCC and an AA degree via Cable TV is offered by a
consortium of all Oahu UHCC campuses.
UH Learning Anytime Anywhere FIPSE proposal—BA Degree Program in Liberal
Studies (Hawaii and the Pacific)
Update to DOIS/ADOIS from Helen Sina regarding Sloan and FIPSE requests and the
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June 1999
July 23, 1999

September 15, 1999
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UHCC Distance Education Committee support of AA delivery by distance. It notes that
the curriculum process is faculty-driven and a number of decisions need DOI and Faculty
discussion.
UHCC Distance Education Committee requests position in Dole St. Office to provide
support for distance learning.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• Review memo to Chancellor Tsunoda regarding appointment of instructional faculty
to the Committee.
• Review request to Chancellor asking for appointment of a group of experts to define a
professional development plan for the use of technology in distance and/or on-site
classes.
• Distance resources form.
• End of semester evaluation instrument for all distance technologies. Three models:
• Two models used for HITS courses to evaluate the technology and the
instructional issues.
• Third model developed by a sub-group, headed by Louise Pagotto, of the previous
ad hoc Distance Committee.
• UHCC evaluation form developed last year overlaps considerably with what ITS
uses.
• The group agreed to one evaluation form with items reworded.
• Development of memo to Faculty Senate providing committee input on the ACCFSC
statement on distance.
• 1999-2000 use of ADF funds.
• 1998-1999 agreement that ADF funds would be used to make COMPASS
available on-line; ACT indicates that is not possible.
• Available funds are insufficient to meet ADA needs.
• The Committee recommends ADF funds be used to get Student Services processes
on line by January 1, 20000 since marketing of the distance AA must begin in
February 2000.
• Sub-Committees must identify things needed in their areas for AA distance delivery.
• Discussion of who decides if a distance course is received at a certain site, Things to
be done, resources needed, and calendar for delivering a distance AA by Fall 2000.
UHCC Distance Education Committee Progress Report—Where We’ve Been & Where
We’re Going:
• 1998-1999
• An ad hoc distance group met for some years.
• The UHCC Distance Education Committee began in May 1998 as an official body
under E5.204.
• A related distance activity is the work done by an Oahu group to develop a Cable
TV AA broadcast over Olelo.
• Three charges: Develop a UHCC Distance Learning Strategic Plan, enable a
statewide AA degree offered by multiple distance technologies beginning Fall
1999, and enable a statewide AA degree offered by Cable TV beginning Fall 1999
since so many people have cable access and the medium is best for shift workers.
• ADF money committed to developing website providing information and
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processes students need to understand.
• Not all Committee members are involved in Sub-Committees—Resource Needs;
Instruction; Policies, Processes, and Information; and Data & Assessment.
• Two charts developed to enable action—Distance-Delivered Courses Already
developed for the AA via Multiple Technologies in the 1996-1998 Period and
Possible AA Cable and Cable/Internet Delivery Schedule to enable students to
enroll in at least 5 courses and finish in 2 years.
• Campuses understand there is a commitment to deliver the AA; several have
indicated what courses they want to develop.
• Involvement of 8 faculty on the Committee will provide leverage and work to help
the Committee move forward.
• 1999-2000
• The current 21 members represent the following functions—ADOIS, Chancellor’s
Office, Counselors, DOIS, DOSS, Distance Information Technology, Educational
Media Specialists, Faculty Senate, Librarians, Registrars, Special Assistant for
Distance from the OVPPP, and University Center Directors.
• Eight faculty members with distance experience will join the group.
• Reorganization to a board style of operation would cut down the number of
meetings, shifting work primarily to the sub-committees.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting focused on sub-committee reports:
• INSTRUCTION
• In a UHCC coordinated semester AA degree schedule, how can it be guaranteed
that courses placed on the schedule will be offered?
• Campus distance offerings must offer those listed in the Master Schedule but may
include courses other than those applicable to the AA.
• A campus with a particular AA degree requirement must provide that course by
distance.
• RESOURCES
• Goal—to generate a preliminary report of personnel, infrastructure, and fiscal
resources reflecting soft and general funds.
• Campuses need to turn the survey in.
• POLICIES, PROCEDURES, & INFORMATION
• Need to review Academic Support services.
• ADA to be handled on the UH system level
• DATA GATHERING & PROGRAM ASSESSMENT
• Tables on enrollment and course offerings and numbers of students, courses,
formats of delivery need an accuracy check.
• ASSESSMENT
• Student Survey 1 is to be completed at the end of a course to get information
regarding registration and other student support issues.
• Survey 2, intended for use at the end of a semester, looks at the basic process of
interacting with faculty, course information, support services, technology, etc.
• Neither survey is intended as a substitute for the tenure and promotion process.
Mike Rota raised the issue of whether the Committee needs to look at the WASC policy
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September 20, 1999
September 20, 1999

September 29, 1999
October 7, 1999
November 15, 1999

November 15, 1999
November 23, 1999
December 13, 1999
December 14, 1999

December 16, 1999
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on distance learning. Is distance a campus or system issue. Are changes needed through
the strategic plan?
Memo from Colleen Sathre to President Mortimer providing a Distance Learning Report
on 1998-1999 MSG Activities:
• She hopes the group will find a name and charge more accurately reflecting the actual
work of the group.
• Linda Johnsrud chaired the group through August 1998. Paula Mochida chaired
meetings from October 1998 through June 1999.
• Accomplishments included Master Schedule of Cable and ITV Courses, Data
Collection, Credential Program Initiatives, Marketing, and Resources and Budget
Planning.
Instruction Sub Committee meeting
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda responds to the progress report from the Committee. It
requests an implementation plan and timeline for delivery of the distance AA and a
Distance Education Strategic Plan for her to reference in discussing campus
commitments and fiscal implications with the Provosts.
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda to the UHCC Provosts requesting endorsement of 9
interested faculty members to the UHCC Distance Education Committee.
Strategic Action Plan Working Group meeting.
Strategic Action Plan Working Group meeting:
• Planning, Policy, Information Sub-Committee is updating information on how
financial aid officers handle students taking distance courses. Changes in the federal
government definition of telecommunications courses so they are no longer considered
to be correspondence courses should result in financial aid opportunities for students.
• Review of the draft UHCC Distance Education Strategic Action Plan.
• An additional librarian may be added to the Committee; other academic support
services were determined to be adequately represented.
• A marketing plan targeting the general public has been developed.
• To move the working draft into campus and administrative discussion, the plan needs
to be approved by the end of March.
Discussion of Master Scheduling Group’s possible change of name, membership, role,
and responsibilities.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting.
List of UHCC Distance Education Committee membership for review.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• Clarification for WASC Accreditation Standard 6:
• Are there positions allocated to distance education? No.
• How can the Chancellor’s Office facilitate distance education? Provide needed
resources and a planned process to develop infrastructure, including coordination
of distance and faculty training.
• Are there funds allocated for distance? No. ITS spends about $270,000 yearly.
Grant funds provide also provide support.
• Revisions made to working draft of Strategic Action Plan.
• Timeline specifics added.
Sample AA Degree Grid.
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December 28, 1999

Page 32 of 78
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Email from Helen Sina to the Committee with the latest draft of the UHCC Distance
Learning Strategic Action Plan to be shared at the campuses. Shifts in Committee
membership are also noted.

2000
January 2000
January 4, 2000
January 7, 2000
January 11, 2000

January 18, 2000

January 19, 2000

January 21, 2000

List of designated Distance Coordinators for UHCC campuses , Education Centers, and
University Centers.
Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from Provost Pedersen requesting a new distance tuition
rate for military students and spounses not residing in Hawaii in response to military
marketing of the programs of participating colleges.
UHCC Distance AA Degree Potential Budget Resources
Email from Helen Sina to the Committee reviewed the meeting with Provosts:
• Provosts suggested a short announcement of the distance AA in all campus schedules.
• Review of planning assumptions, issues needing action and system agreement,
potential budget resources, draft MSG application for technology resources, and draft
Strategic Action Plan.
• Helen is working on a short presentation that can be presented at all campuses.
• Helen will draft a statement for all Provosts to sign letting WASC know of this system
effort.
Memo to DOIS/ADOIS from Helen Sina alerting them of tasks delegated by Provosts:
• A multi-technology distance AA will begin in Fall 2000. Individual campus distance
deliver will now take place cooperatively as the UHCC system merges the variety of
campus offerings into a degree by distance. While students can earn an entire degree
by distance, it is expected that most students will take distance classes to add to what
they are able to get from their home campuses. The degree is viewed as significant for
marketing UHCC programs to the UH system, the legislature, and state residents.
• Provosts delegated to the DOIS the choice of distance courses and the campuses which
will offer them.
• The Committee will provide a 2-year schedule posted on the Web and printed in
system publications. Published offerings must be available and backup plans made to
cover problems in offering any of the published offerings. Any campus requiring a
particular courses needs to offer that course by distance.
Distance Education Marketing Sub-Committee meeting:
• Media to be used: Bus posters, brochures, movie theaters, TV spots, radio.
• Target groups: working adults, single parents, military, remote area residents.
• Information needed from campuses included:
• Identification of campuses now running ads in publications and request to add a
short line in those ads regarding distance classes.
• Cheat sheet of commonly asked questions needs to be provided to those at each
campus who are likely to field student questions.
• Identification of remote areas.
• Measurable goals for each campus in relation to this marketing campaign.
• Template ad for Fall 2000 Schedules and 2000-2001 Catalogs.
Memo to Master Scheduling Group from the UHCC Distance Education Committee
attaching the MSG Request Form for AA delivery and requesting technical resources.
The request provides information on Principles for establishing distance priorities, inPage 32 of 78
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January 27, 2000

January 27, 2000
January 27, 2000

January 29, 2000

Page 33 of 78

Comment
state vs. out-of-state offerings, program availability, concern about WICHE’s need to
have courses reviewed to assure similar quality of distance as on-site courses, program
comprehensiveness, and projected enrollment and funding. The Cost Worksheet is not
filled out because it is being worked on.
Current list of subscribers for distance ed listproc maintained by Acadmic Affairs: Sandy
Okazaki, Rick Brill, Beryl Morimoto, Jon Blumhardt, Jan Petersen, Helen Sina, Bonnie
Honma, Ed Coll, Alison Shigematsu, Karen Muraoka, Alvin Tagomori, Bruce Butler, flo
Wiger, Vinnie Linares, Mike Tagawa, Mike Garcia, Paula Mochida, Jean Hara, Mike
Rota, Hae Okimoto, Birch Robison, Kathy Yamashiro, Diane Sakai, Gerri Kabei, Mike
Pecsok, Priscilla Millen, Kathy Damon, Judi Kirkpatrick, Harry Kawamura, James
Shimabukuro, Bert Kimura, Kathy Yamashiroya, Floyd McCoy, Mark Silliman, Barbara
Saromines-Ganne, Janyce Miyashiro, Linda Currivan, David Krupp, Lillian Mangum,
John Muth
Memo from Hae Okimot to Mike Rota confirming ADF funding of $34,000 to the
UHCC’s to support creation of a student support services Web presence.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• Revised Committee list.
• How Might We Best Respond to Changing Needs? looks at what tasks need to be
carried out through existing campus mechanisms as the Distance-Delivered AA
Degree moves out of the UHCC Distance Education Committee into implementation
at campus and system levels.
• Committee needs clarification of its role.
• Drafting meeting minutes and researching and gathering information have been
provided by Dole Street staff.
• Paula Mochida is providing leadership in seeking funding.
• Reminders of meetings, emailing handouts, preparing hard copy, alerting other
bodies of Committee activities, and serving as gadfly between Sub-Committee
Chairs and Chair are done less and less effectively by the Chair as the effort
broadens.
• Marketing Report—UH relations has provided a matching grant of $12,450 to market
the Distance-Delivered AA Degree.
• A table of policies affecting distance learning lists categories from “Asking the Really
Tough Questions: Policy Issues for Distance Learning” provides a frame for the group
to note UHCC issues.
• Table of Tasks in Delivering the UHCC Distance-Delivered AA Degree is part of the
effort to move the Committee into a board structure that works with the
implementation of the UHCC system distance AA degree into campus mechanisms.
• Faculty concerns expected to arise at information meetings on each campus.
• Draft of individual campus distance learning histories to be appended to the Strategic
Action Plan.
• Sample Schedule for first year of UHCC Distance-Delivered AA courses.
• Identification of UH Summer 2000 sessions.
Powerpoint presented by Helen Sina on the Committee’s work on developing a distancedelivered AA degree for the Asia Pacific Distance Learning Forum. It identifies 20002002 as the pilot stage and 2002-2005 as Stage 2.
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February 2, 2000

February 3, 2000
February, 2000

February 4, 2000

February 6, 2000
February 7, 2000
February 22, 2000
March 2000

March 6, 2000

March 13, 2000
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Memo to DOIS, DOSS, and DOCETS from the UHCC Distance Education Committee
updating them on work of the Committee:
• Systemwide project to collaborate and combine resources and efforts to deliver a
UHCC AA Degree. It will demonstrate to BOR, legislature, and community that we
collaboratively share resources; it helps shift resistance to change among UHCC staff;
it announces UHCC intent to survive in a competitive environment; it servies as a
vehicle for a learning-centered philosophy which is based on learner’s identified
needs.
• Because campuses need to focus on the perspective of students, services should be
designed so distance students do not need to come to campus.
• As distance concerns move out of the Committee into the mainstream of camus and
system activities, 8 sub-committees are proposed to maintain contact with the campus
and system.
• Meetings will be held at all campuses to inform campus personnel. The Committee
Chair, the Co-Chair of the All-Campus Council of Faculty Senate Chairs, and
Chancellor’s Office staff will serve as discussion leaders.
Information to campuses on TALENT, Teaching and Learning with Electronic
Networked Technologies, offering for Spring 2000.
Flyer—DOI and Faculty Senate Chair of each campus invite campus staff to an
information/concerns meeting regarding distance learning. Powerpoint to be presented at
each campus—Distance Learning and the UHCC’s, A Story of Access and
Collaboration. Meetings will be held in February and March.
Joint DOIS, DOSS, DOCETS meeting:
• Paula Mochida reviewed data needs for distance learning.
• Helen Sina updated the group on the draft UHCC Distance Learning Strategic Action
Plan and the Distance-Delivered AA Degree.
• DOIS meeting discussed selection of courses for the Distance-Delivered AA Degree.
Email alerting people to expect a meeting of UHH and MauCC faculty regarding a BA in
Psychology to be delivered statewide.
Email noting the need for KauCC to have ICS211 and ENG 209.
FIPSE Comprehensive Program Proposal projects a 3-year plan to develop virtual
learning communities among the UHCC’s which leads to an AA degree.
Questions Raised Regarding the UHCC Distance Learning Directions are summarized in
the following areas: Academic Support, Accreditation, ADA Compliance, Assessment
and Evaluation, Course Offerings, Course Development, Equal Access, Resources,
Student Services, and General.
Historical: From Geri Imai/HonCC--Geri provided DE data to Paula for Fall 99 and Sp
00 that included classes offered outside of HonCC campus--military base, UHM,
KapCC, LeeCC, web and cable classes. HonCC offered military base classes back in the
70's. Offered 1 DE class in fall 91 and 16 in spring 00.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• Provosts agreed not to share tuition revenues. The amount of time spent on paperwork
would cost more than the money transferred from one campus to another.
• Bookstore information is still being worked out among the bookstores.
• Summer Session Schedule discussion raised the question of whether the start date for
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March 14, 2000
March 24, 2000
March 28, 2000
March 29, 2000

March 29, 2000

March 29, 2000
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Comment
summer would be standardized in the future.
• Approved list of Distance EIF Projects for 1999-2000 was distributed.
• The Course Selection report is lists the courses campuses are committed to offering for
the Distance AA. A second list covers courses each campus is offering but not
committing to as part of the AA offerings.
• Student Services website should be up by May with information on registration,
financial aid, basic student service documentation, and an on-line application form.
The course information page is being redone to include course syllabus, descriptions,
link to website, email hotlink to faculty, and link to go shopping. There will be a 48hour response time. The Deans have reviewed home-host and want to move toward
common registration.
• Provosts and Deans have indicated that they can waive residency. There seems to be a
need to have a solid rationale on the residency requirement.
• Paula Mochida and John Muth will work with the Registrars on a UHCC system of
class codes and code for modes of delivery.
• Student Tracking—home campus needs to keep track of students and grades to
transfer.
• Implementation Plan—recommendations on current Committee and Sub-Committee
membership.
• Biennium funding request will go in as a UH system consolidated distance learning
budget initiative.
• Distance Learning Outcomes and Resource Needs Form is a budget worksheet
intended to help campuses connect outcomes and costs. It could be a useful tool for
individual campus budget preparation and support for budget items related to distance
learning. Committee members will take it back to their campuses as an aid to help
campuses look at their distance efforts in relation to budget. The Committee will not
collect completed worksheets from the campuses.
Email to Provosts, DOIS, DOSS, and DOCETS from Helen Sina explaining the Distance
Learning Outcomes and Resource Needs Form.
Testimony for the Legislature’s Committee on Higher Education. This testimony was
not delivered since Dean HITS, College of Education, was designated to represent the
University.
Draft #4, Appendix E, History and Description of Distance Education in the UHCC
System.
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda to UHCC Provosts alerting them that UH is adopting
international design criteria developed by the Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) of the
World Wide Web Consortium in order to ensure effecting communications with persons
who have disabilities. Attached materials indicate that existing web sites should be
modified to adopt WAI guidelines by December 31, 2000.
Memo to DOSS, Registrars, Admissions & Records Officers, and Counselors from Helen
Sina regarding the Summer 2000 project to develop the student services website,
providing information that clearly leads students through necessary processes. Priority
for programming the website includes listing distance-delivered classes, providing
application and registration processes, and listing information about financial aid,
contacts, and support services. Early July is the target date for launching the website.
Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from Helen Sina attaching the UHCC Distance Learning
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April 4, 2000
April 11, 2000
April 17, 2000

April 19, 2000
April 25, 2000
May 1, 2000
May 4, 2000
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Strategic Action Plan and the UHCC Distance Learning Implementation Plan.
• The Strategic Action Plan was approved in December 1999 by the UHCC Distance
Education Committee. It was then presented to DOIS, DOSS, and DOCETS in
December; to the Provosts in January; and to each campus in February and March. An
Excellence in Education session provided opportunity to raise issues and ask
questions. A set of questions an answers rising during campus visits has been posted
on the UHCC website.
• The Distance Implementation Plan deals with the fact that implementing the Strategic
Action Plan and the Distance-Delivered AA resides at the campus level. This fact
challenges us to create system solutions through campus mechanisms.
• There are 2 central decisions: Provide access through distance education and build
on individual campus distance efforts to collaboratively deliver an AA via distance
technologies.
• Given those decisions, the Implementation Plan places decisionmaking at the
operational level—with the staff who work with the students and understand their
needs. These staff members must now look at their functions from a system
perspective as they gather information, define whether things work, and
recommend or put solutions into effect. Thus the decisionmaking structure is
turned upside down and service providers become decisionmakers about that
service. This structure also emphasizes the need for communication within
departments and units on each campus, within functions across the system, and
among the campuses.
• Attached to the memo is a list of implementation issues and tasks related to
implementing the AA degree.
Working notes on marketing, information, and needs assessment. Included is a table
putting marketing and assessment questions together. It notes the type of need, survey
question, and when/where the question is asked.
A revised description of UHCC Distance Learning Student Support Procedures.
UHCC Distance Education Committee:
• Review Strategic Action Plan and finalize Implementation Plan.
• Confirm who is working on the issues and tasks related to delivering the AA.
• Examine committee structure for implementation phase.
• Discussion with Chancellor Tsunoda of the 2 plans, the Committee structure, and her
vision.
Memo from Chancellor to Provosts transmitting the UHCC Distance Learning Strategic
Action Plan and the Implementation Plan.
Draft of FAQ’s about the UHCC Distance-Delivered AA Degree.
Table of AA degrees awarded completely by distance from an accredited college. It
provides each college’s web addressed, whether exams are proctored, degrees available,
credits required, number enrolled in Fall 1998, out-of-state cost per credit, and other fees.
UHCC System Academic Support Sub-Committee meeting:
• Questions:
• Can there be real processing of credit cards for book orders and tuition?
• How are numbers allowed to enroll in distance classes decided?
• How will students receive special lab support that they can get at origininating
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May 22, 2000

May 23, 2000
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campuses?
• Definition of support services needed for Libraries, Learning Centers, and
Production/Delivery Services.
• The group was asked to rate needs in their particular areas.
• Many responses were listed for the question “What do you want to get done by the
August start date of the Distance AA?” Responses included “achievement of a decent
funding level, well-trained lab assistants, a paid distance coordinator for each campus,
a way to identify distance students and courses so academic support staff are aware, a
checklist for campuses and between campuses to coordinate information and resources
so instructors let campuses know their resource and service needs in a timely manner,
and students prepared before distance classes begin to email and use a web browser.
• A UHCC Academic Support Course Checklist was provided.
Systemwide Assessment of Distance Courses summarizes available assessments:
• HITS
• ITV Faculty Survey is distributed to faculty teaching UHM-originated courses a
month after the course begins.
• ITV Faculty Survey #2 is distributed to faculty teaching in UHM-originated
courses at the end of the semester for their feedback on how well their ITV course
went. It helps evaluate the technical and logistical support and where DLIT can
improve services and courses.
• Distance Learning Student Survey #1 is given to ITV students a month after the
ITV course start date to evaluate start-up procedures and alert staff to student
concerns that can be resolved early in the course.
• Distance Learning Student Survey 2 is given at the end of the semester to evaluate
overall delivery of the course.
• CABLE
• Each campus does its own evaluating.
• INTERNET
• Each campus does its own evaluating.
• WebCT courses are not evaluated by DLIT.
UHCC Distance Education Committee:
• No additional budged for Campus Distance Coordinator positions/functions.
• Discussion on PR and ads.
• Student Support Web Site to be demonstrated at a June 9 meeting.
• An online learning community is the theme of the FIPSE grant that has been
submitted.
• Discussion of funding, placement, and student placement in needed developmental
programs/courses.
• Cheat sheet needed to help staff on campuses answer questions.
• Assessment concerns need to be addressed by a faculty group and by development of a
peer review process.
Memo from Chancellor Pearman to President Mortimer alerting him of the cooperative
effort between UHWO and some of the UHCC’s to develop a continuum that allows
students to earn an AA for a UHCC and a BA from UHWO in general social science via
HITS or Internet courses.
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June 2000
June 1, 2000

June 8, 2000

June 9, 2000

June 15, 2000
June 22, 2000
June 30, 2000
July 11, 2000
July 17, 2000
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Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from Helen Sina requesting approval of UHCC Distance
Learning Strategic Action Plan and the UHCC Implementation Plan for Integrating
Distance Learning into Campus Operations.
Distance Learning Student Assessment of the Technology Used combines several
evaluation instruments.
Designated Distance Coordinators.
Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from Helen Sina defining need for assistance with distance
learning efforts. Kathy Yamashiro, Jean Hara, Gayle Ishii, and Janyce Mihashiro are
thanked for providing research and system information and for documenting and
disseminating committee information. Staffing is needed to provide data and
information and direct support for distance implementation efforts.
Chancellor Tsunoda approves:
• UHCC Distance Learning Strategic Action Plan
• UHCC Implementation Plan for Integrating Distance Learning into Campus
Operations.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• Student Support Web Site demonstration raised a number of questions.
• Updated marketing handouts were distributed.
• The Student Support Sub-Committee reported possible problems with coordination
among campuses. A system coordinator, system technical person, and budget are
needed.
• DOIS and DOSS met to discuss database issues and grade transfers. They decided
they would transfer credits and grades of “D” and higher. DOIS need to come to grips
with a scheduling process across the campuses which involves more than one
semester. Gap courses and the need for developmental programs that do not use G
funds are other issues.
• Assessment update discussed pre- and post- student surveys. The pre-survey will ask
demographic and marketing questions. The post-survey will look at how well
technology has worked for students. The surveys will be global.
• Academic Support needs to identify the services that must be brought up to date.
Focus on the needs is lacking.
Email regarding financial aid issues.
News Release: UH Community Colleges offer AA Degree Program via Distance Ed at
UHCC.wired.
Revision of UHCC Distance Learning Student Support Policy & Procedures Vision
Email from Helen Sina to Deans asking for approval of a statement regarding financial
aid which was approved by the DOIS working on distance could be approved by the
larger group.
UHCC Distance Education meeting:
• In the implementation phase, travel funds are uncertain. A meeting plan was seen as a
way to assure that travel money could be available to all groups. Appropriate
Committee members will continue to meeting with different functional groups to hear
concerns and provide updates.
• Updates
• Student Support Sub-Committee is pleased with the Student Support Web Site.
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July 19, 2000
July 21, 2000

July 24, 2000
August 3, 2000
August 3, 2000

August 2000
August 2000
August 11, 2000
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• Marketing has spent $19,000 of its $24,000 on promotion. The Spring 2001
brochure will be completed by the end of November keeping the same layout.
• CDC’s have been named and will continue to meet.
• Recommendations to Registrars and Financial Aid Officers.
• DOSS on systemwide policies and procedures statement in UHCC Distance
Learning Student Support Policy & Procedures Vision has been reviewed and
okayed by the Registrars.
• Concern over course allotments and the possibility that the students of an offering
campus may not be able to register in a distance course. The Provosts have voted for a
market-driven course registration with no allotments.
• The communication line regarding distance concerns is unclear.
• Demographic information needed. Are a campus’ own students getting into distance
courses offered by their own campus?
• Joint course development would have to deal with going through the curriculum
committee at each campus involved in developing a course.
• Restructuring of the Committee for the Implementation phase.
Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from Helen Sina asking if UHCC Distance Education
Committee members can participate in the EIF funding processes.
IF if IF if IF if. . .looks at what might be done if resources were available and people
could come to an agreement.
• There is growing awareness of the different roles played by distance at the different
campuses. Oahu campuses are involved in origination and providing courses for
students registered at their campuses. MauCC and HawCC are primarily concerned
with origination which serves their island. KauCC is primarily a receive site.
• Needs and awarenesses resulting from these roles:
• How can courses be provided to students at receive sites without loss of revenue?
• How many students registered at their own campus are taking a distance course
that would be counted beyond the 12th credit?
• How do we count the order of courses so we know which is the 13th credit?
• Will we be able to collect for courses from each campus?
• How do we count students from other campuses taking our courses and not paying
for them?
Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from Helen Sina requesting that the Committee be invited
to participate in the EIF funding process.
Memo to UH Relations from Paula Mochida reporting on UH Marketing Initiative
Progress. UHCC.e-learn/the UHCC AA degree begins in August 2000. Advance
marketing began in July 2000.
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda to the UHCC Distance Education Committee notes that
the EIF funding process will not involve the Committee. It will continue to use the
Faculty Senate in determining EIF funding. She notes that distance education will not be
the only area that is funded.
Inquiry tracking of questions about the distance-delivered AA.
Courses Probably available for the Distance AA Degree. The list does not include
courses listed for island delivery only after Fall 2000.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
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August 12, 2000
September 2000
September 19, 2000
September 25, 2000

September 27, 2000

September 2000
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• Legality of E-learn name was researched.
• Membership of Committee and Sub-Committees during the implementation phase.
• Suggestion from Marketing and Information that distance learning be represented on
the Chancellor’s Marketing Committee.
• Suggestion that all distance courses, not only the ones applicable for the AA degree,
be listed on future publicity.
• Early review of the Student Services Web Site indicates it is friendly and usable but
looks like everyone else’s site.
• Report from the DOIS is that issues include quality/coherent curriculum course
development cycle, commitment by campuses for a 2-year cycle, master scheduling,
shared governance of courses, and resource availability. Campus discussions between
DOIS and faculty need to occur.
• Word on the FIPSE grant application is not expected until the end of September.
• Committee To Do items for 2000-2001 were reviewed.
• Use of ADF money was discussed.
UHCC Distance Education Committee To Do 2000-2001.
Draft Statement of the Regional Accrediting Commissions on the Evaluation of
Electronically Offered Degree and Certificate Programs and Guidelines for the
Evaluation of Electronically Offered Degree and Certificate Programs.
UHCC Systemwide Distance Education Initiative requests a staff person dedicated to
research and coordinating meetings, agendas and followup, providing clerical support,
and managing process organization for distance teams.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• Committee and Sub-Committee restructuring .
• Marketing efforts will focus on print ads and brochures. Radio ads have not been very
effective. Additional funds are needed. Photos of the campuses will be provided to
put on the E-learn web site.
• Quality and new directions raised questions: Can campuses decide what distance
courses regardless of delivery mode can be accepted on their campuses for their
degrees/certificates? Do we differentiate between traditional and distance course
assessment? Should quality be a campus matter?
• Judi Kirkpatrick has developed a pre-survey/post-survey for the Web.
• The FIPSE proposal was not funded.
Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from Helen Sina summarizes targeted activities, the degree
to which they were accomplished, and continuing and new emphases for the coming
year”
• Get commitment of campuses to list the UHCC Distance-Delivered AA Degree
courses in their Schedules.
• Map out a schedule of course offerings.
• Develop a Web structure that provides a basis for work among functional groups to
present a simple, cohesive picture to students.
• Market the degree beginning Spring 2000.
• Provide professional development support to faculty and staff.
• Determine available and needed resources.
1999-2000 Distance Education projects funded by EIF money.
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October 9, 2000
October 16, 2000

October 19, 2000
October 25, 2000
October 30, 2000
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Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda updating Provosts on UHCC distance learning notes
that the Strategic Action Plan and the Implementation Plan were completed in May and
27 courses scheduled for delivery in Fall 2000. The Distance Committee is restructuring
to more effectively integrate system and campus actions. Implementation work is
needed. Provosts are asked to support travel and actively include distance as one aspect
of the way each college does business.
UHCC Campus Distance Coordinators meeting involved extensive discussion with 3
UHM Bookstore staff. Scheduling problems were discussed.
DOIS on Distance meeting:
• Scheduling:
• For Fall 2000 distinction was made between courses definitely committed for both
offering and receiving (approximately 25) and those courses which campuses
“might” offer (far more than 25).
• For Spring 2001 it was decided that one or more courses would be offered in each
of the core and elective areas. The arbitrary distinction between committed and
possible offerings was dropped. The result is that 107 transfer-level courses will
be listed.
• Spring 2001 Schedule and Brochure.
• Different campuses list WI differently. The schedule must list them in 2 columns
to cover the different listings.
• FAQs edited.
• Schedule Blocks.
• Constraints that limit easy statewide scheduling.
• Need to define processes for communication.
• Clarification is needed for how different groups relate with the Committee and
with the campuses: How does information get from the faculty sent representative
to the Committee to individual Faculty Senates and campus faculty? FIGS
members on the Committee must be the conduit for concerns and information to
campus faculty.
New approval process for Distance Education Programs to Chief Executive Officers of
Institutions of Higher Education in New York State
Draft Possible Areas for Various Sub-Committees to Focus and Bring to the UHCC
Distance Education Committee for Review/Approval/Moving on to Appropriate
Decisionmakers
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting;
• Gail Ishii will be available for 30 hours per week to do meeting notes for the
Committee and Sub-Committees.
• Implementation phase requires Committee membership morph. The Committee will
be a board through which recommendations and reports pass. Sub-Committees will
meet separately. Each group should draft a statement for membership,
responsibilities, focus, and procedures. CDC’s are asked to provide their
responsibilities on their individual campuses.
• The Assessment Sub-Committee is concerned about the need for a new definition of
distance education. Does faculty going off campus to deliver instruction fall within
the category of distance education?
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November 22, 2000

November 27, 2000
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• The FIGS defined their responsibilities to include campus liaison to faculty and
administration and spokesperson to the distance faculty at their respective campuses
about distance matters.
• Registrars and the Student Support Sub-Committee will work with each other and the
fiscal officers to revise forms and develop a system to collect fees when registration
for a distance course occurs. Allotments and quotas will stand for next semester.
They are working on the lack of uniformity in campus withdrawal dates.
• The Financial Aid Sub-Committee will work on monitoring satisfactory academic
progress, minimal credits, and GPA for students to qualify for financial aid.
• The Academic Support Sub-Committee reported that not all campuses have support
for special student services and accommodation for students. All website need to be
ADA compliant by the end of 2000. Certain special library collections may not be
available to distance students. Standardized testing and proctoring forms and
procedures are being worked on.
• CDC’s report that bookstore coordinators find that late faculty orders are the main
reason why books do not arrive in time. Students complain about the cost of books.
• Marketing reports that the brochure draft was distributed. Some courses are not
available for all students, particularly those going to Molokai, Lanai, and Kona only.
UHCC Campus Distance Coordinator’s meeting:
• The group needs a chair; Helen has been serving in that function.
• Providing distance course information was discussed.
• Information KauCC and HonCC provide to all distance students was reviewed. It
is difficult to get contact information from all distance students, especially those
taking UHM courses.
• List of Classes by Method and Schedule of Classes raised the concern that some
campuses publish their schedules too early to have access to all the information.
• Should there be a UHCC system catalog for distance only?
• Do students get the correct class code for courses?
• A Learning Centers Group related to the Academic Support Sub-Committee is
working on a Proctoring draft.
• The group discussed differences in the last day to register for distance courses.
• Distance registration payments vs regular registration in regard to withdrawals and
refunds was questioned.
• Who controls seat allocations was clarified for each campus.
• Course information consistency between the information brochure and the DLIT site.
• Recommended that with the next brochure, the new schedule be an insert so the
original brochure information about the Distance AA can be used without change.
• Book ordering
• Data Collection.
• A checklist for all support a faculty member needs for a distance course will be
drafted.
UHCC Distance Learning Student Support Sub-Committee meeting:
• There is immediate need for designated Aldrich field to view list of all distance
campuses at which a student is registered.
• The group supports Paula Mochida developing a federal distance grant.
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December 6, 2000

December 8, 2000

December 8, 2000
December 11, 2000
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• Concerns affecting Administrative Officers include collection of tuition at time of
registration, procedures for home campus to process registration in individual campus’
SAR database, and installment payment plans.
UHCC Distance Learning Committee meeting:
• Continuing review of Committee and Sub-Committee membership.
• As UHCC system distance efforts are implemented into the operating structure,
authority is a critical issue.
• Directions for the Committee and campuses to consider include: share and
consolidate courses, create a vanilla AA that can be shared among campuses, develop
an electronic college that brokers classes between campuses, and modularized courses
from which faculty could use what they want.
• Concerns about how things are operating now.
• Should classes with restricted availability be listed for all to see?
• Should the number of classes be limited? Since no funding is available, keeping
things unlimited may be one way to be encouraging and supportive.
• Is a uhcc.e-learn front page possible for all courses?
• Can available sites be used to locate papers, handouts, and meeting dates?
• Would a website for students to interact among themselves about course quality be
a good marketing tool?
Draft of UHCC Distance Education Committee’s Operating Plan defines actions,
responsibilities, and timeliness.
DOIS/ADOIS Working on Distance meeting involved discussion of which SubCommittees FIGS would participate in.
Email from Helen Sina to Jodilyn Kunimoto regarding which distance courses will be
listed. For Fall 2000, DOIS/ADOIS chose to list only those distance courses which
campuses felt they could promise to deliver. For Spring 2001, they chose to list any
distance course that could meet core or electives at some campuses, with the
understanding that it might be necessary to cancel a class. A second concern is whether
to list courses available only to certain sites or to list only those delivered statewide (but
possibly not at a few specified locations).
Academic Support Sub-Committee meeting at West Hawaii University Center raised
many support issues. Among them:
• What is a distance class? A course which uses WebCT, is supported by an
instructional development specialist, and about which the campus is informed is
different than a courses where the instructor has his/her own server and does not go
through standard campus procedures. ADA compliance is a concern.
• 25% of LeeCC students will be distance students in Spring 2001.
• Funding issue—each campus sets its own priorities, yet as a UHCC system, we are
trying to establish standards around the system in terms of staffing, policy, procedures,
and resources.
• How will very distant students be supported? LeeCC has 2 courses listed in a Chinese
University catalog.
Proctoring information: Instructions for administration of tests for distance courses, list
of UHCC Proctor Support Staff for Administering Tests
UHCC Academic Support Media Group meeting identified common services among
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December 13, 2000
December 15, 2000
December 18, 2000

December 18, 2000

December 22, 2000

December 29, 2000
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campuses and areas for services to collaborate. Collaboration on a website for faculty
and/or students which would focus on strategies for being successful online was
discussed extensively.
UHCC Distance Education Committee Operating Structure and Committees and SubCommittees.
WinCC agreement with The Pacific Institute, Inc., creator and distributor of instructional
materials, that WinCC can use certain materials in its courses.
Faculty Interest Group Sub-Committee second meeting:
• Discussion of assessment raised the following concerns: All e-learn courses should
use common assessment and evaluation forms and results need to be available.
• The pre-assessment needs to be finalized for presentation to the Committee. Would
faculty for e-learn agree to having common elements of good practice?
• Before opening courses to the mainland and other countries, we need to concentrate on
Hawaii first.
UHCC Distance Learning Committee meeting:
• Strong concern about what happened to the distance items in the biennium budget.
UHCC system shows a 34% increase in student registration in distance courses and a
25% increase in the number of courses offered by distance.
• Group wants to meet with administration to explore what has been accomplished in
1½ years, review the seriousness of lack of money, and look at how and why funding
was lost.
• Sub-Committees need to add their ideas to the very rough draft of Committee
Operating Structure.
• A temporary distance website will be explored with John Muth.
• Issues needing FIGS input include policy; evaluation process; summer offerings; how
courses are developed, offered, and shared among campuses.
UHCC Campus Distance Coordinators meeting:
• Problems of Summer scheduling.
• Course information consistency between the brochure and DLIT. DLIT will not
maintain the site indefinitely. The plan is to turn it over to the UHCC’s.
• Book ordering problems include no credit cards and no address.
• Review of draft Things to Remember, Distance Learning at the UHCC’s.
• Support Checklist raised many specific questions .
Late December discussion between Vice Chancellors and the UHCC Distance Education
Committee:
• Directions Committee wants to move:
• Demonstrate through measurable outcomes that the UHCC system provides
quality distance courses and support services.
• Support a distance degree and distance courses.
• Market courses, certificates, training services, and AA degree to Pacific Rim
nations.
• Provide technology training and infrastructure that enable faculty, staff, students,
and campuses to meet the future.
• Fall 2000 shows a 30% increase in distance registrations while campus enrollments
have been declining. Distance responsibilities, often carried out as additional duties
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by a variety of staff can no longer be treated as invisible or non-existent.
• Resources and avenues needed to address quality instruction and services.
• Resources for course development and revision.
• Consistent quality web presence with appropriate links.
• Determination of and commitment to identified best practices.
• Expanded information and marketing and campus staff training in informing and
assisting students.
• Collection of data which can direct appropriate changes.
• Delivery of consistent support processes.
• Appropriate technology infrastructure and training.
• Needs include support positions, database resources for gathering distance data, and a
consistent web page for all uhcc.e-learn courses.
• Questions about UH system direction in information technology brought the response
that autonomy and reorganization of UHM must be resolved by the BOR before
dealing with issues of technology and distance learning.
• Questions about articulation issues raised concerns about defining competencies so the
focus is on what students can do rather than on how many hours have been spent, the
likely issue of freedom around how to access an education,, the need to stop doing
some things face-to-face if there is a larger investment in distance learning, the need to
look at both teaching and learning issues, the potential of quality issues to shred the
distance group, the need to push quality issues back to the campus level, the need for
the Committee to identify policy issues that need to be addressed, what does it take for
the system to deliver a 2-year schedule, and what formula can be used to estimate cost
for faculty to develop/revise courses.
• Questions about what has happened to the distance budget brought the response that
there is not less money than last year and that distance budgets were not cut. DOIS
control the budget and Provosts reallocate by priority.

2001
January 2001
January 2001
January 2001
January 2001
January 2001
January 2001
January 12, 2001
January 23, 2001

uhcc.e-learn Spring 2001 Schedule of courses—printed separately from brochure
information and can be inserted in the brochure.
UH Distance Education Systemwide Proctor Support Staff for Administering Tests.
Work originally begun by the UHCC’s has been expanded by Paula Mochida to include
all UH campuses.
Summary of UH Systemwide Fall Distance Learning Offerings and Enrollment Reports
& Comparison of 1997 and 2000 and 1999 and 2000 Data by Percentage of Change.
UHCC System Marketing Plan, 2001
Distance Learning List Serve via UHCC
UHCC Online Learning Communities to Increase Access and Retention in a AA Degree:
FIPSE proposal developed by Paula Mochida and Peggy Cha
UHCC DE Committee’s revised Committee and Sub-Committees Implementation
Restructuring lists.
UHCC CDC’s meeting:
• Book order problems.
• ASL Certificate Program can be promoted since it works across all campuses and
serves a state need. HITS space needed.
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January 29, 2001
January 29, 2001
January 31, 2001
February 2001

February 1, 2001
February 1, 20001
February 2, 2001

February 2, 2001
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• Upgrading of HITS doesn’t mean increased access to programs if the receive site
doesn’t increase staffing and facilities.
• Need to make sure chat time requirement will work for students.
• Students need to be reminded to check for on-campus requirements since they take the
course out of a true distance mode.
• CDC appointments have been approved. CDC authority and responsibility are being
worked on.
• Distance coding and definition of off-site courses need work.
• $40,000 in ADF funds will go to distance.
• AS Opticianary Certificate to be offered at LeeCC.
UHCC Distance Education Directions.
• What is committee role relative to access and change?
• 1st order change—Traditional content on a new platform. Different delivery in a
different way but it doesn’t change relationships or the institution.
• Change within the institution. Focus on delivering services to the end user.
• Look at the nature of education. Provide a new way of looking at the organization
and how it relates to the world.
• The Committee has commitments to refine courses and support services for the AA
degree and to reviewing models, assessing activities and needs, and recommending a
UHCC system direction for distance.
• Major activities to accomplish:
• Refine courses and support services for the distance-delivered AA.
• Gather budget background information.
• Develop a recommendation for UHCC’s system distance direction.
ADF and Millenium Workforce Funds Status Report:
Email from Alison Shigematsu to CDC’s noting the fields that would be useful revisions
to the DLIT Course Information Page.
List of Gap Courses.
Membership of UHCC DE Committee is revised for the implementation phase. A boardlike structure will allow sub-committees to focus on their issues every other month .
Goals: Coordinate sub-committees and UHCC DL Committee with campus and UHCC
system; expand awareness of ways UH can coordinate efforts to share course
development; work out differences among UHCC campuses on dates, procedures, and
policies.
Draft of uhcc.e-learn website information regarding textbooks.
FIPSE proposal: UHCC System: Online Learning Communities to Increase Access and
Retention in an Associate in Arts Degree.
Distance Course Enrollment by Campus, Fall 2000 & Spring 2001. This study examines
enrollment numbers of UHCC distance courses, noting the total enrollment, the
enrollment at each UHCC campus and Education Center/University Center. In general,
the majority of the enrollment is from the students whose home campus is the offering
campus.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• Chancellor Tsunoda noted that UHCC systemwide delivery of distance courses which
can lead to an AA is not an add-on program. It is a mainstream program that
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February 7, 2001

February 13, 2001
February 27, 2001

February 28, 2001
February 28, 2001
March 2001
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complements our curriculum and adds to enrollment numbers. The fact that students
take both on-campus and distance offerings makes the Committee’s efforts part of the
mainstream. The real challenge is to sustain and improve what has been done.
• Redirecting money from the existing budget requires that what is absolutely needed to
keep distance efforts running must be determined. What makes sense at the system
level, such as gap courses, may not make sense at the campus level.
• $40,000 has again been awarded to the UHCC’s distance learning efforts.
• Activity 1, Complete the UHCC.e-learn website.
• Activity 2, Provide an interactive, online Proctoring Form.
• Activity 3, Develop courses.
• Activity 4, Provide frontline support for UHCC staff handling concerns about
distance learning
• A group of FIGS will be developing a Best Practices document.
• Judi Kirkpatrick is working on pre- and post- system questions which will help
faculty, planning, and evaluating demographics and technology.
• Working with Directors of Administrative Services, Fiscal Officers have drafted
procedures for collecting tuition and fees by home campuses at the time of registration
for distance courses being offered by other campuses.
• Academic Support is look at ways to standardize.
• Education is evolving to be more of a service than a place. That makes it important to
look beyond faculty and campus perspectives to see from the student view.
• John Muth demonstrated how the UHCC Distance Website is set up.
UHCC Database Sub-Committee meeting:
• The Database Sub-Committee is one of the newest sub-committees of the UHCC
Distance Education Committee. There are now 34 members on the Committee and 8
sub-committees.
• Purpose of the group is to facilitate mechanisms and methodologies for collecting and
analyzing data.
• Fields have been isolated in Aldrich that can accommodate flagging a distance course
by origination site, receive site, and modes of delivery.
• Financial aid can only be tracked at home campuses.
• Draft Distance Learning Data Collection and Reports Glossary.
Student Support Services meeting.
CDC’s meeting:
• Where should courses be listed? DLIT, E-learn, or the Distance Learning Site. It was
agreed that E-learn should be the main/first stop and then like to individual campuses.
• Someone needs to maintain/update distance information.
• Site codes for distance courses need to be generalized more.
• Discussion of the definition of distance learning.
Memo to Chancellor Tsunoda from Helen Sina recommending members of the UHCC
Distance Education Committee for the implementation phase.
Memo from Chancellor Tsunoda to the UHCC Provosts regarding UHCC Distance
Education Committee membership as the Committee works toward implementing
systemwide distance into the campus level.
Chancellor Tsunoda and UHCC Provosts commit to provide campus resources to
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April 25, 2001

April 2001
May 2001
May 3, 2001
May 4, 2001
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develop courses needed for the AA degree by distance from each campus.
CDC’s meeting:
• CDC goals include coordination of book store information, determining if campuses
are willing to list courses from other campuses.
Email from Judi Kirkpatrick asking the Assessment Sub-Committee if the UH system
ITS policy covers what is needed for UHCC policy concerning all uses of technology.
Memo to Chancellor and Provosts from Helen Sina concerning Responsibility for Lower
Division Courses Delivered by Distance:
• With UHCC efforts to act as a system, the provision of “gap” courses, those which
students need by distance because they are unavailable from the UHCC, Education
center, or University Center where the student is taking courses, must be addressed.
• A number of degrees available by distance have special requirements that are not part
of the common core.
• UHCC’s have lead responsibility for delivering lower division courses be distance
according to E5.204.
• Specific courses needed.
• If courses are within the UHCC purview, then upper division campuses do not pay for
the teaching of those courses. If it is determined that an upper division campuses
requiring particular bridging courses should provide them, then it is logacl that the
upper division campus should cover those courses.
Gap Course Priorities:
• Priority 1: Courses to help students bridge to baccalaureate degree programs.
• Priority 2: Courses to help students earn an AA degree form any UHCC, educational
center, or the West Hawaii UC.
• Priority 3: Course to help students bridge to an associate degree.
• Decision as to which distance course will be offered by which campus is needed by
the DOIS.
UHCC Distance Education Committee/Sub-Committee Calendar
MSG Distance-Delivered Degree Program Rolling Plan.
How Do We Address Liability for Distance Science Labs?
UHCC Distance Learning Committee meeting:
• Note change of Committee’s name from Distance Education Committee to Distance
Learning Committee in order to use more current wording.
• During the faculty strike, the policy was that all distance activities would stop and that
instructors would not reply to email queries.
• Proctoring List will be posted on the distance website.
• Update on FIPSE grant which focuses on access, retention and completion. Learning
communities would consist of four 9-credit and eight 6-credit interdisciplinary
coordinated students leading toward the distance-delivered AA degree. Assessment
and best practices would be part of the activities.
• ADF and Millenium Funds status report. Question for the DOIS—Is it possible for a
lecturer to develop a distance course? One difficulty is possibility that a full-time
faculty member may have a class cancelled. One solution is to hire people only to
develop particular classes so that a course would belong exclusively to the UHCC’s,
not the instructor.
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May 8, 2001

May 24, 2001
June 15, 2001

June 15, 2001
June 9, 2001

June 14, 2001
June 15, 2001
June 20, 2001
June 25, 2001
June 28, 2001
July 2001
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• Review of Best Practices.
• Aldrich upgrades to handle distance requirements.
CDC’s meeting:
• The ADF funds to bring campus people together to inform front end staff on distance
learning may be better delivered at each campus. It could increase campus
participation. Committee members Alison Shigematsu and Bonnie Honma will do the
presentations.
• Faculty not willing to submit course information for posting on the E-learn website
could be a problem.
• Pros and cons of ITS staying a system function or becoming a UHM-only function
were discussed.
• Finding an online registration system for a multi-campus is difficult.
UHCC E-learn Schedule Questions Summary from the May 24 DOIS meeting
UHCC Distance Learning Committee meeting:
• Discussion of distance directions under incoming President Dobelle.
• UHCC Distance Learning has drafted a Strategic Plan for UHM Distance Learning but
it hasn’t moved further. Direction seems to be similar to the UHCC’s.
• Offering out of state.
• Need for “Gap” courses.
Master Scheduling Group meeting involved discussion of whether, with distance learning
being decentralized to the UH campus level and/or college/department level, planning
and implementation should be decentralized or centralized.
UHCC Distance Education Committee meeting:
• 18 new courses, including labs, are in the process of being developed with ADF funds.
• Student lings have been improved at the UHCC.e-learn website.
• A redesigned Course Request Form will be reconsidered when the Common
Application form is finalized.
• The Fall 2001 distance schedule will be inserted into the brochure.
• Discussion of what distance directions will be under the new President. UH Distance
Learning’s Strategic Plan for UHM Distance Learning seems to move in the same
direction as the UHCC’s.
• Needed and developing gap courses were reviewed.
• Proposed Scheduling Flow Chart
UHCC Distance Education Committee 2001-2002 Calendar
UHCC Distance Education meeting
Distance DOIS meeting.
CDC’s meeting:
Distributed Learning Scheduling Form meeting.
Schedule planning documents:`
• UHH’s Bachelor’s in Computer Science—Table of courses needed, receive sites, and
offering campuses.
• UHWO’s Bachelor’s in Business Administration—Table of courses needed, receive
sites, and offering campuses.
• Distance-Delivered Courses already developed for the AA via Multiple Technologies.
• Possible AA Degree Cable and Cable/Internet Delivery Schedule.
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July 2001

August 6, 2001

August 8, 2001

September 2001

September 4, 2001
September 14, 2001
September 21, 2001
September 2001
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Evan Dobelle becomes UH president.
Review of process for Ordering Textbooks for Courses from the UH system.
Report of UH Distance Learning Degree Programs In-State.
• UHCC Distance-Delivered AA Brochure and UHCC.e-learn Fall 2001 Schedule of
Courses.
• Brochure and Schedule Distribution List and suggestions for on-campus and offcampus distribution.
CDC’s meeting:
• The Course Request Form is now changed and is called the Distributed Learning
Scheduling Form.
• Alison Shigematsu and bonnie Honma have been meeting with Department Heads on
campuses, but frontline training has been postponed until the Common Application
and Course Request Form are online.
• For most CDC’s, the CDC role is an addition to their regular duties. For LeeCC it is a
separate position.
• Brochure timeliness is questionable.
• How is a proctored exam for a non-system student handled?
Clarification Regarding Lead Responsibility:
• E5.204 notes that “lead responsibilities fall naturally to units in accordance with the
mission and resources. The UHCC system has lead responsibility for general
education preparation for 4-year degrees, including the AA degree, and
technical/occupational degrees and certificates.”
• Lead responsibility is intended to make the most efficient use of resources available in
the system.
• The designated campus(es) are the only ones who offer the courses in their area(s) of
lead responsibility when those courses are delivered in state by distance.
• For international or out-of-state efforts, an entrepreneurial model may be more
appropriate.
• Lead responsibility for student support services and academic support services must be
defined because they are handled differently on different campuses.
Draft Implementation of UHCC Systemwide Distance into Campus Operations notes
group (DOIS working on distance, All DOIS, FIGS, Curriculum/Instruction SubCommittee, Assessment /Evaluation Sub-Committee, Database Sub-Committee, DOSS,
Student Support Sub-Committee, CDC’s, Academic Support Sub-Committee, Marketing
Sub-Committee, Professional Development Ad Hoc Group, ADF Ad Hoc Group,
External Funding Function, Research, Communication/Coordination, Coordination with
UH System, Overall Committee Coordination, Provost Action, Chancellor Action, and
UH System Action), Completed 2000-2001, and Possible Action Items, 2001-2002.
Hawaii Educational Networking Consortium (HENC) Sub-Committee met to review
randomly selected tapes of Cable TV courses.
UHCC Student Support Service Sub-Committee discussed UHM students enrolling in
UHCC courses, the Front-Line Training Manual, Impact of delayed billing, on-line
application, Course Request Form, and Bookstore.
Report on Course Development using ADF Funds.
Fall 2000 Distance Enrollments
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October 5, 2001

October 5, 2001

November 2001
November 13, 2001
November 26, 2001

November 27, 2001
November 28, 2001
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Comment
CDC’s meeting:
• Distance quotas by looking at maximum number of seats rather than setting
allocations.
• Options for a new database.
• Alison Shigematsu and Bonnie Honma visited all UHCC campuses. A
Manual/Handbook draft is being developed. Campuses concerns included impact on
students registered at other campuses of refund deadlines, proctoring fees, and
removal of course allocations and the impact of campuses having different registration
dates.
• Difficulty in developing a data template because different staff need different types of
information.
UHCC Distance Learning Committee meeting:
• Review of board operating style. The Committee operates as a board and concerns are
sent to Sub-Committees which return recommendations. The Committee makes
recommendations to appropriate groups.
• Best Practices is being reviewed and approved by the Faculty Senate Chairs.
• UHCC Distance Education Committee Implementation of Systemwide Distance into
Campus Operations
• ADF 2000-2001 Year-End Report raised the concern that there is no standard
payment/use of assigned time on all campuses.
• Possible direction for new ADF funding include student virtual community services
and course development/revision.
• FIGS need to approve the pre- and post-surveys.
Various Subcommittee meetings.
CDC’s meeting:
• Gayle Ishii is working on a document that will illustrate how close we are to providng
an AA degree by distance using various technologies for the delivery of courses.
UHCC Distance Learning Committee, Sub-Committee Chair’s meeting:
• Helen Sina informed the group of possible changes to her position. Committee
leadership is being reviewed.
• Membership on Sub-Committees was reviewed, including adding 2 UHM staff to the
Student Support Sub-Committee. It was clarified that additions to Sub-Committees
are campus appointments and do not require recommendations, only UHCC Distance
Learning Committee approval. Following Committee approval, a letter will be sent to
the Chancellor and Provosts.
• Recommendation that distance issues be directly considered by DOIS/ADOIS rather
than by a separate group of DOIS working on distance.
• Judi Kirkpatrick would like to move Best Practices and Pre- and Post-Assessments out
of her personal website.
WinCC’s Proposal for an AA Degree Requirement for Computer and Information
Literacy.
Supporting the UHCC.e-learn Initiative, 2001-2002. An Ad Hoc ADF Group met to
recommend activities and procedures for the next funding of ADF:
Activity 1: Provide a consistent format and location for online student survey
information so that appropriate collection and distribution can be established.
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November 28, 2001
December 2001
December 3, 2001
December 3, 2001

December 13, 2001

December 14, 2001
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Comment
Activity 2: Provide incentive money to support a Campus Distance Coordinator in
overseeing development of a common UHCC Distance Orientation.
Activity 3: Develop or enhance courses.
UH System Distance Education Leadership Workshop
Query to Committee members as to what they want discussed in the year-end report and
what each Sub-Committee has worked on.
UHCC Distance Learning Committee meeting:
• Review of Committee and Sub-Committee goals.
UHCC Student Support Sub-Committee:
• MOA being worked on to establish guidelines on registration of UHM students into
UHCC distance courses. This will allow Terri Ota access to UHCC databases.
• View access for Financial Aid, counseling, fiscal, and faculty is being worked on.
• Problems with online applications include incomplete applications or students editing
application information after submittal.
• Financial Aid questions—why is tuition payment required at the time of registration
when student financial aid checks are not available when students register?
DOIS meeting: Distance Concerns:
• How will distance learning leadership change next semester?
• What concerns have students raised regarding distance?
• What needs to be done to align UHCC courses with all UH units?
• What do DOIS need to do to develop a rolling 2-year schedule of distance courses?
• What models of capacity control can be effective?
• What are the responsibility of the CDC’s?
UHCC Sub-Committee Chair’s meeting:
• Barbara Polk led the Sub-Committee Chairs in answering this question: What are the
cross-cutting issues that need to emerge as imperatives if the UHCC’s and UH are
going to function more effectively as a system for distance learning?
• Top Issues in order:
• One-stop online portal for applications, registration, payment, testing, and sharing
of student information.
• Coordinated and sufficient academic support.
• Common calendar and registration dates.
• Coordinating course scheduling/planning, long-term planning.
• Articulation.
• SIS
• Student/Faculty readiness.
• Counseling online: personal, academic, 24/7, asynchronous/synchronous.
• Commitment to provide resources.
• Models of increase capacity.
• Equity and access—sharing of resources/markets systemwide.
• Some of the other issues:
• Commitments over time—how often offered.
• Single database—course prerequisites
• Agreement on prerequisites, common core.
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December 2001

December 2001
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• Coordinated agreement upon Best Practices/Standards.
• Revise E5.204.
• Define what a distance ed course is. Is it different from technology intensive?
• Systemwide orientation for faculty, staff and students.
• Market beyond returning students.
• Outsource within UH and then beyond.
• Be sure all support resources are available, share.
• Tuition, especially summer.
• Enrollment management.
• Accreditation.
• Mainstream distance education.
• Assessment and learning.
• Faculty compensation/workload, class size.
UHCC Distance Education Committee Summary Year-End Report, 2000-2001.
1st UHCC DL Committee Executive Group meeting
Committee: Convener/Peggy Cha, Bonnie Honma, Vinnie Linares, Helen Sina, Alvin
Tagomori, Stacy Thomas.
Ex-Officio: Joyce Tsunoda, Dan Ishii, Mike Rota.
UHCC Distance Learning Committee Summary Year-End Report, 2000-2001:
• Continuing targets:
• Provide an asynchronous and synchronous technology-delivered set of options for
students which they can use to develop their own educational solutions.
• Use Distance issues as a vehicle for improving overall student access to quality
education.
• Major actions in 2000-2001:
• Listed an increased number of courses offered by UHCC campuses via distance
technologies—Fall 2000, 27 guaranteed, another 67 listed with the caveat that they
might be cancelled; Spring 2001—111 courses listed with the understanding that
some might be cancelled; Fall 2001,150 courses listed with the understanding that
some might be cancelled.
• Distributed ADF and Millennium Workforce funds to develop and offer 16
courses, including 6 lab courses over the next several years.
• Developed Best Practices.
• Developed procedures for listing all distance courses on DLIT and uhcc.e-learn
websites and in a print brochure.
• Identified policies needing revision to help students use systemwide distance
offerings, developed a process for collecting tuition at registration point, and
recommended view-only access of all campus databases for Counselors, Financial
Aid Officers, and Fiscal Officers.
• Established UH systemwide distance exam proctoring list.
• Applied for FIPSE grant to establish on-line learning communities. Shifted to
board-type operation and expanded representation to assist in integration of
distance into campus operations. Activated additional Sub-Committees.
• Major areas needing Provosts’ assistance
• Systemwide data collection.
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December 2001
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• Sharing with campuses where we go from here.
UHCC Distance Learning Committee ADF 2000-2001 Year-End Report
UHCC Distance Courses Offer & Enrollment, Spring and Fall 2001 listed by Internet,
Cable TV, and ITV.
Draft CDC’s Accomplishments, 2000-2001.

2002
January 2002
January 3, 2002

UHCC.e-learn Spring 2002 Schedule of Courses
UHCC Distance Learning Executive Committee, 1st meeting:
• Members:
• Peggy Cha, Provost KauCC and link with all UHCC Provosts
• Bonnie Honma, Counselor KauCC
• Vincent Linares, English Professor MauCC
• Helen Sina, Interim Dean of Instruction KauCC and liaison with DOIS/ADOIS
• Alvin Tagomori, Dean of Students MauCC and liaison with DOSS
• Stacey Thomas, Media Specialist and Sitance Coordinator LeeCC
• Ex-Officio—Chancellor Tsunoda, Vice Chancellor Student & Community Affairs
Dan Ishii, Vice Chancellor Academic Affairs Mike Rota
• Chancellor Tsunoda noted that e-learn is a UHCC project and needs to move forward
on its own rather than wait on other program planning activities in the UH system.
• Outstanding Issues:
• Final decisions ultimately made by campus administration.
• Inconsistencies/Problems must be communicated to the DOSS. The Procedures
Manual being worked on by Bonnie Honma and Alison Shigematsu will be
available to all campuses.
• Tracking of students.
• Campus commitment to a designated Campus Distance Coordinator may be a
resource issue.
• If class size goes over the set enrollment, consider a teaching aide.
• Two-year schedule needs an inventory of add/drop dates. Can there be a common
calendar including summer school?
• Issues Needing Action:
• Common Academic Calendar and consistent add/drop dates throughout the UHCC
system by Summer 2002—DOIS & DOSS.
• No seat allocation for distance courses by Summer 2002—DOIS.
• 24 hour response 7 days a week.
• Providing there are common registration dates, online application by Summer
2002—Dan & Bonne.
• AA degree accepted by all campuses with a unique focus which could make it
marketable internationally.
• Identify courses that can be scaled by Summer 2002—DOIS.
• Identify lead campus potential for various support services such as tutoring,
technology help desk, academic advising, library.
• Evaluation of all classes and anonymous student evaluation of instruction online.
• FIGS develop criteria for participating in the UHCC AA degree using the WI
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January 2002

January 2002
January 2002
January 18, 2002
January 22, 2002

January 25, 2002

January 2002

January 28, 2002

Page 55 of 78

Comment
system model based on Best Practices by Summer 2002.
• Standard/Consistent and sustainable support for students and faculty.
• Identify systewide policy of grading.
• Pooling of resources.
Some of the Questions Regarding Coordination of Systemwide Distance Education:
• Questions indicate the confusion of Committee members over whether the Committee
continues to exist and who will run its meetings, who filters requests to Gayle Ishii,
and which Executive Group members work with which Sub-Committee Chairs.
• Issues needing early attention:
• Seamless distance access for students.
• UH clearance on science labs procedures.
• 2+2 online lower division link with UHWO upper division courses.
• Articulation.
• Use of Campus Distance Coordinator to facilitate student enrollment in programs
where there is no University Center.
UHCC Distance Education Committee & Sub-Committees Goals.
Proposal for Discussion for a Distributed Learning AA to BA “Cohort”
BOR voted for the Reorganization of the Community Colleges.
Letter from Joyce Tsunoda to the UHCC Provosts, Deans of Instruction, Deans of
Students, Faculty Senate Chairs, Directors of Administrative Services and University
Center Directors informing them of:
• The manner in which UHCC systemwide distance learning will be led and
coordinated beginning January 2002.
• Approval of the recommendations (known as the Tsunoda 13 or the Tsunoda Dozen)
made by the new UHCC Distance Education Executive Group of the UHCC Distance
Education Committee.
UHCC DL Committee Executive Group meeting:
• Additional assignments beyond the Tsunoda Dozen were made.
• Action steps to implement recommendations.
To address the concerns the Chancellor raised at the December 13, 2001 meeting of the
DOIS, DOSS, and DOCETS.
• Students expect a seamless process now and are not concerned with what the UHCC’s
have to do to make that happen.
• Most UHCC concerns only require agreement, acceptance, and ensuring that all staff
are consistently following what has been established.
• Specific questions included whether students have to fill out multiple applications.
Students now apply at one UHCC campus. That application is mailed to any other
UHCC campus from which the student may be taking courses. If the student did not
take courses for a semester, a new application is needed.
• If the student is taking courses at any of these combinations of campuses, multiple
applications are needed: UHCC’s and UHH, UHCC’s and UHM, and UHCC’s and
UHWO.
CDC’s meeting:
• Recommendation that the Assessment and Evaluation Sub-Committee develop a
survey using the NEA Quality Online document.
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February 2002

February 1, 2002

February 2, 2002
February 7, 2002

February 13, 2002

February 13, 2002
February 14, 2002
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• UHCC system distance student orientation.
• Recommend all distance students have a unix email account.
• Recommend discussion to decide systemwide language for distance—distance
education/distance learning/distributed learning. Names for technologies—multimedia, hybrid, etc.
• Materials required by an instructor--deadline, responsibility for collecting?
• Issues to recommend to the UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group.
Draft memo to Chancellor Tsunoda requesting additional campus funding in recognition
of the added duties for CDC’s, noting core duties in relation to administration, academic
divisions, academic support, student services, faculty/staff development, and
faculty/students. Additional campus-unique duties and responsibilities are listed.
DOIS/ADOIS meeting on Distance Learning:
• What courses will be listed on the rolling 2-year schedule available on the UHCC
website and in print? DECISION: General template of AA requirements Fall 2002
through Summer 2004 will be sent to all campuses. Campuses will fill in courses and
technologies they will offer.
• What will be the academic calendar so dates can be the same throughout the UHCC
system.
• What are the courses for which enrollment can be scaled? Scalability can be identified
as an expandasble cap. FIGS and DOIS to meet to discuss topic.
Email regarding problems of book orders for distance students.
UHCC DOIS and DOSS meeting:
• Plan to be off Aldrich by July 1.
• Banner sees an 18-24 month process for total implementation.
• Rational and role of UHCC Distance Education Executive Group.
• Distance recommendations to the Chancellor and assignments and next actions from
the Executive Group.
UHCC Student Support Sub-Committee meeting:
• President Dobelle has signed a go-ahead with Banner.
• Memo from the Chancellor began as in introduction to the new Distance Executive
Group and turned into a brainstorming sessions with deadlines:
• Academic Calendar.
• Quotas.
• Online application will be test-run by MauCC and HawCC by Summer 2002 so
one application can go to a number of campuses.
• 24 x 7 is a resource issue.
• View only will be completed with implementation of Banner.
• Science lab issues and SP 151 will be Excellence in Ed topics.
• UHCC Handbook of campus On-Line Procedures will be posted on UHCC.e-learn.
• Dean Neubauer will be taking the UH system lead for distance.
Updated report of System and Campus-Specific Concerns/Recommendations from the
2001 Distance Learning Campus Interviews carried out by Bonnie Honma and Alison
Shigematsu.
Combined DOIS and DOSS meeting:
• Decisions about Common Calendar are for all classes, not just distance classes.
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February 25, 2002

February 25, 2002

February 28, 2002

February 28, 2002
March 7, 2002

March 8, 2002

March 9, 2002
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Comment
UHCC Common Calendar
Memo from Sherrie Rupert to CDC’s regarding procedures for release of allocation for
distance classes one week prior to the start of classes.
• Campuses can register students into any open distance class without contacting the
originating campus.
• Once classes begin registrars do not touch the databases of other campuses.
CDC’s meeting:
• Discussion of trimester and how it would affect a 2-year course projection.
• Review of draft funding memo to Chancellor sent through the Executive Group.
• No print Schedule of Classes.
• How best market distance?
• Distributed Learning Course Request Form on hold until Banner in place.
• UHCC Distance Education Handbook draft completed and will appear in Admin.
DOIS/ADOIS meeting on distance:
• There will be no printed Schedule of Classes by Distance.
• Science labs and liability will be a topic at the Excellence in Education Conference.
• Decisions needed regarding how courses are determined.
• How work with the unsettled new UHH and UHM cores?
• What backup system will ensure courses can be offered?
• How will committed AA courses be merged with other distance courses campuses
offer?
• Who posts the information and maintains the website?
• Will campuses list basic AA courses in their Schedule of Classes?
AA by Distance. Table shows SP 151 and Science Lab are key missing elements.
UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group:
• ADF Funding proposed by the Ad Hoc Funding Group November 28, 2001. Hae to
send money to Peggy for distribution. RFP’s will give priority to AA science labs.
• CDC recommendations on Assessment and Evaluation Sub-Committee survey and
distance orientation funding.
Issues in Teaching Science with Labs from a Distance, special session for Excellence in
Education, March 1, 2002:
• Ruth Tsujimura presented science lab court case decisions and recommended students
go to a high school lab or a UHCC lab for labs that posted great danger or needed
increased supervision.
• Issues to consider included duty to supervise an adult student, risk of harm, failure to
supervise/warn, sovereign immunity, assumption of risk, age of student, introductory
course or upper division course, written/verbal instructions, and industry standards.
• Optional ways to deliver a distance lab to minimize liability concerns.
• Concern with home labs: since students are not supposed to do unauthorized labs and
are never to work alone in labs, consideration must be given to the implications for
home labs—need for medical assistant, presence of children, home hazardous waste
disposal requirement equal to campus lab requirement?
Email from Louise Pagotto to Helen Sina recording review of materials from Stacy
Thomas regarding enrollment management and faculty compensation in distance courses.
She provides some information about how KapCC handles compensating faculty for
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March 15, 2002
March 18, 2002

March 24, 2002
March 27, 2002
March 27, 2002

April 2002
April 1, 2002
April 2, 2002

April 4, 2002
April 4, 2002

April 4, 2002
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Comment
overload sections. For every 10 students over the max enrollment for a distance class,
the instructor is awarded 1 credit overload—0-9=0 credits, 10-19=1 credit, 20-29=2
credits, etc. Or it could be calculated as a percentage of the maximum enrollment. A
maximum of overload credits would probably be 3 to maintain the quality of instruction.
Distance Learning Reference Manual website and how to access.
Email notification that CHEM 161/161L being explored by KauCC will not be available
to a test group in Fall 2002 as an online course due to safety/liability and cost. Tom
Smithwick, instructor, will develop checklists and videotape safety tapes that could be
used in on-campus or distance delivered labs. He will continue to search for equipment
that can provide the same quality as that available on site with less cost to students.
Strategic Initiative Team (SIT) #6, Information Technology & Distance Learning, draft.
DOIS/ADOIS meeting: A number of the issues are both distance and general:
• Compensation for lecturers teaching science lab courses.
DOIS/ADOIS meeting on distance issues:
• Review of distance science labs discussion at Excellence in Education.
• Possible funding for distance course development requested from Deane Neubauer.
There is still no word on ADF funding.
University of Hawaii Community Colleges: E-Learn. Publicity article drafted by
Jaishree Odin.
Draft UHCC Common Calendar
UHCC Courses Needed:
• After reviewing offerings and campus degrees:
• SP 151/
• Lab Sciences.
• Pacific/Asia course.
• Languages.
• DOIS March 27 concerns:
• Nursing faculty must decide if they want CHEM 151 and CHEM 152 available by
distance.
• Would like to see system-owned courses that are collaboratively developed.
• MSG finds Gap Course needs:
• PSY 213.
• PSY 214.
• PSY 103 (bridge to PSY 214 as MATH 115 can be a bridge for PSY 213).
• Funding available from Sloan to develop ICS 211.
Last UHCC DL Committee Meeting with Chancellor Tsunoda to turn over UHCC DL
concerns to the UHCC Distance Education Executive Group.
UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group:
• Review of draft for Neubauer’s distance budget request.
• ADF funding can be distributed.
FIG Report: Answers to 3 Questions:
• What criteria do we need to expect and/or require from faculty who participate in the
AA Online other than Best Practices?
• Some kind of campus-sanctioned course or certification before going online or on
television with a course.
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• Form a group of online faculty who look at the courses and make suggestions.
Keep the review an internal thing—instructor communicates with the department
in terms of consistency in meeting competencies, rigor.
• Training.
• Syllabi that state learning objectives and outcomes publicly accessible on
website.
• Course evaluated regularly for student satisfaction and for academic quality.
.
• What base line support is required for faculty?
• Tech support for students and faculty 24/7, by phone/fax/online.
• Campus or department provides access to software.
• System secures more site licenses.
• A reasonably fast computer and good, fast, and assured internet connections.
• Access to long distance phone and faxing services 24/7.
• One course released time the semester prior to delivering the class and one course
released time the first semester the course is taught.
• Requirement for students to go through some kind of orientation.
• Technical help with graphics and managing a website.
• Improved testing and proctoring services.
• What is fair compensations when students are added to a class and the class then
exceeds normal cap for that class? How many more students do we take before money
is involved via overload or should other types of negotiated settlements be discussed?
• Cap at 20 for WI.
• Add new sections based on student demand.
• If number of overloads is controlled by faculty member, no compensation for
overload.
• If students are added without faculty control, each additional student should raise
pay for that class by 3%. As students drop out, pay decreases incrementally too on
2 landmark dates—end of erase period and end of withdrawal period.
• OR if 30 = normal load, 37-43 = 1 credit additional.
• OR $100 per student per course would be acceptable up to a limit set by
instructor.
UHCC Distance Learning Committee meeting with Deane Neubauer:
• Explanation given to Committee: “Due to Helen Sina become Interim Dean of
Instruction for KauCC, the UHCC Distance Learning structure was reorganized with
the chairperson being replaced by an Executive Group of 6.”
• Introduction of Executive Group and their roles. The Executive Group does not
replace the Sub-Committees. The Group is a facilitator for decisionmaking.
• The Executive Group and Chancellor Tsunoda put together a set of directives
Executive Group guides those directives.
• Overview of Directives (Tsunoda Dozen):
• All academic calendar dates for the UHCC’s will be the same.
• All Add/Drop dates will be consistent throughout the UHCC’s.
• First-come, first-served registration with no seat allocation for any distance
course.
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April 8, 2002

April 10, 2002
April 18, 2002

April 22, 2002

April 2000
April 2002
May 1, 2002
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• Students able to apply online for admission to any campus—on hold due to
Banner.
• Courses for which enrollment can be scaled will be identified.
• Evaluations of all distance classes an anonymous student evaluations of
instructors will be available online.
• Criteria for participating in the UHCC Distance-Delivered AA Degree are based
on the WI model and the UHCC Best Distance Practices will be developed.
• Baseline support needed by faculty. Staff cuts affect faculty.
• Deane Neubauer and his place in the changing UH system structure.
UHCC CDC’s meeting:
• The traveling Distance Learning Manual will be scheduled April and May.
• Perhaps the UHCC Distance Committee framework should be restructured to use the
Sub-Committees to implement a task force approach to tak on certain issues with
scheduled deadlines. Make the CDC’s a regular standing group making
recommendations to the Executive Group.
• Review of draft memo to Chancellor Tsunoda regarding budgeted CDC positions with
funding.
• Memo drafted to Executive Group suggesting testing the offering of distance courses
beyond Hawaii.
Information from the Instructional Technology Council regarding how colleges are
handling science labs.`
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS meeting on distance issues:
• Neubauer costing report request. Lack of parameters led campuses to produce
different kinds of reports.
• MauCC will develop ICS 211 in online format.
• RFP is out for ADF funding. $20,000 is available. Website presentation of the Rolling
AA Degree Offerings. Students should be able to find classes through a variety of
search items.
• Prerequisites differ between campuses.
• Scalability discussion.
• DOIS/ADOIS tasks remain to meet distance goals and timeline established by
Chancellor Tsunoda.
• Are F2F and distance courses practicing Best Practices consistently?
Cost inventory for each college/campus covering expenditures for distance learning
development, delivery, and support. Dollar value of time spent by regular faculty, staff,
and administrators on distance education is to be included. Activity areas include:
course development, course delivery, student and academic support services,
professional development, planning and administration, assessment and evaluation.
UHCC’s Distance Learning Cost Inventory introductory commentary.
Memo to Deane Neubauer from the UHCC Distance Learning Executive Committee
seeking clarification on the distance learning costing data.
UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group meeting with VP Neubauer:
• Market-driven decisionmaking on what programs/courses are delivered. The
challenge is to coordinate across the UH system to meet market-driven demands.
• E-College can brand and market.
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May 22, 2002
May 2002
May 2002
May 2002
May 23, 2002

June 2002
June 5, 2002
June 5, 2002

June 6, 2002
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• Costing inventory will help show how many different definitions and ways of looking
at costs there are, how distance functions and requirements are being funded, how
distance revenues are used.
• UHCC Distance Learning Committee model is represented by function, not just
campus.
• Neubauer wants list of documented facts about what we know about UH distance
learning and learners and a list of critical issues from student, faculty, and staff
perspectives describing what we have now, how/where you think it should be, and
how we can get there.
UHCC CDC’s meeting:
• Review distance delivery terms for consistency to improve reporting.
• Minimum computer requirements need to be stated in schedule of classes.
• Executive Group wants audit of Academic Support and Student Support Services.
• Proctoring information on UHCC.e-learn site.
• Faculty Information Sessions went well.
HonCC response to Neubauer’s questions.
LeeCC response to Neubauer’s questions.
KapCC response to Neubauer’s questions.
MauCC response to Neubauer’s questions.
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS meeting:
• ADF funds.
• LeeCC summer institute covering pedagogy and tools for distance. Fall workshops for
web designed will be offered.
• LeeCC is creating quality assurance teams and a mentoring program for distance
courses this summer.
• 2-Year Distance Schedule
UH System Strategic Plan 2002-2010:
http://www.hawaii.edu/ovppp/stratplansys.html
UHCC Distance Education Issues by Campus.
UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group meeting:
• Discussion of cluster issues (logistics & delivery, faculty development/professional
development, authority & decisionmaking issues/goals, technology issues) and how
Neubauer broke down the UHM information.
• Look at task force method of addressing issues instead of already-established SubCommittees.
Distance Education SIS Questions:
• Registration between campuses. With Aldrich, registrars can register students form
their own campus in each other’s databases.
• Allocations? Are Banner class codes specific enough to allow us to pull data and class
lists by island?
• Applications. Once input at a specific campus, will other campuses be able to retrieve
it in order to register into their own campuses?
• When Banner allows students to register on their own, will they be able to choose any
campus?
• Placement. Will Compass scores already be in Banner?
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June 24, 2002
June 25, 2002
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• Will students receive campus or course information through a student portal? Can
URL links to student resources be place on the student’s personal Web pate?
• How will distance staff be able to view such distance course information as mode of
delivery and student enrollment?
Summer 2002 Registration Information:
• What is current registration practice for Summer 2002 on each campus?
• When can other campuses get into your database to register for Summer 2002?
• When does Summer 2002 begin on your campus?
UHCC DL Committee Executive Group meeting with VP Neubauer about Costing
Project:
• Draft of UHCC’s Distance Learning Facts and Issues describes context of distance
learning for the UHCC’s. Emphasis on statewide access to programs. Dialog and
development of distance in the UHCC’s is strongly expressing of the systemic nature
of the UHCC’s.
• Kinds of data needed about students and support services:
• Number of seats available in distance courses.
• Number of surplus seats of additional students wanting to register.
• Who is taking the course? Where are they/ Why enrolled? What major/
Frequency of enrollment in distance courses. Ratio of distance courses to on-site
courses taken by student.
• Kinds of technologies used in the course.
• Level of support course receives.
• Adequacy of support?
• Retention for degree programs?
• Graduation rates for degree programs.
• Costing questions:
• Should costing be scaled?
• Should distance tuition be competitive with on-site tuition?
• How are faculty compensated other than by sweat equity?
• What is our definition of sustainability/
• How choose fields of study to be offered by distance?
• What will be the system of cost-benefit-access analysis?
• How do you track duplicate courses?
UHCC’s Distance Learning Facts and Issues
CDC’s meeting reviewed the need to identify, discuss, and recommend distance modes
of delivery for Banner and the distance data attributes for distance reports via Banner.
Review of Tech Intensive term.
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS meeting:
• $4.000 additional ADF funds from Neubauer to develop PSY 213.
• Review of progress on works for hire by UHPA, OTTED, and the AG’s office. MOU
not yet signed.
• WGU Tuition Rates.
• Educational Aide by distance.
• UHCC Distance Orientation will be presented to CDC’s by KapCC.
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September 3, 2002
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Distance Learning Cost inventory summary of UHCC’s for FY 2000-2001.
UHCC DL Committee Executive Group meeting:
• Review of $40,000 ADF funding:
• Review of action items from the Tsunoda Dozen:
• Completed common academic calendar dates.
• Completed common Add/Drop dates.
• First come/first served enrollment. Due to Banner implementation, allocations
enforced. Will be eliminated Fall 2002.
• Online registration—Banner Fall 2002 agenda item.
• Scalability of courses—DOIS to meet with FIGS.
• Evaluations are in the works with Judi Kirkpatrick’s ADF project. Concern about
where survey and data will be stored.
• Consistent level of support. Issues from Handbook road show need to be
reevaluated after Banner up and running at all campuses. E=learn site needs to be
redone.
• WI and Best Participation has no letter from the Chancellor yet.
• Completed view only access.
• Global Learning Network.
• Should distance structure move toward task forces charged by the Executive Group?
This would eliminate the need for established Sub-Committees. The UHCC Distance
Learning Committee could continue to meet at least once per semester.
UHCC Student Distance Education Orientation.
Draft of CDC recommendations to the UHCC Distance Executive Group.
CDC’s meeting:
• Goal—common UHCC DE Orientation for all campuses. KAPCC producing, testing,
implementing.
• E-learn and DL orientation are similar and could be a blended project. Where store
the project? Someone working on a tutorial for students who have registered for a
WebCT course.
• Need to redesign DLUS Course Request Form and its link to the e-learn site.
• Common AA would be useful.
UHCC DOIS/ADOISe meeting:
• Judi Kirkpatrick shared the web-based assessment programs she developed under
ADF funding. Discussion of their use for all classes, making it mandatory, or making
it an off-shoot of Banner that students would be required to go through before viewing
grades.
UHCC Strategic Plan 2002-2010:
http://www.hawaii.edu/ccc/Docs/CC_Strategicpl/strategic%20plan.pdf
Data Elements Requested for Distance Learning Assessments
Email to KapCC instructor Dr. Snyder regarding difficulties in registering for BIO 130
with Lab. Student in Hilo drove to West Hawaii UC to be told that the registration date
was past and she would have to apply directly at KapCC to be admitted to the course.
CDC’s meeting:
• Distance Learning Data Information ready for Neubauer’s signature.
• 2nd TCM (The Costing Methodology) Workshop . Goal is to see if TCM forks for the
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November 22, 2002
November 2002
December 4, 2002
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UH system. There are so many variables by campus.
2-Year Distance Learning Preview
UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group:
• With Executive Group providing Provost, DOIS, DOSS, and Faculty channels for
decisionmaking, need to reassess the need for a standing UHCC Distance Learning
Committee and Sub-Committees.
• Move to Task Forces.
• Keep CDC as an ongoing group.
• Add another Faculty representative on the Executive Group.
• See if marketing needs can be addressed through a distance representative on the
Communications Council
• Issues for 2002-2003—Best Practices for Student Support and Best Practices for
Academic Support.
CDC’s meeting:
• The Pre- and Post-Assessment project began with Fall 2002.
• Marketing Kelli Goya’s Orientation Projected is dictated by the Branding Task Force.
• The UHCC’s model works without funds—sweat equity. Needs funding.
ITV Coordinators’ meeting:
• Reviewed Library lending policy on ITV videotapes.
• Distance expands access, but we need to come to an understanding about how far we
expand the access. Think student-centered, not student-driven.
• ITV Taping Guidelines.
Distance Learning Policies:
http://www.hawaii.edu/offices/app/dl/policy%257e1.htm#BOR510 .
CDC’s meeting.
Draft Distance Learning Action Plan—History of Distance Learning.
A Process for Distance Learning Students’ Faculty Complaints.
UHCC DL Committee Executive Group meeting
BOR approved system level reorganization with the creation of Council of Chancellors
and the elimination of the Office of the Senior VP & Chancellor for Community
Colleges.

2003
January 1, 2003
January 2002
January 27, 2003

Joyce Tsunoda becomes VP International Education
Draft Proposed Timeline for Distance Learning Action Plan.
CDC’s meeting:
• Judi’s RealTime feature is a motivator for faculty to use the URL.
• Student Evaluationl of Instruction questions for DL students. Steve Singer revising.
• Concerns—reluctance of instructors due to tenure issues, approval of questions by
campuses and Faculty Senate.
• Judi response to concerns
• Security safe. How long should data be stored?
• No WI bias. Questions were already campus approved and not writing
oriented.
• Faculty choice—no force.
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March 3, 2003
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• Global results were preferred.
• Mod classes can be done if dates given.
• Discussion of modalities for Banner.
CDC’s Discussion with Morton and Banner Questions:
• Student applies to as many campuses as need to. If do, previously entered info can be
repeated. Generic application is interactive and online. Once you are system student,
there is no need to apply to other campuses.
• For enrollment, a student belongs to campus offering course—not the student’s home
campus.
• Course appears on respective campus’ transcript.
• Student can be admitted to 2 campuses in 2 degree programs.
• DL course request form is no longer required when registering online.
• Banner automatically generates a Hawaii.edu account for student. Student portal is
authenticated with that log in. Log in also used for student employment, etc. Email
addresses on application must be input so instructors can pull up lists that include
email accounts. When students register, student orientation should come up
automatically.
• Student sorts by campus and type of class.
• Online registration for distance will be available Fall 2003. Summer registration
possibly UHCC’s and UHWO.
• Prefer TB/MMR holds are not a precondition for registration.
• Banner does not do time stamping for system cumulative credits. Does not look at in
progress.
• Concern about UHM studs registering before CC students—unlikely UHM studs will
fill classes + student is a student.
• Can we separate studs by home campuses for proctoring services, data, and
notification?
• Prereq check—Stud not allowed to register into courses if prereqs not met at the
campus stud is registering at. Ex KauCC ENG 256 can’t be taken by students who did
not take ENG 100 from KauCC.
• Error message appears if stud doesn’t meet prereqs. How stud know what to do?
• Will transcripts from multiple campuses be linked together—right now they are
separate transcripts.
• On transcripts, can view all courses completed, including non-UH system transfer
credits, in one record.
• Banner can read Compass test scores from any campus. UHCC issue—validity dates
presently vary 3-4 mos. They need to be consistent.
• Payment and registration dates still differ. This is policy questions, not Banner issue.
Home institution sets up registration rules. No add/drop fee for online reg.
• Students can pay online with Mastercard and Visa.
• Whether there is a common articulation database must be decided by colleges—how it
will work. Policy issue. Not Banner.
• CC courses counted as transfer for 4-yr students. Don’t count to give them full time
status. Grades don’t transfer.
CDC’s meeting:
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March 23, 2003
April 7, 2003

April 17, 2003

April 28, 2003

May 8, 2003
May 28, 2003
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• TCM—agreement on staff/figures/formula and parameters to be used. Need to break
down cost borne by others.
• Can studs search for courses in a variety of ways such as all online?
• Gayle—summary of technical requirements chart.
Fall 2002 DL Offerings & Enrollment Report:
http://www.hawaii.edu/offices/app/dl/AnnualReport2002.pdf
CDC’s meeting:
• SP 151 avail online from MCC for Fall 03.
• Need items from each campus for DE online orientation. LCC and HonCC will be test
demo sites. Need Neighbor Island campus.
• TCM phase 1 to be finished end of April.
• Summary of Technical Requirements students must meet for cable and online courses.
• DL Action plan working to clarify distributed learning and distance learning.
• Need systemwide meeting for proctoring issues.
• Modalities for Banner still being worked on.
DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting:
• Revised Deans’ List Policy proposes systemwide criteria of 3.5 GPA, minimum of 6
credits, letter grades, and no N, F, I, or NC grades.
• Other issues needing investigation:
• Should a student who successfully completes courses via distance at an originating
campus (not his/her home campus) be named to the Deans’ List of the originating
campus? If so, how would it be noted on the single transcript within Banner.
• Should courses within the system be listed on the official transcript? If so, how
should it be noted?
• Can students enrolled in distance-delivered courses from multiple campuses
request to have their grades calculated into the GPA?
• Should courses that are transferred from outside the UH system be listed on the
official transcript over and beyond what is currently noted?
CDC’s meeting:
• Campuses must agree on DE modalities and campus codes before Spring 2004. Codes
may fit individual campus needs. Data dictionary explaining definitions of codes
would be helpful.
• DL Action Plan—group reviewing final draft. Definition under discussion. If “off
campus” eliminated, enrollment statistics and student services would be affected.
WASC includes f2f off-campus in its definition of distance learning. Need to clearly
define distance education, distance learning, and distributed learning.
• E.learn site essential for advisors to check prereqs. Banner and e.learn operate
independently. Don’t delete e.learn until at least S 04.
• Proctoring form should be put on DL website. Charge for non UH students is $25 per
hour. Additional courses need to offer complete online AA—some campuses close to
offering their own.
UH Distance & Distributed Learning Action Plan:
http://www.hawaii.edu/dlplan/dlplan_final.pdf
CDC’s meeting:
• Proctoring sites—UHWO will provide services only to UHWO students. Their
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July 14, 2003

July 17, 2003

August 6, 2003
September 15, 2003

September 17, 2003

September 18, 2003
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students enrolled in DE course elsewhere must be proctored at the other campus or
LCC.
DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting:
• No feedback on Deans’ List Policy from UHCC Faculty Senate Chairs. There will be
a request to place it on the Faculty Senate September 2003 agenda.
CDC’s meeting:
• Update by Harriet Miyasato on Banner.
• Group to be put together to implement DL Action Plan.
• Proctor Request Form and Proctor Contact list is on Hawaii.edu/dl/faculty.
UHCC DL Committee Executive Group meeting:
• Meeting with UH Bookstore representatives on book ordering procedures update for
distance courses.
• Demonstration of UHCCe.learn website and the Distance Learning Online Orientation
• The Distance Learning Advisory Committee has been set and David Lassner named as
Chair and Convener. It is not an operational group. At this point it is unknown what
the group will do. It may take over MSG duties and scheduling. There was concern
that the CDC’s were not included as a group to be represented.
UH Distance Learning Activity, 1998-2002.
CDC’s meeting:
• Discussion with UH Bookstore representatives.
• The Distance Learning Online Orientation will be tested at 4 campuses in Fall
2003.
• Banner automatically sets up WebCT account.
• There is a need for an all-campus discussion group.
UHCC Distance Learning Executive Group meeting:
• Housing of assessments on Banner.
• Online Orientation to be on BOR agenda.
• CDC’s and DOSS not named to DLAC.
• Restructuring and DLAC.
DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting:
• Under the broad concern about where the UHCC’s should be the same and where they
will agree to differ, members agreed:
• Agreed—the Common Deans’ List should be changed to the Uniform Deans’ List.
Criteria for the Deans’ List have been sent to Chancellor Sakamoto to present to
the UHCC Chancellors.
• Already agreed—the Common Calendar should be changed to Uniform Calendar
which had been previously agreed upon.
• Working on—GPA Calculation. DOSS Sandy Matsui will create a chart to
identify similarities and differences in GPA calculation. The chart should also
include information on how GPA is calculated when courses are repeated.
• Agreed to disagree—Common Probation and Suspension Policies changed to
Uniform Probation and Suspension Policies. They are not uniform. Chart needs to
be created to organize the information.
• Agreed—Common Repeat Policy. It should be tied to grade calculation.
• Ability for distance students to have their distance credits and grades calculated into
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October 30, 2003

November 18, 2003

December 9, 2003

December 9, 2003
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their GPA, particularly for PTK purposes. Can grades from within the system
transfer? PTK has its own method of calculating GPA.
• Prerequisite Review. Louise Pagotto will provide a copy of a correlation study of SP
151 and ENG 100 as prerequisites.
• Common course number, alpha, and title for courses that are the same and provide
name change number, alpha, and title for those that differ. As the course articulation
database is developed, inconsistencies will begin to emerge.
• Common Payment Dates.
• Common Purge Dates after the Initial date. Workload issues are a concern.
• Review of COMPASS levels and agreement on consistent enforcement of those levels.
DOIS recommendation to Chancellors is a 2-year shelf life for the test score, retest
within 120 days, accepting the highest score, systemwide agreement to use the 1998
cutoff scores, and honoring 4-year COMPASS placement.
CDC’s meeting:
• How are campuses meeting Library skills unit for ENG 100. LCC’s prison students
have trouble with this requirement.
• The only active UHCC distance entities are the FIGS, CDC’s, and Executive Group.
• UHM Proctoring concerns include: Students come after scheduled test date, students
not on test list, proctor center hours vary by semester, cutback in hours due to budget,
use of students as proctors.
DLAC meeting:
• UH approach to moving forward in Distance and Distributed Learning is through a
mainstreaming strategy. This means that the challenges facing the distance enterprise
has less to with distance than providing options and access for all students.
• Responsibilities include maintaining checklists to ensure forward progress,
coordinating action plans, and making recommendations to appropriate
decisionmaking groups for moving issues forward.
DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting:
• Deans’ List—6 credits minimum to qualify may be sending incorrect mess to
receiving colleges. General historical sense is that Deans’ List is for near-fulltime
students. On the other hand cc’s have many part-time students for financial reasons.
• Campus uniformity:
• Course repeat policies—some differences among campuses.
• Grading system—differences in defining and implementing grade; originally used
for remedial courses but now sometimes used for transfer-level courses.
CDC’s meeting:
• Proctoring issues to be presented to all proctoring staffs.
• TEACH Act deals with limitations on use of copyrighted materials by DL classes.
• E.learn future is unknown.
• TCM exercise revealed there is no one formula—each campus has diff variables. Did
result in making all the campuses aware of what’s involved for all the campuses.
• WGU—lack of interest. Tuition is an obstacle.
DLAC meeting:
• LeeCC is revising its copyright site.
• Do Best Practices exist for ADA? UH needs a process for handling when students
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declare need; it is the responsibility of the content owner to make a site compliant.
• Distance budgeting approaches—shared commitment viewing each student as “our”
student, for each students some dollars flow off the top, balance need with demand,
stop doing things and let students apply pressure to the Legislature, technology fee.

2004
January 1, 2004
January 7, 2004
January 2004
January 13, 2004

February 9, 2004
February 10, 2004

February 10, 2004
February 11, 2004
February 20, 2004

Chancellor Tsunoda’s December 2003 “retirement” is changed to a Sabbatical.
Languages offered by distance, 1992-2003
Proctoring—Instructions for Administration of Tests
DLAC meeting:
• Financing receive site expenses—tech fee, systemwide distributed learning funding
pool
• Copyright support for faculty—TEACH Act.
• Need statewide educational needs assessment.
• Support services for online student evaluation of instruction. Current UHCC
evaluation was created through ADF and EIF funds. Evaluation is web-based with
pre-assessment and end-of-the semester evaluation. Pre-assessment focuses on
gathering information about the student. End-of-the-semester evaluation focuses on
technical and student support services.
• UHH, UHM, UHM-OC, and UHWO conduct evaluations. Need forum for campuses
and faculty to engage in conversations about evaluations.
Handouts for reviewing the Technology Costing Methodology (TCM) exploration at
several campuses in the UH system at the February 10 DLAC meeting.
CDC’s meeting:
• Revised proctoring procedure needs faculty to follow procedures.
• TEACH Act—FIGS need to be directed to site at beginning of each semester.
• DL orientation—Sherrie will maintain.
• E-learn—AA information not updated yet.
• DLAC—need for funding model to get regular funds. May try for a technology
fee .
• Paula to draft memo to CCAOS to report views of DLAC about TCM
• Judi’s Pre and Post assessments and assess of Inst. Question of duplication of
services between UHM and UH system.
DLAC meeting discussed financing memo to be sent to the C AO’s, finding resources
and approaches to do a statewide needs assessment, and sending of copyright memo to
Library council.
Chancellor Tsunoda’s appointment letter to members of the UHCC Distance Learning
Committee’s Executive Group.
The UHCC Distance Education Executive Group is re-titled the UHCC Distance
Learning Steering Committee: Alvin Tagomori, Stacy Thomas, Judi Kirkpatrick, Helen
Sina and Bonnie Honma. It is charged to do the following:
• Assist the Deans of Instruction to coordinate and support the possible expansion of
system distance offerings: “gap courses.” career and technical degree and certificates
needs statewide (e.g. allied health areas).
• Work with CDCs to develop a WASC-compliant “Best Practices” list for support
services.
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March 3, 2004

March 9, 2004

Marcy 9, 2004

March 9, 2004
April 13, 2004
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• In cooperation with the Institutional Research cadre, work with the various DL
stakeholders to develop a prioritized list of reports and data focusing on meeting
ACCJC accreditation expectations for distance learning.
• Support the development of more professional development opportunities for faculty
in the use of various distance/distributed learning technologies, including future
trends in course development and delivery.
• Investigate the implications and requirements of out-of-state delivery of programs or
degrees.
DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting:
• Grading Policy
• Web registration—80% of UH students use the web for registration. Counselors may
be helping with the registration.
• Prereq check. Need to ensure students pass the prerequisite class in order to stay in
the higher level class or be disenrolled.
Distance Learning Update reports on the name shift from UHCC Distance Learning
Executive Group to the UHCC Distance Learning Steering Committee, the issues which
the UHCC Chancellors have asked that the group focus on, the newly created UH
Distributed Learning Advisory Council, and the expansion of the CDC’s to include
UHH, UHWO, and UHM Outreach.
CDC’s meeting:
• Judi Kirkpatrick would like the CDC’s to take over and maintain the FIGS list so they
can send out memos regarding new procedures directly to faculty. It was felt that a
member on DLAC would be more appropriate.
DLAC meeting:
• Hawaii Course Redesign Project.
• Online student evaluation of support services needs to include Student Services,
CDC’s and Librarians in discussion.
• Copyright assistance.
• Distance financing.
• Distance needs assessment. One assessment for entire UH system is probably not a
reality. Best might be to select from a menu of tools.
• Implementation of distributed learning action plan.
Draft Online Assessment Tools.
CDC’s meeting:
• IR Cadre to identify priorities for data, set up a formal structured process for deciding
what data are needed, set formal procedures to define data, work with computer
specialists and Banner to develop reporting mechanisms, develop a UHCC system
ACCJC policy and data portfolio, and complete a table of required evidence for
ACCJC.
• DLAC to draft memo to let ACCJC and CCAO’s know status of discussions about
online evaluation of support services and evaluation of instruction. Include
recommendation to consider peer reviews since evaluation is applicable for all
students, not just those involved in DL.
• Paula’s draft memo to COC and CCAO about TCM project. DLAC not interested in
continuing or expanding project. It recommends that if there is interest, the elements
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April 13, 2004

April 14, 2004
April 15, 2004

April 21, 2004

Page 71 of 78

Comment
of cost be shortened to those that distinguish technology assisted teaching from
classroom teaching.
• Course Redesign project based on Pew-grant program with Carol Twigg will use EIF
funds.
• Forms for agreement with WGU to conduct proctoring services for HI-based students.
• UHM re-established and reconfigured UHM DL Committee which is to develop a
UHM Distance Learning Strategic Plan, a substantive change review, E-core courses
administrative policies/procedures, a position on tuition/fees, and a Technology
Resource Center.
• Exec Group wants CDC to dev a WASC-compliant “Best Practices” for support
services to facilitate standard across the system—test proctoring, orientation, comp
supp services, etc.
DLAC meeting:
• Judi and Hae to work on draft of a position paper recommending a separate steering
Committee which will address having one systemwide tool available for online
student evaluation of support services., plan for updating the questions, integrating
into Banner, and costs associated with upgrading and maintaining this tool.
• DLAC agreed it is time to recommend to the CCAO’s that UH have an online
systemwide tool for student evaluation of instruction. There should be multiple
questions that campuses and individual faculty could select for their evaluations and
have it linked to Banner. This assessment needs to be faculty driven.
• TCM is too detailed for effective planning. The TCM Report will be a presentation
of information about lessons learned rather than a request for action.
• Much of EIF funds will be used to begin to develop systemic change rather than
funding individual campus projects. UH’s Hawaii Course Redesign will work with
Carol Twigg of the Academy for Course Transformation funded by the Pew
Charitable Trust.
• WGU wants an agreement with UH campuses about WGU Assessment Centers that
could be used to provide services to WGU students enrolled in Hawaii.
• Reconstituted UHM Distance Learning Committee will have sub-committees
working on strategic plan, Substantive Change Review, e-Core, Administrative
Policies and Procedures, tuition and fees, and faculty technology resource center.
Email from David Lassner to DLAC. Draft of DLAC Statement on Online Evaluation
Processes.
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting discussed a Year-End Self-Report reviewing
goals and accomplishments, including Common Deans’ List, Common Calendar, GPA
Calculation, Common Probation/Suspension Policies, Common Repeat Policy, Distance
Education Students and GPA, Prerequisites, Common Course Numbers and Alphas,
Common Payment Dates, Common Purge Dates, COMPASS Levels, Entry TOEFL
Scores, Residence Credits.
UHCC Distance Learning Steering Committee meeting:
• Hawaii Course Redesign Project is to improve instruction, incorporate technology, and
achieve cost savings.
• SP 151 is still a roadblock.
• What critical AS degrees need to be delivered by distance?
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• When should campuses be the same and when should they be different?
• How do we address Best Practices in Support Services?
DLAC meeting:
• Needs Assessment Committee has been appointed. It includes UC Directors and all
campuses.
CDC’s meeting:
• IR Cadre goal to gather data the same way from all campuses to produce a systemwide
data portfolio. For distance, the categories are Campus and Course information,
student information, and delivery mode.
• Ad hoc group to write action memo to set the schedule codes, write memo to COC’s
requesting that distance schedule information be input in a standard way so it is
consistent for all campuses.
• On-line student evaluations to be addressed by DLAC
• WGU offering lower division courses from KapCC, MauCC, HonCC and UHH. Full
tuition rate (117/cr) returned to campuses.
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting:
• Deans’ List is tied in with GPA Calculation. Need to have a common GPA before a
Deans’ List can be developed.
• Purge dates to be reviewed and written up.
• Residence credits involved discussion of the reason for 12 residency credits and what
effect there is on distance students.
• Common Calendar/Payment Dates is completed. Needs to be written up.
• COMPASS levels completed.
• No changes, deferred, or no discussion:
• Grading System.
• Probation and Suspension.
• Distance Issues.
• TOEFL scores.
• Credit by Examination.
• Prerequisites.
CDC’s meeting:
• Judy Shiseido will begin working on a distance student report.
• Banner will eventually have a “book shelf” that will address protocol, training, and
procedures.
• E-learn site will be replaced with Orientation but still keep the course listings.
• E-learn currently lists UHCC classes. Very few UHM distance courses appear on the
UHM distance site because UHM faculty rarely complete the Course Request forms.
• UHCC courses are flagged to appear on E-learn.
• For the assignment to develop a WASC-compliant “Best Practices” for support
services, members will check campus websites for any best practice postings.
Joyce Tsunoda retires.
Evan Dobelle leaves UH.
UHCC Action Strategies Results Summary as of July 17, 2004. It is based on the May
2000 UHCC Distance Education Strategic Action Plan and the October 4, 2002 revision.
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October 19, 2004
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Comment
CDC’s meeting:
• Running Start pilot program will allow high school students to take UHCC distance
courses from UHCC’s beginning Spring 2005.
• New Distance Textbook Requisition form also avail as a PDF document.
• Summary of new schedule codes showing how used by each campus.
• Proctoring use has greatly increased without an increase in proctor support staffing.
• UHCC Best Practice for Teachers of courses offered through the e-learn AA and
information on student support best practices.
• Assessment of DL courses varies by campus and depts.. Online versions sometimes
less effective than paper/pencil. Recommendation move to one version—would
require faculty endorsement.
CDC’s meeting:
• Status of standardized codes on hold again. Standardized codes are so central for
distance data collection.
• Proctoring questions
• Do all sites have software necessary for exam?
• Does a generic proctor email address result in exams not being scheduled?
• Are proctor sites prepared to accommodate unique testing such as need for
microscope and slides?
• Are instructors required to proctor their own ITV class exams or can they
send students to a proctor site?
• Proctor site is www.hawaii.edu/dl/faculty/prep/proctoringprocedures.html

2005
January 26, 2005

February 1, 2005

March 15, 2005

DLAC meeting:
• Technology Fee.
• Hawaii Course Redesign.
• Copyright.
CDC’s meeting:
• Differences in CRN use which affects template for Fall 2004 enrollment data.
• How will classes be listed which require an on-site session?
• Best practices areas for support services—library, orientation, student services
computer lab/ support, ADA, Help Desk, faculty training.
• DLAC pushing for implementing technology fee before tuition increase. Need to
show immediate results for students.
• 5 Hawaii course redesign proposals.
• Copyright issues—general statement developed from LCC site. To go to Librarians
for review and then to DLAC.
CDC’s meeting:
• Enroll data by receive sites would help provide numbers for support services.
• Should Best Practices include what it is, what should be, what’s required, or what can
be done? Basic/minimum services each campus can provide?
• DLAC $10 per credit technology fee. Possible use of tuition increase.
• Course redesign—Still PSY 100, MATH 24, ICS 101, BOT 105. ENG 22 dropped.
• Copyright issues—Librarians working with TEACH presentation.
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April 18, 2005

May 2005
June 2, 2005

June 21, 2005
June 23, 2005
July 19, 2005
July 19, 2005

September 8, 2005
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Comment
CDC’s meeting:
• 2 large groupings for Best Practices: Academic Support and Student Support
Services.
• Proctoring frustrations of students:
• Procedures not standardized at proctoring centers.
• We can’t standardize what is seen as faculty prerogative on type of test given and
conditions of testing.
• Judi asked DLAC for support of the Pre/Post. It will go on UHM’s ITS server.
Because there are a variety of assessments available (including CAFÉ) DLAC did
not feel it could decide on any particular assessment to faculty. HITS evaluations at
UHM combine UH technology and student services. Outreach does own survey.
Role and Responsibility of the MSG.
CDC’s meeting:
• Proctoring—CDC’s will send out campus reminder to complete Proctoring Form—
1-04 version. Best if several weeks into term and prior to first exam.
• FA Consortium doc being revised by Joanne Yamada. If courses are accepted from
other campuses, an agreement must be in place.
• DLAC—Request from Library Council for Sub-Committee of members other than
Librarians to work on copyright use.
• DLAC would like a systemwide site and updated policy.
• Recommend to DOIS that there be a 3-year projection of DL classes.
• ADA. KapCC has an internal website and is working on 7-step standards checklist
for new courses. Jon Nakasone implemented 3-step ADA compliance plan with
required completion dates. Only 1st step—Bobbi—was completed.
BOR approved reorganization of the community college system by creating a new office
of the VP for Community Colleges and realigning functions
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting looked at Common calendar issues for the 10campus system.
BOR approved the appointment of John Morton as Interim VP for Community Colleges
through July 31, 2007.
CDC’s meeting:
• CDC’s recommend discontinuing 2-year Preview of DL classes.
• Person who inputs schedule information to Banner varies on campuses.
• Want Campus, Schedule Type, and Instructional Method the same across the 7
campuses.
• E-learn and MyUH don’t match. Sherrie will add a link to the consolidated Banner
Class Availability list on e-learn near the UHCC e-learn Schedule of Classes.
• MSG to review CDC’s draft of Roles and Responsibility of the CDC’s.
• Proctoring—Home campus and instructors responsible to inform students and to make
arrangements for unique proctoring requirements such as language programs and
special equipment. They are to inform students of an available proctor center that can
support the unique needs.
• Recommend removing UHM as a proctor location on the form and e-learn.
Report & Rolling Plan of UH DL Credential Programs Fall 2005-Fall 2008:
http://www.hawaii.edu/offices/app/dl/DistanceLearningProg_091205.pdf
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Date
September 13, 2005

September 23, 2004
September 29, 2005

October 5, 2005

October 14, 2005
October 25, 2005
November 2005

November 17, 2005
November 17, 2005
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Comment
CDC’s meeting:
• LCC needs to transfer admin functions for WCC distance classes to WCC.
• 3-Year Rolling Plan: Is the original need for a 2-year preview in line with current
campus needs? How does this preview tie to MST’s 3-year rolling plan? Do
budget and accreditation issues affect the ability for campuses to commit to a
preview type of schedule?
• FA Consortium Agreement for all 10 campuses deferred
• Banner Instructional Method column not consistently and correctly used. Banner
can’t handle transition from midnight to am classes. Must input classes twice.
• CDC Roles and Responsibility--Will try to use approach used by MSG.
• Proctoring—UHM student taking UHCC DL course is considered a CC student
and must go to a CC for proctoring services. What prevents UHM from
allowing proctoring of CC classes? Resource? Staffing? Student proctoring
exams?
• UHCC Steering Group not actively meeting but is in touch with DL issues. CC
concerns will go to DLAC via UHCC Steering Group members.
• Best Practices: Library Best Practices being reviewed by Librarians. Dragon
Speak being considered to allow cable classes to be ADA compliant with
subtitles. Can it be modified for classes already produced and if student help
assist with transcription?
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting.
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting involved discussion of online evaluations for
support services and instruction. Two evaluations were presented—ITS version in
developmental stages and Judi Kirkpatrick’s. The plan is to build a customized faculty
evaluation online and attach it to Banner. The evaluation would consist of required
components, required department components, and faculty’s choice of components.
CCAO’s meeting discussed proctoring for distance students. What are the policies and
procedures related to proctoring? Are all campuses obligated to provide this service?
Several UHCC’s reported that they provide proctoring for any UH student from any
campus. Helen Sina will take the issue to the DLAC for discussion and report back to
the CCAO’s.
Email to UHCC Distance Learning Steering Committee from Helen Sina alerting
members of the proctoring information she will take to DLAC. It gives details of 2
problem situations and suggests a DLAC recommendation.
CDC’s meeting.
UHCC Strategic Plan Key Performance Indicators:
http://www.hawaii.edu/vpaa/system_aa/strategic%20plan/UHCC_Strategic_Plan_Key_P
erformance_Indicator_Nov_2005.pdf
Note: A.6. Key Performance Outcomes:
Increase the number of student registrations in distance education courses and programs
to 7,500 by Fall 2010
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS discussed the online evaluation for support services and
instruction.
Hawaii Course Redesign Project: Hawaii Course Redesign Project
Work Shop #1: Learning How to Redesign.
Timeline: http://www.hawaii.edu/courseredesign/?timeline
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November 18, 2004
December 13, 2005

December 14, 2005

Page 76 of 78

Comment
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting.
CDC’s meeting:
• CDC membership changes: Sherrie Rupert moving back to HonCC Student Services.
Jan Petersen will take her place. Paula Mochida going to the UHM Library. Ellen
Okuma will represent HawCC.
• Update on FA Consortium Agreement for 10 campuses—CCAO report there Fix
found for Banner transition from midnight to am.
• Banner Instructional Method column problems occurs because people input schedule
differently on different campuses.
• CDC’s Roles and Responsibility—would be good if DLAC, MSG, and CDC’s
statements could be posted on DLIT site.
• Proctoring—Conflict between UHM saying it will not proctor any tests but UHM tests
and what the website says.
• Leadership of CDC Group—Joy and Catherine will Co-Chair. Joanne Itano will
replace Paula.
DLAC meeting:
• Technology fee.
• ITS can host student evaluation.
• Hawaii Course Redesign timeline.

2006
January 12, 2006

January 24, 2006

February 1, 2006

Email from Ellen Okuma to Chair of CDC’s regarding students with disabilities and
access to distance courses. If instructors are making their online classes as much like inclass as possible, then speaking over their Powerpoint presentations does not appear in
print.
CDC’s meeting:
• Where do CDC’s fit? Is there an rg Chart for DLAC, MSG, and CDC?
• CDC job description: Sherrie to send out generic job description. HonCC desc not
official yet. LCC has a job description.
• CDC Roles and Responsibilities.
• Can CDC meeting notes be posted on UHCC website under DL?
• Proctoring. CDC’s advise faculty that Procedures of Administration of DL tests
located on UH DL website:
www.hawaii.edu/dl/faculty/prep/proctoringprocedures.html.
• Comparison of E-learn and Banner. Many classes missing from e-learn. Seems all
campuses use e-learn for class availability by technology and for detailed class
information.
• KapCC may buy closed captioning program for Educational Assistant classes. Can
DLAC fund transcription and close captioning program for cable. This would allow
all campuses to benefit and be ADA compliant.
• .It is the instructor’s responsibility to be ADA compliant when video streaming and
Powerpoints are added to an existing class.
• E-learn site will be updated by Jan P.
• 2-Year Distance Learning Preview will be removed from the front page of e-learn.
CCAO’s meeting discussed proctoring for distance learning students. After an overview
of the issue, there was agreement that students who enroll in distance-delivered courses
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Date

February 21, 2006

February 24, 2005
March 14, 2006
April 18, 2006

May 16, 2006

Page 77 of 78

Comment
are to be supported and receive proctoring services. Staff support to provide these
services is a major barrier and a variety of staff other than the CCAO’s supervise
proctoring staff. Linda Johnsrud will draft a memo to the Chancellors.
CDC’s meeting:
• KauCC created a Student Data Report. The program pulls the following data from
Banner for KauCC students enrolled in UHCC DL classes: Term, ID number, Name,
Home campus, KauCC DL class, DL course alpha and number, Email address, and
Mailing address. To be added: Registration status, Registration status date, and
Course grade. Report helps college see how successful its DL studs are and whether
support services are adequate. She will check if it can pull financial aid status.
• No formal org structure for DLAC, MSG and CDC. MSG agreed each group
differs in function: DLAC—advisory, policy; MSG—program planning; CDC—
operations. MSG and CDC’s agreed one person is needed to bring together 3
groups—Paula sits on all three groups. They also agreed on the usefulness of a
website where all 3 committees’s meeting notes could be posted and accessible to
members from each committee. They agreed that the CDC needs to be formally
recognized as a system DL committee. The issue should be sent to the UHCC
Steering Committee.
• The CDC’s have formed a Sub-Committee to draft recommendation report to DLAC
regarding ADA compliance for DL.
• ITS DL Course Request Form--Current form obsolete. Project to update began 2
years ago but pushed to side. Decided not to continually modify but to start from
scratch. With new modifications, new bugs. Project will begin again.
• System representation—Joanne Itano sits in on CDC, MSG, and DLAC meetings but
she is not an active member like Paula Mochida was. Her function is only advisory.
UHCC DOIS/ADOIS and DOSS meeting.
CDC’s meeting.
CDC’s meeting:
• Draft of AA by DL by campus distributed.
• How prevent purging of FA at beginning of semester?
• For accreditation help to know # DL students and kinds of student services needed.
• DL Committee clarification on April 17 that CDC’s could bring verbal or written
issues to DLAC via either Co-Chair with reasons why it’s a problem and a
recommendation for action.
CDC’s meeting:
• Have any students received an AA by distance?
• How many students in the AA program transferred to UHM with their AA degree.
• CDC’s want to review distance policy and send recommendations to DLAC to update,
including definitions and recognizing working groups. Need look at BOR policies and
then E5.204.
• DL issues and FA--Attendance Verification--Policies differ among campuses. This
variation is more a UHCC problem than a 4-year campus problem. What is
considered the last date of attendance? For FA attendance means you show up in
class. Logging in would be equivalent to attending a DL class. Student notification of
important deadlines. Purging of students at the beginning of a semester varies by
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June 28, 2006

Page 78 of 78

Comment
campus. Once purged they want to get back into the system. They are bounced back
and forth to various departments at home campus and receiving campus. No clear
communications. Students unaware they need to take care of the FA status at the
beginning of the semester. There is no consensus on purging. Purging is done by the
record office. Campuses have different purge dates. If stud is taking courses at a
campus different from the campus gets FA from, then the other campus would not see
that the stud is getting FA. FA assumes student notifies FAS Officer about taking DL
courses. No easy way for FA to identify which students taking DL. Student can only
get FA at one campus but can be enrolled at any or all institutions at same time. This
is a struggle for FA. Student in a Bachelor’s program getting aid from a 4-year
campus is also taking lower division courses. If the lower div courses are transferable
to the 4-year campus, then the 4-year campus will accept the courses as applicable.
Student has to fill out transfer form to 4-year campus before taking the course to
ensure that the course is transferable.
CDC’s meeting.
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APPENDIX 36a
UHCC FACULTY TEACHING DISTANCE
(Name, Campus, Email)
Historical File Through Spring 2007
[UHCCFacultyTchDLHistFilethruS07a]

2/14/2007

LAST

FIRST

CAMP

EMAIL (hawaii.edu)

AUREALA

WILLOW

Haw

aureala@hawaii.edu

AVERY

REBECCA

Haw

ravery@hawaii.edu

BADER

MARILYN

Haw

bader@hawaii.edu

BLANCHARD

HARDWIN

Haw

hblancha@hawaii.edu

BOCHE

KENNETH

Haw

boche@hawaii.edu

BREZINSKY
Castillo

LAURA
John

Haw
Haw

laura@hawaii.edu
jmcastil@hawaii.edu

CHONG

ANSON

Haw

ansoncho@hawaii.edu

ansonchong@pobox.com

CHRISTOPHER

MICHAEL

Haw

mechrist@hawaii.edu

mchristopher@qmail.com

COLE

JOHN

Haw

jcole@hawaii.edu

DEVI

SHANTI

Haw

sdevi@hawaii.edu

DUKE

JAMES

Haw

jduke@hawaii.edu

jamesduke@msn.com

FRIAS

KAIPO

Haw

kfrias@hawaii.edu

See Tangaro, Taupouri

GOYA

MARY

Haw

mgoya@hawaii.edu

HAILI

KIANA

Haw

khaili@hawaii.edu

Haleamau Kam

Raynette

Haw

haleamau@hawaii.edu

HAMASAKI
HAMILTON
Ilae
INABA

JOYCE
CHERIE
Leialoha
JOYCE

Haw

joycei@hawaii.edu
cherieh@hawaii.edu
leialoha@hawaii.edu
joycei@hawaii.edu

KALEI
KALUA

DONNALYN
MANAI

Haw
Haw

johnsd@hawaii.edu
manaiaka@hawaii.edu

KANAHELE

PUA

Haw

puahele@hawaii.edu

Kanahele

Tracy Kuulei

Haw

tracyk@hawaii.edu

KANAKA'OLE

FAITH NALANI

Haw

faithnek@hawaii.edu

Kefford

Christine

Haw

kefford@hawaii.edu

Kenoi

William

Haw

wkenoi@hawaii.edu

KOTECKI
LARISH

KATHY
MICHAEL

Haw
Haw

kkotecki@hawaii.edu
larish@hawaii.edu

LAURICH

BERNHARD

Haw

laurich@hawaii.edu

LIGHTNER

JAMES

Haw

lightner@hawaii.edu

MARLOW

JOHN

Haw

jmarlow@hawaii.edu

MCNICOLL

MARTHA

Haw

mmcnicol@hawaii.edu

Haw
Haw
Haw

EMAIL (other)

cherieweaver@earthlink.net
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MENDONCA

PUA

Haw

lmendonc@hawaii.edu

Miller

Anne

Haw

anne.miller@hawaii.edu

MOORE

JULIA

Haw

moorej@hawaii.edu

MURAKAMI

VIOLET

Haw

violet@hawaii.edu

NAHALE-A

KIHEI (Emerson)

Haw

nahalea@hawaii.edu

Nahm Mijo

Trina

Haw

nahmmijo@hawaii.edu

NOXON

JAMES

Haw

noxon@hawaii.edu

OJALA

ELIZABETH

Haw

ojala@hawaii.edu

Ostman Lind

Jan

Haw

jostmanl@hawaii.edu

PACHECO

GWYNNE

Haw

gpacheco@hawaii.edu

PADILLA

JENNIE

Haw

lpadilla@hawaii.edu

PERALTO

JOEL

Haw

peralto@hawaii.edu

PIERON

PATE

Haw

petri@hawaii.edu

RAPAPORT

MOSHE

Haw

rapaport@hawaii.edu

Regan

Jacqueline

Haw

ROBISON
SANDERS

BIRCH
BETH

Haw
Haw

birch@hawaii.edu
sanders@hawaii.edu

Scheffler

Pamela

Haw

pamelays@hawaii.edu

SCHUMAKER

JAMES

Haw

schumake@hawaii.edu

SHERWOOD

JANE

Haw

janesher@hawaii.edu

SIMS

KATHRYN

Haw

simsk@hawaii.edu

kasims@aloha.net

SORIANO

FRED

Haw

freds@hawaii.edu

pohakujomon@aol.com

Spain

Danielle

Haw

dspain@hawaii.edu

Steele

Orlo

Haw

orlo@hawaii.edu

STONE

FRED

Haw

fred@hawaii.edu

STRADTMANN CARVALHO JACKIE

Haw

stradtma@hawaii.edu

TANGARO

TAUPOURI

HAW

taupo@hawaii.edu

VERMA

YASH

Haw

yash@hawaii.edu

WILLIAMS

MICHAEL

Haw

mrwillia@hawaii.edu

Wong

Mai

Haw

maiw@hawaii.edu

WONG WILSON

MICHELLE [Noenoe]

Haw

wongwils@hawaii.edu

YAMANE
Zahalka

NOREEN
Connie Marie

Haw

noreeny@hawaii.edu
zahalka@hawaii.edu

Haw

BRILL
DONOVAN

RICHARD
DOLORES

Hon

EDMONDSON

ROB

Hon

GAGNON
GAZDAR

JOAN
NASIR

Hon

Hon

Hon

brill@hawaii.edu
ddonovan@hawaii.edu
redmonds@hawaii.edu
rob.edmondson@hawaii.edu
jgagnon@hawaii.edu
scitv@hcc.hawaii.edu

fka Frias, Kaipo

rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
ggtv@hcc.hawaii.edu
geolab@hcc.hawaii.edu
scitc@hcc.hawaii.edu

donovand@hcc.hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
joang@hcc.hawaii.edu
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HASTINGS

KAREN

Hon

khastings@hawaii.edu

karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu

Hinds

Leilani

Hon

lhinds@hawaii.edu

leilani@hcc.hawaii.edu
eng60@hcc.hawaii.edu

HODGES

MONIR

Hon

monir@hawaii.edu

hodges@hcc.hawaii.edu

IHARA

GRACE

Hon

Jennings

Michael

Hon

mjenning@hawaii.edu
michael.jennings@hawaii.edu mike@hcc.hawaii.edu

KEMMLER

JAY (Joseph)

Hon

kemmler@hawaii.edu

KIPNES

TOM

Hon

LIGHTNER

RICHARD

Hon

rl@hawaii.edu

MADDEN

DOUG

Hon

dmadden@hawaii.edu

doug@hcc.hawaii.edu

MCKINNEY

CHRISTOPHER

Hon

cdmckinn@hawaii.edu

cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu

MEACHAM

LARRY

Hon

meacham@hawaii.edu

larry@hcc.hawaii.edu
larrymeacham@aol.com

MEDIATI

MARIO

Hon

mediati@hawaii.edu

mario@hcc.hawaii.edu

MOORE
PATTERSON

CHRIS ANN
PATRICK

Hon

Phillips

Peter

Hon

chrismoo@hawaii.edu
ppatters@hawaii.edu
pphillip@hawaii.edu
peter.phillips@hawaii.edu

PINE

RON

Hon

pine@hawaii.edu

ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu

ROGERS

STACY

Hon

srogers@hawaii.edu

stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu

SAKAMAKI

ELIZABETH

Hon

esakamak@hawaii.edu

sakamaki@hcc.hawaii.edu

SAVIANO

JERRY

Hon

saviano@hawaii.edu

saviano@hcc.hawaii.edu

SCHINDLER

MARK

Hon

mschindl@hawaii.edu

marks@hcc.hawaii.edu

SHEN

JOHN

Hon

johnshen@hawaii.edu

shenjohn@hcc.hawaii.edu
micro130@hcc.hawaii.edu

SMITH

CYNTHIA

Hon

smithcyn@hawaii.edu

cynthias@hcc.hawaii.edu

TAKATA

RON

Hon

takatar@hawaii.edu

rtaketa@hcc.hawaii.edu
chem151@hcc.hawaii.edu

WHITLEY

CHARLES

Hon

cwhitley@hawaii.edu

charlesw@hcc.hawaii.edu

ACOBA

FRANCISCO

Kap

facoba@hawaii.edu

Alvarez

Patricia

Kap

palvarez@hawaii.edu

AOKI

JOSEPHINE

Kap

aokij@hawaii.edu

Archer

Luukia

Kap

archer@hawaii.edu

ASSELIN

PIERRE

Kap

asselin@hawaii.edu

Azman
BALANTAC

Rosiana
ROY, JR

Kap
Kap

rosiana@hawaii.edu
royob@hawaii.edu

BERG

BRUCE

Kap

bberg@hawaii.edu

Bogdanowicz

Maureen

Kap

bogdanowi@hawaii.edu

Branson

Candy

Kap

cbranson@hawaii.edu

BYRNE

ANDREW

Kap

apbyrne@hawaii.edu

CHOCK

KAREN

Kap

kchock@hawaii.edu

CHONG

DAVID

Kap

chongdav@hawaii.edu

Hon

151grace@hcc.hawaii.edu

jkemmler@hawaii.rr.com

thomas@hcc.hawaii.ecu

chris@hcc.hawaii.edu
phil101@hcc.hawaii.edu

patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
peter.e.phillips@mac.com

balantac@tmail.com
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CHUNG

SANG DON

Kap

schung@hawaii.edu

COLLIN

HERVE

Kap

herve@hawaii.edu

COMPTON

JULIA

Kap

julia@hawaii.edu

CORYELL

JUDY

Kap

coryell@hawaii.edu

FEE

LARRY

Kap

lfee@hawaii.edu

FORD

SHAWN

Kap

sford@hawaii.edu

FRIED

JAN

Kap

jfried@hawaii.edu

GALLIMORE

MAX

Kap

gallimor@hawaii.edu

HAMADA

LYNN

Kap

lynnh@hawaii.edu

HEFNER

CARL

Kap

hefner@hawaii.edu

Holmes

Crissy

Kap

holmesc@hawaii.edu

Holthaus
Igber

Henry
Joe

Kap
Kap

hholthau@hawaii.edu
igber197@hawaii.edu

INOUYE

CRAIG

Kap

craigi@hawaii.edu

Kelly

Franklin

Kap

kelley01@hawaii.edu

KINNINGHAM

RUSSELL

Kap

kinningh@hawaii.edu

KIRKPATRICK

JUDITH

Kap

kirkpatr@hawaii.edu

KODAMA

LINDA

Kap

lkodama@hawaii.edu

Kroe Unabia

Susan

Kap

kroe@hawaii.edu

LAMBRECHT

LINDA

Kap

lambrech@hawaii.edu

LEES

DONNA

Kap

donnalee@hawaii.edu

LETTA

LINDA

Kap

lletta@hawaii.edu

LIECHTY

BARBARA

Kap

liechty@hawaii.edu

Lum

Kerri

Kap

kerrilum@hawaii.edu

MAEKAWA

TINA

Kap

tmaekawa@hawaii.edu

McGuire

David

Kap

dmcguire@hawaii.edu

MOENG
MOIKEHA

ROBERT
SANAE

Kap

moeng@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu

Nakasone
NORDSTROM

Dale
GEORGANNE

Kap

NULLET
Ogata
Perusse

DENNIS
Veronica
Dennis

Kap
Kap

dennis@hawaii.edu
vogata@hawaii.edu
perusse@hawaii.edu

Robinson

James

Kap

robinson@hawaii.edu

SANTOS

MAE

Kap

maesanto@hawaii.edu

Sapko

Regina

Kap

sapko@hawaii.edu

Sawai

Clarice

Kap

claricem@hawaii.edu

SHIMABUKURO

JAMES

Kap

SHINAGAWA

SATORU

Kap

jamess@hawaii.edu
ssatoru@hawaii.edu
satoru.shinagawa@hawaii.edu satoru@shinagawa.us

Simien
Simmons

Ernest
Sara

Kap

Kap

Kap

Kap

Kap

pureASL@gmail.com

dalenaka@hawaii.edu
georgann@hawaii.edu

simien@hawaii.edu
sarasimm@hawaii.edu
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SINGER
SNIDER

STEVEN
ROBERT

Kap
Kap

singer@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu

STAPENHORST

BOBBI

Kap

stapenho@hawaii.edu

Stone

Thomas

Kap

stonet@hawaii.edu

Takaki

Kyle

Kap

ktakaki@hawaii.edu

TALLEY

WILLIAM

Kap

talley@hawaii.edu

TAN

CALVIN

Kap

ctan@hawaii.edu

ctan-kcc@hawaii.rr.com

TSUJI JONES
UNO

AMI
JOHN

Kap

tsujijon@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu

atsujijones@aol.com

Kap

VANAIRSDALE

DENNIS

Kap

vanairsd@hawaii.edu

WAKABAYASHI

JILL

Kap

jwakabay@hawaii.edu

BAIN

CAROL

Kau

bain@hawaii.edu

BROWNE

GERALD

Kau

gbrowne@hawaii.edu

CARMICHAEL

RICHARD

Kau

rickc@hawaii.edu

CHAMBERLAIN

CYNTHIA

Kau

chamber@hawaii.edu

CHOVANEC TOY

JUDY

Kau

COLL

ED

Kau

edcoll@hawaii.edu

Fatora Tumbaga

Mary

Kau

fatoratu@hawaii.edu

HIRATA

GERALD

Kau

ghirata@hawaii.edu

MCGRATH

PATRICIA

Kau

pmcgrath@hawaii.edu

NOONE

JOANNE

Kau

jnoone@hawaii.edu

Tabura

Maureen

Kau

tabura@hawaii.edu

BAUER

MIKE

Lee

mbauer@hawaii.edu

BIGGS
BUNGARD

BOB
JE

Lee
Lee

biggs@hawaii.edu
bungard@hawaii.edu

CHO

DIANE

Lee

dianecho@hawaii.edu

Chun

Leanne

Lee

leannech@hawaii.edu

Dorado
ENDO

Ann
AMY

Lee
Lee

adorado@hawaii.edu
amyendo@hawaii.edu

ESTRADA

ZENAIDA

Lee

zenaida@hawaii.edu

FUJITA

MIKE

Lee

fujitam@hawaii.edu

GOODMAN

JAMES

Lee

goodmanj@hawaii.edu

HILL

KATHY

Lee

kathyhil@hawaii.edu

HOEFLING

TIM

Lee

hoefling@hawaii.edu

HOTTA

BARBARA

Lee

hotta@hawaii.edu

HURLEY

PAT

Lee

phurley@hawaii.edu

IMADA

WARREN

Lee

wimada@hawaii.edu

KAALOA

JOHN (MOKU)

Lee

kaaloa@hawaii.edu

KAALOA

ROCHELLE

Lee

rochelle@hawaii.edu

KAMIDA

ROY

Lee

kamida@hawaii.edu

KENNEDY

PAT

Lee

pkennedy@hawaii.edu

webctbob@hawaii.rr.com

keliinamoku@hawaii.rr.com
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KHALEGHI

GHOLAM

Lee

khaleghi@hawaii.edu

Khan
KUNIMUNE
KWOK

Abdul
DELLA
ROGER (Siu Lung)

Lee

khana@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
skwok@hawaii.edu

LAYCOCK
MATSUMOTO

STEVEN
DONNA

Lee
Lee

laycock@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu

MATSUOKA

ERIC

Lee

ematsuok@hawaii.edu

MEYER

MIKE

Lee

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

MILLEN

PRISCILLA

Lee

pmillen@hawaii.edu

MILLER

GRACE

Lee

millerg@hawaii.edu

MINASIAN

MARK

Lee

minasian@hawaii.edu

MOHANAN

KAKKALA

Lee

Moriyama

Jacie

Lee

kakkala@hawaii.edu
jmoriyam@hawaii.edu
jacie.moriyama@hawaii.edu

MUROMOTO

WAYNE

Lee

wmuromot@hawaii.edu

MUSICK

NORMADEENE

Lee

nmusick@hawaii.edu

NEILS

PATRICIA

Lee

neils@hawaii.edu

NISHIMOTO
ONO

ANGELA
KAY

Lee
Lee

anishimo@hawaii.edu
kayono@hawaii.edu

OSELL

FRITZ

Lee

fso@hawaii.edu

Ota

Shelley

Lee

sota@hawaii.edu

Polo

Bianca

Lee

bianca@hawaii.edu

PORTER

KAY

Lee

jporter@hawaii.edu

REESE

MIKE

Lee

mreese@hawaii.edu

ROKERO

ROXANNE

Lee

rrokero@hawaii.edu

SAROMINES GANNE
Schmidt

BARBARA
Natalia

Lee
Lee

bsg@hawaii.edu
nschmidt@hawaii.edu

SHIROMA

GEORGE

Lee

gshiroma@hawaii.edu

SUCHOCKI

JOHN

Lee

jsuchock@hawaii.edu

Sunio

Dorothy

Lee

sunio@hawaii.edu

Teraoka

Wesley

Lee

teraoka@hawaii.edu

TROYER

Robert (Bob)

Lee

rtroyer@hawaii.edu

TRUONG

ANTHONY

Lee

atruong@hawaii.edu

URIBE

EMILY

Lee

euribe@hawaii.edu

WOOD
Yoshinaga

SUSAN
Ida

Lee
Lee

shamilto@hawaii.edu
ida@hawaii.edu

ANTONIO

LOKAHI

Mau

belarmin@hawaii.edu

Armstrong

Elisabeth

Mau

earmstro@hawaii.edu

Bender

Marty Jean

Mau

mjbender@hawaii.edu

BERAN

TOM

Mau

beran@hawaii.edu

BLACKBURN

JOE

Mau

jblackbu@hawaii.edu

Boritzer

Rafael

Mau

boritzer@hawaii.edu

Lee
Lee
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gkhaleghi@myrealbox.com

wmuromoto@hotmail.com

roxanne.rokero@notes.k12.hi.us

jasuchocki@aol.com

teacher@hawaii.rr.com

marty-jean@hawaiirpd.org
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Boritzer

Milena

Mau

milenakb@hawaii.edu

Breman

Joe

Mau

breman@hawaii.edu

Brown

Marcy

Mau

BROWN

DONNA

Mau

donnabro@hawaii.edu

BUTLER

BRUCE

Mau

bruceb@hawaii.edu

CALDER

SEAN

Mau

scalder@hawaii.edu

CARY

CYNTHIA

Mau

ccary@hawaii.edu

CHA

MILTON

Mau

milton@hawaii.edu

Christiansen

Margaret

Mau

CIARLEGLIO

ANITA

Mau

anitac@hawaii.edu

CLARK

DUANE (BUD)

Mau

budclark@hawaii.edu

CROWE

DEVIN

Mau

dcrowe@hawaii.edu

Daniels

Ryan

Mau

ryanbkd@hawaii.edu

DUKELOW

KAHELE

Mau

kaheleon@hawaii.edu

EGLI

CAROLINE

Mau

cegli@hawaii.edu

ENGH

ERIC

Mau

engh@hawaii.edu

FLETCHER

KATHRYN Mary

Mau

kfletche@hawaii.edu

FOREMAN

CYNTHIA

Mau

cforeman@hawaii.edu

FUSATO

CHARLOTTE

Mau

fusato@hawaii.edu

cmfusato@mail.health.state.hi.us

GIESEA

JEFF

Mau

giesea@hawaii.edu

mccprevention@aol.com
dhanamjaya@aol.com

GRIESEMER

BK

Mau

bkg@hawaii.edu

HARBIN

DONNA

Mau

dharbin@hawaii.edu

Harris
HELM

Thorian
BARBARA

Mau
Mau

thorian@hawaii.edu
bhelm@hawaii.edu

HILL

ROBERT

Mau

roberth@hawaii.edu

Hill
HOLT PADILLA

Richard
HOKULANI

Mau
Mau

hillr@hawaii.edu
hhp@hawaii.edu

IRWIN

SALLY

Mau

sirwin@hawaii.edu

JOHNSON

MALIA

Mau

maliaj@hawaii.edu

JOHNSON

NANCY

Mau

nancyjoh@hawaii.edu

KAEO

KALEIKOA

Mau

skaeo@hawaii.edu

KIKUCHI

BERT

Mau

kikuchib@hawaii.edu

KIOPE

RAYMOND

Mau

kiope@hawaii.edu

KLEIN

Robyn

Mau

rklein@hawaii.edu

LEES

LAURA

Mau

llees@hawaii.edu

LINARES

VINNIE

Mau

linares@hawaii.edu

LOWENTHAL

PHIL

Mau

MAYER

RICHARD

Mau

rmayer@hawaii.edu

MEYER

DIANE

Mau

dianemey@hawaii.edu

MILLER
MOORE

RICK
JAN

Mau

rickm@hawaii.edu
moorejan@hawaii.edu

Mau

cell: 385-0696

akasha@peoplepc.com

cegli@kapaluamaui.com

hokulani@mauiarts.org
rainbow@maui.net

phl@maui.net
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Morris

Karol

Mau

morrisk@hawaii.edu

Muraoka

Karen

Mau

kmuraoka@hawaii.edu

OWEN

JENNIFER

Mau

jowen@hawaii.edu

PEROS

LORELLE

Mau

lorelle@hawaii.edu

PETERSEN

DANIEL

Mau

danielpe@hawaii.edu

PHANES

MARGARET

Mau

phanes@hawaii.edu

PYE

JOHN

Mau

jpye@hawaii.edu

Pyle

Dorothy

Mau

dpyle@hawaii.edu

Reid

Joy

Mau

joyreid@hawaii.edu

RILEY

RENEE

Mau

rriley@hawaii.edu

ROBBINS
SCURO

KAREN
JOSEPH

Mau
Mau

krobbins@hawaii.edu
jscuro@hawaii.edu

SHAFFER

ERIC

Mau

eshaffer@hawaii.edu

Six

Janet

Mau

six@hawaii.edu

Slavinsky

Elaine

Mau

slavinsk@hawaii.edu

Spock

Napua

Mau

ruthiyyih@hawaii.edu

ST JOHN

RON

Mau

rsj@hawaii.edu

STEIN

LEE

Mau

lstein@hawaii.edu

SWANSON

SANDRA

Mau

swansons@hawaii.edu

TAKEMOTO

MIKE

Mau

mmtakemo@hawaii.edu

TEIGEN

DELLA

Mau

dteigen@hawaii.edu

THOMPSON

CATHERINE

Mau

catherin@hawaii.edu

VAN DER TUIN

MELANIE

Mau

melaniev@hawaii.edu

WATKINS

WAYNE

Mau

wwatkins@hawaii.edu

WEBSTER

DALE

Mau

WEHRMAN

ROBERT

Mau

rwehrman@hawaii.edu

WOLF

ALFRED

Mau

awolf@hawaii.edu

WUKELIC

MARTI

Mau

wukelic@hawaii.edu

WYSARD
YAMASHITA
ZINNER

PAUL
ELAINE
STU

Mau
Mau

yamash@hawaii.edu
zinner@hawaii.edu

BRAM

ALAN

UCWHI

bram@hawaii.edu

Ferguson

Jim

UCWHI

jferg@hawaii.edu

FLORES

ERIK [Kalani]

UCWHI

ekflores@hawaii.edu

Hoffman

Christina

UCWHI

quinlin@hawaii.edu

HOPSON

MICHAEL

UCWHI

hopson@hawaii.edu

Jones

Lucy

UCWHI

lucyj@hawaii.edu

Madela

Annie

UCWHI

amadela@hawaii.edu

Sturges

Ruth

UCWHI

rsturges@hawaii.edu

Cole

Vanessa

Win

vanessa@hawaii.edu

Ikagawa

Toshi

Win

ikagawa@hawaii.edu

Mau
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jscuro@usa.net

how/dog@maui.net
dwebster@mauigateway.com
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KRUPP

DAVID

Win

krupp@hawaii.edu

MCCOY

FLOYD

Win

fmccoy@hawaii.edu

OLIVER

FRANCES

Win

foliver@hawaii.edu
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APPENDIX 36b
UHCC FACULTY TEACHING DISTANCE
(Course, Campus, Name, Email, Modality)
Historical File Fall 2002-Spring 2007

[UHCCFacultyTchDLHistFilethruS07b]

Fall 2002
ENG
NURS
MATH
MATH
MATH
BUS
FIRE
GG
SCIPHYS
ENG
REL
REL
ZOOL
ETRON
SCI
LING
MATH
ECON
ECON
POLSC
SSCI
SSCI
ICS
ICS

100 KAP
120 KAP
115 MAU
135 MAU
140 MAU
100 KAP
117 MAU
101 HON
122 HON
251 KAU
150 LEE
151 LEE
141 MAU
112 MAU
122 MAU
102 KAU
25 KAP
120 HAW
130 HAW
110 HAW
150 HAW
250 HAW
100 KAU
100 KAU

ACOBA
AOKI
BERAN
BERAN
BERAN
BERG
BLACKBURN
BRILL
BRILL
BROWNE
BUNGARD
BUNGARD
BUTLER
CHA
CHA
CHAMBERLAIN
CHOCK
CHONG
CHONG
CHONG
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER
COLL
COLL

FRANCISCO
JOSEPHINE
TOM
TOM
TOM
BRUCE
JOE
RICHARD
RICHARD
GERALD
JE
JE
BRUCE
MILTON
MILTON
CYNTHIA
KAREN
ANSON
ANSON
ANSON
MICHAEL
MICHAEL
ED
ED

facoba@hawaii.edu
aokij@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
bberg@hawaii.edu
jblackbu@hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
gbrowne@mail.kauaicc.hawaii.edu
bungard@hawaii.edu
bungard@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
milton@hawaii.edu
milton@hawaii.edu
cindyc@mail.kauaicc.hawaii.edu
kchock@hawaii.edu
anson.chong@pobox.com
anson.chong@pobox.com
anson.chong@pobox.com
mchristopher@qmail.com
mchristopher@qmail.com
edcoll@hawaii.edu
edcoll@hawaii.edu
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INET
ITV
CABLE
INET
INET
INET
CABLE
OTHER
CABLE
OTHER
INET
INET
CABLE
CABLE
ITV
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
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PHYS
PSY
ENG
ENG
ANTH
ANTH
BLAW
ENG
PSY
ECON
ECON
ACC
MEDAS
MEDAS
MEDAS
PHARM
ENG
ENG
FSHN
ANTH
ACC
ACC
ICSCENT
ICS
ICS
ENG
SP
BUS
BUS
BUS
BIOL
ART
DMED
DMED

666 HAW
230 KAP
100 MAU
256WI HON
150 HON
200 HON
200 MAU
55 MAU
100 LEE
120 MAU
130 MAU
202 LEE
100 KAP
120 KAP
201 KAP
110 KAP
100 LEE
100 LEE
185 HON
200 KAP
201 LEE
202 LEE
102 HON
184 LEE
100 LEE
209W LEE
151 HON
125B LEE
125C LEE
125D LEE
151 MAU
112 LEE
121 LEE
122 LEE

COLLIN
COMPTON
CROWE
DONOVAN
EDMONDSON
EDMONDSON
EGLI
ENGH
ESTRADA
FOREMAN
FOREMAN
FUJITA
HAMADA
HAMADA
HAMADA
HAMADA
HAMILTON
HAMILTON
HASTINGS
HEFNER
HILL
HILL
HODGES
HOEFLING
HOTTA
HURLEY
IHARA
IMADA
IMADA
IMADA
IRWIN
KAALOA
KAALOA
KAALOA

HERVE
JULIA
DAVIN
DOLORES
ROB
ROB
CAROLINE
ERIC
ZENAIDA
CYNTHIA
CYNTHIA
MIKE
LYNN
LYNN
LYNN
LYNN
SUSAN
SUSAN
KAREN
CARL
KATHY
KATHY
MONIR
TIM
BARBARA
PAT
GRACE
WARREN
WARREN
WARREN
SALLY
ROCHELLE
JOHN
JOHN

herve@hawaii.edu
julia@hawaii.edu
dcrowe@hawaii.edu
donovand@hcc.hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
cegli@kapaluamaui.com
engh@hawaii.edu
zenaida@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
fujitam@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu
hefner@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
hodges@hcc.hawaii.edu
hoefling@hawaii.edu
hotta@hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu
151grace@hcc.hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
sirwin@hawaii.edu
rpiilani@hawaii.rr.com
keliinamoku@hawaii.rr.com
keliinamoku@hawaii.rr.com
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CABLE
ITV
CABLE
INET
CABLE
ITV
INET
INET
CABLE
ITV
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
CABLE
INET
CABLE
CABLE
INET
INET
INET
INET
CABLE
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
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ACC
HAWST
HIST
HLTH
ENG
ENG
MATH
BIOL
ACC
ASL
PHYS
ENG
ENG
AEC
MEDAS
MEDAS
MEDAS
MATH
MATH
GG
ENG
ENG
HOPER
HOPER
POLSC
HIST
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM

134 LEE
205 HAW
152 LEE
120 KAP
215W KAP
250W KAP
24 KAP
100 WIN
201 LEE
101 KAP
100 HAW
100 MAU
104W MAU
118 HON
140 KAP
140L
KAP
210 KAP
100 LEE
115 LEE
103 WIN
100 HON
255WI HON
20 HAW
25 HAW
120 HON
151 HAW
100B LEE
100C LEE
100D LEE
102 LEE
110B LEE
110C LEE
110D LEE
190B LEE

KAMIDA
KANAHELE
KENNEDY
KINNINGHAM
KIRKPATRICK
KIRKPATRICK
KODAMA
KRUPP
KUNIMUNE
LAMBRECHT
LAURICH
LINARES
LINARES
MADDEN
MAEKAWA
MAEKAWA
MAEKAWA
MATSUOKA
MATSUOKA
MCCOY
MCKINNEY
MCKINNEY
MCNICOLL
MCNICOLL
MEACHAM
MENDOCA
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER

ROY
kamida@hawaii.edu
PUA
puahele@hawaii.edu
PAT
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
RUSSELL
kinningh@hawaii.edu
JUDITH
kirkpatr@hawaii.edu
JUDITH
kirkpatr@hawaii.edu
LINDA
lkodama@hawaii.edu
DAVID
krupp@hawaii.edu
DELLA
kunimune@hawaii.edu
LINDA
lambrech@hawaii.edu
BERNHARD
laurich@hawaii.edu
VINNIE
linares@hawaii.edu
VINNIE
linares@hawaii.edu
DOUG
doug@hcc.hawaii.edu
TINA
tmaekawa@hawaii.edu
TINA
tmaekawa@hawaii.edu
TINA
tmaekawa@hawaii.edu
ERIC
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
ERIC
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
FLOYD
fmccoy@hawaii.edu
CHRISTOPHER cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
CHRISTOPHER cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
MARTHA
mmcnicol@hawaii.edu
MARTHA
mmcnicol@hawaii.edu
LARRY
larrymeacham@aol.com
PUA
lmendonc@hawaii.edu
MIKE
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
MIKE
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
MIKE
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
MIKE
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
MIKE
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
MIKE
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
MIKE
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
MIKE
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
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INET
ITV
OTHER
INET
INET
INET
INET
CABLE
INET
ITV
ITV
OTHER
OTHER
INET
INET
INET
INET
OTHER
OTHER
CABLE
INET
INET
ITV
ITV
INET
ITV
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
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ECOM
ECOM
BOT
BOT
ANTH
ANTH
MUS
HLTH
ACC
HAW
HAW
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
ENG
ASTRO
PSY
SOC
HIST
PHIL
PHIL
ENG
OCEAN
FSHN
FSHN
ELI
ACC
ACC
ACC
ENG
ASTRO
AJ
NURS
ENG

190C LEE
190D LEE
130 LEE
130 LEE
150 LEE
200 LEE
106 LEE
110 KAP
134 MAU
101 HAW
201 HAW
101 KAP
101 KAP
102 KAP
100 WIN
197 LEE
100WI HAW
100 HAW
151 HON
101 HAW
110 HON
22 LEE
201 MAU
185 MAU
185 MAU
II
HON
130 HAW
201 HAW
201 HAW
209WI HON
110 HON
226 MAU
255 HAW
100 KAP

MEYER
MEYER
MILLEN
MILLEN
MILLER
MILLER
MINASIAN
MOIKEHA
MOORE
NAHALE-A
NAHALE-A
NULLET
NULLET
NULLET
OLIVER
OSELL
PACHECO
PACHECO
PATTERSON
PETERSEN
PINE
PORTER
PYE
ROBBINS
ROBBINS
SAKAMAKI
SANDERS
SANDERS
SANDERS
SAVIANO
SCHINDLER
SCURO
SHERWOOD
SHIMABUKURO

MIKE
MIKE
PRISCILLA
PRISCILLA
GRACE
GRACE
MARK
SANAE
JAN
KIHEI
KIHEI
DENNIS
DENNIS
DENNIS
FRANCES
FRITZ
GWYNNE
GWYNNE
PATRICK
DANIEL
RON
KAY
JOHN
KAREN
KAREN
ELIZABETH
BETH
BETH
BETH
JERRY
MARK
JOSEPH
JANE
JAMES

mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
pmillen@hawaii.edu
pmillen@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
minasian@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
moorejan@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
foliver@hawaii.edu
fso@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
danielpe@hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
jporter@hawaii.edu
jpye@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
sakamaki@hcc.hawaii.edu
sanders@hawaii.edu
sanders@hawaii.edu
sanders@hawaii.edu
saviano@hcc.hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
jscuro@usa.net
janesher@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
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INET
INET
OTHER
CABLE
INET
INET
CABLE
INET
ITV
ITV
ITV
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
ITV
INET
INET
CABLE
INET
ITV
CABLE
INET
ITV
INET
CABLE
INET
CABLE
ITV
INET
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ENG
JPNSE
FSHN
ICS
HIST
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
HLTH
SP

215W KAP
101 KAP
285 LEE
101 KAP
152 HON
130 KAP
130L
KAP
171 KAP
125 KAP
151 MAU

MATH
ICS
COMUN
ECON
ECON
ASL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
PTA
BUS
MUS
MUS
MATH
MATH
MATH
ED

104F
HAW
111 MAU
145 MAU
130 LEE
131 LEE
197 KAP
141 KAP
141L
KAP
142 KAP
142L
KAP
101 KAP
125 MAU
107 MAU
253 MAU
206 MAU
231 MAU
232 MAU
140 MAU

SHIMABUKURO
SHINAGAWA
SHIROMA
SINGER
SMITH
SNIDER
SNIDER
SNIDER
STAPENHORST
STJOHN
STRADTMANNCARVALHO
SWANSON
THOMPSON
TRUONG
TRUONG
TSUJI JONES
UNO
UNO
UNO
UNO
WAKABAYASHI
WEBSTER
WEHRMAN
WEHRMAN
WOLF
WOLF
WOLF
YAMASHITA

JAMES
SATORU
GEORGE
STEVEN
CYNTHIA
ROBERT
ROBERT
ROBERT
BOBBI
RON

jamess@hawaii.edu
satoru@leahi.kcc.hawaii.edu
gshiroma@hawaii.edu
singer@hawaii.edu
csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
stapenho@hawaii.edu
rsj@hawaii.edu

INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
ITV

JACKIE
SANDRA
CATHERINE
ANTHONY
ANTHONY
AMI
JOHN
JOHN
JOHN
JOHN
JILL
DALE
BOB
BOB
ALF
ALF
ALF
ELAINE

stradtma@hawaii.edu
swansons@hawaii.edu
catherin@hawaii.edu
atruong@hawaii.edu
atruong@hawaii.edu
atsujijones@aol.com
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
jwakabay@hawaii.edu
dwebster@mauigateway.com
rwehrman@hawaii.edu
rwehrman@hawaii.edu
awolf@hawaii.edu
awolf@hawaii.edu
awolf@hawaii.edu
yamash@hawaii.edu

ITV
INET
ITV
INET
INET
ITV
INET
INET
INET
INET
INET
ITV
ITV
ITV
INET
INET
INET
ITV

Spring 2003
ENG

100

KAP

ACOBA

FRANCISCO

facoba@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HAWST

270

MAU

ANTONIO

LOKAHI

belarmin@hawaii.edu

ITV

JOURN

205

KAU

BAIN

CAROL

cbain@mail.kauaicc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

WI
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MATH

115

MAU

BERAN

TOM

beran@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

MATH

135

MAU

BERAN

TOM

beran@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

140

MAU

BERAN

TOM

beran@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

205

MAU

BERAN

TOM

beran@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

206

MAU

BERAN

TOM

beran@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

PSY

100

MAU

BERAN

TOM

beran@hawaii.edu

ITV

PSY

213

MAU

BERAN

TOM

beran@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BUS

100

KAP

BERG

BRUCE

bberg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

FIRE

111

MAU

BLACKBURN

JOE

jblackbu@hawaii.edu

CABLE

GG

101

HON

BRILL

RICHARD

rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

SCI/PHYS 122

HON

BRILL

RICHARD

scitv@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

REL

LEE

BUNGARD

JE

bungard@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

150

REL

151

LEE

BUNGARD

JE

bungard@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

142

MAU

BUTLER

BRUCE

bruceb@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

BIOL

100

MAU

CALDER

SEAN

scalder@hawaii.edu

ITV

NURS

258

SOC

100

WI

LING

102

KAU

CHAMBERLAIN CYNTHIA

cindyc@mail.kauaicc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

25

KAP

CHOCK

KAREN

kchock@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECON

120

HAW

CHONG

ANSON

anson.chong@pobox.com

ONLINE

ECON

131

HAW

CHONG

ANSON

anson.chong@pobox.com

ONLINE

POLS

110

HAW

ANSON

anson.chong@pobox.com

ONLINE

NURS

259

KAU

CHONG
CHOVANEC
TOY

JUDY

judytoy@mail.kauaicc.hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

PHRM

203

MAU

CIARLEGLIO

ANITA

dkasha@peoplepc.com

CABLE

WI

WI

KAU

CARMICHAEL

RICHARD

rcarmich@mail.kauaicc.hawaii.edu ONLINE

MAU

CARY

CYNTHIA

cynlee@maui.net

ITV

PHIL

100

MAU

CLARK

DUANE

budclark@hawaii.edu

ITV

ICS

100

KAU

COLL

ED

edcoll@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

100

KAU

COLL

ED

edcoll@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

PSY

202

KAP

COMPTON

JULIA

julia@hawaii.edu

CABLE

PSY

230

KAP

COMPTON

JULIA

julia@hawaii.edu

CABLE

ANTH

200

HON

EDMONDSON

ROB

rob@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

SSCI

125

HON

EDMONDSON

ROB

rob@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

PSY

202

LEE

ESTRADA

ZENAIDA

zenaida@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ANTH

200

MAU

FLETCHER

KATHRYN

kfletche@hawaii.edu

CABLE

ECON

130

MAU

FOREMAN

CYNTHIA

cforeman@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
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ECON

131

ACC

202

ENG

256

ASL
ART

MAU

FOREMAN

CYNTHIA

cforeman@hawaii.edu

ITV

LEE

FUJITA

MIKE

fujitam@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HON

GAGNON

JOAN

joang@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

102

KAP

GALLIMORE

MAX

gallimor@hawaii.edu

ITV

101

LEE

GOODMAN

JAMES

goodmanj@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE
ONLINE

WI

HLTH

160

KAP

HAMADA

LYNN

lynnh@hawaii.edu

PHARM

110

KAP

HAMADA

LYNN

lynnh@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

LEE

HAMILTON

SUSAN

shamilto@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

LEE

HAMILTON

SUSAN

shamilto@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

FSHN

185

HON

HASTINGS

KAREN

karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

ANTH

200

KAP

HEFNER

CARL

hefner@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ACC

201

LEE

HILL

KATHY

kathyhil@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

ACC

202

LEE

HILL

KATHY

kathyhil@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

ICS/CENT 102

HON

HODGES

MONIR

hodges@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

LEE

HOEFLING

TIM

hoefling@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

100

ICS

184

LEE

HOEFLING

TIM

hoefling@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

209

W

LEE

HURLEY

PAT

phurley@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

209

W

LEE

HURLEY

PAT

phurley@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

209

W

LEE

HURLEY

PAT

phurley@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

SP

151

HON

IHARA

GRACE

151grace@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

BUS

125B

LEE

IMADA

WARREN

wimada@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BUS

125C

LEE

IMADA

WARREN

wimada@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BUS

125D

LEE

IMADA

WARREN

wimada@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

NURS

257

HAW

INABA

JOYCE

joyce@hawaii.edu

ITV

BIOL

151

MAU

IRWIN

SALLY

sirwin@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MICRO

130

MAU

IRWIN

SALLY

sirwin@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

NURS

16

MAU

JOHNSON

MALIA

mjohnsto@hawaii.edu

CABLE

NURS

261

MAU

JOHNSON

NANCY

nancyjoh@hawaii.edu

CABLE

ART

112

LEE

KAALOA

ROCHELLE

rochelle@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

DMED

121

LEE

KAALOA

MOKU

keliinamoku@hawaii.rr.com

ONLINE

DMED

122

LEE

KAALOA

MOKU

keliinamoku@hawaii.rr.com

ONLINE

HIST

151

LEE

KENNEDY

PAT

pkennedy@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

HIST

152

MAU

KIKUCHI

BERT

(does not use email) 984-3215

ITV

HLTH

120

KAP

KINNINGHAM

RUSSELL

kinningh@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
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ENG

215

W

KAP

KIRKPATRICK

JUDITH

kirkpatr@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

250

W

KAP

KIRKPATRICK

JUDITH

kirkpatr@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

250

W

KAP

KIRKPATRICK

JUDITH

kirkpatr@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

24

KODAMA

LINDA

lkodama@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

NURS

264

KAP
WEST
HAW

KOTECKI

KATHY

kkotecki@hawaii.edu

ITV

ACC

201

LEE

KUNIMUNE

DELLA

kunimune@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BUS

101

LEE

KUNIMUNE

DELLA

kunimune@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

CHEM

100

HAW

LAURICH

BERNHARD

laurich@hawaii.edu

ITV

PHIL

100

LEE

LAYCOCK

STEVEN

laycock@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

22

MAU

LEES

LAURA

llees@hawaii.edu

ITV

FSHN

185

KAP

LIECHTY

BARBARA

liechty@hawaii.edu

ONLINE + CABLE

ENG

100

MAU

LINARES

VINNIE

linares@hawaii.edu

ONLINE + ITV

ENG

104

WI

MAU

LINARES

VINNIE

linares@hawaii.edu

ONLINE + ITV

LING

102

WI

MAU

LINARES

VINNIE

linares@hawaii.edu

ITV

AJ

224

MAU

LOWENTHAL

PHIL

ITV

AJ

224

MAU

LOWENTHAL

PHIL

phl@maui.net
phl@maui.net

AEC

80

HON

MADDEN

DOUG

doug@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MEDAS

140

KAP

MAEKAWA

TINA

tmaekawa@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MEDAS

140L

KAP

MAEKAWA

TINA

tmaekawa@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MEDAS

210

KAP

MAEKAWA

TINA

tmaekawa@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

LEE

MATSUMOTO

DONNA

donnamat@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

100

LEE

MATSUOKA

ERIC

ematsuok@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

CABLE

MATH

115

LEE

MATSUOKA

ERIC

ematsuok@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

GG

103

WIN

MCCOY

FLOYD

fmccoy@hawaii.edu

CABLE

ENG

100

HON

MCKINNEY

CHRISTOPHER cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

22

HON

MCKINNEY

CHRISTOPHER cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

POLSC

180

HON

MEACHAM

LARRY

larrymeacham@aol.com

ONLINE

CHEM

151

HON

MEDIATI

MARIO

mario@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

284

HAW

MENDONCA

PUA

lmendonc@hawaii.edu

ITV

ACC

124

MAU

MEYER

DIANE

dianemey@hawaii.edu

CABLE

BUS

120

LEE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

100B

LEE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

100C

LEE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

100D

LEE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
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ECOM

102

LEE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

110B

LEE

ECOM

110C

LEE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

110D

LEE

MEYER

ECOM

190B

LEE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

190C

LEE

ECOM

190D

LEE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ECOM

197P

LEE

ONLINE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

197Q

LEE

ECOM

197R

LEE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ANTH

150

LEE

ANTH

200

LEE

MILLER

GRACE

millerg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MILLER

GRACE

millerg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ANTH

215

LEE

MILLER

GRACE

millerg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ANTH

215L

LEE

MILLER

GRACE

millerg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MUS

106

LEE

MINASIAN

MARK

minasian@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

HLTH

110

KAP

MOIKEHA

SANAE

smoikeha@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ACC

202

MAU

MOORE

JAN

moorejan@hawaii.edu

CABLE

HAW

102

HAW

NAHALE-A

KIHEI

nahalea@hawaii.edu

ITV

HAW

202

HAW

NAHALE-A

KIHEI

nahalea@hawaii.edu

ITV

HIST

282

LEE

NEILS

PATRICIA

neils@hawaii.edu

CABLE + ONLINE

BOT

130

LEE

NISHIMOTO

ANGELA

angelan@hawaii.rr.com

CABLE + ONLINE

BOT

130

LEE

NISHIMOTO

ANGELA

angelan@hawaii.rr.com

CABLE + ONLINE

MUS

197

HAW

NOXON

JAMES

noxon@hawaii.edu

ITV

GEOG

101

KAP

NULLET

DENNIS

dennis@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

GEOG

101

KAP

NULLET

DENNIS

dennis@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

GEOG

101L

KAP

NULLET

DENNIS

dennis@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

GEOG

102

KAP

NULLET

DENNIS

dennis@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

WIN

OLIVER

FRANCES

foliver@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

PSY

100

WI

HAW

PACHECO

GWYNNE

gpacheco@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

SOC

218

WI

PACHECO

GWYNNE

gpacheco@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

SOC

100

HAW
WEST
HAW

PACHECO

GWYNNE

gpacheco@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

151

HON

PATTERSON

PATRICK

patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ACC

201

HAW

PERALTO

JOEL

peralto@hawaii.edu

ITV

PHIL

102

HAW

PETERSEN

DANIEL

danielpe@hawaii.edu

ITV + ONLINE
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PHIL

110

HAW

PETERSEN

DANIEL

danielpe@hawaii.edu

ITV

NURS

251

HAW

PIERON

PATE

petri@hawaii.edu

ITV

NURS

258

HAW

PIERON

PATE

petri@hawaii.edu

ITV

NURS

260

HAW

PIERON

PATE

petri@hawaii.edu

ITV

PHIL

110

HON

PINE

RON

ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

PHIL

120

ENG

22

SSCI

150

SSCI
FSHN

WIE

HON

PINE

RON

ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

PORTER

KAY

jporter@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

RAPAPORT

MOSHE

rapaport@hawaii.edu

ITV

250

LEE
WEST
HAW
WEST
HAW

RAPAPORT

MOSHE

rapaport@hawaii.edu

ITV

185

MAU

ROBBINS

KAREN

krobbins@hawaii.edu

ITV

FSHN

185

MAU

ROBBINS

KAREN

karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ELI

III

HON

SAKAMAKI

ELIZABETH

sakamaki@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

ACC

202

SANDERS

BETH

sanders@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ACC

202

HAW
WEST
HAW

SANDERS

BETH

sanders@hawaii.edu

ITV + ONLINE

MEDAS

100

KAP

SANTOS

MAE

maesanto@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MEDAS

120

KAP

SANTOS

MAE

maesanto@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MEDAS

201

KAP

MAE

maesanto@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ART

101

LEE

BARBARA

bsg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

LEE

SANTOS
SAROMINESGANNE
SAROMINESGANNE

BARBARA

bsg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HON

SAVIANO

JERRY

saviano@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

ART

101

ENG

209

WI

ASTRO

110

HON

SCHINDLER

MARK

marks@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

115

HAW

SCHUMAKER

JAMES

schumake@hawaii.edu

ITV

ENG

100

KAP

SHIMABUKURO JAMES

jamess@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

215

KAP

SHIMABUKURO JAMES

jamess@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

JPNSE

102

KAP

SHINAGAWA

SATORU

satoru@leahi.kcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

FSHN

285

SHIROMA

GEORGE

gshiroma@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

LEE
WEST
HAW

SIMS

KATHRYN

kasims@aloha.net

ONLINE

W

ICS

101

KAP

SINGER

STEVEN

singer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

152

HON

SMITH

CYNTHIA

csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BIOL

130

KAP

SNIDER

ROBERT

rsnider@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BIOL

130L

KAP

SNIDER

ROBERT

rsnider@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
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BIOL

172

KAP

SNIDER

ROBERT

HLTH

125

KAP

MATH

104G

HAW

STAPENHORST BOBBI
STRADTMANNCARVALHO
JACKIE

rsnider@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

stapenho@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

stradtma@hawaii.edu

ITV

ICS

211

MAU

SWANSON

SANDRA

211

MAU

SWANSON

SANDRA

swansons@hawaii.edu
swansons@hawaii.edu

ITV + ONLINE

ICS
ECON

130

LEE

TRUONG

ANTHONY

atruong@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ONLINE

ECON

131

LEE

TRUONG

ANTHONY

atruong@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

141

KAP

UNO

JOHN

johnu@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

141L

KAP

UNO

JOHN

johnu@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

142

KAP

UNO

JOHN

johnu@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

142L

KAP

UNO

JOHN

johnu@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

209

MAU

VAN DER TUIN MELANIE

vandertui@hawaii.edu

ITV

PTA

101

KAP

WAKABAYASHI JILL

jwakabay@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

WI

HD

232

MUS

106

WI

MUS

106

WI

MATH

231

MAU

WATKINS

WAYNE

howldog@maui.net

ITV

MAU

WEHRMAN

ROBERT

rwehrman@hawaii.edu

ITV + ONLINE

MAU

WEHRMAN

ROBERT

rwehrman@hawaii.edu

CABLE

MAU

WOLF

ALFRED

awolf@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

232

MAU

WOLF

ALFRED

awolf@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

QM

252

MAU

WOLF

ALFRED

awolf@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

27

HAW

YAMANE

NOREEN

noreeny@hawaii.edu

ITV

Summer 2003
ENG
MATH
MATH
PSY

100
135
140
213

KAP
MAU
MAU
MAU

ACOBA
BERAN
BERAN
BERAN

FRANCISCO
TOM
TOM
TOM

facoba@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

GG

101

HON

BRILL

RICHARD

ggtv@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE+
ONLINE

SCI/PHYS
ECON
HIST
ANTH

122
120
151
200

HON
HAW
HAW
HON

BRILL
CHONG
DEVI
EDMONDSON

RICK
ANSON
SHANTI
ROB

scitv@hcc.hawaii.edu
anson.chong@pobox.com
shantide@verizon.net
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE+
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
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PSY
ECON
ECON
ART
FSHN
ENG
SP
NURS
ENG
ENG

100
130
131
101
185
209
151
16
250
250

FSHN
ENG
ENG
SPCO
ENG
MATH
MATH
POLS
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ANTH
NURS
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
ENG
PSY
SOC
HIST

185
100
104
260
100
100
115
130
100B
100D
102
100C
100D
200
101
101
101L
102
100
214
100
152

PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
ENG

110
120
120
22

WI

WI
WI

WI

E

W

WI/E
WI/E

LEE
MAU
MAU
HAW
HON
LEE
HON
MAU
KAP
KAP

ESTRADA
FOREMAN
FOREMAN
HAMILTON
HASTINGS
HURLEY
IHARA
JOHNSON
KIRKPATRICK
KIRKPATRICK

ZENAIDA
CYNTHIA
CYNTHIA
CHERIE
KAREN
PAT
GRACE
MALIA
JUDITH
JUDITH

zenaida@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
cherieweaver@earthlink.net
karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu
151grace@hcc.hawaii.edu
rainbow@maui.net
kirkpatr@hawaii.edu
kirkpatr@hawaii.edu

KAP
MAU
MAU
HAW
LEE
LEE
LEE
HON
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
HAW
KAP
KAP
KAP
WIN
HAW
HAW
HON

LIECHTY
LINARES
LINARES
MARLOW
MATSUMOTO
MATSUOKA
MATSUOKA
MEACHAM
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MILLER
MOORE
NULLET
NULLET
NULLET
OLIVER
PACHECO
PACHECO
PATTERSON

BARBARA
VINNIE
VINNIE
JOHN
DONNA
ERIC
ERIC
LARRY
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
GRACE
JAN
DENNIS
DENNIS
DENNIS
FRANCES
GWYNNE
GWYNNE
PATRICK

liechty@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
jmarlow@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
larrymeacham@aol.com
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
moorej@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
foliver@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu

HON
HON
HON
LEE

PINE
PINE
PINE
PORTER

RON
RON
RON
JAN

ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
jporter@hawaii.edu
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ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE+
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE+ONLINE
CABLE+ONLINE

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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HAWST
FSHN
MICRO

107
185
130

MAU
MAU
HON

RAYMOND
ROBBINS
SHEN

ENG

100

KAP

ENG

215

MATH
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
MATH
ENG

100
141L
142
142L
22
100

WI

KIOPE
KAREN
JOHN

kiope@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
micro130@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE
ONLINE
CABLE

SHIMABUKURO JIM

jamess@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

KAP

SHIMABUKURO JIM

jamess@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HAW
KAP
KAP
KAP
HAW
LEE

STRADTMAN
CARVALHO
UNO
UNO
UNO
VERMA
WOOD

stradtma@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
yashverma@aol.com
shamilto@hawaii.edu

ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE

JACKIE
JOHN
JOHN
JOHN
YASH
SUSAN

Fall 2003
ENG
ENG
JOURN
MATH
MATH
BUS
POLS
REL
REL
ZOOL
ENG
ED
MATH
ECON
POLS
MATH
REL
ICS

100
215
205
135
140
100
110
151
200
141
100
197E
25
130
110
24
150
100

W
WI

KAP
KAP
KAU
MAU
MAU
KAP
LEE
LEE
LEE
MAU
KAU
LEE
KAP
HAW
HAW
KAP
MAU
KAU

ACOBA
ACOBA
BAIN
BERAN
BERAN
BERG
BIGGS
BUNGARD
BUNGARD
BUTLER
CHAMBERLAIN
CHO
CHOCK
CHONG
CHONG
CHUNG
CLARK
COLL

FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO
CAROL
TOM
TOM
BRUCE
BOB
JE
JE
BRUCE
CYNTHIA
DIANE
KAREN
ANSON
ANSON
SANG
BUD
ED
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facoba@hawaii.edu
facoba@hawaii.edu
cbain@mail.kauaicc.hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
bberg@hawaii.edu
WebCTBob@hawaii.rr.com
bungard@hawaii.edu
bungard@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
chamber@hawaii.edu
kchock@hawaii.edu
ansonchong@pobox.com
ansonchong@pobox.com
schung@hawaii.edu
budclark@hawaii.edu
edcoll@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
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ICS
PSY
PSY
ENG
HIST
BUS
ANTH
ANTH
PSY
PSY
ANTH
ECON
ECON
HWST
ASL
DEAF
ACC
NURS
NURS
NURS
ENG

100
202
230
100
151
25
200
150
100
202
215
120
131
224
198
198
202
12
13
14
256

GG
SCI/PHYS
FIRE
PSY
HLTH
MEDA
PHARM
FSHN
ANTH
ACC
ACC
ICS

101
122
102
240
160
120
110
185
200
201
202
101

WI

WI

KAU
KAP
KAP
MAU
HAW
HAW
HON
HON
LEE
LEE
MAU
MAU
MAU
HAW
KAP
KAP
LEE
MAU
MAU
MAU
HON

COLL
COMPTON
COMPTON
CROWE
DEVI
DUKE
EDMONDSON
EDMONDSON
ESTRADA
ESTRADA
FLETCHER
FOREMAN
FOREMAN
FRIAS
FRIED
FRIED
FUJITA
FUSATO
FUSATO
FUSATO
GAGNON

ED
JULIA
JULIA
DEVIN
SHANTI
JAMES
ROB
ROB
ZENAIDA
ZENAIDA
KATHRYN
CYNTHIA
CYNTHIA
KAIPO
JAN
JAN
MIKE
CHARLOTTE
CHARLOTTE
CHARLOTTE
JOAN

edcoll@hawaii.edu
julia@hawaii.edu
julia@hawaii.edu
dcrowe@hawaii.edu
shantide@verizon.net
jamesduke@msn.com
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
zenaida@hawaii.edu
zenaida@hawaii.edu
kfletche@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
kfrias@hawaii.edu
jfried@hawaii.edu
jfried@hawaii.edu
fujitam@hawaii.edu
cmfusato@mail.health.state.hi.us
cmfusato@mail.health.state.hi.us
cmfusato@mail.health.state.hi.us
joang@hcc.hawaii.edu

HON
HON
MAU
MAU
KAP
KAP
KAP
HON
KAP
LEE
LEE
KAU

GAZDAR
GAZDAR
GIESEA
GRIESEMER
HAMADA
HAMADA
HAMADA
HASTINGS
HEFNER
HILL
HILL
HIRATA

NASIR
NASIR
JEFF
BETTY KAY
LYNN
LYNN
LYNN
KAREN
CARL
KATHY
KATHY
GERALD

ggtv@hcc.hawaii.edu
scitv@hcc.hawaii.edu
mccprevention@aol.com
bkg@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu
hefner@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
ghirata@hawaii.edu
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ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ITV
CABLE
CABLE +
ONLINE
CABLE
TAPE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
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ICS
HWST
ICS
ENG
SP
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
FIN
PCM
BIOL

184
270
100
209
151
150
125B
125C
125D
245
23
151

LEE
MAU
LEE
LEE
HON
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
KAP
MAU

HOEFLING
HOLT PADILLA
HOTTA
HURLEY
IHARA
IMADA
IMADA
IMADA
IMADA
IMADA
INOUYE
IRWIN

TIM
HOKULANI
BARBARA
PAT
GRACE
WARREN
WARREN
WARREN
WARREN
WARREN
CRAIG
SALLY

16
263
112
101
134
124
152

MAU
MAU
LEE
HAW
LEE
HAW
LEE

JOHNSON
JOHNSON
KAALOA
KALUA
KAMIDA
KANAHELE
KENNEDY

MALIA
NANCY
ROCHELLE
MANAI
ROY
PUA
PAT

hoefling@hawaii.edu
hokulani@mauiarts.org
hotta@hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu
151grace@hcc.hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
craigi@hawaii.edu
sirwin@hawaii.edu
mjohnsto@hawaii.edu
rainbow@maui.net
nancyjoh@hawaii.edu
rochelle@hawaii.edu
manaiaka@hawaii.edu
kamida@hawaii.edu
puahele@hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu

NURS
NURS
ART
HAW
ACC
HWST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HLTH
HWST
ENG
ENG
BIOL
ACC
BUS
ASL
LING
PHIL
ENG
SP

151
241
120
107
250
255
100
201
101
201
102
100
22
145

LEE
MAU
KAP
MAU
KAP
KAP
WIN
LEE
LEE
KAP
HAW
LEE
MAU
KAP

KENNEDY
KIKUCHI
KINNINGHAM
KIOPE
KIRKPATRICK
KIRKPATRICK
KRUPP
KUNIMUNE
KUNIMUNE
LAMBRECHT
LARISH
LAYCOCK
LEES
LETTA

PAT
BERT
RUSSELL
RAYMOND
JUDITH
JUDITH
DAVID
DELLA
DELLA
LINDA
MICHAEL
STEVEN
LAURA
LINDA

pkennedy@hawaii.edu
kikuchib@hawaii.edu
kinningh@hawaii.edu
kiope@hawaii.edu
kirkpatr@hawaii.edu
kirkpatr@hawaii.edu
krupp@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
lambrech@hawaii.edu
larish@hawaii.edu
laycock@hawaii.edu
llees@hawaii.edu
lletta@hawaii.edu

W
O

W
WI
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ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE +
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
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FSHN
BUS
MGT
AEC
AEC
MEDA
MEDA
MEDA
ENG

185
120
20
80
118
140
140L
210
100

KAP
HAW
HAW
HON
HON
KAP
KAP
KAP
LEE

LIECHTY
LIGHTNER
LIGHTNER
MADDEN
MADDEN
MAEKAWA
MAEKAWA
MAEKAWA
MATSUMOTO

BARBARA
JAMES
JAMES
DOUG
DOUG
TINA
TINA
TINA
DONNA

liechty@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.ecu
lightner@hawaii.edu
doug@hcc.hawaii.edu
doug@hcc.hawaii.edu
tmaekawa@hawaii.edu
tmaekawa@hawaii.edu
tmaekawa@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu

MATH
MATH
GG
ENG
ENG
ENG
POLS
ACC
BUS
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ANTH
ANTH

100
115
103
22
100
255
120E
125
120
102
100B
100C
100D
110B
110C
110D
190B
190C
190D
197P
197Q
197R
150
200

LEE
LEE
WIN
HON
HON
HON
HON
MAU
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE

MATSUOKA
MATSUOKA
MCCOY
MCKINNEY
MCKINNEY
MCKINNEY
MEACHAM
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MILLER
MILLER

ERIC
ERIC
FLOYD
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER
LARRY
DIANE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
GRACE
GRACE

ematsuok@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
fmccoy@hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
larrymeacham@aol.com
dianemey@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu

WI
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ONLINE +
CABLE
ITV
ITY
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE +
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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MUS
HLTH
HAW
HAW
HIST

106
110
101
201
281

BOT
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
NURS
ENG
PSY
PSY
SOC
HIST
HIST
ACC
ACC
HOPE
PHIL
PHIL
ICS
NURS
NURS
PHIL
PHIL
ENG

130
101
101
101L
102
151
100
100
214
100
152
152
202
201
20
100
110
190
153
158
110
120
22

SSCI

150

SSCI
ENG
FSHN

250
253
185

LEE
KAP
HAW
HAW
LEE
LEE
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
HAW
WIN
WIE HAW
W
HAW
HAW
HON
HON
HAW
HAW
MAU
HAW
HAW
MAU
HAW
HAW
HON
WIE HON
LEE
WEST
HAW
WEST
HAW
MAU
MAU

MINASIAN
MOIKEHA
NAHELE-A
NAHELE-A
NEILS

MARK
SANAE
KIHEI
KIHEI
PATRICIA

minasian@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu

NISHIMOTO
NULLET
NULLET
NULLET
NULLET
OJALA
OLIVER
PACHECO
PACHECO
PACHECO
PATTERSON
PATTERSON
PERALTO
PERALTO
PEROS
PETERSEN
PETERSEN
PHANES
PIERON
PIERON
PINE
PINE
PORTER

ANGELA
DENNIS
DENNIS
DENNIS
DENNIS
ELIZABETH
FRANCES
GWYNNE
GWYNNE
GWYNNE
PATRICK
PATRICK
JOEL
JOEL
LORELLE
DANIEL
DANIEL
MARGARET
PATE
PATE
RON
RON
KAY

anishimo@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
ojala@hawaii.edu
foliver@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
peralto@hawaii.edu
peralto@hawaii.edu
lorelle@hawaii.edu
danielpe@hawaii.edu
danielpe@hawaii.edu
phanes@hawaii.edu
petri@hawaii.edu
petri@hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
jporter@hawaii.edu

CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
CABLE
CABLE +
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
CABLE
ITY
ITV
CABLE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

RAPAPORT

MOSHE

rapaport@hawaii.edu

ITV

RAPAPORT
RILEY
ROBBINS

MOSHE
RENEE
KAREN

rapaport@hawaii.edu
rriley@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu

ITV
ITV
ONLINE
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FSHN

285

MAU

ROBBINS

KAREN

krobbins@hawaii.edu

ENG
ACC
MEDA
MEDA

102
130
201
100

HAW
HAW
KAP
KAP

BIRCH
BETH
MAE
MAE

birch@hawaii.edu
sanders@hawaii.edu
maesanto@hawaii.edu
maesanto@hawaii.edu

ART

101

LEE

BARBARA

bsg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ART
ENG
ENG
ASTRO
MATH
MATH
AJ
BLAW
SOC
MICRO
ENG
ENG
JPNSE
ICS
HIST
HIST
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
SOC
SP
HLTH
SOSE

176
209
257X
110
27
103
210
200
231
130
100
215
101
101
151
151
130
130L
171
290
151
125
270

LEE
HON
HON
HON
HAW
HAW
MAU
MAU
MAU
HON
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
HON
HON
KAP
KAP
KAP
HAW
MAU
KAP
MAU

BARBARA
JERRY
JERRY
MARK
JAMES
JAMES
JOE
JOE
JOSEPH
JOHN
JAMES
JAMES
SATORU
STEVEN
CYNTHIA
CYNTHIA
ROBERT
ROBERT
ROBERT
FRED
RON
BOBBI
LEE

bsg@hawaii.edu
saviano@hcc.hawaii.edu
saviano@hcc.hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
schumake@hawaii.edu
schumake@hawaii.edu
jscuro@usa.net
jscuro@usa.net
jscuro@hawaii.edu
micro130@hcc.hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
satoru@shinagawa.us
singer@hawaii.edu
csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu
csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
pohakujomon@aol.com
rsj@hawaii.edu
stapenho@hawaii.edu
lstein@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ITV
ITV
ITV
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV

MATH
ICS

104F
111

ROBISON
SANDERS
SANTOS
SANTOS
SAROMINESGANNE
SAROMINESGANNE
SAVIANO
SAVIANO
SCHINDLER
SCHUMAKER
SCHUMAKER
SCURO
SCURO
SCURO
SHEN
SHIMABUKURO
SHIMABUKURO
SHINAGAWA
SINGER
SMITH
SMITH
SNIDER
SNIDER
SNIDER
SORIANO
ST JOHN
STAPENHORST
STEIN
STRADTMANNCARVALHO
SWANSON

ITV
ONLINE+IN
PERSON
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

JACKIE
SANDRA

stradtma@hawaii.edu
swansons@hawaii.edu

ITV
ONLINE

WI
WI

W

HAW
MAU
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ACC
DMED
ECON
ECON
DEAF
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
MATH
ENG
PHYS
PTA
MUS
ELI
HIST
ENG
ENG

201
120
130
131
101
141
141
141L
142
142L
50C
209
100
101
167
III
284
100
225

WI

KAP
LEE
LEE
LEE
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
LEE
MAU
HAW
KAP
MAU
HON
HAW
LEE
LEE

TAN
TROYER
TRUONG
TRUONG
TSUJI JONES
UNO
UNO
UNO
UNO
UNO
URIBE
VAN DER TUIN
VERMA
WAKABAYASHI
WEHRMAN
WHITLEY
WONG WILSON
WOOD
WOOD

CALVIN
BOB
ANTHONY
ANTHONY
AMI
JOHN
JOHN
JOHN
JOHN
JOHN
EMILY
MELANIE
YASH
JILL
ROBERT
CHARLES
MICHELLE
SUSAN
SUSAN

ctan-kcc@hawaii.rr.com
teacher@hawaii.rr.com
atruong@hawaii.edu
atruong@hawaii.edu
atsujijones@aol.com
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
euribe@hawaii.edu
vandertui@hawaii.edu
yash@hawaii.edu
jwakabay@hawaii.edu
rwehrman@hawaii.edu
charlesw@hcc.hawaii.edu
wongwils@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE

Spring 2004
HIST
242
ICS
100
MATH
115
MATH
135
MATH
140
PSY
100
BUS
100
POLS
110
ASL
102
MATH
025X
GG
101
SCI/PHYS 122
ZOOL
142

KAP
LEE
MAU
MAU
MAU
MAU
KAP
HAW
KAP
HAW
HON
HON
MAU

ASSELIN
BAUER
BERAN
BERAN
BERAN
BERAN
BERG
BIGGS
BLANATAC
BLANCHARD
BRILL
BRILL
BUTLER

PIERRE
MIKE
TOM
TOM
TOM
TOM
BRUCE
BOB
ROY, JR
HARDWIN
RICHARD
RICK
BRUCE
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asselin@hawaii.edu
mbauer@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
bberg@hawaii.edu
biggs@hawaii.edu
balantac@tmail.com
hblancha@hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu

CABLE
INTERNET
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
ITV
INTERNET
INTERNET
POLYCOM
ITV
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
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SOC
MATH
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
PHRM
PHIL
HIST
ICS
PSY
ENG
ENG
HIST
ECON
BUS
HWST
ANTH
SSCI
OPT
OPT
OPT
OPT
OPT
OPT
PSY
PSY
ESL
ECON
HWST
IT
IT
ACC
ENG
FIRE

100
025
141L
141L
142L
203
101
288
100
202
100
210
151
130
025
107
200
125
011
021
022
031
032
041
100
202
100
130
232
111
112
202
256
101

WI

H

WI

MAU
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
MAU
MAU
HAW
KAU
KAP
MAU
MAU
UCWHI
HAW
HAW
MAU
HON
HON
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
KAP
MAU
HAW
KAP
KAP
LEE
HON
MAU

CARY
CHOCK
CHONG
CHONG
CHONG
CIARLEGLIO
CLARK
COLE
COLL
COMPTON
CROWE
CROWE
DEVI
DUKE
DUKE
DUKELOW
EDMONDSON
EDMONDSON
ENDO
ENDO
ENDO
ENDO
ENDO
ENDO
ESTRADA
ESTRADA
FORD
FOREMAN
FRIAS
FRIED
FRIED
FUJITA
GAGNON
GIESA

CYNTHIA
KAREN
DAVID
DAVID
DAVID
ANITA
BUD
JOHN
ED
JULIA
DEVIN
DEVIN
SHANTI
JAMES
JAMES
KAHELE
ROB
ROB
AMY
AMY
AMY
AMY
AMY
AMY
ZENAIDA
ZENAIDA
SHAWN
CYNTHIA
KAIPO
JAN
JAN
MIKE
JOAN
JEFF
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ccary@hawaii.edu
kchock@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu
akasha@peoplepc.com
budclark@hawaii.edu
jcole@hawaii.edu
edcoll@hawaii.edu
julia@hawaii.edu
dcrowe@hawaii.edu
dcrowe@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
jamesduke@msn.com
jamesduke@msn.com
kaheleon@hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
amyendo@hawaii.edu
amyendo@hawaii.edu
amyendo@hawaii.edu
amyendo@hawaii.edu
amyendo@hawaii.edu
amyendo@hawaii.edu
zenaida@hawaii.edu
zenaida@hawaii.edu
sford@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
kfrias@hawaii.edu
jfried@hawaii.edu
jfried@hawaii.edu
fujitam@hawaii.edu
joang@hcc.hawaii.edu
mccprevention@aol.com

ITV
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
CABLE
ITV
VIDEOCONF
INTERNET
CABLE
ITV
CABLE
INTERNET
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
ITV
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
VIDEOCONF
ITV
ITV
INTERNET
CABLE
CABLE
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ED
HLTH
MEDA
PHARM
ART
FSHN
ANTH
ACC
ACC
ICS
ENG
SP
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
FIN
PCM
MICRO
NURS
NURS
DMED
HAW
HWST
HIST
HIST
HIST
ENG
BIOL
ACC
BUS
ASL
ASTR
PHIL

140
160
120
110
101
185
200
201
202
100
209
151
150
125B
125C
125D
245
023
130
261
016
121
102
221
151
152
151
250
100
201
101
202
110
100

WI
O

WI

HAW
KAP
KAP
KAP
HAW
HON
KAP
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
HON
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
KAP
MAU
MAU
MAU
LEE
HAW
HAW
LEE
LEE
MAU
KAP
WIN
LEE
LEE
KAP
HAW
LEE

GOYA
HAMADA
HAMADA
HAMADA
HAMILTON
HASTINGS
HEFNER
HILL
HILL
HOTTA
HURLEY
IHARA
IMADA
IMADA
IMADA
IMADA
IMADA
INOUYE
IRWIN
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
KAALOA
KALUA
KANAHELE
KENNEDY
KENNEDY
KIKUCHI
KIRKPATRICK
KRUPP
KUNIMUNE
KUNIMUNE
LAMBRECHT
LAURICH
LAYCOCK

MARY
LYNN
LYNN
LYNN
CHERIE
KAREN
CARL
KATHY
KATHY
BARBARA
PAT
GRACE
WARREN
WARREN
WARREN
WARREN
WARREN
CRAIG
SALLY
NANCY
MALIA
ROCHELLE
MANAI
PUA
PAT
PAT
BERT
JUDITH
DAVID
DELLA
DELLA
LINDA
BERNHARD
STEVEN
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mgoya@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
cherieweaver@earthlink.net
karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu
hefner@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
hotta@hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu
151grace@hcc.hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
craigi@hawaii.edu
sirwin@hawaii.edu
nancyjoh@hawaii.edu
maliaj@hawaii.edu
rochelle@hawaii.edu
manaiaka@hawaii.edu
puahele@hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
kikuchib@hawaii.edu
kirkpatr@hawaii.edu
krupp@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
lambrech@hawaii.edu
laurich@hawaii.edu
laycock@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
CABLE
INTERNET
CABLE
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
CABLE
INTERNET
CABLE
INTERNET
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
CABLE
CABLE
ITV
INTERNET
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
ITV
VIDEOCONF
INTERNET
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REL
SP
FSHE
MGT
ENG
ENG
AEC
MEDA
MEDA
MEDA
ENG
MATH
MATH
GEOG
GG
ENG
ENG
POLS
POLS
CHEM
BUS
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH

150
181
185
020
100
104
118
140
210
140L
100
100
115
102
103
100
100
120
130
151
120
102
100B
100C
100D
110B
110C
110D
190B
190C
190D
150
200
215

WI

X

E
E

LEE
KAP
KAP
HAW
MAU
MAU
HON
KAP
KAP
KAP
LEE
LEE
LEE
MAU
WIN
HON
HON
HON
HON
HON
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE

LAYCOCK
LETTA
LIECHTY
LIGHTNER
LINARES
LINARES
MADDEN
MAEKAWA
MAEKAWA
MAEKAWA
MATSUMOTO
MATSUOKA
MATSUOKA
MAYER
MCCOY
MCKINNEY
MCKINNEY
MEACHAM
MEACHAM
MEDIATI
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MILLER
MILLER
MILLER

STEVEN
LINDA
BARBARA
JAMES
VINNIE
VINNIE
DOUG
TINA
TINA
TINA
DONNA
ERIC
ERIC
RICHARD
FLOYD
CHRIS
CHRIS
LARRY
LARRY
MARIO
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
GRACE
GRACE
GRACE
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laycock@hawaii.edu
lletta@hawaii.edu
liechty@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
doug@hcc.hawaii.edu
tmaekawa@hawaii.edu
tmaekawa@hawaii.edu
tmaekawa@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
rmayer@hawaii.edu
fmccoy@hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
larrymeacham@aol.com
larrymeacham@aol.com
mario@hcc.hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu

INTERNET
CABLE
INTERNET
VIDEOCONF
INTERNET+ITV
INTERNET+ITV
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
CABLE
CABLE
ITV
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
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ANTH
MKT
MUS
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
HLTH
HLTH
ACC
NURS
ART
HIST
HIST
BOT
NURS
ENG
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
PSY
SOC
SOC
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
ACC
ACC
PHIL
PHIL
ICS
PHIL
PHIL

215L
120
106
130
130
130L
130L
110
125
132
157
112
151
282
130
259
100
101
101
102
100
100
251
281
297
151
151
201
202
110
120
190V
110
120

W
W

WI/E

LEE
MAU
LEE
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
MAU
HAW
LEE
LEE
LEE
LEE
KAU
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
HAW
HAW
HAW
HAW
HAW
HON
HON
HAW
HAW
HAW
HAW
MAU
HON
HON

MILLER
MILLER
MINASIAN
MOENG
MOENG
MOENG
MOENG
MOIKEHA
MOIKEHA
MOORE
MOORE
MUROMOTO
NEILS
NEILS
NISHIMOTO
NOONE
NORDSTROM
NULLET
NULLET
NULLET
PACHECO
PACHECO
PACHECO
PADILLA
PADILLA
PATTERSON
PATTERSON
PERALTO
PERALTO
PETERSEN
PETERSEN
PHANES
PINE
PINE

GRACE
RICK
MARK
ROBERT
ROBERT
ROBERT
ROBERT
SANAE
SANAE
JAN
JULIA
WAYNE
PATRICIA
PATRICIA
ANGELA
JOANNE
GEORGANNE
DENNIS
DENNIS
DENNIS
GWEN
GWEN
GWEN
JENNIE
JENNIE
PATRICK
PATRICK
JOEL
JOEL
DANIEL
DANIEL
MARGARET
RON
RON
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millerg@hawaii.edu
rickm@hawaii.edu
minasian@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
moorejan@hawaii.edu
moorej@hawaii.edu
wmuromoto@hotmail.com
neils@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
anishimo@hawaii.edu
jnoone@hawaii.edu
georgann@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
peralto@hawaii.edu
peralto@hawaii.edu
danielpe@hawaii.edu
danielpe@hawaii.edu
phanes@hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu

INTERNET
ITV
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
CABLE
ITV
INTERNET
INTERNET
CABLE
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
INTERNET
INTERNET
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
ITV
ITV
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
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ENG
ASTR
CHEM
ENG
FSHN
FSHN
ENG
ELI
ACC
ACC
MEDA
MEDA
ART
ENG
ASTR
MATH
AJ
ENG
MICRO
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
JPNSE
ICS
HIST
HIST
BIOL
BIOL
SOSE
MATH
ICS
ART
ICS

022
110
100
252
185
285
103
004
130
201
100
201
101
257
110
100
223
055
130
100
100
215
215
102
101
152
152
171
172
268
104G
211
101
101

WI

WI

XWI

WI
WI

LEE
MAU
LEE
MAU
MAU
MAU
HAW
HON
HAW
HAW
KAP
KAP
LEE
HON
HON
HAW
MAU
MAU
HON
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
HON
HON
KAP
KAP
MAU
HAW
MAU
MAU
KAP

PORTER
PYE
REESE
RILEY
ROBBINS
ROBBINS
ROBISON
SAKAMAKI
SANDERS
SANDERS
SANTOS
SANTOS
SAROMINES-GANNE
SAVIANO
SCHINDLER
SCHUMAKER
SCURO
SHAFFER
SHEN
SHIMABUKURO
SHIMABUKURO
SHIMABUKURO
SHIMABUKURO
SHINAGAWA
SINGER
SMITH
SMITH
SNIDER
SNIDER
STEIN
STRADTMANN-CARVALHO
SWANSON
TAKEMOTO
TALLEY

JAN
JOHN
MIKE
RENEE
KAREN
KAREN
BIRCH
ELIZABETH
BETH
BETH
MAE
MAE
BARBARA
JERRY
MARK
JAMES
JOE
ERIC
JOHN
JAMES
JAMES
JAMES
JAMES
SATORU
STEVEN
CINDY
CINDY
ROBERT
ROBERT
LEE
JACQUELINE
SANDRA
MIKE
WILLIAM
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jporter@hawaii.edu
jpye@hawaii.edu
mreese@hawaii.edu
rriley@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
birch@hawaii.edu
sakamaki@hcc.hawaii.edu
sanders@hawaii.edu
sanders@hawaii.edu
maesanto@hawaii.edu
maesanto@hawaii.edu
bsg@hawaii.edu
saviano@hcc.hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
schumake@hawaii.edu
jscuro@usa.net
eshaffer@hawaii.edu
micro130@hcc.hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
satoru@shinagawa.us
singer@hawaii.edu
csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu
csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
lstein@hawaii.edu
stradtma@hawaii.edu
swansons@hawaii.edu
mmtakemo@hawaii.edu
talley@hawaii.edu

INTERENT
ITV
INTERNET
ITV
INTERNET
ITV
INTERNET
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
CABLE
INTERNET
ITV
CABLE
ITV
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
ITV
ITV
INTERNET
ITV
INTERNET
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ACC
ACC
COM
ECON
ECON
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
MATH
BLAW
PTA
BUS
ENG
ENG
ICS

201
202
145
130
131
142
141
142
50C
200
101
120
100
225
102

WI

W

KAP
KAP
MAU
LEE
LEE
KAP
KAP
KAP
LEE
KAP
KAP
HAW
LEE
LEE
MAU

TAN
TAN
THOMPSON
TRUONG
TRUONG
UNO
UNO
UNO
URIBE
VANAIRSDALE
WAKABAYASHI
WILLIAMS
WOOD
WOOD
ZINNER,

CALVIN
CALVIN
CATHERINE
ANTHONY
ANTHONY
JOHN
JOHN
JOHN
EMILY
DENNIS
JILL
MICHAEL
SUSAN
SUSAN
STU

ctan-kcc@hawaii.rr.com
ctan-kcc@hawaii.rr.com
catherin@hawaii.edu
atruong@hawaii.edu
atruong@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
euribe@hawaii.edu
vanairsd@hawaii.edu
jwakabay@hawaii.edu
mrwillia@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
zinner@hawaii.edu

INTERNET
INTERNET
ITV
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET
CABLE
INTERNET
INTERNET
VIDEOCONF
INTERNET
INTERNET
INTERNET

Summer 2004
ACC
ACC
AEC
ANTH
ANTH
ART
BLAW
CHEM
CHEM
ECON
ECON
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG

201
202
80
200
200
101
200
100
151
130
131
100
100
100
100
100
100

35267
35268
27001
27011
54032
19455
35269
54141
27046
54033
49017
49027
64016
54098
54077
35037
35106

KAP
KAP
HON
HON
LEE
HAW
KAP
LEE
HON
LEE
MAU
MAU
WIN
LEE
LEE
KAP
KAP

TAN
TAN
MADDEN
EDMONDSON
MILLER
HAMILTON
VANAIRSDALE
REECE
MEDIATI
TRUONG
FOREMAN
LINARES
OLIVER
MATSUMOTO
MATSUMOTO
SHIMABUKURO
ACOBA

CALVIN
CALVIN
DOUG
ROB
GRACE
CHERIE
DENNIS
MICHAEL
MARIO
ANTHONY
CYNTHIA
VINNIE
FRANCES
DONNA
DONNA
JAMES
FRANCISCO
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ctan-kcc@hawaii.rr.com
ctan-kcc@hawaii.rr.com
doug@hcc.hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
cherieweaver@earthlink.net
vanairsd@hawaii.edu
mreese@hawaii.edu
mario@hcc.hawaii.edu
atruong@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
foliver@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
facoba@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ESL
ESOL
FSHE
FSHN
FSHN
GG
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HLTH
ICS
ICS
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MICR
PHIL
PHIL
POLS

104
209
209
21
215
215
22
250
100
98
185
185
185
101
151
151
152
152
125
100
101
100
115
135
140
130
110
120
130

SCI/PHYS 122
SSCI
125
ZOOL
141
ZOOL
141

WI
W
W
W
WI
WI

49032
35247
35248
19452
35085
35249
54093
35171
35253
35257
35129
27072
49038
27039
19449
27004

27019
35195
54152
35022
54059
54053
49064
49069
27040
27020
WI/E 27021
E
27013
27043/
27042
H
27018
35189
35259

MAU
KAP
KAP
UHWHI
KAP
KAP
LEE
KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP
HON
MAU
HON
UHWHI
HON
UHWHI
HON
KAP
LEE
KAP
LEE
LEE
MAU
MAU
HON
HON
HON
HON

LINARES
BOGDANOWICZ
BOGDANOWICZ
HOPSON
SHIMABUKURO
KIRKPATRICK
PORTER
KIRKPATRICK
FORD

VINNIE
MAUREEN
MAUREEN
MICHAEL
JAMES
JUDI
KAY
JUDI
SHAWN

linares@hawaii.edu
bogdanow@hawaii.edu
bogdanow@hawaii.edu
hopson@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
kirkpatr@hawaii.edu
jporter@hawaii.edu
kirkpatr@hawaii.edu
sford@hawaii.edu

LIECHTY
HASTINGS
ROBBINS
BRILL
DEVI
PATTERSON
DEVI
PATTERSON
MOIKEHA
BAUER
TALLEY
MATSUOKA
MATSUOKA
BERAN
BERAN
SHEN
PINE
PINE
MEACHAM

BARBARA
KAREN
KAREN
RICHARD
SHANTI
PATRICK
SHANTI
PATRICK
SANAE
MICHAEL
WILLIAM
ERIC
ERIC
TOM
TOM
JOHN
RON
RON
LARRY

liechty@hawaii.edu
karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
mbauer@hawaii.edu
talley@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
micro130@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
larrymeacham@aol.com

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

HON
HON
KAP
KAP

BRILL
EDMONDSON
UNO
CHONG

RICHARD
ROB
JOHN
DAVID

rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu

CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL

141L
142
142
142L

35093
35098
35260
35105

KAP
KAP
KAP
KAP

CHONG
UNO
CHONG
UNO

DAVID
JOHN
DAVID
JOHN

chongdav@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

Fall 2004
ACC

201

51091 LEECC HILL

KATHY

kathyhil@hawaii.edu

CABLE

ACC

201

51092 LEECC KUNIMUNE

DELLA

kunimune@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ACC

201

17475 HAWCC PERALTO

JOEL

peralto@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF

ACC

201

31014 KAPCC TAN

CALVIN

ctan-kcc.hawaii.rr.com

ONLINE

ACC

202

51098 LEECC HILL

KATHY

kathyhil@hawaii.edu

CABLE

ACC

202

17479 HAWCC PERALTO

JOEL

peralto@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF+
ONLINE

ACC

202

31017 KAPCC TAN

CALVIN

ctan-kcc.hawaii.rr.com

ONLINE

ACC

202

51099 LEECC FUJITA

MIKE

fujitam@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

AEC

118

20415 HONCC MADDEN

DOUG

doug@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

AEC

80

20416 HONCC MADDEN

DOUG

doug@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

AJ

221

45257 MAUCC SCURO

JOE

jscruro@hawaii.edu

CABLE

ANTH

150

20002 HONCC EDMONDSON

ROB

rob@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE
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ANTH

150

51111 LEECC MILLER

GRACE

millerg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ANTH

200

45605 MAUCC FLETCHER

KATHRYN

kfletche@hawaii.edu

ITV

ANTH

200

31034 KAPCC HEFNER

CARL

hefner@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ANTH

200

20192 HONCC EDMONDSON

ROB

rob@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

ANTH

200

17450 UCWHI MILLER

GRACE

millerg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ANTH

200

51120 LEECC MILLER

GRACE

millerg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ART

101

45357 MAUCC OWEN

JENNIFER

jowen@hawaii.edu

CABLE

ART

101

17456 HAWCC HAMILTON

CHERIE

cherieweaver@earthlink.com

ONLINE

ART

101

51424 LEECC SAROMINES-GANNE

BARBARA

bsg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ART

112

51442 LEECC MURAMOTO

WAYNE

wmuramoto@hotmail.com

ONLINE

ART

175

51823 LEECC SAROMINES-GANNE

BARBARA

bsg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ASL

101

9600

KAPCC LAMBRECHT

LINDA

lambrech@hawaii.edu

ITV

ASL

201

13416 KAPCC LAMBRECHT

LINDA

lambrech@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF

ASTR

110

20633 HONCC SCHINDLER

MARK

marks@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ASTR

110

20493 HONCC SCHINDLER

MARK

marks@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE
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BIOL

100

61150 WINCC KRUPP

DAVID

krupp@hawaii.edu

CABLE

BIOL

100L

61155 WINCC KRUPP

DAVID

krupp@hawaii.edu

CABLE

BIOL

151

45279 MAUCC IRWIN

SALLY

sirwin@hawaii.edu

ITV

BLAW

200

32049 KAPCC VANAIRSDALE

DENNIS

vanairsd@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BOT

130

51286 LEECC MILLEN

PRISCILLA

pmillen@hawaii.edu

CABLE

BUS

100

31026 KAPCC BERG

BRUCE

bberg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BUS

101

51119 LEECC kUNIMUNE

DELLA

kunimune@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BUS

120

45182 MAUCC MILLER

RICK

rickm@hawaii.edu

ITV

BUS

120

45177 MAUCC MILLER

RICK

rickm@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BUS

120

51125 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

BUS

143

51277 LEECC ONO

KAY

kayono@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

CHEM

100

51347 LEECC REECE

MIKE

mreese@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

CHEM

100

51895 LEECC SUCHOCKI

JOHN

jasuchocki@aol.com

ONLINE

CHEM

151

20634 HONCC TAKATA

RON

chem151@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

CHEM

151

17102 HAWCC LAURICH

BERNHARD

laurich@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF
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DEAF

202

32197 KAPCC CORYELL

JUDY

coryell@hawaii.edu

ITV

ECOM

100B

51258 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

100C

51259 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

100D

51260 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

102

51243 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

110B

51258 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

110C

51262 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

110D

51263 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

190B

51264 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

190C

51265 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECOM

190D

51266 LEECC MEYER

MIKE

mmeyer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ECON

120

45412 MAUCC FOREMAN

CYNTHIA

cforeman@hawaii.edu

ITV

ECON

130

45407 MAUCC FOREMAN

CYNTHIA

cforeman@hawaii.edu

ITV

ECON

130

17465 HAWCC CHONG

ANSON

ansonchong@pobox.com

ONLINE

ECON

130

51140 LEECC TRUONG

ANTHONY

atruong@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
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ECON

131

51154 LEECC TRUONG

ANTHONY

atruong@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ED

263

45254 MAUCC WATKINS

WAYNE

wwatkins@hawaii.edu

CABLE

ED

285

51821 LEECC CHO

DIANE

dianecho@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ED

288

51822 LEECC ROKERO

ROXANNE

roxanne_rokero@notes.k12.hi.us

ONLINE

ENG

100

45511 MAUCC CROWE

DEVIN

dcrowe@hawaii.edu

ITV

ENG

100

45151 MAUCC LINARES

VINNIE

linares@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

31156 KAPCC SHIMABUKURO

JAMES

jamess@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

31157 KAPCC SHIMABUKURO

JAMES

jamess@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

32068 KAPCC SHIMABUKURO

JAMES

jamess@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

20390 HONCC MCKINNEY

CHRIS

cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

61074 WINCC OLIVER

FRANCES

foliver@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

51799 LEECC WOOD

SUSAN

shamilto@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

100

51797 LEECC MATSUMOTO

DONNA

donnamat@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

104

WI

45156 MAUCC LINARES

VINNIE

linares@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

209

W

51800 LEECC HURLEY

PAT

phurley@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
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ENG

210

WI

45502 MAUCC CROWE

DEVIN

dcrowe@hawaii.edu

CABLE+ONLI
NE

ENG

215

W

31247 KAPCC SHIMABUKURO

JAMES

jamess@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

215

W

31250 KAPCC SHIMABUKURO

JAMES

jamess@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

22

45539 MAUCC LEES

LAURA

llees@hawaii.edu

ITV

ENG

22

20382 HONCC MCKINNEY

CHRIS

cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

22

51796 LEECC PORTER

KAY

jporter@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

225

51803 LEECC MATSUMOTO

DONNA

donnamat@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

250

W

31560 KAPCC KIRKPATRICK

JUDI

kirkpatr@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

254

WI

45816 MAUCC RILEY

RENEE

rriley@hawaii.edu

ITV

ENG

255

WI

20413 HONCC MCKINNEY

CHRIS

cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

255

W

32077 KAPCC KIRKPATRICK

JUDI

kirkpatr@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

256

WI

45172 MAUCC LINARES

VINNIE

linares@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ENG

256

WI

20414 HONCC GAGNON

JOAN

joang@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

ENG

257

XWI

20423 HONCC SAVIANO

JERRY

saviano@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

FIN

245

51188 LEECC IMADA

WARREN

wimada@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
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FIRE

100

20428 HONCC ROGERS

STACY

stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

FIRE

107

20429 HONCC ROGERS

STACY

stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

FIRE

151

20629 HONCC ROGERS

STACY

stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

FIRE

154

20630 HONCC ROGERS

STACY

stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

FIRE

202

20447 HONCC KEMMLER

JAY

jkemmler@hawaii.rr.com

ONLINE

FIRE

270

20632 HONCC ROGERS

STACY

stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

FSHN

185

31888 KAPCC LIECHTY

BARBARA

liechty@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

FSHN

185

45054 MAUCC ROBBINS

KAREN

krobbins@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

FSHN

185

20123 HONCC HASTINGS

KAREN

karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

FSHN

285

45028 MAUCC ROBBINS

KAREN

krobbins@hawaii.edu

ITV

GEOG

101

31062 KAPCC NULLET

DENNIS

dennis@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

GEOG

101

31065 KAPCC NULLET

DENNIS

dennis@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

GEOG

102

31095 KAPCC NULLET

DENNIS

dennis@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

GEOG

102

31096 KAPCC NULLET

DENNIS

dennis@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

GG

101

20513 HONCC BRILL

RICK

ggtv@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE+ONLI
NE
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GG

103

61166 WINCC MCCOY

FLOYD

fmccoy@hawaii.edu

CABLE

HAW

101

17484 HAWCC NAHALE-A

KIHEI

nahalea@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF

HAW

101

17474 HAWCC NAHALE-A

KIHEI

nahalea@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HAW

201

17487 HAWCC NAHALE-A

KIHEI

nahalea@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF

HIST

151

20724 HONCC SMITH

CYNTHIA

csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

151

20219 HONCC SMITH

CYNTHIA

csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

151

20225 HONCC SMITH

CYNTHIA

csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

151

17522 HAWCC PADILLA

L. JENNIE

lpadilla@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF

HIST

151

51476 LEECC KENNEDY

PAT

pkennedy@hawaii.edu

CABLE

HIST

151

17560 UCWHI DEVI

SHANTI

sdevi@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

152

45636 MAUCC KIKUCHI

BERT

kikuchib@hawaii.edu

ITV

HIST

152

20226 HONCC PATTERSON

PATRICK

patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

152

17524 HAWCC PADILLA

L. JENNIE

lpadilla@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF

HIST

152

51477 LEECC KENNEDY

PAT

pkennedy@hawaii.edu

CABLE

HIST

152

17563 UCWHI DEVI

SHANTI

sdevi@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
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HIST

241

17566 UCWHI DEVI

SHANTI

sdevi@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

242

20610 HONCC PATTERSON

PATRICK

patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

281

45661 MAUCC WYSARD

PAUL

plw@maui.net

CABLE

HIST

281

17496 HAWCC PADILLA

L. JENNIE

lpadilla@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HIST

284

17490 HAWCC WONG-WILSON

M. NOENOE

noenoe@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF

HLTH

110

31650 KAPCC MOIKEHA

SANAE

smoikeha@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HLTH

125

31648 KAPCC MOIKEHA

SANAE

smoikeha@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HOPE

20

17499 UCWHI LIGHTNER

JAMES

lightner@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF+
ONLINE

HOPE

25

17503 UCWHI LIGHTNER

JAMES

lightner@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF+
ONLINE

HOPE

42

17551 UCWHI LIGHTNER

JAMES

lightner@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF+
ONLINE

HOPE

45

17553 UCWHI LIGHTNER

JAMES

lightner@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF+
ONLINE

HWST

107

45546 MAUCC RAYMOND

KIOPE

kiope@hawaii.edu

ITV

HWST

124

17511 HAWCC KANAKA'OLE

FAITH NALANI

HWST

124

17500 HAWCC FRIAS

J. KAIPO

kfrias@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

HWST

270

45284 MAUCC HOLT-PADILLA

HOKULANI

hokulani@mauiarts.org

ITV

WI/H
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ICS

100

51568 LEECC HOTTA

BARBARA

hotta@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

100

51034 KAUCC COLL

ED

edcoll@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

100

51042 KAUCC COLL

ED

edcoll@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

100

51570 LEECC BAUER

MIKE

mbauer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

101

31117 KAPCC SINGER

STEVEN

singer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

101

51043 KAUCC HIRATA

GERALD

ghirata@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

101

32058 MAUCC TALLEY

BILL

talley@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

102

45077 MAUCC ZINNER

STU

zinner@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

111

51542 LEECC BAUER

MIKE

mbauer@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ICS

190V

45621 MAUCC PHANES

MARGARET

phanes@hawaii.edu

ITV

ICS

101

32058 KAPCC TALLEY

BILL

talley@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

IT

101

32196 KAPCC FRIED

JAN

jfried@hawaii.edu

ITV

IT

102

32230 KAPCC FRIED

JAN

jfried@hawaii.edu

ITV

LING

102

17442 HAWCC LARISH

MICHAEL

larish@hawaii.edu

ITV

MATH

100

51045 LEECC MATSUOKA

ERIK

ematsuok@hawaii.edu

CABLE+ONLI
NE
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MATH

103

17451 HAWCC SCHUMAKER

MATH

104F

MATH

JAMES

schumake@hawaii.edu

ITV

17457 HAWCC STRADTMANN-CARVALHO JACKIE

stradtma@hawaii.edu

ITV

115

51062 LEECC MATSUOKA

ERIK

ematsuok@hawaii.edu

CABLE+ONLI
NE

MATH

135

45317 MAUCC BERAN

TOM

beran@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

140

45322 MAUCC BERAN

TOM

beran@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

24

35516 KAPCC CHUNG

SANG DON

schung@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

25

33576 KAPCC CHOCK

KAREN

kchock@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

MATH

27

17443 HAWCC SCHUMAKER

JAMES

schumake@hawaii.edu

ITV

MATH

50C

51044 LEECC URIBE

EMILY

euribe@hawaii.edu

CABLE

MGT

20

17517 UCWHI LIGHTNER

JAMES

lightner@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF

MICRO

130

20518 HONCC SHEN

JOHN

micro130@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

MUS

106

51409 LEECC MINASIAN

MARK

minasian@hawaii.edu

CABLE+ONLI
NE

NURS

16

45754 MAUCC JOHNSON

MALIA

rainbow@maui.net

CABLE

NURS

254

17459 HAWCC MOORE

JULIA

moorej@hawaii.edu

ITV

NURS

255

17462 HAWCC SHERWOOD

JANE

janesher@hawaii.edu

ITV
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NURS

263

45753 MAUCC JOHNSON

NANCY

nancyjoh@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

NURS

264

17574 UCWHI KOTECKI

KATHLEEN

kkotecki@hawaii.edu

ITV

PHIL

100

51315 LEECC LAYCOCK

STEVEN

laycock@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

PHIL

102

17468 HAWCC PETERSEN

DAN

daneilpe@hawaii.edu

ITV

PHIL

110

17471 HAWCC PETERSEN

DAN

daneilpe@hawaii.edu

ITV

PHRM

203

45755 MAUCC CIARLEGLIO

ANITA

akasha@peoplepc.com

ONLINE

PHYS

100

17520 UCWHI VERMA

YASH

yash@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF

POLS

110

17507 HAWCC CHONG

ANSON

ansonchong@pobox.com

ONLINE

POLS

120

E

20259 HONCC MEACHAM

LARRY

larrymeacham@aol.com

ONLINE

POLS

130

E

20261 HONCC MEACHAM

LARRY

larrymeacham@aol.com

ONLINE

POLS

110

51199 LEECC BIGGS

BOB

biggs@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

PSY

100

20268 HONCC KIPNES

TOM

psych100@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

PSY

100

51232 LEECC ESTRADA

ZENAIDA

zenaida@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

PSY

100

17513 HAWCC PACHECO

GWYNNE

gpacheco@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

PSY

202

51236 LEECC ESTRADA

ZENAIDA

zenaida@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

W
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PSY

240

45036 MAUCC GRIESEMER

BK

bkg@hawaii.edu

ITV

REL

150

51313 LEECC LAYCOCK

STEVEN

laycock@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

SCI/PHY
S
122

20540 HONCC BRILL

RICK

scitv@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE+ONLI
NE

SOC

100

17518 HAWCC PACHECO

GWYNNE

gpacheco@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

SOSE

245

45289 MAUCC STEIN

LEE

lstein@hawaii.edu

ITV

SP

151

0

20285 HONCC IHARA

GRACE

151grace@hcc.hawaii.edu

CABLE

SP

151

WI

45652 MAUCC ST JOHN

RON

rsj@hawaii.edu

ITV

SP

181

32148 KAPCC LETTA

LINDA

lletta@hawaii.edu

CABLE+ONLI
NE

SSCI

125

20703 HONCC EDMONDSON

ROB

rob@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE

UNIV

101

17574 UCWHI BRAM

ALAN

bram@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

141

45832 MAUCC BUTLER

BRUCE

bruceb@hawaii.edu

CABLE

ZOOL

141

31485 KAPCC UNO

JOHN

johnu@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

141

31988 KAPCC UNO

JOHN

johnu@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

141

31486 KAPCC CHONG

DAVID

chongdav@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

141

32201 KAPCC FEE

LARRY

lfee@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

H
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ZOOL

141L

32214 KAPCC CHONG

DAVID

chongdav@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

141L

31481 KAPCC CHONG

DAVID

chongdav@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

141L

31482 KAPCC CHONG

DAVID

chongdav@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

141L

31535 KAPCC CHONG

DAVID

chongdav@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

142

32078 KAPCC UNO

JOHN

johnu@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

ZOOL

142L

31496 KAPCC CHONG

DAVID

chongdav@hawaii.edu

ONLINE

Spring 2005
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
AEC
AG
AG
AJ
AJ
AJ
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ART

132
201
201
202
202
202
118
245
245L
104
208
231
150
200
200
200
215
215L
101

LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
HAWCC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
LEECC
HONCC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
HAWCC

KUNIMUNE
HILL
KUNIMUNE
SANDERS
HILL
FUJITA
MADDEN
BOCHE
BOCHE
SCURO
PACHECO
HILL
MILLER
EDMONDSON
HEFNER
MILLER
MILLER
MILLER
MURAKAMI

DELLA
KATHY
DELLA
BETH
KATHY
MIKE
DOUG
KENNETH
KENNETH
JOE
GWYNNE
ROBERT
GRACE
ROB
CARL
GRACE
GRACE
GRACE
VIOLET

kunimune@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
sanders@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
fujitam@hawaii.edu
doug@hcc.hawaii.edu
boche@hawaii.edu
boche@hawaii.edu
jscruro@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
roberth@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
hefner@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
violet@hawaii.edu
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ONLINE
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CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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VIDEOCONF
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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ART
ART
ASL
ASL
ASTR
ASTR
ASTR
ASTR
BCIS
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BOT
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
CHEM
CHEM
DEAF
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECON
ECON

101
112
102
202
110
110
110
110
20
100
100
130
130L
171
172
130
101
120
125B
125C
125D
143
155
25
100
151
294
100B
100C
100D
102
130
131

LEECC
LEECC
KAPCC
KAPCC
HAWCC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
MAUCC
WINCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
MAUCC
UCWHI
LEECC
HONCC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
MAUCC
HAWCC

SAROMINESGANNE
MUROMOTO
LAMBRECHT
LAMBRECHT
LAURICH
SCHINDLER
SCHINDLER
SCHINDLER
BARBARA
KRUPP
CALDER
MOENG
MOENG
SNIDER
SNIDER
MILLEN
KUNIMUNE
MEYER
IMADA
IMADA
IMADA
ONO
MOORE
DUKE
REECE
TAKATA
CORYELL
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
FOREMAN
DUKE

BARBARA
WAYNE
LINDA
LINDA
BERNHARD
MARK
MARK
MARK
HELM
DAVID
SEAN
ROBERT
ROBERT
ROBERT
ROBERT
PRISCILLA
DELLA
MIKE
WARREN
WARREN
WARREN
KAY
JAN
JAMES
MIKE
RON
JUDY
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
CYNTHIA
JAMES

bsg@hawaii.edu
wmuromot@hawaii.edu
lambrech@hawaii.edu
lambrech@hawaii.edu
laurich@hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
bhelm@hawaii.edu
krupp@hawaii.edu
scalder@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
pmillen@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
kayono@hawaii.edu
moorejan@hawaii.edu
jduke@hawaii.edu
mreese@hawaii.edu
takataro@hcc.hawaii.edu
coryell@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
jduke@hawaii.edu
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ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
CABLE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
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ECON
ECON
ECON
ED
ED
ED
ELI
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ESS
FAMR
FAMR
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE

131
131
18
197I
285
286
I
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
102
104
209
210
215
22
22
225
255
257
257
100
230
232
102
107
107
111
151
199V

WI
W
WI

W
WI
XWI
EWI

HAWCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
LEECC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
HONCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
UCWHI
MAUCC
HONCC
HONCC
MAUCC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC

CHONG
FOREMAN
FOREMAN
CHO
CHO
CHO
WHITLEY
MCKINNEY
MCKINNEY
WOOD
MATSUMOTO
CROWE
LINARES
SIMS
HOPSON
LINARES
HURLEY
CROWE
MATSUMOTO
PORTER
LEES
WOOD
RILEY
SAVIANO
LINARES
CHONG
PACHECO
COWELL
ROGERS
ROGERS
GIESEA
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS

ANSON
CYNTHIA
CYNTHIA
DIANE
DIANE
DIANE
CHARLES
CHRIS
CHRIS
SUSAN
DONNA
DEVIN
VINNIE
KATHRYN
MICHAEL
VINNIE
PAT
DEVIN
DONNA
KAY
LAURA
SUSAN
RENEE
JERRY
VINNIE
DAVID
GWYNNE
CHRISTINA
STACY
STACY
JEFF
STACY
STACY
STACY

ansoncho@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
dianecho@hawaii.edu
dianecho@hawaii.edu
dianecho@hawaii.edu
charlesw@hcc.hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
dcrowe@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
simsk@hawaii.edu
hopson@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu
dcrowe@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
jporter@hawaii.edu
llees@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
rriley@hawaii.edu
saviano@hcc.hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
ccowell@hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
giesea@hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
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ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE+ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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FSHN
FSHN
FSHN
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GG
GG
GG
HAW
HAW
HAW
HAW
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST

185
185
185
101
101
102
102
170
170L
101
101L
103
101
102
102
202
151
151
151
152
152
152
152
152
153
154
241

HIST
HIST
HIST
HLTH
HLTH
HLTH

241
281
282
110
125
160

WI
HHAP

HONCC
KAPCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HONCC
HONCC
WINCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HONCC
LEECC
UCWHI
HONCC
HONCC
LEECC
LEECC
UCWHI
HAWCC
HAWCC
UCWHI

HASTINGS
LIECHTY
ROBBINS
NULLET
NULLET
NULLET
NULLET
STONE
STONE
BRILL
BRILL
MCCOY
NAHALE-A
NAHALE-A
NAHALE-A
NAHALE-A
PATTERSON
KENNEDY
DEVI
SMITH
SMITH
NEILS
KENNEDY
DEVI
PADILLA
PADILLA
DEVI

KAREN
BARBARA
KAREN
DENNIS
DENNIS
DENNIS
DENNIS
FRED
FRED
RICK
RICK
FLOYD
KIHEI
KIHEI
KIHEI
KIHEI
PATRICK
PAT
SHANTI
CYNTHIA
CYNTHIA
PAT
PAT
SHANTI
JENNIE
JENNIE
SHANTI

karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu
liechty@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
fred@hawaii.edu
fred@hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
fmccoy@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
csmith@hawaii.edu
csmith@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu

CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
CABLE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE

HONCC
HAWCC
LEECC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC

PATTERSON
PADILLA
NEILS
MOIKEHA
MOIKEHA
HAMADA

PATRICK
JENNIE
PAT
SANAE
SANAE
LYNN

patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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HOPE
HOPE
HOPE
HSER
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
IS
IT
IT
LING
MATH

260
47
93V
298D
111
124
125
125
221
231
231
100
100
100
100
101
102
111
190V
211
197
111
112
102
100

UCWHI
UCWHI
UCWHI
UCWHI
MAUCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
LEECC
LEECC
KAUCC
KAUCC
KAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAUCC
LEECC

MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH

104G
111
115
115
120
135
140
24

HAWCC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
KAPCC

LIGHTNER
LIGHTNER
LIGHTNER
AUREALA
KAEO
FRIAS
KANAHELE
KALUA
FLORES
HAILI
KALUA
HOTTA
BAUER
COLL
COLL
HIRATA
ZINNER
BAUER
PHANES
SWANSON
BREZINSKY
FRIED
FRIED
MCGRATH
MATSUOKA
STRADTMANNCARVALHO
HARBIN
MATSUOKA
BERAN
BADER
BERAN
BERAN
CHUNG

JAMES
JAMES
JAMES
WILLOW
KALEIKOA
J. KAIPO
PUALANI
MANAI
ERIK
KAIANA
MANAI
BARBARA
MIKE
ED
ED
GERALD
STU
MIKE
MARGARET
SANDRA
LAURA
JAN
JAN
PATRICIA
ERIK

lightner@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
aureala@hawaii.edu
skaeo@hawaii.edu
kfrias@hawaii.edu
puahele@hawaii.edu
manaiaka@hawaii.edu
ekflores@hawaii.edu
khaili@hawaii.edu
manaiaka@hawaii.edu
hotta@hawaii.edu
mbauer@hawaii.edu
edcoll@hawaii.edu
edcoll@hawaii.edu
ghirata@hawaii.edu
zinner@hawaii.edu
mbauer@hawaii.edu
phanes@hawaii.edu
swansons@hawaii.edu
laura@hawaii.edu
jfried@hawaii.edu
jfried@hawaii.edu
pmcgrath@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ITV+ONLINE
ITV+ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE+ONLINE

JACKIE
DONNA
ERIK
TOM
MARILYN
TOM
TOM
SANG DON

stradtma@hawaii.edu
dharbin@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
bader@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
schung@hawaii.edu

ITV
ITV
CABLE
CABLE+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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MATH
MATH
MATH
MEDA
MGT
MGT
MICRO
MUS
MUS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
OCN
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHRM
POLS
POLS
POLS
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY

25
25
50C
100
122
20
130
106
106
16
251
257
258
259
260
261
201
100
101
101
110
110
120
120
203
110
120
130
100
100
100
100
170
240

X

WI

E

WI E

E
E

W

KAPCC
HAWCC
LEECC
KAPCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
KAUCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
HONCC
HONCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HONCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
MAUCC
LEECC
HAWCC
HAWCC
LEECC

CHOCK
BLANCHARD
URIBE
SANTOS
WUKELIC
LIGHTNER
IRWIN
MINASIAN
WEHRMAN
JOHNSON
PIERON
HAMASAKI
PIERON
NOONE
SHERWOOD
JOHNSON
BROWN
LAYCOCK
CLARK
MOORE
PINE
PETERSEN
PETERSEN
PINE
CIARLEGLIO
CHONG
MEACHAM
MEACHAM
KIPNES
BERAN
ESTRADA
PACHECO
AVERY
ESTRADA

KAREN
HARDWIN
EMILY
MAE
MARTI
JAMES
SALLY
MARK
ROBERT
MALIA
PETRI
JOYCE
PETRI
JOANNE
JANE
NANCY
DONNA
STEVEN
BUD
CHRIS ANN
RON
DAN
DAN
RON
ANITA
ANSON
LARRY
LARRY
TOM
TOM
ZENAIDA
GWYNNE
REBECCA
ZENAIDA

kchock@hawaii.edu
blancha@hawaii.edu
euribe@hawaii.edu
maesanto@hawaii.edu
wukelic@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
sirwin@hawaii.edu
minasian@hawaii.edu
rwehrman@hawaii.edu
maliaj@hawaii.edu
petri@hawaii.edu
joycei@hawaii.edu
petri@hawaii.edu
jnoone@hawaii.edu
janesher@hawaii.edu
nancyjoh@hawaii.edu
donnabro@hawaii.edu
laycock@hawaii.edu
budclark@hawaii.edu
chris@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
daneilpe@hawaii.edu
daneilpe@hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
akasha@peoplepc.com
ansoncho@hawaii.edu
larrymeacham@aol.com
larrymeacham@aol.com
thomas@hcc.hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
zenaida@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
ravery@hawaii.edu
zenaida@hawaii.edu
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VIDEOCONF
CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE+ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
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PTA
REL
SCI
SCI/PHYS
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOSE
SP
SP
SP
SSCI
SSCI
TCOM
WS
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL

101
150
122
122
100
208
290
298D
140
151
151
181
150
250
190V
151
141
141
141
141
141L
141L
141L
141L
142
142
142
142
142
142L
142L

WI

O

KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
HAWCC
UCWHI
MAUCC
HONCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
MAUCC
HAWCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC

WAKABAYASHI
LAYCOCK
KWOK
BRILL
PACHECO
PACHECO
SORIANO
AUREALA
STEIN
IHARA
ST JOHN
LETTA
RAPAPORT
RAPAPORT
ALBERT
AUREALA
UNO
FEE
CHONG
FEE
FEE
FEE
FEE
FEE
BUTLER
UNO
UNO
FEE
FEE
CHONG
CHONG

JILL
STEVEN
ROGER
RICK
GWYNNE
GWYNNE
FRED
WILLOW
LEE
GRACE
RON
LINDA
MOSHE
MOSHE
MIKE
WILLOW
JOHN
LARRY
DAVID
LARRY
LARRY
LARRY
LARRY
LARRY
BRUCE
JOHN
JOHN
LARRY
LARRY
DAVID
DAVID

jwakabay@hawaii.edu
laycock@hawaii.edu
skwok@hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
freds@hawaii.edu
aureala@hawaii.edu
lstein@hawaii.edu
151grace@hcc.hawaii.edu
rsj@hawaii.edu
lletta@hawaii.edu
rapaport@hawaii.edu
rapaport@hawaii.edu
ralbert@hawaii.edu
aureala@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE+ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
ONLINE
CABLE+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

Fall 2005
ACC

134

KAPCC HOLTZ

JOE

jholtz@hawaii.edu
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ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
AEC
AEC
AG
AG
AG
AJ
AJ
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH

134
155
201
201
201
201
202
202
202
118
80
130
175
175L
101
103
135
150
200
200
200
200

LEECC
KAPCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
HAWCC
LEECC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
HONCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
HONCC
LEECC
HONCC
KAPCC
LEECC
UHWHI

ART
ART
ART

101
101
112

LEECC
HAWCC
LEECC

ART
ASAN
ASL
ASTR
ASTR
BCIS
BIOL
BIOL

175
120
201
110
110
20
100
100

LEECC
UCWHI
KAPCC
HONCC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
WINCC

KAMIDA
TAN
KLEIN
TAN
PERALTO
KUNIMUNE
VANAIRSDALE
HILL
FUJITA
MADDEN
MADDEN
BOCHE
BOCHE
BOCHE
SCURO
HILL
EDMONDSON
MILLER
EDMONDSON
HEFNER
MILLER
MILLER
SAROMINESGANNE
MURAKAMI
MUROMOTO
SAROMINESGANNE
DEVI
LAMBRECHT
SCHINDLER
MOHANAN
HELM
CALDER
KRUPP

ROY
CALVIN
ROBYN
CALVIN
JOEL
DELLA
DENNIS
KATHY
MIKE
DOUG
DOUG
KEVIN
KEVIN
KEVIN
JOE
ROBERT
ROB
GRACE
ROB
CARL
GRACE
GRACE

kamida@hawaii.edu
ctan@hawaii.edu
rklein@hawaii.edu
ctan@hawaii.edu
peralto@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
vanairsd@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
fujitam@hawaii.edu
doug@hcc.hawaii.edu
doug@hcc.hawaii.edu
boche@hawaii.edu
boche@hawaii.edu
boche@hawaii.edu
jscruro@hawaii.edu
rhill@mpd.net
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
hefner@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

BARBARA
VIOLET
WAYNE

bsg@hawaii.edu
violet@hawaii.edu
wmuromot@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

BARBARA
SHANTI
LINDA
MARK
KAKKALA
BARBARA
SEAN
DAVE

bsg@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
lambrech@hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
kakkala@hawaii.edu
bhelm@hawaii.edu
scalder@hawaii.edu
krupp@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
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BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BLAW
BLAW
BOT
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
CHEM
CHEM
CHEM
COM
DEAF
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECOM
ECON
ECON
ECON
ECON
ECON
ED
ED
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG

100L
130
130L
171
171
172
200
200
130
100
101
120
202
25
282
100
100
151
210
101
100B
100C
100D
102
130
130
130
131
131
285
287
100
100
100
100

WI

WINCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
WINCC
KAPCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
LEECC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
UCWHI
LEECC
HAWCC
LEECC
HONCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
UCWHI
LEECC
HAWCC
MAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC

KRUPP
MOENG
MOENG
SNIDER
KRUPP
SNIDER
SCURO
VANAIRSDALE
NISHIMOTO
BERG
OTA
MEYER
MORIYAMA
DUKE
MUSICK
LAURICH
REESE
TAKATA
THOMPSON
TSUJI JONES
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
MEYER
DUKE
KHALEGHI
CHONG
FOREMAN
KHALEGHI
CHO
CHO
MCKINNEY
LINARES
CROWE
CASSITY

DAVE
ROBERT
ROBERT
ROBERT
DAVE
ROBERT
JOE
DENNIS
ANGELA
BRUCE
SHELLEY
MIKE
JACIE
JAMES
NORMADEENE
BERNHARD
MIKE
RON
CATHERINE
AMY
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
MIKE
JAMES
GHOLAM
ANSON
CYNTHIA
GHOLAM
DIANE
DIANE
CHRIS
VINNIE
DEVIN
KATHLEEN

krupp@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
krupp@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
jscruro@hawaii.edu
vanairsd@hawaii.edu
anishimo@hawaii.edu
bberg@hawaii.edu
sota@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
jmoriyam@hawaii.edu
jduke@hawaii.edu
mmusick@hawaii.edu
laurich@hawaii.edu
mreese@hawaii.edu
takataro@hcc.hawaii.edu
catherin@hawaii.edu
tsujijon@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
jamesduke@hawaii.edu
khaleghi@hawaii.edu
ansoncho@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
khaleghi@hawaii.edu
dianecho@hawaii.edu
dianecho@hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
dcrowe@hawaii.edu
kcassity@hawaii.edu
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CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
CABLE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
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ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ESL
ESS
FIN
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
102
104
204
209
210
215
215
215
22
22
22
225
250
250
255
257E
100
100
245
100
101
107
151
154
202
202

WI
WI
W
WI
WI
WI

W
WI
WI
WI
WI

LEECC
LEECC
UCWHI
UCWHI
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
UCWHI
MAUCC
KAPCC
LEECC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
LEECC
HONCC
MAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
LEECC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
MAUCC
HONCC

MATSUMOTO
WOOD
SIMS
SIMS
SHIMABUKURO
ROBINSON
ROBINSON
NORDSTROM
NORDSTROM
HOPSON
LINARES
KAWAHARADA
HURLEY
CROWE
SHIMABUKURO
SHIMABUKURO
MATSUMOTO
MCKINNEY
LEES
PORTER
WOOD
RILEY
ACOBA
ACOBA
LINARES
FORD
CHONG
IMADA
ROGERS
KEMMLER
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
GIESEA
KEMMLER

DONNA
SUSAN
KATHRYN
KATHRYN
JAMES
JAMES
JAMES
GEORGANNE
GEORGANNE
MICHAEL
VINNIE
DENNIS
PAT
DEVIN
JAMES
JAMES
DONNA
CHRIS
LAURA
KAY
SUSAN
RENEE
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO
VINNIE
SHAWN
DAVID
WARREN
STACY
JAY
STACY
STACY
STACY
JEFF
JAY

donnamat@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
simsk@hawaii.edu
simsk@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
robinson@hawaii.edu
robinson@hawaii.edu
georgann@hawaii.edu
georgann@hawaii.edu
hopson@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
dennisk@hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu
dcrowe@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
llees@hawaii.edu
jporter@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
rriley@hawaii.edu
facoba@hawaii.edu
facoba@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
sford@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
jkemmler@hawaii.rr.com
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
giesea@hawaii.edu
jkemmler@hawaii.rr.com
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ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
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FSHE
FSHE
FSHN
FSHN
FSHN
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GG
GG
GG
HAW
HAW
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HLTH
HLTH
HOPE
HOPE
HOPE

103
185
185
185
185
101
101
102
102
180
180L
101
101L
103
101
201
151
151
151
151
151
151
152
152
152
152
231
281
281
284
110
125
20
25
42

W

WI

KAPCC
KAPCC
HONCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HONCC
HONCC
WINCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HONCC
MAUCC
LEECC
UCWHI
HAWCC
HAWCC
HONCC
LEECC
LEECC
UCWHI
HONCC
LEECC
HAWCC
HAWCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC

HOLTHAUS
LIECHTY
HASTINGS
ROBBINS
ROBBINS
NULLET
NULLET
NULLET
NULLET
BOCHE
BOCHE
BRILL
BRILL
MCCOY
NAHALE-A
NAHALE-A
SMITH
KIKUCHI
KENNEDY
DEVI
PADILLA
PADILLA
PATTERSON
KENNEDY
NEILS
DEVI
SMITH
NEILS
PADILLA
WONG WILSON
MOIKEHA
MOIKEHA
LIGHTNER
LIGHTNER
LIGHTNER

HENRY
BARBARA
KAREN
KAREN
KAREN
DENNIS
DENNIS
DENNIS
DENNIS
KENNETH
KENNETH
RICK
RICK
FLOYD
KIHEI
KIHEI
CYNTHIA
BERT
PAT
SHANTI
JENNIE
JENNIE
PATRICK
PAT
PATRICIA
SHANTI
CYNTHIA
PATRICIA
JENNIE
NOENOE
SANAE
SANAE
JAMES
JAMES
JAMES

hholthau@hawaii.edu
liechty@hawaii.edu
karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
boche@hawaii.edu
boche@hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
fmccoy@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
csmith@hawaii.edu
kikuchib@hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
csmith@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
wongwils@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
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CABLE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
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HOPE
HSER
HSER
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
IS
IS
IT
IT
IT
IT
LING
LING
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH

45
268
298C
124
125
125
231
231
270
100
100
101
101
101
101
102
111
106
107
101
102
201
202
102
102
100
104F
115
115
120
135
140
24
25
50C

HAWCC
HAWCC
UCWHI
HAWCC
UCWHI
HAWCC
UCWHI
HAWCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
LEECC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
HAWCC
KAUCC
LEECC
HAWCC
MAUCC
LEECC
HAWCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC

LIGHTNER
SPAIN
JONES VOISEY
TANGARO
FLORES
KALUA
FLORES
HAILI
HOLT PADILLA
SINGER
HOTTA
TALLEY
SINGER
TALLEY
HIRATA
ZINNER
BAUER
LEES
LEES
FRIED
FRIED
KROE UNABIA
KROE UNABIA
LARISH
MCGRATH
MATSUOKA
BLANCHARD
BERAN
MATSUOKA
BADER
BERAN
BERAN
CHUNG
CHUNG
URIBE

JAMES
DANIELLE
LUCY
TAUPOURI
KALANI
MANAI
KALANI
KAIANA
HOKULANI
STEVEN
BARBARA
WILLIAM
STEVEN
WILLIAM
GERALD
STU
MICHAEL
LAURA
LAURA
JAN
JAN
SUSAN
SUSAN
MICHAEL
PATRICIA
ERIC
HARDWIN
TOM
ERIC
MARILYN
TOM
TOM
SANG DON
SANG DON
EMILY

lightner@hawaii.edu
dspain@hawaii.edu
jonesvoi@hawaii.edu
taupo@hawaii.edu
ekflores@hawaii.edu
manaiaka@hawaii.edu
ekflores@hawaii.edu
khaili@hawaii.edu
hokulani@mauiarts.org
singer@hawaii.edu
hotta@hawaii.edu
talley@hawaii.edu
singer@hawaii.edu
talley@hawaii.edu
ghirata@hawaii.edu
zinner@hawaii.edu
mbauer@hawaii.edu
llees@hawaii.edu
llees@hawaii.edu
jfried@hawaii.edu
jfried@hawaii.edu
kroe@hawaii.edu
kroe@hawaii.edu
larish@hawaii.edu
pmcgrath@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
hblancha@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
bader@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
schung@hawaii.edu
schung@hawaii.edu
euribe@hawaii.edu
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VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ITY
ITV
ITV
ITV
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
CABLE
ITV
CABLE
CABLE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
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MEDAS
MEDAS
MEDAS
MET
MGT
MGT
MICR
MUS
MUS
NURS

120
140
201
101
118
20
130
106
107
110

KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
WINCC
MAUCC
UCWHI
HONCC
LEECC
MAUCC
HAWCC

NURS

12

NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHRM
PHYS
POLS
POLS
POLS
POLS
PSY
PSY

LYNN
CLARICE
CLARICE
TOSHI
MARTI
JAMES
JOHN
MARK
ROB
JOYCE

lynnh@hawaii.edu
claricem@hawaii.edu
claricem@hawaii.edu
ikagawa@hawaii.edu
wukelic@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
micro130@hcc.hawaii.edu
minasian@hawaii.edu
rwehrman@hawaii.edu
joycei@hawaii.edu

MAUCC FUSATO

CHARLOTTE

cmfusato@mail.health.state.hi.us ITV

13

MAUCC FUSATO

CHARLOTTE

cmfusato@mail.health.state.hi.us ITV

14
151
153
158
16
263
100
101
110
110
120
255
203
100
110
110
120
130
100
100

MAUCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC
HONCC
HONCC
HAWCC
HONCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
UCWHI
HAWCC
LEECC
HONCC
HONCC
LEECC
HAWCC

CHARLOTTE
ELIZABETH
JOYCE
ELIZABETH
MALIA
NANCY
STEVEN
CHRIS ANN
RONALD
DANIEL
RONALD
DANIEL
ANITA
YASH
ANSON
BOB
LARRY
LARRY
ZENAIDA
CHARLEEN

cmfusato@mail.health.state.hi.us ITY
ojala@hawaii.edu
ITV
joycei@hawaii.edu
ITV
ojala@hawaii.edu
ITV
maliaj@hawaii.edu
CABLE
nancyjoh@hawaii.edu
ONLINE
laycock@hawaii.edu
ONLINE
CABLE
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
ONLINE
daneilpe@hawaii.edu
ITV
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
ONLINE
daneilpe@hawaii.edu
ITV
akasha@peoplepc.com
ONLINE
yash@hawaii.edu
VIDEOCONF
ansoncho@hawaii.edu
ONLINE
biggs@hawaii.edu
ONLINE
ONLINE
larrymeacham@aol.com
larrymeacham@aol.com
ONLINE
zenaida@hawaii.edu
ONLINE
chmarlow@hawaii.edu
ONLINE

E

E WI

E
E

HAMADA
SAWAI
SAWAI
IKAGAWA
WUKELIC
LIGHTNER
SHEN
MINASIAN
WEHRMAN
HAMASAKI

FUSATO
OJALA
HAMASAKI
OJALA
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
LAYCOCK
MOORE
PINE
PETERSEN
PINE
PETERSEN
CIARLEGLIO
VERMA
CHONG
BIGGS
MEACHAM
MEACHAM
ESTRADA
MARLOW
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ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
VIDEOCONF
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
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PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
REL
REL
SCI/PHYS
SOC
SOC
SP
SP
SP

100
100
100
100
170
202
213
240
150
152
122
100
218
151
181
251

SPAN
SSCI
SSCI
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL

201
150
250
141
141
141
141L
141L
142
142
142L
142L

W
W

O
WI

UCWHI
HAWCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
UCWHI
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC
UCWHI
HONCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
HONCC
KAPCC
MAUCC
KAUCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
KAPCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC

PACHECO
MARLOW
AZMAN
AZMAN
JONES VOISEY
ESTRADA
BERAN
GRIESEMER
LAYCOCK
DEVI
BRILL
PACHECO
PACHECO
IHARA
LETTA
ST JOHN
FATORA
TUMBAGA
RAPAPORT
RAPAPORT
FEE
BUTLER
UNO
FEE
UNO
FEE
UNO
CHONG
FEE

GWYNNE
CHARLEEN
ROSIANA
ROSIANA
LUCY
ZENAIDA
TOM
BK
STEVEN
SHANTI
RICK
GWYNNE
GWYNNE
GRACE
LINDA
RON

gpacheco@hawaii.edu
chmarlow@hawaii.edu
rosiana@hawaii.edu
rosiana@hawaii.edu
jonesvoi@hawaii.edu
zenaida@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
bkg@hawaii.edu
laycock@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
151grace@hcc.hawaii.edu
lletta@hawaii.edu
rsj@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ITV

MARY
MOSHE
MOSHE
LARRY
BRUCE
JOHN
LARRY
JOHN
LARRY
JOHN
DAVID
LARRY

fatoratu@hawaii.edu
rapaport@hawaii.edu
rapaport@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

SPRING 2006
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC

132
201
201
201

52295
52304
34089
52301

LEECC
LEECC
KAPCC
LEECC

KUNIMUNE
HILL
TAN
KUNIMUNE

DELLA
KATHY
CALVIN
DELLA
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kunimune@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
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kunimune@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
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ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
AEC
AG
AG
AG
AJ
AJ
AJ
AJ
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ART
ART

202
202
202
202
118
275
275L
291
200
210
224
280
135
200
200
200
215
215L
101
112

46209
16262
34093
52307
25465
16101
16119
16123
46510
16212
46517
16042
25633
52012
25176
33481
52013
52014
16045
52250

MAUCC
HAWCC
KAPCC
LEECC
HONCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
HONCC
LEECC
HONCC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
HAWCC
LEECC

ART
ASL
ASTR
ASTR
BIOL
BIOL
BOT
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS

101
202
110
110
100
172
130
120
120
125
125D
130
150

52235
34417
25375
52680
61032
61192
52738
46333
52322
46645
52685
46288
46235

LEECC
KAPCC
HONCC
LEECC
WINCC
WINCC
LEECC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC

KLEIN
PERALTO
TAN
FUJITA
MADDEN
CASTILLO
CASTILLO
BOCHE
SCURO
KENOI
SCURO
KALEI
EDMONDSON
MILLER
EDMONDSON
HEFNER
MILLER
MILLER
MURAKAMI
MUROMOTO
SAROMINESGANNE
LAMBRECHT
SCHINDLER
MOHANAN
KRUPP
KRUPP
MILLEN
MILLER
MEYER
TEIGEN
IMADA
PEROS
MOORE

ROBYN
JOEL
CALVIN
MIKE
DOUG
JOHN
JOHN
KENNETH
JOEL
WILLIAM
JOE
DONNALYN
ROB
GRACE
ROB
CARL
GRACE
GRACE
VIOLET
WAYNE

rklein@hawaii.edu
peralto@hawaii.edu
ctan@hawaii.edu
fujitam@hawaii.edu
doug@hcc.hawaii.edu
jmcastil@hawaii.edu
jmcastil@hawaii.edu
boche@hawaii.edu
jscruro@hawaii.edu
wkenoi@hawaii.edu
jscruro@hawaii.edu
johnsd@hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
hefner@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
violet@hawaii.edu
wmuromot@hawaii.edu

ITV
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
VIDEOCONF
CABLE
VIDEOCONF
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE

BARBARA
LINDA
MARK
KAKKALA
DAVID
DAVID
PRISCILLA
RICK
MIKE
DELL
WARREN
LORELLE
JAN

bsg@hawaii.edu
lambrech@hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
kakkala@hawaii.edu
krupp@hawaii.edu
krupp@hawaii.edu
pmillen@hawaii.edu
rickm@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
dteigen@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
lorelle@hawaii.edu
moorejan@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
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BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
CHEM
CHEM
COM
COM
DEAF
ECON
ECON
ED
ED
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ESS
FAMR
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE
FIRE
FSHN
FSHN

282
101
125B
125C
143
100
151
130
145
201
130
150
140
286
100
100
100
100
100
102
104
210
22
225
253
257
100
230
102
107
111
151
103
185

WI

WI
WI
W
WI
EWI

52346
52315
52683
52684
52707
52401
25383
46289
46424
33781
46555
46236
16214
52700
25288
46442
46608
16053
16058
16063
46618
46457
25655
52546
46429
46613
34126
16067
25470
25585
25472
25586
33997
25104

LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
LEECC
HONCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
UCWHI
MAUCC
MAUCC
HONCC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
UCWHI
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
KAPCC
HONCC

MUSICK
OTA
IMADA
IMADA
ONO
REECE
TAKATA
PEROS
THOMPSON
TSUJI JONES
FOREMAN
MOORE
GOYA
CHO
MCKINNEY
ENGH
LINARES
SIMS
SIMS
HOPSON
LINARES
RILEY
MCKINNEY
WOOD
RILEY
LINARES
LEE
PACHECO
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
ROGERS
HOLTHAUS
HASTINGS

NORMADEENE
SHELLEY
WARREN
WARREN
KAY
MIKE
RON
LORELLE
CATHERINE
AMI
CYNTHIA
JAN
MARY
DIANE
CHRIS
ERIC
VINNIE
KATHRYN
KATHRYN
MICHAEL
VINNIE
RENEE
CHRIS
SUSAN
RENEE
VINNIE
DONNA
GWYNNE
STACY
STACY
STACY
STACY
HENRY
KAREN
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nmusick@hawaii.edu
sota@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
kayono@hawaii.edu
mreese@hawaii.edu
takataro@hcc.hawaii.edu
lorelle@hawaii.edu
catherin@hawaii.edu
tsujijon@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
moorejan@hawaii.edu
mgoya@hawaii.edu
dianecho@hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
engh@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
simsk@hawaii.edu
simsk@hawaii.edu
hopson@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
rriley@hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
rriley@hawaii.edu
linares@hawaii.edu
donnalee@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
hholthau@hawaii.edu
karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ITV
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE+ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
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FSHN
FSHN
FSHN
FSHN
GEOG
GG
GG
GG
HAW
HAW
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HOPE
HOPE
HOPE
HOPE
HOPE
HSER
HWST

185
185
185
285
101
101
101L
103
102
202
151
151
151
151
151
152
152
152
152
152
152
152
231
282
282
284
284
260
42
45
47
93
248
124

W

WI

V

33418
46591
46328
46596
33483
25386
25582
61072
16071
16524
25137
52272
16077
52273
16113
46434
25138
53662
52362
16122
16126
16531
25621
16557
52370
16527
25661
16250
16227
16231
16236
16244
46519
16139

KAPCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
HONCC
HONCC
WINCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HONCC
LEECC
UCWHI
LEECC
HAWCC
MAUCC
HONCC
LEECC
LEECC
UCWHI
HAWCC
HAWCC
HONCC
HAWCC
LEECC
HAWCC
HONCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
UCWHI
UCWHI
UCWHI
MAUCC
HAWCC

LIECHTY
ROBBINS
ROBBINS
ROBBINS
NULLET
BRILL
BRILL
MCCOY
KANAHELE
NAHALE-A
PATTERSON
KENNEDY
DEVI
NEILS
PADILLA
PYLE
SMITH
NEILS
KENNEDY
DEVI
PADILLA
COLE
SMITH
PADILLA
NEILS
WONG WILSON
LIGHTNER
MADELA
LIGHTNER
LIGHTNER
LIGHTNER
LIGHTNER
STEIN
TANGARO

BARBARA
KAREN
KAREN
KAREN
DENNIS
RICK
RICK
FLOYD
TRACY KUULEI
KIHEI
PATRICK
PAT
SHANTI
PAT
JENNIE
DOROTHY
CYNTHIA
PAT
PAT
SHANTI
JENNIE
JOHN
CYNTHIA
JENNIE
PAT
NOE NOE
RICHARD
ANNIE
JAMES
JAMES
JAMES
JAMES
LEE
TAUPOURI
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liechty@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
fmccoy@hawaii.edu
tracyk@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
dpyle@hawaii.edu
csmith@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
jcole@hawaii.edu
csmith@hawaii.edu
lpadilla@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
wongwils@hawaii.edu
rl@hawaii.edu
amadela@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
lstein@hawaii.edu
taupo@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
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HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
LING
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MGT
MICRO
MUS
MUS
NURS
NURS
NURS
OCN
OCN
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHRM
POLS

124
197
205
221
231
231
100
101
111
211
211
102
100
115
135
140
50C
115
20
130
106
253
16
259
261
201
201
100
100
101
110
120
203
110

16540
A
16580
16267
16269
46430
16271
52624
41099
52657
46282
34184
41165
52138
52153
46400
46408
52136
46395
16257
46240
52375
46447
46727
41009
46234
46261
16273
52258
46452
E
25676
25151
WI E 25156
46738
16152

HAWCC
HAWCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
MAUCC
UCWHI
LEECC
KAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
HAWCC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
KAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
LEECC
MAUCC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
MAUCC
HAWCC

TANGARO
WONG WILSON
FLORES
FLORES
HOLT PADILLA
FLORES
HOTTA
HIRATA
BAUER
SWANSON
KROE UNABIA
MCGRATH
MATSUOKA
MATSUOKA
BERAN
BERAN
URIBE
BERAN
LIGHTNER
IRWIN
MINASIAN
WEHRMAN
JOHNSON
TABURA
JOHNSON
BROWN
OSTMAN LIND
LAYCOCK
CLARK
MOORE
PINE
PINE
CIARLEGLIO
CHONG

TAUPOURI
NOE NOE
KALANI
KALANI
HOKULANI
KALANI
BARBARA
GERALD
MIKE
SANDRA
SUSAN
PATRICIA
ERIK
ERIK
TOM
TOM
EMILY
TOM
JAMES
SALLY
MARK
ROBERT
MALIA
MAUREEN
NANCY
DONNA
JAN
STEVEN
DUANE
CHRIS ANN
RON
RON
ANITA
ANSON
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taupo@hawaii.edu
wongwils@hawaii.edu
ekflores@hawaii.edu
ekflores@hawaii.edu
hhp@hawaii.edu
ekflores@hawaii.edu
hotta@hawaii.edu
ghirata@hawaii.edu
mbauer@hawaii.edu
swansons@hawaii.edu
kroe@hawaii.edu
pmcgrath@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
euribe@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
sirwin@hawaii.edu
minasian@hawaii.edu
rwehrman@hawaii.edu
maliaj@hawaii.edu
tabura@hawaii.edu
nancyjoh@hawaii.edu
donnabro@hawaii.edu
jostmanl@hawaii.edu
laycock@hawaii.edu
budclark@hawaii.edu
chris@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
anitac@hawaii.edu
ansoncho@hawaii.edu

VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
ITV
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE+ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE+ONLINE
ITV
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
VIDEOCONF
ONLINE
ITV
CABLE+ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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LARRY
TOM
GWYNNE
ZENAIDA
GWYNNE
SHANTI
STEVEN
ROGER
RICK
RAFAEL
GWYNNE
GWYNNE
GRACE

larry@hcc.hawaii.edu
meacham@hawaii.edu
larry@hcc.hawaii.edu
meacham@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
zenaida@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
sdevu@hawaii.edu
laycock@hawaii.edu
skwok@hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
boritzer@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
151grace@hcc.hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE

MARY
MOSHE
CHRISTINE
DONNALYN
WILLOW
LARRY
BRUCE
LARRY
GHOLAM
GHOLAM
DONNA
SUSAN
PAT
DONNA
STACY
ZENAIDA
JAMES
JAMES

fatoratu@hawaii.edu
rapaport@hawaii.edu
kefford@hawaii.edu
johnsd@hawaii.edu
aureala@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
lfee@hawaii.edu
khaleghi@hawaii.edu
khaleghi@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
stacy@hcc.hawaii.edu
zenaida@hawaii.edu
schumaker@hawaii.edu
schumaker@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
VIDEOCONF+ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV

POLS

120

E

25450

HONCC MEACHAM

LARRY

POLS
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
REL
REL
SCI
SCI/PHYS
SOC
SOC
SOC
SP

130
100
100
202
214
150
150
122
122
100
100
251
151

E

25258
46540
16200
50452
16530
16155
52214
52409
25406
46549
16158
16161
25165

HONCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
LEECC
UCWHI
UCWHI
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
MAUCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
HONCC

SPAN
SSCI
SUBS
SUBS
WS
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ECON
ECON
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
FIRE
PSY
MATH
MATH

202
150
268
270
151
141
142
142
130
131
100
100
209
215
199
100
27
103

41240
16164
16558
16561
16170
34491
46379
34488
52022
52028
52522
52523
52536
52543
25587
52068
16050
16054

KAUCC
UCWHI
HAWCC
HAWCC
UCWHI
KAPCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
LEECC
HAWCC
HAWCC

W
W

O

W
V

MEACHAM
BERAN
PACHECO
ESTRADA
PACHECO
DEVI
LAYCOCK
KWOK
BRILL
BORITZER
PACHECO
PACHECO
IHARA
FATORA
TUMBAGA
RAPAPORT
KEFFORD
KALEI
AUREALA
FEE
BUTLER
FEE
KHALEGHI
KHALEGHI
MATSUMOTO
WOOD
HURLEY
MATSUMOTO
ROGERS
ESTRADA
SCHUMAKER
SCHUMAKER
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NURS
PHIL
PHIL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BUS
DEAF
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ESL
ESS
GEOG
HLTH
HLTH
HLTH
ICS
ICS
IT
IT
IT
MATH
MEDA
MEDA
MEDA

157
102
110
130
130L
171
172
100
294
100
100
100
160
204
209
215
215
250
255
100
100
102
110
125
160
100
101
211
212
294
25
120
140
201

WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI

16066
16074
16080
33477
33928
33772
33579
34097
34179
33125
33493
34393
34494
34356
34493
34357
34358
34363
34364
34005
34460
33486
33656
33711
33659
34104
34107
34184
34185
34423
33480
33699
33702
33706

HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC

SHERWOOD
PETERSEN
PETERSEN
MOENG
MOENG
SNIDER
SNIDER
BERG
SIMMONS
ROBINSON
NORDSTROM
SHIMABUKURO
BOGDANOWICZ
ROBINSON
BOGDANOWICZ
ROBINSON
SHIMABUKURO
ACOBA
ACOBA
FORD
CHONG
NULLET
MOIKEHA
MOIKEHA
HAMADA
SINGER
TALLEY
KROE UNABIA
KROE UNABIA
SAPKO
CHUNG
HAMADA
SAWAI
SAWAI

JANE
DANIEL
DANIEL
ROBERT
ROBERT
ROBERT
ROBERT
BRUCE
SARA
JAMES
GEORGANNE
JAMES
MAUREEN
JAMES
MAUREEN
JAMES
JAMES
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO
SHAWN
DAVID
DENNIS
SANAE
SANAE
LYNN
STEVE
WILLIAM
SUSAN
SUSAN
REGINA
SANG
LYNN
CLARICE
CLARICE
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janesher@hawaii.edu
danielpe@hawaii.edu
danielpe@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
bberg@hawaii.edu
sarasimm@hawaii.edu
robinson@hawaii.edu
georgann@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
bogdanow@hawaii.edu
robinson@hawaii.edu
bogdanow@hawaii.edu
robinson@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
facoba@hawaii.edu
facoba@hawaii.edu
sford@hawaii.edu
chongdav@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
smoikeha@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
singer@hawaii.edu
talley@hawaii.edu
kroe@hawaii.edu
kroe@hawaii.edu
sapko@hawaii.edu
schung@hawaii.edu
lynnh@hawaii.edu
claricem@hawaii.edu
claricem@hawaii.edu

ITV
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV+ONLINE
ITV+ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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PHRM
PSY
ZOOL
ZOOL

110
100
141
142

33707
34067
34137
33904

KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC

HAMADA
AZMAN
UNO
UNO

LYNN
ROSIANA
JOHN
JOHN

FALL 2006
HAWCC ACC

201

PERALTO

JOEL

WWW

KAPCC ACC

201

TAN

CALVIN

WWW

KAPCC ACC

202

VANAIRSDALE

DENNIS

WWW

LEECC

ACC

134

KAMIDA

ROY

WWW

LEECC

ACC

155

KUNIMUNE

DELLA

WWW

LEECC

ACC

201

KUNIMUNE

DELLA

WWW

LEECC

ACC

201

KUNIMUNE

DELLA

WWW

LEECC

ACC

202

HILL

KATHY

CABLE

LEECC

ACC

202

FUJITA

MICHAEL

WWW

MAUCC ACC

124

MOORE

JAN

STT HITS

HAWCC AJ

101

KALEI

DONNALYN

WWW

HAWCC AJ

208

PACHECO

GWYNNE

WWW

DONNALYN

HAWCC AJ

210

KALEI

MAUCC AJ

226

TBA

STT CABLE

MAUCC AJ

270

TBA

STT CABLE

KAPCC ASL

101

HOLMES

CHRISTINE

NAIO 206

KAPCC ASL

201

TSUJI JONES

AMI

MOIKEHA 102

MILLER

GRACE

WWW

HONCC ANTH 135

EDMONDSON

ROB

WWW

HONCC ANTH 200

EDMONDSON

ROB

CABLE

KAPCC ANTH 200

HEFNER

CARL

WWW

LEECC

ANTH 150

MILLER

GRACE

WWW

LEECC

ANTH 200

MILLER

GRACE

WWW

LEECC

ANTH 200

MILLER

GRACE

WWW

LEECC

ANTH 215

MILLER

GRACE

WWW

HAWCC ANTH 200

WWW

HONCC AEC

118

MADDEN

DOUG

WWW

HONCC AEC

80

MADDEN

DOUG

WWW

LEECC

ART

101

SAROMINES GANNE

BARBARA

WWW

LEECC

ART

101

SAROMINES GANNE

BARBARA

WWW
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lynnh@hawaii.edu
rosiana@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu
johnu@hawaii.edu

ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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LEECC

ART

101

SAROMINES GANNE

BARBARA

WWW

LEECC

ART

101

SAROMINES GANNE

BARBARA

WWW

LEECC

ART

101

SAROMINES GANNE

BARBARA

WWW

LEECC

ART

112

MUROMOTO

WAYNE

WWW

LEECC

ART

175

SAROMINES GANNE

BARBARA

WWW

HONCC ASTR 110

SCHINDLER

MARK

WWW

HONCC ASTR 110

SCHINDLER

MARK

WWW

HONCC ASTR 110

SCHINDLER

MARK

WWW

KAPCC BIOL

MOENG

ROBERT

WWW

130

KAPCC BIOL

130L

MOENG

ROBERT

WWW

KAPCC BIOL

171

SNIDER

ROBERT

WWW

KAPCC BIOL

172

SNIDER

ROBERT

LEECC

BIOL

101

TBA

WINCC BIOL

100

LANGSTON

ROSS

IMILOA 123

WINCC BIOL

100

KRUPP

DAVE

TBA

WINCC BIOL

100L

KRUPP

DAVE

TBA

WINCC BIOL

171

KRUPP

DAVE

TBA

WWW
LCCW, WWW

LEECC

BOT

130

MILLEN

PRISCILLA

MS105/CABLE

LEECC

BOT

130

NISHIMOTO

ANGELA

MS105/CABLE

KAPCC BUS

100

BERG

BRUCE

WWW

LEECC

BUS

101

OTA

SHELLEY

WWW

LEECC

BUS

101

OTA

SHELLEY

WWW

LEECC

BUS

120

MEYER

MIKE

WWW

LEECC

BUS

201

SUNIO

DOROTHY

WWW

LEECC

BUS

201

SUNIO

DOROTHY

WWW

KAPCC BLAW 200

VANAIRSDALE

DENNIS

WWW

MAUCC BLAW 200

SCURO

JOSEPH

STT HITS

LEECC

BUSN 250

MORIYAMA

JACIE

WWW

LEECC

BUSN 284

MUSICK

NORMADEENE

WWW

MAUCC BUSN 121

HELM

BARBARA

WWW

HONCC CHEM 151

TAKATA

RONALD

CABLE

LEECC

CHEM 100B

REESE

MICHAEL

WWW

LEECC

ECON 130

KHALEGHI

GHOLAM

WWW

LEECC

ECON 131

KHALEGHI

GHOLAM

WWW

MAUCC ECON 120

FOREMAN

CYNTHIA

STT HITS
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MAUCC ECON 131

FOREMAN

CYNTHIA

STT WWW

KAPCC ED

285

OGATA

VERONICA

TBA

LEECC

ED

285

CHO

DIANE

WWW

LEECC

ED

287

CHO

DIANE

WWW

KAPCC EMT

101

CRABTREE

CHRISTOPHER

OFF/C

HAWCC ENG

100

SIMS

KATHRYN

WWW

HAWCC ENG

100

SIMS

KATHRYN

WWW

HAWCC ENG

102

HOPSON

MICHAEL

WWW

HAWCC ENG

102

SIMS

KATHRYN

WWW

HONCC ENG

100

MCKINNEY

CHRISTOPHER

WWW

HONCC ENG

100

MCKINNEY

CHRISTOPHER

WWW

HONCC ENG

209

SAVIANO

JERRY

CABLE

HONCC ENG

22

MCKINNEY

CHRISTOPHER

WWW

KAPCC ENG

100

ROBINSON

JAMES

WWW

KAPCC ENG

100

ROBINSON

JAMES

WWW

KAPCC ENG

100

ROBINSON

JAMES

WWW

KAPCC ENG

100

NORDSTROM

GEORGANNE

WWW

KAPCC ENG

100

NORDSTROM

GEORGANNE

WWW

KAPCC ENG

100

SHIMABUKURO

JAMES

WWW

KAPCC ENG

204

WI

ROBINSON

JAMES

WWW

KAPCC ENG

215

WI

SHIMABUKURO

JAMES

WWW

KAPCC ENG

215

WI

SHIMABUKURO

JAMES

WWW

WI

KAPCC ENG

215

WI

ROBINSON

JAMES

WWW

KAPCC ENG

250

WI

ACOBA

FRANCISCO

WWW

KAPCC ENG

255

WI

ACOBA

FRANCISCO

WWW

KAUCC ENG

22

MCGRATH

PATRICIA

WWW

LEECC

ENG

100

PORTER

JANET

WWW

LEECC

ENG

100

PORTER

JANET

WWW

LEECC

ENG

100

PORTER

JANET

WWW

LEECC

ENG

100

MATSUMOTO

DONNA

WWW

LEECC

ENG

100

MATSUMOTO

DONNA

WWW

LEECC

ENG

100

WOOD

SUSAN

WWW

LEECC

ENG

209

WI

HURLEY

PATRICIA

WWW

LEECC

ENG

209

WI

HURLEY

PATRICIA

WWW

LEECC

ENG

209

WI

HURLEY

PATRICIA

WWW
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LEECC

ENG

209

LEECC

ENG

22

TBA

LEECC

ENG

22

PORTER

JANET

WWW

LEECC

ENG

225

WOOD

SUSAN

WWW

LEECC

ENG

225

WOOD

SUSAN

WWW

MAUCC ENG

100

ENGH

ERIC

STT HITS

MAUCC ENG

100

ENGH

ERIC

STT WWW

MAUCC ENG

210

WI

REID

JOY

STT CABLE

WINCC ENG

209

WI

OLIVER

FRANCES

TBA

KAPCC ESL

100

FORD

SHAWN

WWW

KAPCC ESS

100

LEE

DONNA

WWW

LEECC

WWW

FIN

WI

HURLEY

PATRICIA

WWW
LA 101

245

IMADA

WARREN

HONCC FIRE

100

ROGERS

STACY

WWW

HONCC FIRE

101

KEMMLER

JOSEPH

WWW

HONCC FIRE

107

ROGERS

STACY

WWW

HONCC FIRE

151

ROGERS

STACY

WWW

HONCC FIRE

154

ROGERS

STACY

WWW

HONCC FIRE

202

KEMMLER

JOSEPH

WWW

MAUCC FSHN 185

ROBBINS

KAREN

STT HITS

MAUCC FSHN 185

ROBBINS

KAREN

STT WWW

KAPCC FSHE 185

LEICHTY

BARBARA

WWW

KAPCC FSHE 185

LEICHTY

BARBARA

WWW

HAWCC GEOG 122

RAPAPORT

MOSHE

WWW

KAPCC GEOG 101

NULLET

DENNIS

WWW

KAPCC GEOG 101

NULLET

DENNIS

WWW

KAPCC GEOG 101L

NULLET

DENNIS

WWW

KAPCC GEOG 102

NULLET

DENNIS

WWW

KAPCC GEOG 102

NULLET

DENNIS

WWW

LEECC

TERAOKA

WESLEY

WWW

RICHARD

CABLE

GEOG 101

HONCC GG

101

BRILL

HONCC GG

101L

BRILL

RICHARD

WWW

WINCC GG

103

MCCOY

FLOYD

TBA

HAWCC HAW

101

KANAHELE

TRACY

WWW

HAWCC HAW

201

HAWCC HWST 124

KANAHELE

TRACY

WWW

TANGARO

TAUPOURI

WWW
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HAWCC HWST 125

KANAHELE

TRACY

WWW

KAPCC HWST 107

STONE

THOMAS

WWW

KAPCC HWST 107

STONE

THOMAS

WWW

KAPCC HWST 107

MCGUIRE

DAVID

WWW

KAPCC HLTH

110

MOIKEHA

SANAE

TBA

KAPCC HLTH

125

MOIKEHA

SANAE

TBA

KAPCC HLTH

125

MOIKEHA

SANAE

TBA

KAPCC HLTH

125

MOIKEHA

SANAE

TBA

KAPCC HLTH

125

MOIKEHA

SANAE

TBA

KAPCC HLTH

160

HAMADA

LYNN

TBA

KAPCC HLTH

160

HAMADA

LYNN

TBA

HAWCC HIST

151

DEVI

SHANTI

WWW

HAWCC HIST

151

PADILLA

JENNIE

WWW

HAWCC HIST

152

DEVI

SHANTI

WWW
WWW

W

HAWCC HIST

152

PADILLA

JENNIE

HAWCC HIST

241

DEVI

SHANTI

WWW

HAWCC HIST

281

PADILLA

JENNIE

WWW

HAWCC HIST

284

NAHALE-A

EMERSON

WWW

HONCC HIST

151

SMITH

CYNTHIA

WWW

HONCC HIST

151

SMITH

CYNTHIA

WWW

HONCC HIST

152

PATTERSON

PATRICK

WWW

HONCC HIST

242

WI

PATTERSON

PATRICK

WWW

HONCC HIST

284

WI

LIGHTNER

RICHARD

WWW

KAPCC HIST

151

ALVAREZ

PATRICIA

WWW

KAPCC HIST

152

ALVAREZ

PATRICIA

WWW

KAPCC HIST

197KF

YUEN

SOO AH

KOREA

LEECC

HIST

151

KENNEDY

PATRICIA

CABLE

LEECC

HIST

151

NEILS

PATRICIA

WWW

LEECC

HIST

151

NEILS

PATRICIA

WWW

LEECC

HIST

152

KENNEDY

PATRICIA

CABLE

LEECC

HIST

152

KENNEDY

PATRICIA

CABLE

LEECC

HIST

241

KHAN

ABDUL

CABLE

LEECC

HIST

281

NEILS

PATRICIA

CABLE

HAWCC HSER 110

JONES

LUCY

WWW

KAPCC ICS

SINGER

STEVEN

WWW

100
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KAPCC ICS

100

SINGER

STEVEN

WWW

KAPCC ICS

101

TALLEY

BILL

WWW

KAPCC ICS

101

TALLEY

BILL

WWW

KAUCC ICS

100

COLL

ED

WWW

LEECC

ICS

100

BAUER

MICHAEL

WWW

LEECC

ICS

100

BAUER

MICHAEL

WWW

LEECC

ICS

100

POLO

BIANCA

WWW

WINCC ICS

101

COLE

VANESSA

TBA

HAWCC IS

105C

HALEAMAU KAM

RAYNETTE

WWW

HAWCC IS

105D

PACHECO

GWYNNE

WWW

KAPCC IT

101

FRIED

JAN

NAIO 206

KAPCC IT

102

FRIED

JAN

NAIO 206

KAPCC JPNS

101

SHINAGAWA

SATORU

WWW

KAPCC LAW

101

LECLAIR

ROBERT

LAW 3

KAPCC LAW

102

CARROLL

BENJAMIN

LAW 4

KAPCC LAW

102

CARROLL

BENJAMIN

LAW 4

KAPCC LAW

104

SEAMON

NEAL

LAW 3

KAPCC LAW

111

CARROLL

BENJAMIN

LAW 5

KAPCC LAW

131

CHU

HAROLD

LAW 4
LAW 5

KAPCC LAW

151

SEKI

JAMES

KAPCC LAW

166

VIOLA

MATTHEW

LAW 5

KAPCC LAW

202

LECLAIR

ROBERT

LAW 3

KAPCC LAW

203

ABANES

JOCELYN

LAW 1

HAWCC LSK

102

HOPSON

MICHAEL

WWW

KAUCC LING

102

MCGRATH

PATRICIA

WWW

WI

MAUCC MGT

124

MURAOKA

KAREN

STT HITS

MAUCC MKT

160

MILLER

RICHARD

WWW

KAPCC MATH 24

CHUNG

SANG

TBA

KAPCC MATH 25

PERUSSE

DENNIS

TBA

LEECC

MATH 100

MATSUOKA

ERIC

CABLE

LEECC

MATH 115

MATSUOKA

ERIC

CABLE

MAUCC MATH 115

BERAN

TOM

STT CABLE

MAUCC MATH 135

BERAN

TOM

STT WWW

MAUCC MATH 140

BERAN

TOM

STT WWW

MAUCC MATH 205

WOLF

ALFRED

STT WWW
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KAPCC MEDA 140

SAWAI

CLARICE

TBA

KAPCC MEDA 140L

SAWAI

CLARICE

KAUILA 114

KAPCC MEDA 201

SAWAI

CLARICE

TBA

WINCC MET

101

IKAGAWA

TOSHIHIKO

TBA

HONCC MICR

130

SHEN

JOHN

CABLE

KAPCC MICT

202

BECKWITH

LIANE

OFF/C

LEECC

MUS

106

MINASIAN

MARK

CABLE

MAUCC MUS

167

WEHRMAN

ROBERT

STT HITS

MAUCC NURS 263

JOHNSON

NANCY

STT WWW

MAUCC PHRM 203

CIARLEGLIO

ANITA

STT ??

HONCC PHIL

101

MOORE

CHRIS ANN

CABLE

HONCC PHIL

110

PINE

RON

WWW

HONCC PHIL

110

PINE

RON

WWW

HONCC PHIL

120

PINE

RON

WWW

LEECC

100

PHIL

WIE

LAYCOCK

STEVEN

WWW

HONCC PHYS 122

BRILL

RICHARD

CABLE

HAWCC POLS 110

CHONG

ANSON

WWW

HONCC POLS 120

E

MEACHAM

LAWRENCE

WWW

HONCC POLS 130

E

MEACHAM

LAWRENCE

WWW

HAWCC PSY

100

W

PACHECO

GWYNNE

WWW

KAPCC PSY

100

AZMAN

ROSIANA

WWW

KAPCC PSY

100

AZMAN

ROSIANA

WWW

LEECC

PSY

100

ESTRADA

ZENAIDA

WWW

LEECC

PSY

240

ESTRADA

ZENAIDA

WWW

MAUCC PSY

213

BERAN

TOM

STT WWW

MAUCC PSY

240

GRIESEMER

BK

STT CABLE

KAPCC RAD

200

SIMIEN

ERNEST

TBA

KAPCC RAD

200L

SIMIEN

ERNEST

TBA

KAPCC RAD

240

SIMIEN

ERNEST

TBA

KAPCC RAD

248

SIMIEN

ERNEST

TBA

HAWCC REL

153

DEVI

SHANTI

WWW

LEECC

REL

150

LAYCOCK

STEVEN

WWW

HONCC SCI

122

BRILL

RICHARD

CABLE

LEECC

122

KWOK

SU LUNG

PS215/CABLE

150

RAPAPORT

MOSHE

WWW

SCI

HAWCC SSCI
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HAWCC SOC

100

PACHECO

GWYNNE

WWW

HAWCC SOC

208

PACHECO

GWYNNE

WWW

HAWCC SOC

218

PACHECO

GWYNNE

WWW

KAUCC SPAN 201

FATORA TUMBAGA

MARY

WWW

KAPCC SP

181

LETTA

LINDA

TBA

HAWCC UNIV

101

HALEAMAU KAM

RAYNETTE

WWW

KAPCC ZOOL 141

UNO

JOHN

WWW

KAPCC ZOOL 141

UNO

JOHN

WWW

KAPCC ZOOL 141

FEE

LAWRENCE

WWW

KAPCC ZOOL 141

FEE

LAWRENCE

WWW

KAPCC ZOOL 142

UNO

JOHN

WWW

KAPCC ZOOL 142

FEE

LAWRENCE

WWW

KAPCC ZOOL 142

FEE

LAWRENCE

WWW

LEECC

SCHMIDT

NATALIA

BS211

ZOOL 241

WI

SPRING 2007
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
AEC
AG

125
132
134
150
201
201
201
201
202
202
202
202
118
245

MAUCC
LEECC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
HAWCC
KAPCC
HONCC
HAWCC

KLEIN
KUNIMUNE
VANAIRSDALE
HILL
KUNIMUNE
KUNIMUNE
HILL
TAN
FUJITA
FUJITA
PERALTO
VANAIRSDALE
MADDEN
STEELE

ROBYN
DELLA
DENNIS
KATHY
DELLA
DELLA
KATHY
CALVIN
MIKE
MIKE
JOEL
DENNIS
DOUG
ORLO

rklein@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
vanairsd@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
kunimune@hawaii.edu
kathyhil@hawaii.edu
ctan@hawaii.edu
fujitam@hawaii.edu
fujitam@hawaii.edu
peralto@hawaii.edu
vanairsd@hawaii.edu
doug@hcc.hawaii.edu
orlo@hawaii.edu

AG
AG
AG
AJ
AJ

245L
275
275L
101
223

HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
MAUCC

STEELE
SCHEFFLER
SCHEFFLER
KALEI
DANIELS

ORLO
PAMELA
PAMELA
DONNALYN
RYAN

orlo@hawaii.edu
pamelays@hawaii.edu
pamelays@hawaii.edu
johnsd@hawaii.edu
ryanbkd@hawaii.edu
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ITV
ONLINE
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ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH

135
150
200
200
200

HONCC
LEECC
HONCC
LEECC
KAPCC

EDMONSON
MILLER
EDMONSON
MILLER
HEFNER

ROB
GRACE
ROB
GRACE
CARL

rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
rob@hcc.hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
hefner@hawaii.edu

ANTH
ANTH
ANTH
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ASTR
ASTR
ASTR
ASTR
ASTR
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BLAW
BOT
BOT
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS

210
215
215L
101
101
101
101
101
112
110
110
110
110
110
130
130L
156
171
172
172
200
101
130
101
101
101
120
120
120
130

MAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
HAWCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
HONCC
LEECC
KAPCC
KAPCC
UCWHI
KAPCC
WINCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
UCWHI
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC

SIX
MILLER
MILLER
MURAKAMI
SAROMINES GANNE
SAROMINES GANNE
SAROMINES GANNE
SAROMINES GANNE
MURAMOTO
SCHINDLER
SCHINDLER
SCHINDLER
SCHINDLER
MOHANAN
MOENG
MOENG
HOFFMAN
SNIDER
KRUPP
SNIDER
VANAIRSDALE
NISHIMOTO
NISHIMOTO
OTA
OTA
KAMIDA
LIGHTNER
TEIGEN
MEYER
THOMPSON

JANET
GRACE
GRACE
VIOLET
BARBARA
BARBARA
BARBARA
BARBARA
WAYNE
MARK
MARK
MARK
MARK
KAKKALA
ROBERT
ROBERT
CHRISTINA
ROBERT
DAVE
ROBERT
DENNIS
ANGELA
ANGELA
SHELLEY
SHELLEY
ROY
JAMES
DELLA
MIKE
CATHERINE

six@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
millerg@hawaii.edu
violet@hawaii.edu
bsg@hawaii.edu
bsg@hawaii.edu
bsg@hawaii.edu
bsg@hawaii.edu
wmuromot@hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
marks@hcc.hawaii.edu
kakkala@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
moeng@hawaii.edu
quinlin@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
krupp@hawaii.edu
rsnider@hawaii.edu
vanairsd@hawaii.edu
anishimo@hawaii.edu
anishimo@hawaii.edu
sota@hawaii.edu
sota@hawaii.edu
kamida@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
dteigen@hawaii.edu
mmeyer@hawaii.edu
catherin@hawaii.edu
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ONLINE
CABLE
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ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE + ONLINE
CABLE + ONSITE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
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BUS
BUSN
BUSN
BUSN
CE

320
121
123
282
270

MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC
KAPCC

BORITZER
HELM
HELM
MUSICK
COLLIN

RAPHAEL
BARBARA
BARBARA
NORMADEENE
HERVE

boritzer@hawaii.edu
bhelm@hawaii.edu
bhelm@hawaii.edu
nmusick@hawaii.edu
herve@hawaii.edu

CHEM
CHEM
CHEM
COM
ECON
ECON
ECON
ECON
ECON
ECON
ED
ED
ED
ED
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG

100
151
151
130
120
130
130
130
131
131
115
275
285
286
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
102
102
200
204
209

LEECC
HONCC
HONCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
UHWHI
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
LEECC
HAWCC
MAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
UCWHI
UCWHI
MAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
HONCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
LEECC
KAPCC
KAPCC

REESE
TAKATA
TAKATA
THOMPSON
BORITZER
DUKE
FOREMAN
KHALEGHI
FOREMAN
KHALEGHI
WONG
YAMASHITA
CHO
CHO
SIMS
SIMS
HILL
ENGH
MATSUMOTO
WOOD
MCKINNEY
MCKINNEY
ROBINSON
ROBINSON
SHIMABUKURO
HOPSON
HOPSON
MATSUMOTO
ROBINSON
BOGDANOWICZ

MIKE
RON
RON
CATHERINE
MILLIE
JAMES
CYNTHIA
GHOLAM
CYNTHIA
GHOLAM
MAI
ELAINE
DIANE
DIANE
KATHERYN
KATHERYN
RICHARD
ERIC
DONNA
SUSAN
CHRIS
CHRIS
JAMES
JAMES
JAMES
MICHAEL
MICHAEL
DONNA
JAMES
MAUREEN

mreese@hawaii.edu
rtakata@hcc.hawaii.edu
rtakata@hcc.hawaii.edu
catherin@hawaii.edu
milenakb@hawaii.edu
jduke@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
khaleghi@hawaii.edu
cforeman@hawaii.edu
khaleghi@hawaii.edu
maiw@hawaii.edu
yamash@hawaii.edu
dianecho@hawaii.edu
dianecho@hawaii.edu
simsk@hawaii.edu
simsk@hawaii.edu
hillr@hawaii.edu
engh@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
cdmckinn@hcc.hawaii.edu
robinson@hawaii.edu
robinson@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
hopson@hawaii.edu
hopson@hawaii.edu
donnamat@hawaii.edu
robinson@hawaii.edu
bogdanow@hawaii.edu

WI
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CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG

209
209
209
209
209

ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ESL
ESS
FAMR
FAMR
FIRE
FSHE
FSHE
FSHE
FSHN
FSHN
FSHN
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GEOG
GG

209
209
215
215
215
22
22
22
225
250
253
255
60
100
100
230
230
123
103
185
185
185
185
185
101
101
102
102
102
101

WI
WI
WI
WI
WI
WI

WI
WI

KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC

BOGDANOWICZ
HURLEY
HURLEY
HURLEY
HURLEY

MAUREEN
PAT
PAT
PAT
PAT

bogdanow@hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu
phurley@hawaii.edu

WINCC
HONCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
MAUCC
KAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
KAPCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
HONCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
UCWHI
KAPCC
HONCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
HONCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
UCWHI
KAPCC
KAPCC
HONCC

OLIVER
SAVIANO
ROBINSON
SHIMABUKURO
SHIMABUKURO
LEES
MCGRATH
PORTER
WOOD
ACOBA
ARMSTRONG
ACOBA
HINDS
FORD
LEE
PACHECO
BRANSON
PHILLIP
HOLTHAUS
LEICHTY
LEICHTY
HASTINGS
ROBBINS
ROBBINS
NULLET
NULLET
RAPAPORT
NULLET
NULLET
BRILL

FRANCES
JERRY
JAMES
JAMES
JAMES
LAURA
PATRICIA
JAN
SUSAN
FRANCISCO
ELISABETH
FRANCISCO
LEILANI
SHAWN
DONNA
GWYNNE
CANDY
PETER
HENRY
BARBARA
BARBARA
KAREN
KAREN
KAREN
DENNIS
DENNIS
MOSHE
DENNIS
DENNIS
RICK

foliver@hawaii.edu
saviano@hcc.hawaii.edu
robinson@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
jamess@hawaii.edu
llees@hawaii.edu
pmcgrath@hawaii.edu
jporter@hawaii.edu
shamilto@hawaii.edu
facoba@hawaii.edu
earmstro@hawaii.edu
facoba@hawaii.edu
eng60@hcc.hawaii.edu
sford@hawaii.edu
donnalee@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
cbranson@hawaii.edu
peter.e.phillips@mac.com
hholthaus@hawaii.edu
leichty@hawaii.edu
leichty@hawaii.edu
karenh@hcc.hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
krobbins@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
rapaport@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
dennis@hawaii.edu
rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
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ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE + ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE + ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE + ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE + ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE + ONLINE
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GG
GIS
HAW
HAW
HAW

101L
150
102
102
202

HONCC
WINCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC

BRILL
IKAGAWA
NAHALE-A
KANAHELE
NAHALE-A

RICK
TOSHI
EMERSON
TRACY
EMERSON

rickb@hcc.hawaii.edu
ikagawa@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu
tracyk@hawaii.edu
nahalea@hawaii.edu

HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST
HOPE
HOPE
HOPE
HOPE
HOST
HOST
HOST
HSER
HSER
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST

151
151
151
151
151
152
152
152
152
152
152
152
152
241
241
282
288
193V
260
44
47
101
20
250
110
111
107
107
107
107

UCWHI
LEECC
HONCC
UCWHI
KAPCC
UCWHI
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
HONCC
UCWHI
KAPCC
LEECC
HONCC
LEECC
HONCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
UHWHI
UCWHI
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
UCWHI
MAUCC
UCWHI
MAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC

DEVI
KENNEDY
PATTERSON
STURGES
ALVAREZ
DEVI
KENNEDY
NEILS
NEILS
SMITH
SMITH
STURGES
ALVAREZ
KARIM KHAN
PATTERSON
NEILS
LIGHTNER
LIGHTNER
FERGUSON
FERGUSON
LIGHTNER
BORITZER
PEROS
BORITZER
JONES
SPOCK
FLORES
DUKELOW
KELLY
KELLY

SHANTI
PAT
PATRICK
RUTH
PATRICIA
SHANTI
PATRICIA
PATRICIA
PATRICIA
CYNTHIA
CYNTHIA
RUTH
PATRICIA
ABDUL
PATRICK
PATRICIA
RICHARD
JAMES
JIM
JIM
JAMES
MILLIE
LORELLE
MILLIE
LUCY
NAPUA
ERIK KALANI
KAHELE
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN

sdevi@hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
rsturges@hawaii.edu
palvarez@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
pkennedy@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu
csmith@hcc.hawaii.edu
rsturges@hawaii.edu
palvarez@hawaii.edu
khana@hawaii.edu
patrick@hcc.hawaii.edu
neils@hawaii.edu
rl@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
jferg@hawaii.edu
jferg@hawaii.edu
lightner@hawaii.edu
milenakb@hawaii.edu
lorelle@hawaii.edu
milenakb@hawaii.edu
lucyj@hawaii.edu
ruthiyyih@hawaii.edu
ekflores@hawaii.edu
kaheleon@hawaii.edu
kelley01@hawaii.edu
kelley01@hawaii.edu

WI HHP
H HAP

H HI
H HI
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ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE + ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE + ITV
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE + ITV
ONLINE + ITV
ONLINE + ITV
ONLINE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE + ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
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HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST

107
107
107
107
124

HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
HWST
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
ICS
IS
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH

124
125
125
205
205
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
101
101
101
101
101
102
111
211
104
100
103
115
115
140
205
206

H HI
H HI
H HI
WI H HI

KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
HAWCC

MCGUIRE
MCGUIRE
MCGUIRE
ARCHER
TANGARO

D
D
D
LUUKIA
TAUPOURI

dmcguire@hawaii.edu
dmcguire@hawaii.edu
dmcguire@hawaii.edu
archer@hawaii.edu
taupo@hawaii.edu

HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
UCWHI
HAWCC
LEECC
LEECC
KAUCC
KAPCC
KAPCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
KAUCC
KAPCC
LEECC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
HAWCC
MAUCC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC

KALUA
KANAHELE
ILAE
FLORES
HAILI
BAUER
BAUER
COLL
SINGER
SINGER
HOTTA
HOTTA
HOTTA
HOTTA
HOTTA
HOTTA
HIRATA
NAKASONE
CHUN
ZINNER
POLO
SWANSON
DORADO
MATSUOKA
SCHUMAKER
BERAN
MATSUOKA
BERAN
WOLF
WOLF

MANAI
TRACY
LEIALOHA
ERIK
KA'IANA
MIKE
MIKE
ED
STEVE
STEVE
BARBARA
BARBARA
BARBARA
BARBARA
BARBARA
BARBARA
GERALD
DALE
LEANNE
STU
BIANCA
SANDRA
ANN
ERIC
JAMES
TOM
ERIC
TOM
ALF
ALF

manaiaka@hawaii.edu
tracyk@hawaii.edu
leialoha@hawaii.edu
ekflores@hawaii.edu
khaili@hawaii.edu
mbauer@hawaii.edu
mbauer@hawaii.edu
edcoll@hawaii.edu
singer@hawaii.edu
singer@hawaii.edu
hotta@hawaii.edu
hotta@hawaii.edu
hotta@hawaii.edu
hotta@hawaii.edu
bianca@hawaii.edu
bianca@hawaii.edu
ghirata@hawaii.edu
dalenaka@hawaii.edu
leannech@hawaii.edu
zinner@hawaii.edu
bianca@hawaii.edu
swansons@hawaii.edu
adorado@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
schumake@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
ematsuok@hawaii.edu
beran@hawaii.edu
awolf@hawaii.edu
awolf@hawaii.edu
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ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
PODCASTING
PODCASTING
ONLINE
ONLINE
PODCASTING
ONLINE
CABLE + ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
ITV
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MET

22
23
25
27
101

MET
MGT
MGT
MGT
MICR
MICR
MKT
MKT
MUS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
NURS
OCN
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL
PHIL

101L
125B
125C
125D
130
130
400
120
106
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
251
257
258
259
261
201
100
100
101
110
110
110
110
120

MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
WINCC
WINCC
LEECC
LEECC
LEECC
HONCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
KAPCC
LEECC
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
HAWCC
KAUCC
MAUCC
UCWHI
MAUCC
LEECC
HAWCC
HAWCC
KAPCC
HONCC
HONCC
WI HCC E HONCC

MORRIS
MORRIS
MORRIS
SCHUMAKER
IKAGAWA

KAROL
KAROL
KAROL
JAMES
TOSHI

morrisk@hawaii.edu
morrisk@hawaii.edu
morrisk@hawaii.edu
schumake@hawaii.edu
ikagawa@hawaii.edu

IKAGAWA
IMADA
IMADA
IMADA
SHEN
IRWIN
BORITZER
LUM
MINASIAN
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
OJALA
HAMASAKI
OJALA
TABURA
JOHNSON
OSTMAN LIND
HARRIS
LAYCOCK
PETERSEN
PETERSEN
TAKAKI
PINE
PINE
PINE

TOSHI
WARREN
WARREN
WARREN
JOHN
SALLY
RAFAEL
KERRI
MARK
MALIA
MALIA
MALIA
MALIA
MALIA
MALIA
MALIA
ELIZABETH
JOYCE
ELIZABETH
MAUREEN
NANCY
JAN
THORIAN
STEVEN
DANIEL
DANIEL
KYLE
RON
RON
RON

ikagawa@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
wimada@hawaii.edu
shenjohn@hcc.hawaii.edu
sirwin@hawaii.edu
boritzer@hawaii.edu
kerrilum@hawaii.edu
minasian@hawaii.edu
maliaj@hawaii.edu
maliaj@hawaii.edu
maliaj@hawaii.edu
maliaj@hawaii.edu
maliaj@hawaii.edu
maliaj@hawaii.edu
maliaj@hawaii.edu
ojala@hawaii.edu
joycei@hawaii.edu
ojala@hawaii.edu
tabura@hawaii.edu
nancyjoh@hawaii.edu
jostmanl@hawaii.edu
thorian@hawaii.edu
laycock@hawaii.edu
danielp@hawaii.edu
danielp@hawaii.edu
ktakaki@hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
ronald@hcc.hawaii.edu
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ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
ITV + ONSITE
ITV + ONSITE
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
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PHRM
POLS
POLS
POLS
PSY

203
110
120
130
100

PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
REL
REL
SCI
SCI/PHYS
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC
SP
SPAN
SPCO
SSCI
SUBS
SUBS
WS
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL
ZOOL

100
100
100W
202
214W
150
151
122
122
100
100
100
100
100
251
181
202
130
250
268
270
151
142
142
142
142
142
142
240

HCC E
E

MAUCC
HAWCC
HONCC
HONCC
KAPCC

CIARLEGLIO
CHONG
MEACHAM
MEACHAM
AZMAN

ANITA
ANSON
LARRY
LARRY
ROSIANA

anitac@hawaii.edu
ansoncho@hawaii.edu
meacham@hawaii.edu
meacham@hawaii.edu
rosiana@hawaii.edu

KAPCC
LEECC
UCWHI
LEECC
UCWHI
LEECC
UCWHI
LEECC
HONCC
UCWHI
KAPCC
MAUCC
LEECC
LEECC
UCWHI
KAPCC
KAUCC
HAWCC
UCWHI
UCWHI
HAWCC
UCWHI
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
MAUCC
LEECC

AZMAN
ESTRADA
PACHECO
ESTRADA
PACHECO
LAYCOCK
DEVI
KWOK
BRILL
PACHECO
IGBER
BORITZER
YOSHINAGA
YOSHINAGA
PACHECO
LETTA
FATORA TUMBAGA
MILLER
RAPAPORT
JONES
KALEI
AUREOLA
BUTLER
BUTLER
BUTLER
BUTLER
BUTLER
BUTLER
SCHMIDT

ROSIANA
ZINAIDA
GWYNNE
ZINAIDA
GWYNNE
STEVEN
SHANTI
ROGER
RICHARD
GWYNNE
JOE
RAFAEL
IDA
IDA
GWYNNE
LINDA
MARY
ANNE
MOSHE
LUCY
DONNNALYN
WILLOW
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
BRUCE
N

rosiana@hawaii.edu
zinaida@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
zinaida@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
laycock@hawaii.edu
sdevi@hawaii.edu
skwok@hawaii.edu
scitv@hcc.hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
igber197@hawaii.edu
boritzer@hawaii.edu
ida@hawaii.edu
ida@hawaii.edu
gpacheco@hawaii.edu
lletta@hawaii.edu
fatoratu@hawaii.edu
anne.miller@hawaii.edu
rapaport@hawaii.edu
lucyj@hawaii.edu
johnsd@hawaii.edu
aureola@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
bruceb@hawaii.edu
nschmidt@hawaii.edu
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CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
CABLE + ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ONLINE
ITV
ITV
ONLINE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
CABLE
ONLINE + ONSITE
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APPENDIX 38a
SURVEY OF FIGS
(Faculty Interest Group = Faculty Teaching Distance-Delivered Courses)
Fillable Form
[UHCCFIGSSurveyFillableForm]

1. I am a faculty member at the following UHCC campus(es): (Mark all that apply.)
a.
Hawaii CC
Honolulu CC
b.
c.
Kapiolani CC
d.
Kauai CC
e.
Leeward CC
f.
Maui CC
Windward CC
g.
2. My experience teaching distance-delivered courses includes the following: (Mark all that apply)
a.
I am teaching my first distance-delivered course(s) this semester (Spring 2007).
I am not teaching a distance-delivered course in Spring 2007.
b.
c.
I have taught one or more distance-delivered courses during one or more semesters prior to
Spring 2007.
d.
I have taught more than one distance courses per semester for one or more semesters.
e.
I have taught multiple sections of the same distance course(s).
f.
In one or more semesters for which I was to teach a distance course, it was cancelled.
g.
Other—please specify:
Comments:
h.
3. The delivery modes used by my campus include: (Mark all that apply.)
a. My campus provides distance delivery via technology:
1)
completely online.
2)
by cable TV.
by interactive TV.
3)
4)
by polycom.
5)
by a combination of technologies
My campus provides distance delivery off site using face-to-face meetings between faculty and
b.
students at a location other than my campus.
c.
My campus provides distance delivery by correspondence.
d.
Other--please specify:
Comments.
e.
4. My campus’ process for determining which course(s) will be delivered by distance include:
(Mark all that apply.)
a.
My campus chooses the courses it will offer by distance by finding out if faculty want to teach a
particular course by distance.
My campus chooses the distance courses it will offer by finding out what students need
b.
delivered by distance.
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c.

My campus looks at what distance courses will be available from other campuses and factors
that information into a decision about which courses to offer.
d.
My campus finds out what distance courses it will offer by developing a plan and following it.
e.
My campus finds out what distance courses it will be offer by--please describe what other
means your campus uses here:
f.
I’m not sure what the campus process is for determining which course(s) will be delivered by
distance.
g.
Comments:

5. My campus provides campus oversight of distance learning in the following ways: (Mark all that
apply.)
a.
My campus has a formal distance learning committee which develops/oversees policies and
procedures regarding distance learning.
b.
My campus has a group that meets about the scheduling of distance classes.
c.
My campus is in the process of developing a distance learning committee.
d.
My campus does not have any group with oversight of distance learning.
e.
Other--please specify:
f.
I’m not sure where the oversight responsibility is on my campus for distance learning.
Comments.
g.
6. I teach distance-delivered courses because: (Mark all that apply.)
a.
I want a new challenge.
b.
I want more freedom of time and place when I work with the students.
c.
I enjoy working with the technical aspects of a distance-delivered course.
d.
I believe distance delivery meets student needs.
e.
Other--please specify:
f.
Comments.
7. I like the following about being a distance learning faculty member? : (Mark all that apply.)
a.
I see the course content in a new way when I teach by distance.
I enjoy learning new ways to deliver information and to involve learners.
b.
c.
I like doing something that not everyone else does.
d.
I believe I am providing a service to students.
I am able to connect with faculty on my campus, in the UHCC and the UH system, and beyond.
e.
f.
Convenience.
g.
Access 24/7.
h.
More contact with students if they want or need it.
Using technology.
i.
j.
Being on the cutting edge.
k.
Opportunity to be innovative.
l.
Other--please specify:
Comments:
m.
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8. I dislike the following about being a distance learning faculty member (Mark all that apply.)
a.
Inadequate or nonexistent:
1)
professional development that prepares me to provide a quality distance course.
2)
reassigned time that allows me time to develop a distance course.
technical staff to assist me in development and delivery.
3)
4)
resources, including technology, to assist me in the delivery of my course(s).
b.
Students who
1)
are unprepared for dealing with the technology.
2)
do not respond.
3)
do not keep up with the class.
4)
expect me to respond immediately to their requests.
c.
Problems students have with
1)
advising.
2)
book ordering.
3)
test proctoring.
4)
library resources.
5)
receiving technical assistance.
6)
disabilities support
7)
financial aid
being purged for non-payment because of varying payment deadlines among the
8)
campuses.
Comments:
d.
9. I am concerned about quality distance instruction: (Mark all that apply.)
a.
I act on input of students about the quality of my distance course(s).
b.
I apply the UHCC Best Practices in Distance Learning.
c.
I apply some other best practices for distance learning or for teaching in general.
d.
I seek the advice of my distance peers about the quality of my distance course(s).
e.
I participate in distance course review at my campus.
Other—please specify:
f.
g.
Comments:
10. To help distance faculty on my campus, the following are in place: (mark all that apply.)
a.
Before a course is developed, there is a campus process which determines whether the course
should be developed and offered.
b.
There is a process for having those who have taught distance work with faculty who are interested in
developing a distance course.
c.
There is a peer review process which examines the quality of a campus distance offering, whether it
follows best practices, and recommends improvements.
d.
Other—please specify:
e.
Comments:
11. The types of additional support I need to stay current and to teach distance courses effectively
include:
a.
Up-to-date equipment.
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

More faculty training.
More staff training.
More academic support for teachers.
More academic support for students.
More systemwide support.
More opportunity to network.
More support for online work.
Other—please specify:
Comments:

12. I have used the following distance technology(ies): (Mark all that apply.)
a.
Internet.
b.
Cable TV.
c.
Interactive TV (HITS is one interactive TV system. SkyBridge is another.)
d.
Polycom.
e.
Podcasting.
f.
Other—please specify:
g.
Comments:
13. My campus provides the following for developing a distance course: (Mark all that apply.)
a.
Assigned time.
b.
State-of-the-art technology, equipment and resources.
c.
Time, money, and equipment if there is appropriate grant funding available.
d.
Training
e.
Technical support
f.
Nothing.
g.
Other—please specify:
14. My campus provides the following the first time a distance course is offered. (Mark all that
apply.)
Assigned time.
a.
b.
Training.
c.
Technical support.
Nothing.
d.
e.
Other—please specify:
f.
Comments.
15. After the first offering of a distance course, my campus provides
a.
Assigned time.
b.
Training.
Technical support.
c.
d.
Nothing.
e.
Other—please specify:
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f.

Comments:

16. Student preparedness for the distance course(s) I teach can best be described as (Mark all that
apply.)
a.
Usually well-prepared in the area of time management.
b.
Often inadequately prepared in the area of time management.
c.
Usually well-prepared for the technology(ies) used
d.
Often inadequately prepared for the technology(ies) used
e.
Other—please specify:
f.
Comments:
17. For students who are not prepared to handle the technical aspects of the course, I (Mark all that
apply.)
a.
Send them to the learning center or other unit intended to assist them.
b.
Try to help them myself.
c.
Try to show them how difficult the class will be without the necessary skills and encourage them
to drop the course until they have adequate technical skills.
Work with appropriate people to change course prerequisites.
d.
e.
Other—please specify:
Comments:
f.
18. It is my responsibility to see that my distance courses are ADA compliant. In relation to ADA, I
need: (Mark all that apply.)
a.
Training regarding how to develop a distance-delivered course which is ADA compliant.
b.
Help determining if my distance courses are ADA compliant.
c.
Campus or system assistance in making my courses compliant.
d.
Other—please specify:
Comments:
e.
19. Students in distance-delivered courses receive the following student services support from my
campus (Mark all that apply.)
a.
Scheduling information about distance courses available from all campuses.
Encouragement to take distance courses from other campuses if they fit the student’s needs.
b.
c.
Registration assistance.
d.
Financial aid assistance
e.
Other—please specify:
Comments:
f.
20. Students in distance-delivered courses receive the following academic support services from
my campus (Mark all that apply.)
a.
Access to library resources.
b.
Assistance using resources in the library.
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Assistance using library resources online.
Access to videotapes of HITS, ITV, and Cable TV classes.
Test proctoring.
Tutoring in content areas.
Tutoring in basic skills such as, writing, reading, math, etc.
Technology assistance.
Advocacy when there are communication difficulties with the offering campus and/or instructor.
Other—please specify:
Comments:

21. The following things need to be consistent in the UHCC system in order to help students who
are taking distance learning courses: (Mark all that apply.)
a.
Common prerequisites.
b.
Common course alpha, number, and title for courses which are the same and different course
alpha, number, and name for courses which are not the same.
c.
Common summer school dates.
d.
Common payment deadlines.
e.
Common policies for (indicate other areas not already specified):
f.
g.
Other—please specify:
Comments:
h.
22. In the past two or three years, I have found the following changes in teaching distance courses.
Comments:

23. I anticipate the following future changes in technology relevant to distance delivery.
Please specify:
a.
b. I plan to explore these changes.

Yes

No

24. My campus can broaden its distance offerings by doing the following:
a.
Addressing needs of all UHCC campuses and University Centers.
b.
Addressing state workforce needs.
c.
Adding more degrees.
Developing partnerships for degrees and courses.
d.
e.
Other—please specify:
f.
Comments.
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25. At one point, a UHCC Distance Education Committee with wide representation from all
campuses provided opportunity for the UHCC campuses to share information, to develop a
collective schedule of distance courses, to take part in professional development for those
providing distance courses in a variety of environments, and to review their distance courses in
light of a best practices document developed by the Committee. Currently there is no UHCC
system Distance Education Committee. Would a UHCC systemwide committee responsible for
oversight of distance learning be of value to faculty? To students? Should such a group
replace or complement the efforts at each campus?
Comments:

26. My suggestions for the improvement of UHCC statewide distance delivery include the following:
Comments:
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APPENDIX 38b
UHCC FIGS SURVEY RESULTS
(Faculty Interest Group = Faculty Teaching Distance-Delivered Courses)
[UHCCFIGSSurveyResults]

April 18, 2007
Comments on the FIGs Survey:
Survey comments:
• If “Other” and “Comment” were not checked, sometimes it was difficult to see the comments
that were filled in.
• Perhaps the counts should have been done by campus and then if they were new faculty.
Responses from the faculty at the same campus varied (eg. 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 15). Other and
Comment could also have more relevance. Some service questions may have more meaning
knowing if it was a neighbor island response.
• Should a no response to a question be tallied? Perhaps not if the results were tallied by
campus although no response may have more meaning if coming from a new faculty.
• Would knowing their position make a difference (eg. tenured, lecturer)?
• Item 2 misinterpreted. Item a and c checked.
Question 1
• If more than one campus marked, counted the campus where the faculty teaches (2 surveys).
• If none marked, counted the campus where the faculty teaches (2 surveys).
Question 3
• Some marked 3.a and not 1-5 or the other way around. Some marked for the mode they use.
Question 8
• A variety of combinations were marked--Some marked 8.a, b or c only without marking any
other choices. Some only marked choices without marking 8.a, b or c.
Other:
305 surveys sent:
Campus

Hawaii CC
Honolulu CC
Kapiolani CC
Kauai CC
Leeward CC

Completed surveys
Surveys sent on 3/22/07
returned
with a completion date of
4/5/07 (not known how
many are currently
teaching distance courses)
71
22
65
10
54

20
10
26
3
17
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Maui CC
Windward CC
TOTAL

78
5
305

22
3
101

Faculty update: Six no longer teaching by distance @ HonCC.
Received acknowledgement of email from two people—one returned the finished survey, one
did not.
Two people forgot to attach the survey—sent it when brought to their attention.
One survey had no responses (I think they forgot to save the filled survey)—asked if they could
redo and send back—did not receive back.
Three people were overquota and did not return survey.
One person requested copy of Best Practices—sent it to them.
One person on sabbatical until 3/22—returned survey.
One person on sabbatical until 4/1—did not return survey.
One person clarified that they were not a “distance faculty” and to remove them from the list.
Two people were out of town, returning 4/9—did not return survey.
One person retired last year—asked if they could complete anyway—did not return survey.
Two requested survey results.
Three had no “hawaii.edu” email address.
Five had failed “hawaii.edu” email address.
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I am a faculty member at the following UHCC campus(es): (Mark all that apply.)
a. 21%--Hawaii CC
b. 10%--Honolulu CC
c. 27%--Kapiolani CC
d. 3%--Kauai CC
e. 17%--Leeward CC
f. 22%--Maui CC
g. 3%--Windward CC
2. My experience teaching distance-delivered courses includes the following: (Mark all that apply)
a. 11%--I am teaching my first distance-delivered course(s) this semester (Spring 2007).
b. 15%--I am not teaching a distance-delivered course in Spring 2007.
c. 80%--I have taught one or more distance-delivered courses during one or more semesters prior to
Spring 2007.
d. 43%--I have taught more than one distance courses per semester for one or more semesters.
e. 36%--I have taught multiple sections of the same distance course(s).
f. 12%--In one or more semesters for which I was to teach a distance course, it was cancelled.
g. 4%--Other—please specify:
• I am currently teaching a course with an onsite and a distance section.
• I am semi-retired, but am organizing distance education classes for the TEAM
program classes in West Hawaii.
• d and e, but not in Hawaii.
• Also, coordinator for small distance ed center.
h. 6%--Comments:
• Generally, I have filled my online courses without problems. The only course that
ever cancelled was Psy 214. I teach from 3-4 online courses per semester.
• I have been teaching distance delivered courses since 1992.
• I would like to teach more than one course each semester.
• I have taught online classes every semester since Fall 2002.
• I have been teaching one or more DE courses nearly every semester since Fall 2000.
• I taught a new online delivery Fall 06 for two courses and the classes were the first
sections filled (there were about 8 other sections for each class) a month before start
of class and I could have easily doubled the size with the number of requests. And
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that was just limiting it to MCC extended area. Opening it statewide would have
made an even larger impact.
3. The delivery modes used by my campus include: (Mark all that apply.)
a. 67%--My campus provides distance delivery via technology:
1) 76%--completely online.
2) 53%--by cable TV.
3) 48%--by interactive TV.
4) 23%--by polycom.
5) 54%--by a combination of technologies
b. 28%--My campus provides distance delivery off site using face-to-face meetings between faculty
and students at a location other than my campus.
c. 7%--My campus provides distance delivery by correspondence.
d. 7%--Other--please specify:
• Classroom.
• Hybrid campus/internet classes.
• Homework and instruction is completely online, tests are in testing centers.
• Hybrid—combination of online and face-to-face meetings between faculty and
students at a location other than my campus.
• Faxing papers.
• My campus provides WebCT for all my DE courses.
• We had class on campus as well.
e. 8%--Comments:
• I don’t know all the delivery modes used by HCC.
• My distance students were about 150 miles away. I communicated as needed via
email.
• I am only familiar with the methods used in the TEAM program.
• I am not completely familiar with all modes offered by my campus. I am using
Videoconferencing.
• I’ve marked what I know—this is a question for CELTT at KapCC.
• I can only answer regarding the Holomua Department, not the entire campus.
• Online delivery could use improvement in area of design (universal design to meet a
variety of student needs), delivery (students need access to necessary hardware and
software with reliable internet access from home), implementation (student and
faculty orientation course to online teaching and learning prior to going online).
• I’m not sure of all the modes offered by my campus as I am mostly interested in
teaching completely online, so I have only checked into that aspect.
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4. My campus’ process for determining which course(s) will be delivered by distance include:
(Mark all that apply.)
a. 55%--My campus chooses the courses it will offer by distance by finding out if faculty want to teach
a particular course by distance.
b. 42%--My campus chooses the distance courses it will offer by finding out what students need
delivered by distance.
• Don’t know.
c. 20%--My campus looks at what distance courses will be available from other campuses and factors
that information into a decision about which courses to offer.
• Don’t know.
d. 16%--My campus finds out what distance courses it will offer by developing a plan and following it.
• Don’t know
e. 1%--My campus finds out what distance courses it will be offer by--please describe what other
means your campus uses here:
• Hmmm. All I know is that the chairperson tells me what courses she wants me to
handle. In my case, she wants me to handle two courses for the Fall 2007 semester.
f.

45%--I’m not sure what the campus process is for determining which course(s) will be delivered by
distance.

g. 15%--Comments:
• Hmmm. All I know is that the chairperson tells me what courses she wants me to
handle. In my case, she wants me to handle two courses for the Fall 2007 semester.
• I usually access my program and determine what DL courses are needed, taking into
account what is already available in cyber space and providing courses to fill need
and gaps within the UHCC.
• I am at UH Center West Hawaii where we started online classes due to various
problems like a lack of a real campus, and traffic issues. We lack adequate support for
faculty teaching online and lecturers are doing it using home computer with no tech
back-up.
• “B” selected for our program specifically, not sure of other programs.
• The TEAM program developed a plan to extend the program courses to West Hawaii,
and we are following that plan.
• The instructional program faculty determine what distance courses will be offered
based on the curriculum.
• For the cable TV courses the DL Coordinator reaches agreements with DL
Coordinators at other campuses for which classes will be taught by each campus.
• Distance courses that are part of a certificate or degree program and approved by the
Master Scheduling Group are offered.
• I decide what courses in my program can be delivered via distance and request the
space of webct.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

As with all courses scheduled, DE courses are scheduled by each department, not the
campus.
(response to (e) above:) Instructors propose courses they wish to delivery via
distance delivery.
This has always been a process lead by faculty interested in expanding the range of
education.
Instructors decide which courses they want to teach at a distance.
The outreach sites have plans for certain certificates and degrees and we tey to make
sure to meet their needs.
Couldn’t enter in e. our campus consults with outreach sites for Maui, and I as
program coordinator will consult with other programs on other campuses to see if
they want the interactive TV offering for their campus also.

5. My campus provides campus oversight of distance learning in the following ways: (Mark all
that apply.)
a. 26%--My campus has a formal distance learning committee which develops/oversees policies and
procedures regarding distance learning.
b. 17%--My campus has a group that meets about the scheduling of distance classes.
c. 11%--My campus is in the process of developing a distance learning committee.
d. 8%--My campus does not have any group with oversight of distance learning.
e. 5%--Other--please specify:
• The campus has an administrator who schedules distance ed. Classes based on the
request from the TEAM program and the department chair.
• Director of Center with VPI.
• Curriculum review committee that must approve all de courses as part of curriculum
approval.
• LCC has a faculty member in the media center oversee all DE courses from 2000—
about 2005. Recently, in 2006 a replacement was hired.
• We have coordinators for different aspects of distance learning.
f.

49%--I’m not sure where the oversight responsibility is on my campus for distance learning.

g. 6%--Comments:
• I understand that there is a committee that is looking into distance ed issues, but I’m
not involved with that committee and don’t know what their status or results are.
• Our campus has a committee that I believe is developing policies, there is also a
group that meets to schedule distance classes in regards to time and space availability
however I don’t think there is consideration of what is taught.
• We have an ad hoc Distance Ed. Committee.
• LCC had a distance learning committee that had not met for awhile due to losing the
faculty member in charge of it. We recently hired a replacement, and he is in the
process of formalizing our committee and processes again.
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•
•

There are people who meet about DE, but I don’t know what their power is.
I’m not sure about a distance learning committee. We have a tech committee, but
that’s different.

6. I teach distance-delivered courses because: (Mark all that apply.)
a. 41%--I want a new challenge.
b. 42%--I want more freedom of time and place when I work with the students.
c. 49%--I enjoy working with the technical aspects of a distance-delivered course.
d. 87%--I believe distance delivery meets student needs.
e. 22%--Other--please specify:
• Prepares students for distance learning for a lifetime offered by the hospitality
industry.
• Driving distance to campus is prohibitive for students and for me.
• In order to get sufficient enrollment from multiple sites.
• Some students thrive in DL courses, especially Online. Online courses can be nonthreatening, especially for students who are shy in face-to-face courses. I find that my
students are more animated in discussion forums, especially regarding discussions
that require students to “take a position” on current issues.
• There is no one to teach these courses at the smaller campuses and there are too few
students to justify a faculty hire without combining them with HawCC courses.
• It is cost effective for nursing and assures uniformity of courses.
• I enjoy the different way of interacting with students—while not face to face, am able
to interact with all students every week through email.
• I develop a better interpersonal relationship with students in distance classes.
• Tenure and promotion.
• This is the future.
• I reach students who would not be able to attend a face-to-face class.
• It’s a MUST to stay competitive.
• It was a suggestion made the previous program director and is currently an okay thing
to do.
• I was told to do so by my Dept Chair.
• I am watching development of online teaching and learning in Asia and the Middle
East.
• Some courses are the ones I am only qualified to teach. For other courses, we fac take
turns.
• I was asked to teach online; it increases enrollment.
• Online delivery of curricula with individual student interaction is critical for 21st
century education.
• It was class specific.
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•
•
•

I personally am completing my Ph.D. via distance program from California and
realize the importance of offering on-line courses as it provides opportunities for
students who might not otherwise be enrolled.
(checked—no comment provided)
Affords the opportunity to use high tech. visual aids that (until recently) were not
available in my classroom—also there is an appreciative and interested clientele.

f. 10%--Comments:
• Conversations are richer and deeper in the courses that I teach; students often talk
about things that they wouldn’t in face-2-face classes.
• Low enrollments on UH West campus inspired me to learn to teach online but I miss
the student interaction.
• Meeting the needs of the students in West Hawaii is a challenge due to limited
numbers of students as well as traffic concerns in getting to campus.
• West Hawaii requested that we extend the TEAM courses to the west side.
• It is the only way to get enough students to enable the course to be taught. It is
definitely a technology that limits teaching, but since it allows for courses to be
taught it serves a purpose.
• I feel like I’m teaching as opposed to preaching in distance classes because I can
assess and address individual student needs.
• I am trained in distance learning—it is one of the focus areas of my doctoral work.
• It gives students more time to prepare better and be responsible.
• As a teacher of composition, I can more fully edit and respond to my student work
using on-line websites such as Bedford St. Martin’s Comment and their Exercise
Central. My students benefit by being able to see the writings of their classmates and
being able to also critique them. This can be done in the classroom, but the activity is
hurried and students see and read fewer classmate papers. Working grammar and
sentences online is less embarrassing to students who need this kind of help. No on
knows how often they had to work an exercise before they got the required number of
points.
• My course is required for students working on degrees at off-campus sites.
7.

I like the following about being a distance learning faculty member: (Mark all that apply.)
a. 59%--I see the course content in a new way when I teach by distance.
b. 77%--I enjoy learning new ways to deliver information and to involve learners.
c. 40%--I like doing something that not everyone else does.
d. 95%--I believe I am providing a service to students.
e. 21%--I am able to connect with faculty on my campus, in the UHCC and the UH system, and
beyond.
f. 48%--Convenience.
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g. 45%--Access 24/7.
h. 51%--More contact with students if they want or need it.
i. 50%--Using technology.
j. 44%--Being on the cutting edge.
k. 65%--Opportunity to be innovative.
l. 8%--Other--please specify:
• It offers students an opportunity to take courses that they might not otherwise be able
to take (because they aren’t offered on their campus, for example).
• We do it in nursing to serve our main group in Hilo and our outreach nursing group in
Kona. It allows faculty to team teach and be consistent.
• Reaching community members who are not enrolled in the classes through public
access TV.
• I like being innovative.
• I like being on TV.
• Increases enrollment.
• I love the on-line grade book in WebCT. The “My Grades” feature allows students to
see their points on every assignment. I post their total points and course grade to date
at the end of weeks 4, 8, 12 and 16. Since there is a column for every assignment,
students know when they have missed one. We correct any errors or
misunderstandings as we proceed through the course. By week 16, most students
know their course grade and accept it.
• I am in a remote location myself, so it connects me to the larger student body.
m. 3%--Comments:
• Good educational foundation in teaching methodologies is very helpful in developing
a good line course/curriculum.
• I really don’t like to do this kind of method due to the fact that I use American Sign
Language and often it is hard to see their signing or response. And it slows the class
tremendously because we have to have the camera on whoever is speaking (signing).
But on the other hand, it is great for students who live on the other islands because
they would not have the opportunity to take the classes as they are offered only at
KCC.
• It forces me to prepare course better, and be more organized.
8. I dislike the following about being a distance learning faculty member (Mark all that apply.)
a. 36%--Inadequate or nonexistent:
1) 23%--professional development that prepares me to provide a quality distance course.
2) 45%--reassigned time that allows me time to develop a distance course.
3) 27%--technical staff to assist me in development and delivery.
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4) 18%--resources, including technology, to assist me in the delivery of my course(s).
b.

39%--Students who
1) 50%--are unprepared for dealing with the technology.
2) 37%--do not respond.
3) 57%--do not keep up with the class.
4) 16%--expect me to respond immediately to their requests.

c.

32%--Problems students have with
1) 17%--advising.
2) 35%--book ordering.
3) 19%--test proctoring.
4) 10%--library resources.
5) 33%--receiving technical assistance.
6) 5%--disabilities support
7) 4%--financial aid
8) 31%--being purged for non-payment because of varying payment deadlines among the
campuses.

d.

24%--Comments:
• No training for using webCT.
• Face-to-face interaction with students.
• I’d like to learn how to deliver my content more effectively, or with more variety, or
other things, but it is a challenge to do this. I think UH Manoa’s IT dept. offers some
great WebCT workshops, but I need information beyond that, like how to better reach
students with the material.
• I usually prepare my students for Online courses in the first two weeks of the
semester by providing tutorial links to assist them in learning about WebCT and
having them introduce themselves to the course by uploading their personal
introductions, using the student homepage as a tool to get them more familiar with
WebCT.
• I find the polycom system a very poor system as it produces poor images and sound
production for the students on the receiving sites—better technology should be
purchased before continuing to use this delivery system.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

What I dislike the most is the inconvenience of having to travel a great distance two
or three times a semester to teach my class at the remote site, and having to cancel my
other classes on my home campus on these days on which I travel.
Problems of logistics and technology occur, but we were able to resolve them.
I have students that never became part of the course officially, i.e. could not access
the course website and be part of the e-mail list associated with the class.
HCC’s purging policies have hurt many students on the neighbor islands in particular.
The HCC administration refuses to modify its policies despite numerous faculty and
student complaints.
Student problems with the above stem from their not following the opening contact
and follow-up contact rules.
To clarify the student issues—I have MANY well prepared students who excel. Many
students do need help learning to be autonomous learners.
I do not see the necessity of this question or it could be worded different—not sure
how to answer this idea of “dislike” relative to what is provided. Anyway, this
question needs to be re-worded to be clear at least to me.
Lack of aggressive marketing.
I dislike the lack of resources and support for those who want to do distance
education.
None.
I have had no issues with the above yet.
All areas above could use improvement.
There used to be reassigned time to develop a quality on-line course properly using
one semester of time. Now, they no longer allow for that. I am concern about
changing of textbook—when the textbook is changed, a majority of the prepared
materials may need to be modifies or replace including assignments, demonstrations,
explanations, etc. So, I hope that campus give faculty enough time (at least several
months, a semester, not just weeks) to switch form one text to another even if it is just
updating the edition.
I really have no problems with delivery, support and students. It all works quite well.
As I did the developing under other funding and then the course moved to someone
else, I didn’t answer a. Also, the biggest issue was getting the necessary program
loaded in enough places for on-campus access as well as at home. That has been
resolved by the change to web-based content from the product being used.
I dislike not seeing the students outside of the televised time and I know they do not
ask for the help they would get if we were face-to-face on campus.
(checked—no comment provided)
Having to deal with WebCT is what I dislike most about teaching distance learning. It
takes so much time to do anything with WebCT. It is antiquated!.
No course review (academic evaluation—not commentary from students on
convenience).

9. I am concerned about quality distance instruction: (Mark all that apply.)
a. 82%--I act on input of students about the quality of my distance course(s).
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b.

37%--I apply the UHCC Best Practices in Distance Learning.

c.

49%--I apply some other best practices for distance learning or for teaching in general.

d.

52%--I seek the advice of my distance peers about the quality of my distance course(s).

e.

28%--I participate in distance course review at my campus.

f.

10%--Other—please specify:
• I don’t know what the UHCC Best Practices is. I do want to make sure that I am
using appropriate and effective methods in my classes, and I’m not sure that I am. I
also want to ensure variety, which seems to be challenging.
• Too many of the liberal arts distance classes are offered by lecturers with very little
oversight.
• The UHCCs “Best Practices” need modification and debate.
• I have requested peer observations from other faculty in my discipline.
• I am currently enrolled in a Masters in Education, Online Teaching and Learning
program to improve on my skills and understanding in this area.
• I participated in training offered on campus in developing qualify on-line materials
using WebCT, Respondus, StudyMate, Camtasia and various other materials. During
the process, we have shared and demonstrated our materials to each other (faculty
members) so that we can gather comments to improve my course structure.
• I subscibe to and read a variety of professional journals related to the discipline, and
attend conferences when able.
• Our campus does not have a review, but I participate in the system course
evaluations.
• I have had very little contact with anyone about distance learning.
• Fully 50% of the class fails—a statistic representing 5 years of DE course
broadcasts—a failure rate completely ignored by administrators.

g. 6%--Comments:
• There is no support at my campus, UH Center West Hawaii.
• I don’t teach the courses.
• No sure what this question addresses.
• I believe it is important to have or to allow offer faculty the opportunity to brows
through my distance courses to get a feel for such a course or to make
recommendations on how to improve my course(s) that are online.
• A. I haven’t received any. B. I’ve never seen them.
• I am not concerned about the quality.

10. To help distance faculty on my campus, the following are in place: (mark all that apply.)
a. 20%--Before a course is developed, there is a campus process which determines whether the course
should be developed and offered.
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b. 26%--There is a process for having those who have taught distance work with faculty who are
interested in developing a distance course.
c. 14%--There is a peer review process which examines the quality of a campus distance offering,
whether it follows best practices, and recommends improvements.
d. 13%--Other—please specify:
• I don’t know.
• Leave nursing alone and do not make more work for us! We have been doing this for
a long time.
• I am not aware of any of the above on my campus.
• Just starting to teach workshops for others who are interested in teaching on
television/internet.
• Unsure of this category.
• None available.
• Instead of campus determining which course(s) to offer on-line, our department is
responsible for it. The procedure is more appropriate because the department has a
better feel of what course(s) should be offered on-line than the campus
administration.
• There are few available campus resources that faculty members can access in order to
plan, create, design, and implement a distance. All technical support and assistance
are Manoa-based.
• This is taken care of by our professional staff, I am not involved.
• Don’t know.
• Mentorship and assistance is always available.
• As a part-time instructor, I don’t have information concerning this aspect.
• Unable to answer this question—don’t know.
e. 20%--Comments:
• Although there does not appear to be process for “b” and “c” above, I believe it is
because I was the only adjunct faculty doing it for several years on an intensive basis.
Should the administration want me to share my experiences setting up the programs
from scratch, I would be happy to do it.
• I don’t know the answer to this question.
• As far as I know, there aren’t any systematic processes in place on my campus.
• I believe that faculty members informally seek advice from others.
• I am not aware of any of the above, but they may exist.
• The words “process” and “in place” ambiguous in this context, if not appropriate.
Does it mean a formal process involving a published set of rules, or does it mean ‘yes
we do this in some way or another’? With that ambiguity, I cannot answer this
question.
• It would be nice if we did any of these at HCC.
• Not certain.
• I don’t know about this.
• I have no idea what the process is.
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If you know how to teach an in-person class you know how to teach on-line class.
The content should not change.
Unable to answer.
Clarification to (c) above: this review process is carried out by the Distance
Education Committee.
How do you provide effective support services to neighbor island campuses?
LCC has a process in place but there is not REQUIREMENT that faculty follow it,
and no consequences for those who don’t or for those who choose not to apply “best
practices”.
Leeward CC has a training program for helping faculty learn the course management
and pedagogical skills necessary to teach online. LCC also has a Technology
Mentoring program for interested faculty.
It’s helter skelter.
I don’t know what the normal process is. I approached the faculty offering to develop
it, and my offer was accepted.
Pretty much none of the above goes on, which is unfortunate.
As far as I know, none of the above are offered or available.

11. The types of additional support I need to stay current and to teach distance courses effectively
include:
a. 59%--Up-to-date equipment.
b. 50%--More faculty training.
c. 11%--More staff training.
d. 41%--More academic support for teachers.
e. 36%--More academic support for students.
f.

32%--More systemwide support.

g. 27%--More opportunity to network.
h. 36%--More support for online work.
i.

12%--Other—please specify:
• More release time to improve/update/innovate.
• Motivated students.
• Technical support which students can reach directly without going through the
instructor when they have technical problems.
• More credit for the workload of distance learning. It takes more time to teach and
prep for distance learning. It is not a one hour lecture for one hour like in class. It is
more like 1 credit for 4 hours.
• More monetary compensation for the extra work required.
• Newer TVs; also wider size so we can see each other better.
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j.

Release time for faculty teaching and modifying DE courses.
The Media Center at LCC has given me a lot of excellent support with my WebCT
courses. They offer a lot of workshops and one-on-one training.
Attending conferences and workshops.
Travel funds to go to each site at least once/semester.
Equipment for students.
More technical support to use the equipment, have had to learn it as I go.

12%--Comments:
• I would be happy to do an informational forum for folks who have no experience
doing internet-based courses.
• We should perhaps examine other colleges’ DE programs (i.e. Oregon State Univ.) as
to the type of support provided to instructors.
• More support for online lecturers teaching from home with own computers and
therefore have to pay for everything themselves. No compensation for developing
courses; I have developed 7 online courses, and one more in progress, with no
compensation except for teaching them.
• The state of Honolulu Community College is disgraceful. I have students refer to us
as the “ghetto campus”. Out facilities and equipment are from the stone age, the
funding for support is laughable, the building that contains my office and classroom
(for f2f classes) is crumbling, sinking, and eaten by termites. Computers in the lab
will not connect to the campus LAN and ITS refuses to help. The list could go on for
a long time. With these conditions (especially the technology, it is a wonder that we
can even conduct classes, never mind effectiveness.
• I had to buy my own computer so I had a tool to develop and teach my classes. This
is common and wrong; also one-on-one training and one-on-one course development
work is the best to accomplish goals.
• None.
• I feel there is support.
• (One response below)
The following is taken from a summary based on my experience as a student at California
State University.
Faculty Development:
In our search for online sites that would help us as we started on our journey into online
teaching and learning, my study group at California State University, found this faculty
development site to be very informative, visually appealing and easy to navigate. It has
changed slightly which means that someone is actively working to update and maintain this
site. I was proud that Honolulu Community College made our class list of
recommendations. “Faculty Development: Online Instruction” supported by Honolulu
Community College, Honolulu, Hawaii.
http://honolulu.hawaii.edu/intranet/committees/FacDevCom/guidebk/online/online.htm
Instructional Strategies:
There are so many online sites to choose from, but the sites listed below are the ones I
found very helpful as I began to work on developing my online course.
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This site briefly covers: learning contract, lecture, discussion, self-directed learning,
mentorship, small group work, project, collaborative learning, case study, and forum.
“Instructional Strategies for Online Courses” supported by University of Illinois, Chicago.
http://www.ion.illinois.edu/resources/tutorials/pedagogy/instructionalstrategies.asp#top
If you’re working with WebCT you might find this helpful as you start off. There is a chart
which links teaching strategies to a WebCT tool. I liked this chart because it was so easy
to read and understand. The topics in the chart are broken down into the following
categories: contact between student and teaching staff, develop student to student
cooperation, encourage active learning, give prompt feedback, emphasize time on task,
communicate high expectations, respect diverse talents and ways of learning. This site is
supported by Flinders University – Flexible Education.
http://www.flinders.edu.au/flexed/table.htm
Another good web page put out by Flinders University – Flexible Education. This page
give a description of some of the teaching strategies you might like to use in an online
environment.
http://www.flinders.edu.au/flexed/strategies.htm
If you are an instructor in the healthcare field, you should read this very short article. It
follows the general topics of instructional strategies but also includes a section on case
studies and case-based instruction. I have selected to incorporate case-based instruction
into MEDA 100, Introduction to Medical Assisting, as I continue to develop my lesson
plans. “Teaching Strategies Promoting Active Learning in Healthcare” by A. Russell, R.
Comello, and D. Wright. Journal of Education and Human Development, Vol. 1, Issue 1,
2007.
http://www.scientificjournals.org/articles/1025.htm
Rubrics for Just About Anything:
“Assessing the Development of Your District Mentoring Program: A Rubric” supported by
New York State Education Department, Office of Teaching Initiatives.
http://www.highered.nysed.gov/tcert/resteachers/assessdev.htm
Build your own rubric using “Rubistar.” This site is supported by 4Teahcers, University of
Kansas.
http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php?screen=NewRubric&module=Rubistar
This rubric is used for evaluating first semester student teachers to show that they have
met the minim competency as defined by their university. I adopted and made
modifications to this rubric as a basis for developing my online course. It serves as a good
tool in grading myself as I go along. “Rubrics: Teaching Performance Expectations” is
supported by San Francisco State University.
http://www.sfsu.edu/~coe/sed/info_instructions/TPERubrics.doc
“Online Course Development Guide and Rubric”
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This site is supported by The University of Southern Mississippi, Learning Enhancement
Center.
http://www.usm.edu/lec/docs/LEC_Online_course_rev2-3.pdf
“Online Course Development Guidelines and Rubric”
This site is supported by Michigan Community College, Virtual Learning Collaborative.
http://www.mccvlc.org/~staff/Course-Guidelines-Rubric-v1.2.html

•
•
•

•

From my personal experience, I would not use this tool to evaluate an instructor who is
new to online teaching and learning. It is not set-up like other rubrics shown above. The
advantages in using this as a tool:
a. A good tool for self-assessment, if you can be honest about assessing your own web
site.
b. Good rubric to use for web sites designed by instructors who have background and
experience in web page development. It is fast and easy to use, provides you with a
numeric score and a brief summary upon completion.
“Quality Matters, Inter-Instructional Quality Assurance in Online Learning, Peer Course
Review Rubric.” This site is supported by the Eastern Shore Association of Colleges.
http://www.esac.org/fdi/rubric/finalsurvey/demorubric.asp
My class requires to show the student to be shown on tv. So many times it takes a
while for the camera to move to a specific student in a specific location. So that
consumes precious teaching time.
I am comfortable using technology, so training and support is not an issue. I know
where to get it when I need it.
More should be done to advertise the TV cable curses statewide; making them more
available to students at all the campuses. Is it possible to offer them overseas to sister
schools in Japan, or other foreign countries? The TV crew should have more money,
more expertise and/or more time to produce high quality TV classes.
It has been a while since I taught a distance course; I am unable to answer this
question.

12. I have used the following distance technology(ies):
a. 82%--Internet.
b. 35%--Cable TV.
c. 34%--Interactive TV (HITS is one interactive TV system. SkyBridge is another.)
d. 26%--Polycom.
e. 9%--Podcasting.
f.

9%--Other—please specify:
• Phone!
• Video conferencing.
• Skype (Mac/PC), Ichat (Mac).
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Audiobridge technology.
Camtasia for creating tutorials.
Video conferencing from home.
Phone conferencing.
Video-streaming via internet and WebCT.
Streaming Media—Podcasting is a brand name!

g. 6%--Comments:
• I do not recommend polycom.
• (Internet, polycom) Used by the TEAM faculty.
• By “used” I assume you men that I have used all in teaching my classes. I have
tried them all in some setting or another.
• None.
• I want to get into Podcasting but need some training.
• Meaning in general or just as an instructor? If just as an instructor, then only HITS
and internet.
13. My campus provides the following for developing a distance course: (Mark all that apply.)
a. 21%-- Assigned time.
b. 17%--State-of-the-art technology, equipment and resources.
c. 15%--Time, money, and equipment if there is appropriate grant funding available.
d. 36%--Training
e. 57%--Technical support
f. 17%--Nothing.
g. 30%--Other—please specify:
• Please note that an internet-based course, by definition, is internet-based, i.e. the main
“equipment”, i.e. a PC, is assumed to be owned by the student at home. Students
without a home PC can, of course, “do” these courses, but I’ve found that those are
the ones who generally drop out.
• Unknown.
• No support for developing online courses.
• I have gotten my training and technical support from UH Manoa and other sources,
but not on my campus.
• Technical support is limited to operating the polycom cameras while teaching.
• I applied for and received grant assistance for purchase of the Polycom and monitors
and computers. I also use grant funds to pay for a casual hire person to be present in
the classroom at the receiving end to make sure everything is working as planned.
• Not sure anything was provided for developing it.
• I haven’t requested anything.
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•

These are available on a limited basis. Time, money and technology are sadly
insufficient for producing quality content.
Assigned time of 3 credits for a first time cable class of 30 lessons is inadequate. 6
credits is essential.
Minimal.
Assigned time or stipend for developing cable TV courses, nothing for developing
online classes.
Sometimes assigned time is available.
Some training; some technical support; staffing is a huge issue/problem.
The answers provided are not a true reflection of our campus—A and B should be a
fixed process of our campus but it is not. I would answer “C” but money, time, etc.
are the hardest to come by at our campus.
Training is only if you ask or seek it.
c. I don’t know if that’s true or not.
Limited training and technical support. While our college does its best, our
technology specialists are overloaded.
I’m not sure what they would offer if a teacher needed it; I didn’t need support.
If you ask, you will receive help, which may or may not be on campus.
If there is funding available…but funding is not always available.
Clarification of (a) above: assigned time is not consistently given.
There is very little in terms of training and technical support. Manoa has the ITS
support staff, hence the workshops and training. If distance education is to be
supported and encouraged on other campuses it should have campus-based support in
those areas.
My campus provides different levels of support depending on who is the “loudest”.
We have faculty who do receive assigned time and do nothing with it. Those of us
who work the hardest usually receive the least amount of support because we are
more self-sufficient.
Distance education orientation and coordination.
Not enough of what I checked—hit and miss—I get excellent assistance from the
excellent limited staff we have.
We now have an instructional designer but not sure how many distance teachers seek
out her expertise.
Not sure what is currently available.
Unknown.
Not sure.

14. My campus provides the following the first time a distance course is offered. (Mark all that
apply.)
a. 11%--Assigned time.
b. 41%--Training.
c. 56%--Technical support.
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d. 23%--Nothing.
e. 11%--Other—please specify:
• Vehicle to drive to Kona.
• Orientation to the polycom system.
• I provide assigned time through grant funding.
• Minimal Technical Support and Training is basically broadcasts scheduled when I
have classes.
• Assigned time orz stipend or a stipend only for development of a cable course the
first time it is offered and then again when it is redesigned after broadcasting at least
three times.
• Sometimes assigned time is available.
• My campus will provide funds to support training. I basically learned WebCT on my
own. Some of my follow up training included workshops provided by the ITS staff
online, or at Manoa, and once at Kauai CC (delivered by Manoa’s ITS staff).
• Orientation for students.
• Depends—nothing consistent.
• Brief training by studio technicians on technical aspects of the delivery.
• Don’t know.
f. 18%--Comments:
• I’ve found that the best “training” is simply to watch a professor who is doing a
distance learning course, do it.
• Unknown. I was basically just “thrown in there” but luckily I had a student employee
who helped with technical issues.
• No support for online courses.
• Tech support might be offered if I had the time to track it down.
• The training is minimal.
• I don’t know. The first time my distance courses were offered only 5 people on
campus even understood what we were (ding) doing.
• No assigned time for web classes, no training, little support, poor facilities, no
appreciation or recognition.
• I’m an instructor so NOTHING for instructors. This is also common.
• Limited training and technical support. While our college does its best, our
technology specialists are overloaded.
• I’m not sure what they would offer if a teacher needed it; I didn’t need support.
• Unable to answer.
• Technical support if there is funding available.
• Assigned time is not always provided. Training and technical support must be sought
out by the instructor.
• N/A.
• Our campus provides no assigned time, which is very discouraging.
• I received assigned time to develop one of my two DE courses. However, in more
recent semesters, many faculty have not received assigned time. In our division,
assigned time varies depending on the semester and individual situations.
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• Unknown.
• Training through UH-ITS.
15. After the first offering of a distance course, my campus provides
a. 5%--Assigned time.
b. 29%--Training.
c. 54%--Technical support.
e. 28%--Nothing.
f.

8%--Other—please specify:
• So far, funding has been supplied through grants.
• If the cable course is redesigned (totally redone then assigned time or a stipend is
offered.
• d. Nothing that I know of.
• Faculty support each other.
• Our campus does have a “distance education specialist” but there has been no
widespread use of this resource since there are few faculty members that teach
distance courses (3-4 at the most?). This sole campus resource is not enough to
encourage or sustain a group of faculty users.
• Our campus provides no assigned time, which is very discouraging.
• Orientation for students.
• Not sure.

g. 11%--Comments:
• For internet-based courses, there is no need for an “assigned time” other than for the
proctored exams.
• No support for online courses.
• Tech support might be offered if I had the time to track it down.
• Same as above. (not sure which comment this is referring to)
• Limited training and technical support. While our college does its best, our
technology specialists are overloaded.
• I’m not sure what they would offer if a teacher needed it; I didn’t need support.
• I believe improvement ahs been made in the area of showcasing new technology
tools, but falls short in teaching basic education methodology and developing and
delivering a good online course.
• LCC has the BEST media center in the system. I LOVE Leanne Chun and her faculty
and staff. They provide on campus training and support. They are the one thing I can
depend on when I’m developing/implementing a new online course.
• I do not know what my campus offers if anything.
• Unknown.
• Training through UH-ITS.
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16. Student preparedness for the distance course(s) I teach can best be described as (Mark all that
apply.)
a. 19%--Usually well-prepared in the area of time management.
b. 58%--Often inadequately prepared in the area of time management.
c. 46%--Usually well-prepared for the technology(ies) used.
d. 46%--Often inadequately prepared for the technology(ies) used.
e. 6%--Other—please specify:
• I would say that usually most of the students are somewhat prepared, although there
are many tools that can be utilized that they are probably unaware of or are fearful of
using without some guidance. I don’t know whether students are prepared with time
management, but my guess is that many of them are not well-prepared.
• Often inadequately prepared in basic reading, writing and numeracy, lacking basic
critical thinking skills.
• Some of a, b, c, d = even split.
• There’s forward movement the years—students are becoming better distance students
and faculty are becoming better distance instructors.
• It’s getting better—but distance students are now like any other student—the curve
and skills level replicate “traditional courses”.
• Depends entirely on the individual students.
f. 15%--Comments:
• I’ve found that students generally “catch on” rather quickly on course requirements
and deadlines, particularly if they get an “F” on the firs week’s weekly on-line quiz.
(smile)
• Varies widely—some students are very well prepared in all areas but more than half
are not.
• Many students assume on-line classes easily fit into their busy lives. However they
fail to keep up with the reading and writing assignments.
• Students have rapidly improved in recent semesters.
• Students enroll in my courses because it is convenient for them without considering
whether they are prepared for distance courses.
• All are true. The student population is usually a mix.
• Students are either very well prepared or are not. Very little middle ground.
• I don’t know, but everyone has passed so far.
• Various socio-econmic backgrounds, various learning styles, ESL.
• I always have students who are unprepared, but the majority seem to have no
difficulties with the technology or time management.
• For my ENG 22 online course, I now have students write about their own time
management and study skills. They also research websites on these topics and
summarize what they learned.
• Students are the outreach sites are used to distance learning.
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Interactive TV is not as challenging a mode for students as online courses are. They
need basic email skills, but can also have techs fax their work, so usually it works out
well. I also plan differently for distance classes, so that there are fewer times when
they turn things in—I have found that if they turn in work weekly, that’s too much for
everyone.
Some students don’t respond to email or phone communications if they need further
faculty assistance.
There is a mix of student as far as time management is concerned. Most seem wellprepared for technology.

17. For students who are not prepared to handle the technical aspects of the course, I (Mark all that
apply.)
a. 39%--Send them to the learning center or other unit intended to assist them.
b. 75%--Try to help them myself.
c. 11%--Try to show them how difficult the class will be without the necessary skills and encourage
them to drop the course until they have adequate technical skills.
d. 4%--Work with appropriate people to change course prerequisites.
e. 15%--Other—please specify:
• Encourage peer counseling.
• I usually prepare my students for Online courses in the first two weeks of the
semester by providing tutorial links to assist them in learning about WebCT and
having them introduce themselves to the course by uploading their personal
introductions, using the student homepage as a tool to get them more familiar with
WebCT.
• I don’t teach the courses.
• I try to get assistance from technical staff—this is for the campus where I am not
present.
• None.
• I always explain on the first day of class and tell them what to expect of the technical
skills, etc. Often it takes them maybe 2 weeks to get used to it, then it’s okay.
• …and advise them where to get more assistance.
• The book/website publisher has a tech help toll-free number + email.
• Refer them to tech support.
• Provide commercial training options.
• When I can’t help them, ask my campus tech support and/or refer them to UH Manoa
ITS WebCT support.
• Some students are benefited by LCC’s HELP desk. They can phone or drop in to the
campus computer center for technical help. Our DE website also answers general
questions regarding pop-up blockers and use of certain browsers and word-processing
programs. This website answers a lot of questions for my students.
• LCC Helpdesk, online tutorials, in person assistance from EMC staff.
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Have students work together to train each other.
Use technical support if I am unable to assist them with specific problems.

f. 10%--Comments:
• I’ve found that students generally “catch on” rather quickly on course requirements
and deadlines, particularly if they get an “F” on the firs week’s weekly on-line quiz.
(smile)
• Teaching thru Polycom, this wasn’t an issue.
• Usually they only report problems with some details, such as making a pdf file or
setting the timer on their vcr. I sometimes can help them with these.
• I have designed the class to require a minimum of skills; students do need a computer
with specific programs, etc. If students do not have this or can not get access, the
class is not for them and my syllabus if frank about this fact.
• I take the time to nurture the knowledge in my students through positive
reinforcement, which is part of the educational process of the 21st century education
and technology.
• Students who are not prepared technologically do not enter DE.
• First quiz is a how to webct; in-person session; detailed email.
• An introductory course would be very helpful so they start with all the basic skills
inplace such as: document attachments, email etiquette, hands-on experience using
various components of WebCT (whiteboard), etc.
• I encourage them to utilize services/support at our LCC Media Center.
• Mostly has to do with technology. When I taught a WI course on interactive TV,
some students had a really hard time—I kept encouraging them and if on Maui, sent
them to the Learning Center—but hard on Molokai, Lanai, Hana.
18. It is my responsibility to see that my distance courses are ADA compliant. In relation to ADA, I
need: (Mark all that apply.)
a. 40%--Training regarding how to develop a distance-delivered course which is ADA compliant.
b. 53%--Help determining if my distance courses are ADA compliant.
c. 40%--Campus or system assistance in making my courses compliant.
d. 8%--Other—please specify:
• It is the responsibility of the instructors.
• There has not yet been demand by a student. I don’t know if there ever will be.
• I have a background in special education so it helps me in determining if my course is
accessible or not. My cable course was the first course (so I was told) to have closed
captioning for deaf and hard of hearing students.
• I am not aware or involved what is being done in this area by my campus.
• ADA is not an abbreviation I recognize.
• My campus does give me support in this.
• Wasn’t aware that this is my responsibility.
• ?
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e. 9%--Comments:
• This is the first time I have heard the term “ADA compliant”. Kindly send info on it.
• Adequate software and secretarial support to provide text to audio.
• This has not been an issue.
• I have not taken this into consideration.
• WebCT needs to be ADA compliant, which it is not—so another course management
system will need to be employed. Compliance is a campus issue first.
• Not sure.
• There are several online sites in which you can submit your web pages for analysis
for free.
• Our campus does not have support for ADA which needs to be addressed.
• I am self-trained in ADA compliance, but I’m sure many are not and would love to
have the training.
19. Students in distance-delivered courses receive the following student services support from my
campus (Mark all that apply.)
a. 59%--Scheduling information about distance courses available from all campuses.
b. 33%--Encouragement to take distance courses from other campuses if they fit the student’s needs.
c. 50%--Registration assistance.
d. 43%--Financial aid assistance
e. 7%--Other—please specify:
• I am not sure what is offered.
• Don’t know.
• I don’t know.
• Optional orientation.
• Don’t know what types of support my campus provides to students.
• I do not know.
• I am unaware of what students receive.
f. 18%--Comments:
• Re: Scheduling: By definition an internet based course is flexible with regard to
scheduling since there are not “regular” classes at specific times, except for the
proctored exams.
• Unknown.
• Services are very limited or non-existent for students unless they come to a campus
for services.
• I am really not sure about this. I think Student Services tries to inform them of online
opportunities.
• Uncertain.
• Not sure what they receive.
• Although support is available a majority of students do not take advantage of it
because it is f2f on campus, and the reason students are taking distance courses is
often to avoid coming to campus.
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Some campuses compete to enroll students and KCC discourages their students from
taking distance classes at HCC.
I don’t know exactly.
Students must seek information.
I don’t know.
I have no idea.
Have no idea.
I don’t know what assistance they receive.
Limited.
I really don’t know what student services are provided for distance-delivered courses.
I am not sure about these services. I do not know what is offered to students.
Personally, I post a link to the system-wide DE courses and tell my students about
them.
Student services needs to be addressed for Distance students—especially in the area
of financial aid and registration.

20. Students in distance-delivered courses receive the following academic support services from
my campus (Mark all that apply.)
a. 70%--Access to library resources.
b. 58%--Assistance using resources in the library.
c. 47%--Assistance using library resources online.
d. 53%--Access to videotapes of HITS, ITV, and Cable TV classes.
e. 72%--Test proctoring.
f. 37%--Tutoring in content areas.
g. 48%--Tutoring in basic skills such as, writing, reading, math, etc.
h. 49%--Technology assistance.
i. 26%--Advocacy when there are communication difficulties with the offering campus and/or
instructor.
j. 3%--Other—please specify:
• I am not sure what is all offered. I request help with test proctoring and technical
assistance for the students on the campus where I am not present.
• No idea!
• Limited test proctoring only for UH system campuses.
k. 14%--Comments:
• Unknown.
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Services are very limited or non-existent for students unless they come to a campus
for services.
Uncertain.
We advise the students via telephone and internet. Some resources are available at
West Hawaii, but I’m not sure what.
Not sure about the others.
Students must seek these services.
Other than those checked I don’t know what services are offered.
I am not certain about this since my class is online.
I provide all the above for my students.
I have no idea about the rest.
Improvement would be welcome here.
Not exactly sure, but I know they can get help with area I marked.
Many services needed by distance students need to be system-wide internet based.
I know these are available to all students, I’m not sure if there is special support for
DE courses. Some of these areas I am not sure if they exist on my campus or not.

21. The following things need to be consistent in the UHCC system in order to help students who
are taking distance learning courses: (Mark all that apply.)
a. 58%--Common prerequisites.
b. 66%--Common course alpha, number, and title for courses which are the same and different
course alpha, number, and name for courses which are not the same.
c. 39%--Common summer school dates.
d. 55%--Common payment deadlines.
e. 7%--Common policies for (indicate other areas not already specified):
• Test proctoring services and secure online test proctoring software—particularly the
WebCT Lockdown Browser. Also security software including software to help
instructors detect and prevent plagiarsing and cheating on exams.
• Dropping for non-payment.
• Having access to the equipment needed (cable TV and internet).
• Testing policies—proctor or on-line.
• Common registration procedures and dates for adding, dropping, withdrawing.
• Financial aid procedures.
• Keeping separate CRNs for each different island.
f. 9%--Other—please specify:
• Common fees & registration process.
• Adequate information about a course: sometimes courses listed don’t indicate which
CRN a student should use (or don’t list CRNs, so students have to find out how to
register for that class somehow), or don’t indicate well how the course is to be
delivered, things like that.
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A basic competency in computer usage and basic programs.
No idea!
Good course advertising.
Consistent system-wide available academic support services.
Equipment available.
Unknown, am a first time instructor and am unfamiliar with many issues on the
campus.
?

g. 10%--Comments:
• #1-5 are irrelevant. By definition, an articulated course has all of those items listed in
the catalog.
• None.
• This has not been an issue.
• It would be good if there could be a basic training course, perhaps offered online for
student who are going to use the internet in their classes.
• Students are sometimes unsure where to go or who to contact for information about
DL courses. Occasionally advisors do not know what courses are available via
distance technology. More receive sites are needed for ITV and the system has plenty
of channels but limited number of timeslots.
• I don’t know about this.
• I don’t know how these things would help.
• I don’t know what problems they experience in the first place.
• More advertisement of TV classes. Possibility of taking a TV class or online via VOD
or other options.
• Internet courses often have students from three or more campuses; each with different
policies as to how attendance in internet courses must be reported to financial aid
office.
22. In the past two or three years, I have found the following changes in teaching distance courses.
59%--Comments:
• Web CT is more user friendly. Poylcom is more reliable.
• None.
• Too many students cannot get a textbook from the campus bookstore.
• A greater demand/need for DE courses to meet the need of working students and
those with families.
• Same as mentioned above (Adequate information about a course: sometimes courses
listed don’t indicate which CRN a student should use (or don’t list CRNs, so students
have to find out how to register for that class somehow), or don’t indicate well how
the course is to be delivered, things like that.): continuing education in appropriate
delivery methods, techniques, universal design of online courses, etc. I would really
like it if there were instructors who are teaching online courses already who would be
willing to be partners in developing online methods (sort of like Wo Learning
Champions). I would like to collaborate and network with other instructors so that I
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can make my courses better. I sort of feel like I am doing this alone, and I think there
is a better way.
I have been teaching online since Summer of 2002 and have really noticed how many
students are ready, capable and eager to do courses online. It takes me far less time to
familiarize at least 75% of them now, although there are still always a few who don’t
have the requisite computer skills or access.
More courses are offered on line however I’m not sure how the quality is being
monitored, although this may also somewhat be true of face to face courses too.
Don’t know.
WebCT upgrades have occurred. Less support from UHH regarding HITs classes.
Students have become more prepared in dealing with technologies.
Classes fill up much more quickly. Students seem much more interested in taking DE
classes. Also, I have many students who are taking several DE classes at once.
Very little has changed in terms of what is provided by the campus. However, I have
modified my delivery, away from the white board, since it cannot be seen by the
students at other campuses due to low-resolution cameras being used, and towards
using the Elmo, even though it is not very adequate either, since it is a very small
input surface.
Course management software has been changing, and WebCT has not kept up.
Students are more tech-savvy, but less information literate. We need to provide better
online library resources for them.
Students are more aware of expectations for success in distance learning than in
earlier years. More problems with technical communication in terms of emails not
getting through—even without using a spam filter.
Many more courses being offered and the same course being offered from different
campuses providing healthy ‘competition’, but even more so allowing the student a
choice of instructors.
More classes, some of lower quality. There is need to standardize SLOs and
assessment for classes expected to articulate.
Students who sign up for distance ed courses which clearly state students need
computers with Microsoft Word and Internet access and the ability to do email and
who not only do not have access to ANY computers but who also do not know how to
use Microsoft Word, the Internet, or email. Students who do not reply to mandatory
email and do not respond to phone calls.
Assessment.
NA.
Greater percentage of students who have poor study and time management skills (I
think). It is my belief that we are attracting students who are too lazy to drive to a
campus; these students are also too lazy to study.
Kapiolani CC
As students gain experience with distance courses, their ability to perform has
improved.
Students are more savvy about and comfortable with technology. Saving ITV
broadcasts digitally.
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Two years ago the instructional designer at KapCC and I put my class into webCT.
This instructional designer is the best instructional designer I have ever worked with
(I teach DE on another campus and have taught DE on that campus for about 15
years). Unfortunately se left to take a better job on the mainland. This is a huge loss
for the campus. I very seriously doubt that the work would have been accomplished
without her expertise. STAFFING—people with appropriate skill sets—are critical to
developing DE. It seems too much time is spent on workshops and not enough on
getting the job done.
That the system we use for the delivery of distance learning is behind the
technological times and needs to be updated every 3-5 years.
Less prepared student yet more demanding of my immediate response. Change in
WebCT but less one to one training.
It’s better to be scripted rather than live.
The demand for it has increased, but the supports have not.
My on campus students are not prepared for hybrid courses whereas my strictly
online course students overwhelmingly meet the technological challenges and
embrace the technology.
None.
Student’s have become more savy with the technology; they no longer treat the
interactive sessions as a novelty but more as a class.
More students are taking Online courses.
More experience students, especially in using the technology.
This is my first semester.
The United Kingdom is moving toward standardization of their online course delivery
by developing a mandatory training period for all faculty who wish to teach online. I
think it’s about 6 months, not sure. An instructor will not be allowed to teach online
until he/she has successfully completed this training.
None.
They got a new camera, which is a lot better, but when the inexperienced person is
not used to communicating with a deaf faculty, often the person would move the
camera to the wrong person or doesn’t know how to deal with the new camera.
Publishers are providing more on-line contents.
Students are technologically savy and know how to maneuver around the course
management system. My distance courses have truly gone statewide. Around 40% of
my students are from other CC campuses and a few from Manoa as well. The attrition
rate is not as high as previous years, i.e. 4-5 years ago.
Students are increasingly better prepared for online courses and expect an enhanced
virtual classroom environment.
Students are much more familiar with WebCT, likely because many instructors use it
in their face-to-face classes.
Not applicable; only taught since last summer 2006.
Technical support is getting better.
More students are trying online courses, often these are the most unprepared students.
Not sure there is a good way to help them be more prepared. Online courses seem to
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continue to grow in popularity, and we should be looking for ways to meet the
growing demand.
Underprepared students and lack of reassigned time for course development, revision,
and preparation.
Students have better skills and it is easier for them to adapt to WebCT.
N/A.
Students are more persistent (less inclined to drop the class). And students become
more and more tech skilled.
I have kept the same procedure and delivery for a number of years, so little is
changed.
There are more students taking internet courses who are unprepared technically or in
self motivation for this type of course.
Getting easier as less support and equipment is needed if you have the software and
academic support available. I need little if any support these days—just a good
computer with good software and adequate academic services for students.
Students are more technically adept. Online class enrollments growing.
Students are more comfortable with on-line course technology or history of taking
other courses within webct so do better with the technological parts of on-line classes.
N/A.
Different modes of delivery and an increased use of technology.
Not aware of significant changes.
More students taking distance courses via campuses other than home campus. Also,
more instructors are feeling comfortable with WebCT, so there is less faxing and
other paper pushing. As a remote site coordinator, I have recently switched from
faxing to scanning student papers that they are turning in to their HITS instructors,
and send them as email attachment. I find this much more efficient and recommend
others try it as well.
n/a
don” know.
More uniformity in WebCT administration, training, and support. Better yet, all the
bugs seem to have been taken care of and the tool is efficient.
Do not understand the question.

23. I anticipate the following future changes in technology relevant to distance delivery.
a. 61%--Please specify:
• WebCT changes to another provider.
• Improved clarity of Poylcon.
• MAYBE, and I stress the “maybe”—there will be more extensive use of ipods.
• Online courses will become more common and more useful.
• Live video conferencing feeds for courses directly into student’s homes.
• Oh, gosh, technology changes so fast, so I’m not sure.
• Assessment.
• It is the wave of the future and we should surf it.
• Improved polycom and internet technology.
• Ipod lectures.
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I hope that the acuity of the equipment will improve to enable the use of powerpoints
etc. Currently, a lot of the information on the power point slides can not be read by
the students, since it looks very blurry.
Better security and information software to help identify students when they log on
and be sure that the person registered is the person doing the work. More streaming
video and audio, and perhaps virtual reality/animation in education. More books
available electronically.
Streaming video and I would like to have training and assistance. None being offered.
Our campus does not budget for assigned time or training of DE faculty unless they
are teaching a cable course. Internet instructors are pretty much on their own.
More individualized help from the book publisher’s web sites.
Need to incorporate more visual/streaming material to meet expectations for how
dynamic they expect courses to be.
More security, broader range of access(i.e. iPod downloads), resolution of intellectual
property issues that limit districution.
Innovative websites will provide services similar toWebCT and cable tv. Video
conferencing via computer will become affordable via tools like iChat. More use
pod/video casting for regular lecture classes will result in fewer student attending
classes and lower completion rates. Some “faculty” will compensate with SLOs and
testing dumbed down even further.
More Podcasting.
Podcasts.
Increased use of mobile devices.
Change from webct to whatever.
I expect that we will be uing a program different from WebsT.
Web tools will continue to be easier to use for course development and
implementation. Podcasting or similar technology will become more popular. The use
of webcams for course delivery will increase. Other changes will occur that I haven’t
even begun to think about.
I think webCT will go away and an open source course management system will
replace it. WebCT is expensive and is not ADA compliant. Moodle has been chosen
by many CA distance ed programs. I will begin teaching (in CA) using Moodle this
summer. Should be interesting.
New methods of delivery.
More hands-on training or guidelines. Even change programs such blackboard.
The UH system will upgrade to a better streaming video service for websites.
More faculty are going to be required to have the necessary knowledge, skills, and
attitudes to do distance education courses.
More interaction.
Change in platform from WebCT to another provider.
Expansion of podcasting, video podcasting and better comprehensive online
programs.
As technology upgrades become available, some programs will upgrade and some
students will upgrade, but there will sometimes be a mismatch.
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Greater interactivity, development of high-quality, 3-D interactive content resources,
greater national and international collaboration of instructors and even students,
development of online books by collaborators that will be made available to students
for free, major decline in need for publishers and their expensive books, demand for
internet classes from beyond Hawaii that could swamp the system (but increase $),
possible development of a “UH virtual campus” that specializes in online classes,
system use of open source software that eliminates need for vendor products, higher
percentage of students in online classes, greater use of internet resources as a
component of traditional classes, widespread adoption by students of essential, cheap
Internet-access computers (like the $150 Linux-based laptop developed for poor
countries).
Replacement for webct.
Ipod.
I don’t know.
I would love it if we could have 4 sites on TV at the same time. Because I am Deaf,
so I often can’t see if they are paying attention, have questions, or struggling, etc.
Windows is updating to VISTA…Technology is changing constantly and in a quicker
and quicker pace. More classes will be available on-line and there will be more
competition because students can take a similar course from a mainland school.
Changing course management software.
An “easier” to use course management system with more functionality and ease of
use in terms of a file system—editing/copying/uploading/downloading files. Also
more flexibility in using different web formats (flash, video, interactive web based
programs) and having the tools to create and design web pages. I would anticipate an
easy-to-use program that would allow the creation of online, interactive tutorials that
combines text, images, audio, and video.
Better digital animation and video production to create immersive learning
environments with greater involvement of pervasive messaging.
Students will expect more classes to be offered in the future, perhaps even wanting to
get a complete degree online. Course will need to be less text based and more visual
where appropriate.
More IPOD and similar technology.
I would like to incorporate video and podcasting in my courses. It just takes too much
time to implement during the school year without assigned time.
Not sure.
Some people may want to use cameras with the on-line courses since the price of this
technology is coming down. I would rather my students not be able to see me,
though, except at Chat times. At LCC, we had a long workshop on podcasts, but I
found it very time-consuming for little profit in learning. In a writing course, I like for
my students to read.
More ways of incorporating interactivity.
More broadband technologies such as video will be used in DE classes.
New DE Teaching Tools.
I understand that we will probably use some other program than WebCT. I would like
to know more about it.
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Students will demand the use of more sophisticated technological development of
course materials for internet courses, beyond the capability of most faculty to develop
within the constraints of time and money within the UH system. Students will migrate
to those institutions able to meet their growing expectations.
Lots more live video/audio streaming/conferencing.
More internet courses available for students to access at their own schedule.
It only gets better as new things become available. I am pleased with the support that
I receive here on Maui, both for teaching on HITS as my technician for my classes is
INCREDIBLE. The webct support staff is also excellent—it seems like they never
sleep as they respond to any concerns nights/holidays/weekends. This type of support
makes it great for people like me who are interested in teaching distance.
More online courses in early childhood education.
More web based teaching/learning.
Encourage students who are interested in advanced degrees but cannot leave their
neighbor island to consider distance education as an alternative.
Technology will streamline it all quite soon. I anticipate a move from HITS to
computer-based courses, although I don’t know if it’s a better move.
n/a
no idea.
More audio/video integration over the Internet.
Increased visual aids.

b. I plan to explore these changes. 59%--Yes

3%--No

24. My campus can broaden its distance offerings by doing the following:
a. 46%--Addressing needs of all UHCC campuses and University Centers.
b. 44%--Addressing state workforce needs.
c. 27%--Adding more degrees.
d. 46%--Developing partnerships for degrees and courses.
e. 14%--Other—please specify:
• Providing technical assistance in developing & maintaining online courses.
• I am not sure about the value of this technology other than making classes available
that otherwise could not be offered due to low enrollment at specific campuses. This
technology will always be inferior to face-to-face delivery and will always reduce the
ability of the teacher to clarify concepts and enable learning.
•
•
•

Coordinating SLOs in articulated courses by having bi-yearly meetings of UH faculty
in most fields.
Partnering with other campuses in production of cable classes.
Build a strong foundation for online teaching and learning before attempting question
#24.
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Encouraging more faculty to consider offering distance courses.
Placing more resources in this area. No product investments means no product
outcomes.
Offering release time for faculty who develop and modify DE courses.
No comment of these.
Being far better partner with cohorting programs/degrees and servicers.
Possible change in WEBCT.
Unsure, am unfamiliar with the system.
?
Getting more teachers interested in teaching DE courses and offering training,
support, release time; etc.

10%--Comments:
• #1-5 are administrative/policy issues that us lowly lecturers do no handle (smile)
• NA.
• Production staff is not large enough to handle the number of faculty who are
interested in developing cable/internet courses.
• Support distance ed development, don’t allow instructors who are afraid of
technology to get in the way, STUDY youth and see how they are using technology.
It seems there are a bunch of old foggies making decisions on how people should
learn (I just heard a guy on campus today say that it would be a disservice to have this
certain area taught DE because students would lose a hands on aspect—rather BE
CREATIVE—how can the hands on be delivered DE!). This is much too involved a
question for a simple mark the box response.
• By trying its best to train faculty with its limited resources and manpower.
• I have no suggestions.
• I’m not sure I believe KCC needs to broaden its offerings. I think it needs to remain
at stasis for a while and make what it is currently available top-grade.
• More advertising of TV classes. Creating classes which can be taken either via cable
TV or via internet.
• Windward CC
• Having the DOI office encourage and support distance education. Plus advertising the
distance education program.

25. At one point, a UHCC Distance Education Committee with wide representation from all
campuses provided opportunity for the UHCC campuses to share information, to develop a
collective schedule of distance courses, to take part in professional development for those
providing distance courses in a variety of environments, and to review their distance courses in
light of a best practices document developed by the Committee. Currently there is no UHCC
system Distance Education Committee. Would a UHCC systemwide committee responsible for
oversight of distance learning be of value to faculty? To students? Should such a group
replace or complement the efforts at each campus?
72%--Comments:
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UHCC committee would help faculty stay current on techniques, and understand
competition from other organizations.
There is already a “collective schedule” for distance learning courses. Forming
another bureaucracy (“Distance Education Committee”) may or may not be useful to
either faculty or students. Since the mode of Distance Learning is so varied (from
HITS to purely internet-based), one committee looking at all these modes may not be
helpful.
I think that a committee should be in place for the oversight that would be of benefit
both to the faculty and the students. As to replace or complement the efforts on a
campus should depend on the success of the current efforts if there is such on a
campus.
I am concerned that it adds yet another level of bureaucracy and time-wasting
“meetings” to professionals who should be spending that their time with the students
actually teaching.
I guess so. If valuable to instructors in approving services and instruction, then it
should be of value to students. Complement. What is really needed is additional
dedicated staff & resources to develop and maintain DE courses as well as support
instructors. The UH system is far behind in this area in comparison to other colleges
(i.e. OSU). In addition, instructors should be compensated extra or given assigned
time to develop new DE courses.
Yes, I think it would be valuable for both faculty and students. I think it should
complement each campus’ efforts.
Yes.
I don’t know. I have noticed that often such committees just feather the nests of a few
people who already have secure or tenured positions and leave out lecturers like
myself.
This would involve a truly cooperative group of individuals or campuses that are
looking after the best interest of students and not just for their campuses. Unless this
type of cooperation is in place it will become another committee who either is too
restrictive or one that accomplishes nothing except to meet.
It would add one more administrative hurdle, but would be helpful when more than
one campus is involved.
No. It will be Oahu based and just dictate to us and make more work.
Yes, I think an system-wide distance ed committee would be helpful even to the point
of helping to plan courses that would be offered so that “pukas” can be avoided in
scheduling as well as over duplication of scheduling of certain courses so that
students could find whatever course they needed to complete degrees via DE from
some campus somewhere in the system and at the same time avoid cancellation of
courses on some campuses because of low enrollment. A strategic UHCC planning
committee for course offerings could avoid problems for students in planning a
complete AA/AS Distance Ed schedule.
Probably.
Yes, such a group would be valuable to the system. UH system distance learning
really bridges the gap that Banner had begun to narrow—students from all campuses
can now easily take courses offered on all other campuses. We need to formally
recognize that and make sure that those students are having a good, and to the degree
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possible, successful, experience in distance courses without sacrificing rigor or
content.
Yes, needed. For example, until recently proctoring was a mess. No one monitored
and kept the proctoring contacts updated. Until recently UH refused to help proctor
CC classes even though many students in my CC classes were UH students.
I don’t know. I rarely find large committees useful.
Only if it focuses on practical, problem solving agenda. And, only if campuses are
required to follow policy set up by this group—if only advisory—waste of time.
In my experience with that committee, once the initial work of unifying the AA
courses the committee became more of a burden by trying to overstandardize
throughout the system. There is still a strong component who would like to see all
courses have the same format and interface using WebCT. Such is often the case
when there is systemwide attempts to ‘federalize’ the educational process. There is
strength in diversity, and it is an important learning process for students to adapt to
different technologies and individual course mechanics.
A system-wide group should meet regularly, and seek to involve most DE faculty in
some activities. A similar group for students and one for support staff would be
valuable, with occasional cross-meetings.
This could e helpful if it actually gets down the grassroots of DE course
development, with extensive, regular personal one-to-one contact by committee
members with ALL faculty on each campus who are actually developing and teaching
distance courses to find out their needs and frustrations and assist them with
developing/teaching courses and finding practical strategies for ay-to-day problems.
They could also offer weekly or bi-weekly workshops. This would, of course, be
heavily labor-intensive for the committee members who would be putting in perhaps
5 to 10 hours a week with faculty on their campuses, but would be very helpful to
faculty on the frontlines. However, if this just to be a body at a higher level that sends
out email missives and paper announcements to everyone and does not engage in the
nitty-gritty labor-intensive activities mentioned above, it could be just another
bureaucracy without any practical value to faculty doing the actual work of distance
education.
Yes, should compliment campus and leave course assessment/certification to
campuses as per other articulation agreements-otherwise we are heading backwards
into very muddy waters.
No.
I guess cooperation would eliminate duplicity of distance ed offerings.
Complement.
Yes such a committee would be of value especially to faculty, and I suppose to
students, too. I think it could complement the efforts at each campus. I am currently
teaching a workshop on our campus called “Teaching on Television”. It is designed
to help faculty understand how to prepare a class for delivery on cable TV. I think we
should include faculty from all campuses who are involved in this mode of delivery.
A system-wide committee could help to coordinate professional development
activities such as this workshop.
Perhaps.
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It all depends on who runs the show and what the intent is. It could be a wast of
money nightmare or a valuable tool.
I see this a beneficial “conditionally” based on the formation of a committee that will
provide recommendations for improvement to each UHCC campus rather to regulate
the material of each course offering. For this to work you will need very open minded
people involved with this process. We want to encourage the development of a course
for distance learning rather than discourage. The intention is to meet the needs of the
student and to become a global institution that provides for the education of
individuals East and West.
Yes to all.
I think you have to have a state wide committee. Whether it would be of value is hard
to say, depending on who’s on it and how bureaucratic they are. I think it should
compliment rather than replace.
I believe such a committee in needed, so that all the campuses are aligned and
offering the best distance education courses to students. I think such a group should
complement the efforts at each campus.
A systemwide committee sounds like a good idea, but each campus should retain
some autonomy.
I think an campus-specific committees are more useful—when trying to address the
needs of numerous campuses it seems the committee would be challenged to address
the needs of unique student populations as a monolithic group. Each of the CCs is
different and I think the approaches to technology seem to reflect that. That being
said, there needs to be basic hallmarks that are consistent throughout the system.
Such a group would be beneficial as long as most suggestions were nonbonding to
ensure that innovation in Distance Education is not stifled.
Yes, a committee to oversee and coordinate class and degree offerings would be
helpful. However, I believe it is still the domain of the department to decide which
courses to offer, when and how.
Intercampus cooperation is important, but the word “oversight” might be a bit to
heavy-handed. How about a committee that organizes intercampus sharing of
resources and experience?
Maybe. Each teacher should have academic freedom like in-person classes.
Yes to all questions above.
Yes.
I think there should be individual campus offering in order to give students a choice.
This is America, our students are entitles to select what they want. Distance courses
should not be offered from a single campus alone.
YES!
Developing a systemwide distance education committee (like a PCC) that address
basic issues regarding cirriculum consistencies in delivering a distance courses, etc.
should have been done years and years ago, when it would have been of great value
to the faculty. Today DE courses have evolved and become just another option on the
campus class schedule. However, there are still current needs and issues that could be
addressed with such a committee.
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I was involved with this group when it existed. I would recommend that it be set up
as an adivosory group and forum for those working in the development of virtual
learning environments. It would be most useful if this replaced individual campus
groups. Online education is hampered by the legacy of the physical campus.
Yes, it would be good to have a committee with representation from each campus.
Perhaps the systemwide committee could be comprised of the DE coordinator on
each campus who could then report back to their home campus.
Only on an advisory and information exchange basis, not on a policy making basis.
A system-wide DE Committee would help both faculty and students.
I think it would be great to have a systemwide committee since we are supposed to be
a “system” and students should be able to move seamlessly in the system.
Oversight should complement the efforts of each campus.
I used to serve on this system-wide committee and found it quite beneficial. We need
to know what other campuses are doing. We need to join forces to get the funds to
better develop DE courses. As a system, possibly there could be more training and
some support for attending national conferences.
Yes to all questions.
Yes, I believe a systemwide committee would be an asset. However, this group would
need to be able to make recommendations to higher-ups at the system level. There are
several Distance Education committees and the same issues keep coming up with no
resolution. If a systemwide committee is put into place, there needs to be support for
administration for the issues raised.
A systemwide committee would be good so that we can avoid duplication and
confusion and so that we can work more collaboratively together.
A UHCC systemwide committee for DE will be of value to faculty and students.
Yes.
No comment, not sure what would be helpful.
I believe that this would be a good idea as long as it was not just a ‘talking’ group,
but could actually to to the university administration with our needs and suggestions.
I believe such a committee would be of great value to faculty, and should be
reorganized to complement efforts on individual campuses. This would allow a more
coordinated effort to offer basic degrees as well as specialized degrees offered at the
different community colleges.
The sooner the better.
Yes, if it coordinates not impedes delivery.
There could be a systemwide resource for training of teachers of distance classes; also
workshops on online assessment methods; also workshops on new technology
methods for learning. As far as scheduling I would want the campuses to have that
task as each one may be unique. However, there could be somethings scheduled
collectively among campuses, such as the AA degree or other degree or certificate
needed to fill state workforce needs at the time.
I am not sure that this is needed. My personal support comes mostly from the hands
on staff, the webct folks and the technicians.
Yes it would be valuable to faculty; it should complement the campus efforts.
Sounds like a good idea.
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Since I don’t know that we have a campus committee, maybe a system committee
would help. Communication is key—for all I know, we have a distance committee,
but I just don’t know about it.
The last thing we need is another oversight committee. I believe it will only congest
the process. Each campus has different needs and being able to develop resources
specific to the campus is far more beneficial than another watchdog that could limit
the campus’ distance ed development.
Complement efforts.
I am not sure.
In terms of coordinating physical details, such as deadlines, vacations, course
numbers, a committee might be useful. The committee should, however, have NO
power or oversight concerning content; that should be left to course descriptions and
instructors.
Personally I think it would be one more layer in an already heavily layered entity.
Yes.
I think a systemside committee would be of value to faculty, so long as there is
flexibility in adopting any practices.
Yes,I think it would be a benefit to both faculty and students. A student should be
able to complete most CC degree program through distance education.
Why solely UHCC? We are a System—it should be a System committee!

26. My suggestions for the improvement of UHCC statewide distance delivery include the following:
49%--Comments:
• Technical assistance is needed for new instructors starting their courses and
improving existing courses to mainland standards.
• Set a few statewide standards, i.e. require at least a proctored final exam for all
distance learning courses.
• I have not been involved in this before and therefore can not comment.
• I would like more training.
• Provide more flexible training in new technology/software on an on-going basis to
the faculty.
• What is really needed is additional dedicated staff & resources to develop and
maintain DE courses as well as support instructors. The UH system is far behind in
this area in comparison to other colleges (i.e. OSU). In addition, instructors should be
compensated extra or given assigned time to develop new DE courses.
• Offering workshops (delivered via distance ed technology) on different ways to
enhance online courses. How to take the texts for the class and use them to make an
interesting and informative course experience. Developing a network of online
instructors who share information, tools, methods, etc. and who can give each other
feedback on their courses, or ideas to change them to make them better. Educate
instructors on universal design.
• Compensation for the creation/development of online courses. I have given a lot of
love and attention to the crafting of the courses I teach with no compensation beyond
teaching and less opportunity for recognition as a teacher than I had in the past.
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Provide funding to provide for technical staff, training for faculty in best practices as
well as technology, support for faculty as they develop courses, equipment and
support for students.
Provide local oversight at each campus and local assistance in development and
improvement of courses.
Proctoring at Manoa, special technical support, and equipment support, for distance
faculty, depending upon the medium being used for delivery. A new dedicated server
for podcasts and video streaming. Easier system access for distance instructors using
the Internet and posting to the WWW. Macromedia Director software for all online
Instructors who want it, and purchase of image files for instructors who need it.
Comp time for preparing distance courses, and occasionally for maintaining/updating
them. Clear policies on ownership of materials developed for distance courses,
recognition of the extra time involved in delivering distance courses, and support for
distance ed committees who create the strategies for each campus. A full UH System
distance ed committee would be a real plus.
More support for faculty training. As noted above (previous comments: (23.a)
Streaming video and I would like to have training and assistance. None being offered.
Our campus does not budget for assigned time or training of DE faculty unless they
are teaching a cable course. Internet instructors are pretty much on their own. (25.)
Yes, needed. For example, until recently proctoring was a mess. No one monitored
and kept the proctoring contacts updated. Until recently UH refused to help proctor
CC classes even though many students in my CC classes were UH students.), unless
one is teaching cable there is no assigned time or training program for Internet
faculty. There are system WebCT training, but many instructors on my campus don’t
use WebCT.
I hope my previous comments have covered this. Honestly I do not have the time to
write even a short dissertation on this matter. Let’s say there is much to be done. One
example: maintain ITS so that the system is not down when students need it, or
nonresponsive during registration and grade submissions periods.
Seek ways to involve all de faculty in assessment, articulation, design and sharing
innovations and best practices. Newsletters, webcasts, meetings and assigned time,
door prizes, etc. etc.
More money to purchase state-of-the-art equipment for faculty developing distance ed
courseds and provide extensive technical assistance and support personnel to faculty
developing/revising/teaching distance ed courses.
NA.
Develop standards and policies for classes with online components or classes that are
entirely online.
I am not in a position to comment. I have no idea.
I reserve comment until I know more regarding the intentions of this survey as a
distance learning provider.
[1] Aggressive marketing. [2] Additional monetary compensation for instructors.
Start with the forming of the above committee.
None.
None at the present time.
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Require faculty who teach DE to be certified DE instructors. Require them to go
through a training process and/or assessment that shows they are qualified to teach
DE. This might help qualify control of DE courses. As it is now, the quality varies
from person to person; from campus to campus. We should have a baseline that
everyone meets.
More peer evaluation of all online courses, more professional training and exposure
to help faculty learn existing and emerging approaches to online learning.
I am currently enrolled in a course focusing on program development for online
curriculum. I may have suggestions after I complete this component of my
coursework. Questions that you did not address include: intellectual property rights,
use of copyrighted materials, purchase of license for use of products/software,
qualified faculty living out-of-state, accreditation requirements, market competition,
workload for online instructors, etc. Since there is a deadline for submission of this
form, I will stop here. If you would like clarification in regard to anything written on
this form, please contact me via email. Thank you!
** (added by this person:) Does UH Manoa have a list of instructors who have taught
online and have experience with curriculum development of an online program who
would be willing to act as mentors to new faculty?**
Establish a systemwide committee—and no limit it to the CC’s only. Doesn’t
“systemwide” imply ALL campuses? Afterall, all of the campuses deliver distance
courses, serving all students on all campuses.
Develop a system wide technical support program providing 1) Digital production
software and hardware for course content creation, 2) Video production facilities for
faculty, 3) A central Help Desk for students, 4) A system wide faculty intranet linking
to the resources described in 1-3 above.
More thought needs to go into supporting the computer needs of online instructors. It
is rumored that at my campus, the people who are most demanding are the ones who
get the new computers whether they teach DE or not. This is very frustrating for those
of us who are teaching multiple courses online from a 6-year old computer. A system
needs to be in place to get computers to those who use them the most.
Efficient advertisement of DE courses so that community could benefit from such DE
offerings.
A systemwide committee would be a good start. Stronger guidelines and
requirements for what is required of a distance education course and the instructors of
distance ed courses would be great. It’s frustrating to hear students complain about
instructors who probably shouldn’t be teaching distance ed at all. Since we can have
students from ANYWHERE take our distance ed courses, I think the DE courses
should be exemplary. Our UHCC system reputation is at stake even more so with DE
courses.
Communication with faculty.
Establish policies and procedures for quality distance ed courses.
Systemwide standards for registering, dropping, financial aid—student services for
students.
Advertise the LCC Cable TV courses more—on all campuses. Make sure students on
all campuses are aware of all the UH-CC courses being offered via Distance ed.
Provide more time, money and expertise for the TV technicians to improve the
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quality of cable courses. Give more release time to teachers of cable courses. Offer
Distance Ed classes to “sister” campuses overseas: Asia, the Pacific Island; Latin
America; anywhere (but maybe especially throughout the Pacific Islands since the
University of Hawaii claims to be THE “University of the Pacific”. Advertise our
classes on the military bases in Hawaii and overseas.
To have a systemwide committee for DE courses and programs.
I am pleased with my situation.
There needs to be more communication between each campus about the courses that
are taught. Students need to be made aware and helped to enroll in classes that are
offered other than at their home campus. Many students are confused about how to
enroll for Leeward DE courses if they are at another campus. Also, it would be great
to have assigned time when you are creating a new class—it takes much time to do
this.
Oney, staff, 5 year system-wide plan, commitment, focus, business plan, POSSIBLE
ELECTRONIC COLLEGE WITHIN—college within a college, reinvogorirate staff
& faculty professional development…stipends for travel.research and course
development.
There could be a systemwide resource for training of teachers of distance classes; also
workshops on online assessment methods; also workshops on new technology
methods for learning. As far as scheduling I would want the campuses to have that
task as each one may be unique. However, there could be somethings scheduled
collectively among campuses, such as the AA degree or other degree or certificate
needed to fill state workforce needs at the time.
On going support for those who support me.
Reassigned time or additional pay for faculty teaching on Cable or HITS, since it
clearly requires much more time form the faculty member.
None.
Provide more access to technology for students, especially in the HITS classrooms at
all sites.
1) Provide training to students that will allow them to prepare for the nature of on online learning, especially dealing with technology and functioning effectively as an
independent learner. 2) Institute some measure of quality control to evaluate
instruction in courses.
Not restrict courses when students could qualify for the course especially if they are
planning to seek an advanced degree.
Stop thinking CC and start thinking of a System; commence proper evaluation of
courses and instructors beyond what is done now; see a System committee
established for coordinating DE course offerings, schedules and evaluations.
Figure out a way to share tuition fees among originating sites and receive sites. When
my Outreach Center students sign up for HITS classes beyond our home campus, it
used staff and supplies from my Ed Center, but none of the cost is absorbed by the
originating site. Also, I am servicing students who are not reflected in my registration
count. A minor point, but one that may become major before long.
Also, each campus is unique, so beyond academic and quality standards, I think each
campus needs to approach distance learning in the way that best fits its needs. If you
try to standardize the processes too much, you will end up with something that makes
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a central committee happy, but makes individual campuses unhappy. Don’t ‘overprocedurize’.
But generally, I believe it is going well. Necessity is the mother of invention, and I
think our island state leads the way in distance technology.
More direct assistance for a new adjunct faculty member.
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APPENDIX 39
UNIVERSITY CENTERS’ VIEWS:
PROGRAMS CURRENTLY NEEDED FOR STATEWIDE OUTREACH
Plus Comments on Summer Options and on the Questionable Value of Funding Programs
in Order to Get Them Offered on Neighbor Islands
[UCNeededPrograms]

University Center
University Center, Kauai

Programs Needed for Statewide Outreach
• Regular offering of lower division general
education/transfer AA/pre-major lower
division courses (How can outreach students
on neighbor islands migrate into upper
division programs if they can’t even get the
lower division courses on a regular basis?)
• MEd in Counseling and Guidance in School
Counseling.

University Center, Maui

• Regular offering of lower division general
education/transfer AA/pre-major lower
division courses (How can outreach students
on neighbor islands migrate into upper
division programs if they can’t even get the
lower division courses on a regular basis?)
• BA in Hawaiian Studies.
• MEd in Teaching (It accommodates those
with a bachelor’s so they can earn
certification in secondary or special ed;
program certifies in multiple areas.)
• MEd in Counseling and Guidance in School
Counseling.

University Center, West Hawaii

• Regular offering of lower division, premajor courses not offered by host CC but
needed to migrate into upper division.
• BA for Hawaiian Studies/Lifestyle.
• MEd in Teaching.
• MEd in Counseling and Guidance in School
Counseling.
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Programs Needed for Statewide Outreach
• Other programs that would be of interest to
people in West Hawaii:
• BA/IS from Academy of Creative Media.
• BA/Masters in Urban-Regional planning
(Manoa). MPA (Public Administration).
• A Bachelor’s in Substance Abuse and
Addiction Studies.
• Hybrid MBA program directed at
educators, county politicians, and
nonprofit administrators who have to deal
with budget/fundraising.
• Ph.D in Higher Ed Administration

If a four-year campus’ department lacks the resources to offer a degree that is needed,
could summer offering where tuition is higher enable courses to be self-supporting and
therefore offered?
MauUC—This approach might work for programs that could run during a single summer.
However, if a program spans multiple semesters, the sending department loses incentive during
the regular academic year because it doesn’t get any tuition back during that time.
KauaiCC - I believe that Manoa’s COE programs on Foundations and ECE are doing this but
it’s aimed at the teacher who has summers off. Not everyone has such a convenient schedule and
I would think that schools would have to run 2-3 classes in the summer to complete a program in
a timely manner. That would be an impossible schedule for most working folks. One thing that
has been successful is programs that are ongoing and not cohorted such as BABA, BASS, CSAS,
Psych (UHH) and RN-BSN (UHH). From the students’ view this is desirable because they don’t
have to wait for the cohort, the programs are open entry.
General observations on funding and incenting programs:
MauCC—The short-sighted thing to do is to throw money at programs to get them to serve other
areas in the state. This has been necessary because statewide service is not seen as part of
regular faculty/staff responsibilities. So money has to go on the table to get programs out to the
outreach sites. How do we obtain long-lasting change in behavior? Maybe that isn’t possible.
KauaiCC- Hire faculty who can teach distance. Provide them with the tools, time and money to
create courses. How do we obtain long-lasting change? We get rid of the notion that DL
programs have to be self-supporting by mainstreaming them into the f2f offerings. After all, f2f
does not pay for itself why would you expect DL to?
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APPENDIX 40
CCSSE INFORMATION ON DE
[CCSSEInfoonDE]

From: Cheryl Chappell-Long
To: Sina, Helen
Cc: Sina, Helen
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006 3:40 PM
Subject: CCSSE information on DE
Helen,
Approximately 2700 students across UHCC participated in CCSSE.
Our CCSSE DE questions produced the following
While enrolled at this College, how many courses have you taken by Distance Education.
14%
9%
5%
7%
none

One
two
three
four or more
65%

How satisfied are you with the Distance Education Courses you have taken at this college
14%
19%
6%
61%

Very
Somewhat
Not at All
doesn’t apply

How important are Distance Education courses to you at this college?
24%
35%
41%

Very
Somewhat
Not at all

Hope this helps,
Cheryl
Cheryl A. Chappell-Long
Director, Academic Planning, Assessment, and Policy Analysis
Office of the Associate Vice President for Community Colleges Academic
Affairs
University of Hawaii
2327 Dole Street Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
(808) 956-4561 fax (808) 956-4582

